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CORRIGENDUM
General Report on the Activities
of the European Union 1994
Judicial review and fulfilment by the Member States
of their obligations
Point 1255 should read asfollozus:
1256. In the exercise of its duty to monitor the application of Community law, the
Commission commenced 974 infringement proceedings in L994, as against | 206 in
1993, and issued 546 reasoned opinions (352 in 1993). The Commission referred
89 cases to the Court of Justice (44 in 1993). The breakdown by country of cases
referred in 1994 is as follows: Belgium 10, Denmark 0, Germany 5, Greece 17, Spain 9,
France 8, Ireland 12,ltaly 12, Luxembourg 5, Netherlands 4, Portugal 5, United
Kingdom 1.
The President and the Members of the European Commission to the President of the
European Parliament
Sir,
We have the honour ro present the General Report on the Activities of the European
Union for 1994, which rhe Commission is required to publish by Article 156 of the EC
Treary, Article 17 of the ECSC Treaty and Article 125 of the EAEC Treaty.
In accordance with the procedure described in the Declaration on the system for fixing
Community farm prices contained in the Accession Documents of 22 January 1972, the
Commission will shortly be sending Parliament the 1994 Report on the Agricultural
Situation in rhe Community.
And, in accordance with an undertaking given to Parliament on 7 June 1971, the
Commission is preparing its twenry-fourth annual Report on Competition Policy.
Please accept, Sir, the expression of our highest consideration.
Brussels, 14 February 7995
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NOTE
Legislative instruments proposed by the commission or adopted by the council
9qlins !h.e v.ear. under ihe'co-deciiiorl nroieoure are_menti'onl?-i; ii; -a"portfollowed by '(TaFl.e t)'. Instruments unde'r the consuitati;", ;;il;;rii;n'o". ,.r"ntprocedures are fottowed bv '(Tabre-il)'. rnternationJiig#;;;is-;;;;;rioweJ uv
'(Table lll)'..No footnotes aie. giv_en toi tleie iniiruments, which are listed in threesep_arate tables annexed to th-e Report. The relevant ,et"i"n"""'idJl ddilr] iiurretinearlier Generat Reports) for 
.ail the stages of ihelegislaiive 
-ploilili-"oh6"rning
each instrument, tooether with the app-ropriate poini numtiris.-i-t6iiiii'b-iu"n inthe tables.
As a rule, no references are givenin the text for intermediate stages of procedures
ryhich started before 1 Januaiy 1994 and were noi iompteteo at 3l December 1994.These references also appear in the tables.
The following currency abbreviations are being used in all ranguage versions of theGeneral Report.
BFR = Belgische franMranc belge
DKR = Dansk krone
DM = Deutsche Mark
DR = Drachma
ESC = Escudo
FF = Francfrangais
HFL = Nederlandse gulden (Hollandse florijn)
IRL = lrish pound (punt)
LFR = Franc luxembourgeois
LIT = Lira italiana
PTA = Peseta
UKL = Pound sterling
USD = United States dollar
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'His name is associated with what must be the 10 most successful
years of European unification. He was the prime mover in the
Single European Act. He helped the Community realize the
visionary goal of the completion of the internal market (Europe
92) and in so doing made a decisive contribution ro overcoming
the period of stagnation at the beginning of the 1980s and to
imparting a new dynamism to the integration process. The
second great achievemenr for which we essentially have Jacques
Delors to thank is economic and monetary union, the fundamen-
tal groundwork of which was his. For this, as well as for the
high standards he has set, the Heads of State or Governmenr
meeting in the European Council would like to express their
thanks and recognition. His achievements for Europe will not
be forgotten. President Delors has rendered ourstanding service
to European unification.'
(From the conclusions of the European Council, Essen,
December)
The European union's most pressing need in 1994 was to respond to two major
challenges. The first was to regain the confidence essential for reuiuing the
European economy and to take steps to combat unemployment and social
exclusion. lts actiuities here centred on tbe policies and operations deriuing from
tbe Commission's White Paper on growth, competitiueness and employmint and
the plan of action adopted by the Brussels European cowncil in Dicember 1.993.
Tbe second challenge was to paue tbe way for a new European arcbitecture
while ensuring stability and peace in Europe and in neigbbouring regions. The
union secured the accession of Austria, Finland and sweden and made
preparations for tbe euentual accession of the associated countries of Central
and Eastern Europe, at the same time strengtbening its preferential relations
with other neigbbours, in particular tbe Mediterranean countries.
signs of economic recouery, bolstered by substantial growth in exports and
inuestment and then an upturn in priuate consumption, were greater than
expected in all the Member States, and the prospect of durable non-inflationary
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growth in the medium term was confirmed. The second stage of economic and
monetary union, which began on 1 Janwary, introdwced closer coordination of
the Member States' economic policies and established more binding procedures
for analysing budgetary, policy and ensuring that it was compatible witb the
criteria laid down for transition to tbe final stage of EMU, sharpening Member
States' awareness of the, need for a policy of sustained stability and for strict
bwdgetary discipline. Swbstantial progress was made in stabilizing prices and
excbange rates as national economies continued to conuerge; tbis is an essential
precondition for mouing to the final stage of EMU. Tbe main economic policy
guidelines for tbe Member States and tbe Community, approued at the Corfw
European Council, were subsequently adopted by the Council.
The first exercise to euttluate excessiue deficits began this year, leading to the
adoption by the Counal of recommendations to 10 Member States calling on
them to take appropriate steps to reduce their excessiue public deficits. The
European Monetary lnstitute set up on L January played a decisiue role in
monetary integration and preparations for stage three.
Despite economic growth, only limited success was achieued in bringing down
unemployment.It was f<>und that economic recouery alone will not be sufficientif unemployment is tc, be cut substantially. Recouery must not only be
consolidated to become a basis for lasting growth: it must also be accompanied
by structural reforms at both national and Community leuel if it is to produce
real job-creating groutlt. At Corfu in June, tbe European Council had noted
that the efforts undertal<en by the Member States, thougb appreciable, still fell
a long way sbort of what was needed and encouraged them to take furtber steps
to win the battle for iobs. In Essen in December, the European Council
confirmed that equality of opportunity and the figbt against unemployment
would remain tbe paratnount tasks of tbe Union and its Member States and
that further efforts must be made to solue structural problems by assigning arx
important role to dialogue between the two sides of industry and politicians.
Endorsing the plan presented by the Commission, the European Council
identified fiue key areas for action: improuing employment opportunities for
tbe labour force by promoting inuestment in uocational training, increasing
tbe employment-intensiueness of growtb, reducing non-wage labour costs,
improuing the effectiueness of labowr-market policy and improuing measures to
help groups which are particulaily bard hit by unemployment, in particular the
young. It also urged tbe Member States to transpose these recommendations
into their national policies by means of multiannual programmes whicb take
account of tbe specific features of tbeir economic and social situation and, as
suggested by the Commission, set up a mechanism for monitoring progress.
ln its'Wbite Paper on social policy adopted in July as a basis for discussion of a
new social action programme, the Commission, conuinced that competitiueness
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and social progress are by flo means mutually exclusiue, aduocated integratio-n,
of social ind i"oro*ic policies in defining a course of action wbich would
pireserue the European social model based on solidarity and bigh so.cial
'standards. Substantial progress was made in improuing liuing and working
conditions in the course of the year, notably tbrowgb the adoption of a Directiue
on the protection of young people at work, and in the field of beahb and safety
at work. The Directiue on the establishment of a European'Work-s Council, the
first legislatiue instrument adopted by 1L Member States under the Social'Protocol, 
was important for ensuring that employees are informed and consulted
more effectiuely.
The rapid completion of the trans-European netouorks is one of tbe maior
components of tbe IJnion's competitiueness, growth and employment strategy.
Tbe main objectiue of Community action in connection witb transport, energy'
telecommunications and enuironmental networks has been to promote the
interconnection and interoperability of national networks in order to stimulate
growth and trade between Member States and deuelop the internal market. lt
"*o, 
olro directed at improuing access to tbese networks, reaffirming the need.
to link- islands, enclaues and outlying areas. Tbe Essen European Council
adopted the main recommendations of tbe Group of Personal Representatiues
of tbe Heads of State or Gouernment (tbe Christophersen Group) and added, to
tbe conclusions adopted at its Corfu meeting by confirming the launcb of 14
priority transport projects and drawing up 4 reuised list of 10 priority energy
projects. lt also called for the necessary measures to be adopted to guarantee
full financing of the trans-European networks-
The information society, another priority in the Union's strategy, opens up
tremeni.dous prospects for economic progress, employment and quality of life.
On the basis of tbe report by the Bangemann Group, the Heads of State or.
Gouernment meeting in Corfu stressed the role of the priuate sector, the need
for a stable legal frimework and tbe importance of language and culture. At
'Essen, they wilcomed both the Commission action plan adopted in July and
the Council's basic decision to liberalize the telecommunications infrastructure
by L J anuary 1998 as decisiue steps towards establishing information infrastruc-
tures for the future.
The single market, essential for economic recouery in Europe, remained central
to the frnion's efforts to maintain industrial competitiueness, create iobs and
stimulate economic growth. The purpose of much of tbis year's actiuities was
to ensure tbat the iniernal market operated more effectiuely and to deuelop its
potential in partnership witb the Member States. The Commission stepped up
'dialogue 
with the public and with business to improue the way tbe single market
works in practice.
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ln the summary report submitted to the Essen European cowncil, the com-
mission noted that the legislatiue measures adopted were now producing their
fwll effect, especially as regards free mouement of goods and capital ord b"tt",
access to pwblic contracts, but there was still room for progress on the
elimination of border checks on indiuiduals, the reduction of the time needed to
transpose measures adopted into national law and tbe liberalization of certain
sectors such as energy and telecommunications.
It will not be possible to restore growth and consolidate recouery unless they
are based on efficient and innouatory European industrial competitiueness on
open and competitiue ,markets. Tbis prompted the commission to adopt a
communication specifying practical measures to strengthen industrial competi-
tiueness, identifying four priorities: promotion of intangible inuestment, deuel-
opment of industrial c:ooperation, encouragement of fair competition and
modernization of tbe r<>le of the public authorities in industry.li gaue a new
dimension to small business policy, a chief factor in tbe baitle fJr competi-
tiueness, by adopting an integrated progremme in support o,f small and
medium-sized enterprise's and the craft sector ubicb sets the panoply of existing
measures in a comprehensiue and consistent framework- and proposes new
measures to ease transfers of businesses and reduce the time tak-en for payment.This approacb was backed by tbe European council, which a'sk-ed the
commission, witb tbe help of a bigh-leuel group, to examine any obstacles to
iob creation and competitiueness in Community and national legislation and to
suggest possible solutic>ns and simplifications. The European Council also
welcomed the commission's plan to set up a competitiurnrri ,orr"il as a forum
for dialogue between inelustry and tbe public autborities.
Research and technological deuelopment are also essential to reuiuing growth,
1nhancing competitiueness and increasing employment. The Europeai unionhas been actiue in this area: Parliament and the council adopted the fourth
framework programme for RdrTD (1994-9s) and all of tbe speciflc programmes
to implement it, and tbe commission presented a strategic document-with the
obiectiue of gradually achieuing better coordination of research actiuities and
pol_icies in Europe by intensifying cooperation so tbat tbe fragmentation ofpolicies and the resulting dispersal of effort will not penalize European industry
in the face of international competition.
The union has also endeauoured to deuelop the European dimension of
education,. strengthen link-s between education and working life and promote
uocational training, which are all decisiue factors for tbe reitoration of growth
and the improuement of competitiueness. A new generation of Community
programmes for uocational training (Leonardo da vinci), youth (youth for
Europe III) and education (socrates) is intended to boost existing community
measures and supplement operations conducted by the Member Siates with due
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regard for tbeir cultural diuersity and tbeir responsibility for content and
organization.
Looking towards the new model for sustainable deuelopment, whicb is to make
a positie link between the economy and the enuironment, the European Union,
in conjunction witb many of those concerned in industry and society at large,
contintued to implement the fifth action programme on tbe enuironment,
incorporate enuiionmental considerations in other Community policies and
prouide furtber information and education in this area. Tbe Commission'adopted 
a communication analysing the interrelationship betuteen economic
growth and the enuironment. The Council, concerned at the effects of transport-
on th" enuironment, recon mended that actiuities in this sector be redirected
towards less polluting forms of transport. Following tbe guidelines established
by the Essen Ewropean Council, it also concluded that tax measures were
n'eeded as pdrt of ihe strategy to reduce CO2 emissions.'Wishing to,base.its
enuironmental policy on reliible scientific data, tlte Commission also played an
actiue role in t'he eitablishment of tbe European Enuironment Agency, which
was officially inaugurated in Copenhagen on 31 October.
Economic and social cohesion, whicb is intended to promote the barmonious
deuelopment of the (Jnion as a whole, was further strengthened in partnership
with t'he Mrmb"r States and the regions. IJnder the second stage of the reform
of tbe Structural Funds (1994-99), Community support frameworks and single
pirogramming documents tt)ere adopted for a large number of regions and.
'Coilmunity initiatiues were launched for cross-frontier ,coopercttion, rural
deuelopment, the most remote regions' employment and human resoLtrces'
indust)ial cbange, urban policy and fisberies. The temporary cohesion financial
instrument setTp in 1993 was replaced by the Cohesion Fund, uhich in L994
financed 51- projects to improue transport infrastructures and enuironmental
'protection in lreland, Griece, Portugal and Spain. The European.Council.
)"lcomed the progress made in tbe peoce process in Northern lreland and
agreed on the'priicipte of a rnultiannual programme and the allocation of
odditional funding, as proposed by the Commission. This programme is in.
addition to current assiitance from the Structwral Funds. lt pursues tbe central
objectiue of reconciliation and benefits both communities in an equitable- and
balanced way, especially those areas and sections of the population suffeting
mo st acute dePriu ation.
The process of reform adopted in 7992, essential for the future of the cotnmon,
agriiultural polic'y, was co-nsolidated, producing satisfactory resubs at the end
d the first of the three years in wbich it is to be applied. Towgher meqsures to
c'ombat frau'd were also an important factor. Tbe CAP was at the centre of tbe
accessio'n negotiations with the EFTA countries, and Community actiuity in tbe
fisheries ,"rlu too LUas dominated by the forthcoming enlargement becawse of
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tbe socio-economic importance of the industry in some of the applicant
countries as well as in cer'l.ain Member States.
After the entry into force, on L January of tbe European Economic Area, the
largest integrated economic entity in tbe world, the accession of Austria, Finland
and Sweden to the tJnion represents an important new step in the history of
European integration. It taill allow the union to expand operations, notably in
social and enuironmental matters, and profit from tbe experience of tbe new
Member States in tbese fields.
The Union is eager to seciare lasting stability and peace throughout Europe and
witb this in mind made octiue preparations for tbe euentual accession of the
associated cowntries of Central and Eastern Ettrope. The Commission, at the
request of the Corfu European Council, drew up a strategy to paue the way for
tbese countries" membersbip by gradually bringing them into the internal
market and establishing structwred political relations. In adopting this strategy
wben it met in Essen, the European Council decided to boost and improue the
process of preparing the six associated conntries for membership and their
Heads of Gouernment in fact attended tbe Essen meeting. The European [Jnion
has also endeauoured to paue the way for full and constructiue cooperation
witb the Independent states of the former Souiet union by negotiating a
new generation of partnersbip and cooperation agreements with tbem. This
determination is reflected in the signature of partnersbip agreements witb
Russia andUkraine, tbe adoption of a common position setting out the IJnion's
obiectiues and priorities in connection witb IJkraine and tbe signature of the
European Energy Charter Treaty.
The Union recognizes tbe need for balanced relations with all its neighbours
and has endeauoured to tntensify those with the Mediterranean countries. The
Commission bas framed a new strategy based on the deuelopment of existing
social, political and economic links. This was endorsed by the Essen Europeai
Council: it recommended the establishment of a Euro-Meditenanean partner-
ship which could ultimately lead to a free-trade area that would help to ensure
peace, stability, prosperity and cooperation in the region. ln practical terms the
strategy includes substantial financial assistance, the conclusion of partnersbip
agreements and the completion of customs union with Turkey. The Heads of
State or Gouernment alsc> confirmed that the next phase of enlargement would
inuolue Cyprus and Malta.
As the leading donor to the Palestinian territories, the European (Jnion also
continued to support the peace process in the Middle East. Alongside its
political and humanitarian operations in support of Bosnia-Herzegouina, the
Uni.on strengthened its links witb some of the Republics of former yugoslauia
and continued to prouide financial and technical assistance.
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The signature of the 'tJruguay Round Final Act in Marrakesh on L5 april paues.
the wiy for further trale liberalization and the harmonious deuelopment of
world irade. Anotber important outcome of tbe negotiations was tbe establisb-
ment of the'World Trade Organization, which is to replace GATT in 1'995 and
will play a more distinct role in monitoring and management. Tbe strengthening,
of t'h, multilateral trade system, togetber witb the problems of growth and
employment, was a crucial aspect of tbe [Jnion's relations uitb the other
iniustrialized countries. These issues were discussed at the Western Economic
Summit inNaples in July.
The Commission also drew up broad strategic guidelines for its relations with
two parts of tbe world which are maior poles of attraction and new growth
orroi 
- 
Latin America and Asia. Tbe Essen European Council approued this
strategy, based in particular on tbe promotion of relations between the
Europia, IJnion and regional integration organizations such as Mercosur and
ASEAN.
As part of the L0-year guidelines proposed by the Commission to reuise
tbe generalized scheme of preferences to make it more fauourable to the
lrsr-"der"loped countries, tbe Council adopted a Regulation for industrial
products couering 1995-98. The European IJnion, determined to support South.
'Africa's historic commitment to democracy, strengtbened its political and
economic ties with tbis country, in particular by allowing it to benefit from the
GSP. South Africa also attended, as an obseruer, tbe meeting,s of the ACP-EU.
Council on thre mid-term reuiew of the Lomb Conuention. The Union stepped
up its humanitarian aid actiuities and made a particular effort to assist the war
uictims in Rwanda.
ln 1994, the first year in whicb the common foreign and security policy was
actually implemented, the {Jnion undertook a number of ioint actions in
connection with former Yugoslauia, tbe Middle East peace process. Russia,
South Africa, the introduction of a stability pact in Eu1ope, nuclear non-
proliferation and the control of exports wbich can be used for both ciuil and
'military purposes. lt endeauou,red to maintain some consistency between tbe.
objecti)es of CFSP operations and those of operations under its traditional
external relations.
The prouisions on justice and home affairs cooperation in Title VI of tbe Union-
Treity were also applied for the first time in 1-994. Resolued to make full use of
tbe ipportunities opened uP by this new dimension of tbe Union, the
Commission presentid two communications 
- 
one on immigration and asylum
and the othir on tbe fight against drugs. It also sougbt to consolidate the
protection of the Community's financial interests by framing a draft int.er'
national coni.uention wbich went further than the legislatiue action planned at
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Community leuel on frawd preuention and attempts to approximate the Member
States' criminal laws in this area. Abhough encouraged by both the Corfu and
Essen European Councils, implementation of tbe action plan and priority
programme approued by tbe Brussels European Council in December 1993
encountered a number of difficuhies connected both with the sensitiue nature
of the matters discussed and with the interpretation of the institutional
framework prouided by the Treaty.
Throughowt the year, the institutions tried to bring the European IJnion closer
to its citizens, making it more open and more transparent. Under rights
conferred by Union citizenship, the Commission proposed the introduction of a
uniform uisa and nationals of one Member State who are resident in anotber
were giuen the opportunity to play a direct part in political life: they were able
to uote in this year's EuropeanParliament elections in their host country and
from 1996 they will be ,zble to uote in local elections too. The institutions, in
particular tbe Commisston, tried to make their actiuities more transparent by
targeting and decentralizing their communication arrangements and allowing
easier access to documents. Throughout the year the Commission also made
sure that tbe principle of subsidiarity was respected when drafting and reuising
Community legislation. Mak-ing use of its new powers under tbe Union Treaty
to improue the quality of life of its citizens, the Commission adopted measures
to acbieue a higber leuel of protection as regards public health and consumers
and to deriue maximum benefit from Europe's cultural beritage.
As 1995 approached, the European Union, strengthened by its increased
membership, the prospect of renewed growth and a budget based on a financial
perspectiue wbich prouides resources to matcb its ambitions, prepared to face
the cballenges which awaited it in the neta year: unemployment, reuiew of the
Union Treaty in the run-up to tbe lntergouernmental Conference in L996,
further enlargement, transition to tbe final stage of EM\J, deuelopment of the
information society, and external and internal security.
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Section L
Priority activities and objectives
1. In line with the undertakings giuen at the Edinburgb European Council in
L992, the institutions endeauouiedlhroughout the year to bring the Community
,lori, to the people and make it more open and more transparent for its citizens'
Action proc'eeded on tbree fronts: consolidating tbe concept of European
citizensiip, improuing transparency and p-ro.uiding broader access to info,r-
*orion, ind continuing imp'lemeniation of the principle of subsidiarity. The
Essen European Coui"il in December reaffirmed the importance of this
approach fir strengtbening tbe European lJnion's democratic legitimacy.
A great deal of effort was made to put into effect the rights conferred by
ErTop"on citizrnsiip and giue people more opportunity to pla.y,a direct part in
potni"a life in Eurlpe. N"ationals'of a Member State were able to uote in the
'Member State in *hlrb they were resident in the elections to the European
parliament in June and from 1996 witl also be able to uote in local elections. To
fo'r;liot, tbe free mouement of people witbin the (Jnion, the Commission hasprti"t"a tbe introduction of a uriform format for uisas..The institutions, and
in paLrticular the Commission, haue concentrated on making their r'uork- more
tralntsparent, by deueloping targeted and decentralized communication and by
maki'ng or"rri to documintation easier. ln this connection, the Comrnission
and C"ouncil's code of conduct was put into effect and a practical guide for
u,r"r, *o, publisbed. The Commission has also continued implementing the
principle if subsidiarity. The results of this were summarized in a report
submitted to the European Council in Essen.
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Section 2
Union citizenship
Freedom of movement and right of residence
2. on the basis of Article 100c(3) of the EC Treaty and following on from its
proposal for a Regulation of December 1993r determining the third countries
whose nationals must be in possession of a visa when crossing the external
frontiers of the Union (Table II) and its proposal for a Decision of December
19931 establishing a convention on controls on persons crossing these frontiers,
the Commission adopted on 13 July a proposal for a Council Regulation on the
introduction of a uniform format fo. uir"r (Table II) to facilitateTr". 
-ou"-..,
of persons within the lJnion. The commission proposes a single and clearly
identifiable format for visas issued by the Member States in the form of a
standard sticker glued into the holder's travel document, which would contain
all the necessary information and meer high technical standards, notably as
regards safeguards against counterfeiting and falsification.
3. on 11 March, Parliament adopted a resolution on the incompatibility with
Article 7a of the EC Treaty of the passport checks still carried lut by cerrain
airlines.2
Right to vote and stand in elections
4. on23 February, the commission adopted a proposal for a council Directive
laying down detailed arrangements for the exercise of the right ro vore and stand
as candidates in municipal elections by union citizens residing in a Member
State of which they are not nationals (Table II). In accordance with the principle
of equality and non-discrimination, the aim of the proposal is to ensure that, as
far as possible, the conditions governing the right to vote and stand as a
candidate are the same for all Union citizens, whether or not they are nationals
of the country concerned. In the interests of proportionality, the proposal does
not go beyond what is strictly necessary for the implementation of Article 8b(1)
of the EC Treaty and refers wherever possible to the legislation of the individual
Member states. The proposal applies only to elections by direct universal
suffrage at local government level and does not affect the right to vote and srand
I Twenty-seventh General Report, poinr 100.
' 
OJ C 9'1,28.3.1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.1.1.
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as a candidate in elections in the home Member State, where this is allowed
under national Iegislation. The Member Stafe of residence may take into account
ineligibility in the country of origin and Member States may also reserve for
their own nationals the posts of mayor and deputy mayor, which involve
participation in an official authority or in the election of a parliamentary
assembly. Provision is made for exceptions to the general rule, subject to certain
condirions, to take into account the specific problems of certain Member States
where there is a particularly high proportion of nationals of other Member
States (more than20o/o). The proposal received a favourable opinion from the
Committee of the Regions. In its opinion of 26 October 1.994,Pathament called
for bureaucracy and exceptions for particular countries to be kept to a minimum
while ensuring maximum openness and bringing implementation of the directive
forward. The Directive adopted by the Council on 19 December (Table II)
reflects these opinions and sets the deadline of 1 January 1996 for its transposal
into national law.
5. Council Directive 93/1.09/EC on the right of European Union citizens
residing in a Member State of which they are not nationals to vote in elections
to the European Parliamentl was applied for the first time in June.2 Parliament
adopted two resolutions on this Directive. In the first, adopted on 20 January,
it called on the Member States to transpose the Directive and to organize,
together with the Commission, an awareness and information campaign on the
European elections.s In the second resolution, adopted on 21 April, Parliament
pointed out the exisrence of discrimination and bureaucratic obstacles and the
lack of information on registration and participation in the elections.a
Right to diplomatic protection, right to petition
and right to access to the Ombudsman
6. After its previous Decisions had been approved by Council Decision
94/1,14/EC, ECSC, Euratom of 7 February,6 Parliament finally adopted
the regulations and general conditions governing the performance of the
Ombudsman's duties in Decision 94/262/ECSC, EC' Euratom of 9 March.T It
was not however possible to appoint an Ombudsman this year. The Ombudsman
will be empowered to accept complaints from any citizen of the Union or any
physical or legal person in respect of cases of maladministration in the activities
of Community institutions or agencies.
t OJ L 329,30.1.2.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 590.2 Poinr I 180 of thrs Report.3 OJ C 44,14.2.1994;Eull. 1,/2-1'994, point 1.1.2.
r OJ C 128,9.5.1,994,Bull.4-1994, point 1.1.1.5 OJ C 329,6.1.2.7993; Twenty-seventh General report, point 8.6 OJ L 54,25.2.1994 Bull.L/2-1994, point 1.1.3.7 OJ L IL3,4.5.1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.1.2.
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Section 3
Democracy, openness and subsidiarity
7. In accordance with the Declaration annexed to the Treaty on European
Union and the conclusions of the 1993 European Councils,l the Commission
adopted a number of initiatives aimed at making its policies more transparent
and bringing them closer to the people by concentrating on the following three
elements: more openness, easier access to administrative documents and a new
information and communication policy. On the question of subsidiarity, the
Commission submitted its first annual report on implemenration of the principle
to the European Council in Essen.2
8. The Commission adopted a number of measures to make its work more
transparent and to increase the involvement of interested parties in the
preparation of its decisions and proposals. It accordingly identified in its annual
legislative programmer those proposals which might be preceded by broad
discussions and published a list of topics on which Green or'White Papers would
be prepared. It also introduced a procedure for giving notice of its initiatives
and published in the Official Journal a summary of draft rexts and practical
arrangements for obtaining documents. Parliamenr, for its part, adopted two
resolutions, in Aprila ;rnd in M^y,5 on the transparency of Community
legislation and the need for it to be consolidated; one of the proposals was thar
a coherent and gradual approach be adopted in the matter. On 20 June, the
Cor.rncil adopted a resolution on the electronic dissemination of Community law
and national implementing laws and on improved access conditions.5
9. As part of its work programme for 1993 and 19947 and in line with the
interinstitutional declaration of 25 October 1,993 on democracy, transparency
and subsidiarity,s the Commission drew up a legislarive program me for 1994e
designed to ensure implementation of the Treaty on European Union and the
sound operation of the single market. The 1994 programme reflects the main
themes of the joint Parli:lment/Commission declaration which was adopted on
I Twenty-seventh General Report, points 1017 to 1020.2 Point 13 of this report.3 Point 9 of this Report.1 OJ C 128,9.5.1994;Bull.1-1994, point 1.1.3.5 OJ C 205,25.7.1994;Bull.5-1994, point 1.1.1.5 OJ C 179,1.7.1994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.1.2.7 Twenty-seventh General Rep,rrt, point 995; Supplement 1/93 
- 
Bull.8 Twenty-seventh General Repr:rt, point 12; Bull, 10-1993, points 1.5.2 and2.2,1.e Bull. 1,2-1993, point 1.7.9.
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g Februaryl and translates them into action designed to_ boost growth in the
economy of the Union and improve its competitiveness. The aim is to foster iob
creatio;by mobilizing all auailable means to combat unemployment and social
defrivation. Both the"tlreek and the German Presidencies devoted considerable
attention to the priorities contained in the 1-994 legislative programme' Following
the precedent set in 'J.993,2 the 1.994legislative programme was published in the
Official Journal of the European Communities3 together with other documents
,.i"tirrg io pl"rrring for t994 (Parliament resolution of L9 January;a Council
declarition of Z f.bru"ry;s joint declaration by the European Parliament and
the Commission of 9 February) once again helping to make the Community's
decision-making process more democratic and more open'
10. In the inrerests of openness, the commission has tried to give the p"!li.
the widest possible 
""..r, 
to its documents. The code of conduct on public
access to Council and Commission documents, approved in December 1,993,6
*", pu. into effect by commission Decision 94/90/ECSC, EC, Euratom of
g February.T This code, which will be reviewed after two years, sets out certain
minimum requirements and fundamental principles governing the fair processing
of applications, rearo.t"ble reply times and exceptions. The underlying principle
i, ;;';"; the public the widest possible access to documents held by the
Comniission 
"ni th. Council. The institutions may, however, 
refuse access to
any document where disclosure could undermine the protection of the public or
prirr"r. interest, commercial and industrial secrecy, the Community's.financial
irr,"r.rrr, or an institution's interest in the confidentiality of its proceedings. on
4 March, the commission also adopted a communicafion summarizing the
measures taken to improve public access to documentss and in October
published a users' question uni 
^nr*". 
guide which explains how to go about
getting hold of documents.e
1,1.. Information and communication policy is dealt with in the 'Information'
communication, audiovisual media and culture' section of chapter II.10
1.2. The Commission has also taken steps to intensify its dialogue.with interest
g.""pr,tt notably by setting up a database on such groups and asking them to
I Bull. 1/2-7994, point 1.7'4; Supplement 1/94-Bull'2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 997'3 0J C 60,28.2.1994.4 B;ll. t/Z-t9g4,point 1.7.2; Supplement l/?1-Prllj Bull. l/Z-lS94,point 1.7.3; Supplement ti94-tsull'6 Twenty-seventh General Report. point 5 I I '7 OI L 46. 1.8.2.1994 Bull. 7/2-7994'point 1'1'4'8 oi c 67,4.3.1,994; Bull.3-1994' point 1.1.3.Y Bull. l0-1994,point I'l'2'
ro Point 696 et seq. of this RePort'll Point 703 of this Report.
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introduce a self-regulation policy. In the course of this year, one category of
interest group has adopted a code of practice.
1-3. Acting on the undertakings it has been constantly restating since the Lisbon
European council in June 1992, the commission has pressed on with its
implementation of the subsidiarity principle. It has included in the explanatory
memorandum accompanving its proposals a 'subsidiarity recital' summarizing
the objectives of the proposed measure, its effecriveness and why it is necessary-.
In accordance with the undertakings given at the Edinburgh Euiopean councill
and the Brussels European Council,2 the commission has also fulfilled its
promise to review its proposals and adapt existing legislation. The results of
this work were set out in a report on the application of the subsidiarity principle
which the commission adopted on 25 November3 and presented to the Essen
European Council on9 and 10 December, as requesred by the Edinburgh council
and in accordance with the interinstitutional agreement of 25 october 1,993.4
The first section of the report concerns adherence to the subsidiarity principle
when Community legislation is being drafted, while the second section describ.,
progress in revising existing legal instruments. On 10 June, the Commission also
adopted a position on the list of instrumenrs and proposals which the German
Government wished to se,e revised or withdrawn in the light of the subsidiarity
principle.5
L4. In a resolution6 passed on 20 April, Parliament delivered its opinion on
the commission's November 1993 report to the European council on the
adaptation of existing Community legislation to the subsidiarity principle.T The
committee of the Regions passed a resolution on 15 November, in which it
called for the principle of subsidiarity to take account of regional and local
levels. The resolution also supported ex ante checking and the right to institute
legal proceedings in order to safeguard compliance.s
] !"!!. !?-!?22, points I.4, I.15 and 1.21; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 10.
i lr_ll !2-19?3t poiry 1.14; Twenry-seventh General Report, point-11. '3 COM(94) 533; Bull. 77-7994, point 1.1.1.{ Twenty-seventh Generai Report, poinr 13.j Bull. 6-1994. point 1.1.1.6 OJ C 128, 9.i .1.994t BIII. 4-1994, point 1.1 .2.7 Twenty-sevcnth General Report. point I l.8 Bull. L7-1.994, point 1.1.2.
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Section 4
Protection of citizens
15. on 13 June, the commission adopted an amended proposal for a Parliament
and Council Directive (Table I) concerning the protection of personal data and
privacy in the context of digital relecommunications networks, in particular the
i1,t.gru,.d services digital n.twork (ISDN) and digital mobile networks'1 On 8
Declmber, the Council reached agreement on the 1992 proposal for a Directive
o,-, pror..rion of the individual regarding the proce_ssing of personal data, (Table
t) wtrictr is designed to secure the free movement of such data while guaranteeing
".r 
eqrrilral.,-rt and high level of protection throughout the Community'1
16. The protection of citizens in the field of human rights is dealt with in
Chapter V, Section 1, 'lnside the Community"2
Point 406 of this RePort'
Point 1090 er seq. of this RePort
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Chapter ll
The sing.le
econom lc
market and the CommunitY
and social area
Section L
lmplementation of the White Paper on growth,
competitiveness and emPloYment
17. The policies and measures arising from the 'white Paper on growth,
;;r"p;*i";ness and .-ptov-t"t1 1nd Jto,,. tht unemployment action plan
decided by the European^council in Decembe r 1'9932 were a focus for European
Union activity in1994.
1g. The proposals put forward in the white Paper made a useful contribution
to the debate going on in the Member States, where further action was taken to
reform employmen, 
"..".rg.-ents and to improve 
competitiveness in the
economy. Economic policiJs in the Member States developed broadly in.line
with the White p"p.ri, proposals, as reflected in the economic policy guidelines
for 1993 and,1.994.r Th'" ;";piio' of economic growth this year was. free of
inflationary pressure, thanks to monet-ary poli.i.rli-ed at price stability and
to wage moderation. It should enable-rapid progress to be made towards
fulfilment of the economic convergence criteria'
1g. Ar community level, the council and the commission reviewed throughout
ih. y.", progress with the implementation of the Vhite Paper' In a resolution
;;;J on 9'M^r.h, Parliament welcomed the approach advocated in the White
paper.a on 1 December, it adopted for the European councrl meeting in Essen
" 
,.rol.,tior-, 
- 
drawn up by iis tempotary Committee on Employments- on
"lr n.tlon 
plan for .-ploy.r1.t1t which is designed to implement the suggestions
I Bull. 1,2-lgg3,point 1.2.44; Supplement 5/93 
- 
Bull; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 16'
2 Bull. 72-7993, point 1.2.43.3 Point 3'l of this RePort.1 OJ C 9t,zs.l.lgg4; Bull.3-1994, point 1'2'1'
-t Bull. 12-1994.
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contained in the'white Paper.l on 1 June, the Economic and social committee
adopted a resolution supporting the long-term srrategy outlined in the 'vfhite
Paper;2 this resolution reproduces the key elements of lts opinions on the 'sfhitePaper's industrial, economic and financial, and social asiects.3 In 
"n 
opirrio'delivered on 27 september, the committee of the Regiins iik.*ir. g;r; i;
support to the proposals' in the white paper,4 stressinithe importanc! of theintegrated programme for SMEss and the need to in.iolue regional and local
authorities in the develop)ment of the private sector.
20' Implementation of the vhite paper's recommendations received newimpetus at the European council 
-..ti.rg in corfu in June, which placedparticular emphasis on six points: ..r.o.rr"g.-ent of ,.for.i, in Member statesintended to improve the efficiency of employmenr systems; specific measures toexploit fully the employment poiential of small 
""4 -;Ji;-siz.d businesseqreinforced coordination of research poricy; rapid implem.rr,"rio' of high-p.io.itytrans-European projects in the fields of traniport 
"r,d en..gy; f"ll .iploit"tio'of the opportunities offered by the information society; and encouragement ofthe new model of sustainable development.5 At rr, 
-.oi"f in Es.en7 on 9 and10 December' the European councif continued its discusJons on these issues
and adopted a number oI important guidelines f"t 
".hi.rri.rfii. ou;".tives setout in the White Paper.
21 . with regard to the overall economic situation, the European council, atits meeting in corfu, enclorsed rhe economic policy guidelinis for 19948 and,
stressed the importance of a resumptio.r of ..o^rromi. ir"*rl, 
"'d the need forfurther measures to foster .mployment. At its meeting i' Err.rr, it cailed for thebenefits gained both from establishing price and .i.h"rrg.-r"te stability andfrom 
.restoring. growth to be .*.d t^ achieve ,h; ;;;:;; of budjetarf
consolidation, thereby facilitating strict compliance with ,h..orru.rgence criteria
as the foundation for economic and monetary union.
22. on the basis of an interim report from Mr Flynn, Member of rheCommission, on the results of his tour of capital cities,e the Eu.op.an Council,
at its meeting in corfu'^review_ed th. st.p, i"ken to improve the employment
situation in the Member States. It encouraged the reform, ,rrrj.rok.n i1 tvtemb..
] lolnt 560 et seq. of this Report.i OJ C 295,22.t0.1994; Bull:6-t994. point 1.2.5,
: 9J..C 295,22.10.1994: Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.2 ro t.2.4a Bull. 9-1994, point 1.2.7.r Point 188 of this Reoort.6 Bull. 6-1994, point I'.2.7 Bull. tZ-tggC.8 Point 34 of this Report.e Point 560 of this Rioort.
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States to improve the efficiency of employment systems, with particular reference
to education and training, young people, the reduction of non-wage labour
costs, new formulas for the organization of work, and the creation of jobs in
connection with meeting new requirements linked to the quality of life and
protection of the environment. At its meeting in Essen in December, the European
Council adopted, as proposed by the Commission,l recommendations for
national employment measures in five key areas: improving employment
opportunities for the labour force through initial and further training; increasing
the employment intensiveness of growth through more flexible organization of
work, wage restraint to encourage job-creating investment and the promotion
of local employment initiatives; reducing non-wage labour costs sufficiently to
ensure a real impact on recruitment decisions; improving the effectiveness of
labour-market policies by making them less dependent on passive support and
by facilitating and encouraging access to employment; improving measures to
help groups particularly hard hit by unemployment, such as young people or the
long-term unemployed. The European Council urged Member States to
incorporate these recommendations into their individual policies as part of
multiannual programmes. The Council (Social Affairs, and Economic and
Financial Affairs) and the Commission will regularly review progress made and
will report annually to the European Council, starting in December 1995. These
recommendations are a follow-up to the resolution adopted by the Council on
22 September,Z the Commission document dealing with action to turn growth
into jobsl and the report on employment3 adopted by the Council on
5 December.
23. On the question of the internal market and competitiveness, the European
Council, at its meeting in Corfu, said it was essential that the basic principles
of the single market should be extended to areas such as energy and
telecommunications, and stressed the key contribution to growth and job
creation made by SMEs.a It emphasized here the importance of local employment
and development initiatives. At its meeting in Essen, the European Council
called for effective and uniform application of the internal market rules, endorsed
the setting-up of a high-level group to examine the competitiveness of the
European economy and requested further work on improving the regulatory
framework for biotechnology. It concluded its discussions on a possible CO2
energy tax, noting the Commission's new approach of proposing common
parameters for any Member States wishing to apply such a tax. It also called for
t COM (94) 529, Bull. 11-1994, poinr'1.2.1'972 Bull. 9-1994, point 1..2.1.81..3 Bull. 1,2-1,994.a Point 187 of this Report.
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greater and systematic r:oordination of Community and national research
policies.l
24. On the basis of a report on trans-European networks drawn up by the
Group of personal representatives of the Heads of State or Government' known
as th; Christophersen Group,2 the European Council, at its meeting in Corfu,
agreed on lists of priority transport and energy projects,2 and called for further
srudy of the possibility of extending the trans-European networks to neighbouring
counrries 
""d of the question of relevant networks in the environmental 
field.2
At its meeting in Essen, the European Council adopted the operational
conclusions of the Christ,rphersen Group's final report, two innovative aspects
of which are the proposed manaflement vehicles for implementing individual
projects and the examination of a 'network approach' for environmental
projects. It confirmed a revised list of 14 priority transport projects and
10 priority energy projects which have started or which could be started shortly
and stressed the importance of traffic management systems, particularly in the
case of air traffic. 'With regard to funding, the European Investment Bank is to
create a special window {:or financing the networks, and the European Council
called on the Council to adopt the necessary decisions to top up the funds
currently available for the trans-European networks. On the basis of a report
from the Bangemann Group,2 the European Council, at its meeting in Corfu,
called for measures to facilitate the establishment of an information society.3
At its meeting in Essen, it welcomed the progress made towards liberalizing
telecommunications infrastructures and laid stress on the role of the private
sector, the strengthening of international cooperation, and the importance of
new services and of the audiovisual sector. It called on the Council to coordinate
the necessary measures, particularly regarding the legal framework, and
welcomed the Commission's organization of the G7 ministerial conference on
the information society to be held in February 1995.
25. The main steps along the path mapped out in the \White Paper to be taken
at Community level in t\r94 included the following: the integrated programme
in favour of SMEs and the craft sectora and the Community initiative for
SMEs;5 a number of Commission proposals5 for implementing the Community
initiatives on employment and the development of human resources' which
include the Youthstart programmelT the setting-up of a working party of
I Point 230 of this Report.2 Point 321 of this Report.I Point 327 of this Report.a Point 188 of this Report.
-i Point 465 of this Report.6 [n particular, those ielating to the taxation of SMEs, transfers of enterprises and ]ate payment. Point 191
of this Report.7 Bnff. 1,12-1994, point 1.2.105; point 308 of this Report.
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independent specialists to consider the simplification and relaxation of regulatory
..q.rir.-.tr, *irh a view to creating iobs and improving competitiveness;1 the
"pp.ou"l of lists of 14 priority transport 
projectsz and 10 priority. en:rgy
fio;..rr,, including 
" 
n.r-b.. in the new Member States; the approval of the
n'ui,, f.",.rres of a ,.grl"to.y framework and an action plan for the establishment
of an information society,a and in particular the Council's agreement in principle
to a timetable for the liberalization of telecommunications infrastructures;5 the
coordination of national and Community research policies;5 the Council's
agreement on the implementation of an industrial competitiveness policy;7 the
i;;;;ilidJa detail.d analysis of the links between economic growth and the
.""i.."#"t;8 and, finally' the Commission's 1 June communication on
biotechnology.e
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I Point 1178 of this RePort.
z Point 324 of this RePort'3 Pornt 322 of this RePort.4 Point 328 of this RePort'5 Point 397 of this RePort.6 Point 232 of this RePort.7 Point 203 of this RePort.8 Point 489 of this RePort.
e Point 218 of this RePort.
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Section 2
Economic and monetary policy
Priority activities and objectives
26. 
. 
clear signs of an e.;onomic recouery emerged in all Member states in 1994,
and 
. 
the prospects of achieuing durable noi-inflationary growth ouer the
mediu.m term improued, creating q more fauourable enuironient for attainingthe.objectiues of economic and monetary union (EMU). Despite this uptwri,
little.progress was mad'e in combating unemployment. ln tie medium'term,
employment will retnainr. one of the major cha[lenges facing tbe community. ln
its White Paper on growth, competitiueness and 
"*ptoy*int,r the Commiisionset out an ouerall strategy for establishing a stable macroeconomic framework
and implementing structural reforms with a uiew to boosting tbe tommunity
economies and increasing their capacity to create jobs.
The secon-d stage of ENru, which began on 1 January, requires close coordi-
nation, of Member Sttttes' economic policies and entiils more stringent
procedures for examining na-tional fiscal policies and monitoring their comiati-bility with the conditions for mouing io the third stage, ,urh o, the broadguidelines of economic policies and the Member stiies' conuergence pro-
grammes setting out the economic policy plans tbat will enable thei to ,ot;r1y
the EMU criteria.
Generally speak-ing, fore'ign-excbange markets were more stable than in 1993
desp-ite the widening of the fluctuation margins in tbe exchange-rate mechanism
on 2 August 1993. Last y,ear also saw the setting-up of the Eiropean Monetary
Institute, wbich is responsible, among otber thingi, for preparing for the moueto tbe third stage of EMU.
The economic situation
27. The economic situation in the European
1994. Aggregate Community GDp roseby 2.6"/o
of 0.4% ]n 1993. However. this recoverv was
further increase in unemployment.
Union improved appreciably in
in real terms, following a decline
not strong enough to prevent a
I Point 117 of this Report.
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28. The improved growth performance is taking place against the background
of favourabie international circumstances and, on the domestic front, a
rebalancing of the policy mix. This led to a reduction in interest rates made
possible by'the easi.rg of ,,r"i.r, on foreign-exchange markets, by the progress
achieved in r.d.r.ing- inflation and by Membe. States' commitment to fiscal
balance. These factois caused confidence indicators to improve markedly'
29. \0hile, at the outset' the recovery was supported by an inventory swing'
the main contributory factors in recent quarters have been export and investment
gr.*rrr. stockbuilding provided 
" 
,tro.g stimulus to activity' especially during
ih. firr, half of the year (accounting for about 1.o/" of GDP growth), but, once
uncertainties over future prospects had been dispelled and the recovery was
iir-ly established, o"rf"i .*pa.d.d to meet the higher level of sales' the
restoration of consumer 
"nd 
b,rrirr.rs confidence having resulted in an appreciable
increase in consumPtion'
30. The unemployment rate rose for the fourth consecutive year, up from
IO.6o/" of the labtui fo... in 1993 to !0.9o/o, while the rate of fall in employment
moderated (0.5% as against 1.8% in 1'993 andl'2"/" in1'992)'
31 . The slowdown in GDP growth in the community and the fact that the gap
L.r*."., potential u.d 
".t.r"'i output 
has widened markedly in the last three
years go^a long way towards explaining the progress.Sldt in combating
infl"tiJn. The fail in inflation (3.1% compared with some 4o/o in 1'993) is making
a *^jo, contribution towards achieving persistently low prices over the medium
term.
32. The Community's budgetary position improved slightly following the
marked deterioration in the"pr.uiorr year. The overall general government
borrowing r.qrlir.-..t, *", *, by hali a percentage-po-l-nt' to some 5'5% of
GDp. ThIs improvement stemmed from the combined effect of the growth in
economic activity and the implementation of a less expansionary fiscal policy'
The increased fiscal restraini reflects not only the realization that budgetary
forl,ior-r, were seriously threatening the recovery but also the prospects for
medium-ter- ..ono-i. prosperity Ind Member States' commitment to fiscal
consolidation.
33. Despite the improvement in the budgetary position,-the public finance
situation is still *oriyi,lg. The budgetary consolidation efforts made prior to
ig8i h"t. proved to b. ilr,rfficient,-necessitating new structural consolidation
measures. The scale of rhe necessary adjustment will undoubtedly beconsiderable'
The commirment to fiscal rectitude made by all the Member States in their
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convergence programmesl represenfs che first step towards the application over
the medium rerm of a fiscal policy which does not threaten economic growrh.
These commirments will have to be observed, however, if confidlnce in
government policies is to be strengthened and the budgetary criteria governing
participation in EMU mer.
Economic and monetary union
lmplementation of the second stage
34. The second stage of EMU began on 1 January.2 The procedures for
r.ei{o_rcgs convergence have been aptlied in aciordance with the provisions of
the EC Treaty and with the recommendations on rheir implementation adoptedby the council on 14_ February.3 on 25 May the ctmmission approved
recommendations for- the broad guidelines of the economic policies of the
Member States and for multilateral surveillance in accordance with Article
1,03(2) of the EC Treaty..a Afrer being endorsed by the European council in
porfu, those broad guidelines led to the adoption of Recommendation 94/480/EC
by the Council on 11 July.s
35. The council contirrued irs assessment of the convergence programmes
presented by Member states (Portugal,5 Denmark,T Greecej Ireland,r-Spain,ro
and the Netherlandsll) of their implementation.
36. An initial assessment of excessive deficits got under way in the first half of
the year. In accordance with the procedures and definitions laid down by
council Regulation (EC) No 360s/93,t2 Member States transmitted data to the
commission on rheir public finances (deficits and debt) by r March. The
commission drew up reporrs on 10 Member States (Ireland and Luxembourg
not having excessive deficits) and senr ro the council on 19 septembei
opinions and recommendations for decisions under Article 104c(5) and (6) of
I
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
t0
ll
L2
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the Ec Treaty which were adopted by the council on 26 september.l on that
basis, the Commission adopted or, 5 t)ctober draft recommendations designed
- 
p", 
"" 
end to those situations.2 The recommendations were adopted by- the
council on 7 November.3 In accordance with Article 104c(8), they will be
oublishe6 only if, *iiiin a specified time-limit, the Member States concerned
'nr". ?"tr.a;;',"k. effective 
"ctiott to 
reduce their deficits or if a Member State
itself takes the iniriative of publishing the recommendation relating to it'p".li"-.r-rt adopted 
" 
..rolniio' o' th. excessive-deficit procedure on 13
December.4
37. As the secondary legislation necessary for implementing the second stage
of EMU was adoptei irr-f,rll in 1.993, ceriain restrictions on financing public-
Jeficits ca-e i.rtoio-.or 1January, including the bans on direct financing of
J"li.lr, by central U"^f.t te*i.I. 10a of the EC Treaty) and on any form of
prl"if.s.J access by the public secto.r to financial institutions (Article 1'04a)'
Member States haue 
"doited the bulk 
of the legislative amendments required'
In accordance with Articie 109e(5), a number of Member States (notably France
"r,J Sp^i.,1 h"rr. ^lro "dopted 
i.girl"tiu. amendments designed to make their
central banks independent.
3g. The European Monerary Institute (EMI),5 which was set up on 1 January'
steadily built up its staff and resources. In the context of the reinforcement of
monetary policy .ootJi"ui;"n, it carried out ex post and ex ante assessments of
cenrral banks, monerary policies. In May, it published. a report on prepaid
electronic .".d, fo, g.r,Lr"t ,tr. which concluded that the right to issue such
cards should be ,est".icted to credit institutions. It was also consulted on a
number of occasions about draft national legislation and proposals for
Community inrrr,,-..rrc within its fields of competencS' On 22 November' the
Council of ih. g,l'tt met for the first time in Frankfurt'6
39. Parliament expressed its views on monetary policy issues on a number of
occasions, and in particular on 6 May in a resolution on the obiectives and-
instruments or 
-o**.y poli.y, and in a resolution on the supervision of
commercial banks and financial institutions'8
I Bull. 9-1991, Point 1'.2.11 .
: Bull. 10-1994, Point 1.2.3.{ Bull.l l-l994.Poinr l.2.ll.I Ol C 18, 2-3.1.1995;Bull"12-1991.t Poinr 1236 of this RePort.6 Bull. 11'-1991,Point 1.7.48.
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Preparations for the third stage
40. In a communication adopted on 5 April, the commission propos ed that a
study group be set,up to examine the practical problems involvei in'introducinf
the ecu as the single currency.l
41. The EMI embarked on a number of studies dealing with the technical andlegislative preparations for the third stage and coverini b"trt nores, statistical
data, payment and information ,yrt.-r,1h. harmonization of monetary policy
instrumenrs and techniques, and harmonization in the accounting field.
Policy coordination
42' Alongside existing measures, and in order to reinforce the coordination of
economic policies still further, Article 103(2) of the EC Treaty provides for thepreparation of broad .:gl"Ti. policy guiderines which 
"r. "dopt.d by thecounc-il and against which Member Sltes' economic policies are assessed
annually. The broad econ'mic policy guidelines for 1994, adopted on 11 July,2set out the policy coordination recommendations considered a b. 
"pp.o priiifor.the community at the currenr srage of the economic .y.1.. ih.y .orr..rrt",.
mainly on price and exchange-rate stability, sound p.rbil. fi.r"n.es, efforts toimplement the lfhite l"pgr on growrh, competitiverress and employment,j theaction plan adopted by- the Furopean Council in Decembe, i993,0 and thestructural measures to. be taken io help create jobs. In addition, since thebeginning of the second stage, budget deficits have been monitored under the
excessive deficits procedure.s
43- The Annual Econornic Report for 1994, which was adopted by the
commission on 23 Marchs and on which the Economic and sociai committee
and Parliament delivered rh-eir opinions on 29 AprilT and.6 M^y,t emphasized
the inconsistency between-the,price objectives ,.i by rhe monetary autiorities,
on the one hand, and fiscal policy-and wage trends, tn th. other. it *", 
"rg,r.ithar this inconsisterrcy represented the firsi macroeconomic obstacl. to groivth,
the second being the low potential outpur of the community. It was tlie.efo.e
necessary to change the economic policy mix and to place gi.ut.. emphasis on
I 9J 9 153,4.5.7994; Bull. 4-19e4, point 1.2.4.i 9J. L 200, 3.8.1994: Bull.7/8-1994,point t.2.2r Point 17 of this Reoort.] Twenty-seve_nth Gineral Report, point 16.r Point 35 of this Reoort-
: 99YQ4) eo;Butt.3-1ee4, point 1.2.7.
: 91 9195, 18.7.1994;Buil.' 4-r994,point 1.2.8.o OJ C 205,25.7.1994;Bull.5-1994, boint 1.2.8.
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fiscal consolidation and lower interest rates if sustained, job-creating growth
was ro be achieved. The Annual Economic Report for 1995 was adoptedl by
the Commission on 13 December. The Commission's economic forecasts are
markedly more favourable than at the beginning of the year, with both output
and exports increasing more strongly than anticipated' As a result, investment
is expeited to grow vigorously in 1.995 and 1,995. This recovery should pave the
*"y fo. a sligtrt reduction in unemployment and create conditions conducive to
a resumption of the catching-up process in the least-favoured countries and
regions tf th" Community. However, if growth is to lead to a substantial
reJuction in unemployment and if the economic convergence needed for the
transition to the third stage of EMU is to be achieved, it will be necessary to
apply the measures and policies set out in the Commission's White Paper on
gio*th, competitiveness and employment and in the broad economic policy
[uidelines of-1993 and7994. Budgetary consolidation and policies for reducing
public deficits will also have to be maintained.
44. On 15 September, the Economic and Social Committee adopted two
own,initiative opinions on monetary policyz and the role of savings.3
Thrust of economic policies in 1994 and 1995
45. In the broad economic policy guidelines of December t993, on which
Parliament delivered an opinion in April,a the Council had set out a strategy
for sustaining the recove.y that was broadly confirmed in the July guidelines's
Given the strong performance of Member States' economies, economic policies
should be g."rJ-towards the medium-term goal of promoting sustained and
non-inflationary 
€irowth and towards bringing about a significant reduction in
unemploymenr; ; line with the objectives of the White Paper on growth,
.o-p.titiu.ness and employment. Application of this strategy calls for a stable
-".ro..o.romic framework, the consolidation of budgetary positions' an upturn
in investment and the implementation of the structural reforms proposed in the
White Paper.
46. With the help of the economic upturn, most Member States initiated a
process of fiscal consolidatio n in L994 which will last for a number of years and
will be consistenr with the recommendations of the broad guidelines. Over the
medium term, fiscal policy will aim to boost national saving and, if necessary'
I
2
3
{
j
COM(94) 515; Bull. 1'2-7994.
Bull. 9-1994, point 1.2.10.
Bull. 9-1994, point 1.2.9.
O I C 128, 9.5.1994t Bull. 4-1.994, point 1'2.3'
BlJl.7 /8-1994, poinr 1'2.2'
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to ensure that actual growth does not overshoot potential growth, thereby
guaranteeing sustainable economic expansion.
47. The general environment also became more conducive to a reduction in
short-term interest rates, which actually fell during the year. The decline in
inflation, the moderation of wage settlements and Member states' commitment
to fiscal consolidation prepared the ground for an easing of monetary policy.
Owing to the unexpected strength of the recovery, however, this easing of policy
came to a halt at the beginning of the summer. While short-term inreresr rares
have generallyremained stable since then, long-term rateshaverisen considerably.
Against this background, the main task is to ensure that inflation remains under
control and that inflationary expecrations do not deteriorare.
Medium-term economic developments in the Community
48. Despite the more favourable prospects, economic growth will be sustained
only if the endogenous forces of growth are srrengthened by improving the
competitiveness and enhancing the dynamism of the national economies, which
will in turn require fiscal consolidation. A stable macroeconomic framework is
also essential if growrh potential is to be rranslated into actual growth. This
means that economic growth should not be impeded over the medium term
either by a poor policy mix or by insufficient growth potential. It will therefore
be essential to increase national savings and to boost potential output growth
from 2.5o/o to around 3.5"/". To achieve this objective, the share of investment
in Community GDP would need to rise from 1.9"h to 23'/o or 24"/o.
49. However, even if such growth were realized, it would be insufficient to
reduce the rate of unemployment over the medium term to the target level set in
the White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment. Structural reforms
of the labour market and active labour-market policies are therefore essential.
The debate on these issues has been greatly stimulated by the white paper, and
many Member States have already implemenred measures based on it.1
Operation of the EMS
50. Following the period of general turbulence on foreign-exchange markers,
which led on 2 August 1993 to che temporary widening of the fluctuation
margins (to 15% in either direction),2 the exchange-rate mechanism was spared
I Point 17 of this Reoort.2 Twenty-seventh Gineral Report, poinr 33.
|-2
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further Strains, although some currencies occasionally came under pressure'
This occurred against the background of a weakening dollar, a gradual lowering
of short-term interest rates in Europe and a cautious approach to the manalSement
of short-term interest-rate differentials'
51. Parliament adopted a resolution on exchange-rate policy within the Union
on 6 May.1
Wider use of the ecu
52. on 22 December, following the opinions delivered by the Monetary
committee, the EMI and Parliamenr, the Council adopted- Regulation (EC)
No 3320/94 (Table II) on the consolidation of the existing legislation.on 
'h-'
definition of the ecu, the aim being to make that definition compatible w-ith
Articl. 1099 of the EC Treaty. on 19 April, the commission adopted a
,..o--..,d""tion2 
- 
following on from th; 1992'White Paper on the legal
obrt".l., to use of the ecu,3 .,ihich the Economic and Social Committee had
endorsed on 22 Febru ary4 
-calling on Member States 
to give the ecu the status
of a foreign currency and urging 
"thor. 
.o.t.luding contracts, denominated in
ecus to t"k. 
^..o.rrrt 
of its ..o.to^i. and legal continuity in those contracts; it
ulro irr,r.d an explanarory note5 
- 
published in the context of the legal
conditions governing the ecu-denominated loans and bonds of the European
Communiti., 
-.orJ.rning the insertion of clauses 
guaranteeing legal continuity
into contracts previously drawn up in national currencies or ecus. Such
clauses have been it.orior"t.d into the prospectuses for ecu- and national
currency-denominated binds issued by the European Communities5 since the
Treaty on European Union came into force'
53. The entry into force of the Treaty on European union, rhe signs of
economic recovery, the fall in short-term interest rates and the general rise in
long-term rates in' Europe, together with the greater. stability on European
for.ig.r-.*.hange marketi, 
"ll *if.ctedthe ecu markets. 
An unmistakable upturn
*", iir...nible*from the beginning of the year, with the level of activity again
rising almost ro that ..".h.Jin thJfirst haif of 1'991'. An estimate of the overall
.onr"olid"r.d ecu market 
- 
all instruments included (but excluding the
community budget, commercial transactions and secondary markets) 
- 
put
I OJ C 2O5 , 25 .7 .7994; Bull. 5-1994' point 1'2'5'2 Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.6.3 Twentv-sixth General Report, point 37'4 OlC l'33. 15.6.1994;Bull. l/2-1994,point 1.2.5.i OI C ll0; 12.5.1994i Bull.4-1994, point 1.2-7.
, iil. ecsc-"r". 
"f fr 900 ;illio;on 18 November 1993; the European 
Community issues of ECU 475
*illion on 22 November L993 andECU 220 million on 26 luly 7994'
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the volume of ecus in cir:culation ar some ECU 200 billion (compared with ECU
100 billion in !989). A new insrrument 
- 
the'global bond'- made its
appearance on the ecu bond market and was successfully issued by Portugal and
then by the EBRD, attracrin€i European, US and Japanese operarors. Despite the
severe turbulence on bond markets during the second quarter and the renewed
interest of operators in their domestic markets, the flow of sovereign issues(including by France, the United Kingdom and Italy) was nor affected and was
followed fairly regularly by private issues.l Between January and the end of the
year, the volume of issues totalled almost ECU zl billion (73% of which were
sovereign issues, 21o/o were private and 6"/o stemmed from international
institutions). However, activity on the primary market was not sufficient to
cover the volume of securities reaching maturity (some ECU 22 billion over that
same period). As a resulr, on the secondary market ecu-denominated bonds
maintained the relativel;r low market share recorded in1993 (s.2"/") but with a
higher turnover.
54. In Germany the structure of the ecu markets was improved in order to
prepare the domestic r:apital market for monerary union and the future
development of the ecu market. The Frankfurt Stock Exchange, the only German
stock exchange on which ecu-denominated bonds are listed, introduced quoting,
cJearing and settlement in ecus2 through special accounrs opened wirh one Ji
the three authorized German banks.3 A new clearing system linked to rhe ecu
entered its initial operatironal phase on 18 April. Administered by the Clearing
Bank Association, which was ser up for this purpose in Moscow in 1992, this
system covers commercial banks in Central and Eastern Europe.
55. The Commission frequently uses the ecu when it wishes to raise capital onprivate markets (ECU 1 326 million on average per month in 1994i, using
the proceeds to finance specific programmes. ri 1994, the commission{
ecu-denominated bond issues totalled only ECU 432 million, including ECU
70 million under the NCI and ECU 352 million for loans to non-rnember
countries.a The ecu is also increasingly used in the implementarion of the
community budget. The EIB, by contrast, made only limited use of the ecu inits borrowing operations in 1994, although it remained an acrive ecu user
through its commercial-paper issuing progr"--., (volume of issues outstanding
of some ECU 1 300 million throughout the year) and as a lender (ECIj
1 010 million disbursed, the ecu being the second most disburs.d curr.r,cyj.
29 out of75 in 1994, as agarnst l5 out ofTi in 1993.
Ecu-denominated bonds were previously quoted, cleared end settled in German marks.
Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Banli and Commerzbank.
This low figure is due parrly.to the fact thar neither Italy nor Greece took up in I 994 the final trenches ofthe grobrr roans granred to them by the Council in 1993 and 199 L poinr I 153 of this Reporr.
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56. On 6 May Parliament adopted a resolution on the international dimension
of the ecu.1
International monetary and financial matters
57. At its 42nd meeting,2 held in \Tashington in April and attended by
Mr papantoniou, President of the Council, and Mr Christophersen, Vice-
President of the Commission, the Interim Committee of the International
Monetary Fund (lMF) noted the improvement in the world economic environ-
*.nt, pu.rlcularly foliowing the suicessful conclusion of the Uruguay Ro-u1d
,,.goii"tio,-,r.3 It encourag.dlh. industrialized countries to implement forcefully
thei, platt, for medium-tJrm fiscal consolidation with a view to boosting national
,"rrirgr, improving growth and employment prospects and-making real progress
,o*"id, ,.fo.-in! Ih. l"bonr 
-"rt.t. The Committee welcomed the launching
of operatior, t.I., the enlarged and extended ESAF (Enhanced Structural
Adl.rrt-.nt Facility), which will permit continued concessional support for
lo*-ir-r.o..r. develofing counrries implementing sound adjustment and reform
;;;g;";-.s. It also ."u.a for officlal bilateral creditors to adopt a flexible
"ppio".h to debt reductions and 
recommended continued external assistance
on^cor,.essional terms for low-income countries. It also stressed that the guiding
principle for assistance to countries in the process of transition to market
..o1o-i., should be that appropriate financial support would be mobilized
only in cases where recipient countries could demonstrate that they were
i-fl.-",lti.,g sufficiently iott.td policies' The Committee encouraged the Fund
i" pf"V 
^ 
..itr"l role in this process by granting, where necessary, increased
access to its own resources.
53.Atits43rdmeeting,4heldinMadridon2octoberunderthechairmanship
of Mr Maystadt and a"ttended by Mr 'Waigel, President of the Council' and
Mr Christophersen, the IMF Interim committee, noting the improved world
economic outlook for the short term' underlined the need to concentrate on
economic policies aimed at sustaining non-inflationary growth, reducing
,rn.r.rploy-ent and increasing world living standards. It stressed the contribution
th"t e.ono-ic policy cooperation had made to world economic progress-since
the Bretton 'Woods 
"gr."L.,l, and reaffirmed the growing importance 
of such
cooperation in a hig-hly integrated world economy. It also emphasized its
intention to reinforceits role in the economic policy cooperation and coordination
process and the role of the Fund in the international monetary system and, in
1 OJ C 205,25.7.1994;Bull. 5-1994' point 7.2'7'2 Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.10.3 Point 985 of this Report.a Bull. l0-1994, point 1.2.5.
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that context, adopted a declaration on the implementation of such a cooperation
strategy. In addition, the Commimee examined measures designed to boost the
financial assistance the Fund gives to its member counrries, including a temporary
increase in the annual access limits, an extension of, and easier access to, the
Systemic Transformation Facility (STF), and an allocation of special drawing
rights (SDRs). The Committee also stressed the importance it attached to the
specific problems and needs of the countries in transition and of the pooresr
countries.
59. At the G7's annual summit meeting,l the participants stressed the
importance of the political and economic transformation so far achieved by
Central and East Europr:an countries and by the countries which made up the
former Soviet Union and reaffirmed their support for the efforts being maie by
those countries. They welcomed the recovery now under *^y in the G7
economies against the background of historically low inflation rates and called
for multilateral surveillance and economic policy cooperation to be stepped up.
They underlined the need to implement appropriate stiuctural 
-easur.t in orderto reduce the high levels of unemployment.
Community initiatives and financia I activities
Growth initiative
60. The growth initiatiye was launched by the European council in Edinburghz
in December 1992 and rvas reinforced by it in Copenhagen3 in June lgg3, lt
advocates, besides action at national level, Community measures such as the
following: (i) the serting up of the European Investmenr Fund (EIF)a (with a
subscribed capital of ECU 2 billion); (ii) the Edinburgh facility,s a remporary
lending arrangement to encourage investment in trans-Europ."n .r.t*ork
projects (by raising the authorized participation ceiling for EIB loans from 50%
9f the total project cosr to 75o/o for eligible projecti). The total size of thisfacility, originally set at ECU 5 billion by the E,r.op.".r council in Edinburgh,
was raised to ECU 8 billion in 1,993, ECU 1 billion of which w"s earma.kedfor the sME facility5 for strengthening the competitiveness of small and
medium-sized enterpnses.
I Point 81 8 of this Reoort.2 Twenty-sixth Geneial Report, point 20.3 Twenty-seventh General Repoit, point 15.a Twenry-sixth G^eneral Report, point 54; Twenty-seventh General Reporr, pornt 54; point 79 of this Reoort.
' l-wenry-slxth General Reporr. point 54; Twenty-seventh General Report, points 52 and 5J; point 6l ofthis Report.6 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 42; poinr 51 of this Report.
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Devel op ment of fi n a nci n g tech niques
61. The SME facility, which was set up in the first half of the year following
the Council's adoption of Decision 94/217/EC on 19 April (Table II), provides
for Community interest subsidies of two percentage points on a total volume of
EIB loans to SMEs of ECU 1 billion. A cooperation agreementl between the
Commission and the Bank that was signed on 14 June specifies how the facility
is to be implemented. The subsidized EIB loans will be allocated to SMEs under
the Bank's standard global loan procedures, i.e. through a network of financial
intermediaries in the different Member States. On 19 October, the Commission
presented its first annual report to Parliament and to the Council on the
implementation of this facility.2
Community borrowing and lending
52. On L8 July, the Commission adopted its annual report on the Community's
borrowing ani l.nding activities in 1,993.3 It also adopted on 18 July and
17 November the reports on the rate of utilization of the New Community
Instrument.3
63. OnZlMarch, the Council adopted a decision authorizing Euratom to help
fund safety improvements at nuclear power stations in certain non-member
countries.a
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development EBRD)
64. The volume of the EBRD's operations stabilized in 1'994:91 new projects
were financed costing ECU 1 870 billion, compared to ECU 1' 642brllion ln 1'993
(+ 14'h). However, thi, 
"pp"rent stability conceals 
a marked change in the
composition of the Bank's operations: the private sector accounted for a greater
proportio.r of commitment; 
- 
70"/o. As a result, the share of infrastructure
p.o;..,, in the Bank's operations is tending to fall, amounting to ECU 355 million
i" igg+ compared to dCU 723 mlllion |n'1.993. More operations were carried
our in conjunction with local financial intermediaries, particularly with a.view
to financing small and medium-sized enterprises. The Bank also took on
increased riJks, especially by setting up in Russia regional investment funds and
a fund for financing SMEs. From a geographical viewpoint, the Bank's operations
I Bull. 6-1994, point 1.7 .44
, 
"ccirvitiii iii, s'ir.1d-rgs+, point 1.2.5.3 Point 1151 of this Report.a Point I l6l of this Report.
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also changed significantly in the direction of wider distribution and a better
balance. These changes, which were welcomed by parliamentl on 18 January,
reflect the new straregy defined at the beginning of the year, which *", ,.rpport.d
!r thr Bank's governors ar rhe annual general assembly2 held in st petersburgfrom 16 to 19 April. As forecast, the Bank should still show a slight ner loss fo"r
1'994, mainly because of less favourable conditions on financial markets for
treasury operations. However, the Bank could balance its bo.ks in 1996.
f5.- The European community maintained its support for the EBRD, particu-
larly_by providing almost ECU 35 million from the FHARE and TACIS tudgers
for financing technical assistance operations. Parliament, in its resolution of
11 March on the demor:ratic control of the EIB and the EBRD.3 called for the
lafter to be subject to supervision by the Court of Auditors.
Macro-financial assistance for the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe and for other non-member countries
66' The Community continued to grant financial assistance to the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe within the framework of the Group of 24a and in
the form of loans or 
-- 
exceptionally in the case of Albania 
- 
grants. The
Commission paid out a total of ECU 70 millions on the basis of the decision
taken in L992 to assist llulgaria. consideration was also given to new funding
for Romania, Albania, Slovakia and Bulgaria. In this connection, the Counci-i
adopted Decision 94/369/EC of 20 June granting financial assistance of ECU
125 million to Romani:r (Table II) and Decision 94/773/EC of 2g November
granting financial assisrance of ECU 35 million to Albania (Table II). It also
adopted on 22 December a Decision granting ECU 130 million to Slovakia(Table II). Finally, following the dissolution of the czech and Slovak Federal
Republic, the councildecided on24 January (Table II) to split the loan grantedin 1991'.6 on 2L April, the commission proposed granting an adJitional
medium-term loan to Bulgaria (Table II).
67. within the framework of council Decision 91/6BB/EEC granting a
medium-term loan of ECU 1 250 million to the former Soviet Union,z new lian
contracts were signed with a number of the Independent States.8 On 13 June,
] 91..C ++, 14.2.1994;Bull.1/2-1994, point 1.3.95.2 Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.62.3 OJ C 91, 2t.J.1ll+;Bull. 3-1994, point 1.7.36.a Poinr 787 of this Report.j Point I 155 of this R'eporr.6 OJ L 56,2.3.1991; Twenty-fifth General Report. ooint74.7 OJ L 362, 31.1,2.1997; Twenq,-fifth General'Report. point 844.8 Point 1155 of this Report.
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the Council adopted Decision 941346/LC granting financial assistance of ECU
45 million to Moldova (Table II), the first ECU 25 million tranche of which was
p"id ou.r.t on 22 December, the council decided to grant assistance of ECU
85 million for Ukraine (Table II).
6g. Further financial assisrance was also given to Algerta, including payment
of the second tranche of ECU 150 million of th. Ioan granted to that country2
in 1991. The council also decided on 22 December to grant additional
macro-financial assistance of ECU 200 million (Table II) for Algeria.
59, The Commission's report on the implementation of financial assistance
was adopted on 7 June.J
European tnvestment Bank {ElB)4
70. The EIB continued ro support the aims of the European union. All in all,
i, gt"*.a loans totalling ECU ig gzamillion in1994,including ECU 2246 million
within the framewo.k 
"f Community cooperation with 
non-member countries,
compared to ECU 19 611' million in 1'993 '
7L. In addition to irs normal activities, the EIB continued to implement-the
-."r.r.., adopted in connection with the,growth initiative.s It committed to
i1s pr";..rs uirtually all of the PCU Z billion available under the temporary-
l."di"c facility (Edinburgh facility) designed to speed )p the financing of
tr"rrr-E,rropean networks and environmental protection infrastructures.
72. Following Parliament's opinion and the Council's decision to grant interest
subsidies from budg.rury ,.rources for loans to small and medium-sized
job-creating ente.prii*es,5 the EIB concluded global loans.and subsidy agreements
with interriediary institutions in all Community countries'
73. The EIB took an active part in the work of the Christophersen Group,T
contributing, given its experience of funding large-scaie.infrastructure projects,
io firrairrg !if..tiu. ,olniio.,, to the p.obl.-t posed by the development of
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;l;;;?',il iff;i-r;;"ii;p;-J"r *r'..i'irulications relarins to the Bank's work and its operations;.iil ;6;i;;Jfrom the 
-"i5 
"f?i*lroo So;f iu^ta 
Konrad Adeniuer, L-2950 Luxembourg, rel' 4379-1)
or from its external offices.
Point 50 of this Report.
Point 51 of this Report.
Point 321 of this RePort.
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the trans-European networks. In order to support the development of the
community's less-favoured regions, it helped to uit 
" 
number of piojects for the
cohesion Fundl and administered the financial assistance meci^nism set up
under the EEA Agreement,z which provides for ECU 1.5 billion in EIB loarr',
accompanied by interest subsidies of two percentage points, and ECU 500 million
in grants for investment projects in the communiiy's leasr-favoured regions. on
8 April the EIB's Board of Governors gave its approval to the grantinf of loans
and guarantees in EFTA countries up ro a m"*i-,r- of ECU* 500 mlllion per
year for two years.
TABI,E 1
Contracts signed in 1994 and fuom 1990 to 1994
1994 r99
ECU
0-94
Amount % Amount "/"
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
Austria
Finland
Sweden
Otherl
ACP-OCTs
Medite rranean
Central and Eastern
Latin America, Asia
Community total2
Europe
Non-Community totalS
Overall total
6'15.3
849.7
2 407.9
534.7
3 011.5
2 477.4
297.1
3 099.5
J- l
399.5
1109.7
z 454.7
89.5
60.2
15.3
260.8
3.5
4.8
13.6
3.0
77.O
74.O
t.o
17.5
0.0
o-J
13.9
0.5
0.3
0.1
1.5
1 705.4
3 51.9.4
I332.1
1966.5
1.4 321,.7
^10 187.1
I aJ/.4
18 1 14.8
88.2
1. 354.3
5 625.7
10774.4
1,62.0
60.2
15.3
984.6
z-L
4.5
10.6
2.5
78.2
13.0
1.8
23.0
0.1
7.7
7.2
LJ./
0.1
0.0
l-J
17 681.9
461.6
607.0
957.0
220.0
100.0
20.6
27.0
az,o
9.8
78 649.O
1 485.3
)1941
2 659.0
319.0
100.0
zz.J
33.0
39.9
4.8
))4\A 100.0 6 657.5 100.0
19 927.5 85 305.5
I Projecrs of Communiry inreresr locared outside the territory of the Member Stares.
' rncrudes guaranrees mounring ro ECU 25 million in 1994 iod ECU 205 million from 1990to 1994.
' lncruoes rtsx capttat trom budgetary resources:
ii) ACP-OCTs: ECU 239.1 million in 1994 and ECU 597.9 million from 1990 to 1994;(ii) Mediterranean: ECU 28 million in 1994 and ECU 58.9 million from 1990 to 1994.
I Point 435 ofthis Report.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 55.
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74. Loans granted for proiects in the community totalled ECU 17 682 million
in 1.994,.o,rip"*d with Ecu 17 724 million in 1.993 and ECU 16 141' million in
1992, this 
"g"ir,r, the background 
of a still difficult economic situation' The EIB
was active in the 12 Community countries and in the three applicant countries'
75. In accordance with the task assigned to it, the EIB gave priority to
channelling the savings it borrows on the financial markets to investment
projects cJntributing io th. development of the less-favoured regions. This
urriu,u.r.. 
"..o11n,.ifor some 7z'/" ;ffinancings 
in the Community. Loans for
Community communication infrastructures amounted to ECU 5 698 million;
financing for environmental protection or improvements totalled ECU 4 866 mil-
lion and"that for the ..,.rgy-rrrpply sector, ECU 3 525 million. In the industrial
and service sectors, whicliare m^ore ,rulnerable at times of economic slowdown,
assistance totalled ECU 3 594 million, including ECU 1693 million for some
6 770 invesrmenr projects undertaken by small and medium-sized firms and
provided in rhe form of global loans ro a large number of partner banks.
76. Operations outside the Community amoullt-{ 
'" .PPU 
2 246 million
(compar.d with ECU 1 887 million in 199j and ECU 894 million in1992).In the
central and East European countries, the authorization given by the EIB',s Board
of Governors in May to provide loans amounting to ECU 3- billion, backed by
Communityguarantees,lresultedinalevelofassistanceofECUg5Tmillion'
-.i"Ji"g, ior"the first time, loans in Latvia and Lithuania. In the Mediterranean
area, firiancings amounted to ECU 607 million, including ECU 210 million
within the framework of the non-protocol additional operations, which can
include assistance in the occupied Palestinian territories' In the ACP countries
"rrJ,n. oCTs, and 
for the firsi time in Eritrea, financings, principally under.the
Fourth Lom6 Convention, totalled ECU 462 million, including ECIJ 239 million
of risk capital. Finally, the EIB extended its lending to new countries in Latin
America (pCU tZt million) and in Asia (ECU 99 million)'
77. The EIB obtained the funds needed for its lending activities by borrowing-
a total of ECU 14 148 million on the capital markets, mainly in the form of
fixed-rate issues: 75o/o was raised in community currencies and in ecus.
7g. In June, the Board of Governors replaced part of the Bank's Management
Commitiee members: Mr Gennimatas, Mr Ponzellini, Mr Marti and Mrs Obolen-
,ky *.r. appointed Vice-Presidents in place of Mr Duborg, Mr Izzo' Mr De
Oliveira Costa and Mr Prate.
I Point 1150 of this Report.
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European Investment Fund (ElF)
79 - The European Invesrment Fund, the establishment of which was agreed as
part of the growth initiarivel at the European council meeting in Edinburgh,
held- its inaugural general meeting in Luxembourg on 14 June; representatives
of the EIB, the Commisrsion and 58 financial inititutions contrituting to its
capital took part. The addition to rhe stature of the EIB came into force on
L May2 following ratification by the 72 national parliaments.3 On the basis of
that amendmenr, the EIB's Board of Governors set up the EIF on 25 May and
adopted its statutes.3 l'he EIF's shareholders include the EIB (40% of the
capital), the European (lommunity (30% of the capital) and financial and
banking institutions in the Member States. Council Decision 94/375/EC on the
Community's share in the Fund was adopted on 6 June (Table II).
80. The Fund's activities will be based on the financing of investment projects
associated with the trans-European nerworks (TENs) and on funding for small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The Fund's capital will servJas a basis
for providing loan guaranrees, and the Fund will subiequently also be able to
provide equity capital. The Fund operates on a commercial basis and therefore
seeks to o!1ain an appropriare rerurn on its operations. By the second half of
the year, all-the preparatory work necessary t; ensure a swift development of
its activities had been completed, and the first guaranree conrract *as sig.r.d on
23 september. By the encl of the year, Ioan guarantees worth ECU 711;illion
had already been apprc,ved for 12 projects, while guarantees worth ECU
471 million had been signed for seven projects.
Imy;Utl.3:Jr.iil.L"o".,'ooint 54; Twentv-seventh General Report, point 54; point 50 of this Report
oJ L 173,7.7.1994.
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Section 3
Statistical area
Priority activities and obiectives
8L. Eurostat continued the implementation of its framework programme for
priority action in tbe field of statistical information (1993-97),1 particularly, in
'line 
witb the principile of subsidiarity, through increased dialogue witb the
national statisiical institu'tes. On 10 March, the Commission submitted to the
Council a Regulation (Table lI) on Community action in the field of statistics,.
specifying thi arrangements for partnership between Eurostat and the statistical
iutboiltit of the M"ember Siat"i, reiterating the underlying principles (scientific
independenc:e, transparency, impartiality, reliability 1nd releuance) and estab-
lishing tbe rules for safeguarding statistical confidentiality. In addition, on
17 N"ouember, tbe Comiision idopt"d a proposal for a Council Decision
setting out the conditions for cooperation between the European 
-Monetary
lnstitite and the Committee on Monetary, Financial and Balance-of-payments
Statistics (Tabte Il). lt also adopted, on 4 February,z a communication on
progress in the barlmonization of gross national product (GNP). Furthermore,
'wit| 
a uiew to improuing tbe imparability of national economic results,
Eurostat participated in the reuision of tbe European System of Accounts (ESA)'
wbich is'designed for the compilation, within the uarious national accounts
systems, of 
"6*po'roble accounts 
and tables which can thus be used by the
Communiiy. On 16 December, the Commission accordingly adopted a proposal
for a coincil Regulation (Table ll) on the application of tbe ESA. The'Commission 
also took part, with the assistance of the national statistical offices'
in work aimed at tbe complete harmonization of consumer price indices.
Externally, cooperation with the EFTA countries was stepped up and fwrther
efforts *Lrc olio directed at the Central and East Ewropean countries3 and the
l'ndependent States of tbe former Souiet IJnion to assist them in implementi.ng
statistical systems *hi"h are compatible witb the requireme.nts of a marke.t
economy.Ii this context, statisticians' training was encouraged and significantly
extende|. h particular, a seminar was organized in Alma Ata (Kazakhstan) on
the use of iroduct classifications in exlernal trade statistics. Eurostat also
srATlsrrcAL enre 39
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 52.2 COM(94) 16; Bull' 112-1'994' point 1.5.1.
, e*".-.iron statistical rnuttirc b.t*..n the European Commission on the one hand and the governments
;Fills-i;, ;ir;e;h R;p;bli., Hung"ty, Poland', Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia on the other 
- 
Bull.
1/2-1994, point 1.5.3.
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assisted in the continued training of students at the school for statisticians in
Kigali (Rwanda) and in the population census in the former Yugoslau Republic
of Macedonia, conductetd under international superuision.
Among Eurostat's neu publications,l mention should be made in particular of
a publicity brochure giuing a statistical summary of the main aipects of the
European Union,2 an edition o/Sigma dealing with statistical information and
trans-European networks,3 and a publication on the Russian Federation.z
statistical information relating to the provisions of the single Act
82. Eurostat continued its task of compiling statistical indicators ro monitor
the entire internal market. In particular, it was involved in introducing a new
legislative framework for indicators on the structure of enterprises.
83. Council Decision 94/445/EC4 on inter-administration telematic nerworks
for statistics relating to the trading of goods berween Member States (Edicom)
should improve the functioning of the Intrastat statistical system,s which covers
such movements of goocls.
84. In the field of steel statistics, rhe Commission adopted, on 15 November,
Recommendation 94/7$0/ECSC on statistics relaring to the activities of dealers
in steel products.5
85. As regards social statistics, Eurostat created a European panel of households
in order to make the best possible assessment of incomes and living conditions
across the Member States of the Union and obtain the information needed to
monitor the social implications of the Single Act.
Statistical information linked to the support
of other Gommunity policies
86. As part of the follow-up to the white paper on the future development of
the-common transport policyT and of the \white paper on growth, .o-p.iiriu.r,.rs
and employment,s Eurostat endeavoured to provide the European union with
r See the Bulletins for the year, under'statistical system'.2 Bull.5-1994. ooint 1.5.4.3 Bull. 6-7994',point1.6.6.a Point 331 ofthis Report (Trans-European networks).5 Council Regulation (EEC) No Jj30l9l on statistics relating to the trading of soods between Member
_ 
States (lntraqqat) - OJ L,31.6,16.11.1991; Twenty-fifth Ge ner-al Report, poini tZ:i.
: OJ L 315, 8.12.1994; Bull. 11-1994, point 7.6.2.7 Point 353 of this Renort.8 Point l7 of this RepLrt.
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reliable transport statistics and also worked on the preparation of a Regulation
on air transport statistics. The CARE project on statistics on road traffic
accidents was implemented. In addition, on 4 July, the Commission adopted a
draft Directive on statistics relating to the transport of goods and passengers by
sea (Table II).
87. On24 January, by Decision 94/78/EC,Euratom, the Council established a
multiannual programme for the development of Community statistics on
research, development and innovation (Table II).
88. In connection with environment policy, on 15 December the Council
adopted Decision 94/808/EC on a four-year programme (1994-97) for developing
regular official statistics on the environment in cooperation with the European
Environment Agency. In addition, a database was made available to users for
calculating emissions, particularly COz (Table II).
89. In the field of energy, apart from theprovision of traditional data such as
quantitative flows and prices, special surveys were conducted on renewable
sources of energy and combined heat and power production. Work also started
on the collection of data on transport and energy networks.
90. Changes were made to agricultural statistics, in particular following the
reform of the common agricultural policy. A new set of statistics on 'agricultural
unit values' was developed. The tabular database on the structure of agricultural
holdings, 'Eurofarm', became operational. In addition, on 14 November, the
Council adopted, on the basis of the pilot project introduced by Decision
88/503/EEC,1 Decision 94/753/EC on continuing the use of remote sensing for
agricultural statistics during the period 1,994-98 (Table II).
91. In the field of fisheries, on 9 September the Commission adopted a proposal
for a Council Regulation on the submission of nominal catch statistics by
Member States fishing in certain areas other than those of the North Atlantic
(Table II).
92. The promotion of education and training sratistics was the subject of a
resolution, adopted by the Council on 5 December,2 in which the Member
States were urged to step up their cooperation in this field.
I OJL273,5.10.1988;Twenty-second General Report, point72.z Bull.72-7994.
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Section 4
Internal market
Priority activities and obiectives
93. Tbe European Council at its meeting in Bntsselsl recalled that the single
market was one of the main instruments for achieuing the objectiues of
competitiueness, growth and employment. It was in tbis spirit that the strategic
programme'Making tbe most of the Internal Market'2 was published in
December 1993, with .Parliament giuing its opinion on 20 April.t This
programme serued as a basis for actiuity in the area of tbe internal market in
L994. Special attention u,as focused on its practical functioning and a number
of initiatiues were tak-en to determine the reaction of priuate indiuiduals and
economic operators.ln addition to completing certain aspects of the legislatiue
framework, a good deal of actiuity was focwsed on management of the single
market. Action was also undertaken in seueral fields in order to deuelop euen
further the single mqrk-et's potential.
With a uiew to ensuring the transPosal and effectiue application of the directiues
concerning the establisbment and functioning of the single market, the
Commission adopted on 15 February a commtrnication on administratiue
cooperation which was subsequently endorsed by the Council and Parliament.a
The free mouement of goods was the subject of constant monitoring by the
Commission 
- 
where appropriate, in close cooperation with tbe EFTA
Swrueillance Awthority. The abolition of border controls on indiuiduals remains
an area in which progress is running well behind schedule. As part of its strategy
to achieue tbis objectiue, and in order to comply witb tbe timetable laid down
in Article 100c(3) of the EC Treaty, the Commission proposed a standard model
for the uisa to be isswed to third-country nationals.s lt also continued its work
to ensure implementation of the freedom to prouide seruices essentially on the
basis of the principle of mutual recognition, in accordance with the guidelines
set out in its 1.993 interpretatiue communication on the subject.6 Significant
progress was made in the area of financial seruices. The single mark-et in
inswrance was completed with the entry into force on 1 July of the Third
I Bull. 12-1993. noint L3.2 Twenty-sevenfi General Report, point 104.I OJ C 128, 9.5.1994;Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.11a Point 95 of this Reoort.5 Point 2 of this Report.6 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 103.
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Directiues on life and non-life inswrance.l A Directiue on deposit-Suarantee
scbemesz was also adopted, together witb a Directiue amending the Directiue
on admission prospectuses for stock-exchange listings3 and a Directiue on the
prudential superui;ion of financial institwtions.a The Commission also adopted
'a proposal ior a Directiue designed to improue the conditions in which
cross-border transfers are carried out.s
On the matter of indirect taxation, actiuities were geared essentially toward,s
improuing tbe new common systems and ensuring tba! they are effectiuely
im'plemeited, in particular by meuns of additional simplification measwres, and
towards setting in train work on the definitiue VAT system. As for direct
taxation, tbe Commission adopted seueral proposals aimed at improuing the
fiscal enuironment of SMEs.6
In the area of industrial property, the Council adopted 0 common position on a
proposal for a Directiue-on ihe legal protection of biotechnological inuentions.T
ln tbe field of public procurement, the Commissian has concentrated on
meAsures des;gnid to im'proue the operation of the legislation. On the external
front, a major step was taken with the signing, witbin the GATT, of tbe
G ou e rnme nt P ro curement Agreeme nt.8
The Commission pressed ahead with its efforts to promote a two-way flow of.
information on the single market. 'lnternal Market'Weeks' were held in all
Itirmbrr States. It also continued to listen to the uiews of businesses, trade
unions and indiuiduals. For example, organizations representing a uide range
of interests were inuited to contribute to the preparation of the annual report
in tbe internal market,e and hearings organized both by the Commission
and by the Economic and Social Committee gaue interested parties further
opportunities to prc>uide feedback on their experience of tbe single market.
Management of the internal market
94. The level of transposal of Community legislation reached 89"/o by the end
of 1994. However, this figure masks substantial differences between sectors. In
a number of important areas such as public procurement, intellectual property
t OJ L 228,1.7.8.1.992; OJ L 350, 9.12.1'992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 131.2 Point 129 of this Report.3 Point 135 of this Report.a Point 130 of this Report.
-t Point 134 of this Report.6 Point 190 of this Report.7 Point 152 of this Report.8 Point 158 of this Report.
e Point 98 of this Report.
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and insurance, the level of rransposal is significantly below this average. The
Commission has intensified its efforts to speed up transposal and to examine
the conformity of national measures.
95. Effective enforcement of the single market depends to a large exrent on rhe
development of administrative cooperarion between Membei states. In its
Resolution of 16 June,1 which follows on from the Commission's communication
of 15 February on administrative cooperation,2 the council welcomed the
Commission's approach.
95. The 'Internal Market'Weeks' held in all the Member States were preceded
by the installation of a telephone 'hotline' which enabled individuals and firms
alike to make better known their views. These evenrs gave them the opportunity
to learn about the single market and to relate their experiences.
97. considerable preparatory work was undertaken for the study on the
business and economic implications of the internal market ,.q,r.rr.d by the
Council. The basic framework for research has been established and calis for
tender launched. This study will be the first major amempt to evaluate the
impact of the internal market across a wide range of sectors.
98. The first annual reporr on the internal market (1993) was adopted by the
Commission on 14 March.3 Parliament and the Economic and Social 
-Committee
adopted their opinions on22 Aprila and 1,4 September.s on 30 November, the
Commission also adopted a summary reporr for 19946 which it presented to
the European council meeting in Essen. Although its assessme.rt *", broadly
positive, it highlighted the need for progress in transposing legislation, liberalizini
certain sectors and monitoring the way in which legislation is implemented.
Free movement of goods
lmplementation of Articles 30 to 36 of the EC Treatyt
9-9. As part of the completion of the process of removing controls at internal
frontiers and abolishing barriers to trade, the Commlssion continued its
monitoring of compliance by Member states with the principles of Articles 30,
1 9J- C 779,1.7.1994;BulI.6-'t994, point 1.2.15.2 COM(94) 29; Bull. 7/2-1994, ooiit 1.2.7.r COM(94) 55r Bull.3-1994, point 1.2.8.
i 9J 9 128,9.5.t994; Bull.4-'19e4, point t.2.lZ.
I 9.1 C 295, 22.10.1,994;Bull 9-1994,point 1.2.15.6 COM(94) 553.7 Further information is contained in the 12th annual report to Parliament on Commission monitorine ofthe application of community law (7994) (to be published in 1995) 
- 
point rzes .iiilri;;;:'"""" *
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34 and 36 of the EC Treaty. The number of cases under examination as at
31 December 1,994 was 603, and240 new complaints have been received. As in
previous years, the Commission was guided by the principles of equal treatment'
proportionulity and mutual recognition both when examining complaints' cases
d.t..t.d by the Commission itielf and infringements and in the context of
regular meetings with representatives of the various Member States' The
CJmmission alJo acted on irs own initiative by conducting general enquiries to
examine the state of Member States' legislation in a particular sector, this being
part of rhe necessary cooperation between the Commission and the Member
br",.r. This year, for example, it concerned itself in particular with the question
oith. *"rk.ii.,g 
"rrd 
installation of parabolic television aerials and the marketing
of infant formulae.
100. The Commission departments responsible for applying Articles 30 et seq'
of the EC Treaty acted in close cooperation with the departments of the EEA
Surveillance Authority responsible for monitoring compliance with Articles 11
et seq. of the EEA Agreement.l
Technical sector
101. Pursuant to Directive 83/1,89/EEC,2 which lays down a procedure for the
provision of information in the field of technical standards and regulations' the
'Commission 
received 389 notifications of draft technical regulations, compared
to 385 notifications in 1993. Since the information procedure came into force,
the Commission has received a total of 2890 notifications. During the year, the
commission issued detailed opinions on account of the breaches of community
law to which draft regulationi might give rise in 79 cases.3 The Member States
did so in 59 cases.3
102. The number of norifications under the procedure for the exchange of
information in the field of technical regulations provided for in the Agreement
on rhe European Economic Area dropped from 82 in 1993 to 50 in 1'994' a
reduction oi Z7'/". For its part, the Commission, acting on behalf of the
-o--.rnity, issued a total oi 55 obt.tvations4 to the EFTA countries which
are signatories to the EEA Agreement.3 The same procedure also applies
inforrially to Switzerland. The number of notifications by Switzerland went
I Point778 ofthis Report.2 O I L 109.26.4.7983'; Seventeenth General Report, point 150'
, il'g;;r";;;; io' j""r".ylgs+. ih.,irn. ii-ii for issuing d-etailed onili^o-ns (or observations in the crse of
thi EntR countiies) concerning drafts notified in 1994 is 3l March 1995'
' 
iii*tri.tt, 15 detailed opinions"sent to the three new Member States'
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from 28 in 1.993 to 43 in 1994. The Commission, acting on behalf of the
Community, issued 26 observations to these countries.l
1.03. on23 March, the European Parliament and the council adopted Directive
94/10/ECz amending Directive 83/189/EEC for the second time ro define its
scope in more detail and to clarify the Member States' obligations under the
Directive.
L04. In order to make ir easier for Member Stares to apply the Directives
adopted under the new approach,3 to encourage a consistent interpretation of
their provisions and to ensure uniform application of the conformity assessment
procedures laid down in them, the Commission organized sectoral meetings
with the parties concerned (Member Srares, industry) and between the notified
certification bodies.
105. The legislative work in the framework of the new approach also conrinued
and the European Parliament and the council adopted Directive 94/9/EC
(Table I) on the approximation of the laws concerning equipment and protecrive
syst3ms intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres, and Directive
94/I1/EC on footwear (Table I). The council adopted a common position on a
proposal concerning lifts in June (Table I).
L06. In the foodstuffs sector, on 30 June the European Parliament and the
Council adopted Directive 94/36/EC on colourings (Table 1) and Directive
94/35/EC (Table I) on srveeteners, on 15 December the council approved a
proposal for a Directive (Table I) on additives other than colourings and
sweeteners, and on 7 December they adopted Directive 94/52/EC (Table I) on
extraction solvents. The implementation of these texts, which cover an area in
which there are particularly large differences between the national laws, will
make it possible to abolish a substantial number of the barriers which still exist.
The Member States will nevertheless be authorized, under certain conditions, to
maintain bans concerning the use of additives in certain traditional food products
pursuant to Directive 94/34/EC (Table I) which was adopted by the European
Parliament and the council on 30 June. Furthermore, on24 January, the council
decided (Table III) to open negotiarions on the Community's accession ro the
Codex Alimentarius. The Commission adopted proposals on foodstuffs intended
for a particular nutritional use (Table I), mineral warers (Table I), and the
labelling of foodstuffs (Table I). with regard to scientific cooperation, it laid
down, following the adoptio n on 29 June of management rules for cooperation
I Figures as at 30 January 1994.The time limit for issuing detailed opinions (or observations in the case of
the EFTA countries) concerning drafts notified in 1994 is 31 March 1995.2 Point 205 of this Renorr.3 OJ C 135,4.6.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point 2i0.
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in the food sector,l the first detailed inventory of tasksz requiring the
parricipation of specialized research institutes in the Member States'
107. The legislative work in the chemical products sector in particular-
concerned thJadaptation of Directive 76/769/EEC on the marketing and use of
certain dangerous substances and preparations.3 It comprised-Parliament and
Council Directive 94/27 /EC of 30 June amending the Directive for the 12th time
by extending its scope to inclule nickel (Table I), Directive 94/48/EC of
7 December"(Table I) amending it for the 13th time with regard to the use of
flammable gases in certain aerosols, and Directive 94/60/EC of 3 December
(Table I) aiending the Directive for the 14th time so as to include creosote'
carcinogenic, mutagenic and teratogenic substances and certain chlorinated
solvents. For its part, on 14 December, the commission adopted a proposal for
a 16th 
"m..,d-i.,t to the Directive (Table I) to extend its scope to includehexachlorohexane. In accordance with Article 100a(4) of the EC Treaty' on
14 September the Commission also adopted a Decision authorizing Germany to
derogate from Directive 91l338/EEC.a
108. The measures needed for the completion of the single market in the
pharmaceuticals sector have now all been adopted. Two market access procedt're,s
*ill 
"ppty from 
1 January 1995, either the single authorization procedure, which
will be used for some new medicinal products and will be compulsory for
blot..hrlology or a decentralized procedure based on the mutual recognition of
national a,riho.ir"tions and, should a conflict arise, on binding Community
arbitration which will apply to most medicinal products. The European Agency
for the Evaluation of -Medicinal Products set up under Regulation (EEC)
No 2309/935 will supervise the authorizations. The Agency, which was created
in 1.994, will start work on 1 January 1995. In addition, on 16 June, the Council
"dopt.i Decision 94/358/Ea (Table II) accepting the Convention on theElaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia.
109. In the motor vehicles sector) the European Parliament and the Council
adopted Directive 94/12/EC,which is aimed at reducing pollutant emission limit
u"lu.s.5 On 30 May, they also adopted Directive 94/20/EC (Table I) on coupling
devices and approved the propor"l for a Directive on the maximum power of
vehicles lTable f1. Furthermore, on 13 December, the Commission adopted two
proposals (Table I) on the safety of motor vehicles, one concerning resistance to
' 
oJ L 789,23.7.7994.z oJ L 253,29.9.1994.r of L 262.27.9.1.976.r oi L 186. 127.1991; Twentv-fifth General Report, point 138'
' Oj f- 214,24.8.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point77.6 Point 530 of this Report.
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frontal collisions (Table I) and the other concerning lateral impacts (Table I),
and on L6 December, it adopted two proposals for Directives otrmeasures to be
taken to combat pollution caused by diesel engines (Table I) and motor vehicle
emissions (Table I). It also adopted a Directive on windscreen wipers and
washers. on 8 December, the council adopted a common position on the
proposal for a Directive on the fire behaviour of materials ,tt.d i.r the interior
fittings of buses and coa.ches (Table I).
110. For their part, on 15 June the European parliament and the council
adopted Directive 94/25/EC (Table I) on recreational craft, which lays down
safety, health and consumer and environmental protection requirements.
111. on 31 January, rhe commission adopted a proposal for a Directive(Table I) on the safety of cableway installations designed io ."rry passengers.
L1,2. I.astly, in the textile products secror, on 2s January the commission
adopted a proposal for a Directive (Table I) on textile names, aimed at
consolidating Directive'/1,/307/EEC1 and the successive amendmenrs to it.
Veterinary and plant health legislation
113. This year some important decisions were adopted in the veterinary and
zootechnical field. In particular, on 23 June, the Council adopted Directive
94/28/EC (Table II) on the zootechnical and genealogical conditions applicable
to imports of animals, their semen, ova and embryos, and amending bir..tirr.
77/504/EEC2 on pure-bred breeding animals of the bovine species, and
on 27 July,- it adopted Directive 94/42/EC (Table II) amending Directive
64/432/EEC3 on health problems affecting intra-community tradJ in bovine
animals and swine. It also adopted Decision 94/117/EC4 on certain small
establishments ensuring the distribution of fishery products in Greece, Decision
94/370/ECs amending Decision 90/424/EEC6 on expenditure in rhe vererinary
field, and Decision 94/37I/EC' on the putting on the market of certain types of
eggs.
114. The Council extended until 1 July 1998 Decision g0/218/EEC7 concerning
the administration of bovine somatotrophin (BST) (Table II). In an own-initiative
r oJ L 1,85,16.8.1.971.2 OJ L 206, l).8.pa7.
, oJ L"127,29.7.7964.4 OJ L 54,25.2.1994;Bull. 1/2-7994,point j..2.23.j oJ L 168,2.7.1994.
: OJ L 224,1,8.8.1990; Twenry-fourth General Report, point 95.7 OJ L 716,8.5.7990;Twenty-fourth General Reporr, plint 100.
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opinion on 15 November, the committee of the Regions had already called for
an extension of the moratorium and further reflection and research concerning
the biological, environmental, technological and ethical implications of the use
of BST.r
115. The Commission adopted various proposals for directives, on 28 January
on rrade in equidae intended for competitions (Table II), on 10 June on
conditions for drawing up provisio.tal lists of third-country establishments
(Table II), on 23 Septerib.i ott th. control of diseases affecting bivalve molluscs
it^bl. II), on i Deiember on the certification of animals and animal products
if^Ut. IIi, and on 10 January laying down health rules for the production.and
marketinj of fresh 
-.lt 
".,d 
milk products (Table II). Parliament considered the
problem 1f ,n" transport of animals 
- 
in two resolutions, one adopted on
21 lanuaryz and the other on 30 September'3
116. on the internarional front, the commission proposed on 28 April (Table
iffi,l,^, the Council should sign a draft agreement with New Zealand on health
protection measures applicabL to trade in animals, animal products, fish, fish
products and live bivalve molluscs.
1L7. The scope of the new plant health arrange,ments that came into force on
1 June 1993a was widened to cover the canary Islands, where the arrangements
*ifi U. applicable from 1 January 1995 following the adoption of Directive
94/13/Ei ir"bl. II) on 29 March. This Directive also includes provisions
applicable io th. Community as a whole, completing the present arrangements'
11g. In the pesticides secror, the arrangements concerning the placing of plant
protection p-d.r.., on the market introduced by Directive 91/4L4/EEC5 were
;;;pl.;.";d after the adoption by the council on 27 July of .Directive
giiErc,c,e laying down uniform principles to be applied by the Member States
fo, 
"uthorir^iio.r"of 
such productr; u t.rol,ttion on these principles w-as p-assed
by parliame nt on 22 Ap.il.z In the framework of the programme for fixing
maximum levels of p.rri.id. residues in agricultural products' the council
adopted on 23 June two Directivess establishing Community tolerances for new
gro,rp, of resiiues, while the Commission on 11 November adopted two new
proposals under the same programme'v
I Bull. 71.-1994,poinr1.2.19.2 Of C 14.1.4.2.1994t8u11.1'/2-1'994' point 1.2.18.3 0i c 305.31.10.1994; Bull.9-1'994' point 1.2.19'
r Tiventv-sevenrh General Report, point 9 I '
-5 OT L ZSO.tg.S.tSgl;Twenty-fifth Ceneral Report, point 115'6 oi L 227, 1..9.1994; Bull. 7 / 8-7994, point 1.2.14.7 0i c 128, 9.5J394;Bull. 4-1'994' poinr 1'.2.23'8 oi L 189:n.7.1994\ Bull. 5-1994' point 1.2.34.t cblt(l+j 482; Bull. 11-1994, point 1'2.20.
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119. on 20 June, the council adopted Regulation (EEC) No 146g/94 (Table
II) extending for one year the application of present provisions on the labelling
of agricultural products produced by producers converting to organic farming."
1_20. on 27 July, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2100/94 on
co,mmunity plant variety rights (Table II), introducing a special system ofindustrial property rights, to be granted by a community*office, for direct and
uniform application throughout the Community.
111. Vith regard to animal nutrition, the Council continued its examination
of commission- proposais (Table II) relating respectively to the amendment of
the procedure for authorizing additives in feedingstuffs, the official control of
feedingstuffs, and the approval of certain establishlents operating in the animal
f-{ .r.:r:r. on 20 July' the commission adopted 
" 
p.opor"r for a Directive(Table II) on the circulation of feed materials and 
"" 
rs July, a proposal toadapt the Directive (Table II) on compound feedingstufis in line with the
legislation on raw materials.
122' The community's veterinary and phytosanitary Inspections office(oICVP) organized inspections of establish-.ni, producing fresh meat or mearproducts, both in the Member states and in thiid countiie, ,r,d missions inthe Member States to take stock of the situation as regards low-capacity
establishmenrs or those producing fresh meat that had beenir^nt.d t.rrrpor".y
derogations. Special missions were also organized i.r s.uer""l Member States
affected by epizootics. Inspection visits wersmade ro fishery product establish-
ments in third countries with a view ro establishing the necessary health
conditions for fishery products to be imported into the iommunity. In the field
of plant health, the main purpose oi inspection, control and investigation
measures in the Member States was to check on the proper application Lf th.
community's new plant health straregy. There rv... 
"iro irrrp..iion missions invarious third countries, in parricular those which had exported to member
coultries of the European Union plants and plant products t^hat did not comply
with Community plant health requirements.
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Free movement of Persons
Ab o I iti ot n of i nter n a I f ro nti e r ch ecks
123. on 13 July, the commission adopted a propopal for a Regulation laying
down a uniform format for visas.l
Right of entrY and residence
L24. Information concerning the right of entry and residence is given in
Section 2 of Chapter I under t[e heading 'Citizenship of the Union'.2
Right of establishment
125. A proposal for a Directive to facilitate practice of the.profession of lawyer
or, 
" 
p..-"rent basis in a Member State otherlhan that in which the qualification
was obtained was adopted by the commission on 21 December (Table I).
126. On 15 December, the Commission also adopted a proposal for a
Parliament ur,a corrn.il Di..ctiue (Table I) amending Directive 93/1'6/EEC3 on
the free movement of doctors'
l2T.On18January,Parliamentadoptedaresolutiononrhestateand
org^ni^io. of th. p1"f.*i"" of ,-,oturyi in which it advocates reforms with a
view to removing tie nationality requirement for those wishing to enter the
profession.
Mutual recognition of qualifications
L2g. on 26July, the commission, with a view to revising the classification of
cerrain training .o.rrr.r, adopted bire.tiu. 94/38/ECs amending Annexes -C
;il t to Cou-ncil Directive iZtStnnC'on a second general system for the
1 Point 2 of this RePort.
z Point 2 et seq ' of this RePort.
, b if ui, 2.7.1993; T*.n,y-seve nth Ge ne ral Reporr' point 102'
' 
Of C 44,14.2.1994t Bull. li2-1994, point l'2 26'j olL 277,23.8.1.994.
, oj I log',i+.1 .tsgzrTwe nty-sixth General Report, point 157'
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recognition of professional education and training to supplement Directive
89/48/EEC.
Freedom to provide services
Financial services
!19' 9" 30 May, Parliament and the council adopted (Table I) Directive9_41!?/EC on deposit-guaranree schemes, which p.ouiid., for deposit .ou., olECU 20 000 per depositor in the evenr of a finaniial crisis within 
"r, "pprouJcredit institution. Until December 1,999, various transitional provisions will
allow this cover to be limited to ECU 15 000 in some Member States.
130. on 5 June, the council adopted a common position (Table I) on theproposal to,strengthen prudential supervision in the various financial-services
sectors (credit institutions, non-life insurance, life assurance, investment firms
and undertakings for the collective investmenr of transferable securities (UCITS) ) .
131-. on27 April (Table I), the commission adopted a proposal for a parliament
and council Directive amending Directive ss/g+z EEci with respect to the
supervisory recognition of contracts for novation and netting agreemenrs.
111.^ 
-The list.of approved credit institutions in the community, published in1.993,2 was updated.3
133' In a resolution on the completion of the internal market in financial
services adopted on 18 January,a parliamenr suggesred certain lines of action
concerning the sectors which it wishes to s.. h".rilnized as a matter of priority.
134. The commission also continued its policy of improving cross-borderpayment sysrems in accordance with the approach ,et oui in its 1992 workingdocument.S Further ro irs communication tf 14 D...mber 1993,6 the Com_
mission carried out a study 
.evaluating the transparency and quality of theservices available. In the light of the results of that ,t.rdy, ii adopted on19 october a communication containing a proposal for a Dir'ective concerning
t oJ L 385,30.72.1.989.
1 Ty.lly--:.lenth General Report, point 108., oJ c 756,7.5."1994.
: 9J C 44,142,1994;Bull. 1/2-1994,point 1.2.28.r Twenty-sixth General Report, poini 130.6 Twenry-seventh General Repoit, point 109,
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cross-border transfers and a draft notice on the application of the competition
rules in this sector.l The propos al fot aDirective (Table I) would require banks
to comply with contractual obligations concerning the time taken to carry out
i."rrrf.rr, make dual charging ill"egal, require lostpayments.to be refunded and
increase transparency. The Jraft 
"notice 
"i-, to facilitate the establishment 
of
the interbank systems necessary in this field. These matters were also dealt with
in an Economii and Social Committee own-initiative opinion of 6 July '2
135. on 7 December, the commission also withdrew its proposal .for.a
Directive relating to rhe freedom of management and investment of funds held
Uy inrtit.ttio.t, io. retirement provision': On the same date' it adopted a
communicationa in which it stressed that the principles of- the freedom to
;;r;"i. services and freedom of capital movements nevertheless apply- to the
'-"rr"g.-.rrt and investmenr of 
"rr.t, held by institutions 
for additional
retireirent provision and defined the basic prudential principles.
136. On 30 May, Parliament and the council adopted Directive 94/18/EC
ii"Uf. I) amending Directive 80/390/EECs coordinating the requireme-nts.for
the drawing-up, scrutiny and distribution of the listing particulars to be published
i", il,. 
"at"trrio., 
of ,...rrities to official stock-exchange listing. The Commission
adopted on 13 Dece-b.r, an amended proposal. for a Parliament and council
Directive on investor compensation schemes (Table I)'
Media
137. On 5 October, the Commission adopted5 a communication on the
follow-up to the .o.,*lt"tion process relatingio the Green Paper on 'Pluralism
and media .orr...r,r",ion in the internal market 
- 
an assessment of the need for
-o*-,rrriry action,.7 This is an interim reportwhich presents the results of the
consultation process launched following publication "f 9.. Green Paper on
whether community action was necessary in this area. The communication
states rhat a Community initiative on -.di" ownership might be necessary and
that further work should be undertaken in this connection. For its part,
il"lii"-."i adopted resolutions advocating such action on 20 Januarys and
27 Octctber.e
I Bull. L0-1'994, point 1.2.11.2 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.2.15.3 0T C 372,3.12.1'991.4 COM(94) 591; Bull. 1'2-1994'
s ol L 700,17.4.1980.5 CbM(94) 353; Bull. 70-7994' point 1.2.13.
- Twentv-sixrh General Report, point 184'8 ol c 4q, tc.z.tggc;Bull. l/2-1991, point I.2.30'
e oj c 323,23.1.1.1994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1'2'14'
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Free movement of capital
138. Following the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union, the
principle of the free movement of capital and payments is now expressly laid
down in the EC Treaty (Article 73b). The main chang. 
", 
.o-p"red to the
previous situation is the, extension in all but a few cases of the obligation to
liberalize capital movements to and from third counrries. Neverthelesi, Article
73f of the EC Treaty authorizes temporary safeguard measures to be taken
where they are justified on serious political g.oundt o, where capital movementsto or from third countries cause serious difficulties for the funcrioning of
economic and monetary union.
139. On 16 May, Greece removed the last remaining restrictions on caoital
movements, which, under Council Directive 92/IZL/EEC,I it had been authorized
to maintain unril 30 June. As a result, the arrangements for the free movement
of capital are now applicable throughout the Uni,on.
Taxation
Direct taxation
1.40. on 19 April, Parliament, approved,2 subject ro a reservation concerning
the proposed uniform rate of withholding ,"" on dividends, the appro".f,
recommended by the Cornmission in its 1992 communication on the euiielines
on company taxation linked to the further development of the internal-rnarket.3
141. In the contexr of rhe white paper on growth, competitiveness and
employment,4 the commission adopted on 25 M^y 
^ 
communic"tion on the
improvement of the fiscal environment of small and medium-sized enterprises(SMEs),5 a recommendation concerning the taxation of sMEs6 and on 2i lune
a communication on the transfer of businesses.T
142, on 30 November, it also decided to withdraws its proposal of November
1'990e on a common system of taxation applicable ,o irrt.."r, and royalty
I O.l I 409.31.12.1992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point lJg.
1 O.l C 128,9.5.1994; Bull.4-199-1, point 1.2.39.r Twenty-sixth General Report, point 1,17.a Point 17 of this Reoort.5 Point 187 ofthis Riport.5 Point 190 of this Rebort.7 Point 192 of this Report.8 Bull. 11-1994,point-1.2.23.
' OJ C 53,28.2.1991; COM(90) 571; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 154.
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payments made between parent companies and subsidiaries in different Member
States.
lndirect taxation
143. On 14 February, the Council adopted Directive 94/5/EC (Table II)
supplementing the common system of value-added tax and amending Directive
ZitZSg/F;nCl I Spe.i"l arrangements applicable to second-hand goods,-*9+t
of art, collectors' it.-, 
".rd antiqu.s. The 
special arrangements established by
this Directive include inter alia an exemption from VAT and administrative
formalities for sales between private individuals and stipulate that, in the case
of transactions by taxable d""l.rr, the tax should be calculated on the basis of
the profit margin and no longer on the basis of the total price'
144. On the same date, the council also adopted Directive 94/4/F C (Table II)
amending Directives 69:/M9/EEC2 and 77/388/EEC1 and increasing the level
of allowlnces for travellers from third countries and the limits on tax-free
purchases in intra-Community travel, together with Regulation (EC) No 355/94
lr^Ut. II) amending along similar lines Regulation-(EEC) No 918/83 setting up
a Community system of reliefs from customs duty'3
145. On 24 October, the Council also adopted conclusions on the essential
criteria for the establishment of the definitive VAT system'a
146. For its part, the Commission adopted on 2 March- a proposal for a
Directive (Table II) amending Directive 77/388|EEC1 and introducing new
simplification measures with regard to VAT under the transitional arrangements
in ftrce since 1 January 199:.s1he transitional arrangements_were the subject
of a commission report which was adopted on 23 November5 pursuant to
Directive 91/680/EEC7 and indicated that the overall assessment of its operation
is positive, although the arrangements do,not enable businesses or consumers to
enJoy all the expected benefits of the single market'
147. On23 June, the Commission transmitted to the Council and Parliament
a report8 on t-he application of Regulation (EEC) No 21.8/92e on administrative
cooperation in the field of indirect taxation (VAT)'
1 oJ L 1,45,'13.6.1'977.2 0f L 733.4.6.1969.I Ol L 105,23.4.1983; Seventeenth General Report, point277'1 Bull. 70-7994, point 1.2'15.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 122.6 COM(94) 515; Bull. 1'1"7994, point 1.2.25.7 OJ L ize ,y.tz.lggl; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 195'8 coM(94\ 262.e OJ L Zc,1.z.tggz;Twenty-sixth General Report, point 149'
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148. on 15 September,, it adopted a proposal for a Directive (Table II) laying
down the conditions for exemption from VAT on importation.
149. on 2 November, the Commission adopted a communication and a report
to the council and Parliament with a view to simplifying the 
"rrrng.rn.nt, fo,the charging of VAT on transactions carried our by non-established taxable
persons.l In accordance with Directive 92/77/EEC,2 it also adopted on
13 December a reporr in which it examines the application of the vAT rates in
force with regard to the proper functioning of the single market, together with
a proposal for a Directive (Table II) concerning rhe VAT rates applicable to
certain agricultural products (in particular horticultural products).
150. The commission continued to monitor, in coniunction with national
administrations, the functioning of the new arrangements for excise duties. It
adopted on 28 June (Table II), a proposal for a Directive intended to clarify and
simplify the structure and rates of excise duties on mineral oils and the general
arrangements for the holding, movement and monitoring of products t.rb|..t to
excise duty and on 3 October, a proposal for the consolidation of the rules on
taxes affecting the consumption of manufactured robacco (Table II).
Gompany law
151. on 21 March, the council adopted Directive 94/B/F.c3 amending
Directive 78/660/EC4 in order to incorporate the results of the five-yearly
revision of the amounts expressed in ecus and used ro define the SMEs to whicir
Member States grant derogations regarding annual accounts.
lntellectual and industrial property
152. In the area of intellectual policy, the council on 7 February adopted
a common position concerning the Directive on the legal protection of
biotechnological inventions (Table I), the purpose of which ls to abolish obstacles
to the free movement of biotechnological products and to provide the union
with a legal framework which guarantees the competitiveness of its industry.
153. By decisions of 15.|une and27 June, the council appointed the president
and Vice-Presidents of the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market
II.4
I COM(94) 471; Bull. 11.-1.994,point1.2.24.
i qJ ! 316,31.10.1992; Twenty-5iy1h General Report, point 148.
' 
OJ L 82,25.3.1,994; Bull.3-199,1, point1.2.32.4 0l L 222,14.8.1978.
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(trade marks and designs). These decisions followed on from the entry into force
on 15 March of Regulation (EC) No 40/94 on the Community trade mark.l
154. For its part, the Commission adopted on 9 December a proposal for a
Regulation concerning the creation of a supplementary p-rotection certificate for
pl"r,t prot..rio.r proirrcts (Table I) that would take effect at the time of the
expiry of the basic Patent.
155. In the field of intellectual property, the council adopted on 27 June, as_
p"r, 
"f the implementation of Dire.iirr. 87/54/EEC 
on the legal protection of
iofog."phl., of ,.-i.onductor products,2 Decision 94/373/FC3 renewing on
" 
*.ipro."l basis the exrension to p..rorm and companies from the United States
of e-.ri." of the legal protection for topographies of semiconductor products
until 1 July 1995. O.-".|ti"" 94/700/EC, adopted by the Council on 2'4 October,a
."t..,dJ this protection to Canada. On 7 D.cember, the Commission also
proposed an &tension of the protection enjoyed by the territories which have a
ip.ii^i link with the NetherLnds or the United Kingdom.s Its proposal was
adopted by the Council on 19 December.
155. on 11 March, Parliament adopted a resolution6 approving the co.m-
mission,s L992 communication on int.ll.ctual property rights and standardiz-
ation.T The information relating to the protection of personal data is contained
in Chapter I, Section 4: 'Protection of citizens''8
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Public procurement
157. The Commission continued its efforts to facilitate the implementation of
rhe community rules on public procurement. on 14 and 15 January, it organized
a conference attended by -oi. than 500 public-sector purchasers, lawyers,
trainers and businer, 
-"rr"g..s. It also worked on developing the SIMAP
i,1iorrn"tio1 sysrem:e calls forlenderslO were published with a view to launching
pilot applications.
I Of L 71,,74.1.7994;Twenty-sevenrh General Report,.point 117'
, oi r- 24'. 27 .'1.1987'; Twenty-first General Report, point 295'I oi L 170,5.7.1994;Bull.6-1994' point 1'2'39.1 oi L 284, l.l 1.1994; Bull. I0-1994. point 1.2.18.
' cbtrl(s+) 574;oJ L351.31.12.199'l; Bull. l2-1994.6 Ol C 91,,28.3.7994; Bull' 3-1994' point 1.2.33'7 Tiventy-sixth General Report, point 145.8 Point I 5 of this Report.
e Tw€nty-seventh General Report, point 114't0 0J c 789,1.2.7.1994.
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158. on the exrernal front, the year was marked by the conclusion on 15 April
of the GATT Government Procurement Agreement,l which will provide
European suppliers with bidding opportunities-for some USD 350 billion worth
of contracts in the United stares, j"p"rr, South Korea, Israel and the EFTA
countries. The negotiati,rns leading to the conclusion of this Agreement werethe subject of a Parliament resolrrtion of 11 March.2 The Commission alsoproposed the conclusion of a.bilateralagreement with the United Stares (Table III)
covering cerrain conrracrs which fall outside the scope of the GATT Agreement.l
The Council has authorized the negotiation of similar agreements with South
Korea and Switzerland.a
Training in Gommunity law
159. In the conrexr of rhe strategic programme for the internal market, the
commission has taken a series of m."iu.i, to improve training in communitylaw for the legal professions (iudges and p.actitioners), r".itit".. consumer
access to justices and speed up the conclusion of several conventions currentlybeing discussed.5 For the puipose of drawing up the ,Joint programme ontraining and the dissemination of information in th. ar."-of comriunity law',intended for the legal professions, it launched in November, a survey to identifythe difficulties encountered and requirements identified by'1"*y.., in this areain all Member States.
I Buf l. 4-1994, point I .3.61 .
i 9J. C 91,28 3.1994; Bull.3-i994, pornr 1.2.34.r Point 823 of this Report.a Point 784 of this Report.5 Point 559 of this Report.5 See Chapter IV of this Reporr.
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Section 5
Competitionl
Priority activities and obiectives
160. In implementing competition policy, tbe Commission took account of
ii" 1ott"*;"'g: the effits of the slowdown in economic actiuity in 1993, which
continued to make itsetf fett this year despite the signs of economic recouery;
the restructuring proceis set in train in risponse to.this situation in 1993 and
continued in 1994; and tbe measures taken by Member States to assist firms in
economic difficulties.In line with its preuious policy, howeuer, the Commission
awthorized sucb measures only where they were limited to what was necessary
for the restructuring of the firms concerned. So as to make clear its position in.
'tliis respect, it adJpted on 27 July guidelines on State aid for rescuing and
restruciuring firms'in difficulty] ii itt;ct it stressed that a restructuring pla!
must be dri*n up and iLot ti" conditions of competiti-on must not be unduly
,ii"rtra if publii assistance was to be autborized. Tbe same approacb was
oiiop,t",d in'the steel industry, wbere the Commission accepted plans for the
restructuring and priuatization of firms in a number of Member States '
Competition policy has a key role to pl-ay in promoting economic recouery. lt
,on irflu"nri *oik-r, structlure, both' by establishing a framework tbat will
enable consr.rmers to benefit from tbe aduantages of a system of competition
and by screening types of 
'cor:porate 
conduct in-order to autborize those which
o,r, fororrrbleio'iompetition and to,prohibit the otbers. The liberalization
process begun in some industries was thus pursued this year, in order to enswre
'tbat the o\iectiue, set, notably in telecommunications, were achieued by tbe^
deadlines laid d.own. Tbe commission also autborized certain forms ,of.
cooperation (strategic alliances) between firms, taking 
.the uiew tbat, prouided
certain guarantees were giuen'tbat comp,etition would not be distorted, such
,oop"riion between firhs could help them adfult to their new economic
,rriron*"nt. ln addition, uigorously pursuing all forms of corporate conduct.
that cause serious restrictiJns of iompetitiin and depriue other firms and.
,orru*r6 of tbe benefits of an open maik-et economy, tbe Commission imposed
heauy penalties on seueral cartels.
For further details see the Twenty-fourtb Report on Competition l2ltcy (199a), to be oublished bv the
office for official publications of the European Co--rniti.. in 1995 in coniunction 'iith thit General
Report.
Point 175 of this RePort.
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The commission was concerned to increase transparency and speed up
procedures so as to make them more effectiue and preue'nt them from homp"ring
the adjustment of firms to their economic enuironment. lt accordingly adopte7
this year a number of general instruments couering mergers,t statu;;d and the
rules applicable to firms.
Lastly, the international dimension of the economy and the growing inter-
nationalization. of trade prompted the commission to take aiount i1 th"r"
factors in applyi.ng competition policy. The commission deueloped effectiue
cooperation with tbe EFTA surueillance Authority.z A satisfaciory s;olution
was also achieued in the Microsoft case3 thanks to collaboroiion bitween the
US Department of Justice and the Commission.
on 5 May, the commission adopted the Twenty-tbird Report on competition
Policy,a on which the Economic and social iommittee gaue its opinion on21 December.s on 8 February, pailiament deliuered lts opinion6 on tbe
Twenty-second Report on Competition policy.T
Competition rules applying to businesses
151. New cases under Articles 85 and g6 of the EC Treary totalled 392,
comprising 237 notifications, 139 complaints and'J,6cases where tire Commission
acted on its own initiative. More than one third of these cases entailed the
simultaneous application of Article s 53 and 54 of the Agreemenr on the European
Economic Area (EEA). The figure of 1126."r.r p.r,Jingat3l Decemberigg3
was reduced to 1 058 by 31 December 1994. New cases ,rnd., Articles 6s and,66
of the ECSC Treaty totalled 53, comprising44 notifications, 12 complaints and7 cases where the commission acted on its own initiative. The ctmmission
received 37 notifications under Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty. of these,
10 culminated in a decision and 17 in the sending of an exemption letter ,rrrd.,High Authority Decision No 25-67 and 10 in nolction being taken. The maindecisions here were: Mannesmann/vallourec/llua,s Sidiar/KS,e Thyssen
I Namely, a revised Implementing Reg-ulation, a revised administrative form, a new notlce on concentratrve
T::::ffli]f..1:11: lt-.-l,"t.t-, and three interpretarive norices on the concepts of 'control', .una.ir"[ing.concerned' and'calculation of rurnover'-2 Point 184 of this Report.3 Point 185 of rhis Rebort.4 COM(94) 151; Bull. 5-1994, ooint 7.2.21.5 Bull. 12-1994.
: 9I9 q!,28.2.7ee4;Bull. 1,/2-tee4, point 1.2.37./ COM(93) 152; Twenty-seventh General Report. point lJ4.I nu!f . l/2-1991,point 1.2.44; OJ L t0Z, Zt.q.pg+.'e Bulf . 7/8-1994, point 1.2.25.
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Stahl/Krupp-Hoesch,1 coopers/sheppard,z Anglo/coal Products,3 cFF/Fer-
rer o and T hy s sen H andel I Rh einbraun.
General rules
152. on 8 June, the commission adopted a report on the application of the
competition 
"rules to maritime rransport, espicially the inland section of
multimodal rransporr operarions.4 on 30 September, it adopted a draft block
exemption Regulation applicable to certain categories of technology transfer
"gr..-."rr.5 5n 5 O.tot.r, it approved6 a draft 
Regulation on the application
oi erti.l. 85(3) of the Treaty to cirtain categories of motor vehicle distribution
and servicing agreements wlih a view to replacing Regulation (EEC) No 123185'7
which expires on 30 June 1995.
153. on 21 December, the commission adopted a notices updating i1s rfle
notice on agreements of minor importance which do not fall under Article 85(1)
of the EC ireaty.e Its purpose is to increase from ECU 200 million to ECU 300
million the turnover tireshold below which enterprises can enioy the benefits
inherent in being covered by the notice.
164. On2L December, the Commission finally adopted a-new Regulation on
the form, conrent and other details of applications and notifications pursuant to
Co,rrr.il fr.egulation No 17, rogether wiih a new form, the aim being to speed up
considerabl-y its procedures in the field of restrictive practices.
P roh i bited h o ri zo nta I a g ree m ents
165. Following an investigation under Article 65(1) of the ECSC Treaty, the
Commission or-.lered a cariel involving price fixing, market sharing and the
.-*;i;;;. of confidential information set upby 17 Community and Scandinavian
;;;;;;.r and distributors of steel beams to terminate its activities' Fines
totalling ECU 100.4 million were imposed on 14 of the firms.10 The commission
ioot 
" 
ii-ll"rly strict approach in prohibiting (under Article 85(1) of the EC
I Bull.7/8-7994,pointL.2.24.2 Bull. 7/8-1'994, point 7.2.21.1 Bull. 9-1994,point 1.2.34'
a Bull. 6'1994,point1'.2.435 0l c 178,30.6.1,994.6 Bull. l0-l994,Point 1.2.20.t oj r- 15, 18.1.i985; Eighteenth General Report, point 212'8 Bull. 12-1'994.g Ot C 231,1,2.9.1'986; Twentieth General Report, point 423'tu oj I 1.16, 6.5.1.994 Bull. 1/2-1'994, point 1.2'39.
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Treaty) price-fixing and-market-sharing agreements in the carton-board industry
a.nd imposing fines totalling ECU 132.15 million on the 19 producers operarin;
the cartel.l At the end of-the year, by its Decision on the cement industrv ."rt.I
the commission imposed very heavy fines totalling ECU 24g million on 3j
producers, eight associations of undertakings and the European cement
Association for being party ro a general market-sharing agreemenl.2
155.- on 27 July, the commission re-enacted the Decision against pvc
producers originally adopted on 21 December 1988 and subsequent-ly annulled
on a technicality by the court of Justice on 15 June.: The re-adoption of this
Decision,4 which imposes a fine of ECU 23.5 million on 1,4 pvil producers
participating in a market-sharing and price-fixing cartel, demonstrates the
Commission's determination to take action against such restrictive agreements,
which infringe the basic rules of competition, by imposing substantial fines on
those involved.
Permissible forms of cooperation
157. The commission's attitude to strategic alliances and, in particular, to
cooperative joint ventures was demonstrared in the adoption of-a number of
!9rma! exemption decisions, including Decision 94/s7i/EC concerning theUnited Kingdom telecommunications operaror British Telecom and the United
States long-distance telecommunications company MCI, which granted both
negative clearance and individual exemption- under Article gs(3) of the EC
Treaty and Article 53_(3J of the EEA Agreemenr.s In the petrochemi.al, industry,
by Decision 94/322/EC, the commissio' authorized the setting-up by Exxon
and shell of a joint venrure to produce linear low-density polyelhyien..e In thebrick industry, by Decision 94/296/EC concerning Sttttting Baksteen, it
authorized an agreement to reduce srrucrural overclpacityT *1i.h .o-pii.d
with the principles spelt out in the Twelfth competition Report and restated in
the Twenty-third competition Report.8 In october, the commission authorized
the agreements setring up a joint u..rt,rr. between the US company Merck and
the French company Pasteur M6rieux. The ioint venture will combine the human
vaccine operations of both parties in the European Economic Area.e In the
t Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.2.20.2 Bull. 1,1,-1994, pbint 1.2.30.
] Lr9,Cl:lt S! 15 J une I 994in Case C-137 /92p, not yet reported; point 1285 of this Report.a Buf f .7/8-1994, ooinr 1.2.21.] 9j !- zzt, zz.8.1ss+; B|Jl. 7 / 8-1 994, point 1.2.22.
: 9J ! 144, 9.6.1994;Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.22.1 9l L 137, 26.5.1994; Bull. 4-1994, point .1.2.46.E Point 150 of this Reoort.t OJ L SOS,Z.tZ.ttl+;Bull.70-1994. 1.2.25.
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computer industry, the Commission authorized in November a technological
cooperarion agreement between the US manufacturer Digital and the Italian
manufacturer Olivetti concerning computers based on RISC (reduced instruction
set computer) technology.l In December, it adopted three favourable decisions
.o,r..rni.,g the formation of joint ventures: Fujitsu AMD Semiconductor,Z
IPSP3 and Philips/OSRAM.3
Dominant positions
168. In its Decisio n of 29 March concerning HOV-SVZ/MCN, the Commission
showed its determination to impose severe penalties on any form of abuse by
firms enjoying a monopoly in the supply of services, particularly in transport.4
Having fou.tJ that Deutsche Bahn (DB) was using its monopoly on- th_e market
in raif services in Germany to impose combined transport tariffs favouring
transport to and from German porti, which is entirely in its hands, as opposed
to seivices to and from Belgian and Dutch ports, the Commission imposed a
heavy fine of ECU 11 million on DB for infringement of Article 86 of the EC
Treaty.
169. In July, in the computer sofrware industry, the Commission obtained an
importani undertaking from Microsoft, the world's leading software producer.5
The undertaking, which enabled the Commission to close the file on the case
involving practices pursued by Microsoft in granting software Iicences to
microcomfut.r 
-"n.tf".turers, is the result of close cooperation between the
Commission and the US Department of Justice.5 The undertaking states that
Microsoft will limit the duration of its licence agreements to one year, will no
longer impose a 'minimum commitment' under which the microcomputer
prol,r... is obliged to make royalty payments for a minimum fixed number of
cou.red products, regardless of actual sales, and will no longer use the 'per
pro..rroi licence' clause, under which a royalty had to be paid for all personal
computer systems that contained a particular microprocessor sold by the
-"n.tf".t.r.er even if no Microsoft product had been incorporated.
Mergers
170. ln 1994, the Commission received 95 notifications, 21 of which led to the
cooperarion procedure wirh the EFTA Surveillance Authority being set in train,
andit took 111 decisions under Regulation (EEC) No 4064189.7 As in previous
t OJ L 309,2.72.7994; Bull. 1.1-1994, point7.2.29.2 OJ L 34L,30.72.1994; Bull. 12-1994.3 Bull.72-1993.4 OJ L 1.04,23.4.1994;Bull.3-1994, point 1'2.35.5 Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.2.23.5 The full text of-Microsoft's undertaking is published inBull.T /8-1'994, point2.4.'1.t OJ L 395,30.1'2.7989; Twenty-third General Report, point 375.
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years, it was able to clear the great majority of cases at the first stage of
examination, though in ;r small number of cases it made its authorization subject
to compliance with the amendments and undertakings proposed by the notifying
parties during the examination.l On six occasions, however, the Commission
took the view that it was necessary to initiate the second stage of examination.
171. In the Mannesmann/Vallourec/llua case, the Commission took the view
that the risk of establishing a duopolistic dominant position between the newjoint venture DMV and the Swedish producer Sandvik on the wesrern European
market for seamless stainless steel tubes was limited, given the capacity of
current Japanese comperitors or potential western European competitors to
react to any artificial price rise by the two market leaders.2
172. In the Procter <? Gamble/VP Schickedanz3 and Shell/Montecatinia
cases, the Commission made its authorization subject to structural changes
being undertaken. It authorized Procter & Gamble to acquire Schickedanz on
condition that P&G sell off the latter's 'Camelia' feminine hygiene products
business to a third partl' capable of competing in the market. The sale, which
has now taken place, was the only way to resolve the problem of the creation of
a dominant position on the part of P&G in the German and Spanish markets
for sanitary towels. The Commission likewise gave conditional clearance for
the formation of a joint subsidiary between Shell and Montedison in the
polypropylene sector. H:rving established that there were rwo separate markets,
one for polypropylene production technology and the other for the production
and sale of polypropylene, the Commission found that the operarion could lead
to the creation of a dominant position. only the structural changes proposed by
the parties (steps to keep Montedison's production technology outside the joint
subsidiary and Montedison's withdrawal from its joint production subsidiary
with Petrofina) enabled the Commission to declare the operation compatible
with the common market.
L73. In the MSG Media seruice case, the commission decided to prohibit the
proposed formation of a joint venture which was to provide various services to
digital pay-television operators in Germany. The proposal would have led to
the creation or strengthening of a dominant position in three markets, including
those for pay-TV and cable networks.5
I Bull. 3-7994, point 1.2.42;Bull.7 /8-7994, point 1.2.32.2 OJ L'1,02, 21.4.1994; Bull. 7 /2-1994, point 1,.2.44.3 Bull. 7 / 2-1994, poinr 1.2.49 ; Bull. 6-1.994, point 1.2.53.a Bull. 7 / 2-1994, point 1..2.46; Bull. 6-1994, point 1.2.48.5 Bull. ll-1994. point 1.2.34.
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Public enterprises and national monopolies
174. On 13 October, the Commission adopted Directive 94/46/F.CI amending
Directives 88/301/EEC2 and 90/388/EEC3 as regards satellite communications
in particular, thus paving the way for liberalization in this sector and marking
the completion of an important stage in the process leading up to the information
society.a On 21 December, it approved a draft Directive amending Directive
90/388/EEC with a view to abolishing restrictions on the use of cable television
networks for the supply of telecommunications services'5
State aid
General policy
L75. During the year, the Commission received 526 notifications of new aid
schemes or amendments to existing aid schemes and registered 68 cases of
unnotified aid schemes . ln 440 cases, it decided not to raise any obiections; in
40 cases, it decided to initiate proceedings under Article 93(2) of the EC Treaty
or Article 6(4) of Decision 3855/91IECSC, as a result of which it took 15 positive
final decisions, 3 negative final decisions and 2 conditional final decisions. It
decided to propose appropriate measures under Article 93(1) of the EC Treaty
in respect of 10 existing aid schemes.
176. On 27 July, the Commission adopted Community guidelines on State aid
for rescuing and restructuring firms in difficulty,5 which set out its approach, to
examining aid of this type: in particular, there must be a restructuring plan
capable of ensuring the tiability of the firm, aid must be limited to the strict
*i.ri-.t- needed for implementing the plan, criteria ensuring that the distortion
of competition will be stiictly limited must be met, and aid to cover the financing
of social measures for the benefit of employees who are displaced by restructuring
will be given sympathetic consideration.
lndustry schemes
L77. As regards derogations from Community policy on aid to the steel
industry, the Commissi,on, having received the Council's assent in December
1993,7 adopted on 12 April under Article 95 of the ECSC Treaty the decisions
1 OJ L 268,79."10.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1'2'19.2 oj L 1.31,2J.5.1988; Twenty-second General Report, point419.3 Oj L 1,92,24.7.799}iTwenty-fourth General Report, points 209 and312'a Point 401 of this Report.5 Bull. 1,2-1.994.6 Bull. 7 /8-7994, point 1,.2.42.7 Twenty-sevenih Gene."l Report, point 155; Bull. 12-7993, points 1'2'91 ro 1"2'97'
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authorizing aid for the restructuring and, in some cases, privatization of steel
undertakings in Germany (EKO Stahl and SAchsische Edelstahlwerke Freital),
Italy (llua), Spain (CSI and Sidenor) and Portugal (Siderurgia Nacional).1 A
system was set up for monitoring compliance with the conditions imposed on
the steel companies. The withdrawal in May of the private Italian group Riva
led to the collapse of EKO Stahl's restructuring plan. In July, the Commission
initiated two sets of proceedings under Article 6$) of the Steel Aid Code, one
concerning the finaniing of EKo Stahl by the Treuhandanstaltz and the other
the payment to it of regional investment aid.3 On 25 October, the Commission
proposed to the Council that it give its unanimous assent ro the payment of just
under DM 910 million in aid to EKO Stahl to help the company implement a
new restructuring plan in partnership with the Belgian steelmaker Cockerill
Sambre SA.a The Council gave its assent on 8 December.s
178. The Commission extended6 until 30 Iune 1995 the code on aid to the
synthetic fibres industry.T
179. On 19 December, the Council adopted Directive 94/73/EC (Table II)
amending the seventh f)irective on aid to shipbuildings and the Commission
set the aid ceiling for 1995 at 9o/o. Negotiations within the OECD led to the
conclusion in July of an agreement aimed at ensuring normal conditions of
competition in the commercial shipbuilding secror as from 1 January 1,996.e
The agreement w.as signed by all the parties on 21 December.
L80. The Commission continued its monitoring of the operarions of the
Treuhandanstalt (THA) in Germany.'$fith the THA due to be wound up by the
end of the year, negotiations took place on the procedures and criteria that will
be applicabl e in 1995 to the THA's remaining enterprises.
L81 . Following the Commission's decisions in the EFIM case,lO a working
group was set up to monitor the restructuring and privatization of a number of
public undertakings in Italy. Thanks to rhe close cooperation which has been
established between the Italian authorities and the Commission, any difficulties
that arise are being dealt with speedily and efficiently.
I Decisions 94/256/ECSCto94/261/ECSC;O1L"112,3.5.1,994;Bull.4-1994, points 1.2.57 to1..2.62.2 0J c 274,'.t.10.1994.I oJ c 303,29.10.1994.a Bull. lO-1994. ooinr 1.2.45.i OJ C 350,17.i2.1994;Bull. 1,2,-7994.6 Bulf .7/8-1,994, point 1.2.43.7 OJ C 186,78.7.1991,t Twenty-fifth General Report, point 253.
: OJ L 380,37.12.1990; Twenty-fourth General ii.epoit, point 205.e Point 215 of this Reoort.l0 Twenty-seventh Ceneral Report, point 159.
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Regionalschemes
182. As part of its preparatory work in the run-up to enlargement, the
Commission examined regional aid schemes and assisted area maps in Austria,
Finland, Sweden and Norway. On 1 June, it decidedl to amend the method for
the application of Article 92(3)(c) of the EC Treaty to regional aid2 so as to
adapt it to the specific regional problems faced by the Nordic countries.3
183. As part of a periodic general review of aid schemes in force in the Member
States, the details of several such schemes and the assisted area maps were
examined with a view to reducing the proportion of the population covered and
ensuring greater consistency with the maps of areas eligible for aid from the
Structural Funds. Decisions were adopted for Germanya and France.s The
review has reached an advanced stage in the case of l:.aly, Spain, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Luxembourg. The Commission also examined the compatibility of
Structural Fund assistance for various objectives with Articles 92 and 93 of the
EC Treaty.
International aspects
184. The main event at international level was the entry into force of the
Agreement establishing the European Economic Area,6 which provides for
extensive cooperation on competition matters between the Commission and the
EFTA Surveillance Authority. The exchange of information between the
competition authorities functioned satisfactorily.
185. The Court of Justice delivered its judgmentT in the action brought against
the cooperation agreement on competition matters concluded between the
Commission and the United States Government,8 ruling that the power to
conclude such an agreement belonged to the Council and not to the Commission.
The Court's judgment does not, however, have the effect of annulling the
agreement itself, which remains valid in international law. On 19 December, the
Council authorized the Commission to negotiate an exchange of letters
interpreting this agreement concerning the application of the competition rules
(Table III). The cooperation established between the Commission and the US
I Bull. 6-1994,point1.2.59
, OJ C 212, 12:8.1988, T*enty-second General Report, point 438.3 Poim726 of this Report.a Bull. 7/2-1994, poini 1.2.57; Bull. 3-1994, point 1,.2.52.5 Bull.9-1994, point 1.2.55.6 Point778 of this Report.7 Judgmentof gAugust 7994inCaseC-327/91,O1 C275,1.10.7994;Bull. 1,0-7994,point7.7.15.8 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 246.
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Department of Justice in the Microsoft casel demonstrated that, in dealing with
problems having an inrernarional dimension, only effective and .ffi.ient
collaboration between competition authorities could achieve satisfactory results.
186. on 12 october, the commission adopred a recommendation for a
Decision on a draft agreement between the European community and canada
on the application of competition laws (Table IIIj.
I Point 169 of this Report.
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Section 5
Enterprise and services PolicY
Priority activities and obiectives
187. In emphasizing the uital role of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) for giuing a new impetus to growth and employment and ensurinS the
'efficient 
*irA"l of tbe internal market, tbe European [Jnion has added a
new d.imension to enterprise policy based on tbe'White Paper on-growth,.
competitiueness and employment.l The integrated programme in fauour of.
SMEs and the craft sector, idopt"d by tbe Commission in June2 and welcomed
by the European touncil in Corfu,3 marks the beginning of a.se.cond-generation-
ent:erprise policy. Tbe European Council in Essen reaffirmed tbe importance of.
imprLuing'the inuironment'forSMEs.a The EuropeantJ.nion has also continued
its'effortJ to promote tourism, to integrate trade and distribution more closely
in the internal market and to creati a fauourable climate for firms in the
cooperatiue, mutual and non-profit sector-
lmproving the business environment
L88. The integrated programme in favour of SMEs and the craft sectors aims
to assemble, in"a global and coherent framework, the various initiatives which
already .*ist, ..rcli as the multiannual programme in favour of enterprises,5 and
to propose new measures at Community' national and- regional levels to be
i-pl.rn.nt.d in a partnership between all parties concerned with the development
of SMEs. These ,r.* .n."^rrres includi, firstly, efforts to promote mutual
consultation between Member States and, secondly, contributions by the
European Union towards the development of enterprises (improving the business
..uirorr-.nt and support measures). The aim of this programme, which was
welcomed by the iouncil,T the Economic and Social Committee8 and the
Errrop.^.r Pa.li"ment,e is to give concrete form to the obiectives identified by
I Point 17 of this Report.2 COM 194) 207iBrll.6-1994' pointl'2.79.3 Bull. 6-7994, points 1.6 and 7.2.78.
a Bull. 1'2-1994.I COM(94) 207; Bull. 6-1994,point 1.2-79.
r corn.it Decision 93/379/EEa 
- 
oJ L 161,2.7 .1993.' Twenty-seventh General Report, point 154.7 Bull. 5-1994,point1.2.79,OJ C294,22.10.1994;Bull'70-1'994' point 1'2'558 Bull. 9-1994. poim l .2.72.
' 
OJ C 323,23.1,1.7994t Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.54'
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the white Paper,l both in the short term (alleviating the tax, social-securiry,
administrative and financial constraints) and in the medium term (supporting
the development of these sMEs and job creation). It was 
", 
p"ritr,ni!
programme that the second European Conference on the craft sector and small
enterprises, organized b)' the Commission, was held in Berlin2 in September.
For the successful completion of its task of improving the business environment,
the Commission relies particularly on a statistical tool, 'Enterprises in Europe',
and on the work of the 'European observatory for sMEs', whose second 
"rr*"ireport, published in May, was the sublect of a Communication from the
commission on 7 september.3 on rhe same day the commission also adopted
a report on Community activities in favour of SMEs and the craft secror.a which
outlines a panorama of measures under both enterprise policy and other
community policies with an impact on SMEs, i.e. environm.nt poii.y, regional
policy, research and technological development and vocational training. -
I mprovi ng the ad m i n istrative envi ro n ment
189. The commission has adopted praciical provisions to reduce the cost
burden on enterprises, in particular SMEs, and io simplify the administrative
form-alitie.s governing_them. on 9 December, the commiri.. io, the Improvement
and Simplification of the Administrative Environmenr met for the first time in
Brussels.
Improving the legal and fiscal environment
1.90.- on 25 M"y,t the- 
_commission adopted a communication on improvingthe fiscalenvironmentof SMEs.Itlikewise adoptedRecommendati ong+tSgOtp.C,
addressed to rhe Member states,5 on the method of taxing sMEs depending on
whether they are incorporated or nor. The commission's afproach 
-", 
"pprJu"dby the European Parliament in a Resolution of 24 Octobir-.7
191. Following broad consulration of interested circles,s the Commission
adopted, on 30 November, a Recommendation addressed to the Member States
II.6
I Point 17 of this report.2 Bull. 9-1994,poini',.2.7t.3 COM(94) 352; Bull. 9-1.994. ooinr 1.2.74.4 COM(94) 221; Bull. 9-1994',point1.Z.73.5 COM(94) 206; Bull. 5-1,994, point 1.2.46.o OJ L 177, 9.7.1,994;Bull. 5-1994. ooint 1,.2.47.
1 oL c 323,2"1.1,1.1994; Bull. r0-t994, point 1.2.55.E Twenty-seventh General Report, point 155.
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on payment deadlines in commercial transactionsl aimed at reducing the burden
on SME liquidity caused by late payments.
192. To facilitate the continuity of
them and after extensive consultation
on the transfer of enterPrises, on 7
Recommendation3 which advocated
easing the taxation burden.
enterprises and the jobs which go with
bas.d o.t its communication of 29 Junez
December the Commission adoPted a
changes in the law on succession and
Support measures for enterPrises
lmproving access to finance and credit
193. On the basis of the report of the Round Table of leading representatives
of the banking sector, on 28 October the Commission adopted a communication
outlining the"European Union's intended follow-up to this Round Table.a It
continu;d its support for financing mechanisms suited to SMEs: venture capital,
mutual guarante;s and seed capiial funds. Since 1989, such mechanisms have
led to ttre creation of 1.61. enterprises and 1 700 iobs. Community aid to S-MF^s
h", b..., stepped up with the creation of a European Investment Fund,s EIB
interest .".. rnbtldGs for SMEs6 and the launching of a Community initiative-
in favour of sMEs.7 Lastly, as part of the multiannual programme in favour of
enterprises,s the Commission conducted a feasibility study on- the development
oi r..o"d"ty financial markets. The Economic and Social Committee has
expressed a favourable opinione on the 1993 Commission communication on
the problems of financing SMEs.lo
Developing cooperation between enterprises
1g4. The BC-Net (Business cooperation Network), a confidential European
network promoting cooperation and contact between enterprises, now has some
400 memters follJwingihe regular review of the network's composition. BCEs
1 Bull. 1'1.-1.994, point 1'2.50.2 oJ c 204,8.i.1994;Bull.5-1994, point 1'2.80.I Bull. 72-1'994.I COM(94); Bull'10-1994, point 1'2.53.J Point 50 of this Report.6 Decision g4/Zl7lEC_ OJ L 107, 28.4.1994;Bull.4-1994, point 1.2'9; point 51 of this Report'7 OJ C 180, | .7 .l994iBull. 1/2-1994,.point 1 .2. 105; Point 466 ot thrs Keport '8 Oi L 1,61:21.1994t Twenty-seventh General Report, point 154'
e Bull. 718-1,994, point 1.2.75'10 COM(94) 528; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 166'
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(Business Cooperation Centres), which aim to promote non-confidential business
contacts, are now located in 60 countries spread across most continents.
195. As each year since 1.991,1 'Europartenariat' direct partnership events
were held 
- 
in June in Gdafrsk (Poland) and in November in Bilbao (Spain).
These contacts made it possible for thousands of SMEs from some 50 countries
to forge stronger ties. Subcontracting measures were accorded greater priority
- 
particularly the pilc,t programme in the consumer electronics sector and
the SCAN project (Sutrcontracting Assistance Network) for interconnecting
databanks.
Supporting the adjustment of SMEs and improving
management qualitY
196. As part of the'Euromanagement'pilot project, audit/consultancy measures
have been undertaken in 842 enterprises in order to identify the impact of
European policy in the fields of standardization, certification, quality and safety
in sMEs. Furthermore, in order ro encourage and assist industrial sMEs to
participate in measures under the fourth community R&TD framework
programme,2 the commission has launched a second Euromanagemenr R&TD3
project, enabling sMEs wishing to engage in transnarional technological
cooperation to benefit from the services of specialized consultants.
|-6
lmproving information
197. The work of the Euro-Info Cenrres
200 EICs established in Europe. 'With this
reliable and specialized assistance to SMEs.
Small enterprises and the craft sector
(EIC) continued, with more than
network they can provide rapid,
198. The commission launched a pilot project to deal with the problems
encountered by small enterprises and the craft sector in border areas as well as
an experimental programme supporting cooperation.
I Twenty-fifth General Report, point 2932 Point 235 of rhls Reoort.'3 oJ c 99,8.4.7994.
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Cooperatives, mutual societies, associations and foundations
199. On 16 February, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Decision
relating to a multiannual progra mme (1994-96) of work for cooperatives, mutual
societiJs, associations and fouttdations in the Community (Table II) to enable
them to survive and develop within the internal market. Furthermore' the
Council continued its examination of the Commission proposals on European
statutes for associations, cooperative societies and mutual societies (Table I). The
European Parliament adopted a resolution on the contribution of cooperatives to
regional development on 11 February,l a resolution on foundations and their
place in Europe on 9 Marchz and a resolution on the alternative, social economy
on 6 May.3
Trade
200. ln 1994, as parr of the second phase of the 'Commerce 2000'a project, the
Commission selecied, from the 210 proiects for encouraging cooperation between
commercial SMEs, 55 which were based mainly on the use of new technologies'
The European Conference on trade and distribution networks in Europe, held
in Athens in June, resulted in a modernization strategy for the sector based on
vertical and htrizontal cooperation between trade enterprises and their suppliers.
Tourism
201 . While promoting cooperation with the national authorities and pro-
fessional circlei, the Commission continued to implement the priority measures
set out in Council Decision 92/421,/EEC5 on a Community action plan in favour
of tourism. In this conrext) a report outlining those Community activities which
have an impact on tourism, which means in particular environment policy, was
adopted by th. Commission on 5 April,5 favourably received at the informal
-..iing of the Council of Ministers responsible for tourism on 15 April
"nd .rido..ed by Parliament on 15 December.T 
With an eye to the 1'996
Intergovernmental Conferences and the report it is to present on that occasion'
the Commission is also drawing up a Green Paper on the rdle of the European
I Ol C 61, 28.2.1994tBu11. li2-1994. point 1.2.77'
'/ O I C 91, 28.3.1994; Bull. 3- 1994, poinr 1.2.67 .3 oi c 205;25.7.1994;Bull.5-1994, point 1.2'50.4 Oi C 277, 1.5.70.1993; Twe nty-fifth General Report, point 303.5 oj L 237,1.3.8.7992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 248'6 COM(94)74; Bull. 4-1994, point 1'.2.67 .7 OI C 78,23.1.7995 Bull. 1,2-7994.I PJint I 176 of this Report.
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Union in connection with tourism. On 18 January,l the European Parliament
also adopted a resolution on rourism in the approach ro the year 2000 and, in
its own-initiative opinion of 15 September,2 the Economic and Social Committee
stressed the economic importance of tourism and its capacity ro generare
employment. The committee also supported the idea that tourism was not
necessarily incompatible with prorecring the environment.
9 J.9 ++, 1. 4.2|199 4 ; Bull. 1 / 2- 1,99 4, poinr 1.2.7 8.Bull. 9-1,994, point 7.2.75
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Section 7
Industrial policy
Priority activities and obiectives
202. A fourtb phase was embarked upon in the field of industrial poli,cy' In i.ts
7990 communication,l the Commission stressed tbe responsibility of the.pwblic
authorities i, ,r"otirg a fauourable enuironment for industry, facilitating
structural adjustment ind ensuringthat markets functionproperly by coordinat-
irg pot;rirr'that haue implicatiois for industry. With the entry into force, in
N'or"*b", 7993, of the ireaty on European (Jnion, industrial competitiueness
became one of the'stated obie'ctiues of iuropean integration' ln its.White Paper
on growtb, competitiuen"i, ord employment,z presented to the European
Coincil in Decimber L993, the Co'mmission proposed practical solwtions
fo,r achieuing dynamic, job-creating growth based, among other things' on
deuelopmeni of th, information market and action to gear up European.
busine'sses for competitii'on on raorld markets. ln the communication it adopte.d
on 14 Srp,ts*b.r'tbis year on an industrial competitiueness policy for the
nrroproi IJnion, the Commission endeauoured to pinpoint tbe steps to be-
tok"i to achieue tbese obiectiues and thereby strengthen tbe competitiueness of
European industrY.
Industrial comPetitiveness
203. While there has been a substantial improvement in industrial competi-
riveness in recent years, European firms, which are now facing fresh challenges,
have yet ro overcome the h"ndicaps with which they are having to contend a.s a
result of insufficient penerrarion of f"rr-gro*ing markets, lower manufacturing
p.tJ".riuiry than their US or Japanese competitors and an inadequate research
effort. As the Commission ,tr.rr., in its communication of 14 September,3 the-
;"-p;r;ness of industry on world markets hinges increasingly on a set of
intangible competitive advantages, such- as knowledge and human resources'
ptoa*, quality, the ability to exploit information,4 more rational organization
of prodrr.tiorr, 'th. availability of trans-European networks,s innovation, a
I
2
l
,+
-t
COM(90) 555; TwentY
Point 17 of this Report.
fourth General Report, Point 212.
COM(94) 319; SuPPlement 3/94 
-Point 327 of this RePort'
Point 321 of this Report.
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positive relationship between the aim of competitiveness and that of economic
and social cohesion, the efficient operation of markets, and a dynamic sME
base.l In order to create a favourable environment for targeting industrial
policy on such growth areas as the markets in knowledg. 
"rrl .,lliur., healthcare, biotechnology, environmental protection and top-of-th.-."rrg" produ.tr,
the commission advocares promoting intangible invesiment (e.g. b"y exploiting
the competitive advantages associated with better protection of the environ-.nt;,
developing industrial cooperation, ensuring fair competition and modernizinj
the role of the public authorities. In the resolution2 it adopted on 21 Nove-b.i
the Council stressed the progress made so far, particula;ly on the basis of the\X/hite Paper,3 and the need to take action to create stable economic conditions.
relieve businesses of unnecessary burdens, safeguard competition and srep up
cooperation with third countries.
Cooperation
204. In line with the strategies set out in the white paper on growth,
competitiveness and employmend and with the Council - conclusions of
22 April,s the commission, in its september communication, highlights cooper-
ation as one of the keys to boosting the competitivenesi oT E.rrop.".,
industry. closer industrial cooperation, between the European union and Japanparticularly, has improved economic relations between firms and contribuiei to
more balanced trade and investment flows. Following the commission's
communication of 12 J]uly 1,990 on industrial cooperation with central and
Eastern Europe,5 a round table of industrialists was held in Riga.
205. As part of work on the information society, the commission developed
scientific and technological cooperation in the information technology field,
notably with the counrries of central and Eastern Europe, the deieloplng
countries, the United States and Japan.T
Standardization
205. The further development of Union-wide standardization policies again
loomed large among the priorities of the Community institutions. parliament
and the Council thus adopte d on23 March (Table I), a second set of amendmenrs
1 Point 187 of this Report.2 Bull. 71-1,994,point-1.2.58.r Point 17 of this Report.4 Twenty-seventh Gineral Report, point 15; Supplement 6/93 
- 
Bull.i Buf f . 4- 1994, points 1.2.63 and 2.2.1.5 Twenty-fou-rth General Report, point 212.7 Point 431 of this Reoort.
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to Directive 83/1,89/EECr designed to streamline the information procedure for
national standardiza,i,o.r 
^.tiuilies, 
thereby alleviating the administrative burden
and improving efficiencY.2
207. Following on from rhe 1,992 council resolution on the role of standardiz-
ation in the Europea., ..ono-y,, the commission initiated work outside the
*^1Ir p.ri.y 
"r.", *h.r. the usoof standards is well 
established and is currently
preparing a communicarion on wider use of standardization in community
ioli.y. itsl (,f,. European Tele-co.mlunications Standards Institute) was
i..oj.,ir.d as a European sta'dards body. The links between standardization
and research were strengthened.
Auafity policY
20g. Quality policy, which is one aspect of implementation of the white Paper
o., gro'ith, .o-p.iiii""ness and t-ploy-tt'i, btingt tog,ether the different
strands of quality, certification and siandardization in order to give political
i;;;, ,o th. d.iu. to p1".. European industry on a higler growth path. In the
tpJ.fi. area of certification- 
"t'd o" the regulatory. 
front' the Commission
monitored national transposal measures closely-and held sectoral meetings with
the parties .on..r.r.dli i; ,h; non-regulatory field, it continued to strengthen
links with the European organization for Testing and certification (EoTC)'
209. To prepare the way for a new communication on promoting quality in
industry, th. co-mirsion decided to launch studies on the different aspects of
;;;itt;including .;;;;;i. aspect_s,5 the value added by the certification of
quality managemenr;;t;;' 
""a 
tf'tt attitude of European consumers towards
;;;il; 
""a 
,fi", of businesses towards the introduction of quality management
,;;;;r. It also sponsored the European quality prize awarded by the European
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM)'
lndividual sectors
Basic industries (steel, chemicals, raw materials)
210. Despite the economic upturn and the slight recovery in internal demand
for steel, the Commissio.r coniinued to urge the steel industry to impleme-nt a
resrructuring progt^;;.. On f: April,6 it"made an interim assessment of the
1 OI L 109,26.4.1983; Seventeenth General Report point 150'2 Point 103 of this Report-
, bia lil,g.i.tgszitwentv-sixth General Report, point 120'
a Point 104 of this RePort.t i*J" 
"rUiitft.J 
i" t'tt. 1994 edition of Panorama of EC industry'6 COM(94) 125; Bull. 4-7994,point1-2'64.
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capacity reductions carried out so far, proposed extending the deadline for
submitring the closure programmes still to be implementedl and extended the
support measures until November, proposals which were favourably received
by the council on 22 April.l parliament, noting that the first round of capacity
reductions (11 million tonnes of hot-rolled products) had been completed, callei
on the commission on 5 May ro press ahiad with its 
"..o-p"r,ying policies,and in particular the social support measures.2 In view o? th. Jifflculties
encountered in restructuring certain enterprises, the Commission adopted a
communicarion3 on 21 June ll'hich, while stressing the importance of the roleplayed by the Member srates, reminded the steel iidustry of i,, ,.rpolsibilities
and reiterated the minimum objective of achieving th.ougi, plant closures a rotal
capacity reduction of 19 million tonnes, failing which it would suspend the
support measures. In response to this communication, the Council confirmed
sn 2)--lunea and again on 28 septembers the minimum restrucruring target of
19 million ronnes. This not having been achieved within the rime 
"ll*owe!, th.commission announcecl in its communication of 25 october5 that it would
withdraw most of the planned support measures, excepr, within the limits of the
available funds, for the social measures, ro which irarliament reaffirmed its
attachment on 28 october.T on the community market, the commission will
not extend the market-stabilization measures beyond the fourth quarter of 1994.
The. economic-upturn having made quarterly product guidelines superfluous,
steel firms will now have to decidi individually, o,i the basis of overall
six-monthly forward programmes, on their strategies for production anddeliveries on the community market. on 15 Dec"ember, ti-re commission
approved, at first reading, the draft forward programme for steel for the firstquarter of 1995 and the-whole of the year.8 It iniroJucede financial 
^.r".rg.-.r,,under Article 53(a) of.the ECSC Treaty for producers of hot wid"e strip,
reversing-mill plate and heavy secrions, pending rhe announcement of pl".ri
closures by private operarors: since the closur"es did not take place, ihese
arrangements were discontinued. As far as external measures 
"r. 
.orr..rned, the
commission decided to maintain ongoing surveillance but proposed thai the
tariff quota agreements with the Czech Republic and Slovakia for certain steelproducts should not be extended for 1995. Aorr.u.., it stressed the need to k..p
a close watch on trade trends. The Council nevertheless unanimously decideito exrend for 1995 the tariff quora arrangements with the czech Republic and
1 Bull. 4-1994,point1.2.64.
I gtg 20s. zslz.iis+;iril 5-l!re4, point 1.2.42.I CO_M(94) 265; Bull. 6-t994,point i.2.74.a Bull. 6-1994, point 7.2.74.5 Bull. 9-7994,point1.2.69.6 COM(94) 456; Bull. 10-'1994,point1.2.49.
1 9J..C 323,21.11.1994;Bull. 1d..1994, point 1.2.50.8 Bull. 12-'1994.
, oJ L 5,8.1.7994.
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Slovakia, after adjusting them to take account of accession of the new Member
States. In the State aidTield, the Commission will continue to monitor strictly
all aid authorized in1993 and will examine individual aid measures notified in
the context of aid for restructuring Italy's private steel industry. The -council
endorsed this approach in its conclurions of 8 November.l In a resolution it
adopted on 16 irecember, the ECSC Consultative committee set out its views
on app.opriate monitoring of the steel market'2
211. Quarterly guidelines3 for 1994 supplemented, as a means of stabilizing
th. .rruik.t, the*six-monthly forward-progt"*-es for.steel,4 which were
endorsed by the ECSC Consultative Commiitee in December 1'993s and June6
and Decemberz 1'994.
212. In the external relations field, the commission negotiated, on the basis of
air..riu., issued by the council in July, steel arrangements with Russia' Ukraine
and Kazakhstan to replace, f,ot" j"tt'"ry 1'995, the autonomous quota-s for all
the former Soviet n.p'"Uil.r. It peisisted'in its endeavours to reopen talks with
the United stat.s 
"nd the other countries 
concerned on a multilateral steel
agreement (MSA) and to arrive at fair solutions to anti-dumping disputes.
Motor industrY
213. onZ3February, the commission adopted a communication on the future
of the motor industry'which was welcomed by the councilT and by the Economic
and Social committee.s The communication focused on integrating the motor
i"J"rr.y into the future environment described in the's(hite Paper on growth,
."*f.ri,ir.ness and employmente through production of more competitive,
cleaner and more 'i.rt.lligent' cars, ,t..tti.tg that the responsibility . for
l-pi..r,.rr,i"g such ut 
"pp".o".h lay with the 
industry' within which close
.ojp.r"rio., f,"d to deuelop berween management and wo.rkforce, along with a
g..rrri.,. partnership b.tw.e.t component suppliers,.manufacturers' distributors
and consumers. Since the role oi th. p.tbli. authorities here is to foster a
propitious commercial environment based on open' competitive markets, the
Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.59.
Bull. 12-1994.
oi c j+r, 1.8.12.1993; Bull. 3-1994, point 1'2'54; oJ c
zde , M.to.tss+; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.51.
o-i'c io, 1.4.1.:,1994i Bull. 1'/2'-7994, poinr 1'2.72; oJ
Bull.12-1994.
Twenty-seventh General Report, point 187'
Bull. 5-'1994, porm l'2.76.
OI C 149, 31.5.7994;Bull.5-1994, point 1'2'43'
sill. s-tgg+, point 1.2.58.
Point 17 of this Report.
178,30.6.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1'2'75; OJ C
C 210, 30.7.1994; Bull. 7/8-1994, poinr 1'2'74;
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single market will be a key factor in boosting competitiveness. Horizontal
instruments such as objective 4 of the Structural Fundsl and community
initiatives such as ADAPT2 and the programme for SMEs2 desiened to
anticipate transformations in industry and changes in production systJms andto help workers adjust- ro these changes could play 
".r 
i-por,"nr parr in the
restructuring of the industry. The industry will have to und.tt"k. a sizeable
research and technological development effort for which the fourth framework
programme3 could offer considerable advantages. Development of the motorindustry also needs to he srrpported by an active ."t.r.r"l trade policy: the
arrangement with Japan't functioned satisfactorily and sorne progr.r, was madein relations with Korea.
Maritime industries
?11 At its third plenary'meeting on 20 and 21 June in Rotterdam, the MaritimeIndustries Forum discussed a report by the commission describing the action
taken at both Communitl'and naiional levels in response to rhe recommendations
made by the Forum in previous years.s
215. The multilateral negotiations launched in 1989 under the auspices of theOECD between the main producing countries,5 which together account for
more than 70o/o of world shipyard ourput, led to 
"gr..-!n, in July on theelimination of all obstacles to normal conditions of c"ompetition in the sector(Table III). To take account of the international co-mitments entered into
under the oECD with a yr.ey to ensuring that the public assistance currently
allowed in the sector is.withdra*n .o-pLtgly by 1 January 1996, and bearingin mind the special vulnerability of the industry, tie council aiopted o' tiDecember a DirectiveT extending for one year the Seventh Directive on aid to
shipbuilding. on 2l Dece'mber, the commission ser at 9o/o the maximum level
of aid that Member States are allowed to grant their shipyards under Article 4
of the Directive.
Aerospace
216-. The European aircraft industry continued to suffer from sluggish
order-ing and from occasional postponements and cancellation, pro-ptJ bythe difficulties facing airlines. combined with the contraction of d.fen.L
I Ty.nt7--;.u..nth General Report, point 384; point 451 of this Report.
' l'olnt +b6 ot thts KeDort.3 Point 235 of this Reoort.a Poinr 1049 of this Riport.i T.wenty-sixth_General Repo_rt, point 257; Twenty-seventh General Report, point l92.
: .U M:AbeJ Srates. Japan, Souih Korea, Norway. Einlana. S*eaen,-,f. ij;i,;j'ir;i;,
' rolnt I/y ot thts KeDort-
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procuremenr, rhese factors have caused structural adiustment problems. The
commission continued with the strategy it set out inits 1992 communicationl
oip,rr,ing rogerher a package of measu-res implemented jointly by the industry,
the Member States 
""d tt'. Union with a view to boosting 
the industry's
long-term competitiveness. It also continued looking into ways of promoting
it.-a.u.i"p*.r,t of the space industry in cooperation with the Member States
and the European SPace AgencY.
Textiles and clothing
217. In the conclusions it adopted on 22 April on the textile and clothing
industry,2 the council endorsed the commission's analysis in its \993 report
;;.h" ,*ron, for ,n. n"rop.an industry's loss of competitiveness.3 It considered
that a considerable effori had to be made by this sector to adapt to the
new conditions of inrernational competition cieated by the Uruguay Round
"gr..-.rrrr,a and identified 
priorities for action both internally (assisting the
,J.ou..y of the regio.,, *orrihi, by the crisis, in particular through the RETEX
initiative; helping workers to adapt to industrial change;,research; improving
,h.;;;;t.'".yif public aid; better communication and information; closer
.oop..",io., with the'operators concerned) and externally (ensuring compliance
with the agreement on'textiles; improving access to third-country markets; and
*ort irrg, ,ii,hin the World Trad. brganization, for greater interaction between
trade and the other policies which"6ave a significant impact on the textile
i"a"rrr'l. These b.o"i policy lines were endoried by the Economic and Social
Committee on 1 June.s Th. i.-oln-ission also began looking into the problems
of subcontracting,6 particularly in the clothing industry, and adopted in
N"r.-U.r 
" 
,p..Ifi. f."g."--. for modernizing Portugal's textile and clothing
industry.T
BiotechnologY
21g. The disseminarion of biotechnology products has E3thered momentum in
,...rr, years, particularly in the pharm^..nii."lt and food industries. As part of
ii" f.fi"*-"p to the White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment,s
I COM(92) 154; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 254'2 Bull. 4'1994,point 1.2.66-
, t-ofr,rf qjl 525; T*.nty-seuenth General Report, point 193'
a Point 985 of this RePort.5 OJ C 295,27.70.79i4;Bull. 5-1994' pointT'2'77'5 Point 195 of this RePort.7 Point 466 of this RePort.8 Point 17 of this RePort.
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the commission adopted in June a communication on preparing the next stage,l
which should involve ensuring that the regulatory framework i.fl..t, ,.i.nt]fi.
experience, among other things by streamlining procedures for low-risk
operations and 
_ 
pressing ahead with efforts to create an integrated product
evaluation and licensing procedure. The commission also proposes seiting up
research networks, special measures for sMEs, greater ur. of siientific inpit indecision-making and im1>roving public understairdi.rg.
219. International cooperation and coordination moved forward, throughbilateral relations (with the US and other counrries) and at multilaieral le,iel(through the oECD), on horizontal questions such as intellectual pr"p.rif rigt,i,
in biotechnological inventions, vertical issues and the safety of fooistuffs de.Ivedfrom biotechnology.
Ph armace utica I i nd u stry
22q' In implementing its communication of 2 March on the outlines of anindustrial policy for the pharmaceutical secror,2 the commission noted signs of
weakness in the community industry, particularly as regards its capaclty tofinance research and the developmen, of irrnou"iru. th."r"p.uti. d.ugr, and
r.eviewed the prospects for concentration and restructurirrj since these werelikely to reshape the industry up to the turn of th. ..r,tt'rry. "
lT and electronics industry
221 . under its 1991 cornmunication3 and the pilot programme for consumer
electronics which it launched in 1993, the commisrio., ,",rpported a number of
ioint schemes involving cooperation between European 
"rdl"p".r.re componentmanufacturers. In a resolution it adopted on 1g Janua.y,o i"ili"-ent voiced its
concern about the conditions of competition on world m".k.ts.
Teleco m m u n icati o ns i nd ustry
222' The dialogue with the industrial fcderations and manufacrurers was
stepped up. Discussions srarted on revising the regularory framework governing
the marketing and connection to the n.two.k oi telecommunicatrons terminal
I COM(94) 219; Bull. 6-1994, point .1.2.,10.2 COM(93) 7l8r Bull. 3-t994, poinr t.2.65.
' Twenty-fifth Ceneral Repori, poinr 27g.o OJ C 44, 1 4.2.1994; Bull."t /2-'t994, poinr .t.2.7 4.
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equipmenr and on the industry's role in standards-setting and validation. The
last phase of the cTS (conformance testing services) p-ro_gramme, covering
t".-in"l equipment for the analog telephone network and the ISDN,I was put
in place. Wttl began on putting the EOTC (European Organization for Testing
and Certificationfin a position to launch projects of this kind and manage their
technical aspect;. Support for the industrial validation and technological
promotion oi mobile digital telephony equipment was maintained and confirmed
ty th. recommendations made in the report by the'Bangemann Group'.2
Other activities
223. On 25 October, the Commission adopted a communication on strengthen-
ing the competitiveness of the machinery construction industry,3 which follows
on"f.o- its September communication on industrial competitiveness.4
224. In the environmental protection field, various measures were taken
initiated during the year in connection with the environmental control
industrial prodi.t, and facilities, emissions and waste management.s
Specific development programme for Portuguese industrV PEDIP)
225. In a report5 it adopted on 7 January, the Commission took stock of the
i*pl.-..tt"tion of PEDIPT from 1988 to 1,993.It notes that far-reaching changes
h"u. ,uk.n place in the business environment, the production system and the
attitude of business managers towards competitiveness'
Information technologies
226. RS.TD activities in this field focused chiefly on setting in place the
necessary infrastructure for the emergence of the information society8 and on
improving industrial competitiveness and the quality of lr_fe, some 650 projects
ur. ..r.r"itly under way, with the most recent ones (102 in number) coming
under the ESSI programme (optimum software development)'
1 Point 331 of this Report.2 Point 321 of this Report.3 COM(94) 380; Bull' 1'0-1994, point 1.2.52'
a Point 203 of this Report.5 Point 506 of this Report.6 COM(93) 711; Bull. 1/2-1994' point 1.2.75.7 O,J L tgS; tS.Z'1SAS; Twenty-second General Report, point 322'8 Point 327 of this Report.
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227. Under the fourth framework programme
development (1994-98),1 the Council adopted
programme for information technologies (Table
1 911 million.
for research and technological
on 23 November the specific
II), which has a budget of ECU
Gomputerized communication of data,
information and administrative documents
TEDIS
228. Two calls for proposalsz in which the EFTA countries were actively
involved were published in connecrion with the TEDIS programme.3 The first
covered projects relating to adoption of the UN/Edifact standard and to the
development of EDI (electronic data interchange) and focusing on telecommuni-
cations, legal aspects, securiry and the provision of information for the public,
as well as existing or new multisectoral projects, while the second is aimed at
assessing how far each of the programme's aims has been achieved. The
Commission also continued to provide support for the standardization of EDI
through the Edifact Board for 'sfestern Europe. Under Directive 83/1.89/EEC
laying down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical
standards and regulations,4 European standards bodies were requested initially
to submit proposals concerning the organization of EDI standardization work.
on 19 october, the commission adopted a communication on the legal aspects
of EDI, together with a recommendation for a standard European a!..em..rt.s
An interim report on TEDIS activities in 1993 was also published.
TNA and IDA
229. In March 1993, the Commission adopted a communication5 on trans-
European data-communications networks between administrations and two
proposals for Council Decisions: one on a set of guidelines for trans-European
telematics networks between administrations (TNA), and the other on a
multiannual programme to support the implementation of networks for the
interchange of data between administrations (IDA) (Table II). As part of its
I Point 235 of this Reoort,
, oJ c t9,27.t.19e4;OI C 24,zrt.1.t994.3 Trade electronic data interchange systems: OJ L 208, 30.7,1991; Twenty-seventh General Report, point
41.2.
1 oJ r rce,26.4.1e83.I OJ L 338,28.72.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point1.2.73.6 COM(93) 59; Twenty-seventh General Report, poinr 203.
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preparatory work on the programme, the council adopted on 20 June a
,.rol.,tion on information e*change between administrations which stressed the
importance of coordination for the effective implementation of the systems
.on..r.r.d. The commission organized panels of users representing som,e 10 areas
of administration in order to id-ntify their needs; alist of 29 projects of common
interest was drawn up. The IDA programme is one of the priority applications
proposed in the repori by the Bangemann_Group on the information society and
is included in the action planl pioposed by the Commission. As part of the
prepararory work, studies have been launched and a pilot project (National
S.ru"r) to interconnect the national administrations' computer systems has been
.*t..i.d ro cover the 12 Member States.2 Studies have been carried out and
pracrical measures taken to improve information exchange between the
'Community institutions in the .orrt"*t of the Community decision-making
process.
1 Point 327 of this Report.2 Point 1251 of this Report.
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Section I
Research and technology
Priority activities and obiectives
230. ln tbe field of research and tecbnological deuelopment, 1994 was mark-ed
by a series of higbly significant deuelopments. On 26 April,l Parliament and
council adopted the fourth researcb and technological deuelopment frameworkprogramme (1994-98). With a budget of ECU 12.3 billion for the fiue-yearperiod (with the possibility of a furtber EC\J 700 million in 199G, subiect to an
eualuation after the first two years), tbe fourtb framework- programrne was put
into immediate operatio,n.ln tbree waues, in Jwly, Nouember and December, all
the specific prograrnmes under the fourth framework programme were
approued. on 15 Decem.ber,2 calls for proposals were issued for many of these
progrqmmes.
Tbe year 1994 will al:so be seen as the year of first discussions on tbe
coordination of research policies and actiuities in Europe. On L9 october,3 the
commission adopted a communication on this subject, following on from tbe
analyses set out in the'White Paper on growth, competitiueness and employ-
menta and the conclusi<>ns of the corfu European council.s The communi-
cation pinpoints a number of ways of mouing on from the existing type of
cooperation to better coordination of researcb and technological deuelopment
policies and actiuities at national and European leuels.
on 15 March,s the commission adopted a Decision creating the European
science and Tecbnology Assembly, a body set up to facilitate dialogue between
science and industry at European leuel. lt will assist the Commission in
implementing all aspects of the European [Jnion's researcb and technological
deuelopment policy and will establish close links between the Commission and
th e Europ ettn res earch cctmmunity.
I Point 235 of this Report.2 oJ c 357,15.12.1994.3 Point 232 of this Report.a Point 17 of rhis Repbrt.r Point 1194 of this Report.6 Point 23i of this Report.
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Community R&TD policy
General developments
23L. Heralded in the'White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment,
the European Science and Technology Assembly,l which consists of 100 eminent
scientisti and represenratives of the world of industrial research, is a new body
whose remit is to advise the Commission on scientific and technological matters.
At the Commission's request, the Assembly will give its views on such matters
as the framework p.ogtu--., the specific programmes and the related work
programmes. It can also deliver own-initiative opinions on various subjects
whiih are of importance to science and technology in Europe, and will assist the
Commission in its efforts to promote a scientific and technical culture in Europe
and stimulate debate on science and technology at European level'
232. On 19 October,z the Commission adopted a communication entitled
'Achieving coordination through cooperation" designed to have a real impact
on the economic and social fabric of Europe. Against the background of the
White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment, the conclusions of
the Corfu Europian Council and the conclusions of the informal Council o.f
Research Minisiers held in Schwerin on 27 July, the Commission emphasizes
the need to strengthen coordination between activities at various levels: European
Union research ptog.".-.s, activities conducted by other European science
and technology cooperation organizations and national programmes. It sets out
ways of imple-etriing Article 130h of the EC Treaty, which requires the
Community and the Member States to coordinate their research and technological
development activities. To this end, the Commission is proposing a three-pronged
^ppro^ch' formulation 
of research policies, international scientific and techno-
l"ii."l cooperation, and implementation of research activities' On the latter
polr,,, the proposal is to exploit the latent potential in Articles.130k and 1301 of
ih" Tt."ry, which authorize rhe European Union to launch supplementary
programmes involving the participation of certain Member States only, and to
p"tii.lp"t. in national initiatives. On 6 May,3 Parliament had already adopted
a resolution on coordinating the research and technological development policies
of the European Community and the Member States.
233. On2L November, the Council adopted three Decisions (Table II), one of
which was concerned with the rules for the dissemination of research findings
t OI L 98, 76.4.1994;Bull. 3-1994, point 7.2.71.
'z COM(94) 438; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.57'3 OJ C 205,25.7.1'994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.52
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from the specific R&T'D and demonsrration programmes, rhe other rwo
concerning the rules for the participation of undertakings, research centres and
universities in specific programmes dealing with European Community R&TD
and with research and training for the European Atomic Energy community.
234. The commission continued European union work on promoting a
scientific and technological culture in Europe and stimulating thought and
debate on science and tecxuology at European level. The second EuropeJn W.ek
of Scientific Culture took place from 21to 25 November, servins as 
" 
iramework
for a new series of scientific communication projects intended fJr a Europe-wide
public and drawn up jointly by organizations in various countries. There were
also five conferences under the 'European science and Technology Forum'
banner, dealing with the social, historical and cultural aspects of sci.nce 
".rdtechnology in Europe.
Framework program me I gg0-94
235. The commission conrinued and completed its work on the framework
programme for research and technological development (1990-94).1 s7ork
started on the projects selected as a result of the calls for proposals following
the voting on 15 March 1993 of an additional ECU 900 million.z
F ra m ewo rk p ro g ra m rn e 1 gg 4-gB
236. on 26 April, Parliament and the council adopted the framework
programme in the field of research, technological development and demonsrration(1994-98) (Table I). The framework programme in the field of research and
training for the European Atomic Energy Community (1994-9g) covering nuclear
research activities over the same period (Table II) was adopted by thJCouncil
on the same day.
237' 
- 
on27 July, the council adopted rwo of the specific programmes under
the fourth R&TD framework programme (1994-tq, .on..irri'g advanced
communication technologies and services3 and industrial technologies.a on
23 November the council adopted seven further pro€iramme, uid., th.
framework programme (1994-98). These concern inftrmation technologies;J
] 9J L 117,8.5.1.990i Twenty-fourth General Report, point247,2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 208.3 Poim244 of this Reoort.a Point 245 of this Report.
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telematics applications;1 standardization, measurement and testing;2 marine
science and i..hnology;3 agriculture and fisheries14 non-nuclear energy;s and
international scientific and technological cooperation.6
238. On 8 and 15 December, the Council adopted the remaining 11 specific
programmes under the framework programme (1994-98): controlled thermo-
trrr.L"t fusion,T environment,8 biotechnology,e biomedicine and health
research,l0 nuclear safety,11 transport, targeted socio-economic research, dissemi-
nation and exploitation of results,l2 training and mobility,l3 and the Joint
Research Centie's two programmes.14 On 15 December,15 calls for proposals
were issued for many of the programmes under the fourth framework programme'
An invitation to tender hai alieady been published on 15 Septemberl5 for that
dealing with advanced technologies and communication services (ACTS)'
Joint Besearch Centre
239. The eight Institutes of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) continued their
work in the Centre's four areas of activity: specific research programmes under
the framework programme; scientific and technical support for European union
policies, in the foim of work undertaken at the request of the Commission
i.p"rr-..r,s responsible for those policies; work under contract for public or
private-sector outside bodies; exploratory research'
240. In the cours e of 1994, the final year of the JRC's 1992-94 programme' the
Institutes provided input for the third framework programme in the form
of contributions to the programmes dealing with industrial and materials
technologies, measurem.tti 
"ttd testingr 
the environment, nuclear fission safety,
controllJ thermonuclear fusion, and human capital and mobility.
241. The Institutes continued to provide scientific and technical support fo-r
the Commission on the basis of the customer/contractor principle' 'Work
I Point 411 of this Report.2 Point 249 of this Report.t Point 257 of this Report.
a Point 251 of this Report.5 Point 257 of this Report.6 Point 285 of this Report.7 Point 272 of this report.8 Point 252 of this Report.
e Point 259 of this Report.10 Point 255 of this Report.lr Point259ofthisReport.t2 Points 276 and277 of this Report.
r3 Point 288 of this Report.
ra Point 242 of this Report.ti oJ c 357,15.12.7994.16 oJ c 258,15.9.1994.
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continued under contract for ourside bodies, with the JRC stepping up irs efforts
to market the results.
242. on 15 December, the council adopted two new research programmes for
the JRC for the period 1995-98, concerned with the Cenrre's activities in the
non-nuclear (Table II) and nuclear (Table II) fields and with a budget of ECU
600 million and ECU 300 million respectively . on26 April, the couniil adopted
conclusionsl on the role of the Joint Research Centre.
243. on 15 April, an agreemenr was signed by the Commission and the Spanish
Government for the creation of an Institute for Prospective Technoiogical
Studies in Seville. The Institute commenced operationr 
"t its new site inSeptember.
lmplementation of the third framework programme
lnformation and telecommunications technologies
244' Information on research and technological development activities in the
field of information and telecommunications technologies is to be found in
Section 7'Industrial policy'in Chapter II, and in Section 13 'Telecommunicarions.
information services and industries', again in Chapter II.
lndustrial and materials technologies
Industrial and materials technologies
245. The commission continued to implement the R&TD programme in the
field of industrial and materials technol,cgies (1990-94) (BRiTETEURAM II).2
Following the call for proposals in Octob er j,9923 for areas 1 (materials and
raw materials) and 2 (design and manufacturing),a the projects receiving funding
in.1993 were supplemented in 1994 by 1,60 new projects. of the 211 projects in
all receiving funding, 1,57 are concerned with industrial research.4g with basic
research and five are concerted action projects. In response to a call for proposals,
open until the end of I99:i, for specific projecrs in favour of small businesses,s
t OJ C 126,7.5.1994; Bull.4-1994, point1..2.71.
i 9J L 269,25,.9.1991; Twenty-fifth Gener.rl Report, point 313.3 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 279.4 0T C 268.'.17.70.'1992.
, oJ c 323,24.12.1991.
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100 new projects were added in 1994 to the 60 or so projects-selected in phase 2
in 1,993. New proposals for feasibility awards were selected from 180 proposals
submitted ,i.r.. th. start of the programme, making the selection rate approxi-
mately 35%.
246. On27 July (Table II), the council adopted-a.ew specific programme in
the field of induitrial and materials technologies for the period 1'994-98 with a
budget of ECU 1 517 million. The programme covers three areas, namely
proi,r.,i"" technology, product i.tnouation materials and technology; and
i."rrrpor, tech.rologyl'-Since the selected projects are required to enhance
industrial competitiveness and improve the quality of the environment, this
frogr"-.rr. will ,erue as a framewoik for tt.* CRAFT-type cooperative research
-.Jr,rr., for small businesses. On 15 December,l a first call for proposals was
issued under this programme'
247. The JRC's Institute for Advanced Materials continued its work under thejnC't 'indristrial technologies and materials' programme. S0ork continued on
irraterials for use in extreme conditions (study of high-temperature corrosion) '
A first major proiect concerned with the validation of surveillance practices and
attenuation methods was prepared under the auspices of-the network on the
ageing of AMES materials. As rega.ds work for outside bodies, the Institute was
iriuolied in the construction, in the Basilicata region, of an advanced materials
laboratory.
Standardization, measurement and testing
248. The Commission continued its work on implementation of the RECTD
programme in the field of measurement and testing (1992-94).2 The 48 projects
i.,iti"ut.d in 1,993 following the two calls for proposals -!i.! closed in 1'9923
were supplemented by 31. new projects. Following a call 
-for proposals on
15 Decembe r 1993 foi 
^re^ 
2 (standardization support) and area 3 (common
means of calibration for the application of standards), 42 projects were selected
to receive funding'
24g . on 23 November (Table II), the council adopted a new specific programme
in the field of standards, measurement and testing for the period 1994 to 1'998'
It has a budget of ECU 173 million and covers the following fields: measurement
of Europeai quality products; standards-related research; and measurement
1 0t c 3s7,15.12.1.994.
, oj L 1,26:12.5.1'992;Twenty-sixth General Report, point 2813 0J C 778,75.7.7992.
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concerned with social needs. on 15 December,l a first call for proposals was
launched under this programme.
250. The JRC's Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements played
its part in implementing the JRC's measurement and testing programme. The
shift in its activities from the nuclear to the non-nuclear field, and from basic
research to more applied research, continued. The Institute continued to provide
support for other Commission departments, more especially through the
production of reference materials for biology and the environment.
Environment
Environment and climate
25L. The commission continued its work on implementing the R&TD
programme in the field of the environment (1990-9+1.2 of the 1401 proposals
received in response to the call for proposals on 18 May 1,993,3 258 were selected
to receive funding totallirrg ECU 113 million. The number of projects receiving
support under the entire research programme in the field of the environmeni
(1990-94) is thus 355, accounting for ECU 191 million (including the contribution
from the EEA countries).
252. on 15 December (Table II), the council adopted a new research
programme in the field of the environment for the period j.994 to 199g. 'sfith a
budget of ECU 852 million, this programme covers four areas: study of the
natural environment, environment quality and global change; environmental
technologies; space technologies for environmental monitoring; and the human
dimension of environmental change. on 15 December,l advance notice of a
first call for proposals was published under this programme.
253. The JRC's Institute for the Environment conrinued its work on the JRC's
spe-cific programmes on participation in research into global .hang., on
technologies and engineering for the environment and on the working environ-
ment. The results of the first round of measurements for the European projecr
to study biogenic emissions in the Medirerranean area (BEMA) weie analysed.
254' The Institute for Remote Sensing Applications continued its work on the
environment, contributing in particular to the studies on global change. Methods
, oJ c 357,15.1.2.',t994.
i 9J I 192,16.7.7991; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 3193 oJ c 139,18.5.1,993.
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using remote sensing to study the biosphere on land and at sea were developed.
The European ..tiJrowave signature laboratory, was calibrated and work
continued on th. developmeniof methodologies for observing vegetation and
environmental conditions in the Mediterranean region'
255. The Commission continued to implement its space policy as set out in its
communication 'The European Community and space',1 setting up an ad-hoc
Space Advisory Group with an information remit'
Marine science and technologY
256. The Commission completed implementation of the research and techno-
logical developmen, progr"-*e in the field of marine science and technology
05gO-g+) (UAS1 II).1 Seventeen new research projects were started, accounting
ior ECU 16 million. On L5 March3 and 15 June,a two calls for proposals were
issued concerning, respectively, evaluation of the risks to the marine environtnent
associated with the applicatiotr of certain technologies and techniques, and
concerted action ptoj..tt for the modelling of the marine environment' In the
course of the year, six advanced summer tchools were organized and 11 research
grants were awarded in specific sectors.
257. on 23 November (Table II), the council adopted a new programme rn
the field of marine science and technology for the period L994 to 1998' With a
budger of ECU 228 million, this programme covers four areas: marine science,
stralgic marine research, -".i.r. technology and support initiatives' On
15 DJcember,s a first call for proposals was published under this programme.
Life sciences and technologies
Biotechnology
25g. The commission continued work on implementing the programme of
research and technological development in the field of biotechnolo gy (1992-94).6
Following two calls f-o. propor"is in 1.993,7 31 projects-got under way in the
course oithe year, invol,iin*ne participants. Two further calls for proposals
I COM(92) 350; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 318'
' 
OJ L igz,, rc.z.tggt; Twenty-fifth General Report, poinr 322'3 0J C 78, 1.5.3.1994.4 0J C 163,1,5.6.7994.t oJ c 357. 15.12.19c4.
r oi L 107:24.4.1992;Twenty-sixth General Report, point224? oj c 1,1,4,24.4.1993; oJ c 168' 79.5.7993.
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were issued in 1994,1 as a resulr of which work srarted on 45 proiecrs (three
cost-sharing projects and 42 studies). In the course of the yr^r,7s granrs were
awarded.
259. on 15 December (Table II), the council adopted a new programme of
research and technological development in the field of biotechnolog|, covering
the period 1994 to 1998. vith a budget of ECU 5i2 million, thelrogramm!
covers the following areas: cell factories; genome analysis; plant anJanimal
biotechnology; cell communication in the neurosciences; immunology and
vaccinology; structural biology; pre-normarive research, biodiversity anJ'social
acceptance; infrastructures. On 15 December,2 advance notice of a iirst call for
proposals was published under this programme.
Agriculture and fisheries
250. The commission continued to implement the programme of research and
technological development in the field of agricultur. 
"nd agro-industry, includingfisheries (1991-94).3 Following the third call for propor^h published in 19%j
11.0 projects were launched, involving a total of ECU 57.5 million. and 200
training and mobility grants were awarded.
261" on 23 November ('rable II), the council approved a new programme of
research and technological development in the field of agriculture and fisheries
for the period 1994 to 1998. with a budget of ECU dg4 million, the programme
covers the following areas: integrated production and processing"chains;
industrial applications and processing meihods; generic science 
"rrd "du"rr..jtechnologies for foods; agriculture, forestry anJ.ural development; fisheries
a,nd aquaculture. on 15 December,z a first call for proposals was issued under
this programme.
262. The community programme (1989-93) of research in the field of
competitiveness in agriculture and the management of agriculrural resources(CAMAR)5 came to an end in 1994. The objectives of ih. go research and
technological development projects were achieved.
253. Implementation of the AIR programme5 continued in 1994. This
programme covers research and technological development and demonstration
t oJ c 78,75.3.1994.2 oJ c 357,15.12.1994.
1 9l_\ry5,2'1.9.1991 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 329.
: 91 9 251,15.9.1993; Twenty-seventh General^Report, poinr227.5 o.l L 58,7.3.1990.
. oJ L 265,21.9.1991,.
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in the fields of agriculture, horticulture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture' By
the end of 1994, 139 projects were in progress.l Fourty-eight others were
identified as qualifying for fundingin1,994.In addition, financial support went
to the organizatton of 25 seminars and workshops, and 25 researchers were
given a grant to undergo training in another Member State.
Biomedicine and health
254. The Commission continued its work on implementing the programme of
research and technological development in the field of biomedicine and health
(I990-g4).2 Following three calls for proposals published in 1.991. and 1992,3 a
new series of projects were selected, bringing the total number of projects to 400
and the funding to ECU 132 million and involving6 643laboratories and teams.
265. on L5 December (Table II), the council adopted a new programme of
research and technological development in the field of biomedicine and health
for the period 1,994 to 1998. With a budget of ECU 336 million, the programme
covers ihe following areas: pharmaceuticals research; brain research; research
into diseases with a maior socio-economic impact; human genome researchl
public health; biomedical ethics. On 15 December,4 advance notice of a first
call for proposals was published under this programme.
Energy
Non-nuclear energy
265. The Commission continued to implement the programme of research and
technological development in the field of non-nuclear energies (1991"94)
0OULE iI; .s p'otto* 'ng a call for proposals, 80 projects were selected, accounting
flr ECU 24.3 million, under arrangements designed to make a smooth transition
from the third to the fourth framework programme and covering five areas:
integration of renewable energy sources in the regions; desalination plant in the
Mediterranean countries; development of bio-electricity; urban planning making
maximum use of renewable energy sources; photovoltaic electricity generation.
1 45 going back to 1992, 6O to 1993 and 34 which commenced in 7994'
, oJ1 267,24.9.7997; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 332.3 OJ C 268,25.'tO.7991';OJ C324'1'0.12.7992.o oJ c 357,75.72.1994.5 OJ L 257,14.9.1997; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 335'
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267. On 23 November' (Table II), the Council approved a new programme of
research and technological development in the field of non-nuclear energies for
the period 1994 to 1998. with a budget of ECU 967 million it covirs the
following fields: energy l{&TD strategy; rarional use of energy; renewable energy
sources; fossil fuels; dissemination of energy technologies. On 15 December,l a
first call for proposals r.rras published under this programme.
Nuclear fission safety
258. The Commission continued to implement the research and technological
development programme in the field of nuclear fission safety (1990-9+1,2
covering work in the field of reactor safety and radiation protecrion. It also
continued work on the programme of research and technological development
in the field of the managemenr and storage of radioactive waste (1990-941.3
269. on 15 December (Table II), the council adopted a new programme of
research and technological development in the field of nuclear fission safety.
with a budget of ECU 150 million, ir covers the following areas: exploration of
innovative approaches; reactor safety; radiological impact on man and the
environment; historical liabilities. on 15 December,l advance notice of a first
call for proposals was published under this programme.
270. The JRC's Instituce for Systems Engineering and Information Technology
continued its work on nuclear safeguards. A mobile robot system laboratory
prototype was tested and a qualiry assurance study launched on a system for
sealing nuclear containers. The Institute for Safety Technology coniinued its
work under the Phebus international programme. Construction of a new facilityfor studying aerosol deposition and suspension mechanisms (the sroRM
facility) was completed.
Controlled thermonuclear fusion
271 . Activities continued under the community programme of research and
training in the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion (1990-94),4 focusing on
research into magnetic confinement; substantial progress was made. The
modifications to the JET (Joint European "forusys having been completed, the
JET is now once again operational.
t oJ c 357 , 15.'.t2.1994.2 OJ L 335,17 .12.7991; Twenry-fifth General Reporr. point 342.3 OJ L 395,30.12.1989; Twenty-rhird General Report, point 340.
i OJ L 375,31.12.1991; Twenty-fifrh General Report, point 345.t Twenty-sixth General Report, point 333.
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272. On 8 December (Table II), the council adopted a new programme ot
research and technological development in the field of controlled thermonuclear
fusion for the period 1994 to 1998. With a budget of ECU 840 million, it covers
the following ur.^r, 'next step' activities; improved concepts' geared mainly to
the future demonstration reactor; and long-term technologies'
273. On21, March (Table III), the Council authorized the Commission to sign
Protocol 2 to the Agreement on engineering design activities for the ITER
(lnternational Thermtnuclear Experimental Reactor) to enable these activities
to continr. until their scheduled completion date in 1'998' The four parties
involved in the ITER project (the Europ-an union, Japan, Russia and the united
States) signed the Protocol in Vienna on the same day.
274. The JRC's Institute for Systems Engineering and Information Technology
and its Inst"itute for Advanced Materials continued their fusion research work.
At the Institute for Safety Technology, the European Tritium Handling
Experimental Laboratory (ETHEL) became operational'
Transport
275. The Commission continued its work on implementing the research and
technological development programme in the field of transport (EURET).1
276. On 15 December (Table II), the council adopted a new programme of
research and technological development in the field of transport for the period
1994 to 1.998.2. rwith a Ludget of ECU 240 rnillion, it covers the following areas:
strategic research; rail transport; integrated transport chains; air transport;
urban transporf; waterborne transport; road transport. On 15 December,3
advance notice of a first call for proposals was published under this programme'
Ta rg eted s oci o-eco n o m i c rese a rch
277. On L5 December (Table II), the council adopted a programme of research
and technological development in the field of targeted socio-economic research.
Wi,t1 
" 
budgJt of ECU 138 million, it covers the following areas: evaluation of
science policy oprions; research into education and training; research into social
int.gr"tion 
"rrd ,o.i"i exclusion. On 15 December,3 advance 
notice of a first
call for proposals was published under this programme'
1 OJ L 8, 11.1'1991; Twenty-fifth General Report, point729'2 Point 367 of this Report.3 0J C 357,15.12.1,994.
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Cooperation with non-member countries and
i nter n ati o n al o rg a n izati o ns
278. The Commission continued its work on implementing the programme of
research and technological development in the field of life sciences and
technologies for developing countries (1,990-94).1 Zgg proposals were received
in response to the last call for proposals published in 19932 for a limited number
of sectors. Forty-eight were selected for funding, representing a Commission
input of ECU 18.7 million. A further ECU 1.3 million was allocated to ongoing
proiects.
279. Scientific and technical cooperation (COST) continued with the entry
into force of 36 memoranda of understanding in respect of projects in the fields
of telecommunications, transport, the environment, meteorology, agriculture
and biotechnology, medical research and forestry research.
280. Following the entry into force of the Agreement on a European Economic
Area on 1 January,3 five EFTA countries4 took part in the 13 non-nuclear
specific programmes under the third framework programme (1990-94).s On
2 August this agreement was extended to the specific programmes under the
fourth R&TD framework programme (1994-98). The research organizations in
the two EFTA countries which are not members of the EEA (Switzerland and
Liechtenstein) continued to participate on a project-by-project basis (without
Community funding) in various projects under the specific programmes. On
31 October, the Council authorized the Commission to commence negotiations
on a Scientific and Technological Cooperation Agreement with Switzerland
(Table III). On 2 March (Table III), the Commission adopted the Regulation
(Euratom) concluding the Protocol on the provisional application of the
Agreement establishing an International Science and Technology Centre (ISTC).
281. As regards scientific and technological cooperation with the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, 124 projects were selected, totalling ECU 32 million,
following a call for proposals ('Copernicus') published on 31 January. In
addition, 251 projects concerning participation in the third framework pro-
gramme (1990-94) by laboratories and companies in Central and Eastern Europe
were selected, involving a total value of ECU 11 million. The 509 proiects
selected in 1,993 under the auspices of the International Association for the
t OJ L 1,96, 19.7 .199"1; Twe nty-fifth General Report, point 334.
, oJ c 63,75.6.1.993.3 Point778 of this Report.4 Austria, Finland, Iciland, Norway and Sweden.5 OJ L 177,8.5.7990; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 247
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promotion of cooperation with scientists from the Independent States of the
ior-., Soviet Union (INTAS) were implemented'
282. Scientific and technological cooperation with the industrialized countries
outside Europe was stepped 
"!. On 21 
psSl'lary (Table III), the.Council adopted
" 
D..irior on the sigtratrrr. tf th" Scientific and Technological Cooperation
Agreement between t"h. Com-,rnity and Australia, which entered into force on
Zil,rly. On 2i. September (Table tti), the Commission adopted a proposal for a
Decision concerning the conclusion of a memorandum of understanding with
canada in the field of controlled nuclear fusion, followed, on_5_December, by a
recommendation for a Decision (Table III) on the signature of the Scientific and
Technical Cooperation Agreement with Canad a. On 29 September (Table III)'
rhe Council authorized thi Commission ro negotiate a cooperation agreement
*ith lrr".l, with the effect of associating Israel in the implementation of the
fourth REaTD framework programme. th. fi.t, meeting, in Tokyo, of the
EC-Japan Forum on Science 
"nd Techttologyl 
took place on.8 June' In- May'
the commission discussed a proposal for negotiating an outline scientific and
technologic"l .oop.."tior, 
"j...-ent betwein the European Union and theUnited States. On 18 and 1i October, Brussels was the venue for the fourth
*..tir,g of the EC/us task force on research into biotechnology. on 2 and
: O...irb.r, Brussels was again the venue for the seventh meeting of the Carnegie
Group,2 held at the Commission's invitation'
2g3. Scientific and technological cooperation with the countries of Latin
A*.ri.", Asia and the Mediterranean was strengthened. In,the course of the
year, L44joint research proiects and 1.02.grants were financed. The exploratory
scheme on the ,.i.ntifl. and technological cooperation initiative between the
European Union and the non-member Mediterranean countries (Avicenne) was
extended for a third y."r *irtt a budget of ECU 5.3 million. A call for proposals
was published on 14 APril.3
2g4. Vith a view to improving coordination of the activities of European
scientific cooperarion organizationr 
"nd making 
research efforts in Europe more
coherenr, the Commissilon decided to strengthen its links with the European
org""ir",i"n for Nuclear science (GERN), the European Molecular Biology
L"6'oratory (EMBL), the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European
science Foundation (ESF). on 10 october, an administrative arrangement was
concluded between the commission and CERN. cooperation with the ESA
continued under the auspices of the joint working parties dealing with Earth
I Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.101.
, iri.g*J-d.lh.i th. ,.r.;..h ministers from the seven industrialized countries.3 0J C 106,14.4.7994.
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observation, telecommunications, industrial policy, international relations, and
R&TD, education and training. The Commission also continued its cooperation
with Eureka, with the joint organization of events in the fields of energy,
transport, agro-industry, etc.
285. On 23 November (Table II), the Council adopted a new programme in
the field of cooperation with third countries and international organizations.
'With 
a budget of ECU 540 million, the programme covers the following areas:
scientific and technological cooperation in Europe; cooperation with the other
European forums for scientific and technological cooperation; cooperation with
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the Independent States of the
former Soviet Union; cooperation with the other industrialized non-member
countriesl cooperation with the developing countries. On 15 December,l
advance notice of a first call for proposals was published under this programme.
Dissemination and utilization of R&TD results
286. Information on activities relating to the dissemination and utilization of
RSCTD results is to be found in Section 13 'Telecommunications, information
services and industries' in Chapter II.
Support for the training and mobility of researchers
287. The Commission continued its work on the programme of research and
technological development in the field of human capital and mobility (1,990-94).2
In the course of the year, 850 individual grants and 135 Euroconferences were
organized. Overall, and in response to the calls for proposals published in 1,992
and 1,993,3 the programme now provides the framework for 1 755 individual
grants, 732 institutional grants, 701, research networks, 74 projects to allow
easier access to large-scale facilities and284 Euroconferences.
288. On 15 December (Table II), the Council adopted a new programme in
the field of training and mobility covering the period 1.994 to 1998. With a
budget of ECU 744 million, it covers the following areas: research networks;
access to large-scale facilities; training through research; and accompanying
measures. On 15 December,l a first call for proposals was published under this
programme.
1 oJ c 357,1,5.12.1,994.2 OJ L 107,24.4.1,992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 313.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 236.
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Other activities
2gg. Acting under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty and in accordance with the
medi.rm-term guidelines for steel research (1gg1'-95),1 the Commission granted
financial aid to'talling ECU 25 million to 34 steel research projects, together with
aid totalling ECU 8 
-illiott to seven pilot or demonstration proiects' Nineteen
further prolects, requiring ECU 28 million, were placed on the waiting list.
2g0. Also under Article 55 of the Ecsc Treaty and in accordance with the
medi,rm-term guidelines adopted for the period 1'994-99,2 the Commission
g.""r.Jfir^n.i""l 
"ld totalling^ECU 
17 million to 50 coal research proiects'3
291. On 11 March, Parliament adopted a resolution2 on the role of the
E,rrop."., Centre for the Validation and Development- of Alternative Testing
Methods (ECVAM), having already adopted, on 11 Febru?rY-'^ resolution on
the establish,,'.r,, of a European research area and regional planning measures
for protection against earthquakes.a
1 Ol C 252.6.10j,990; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 304'
, oi c 91, 28.3.7994;Bull. 3-1994, potnt 1.2.74.3 Point 338 of this RePort.1 OJ C 61, 28.2.1994t Bull. 1 / 2-1994, point 7'2'82'
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Section 9
Education, vocational training and youth
Priority activities and objectives
292. Following the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union,l
and in accordance witb the.Wbite Paper on growth, competitiueness and
employment,2 the Commission bad already adopted, in L993, two proposals
for decisions establisbing a new generation of Commwnity programmes on
uocational training (Leonardo da Vinci) and youth (Youtb for Europe lll). ln
1994, the Commission adopted a third proposal for a decision establishing a
Community action programme in the field of education (Socrates). These three
programmes are intended to strengthen existing Community measures and to
complement tbe work of the Member States while at the same time respecting
tbe Member States' cultural diuersity and their responsibility for the content
and organization of the areas in question.
Tbe Socrates programme is based to some extent on earlier actiuities, especially
under the Erasmus3 and Linguaa programmes, but introduces new melsures
designed to encourage transnational cooperation in higher and scbool education,
language skills and open and distance learning, and seeks to introduce a
European dimension into all leuels of education. Drawing on a common frame
of objectiues, which underpins and supplements the Member States' initiatiues
in the field of uocational training, the Leonardo da Vinci programme comprises
Community measures which seek to enbance the quality of national systems
and measures on tbe uocational training mark-et, lt emphasizes the need for a
balance between initial training, continuing training and lifelong learning,
prouiding support for tbe deuelopment of language skills and tbe dissemination
of innouation.lt also makes prouision for a consistent approacb along witb the
Socrates and Youth for Europe programmes, and for complementarity with the
fourtb researcb and deuelopment framework programmeS and the Community
initiatiues under the Structural Funds.6 Finally, Youtb for Europe lll embraces
all the Community's actiuities so far for young people, widening the scope and
facilitating Access for disaduantaged young people to the uarious aspects of the
I Articles 126 and I?J of the EC Treaty.2 Point l7 of this Report.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 254.a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 253.5 Point 235 of this Report.5 Point 455 ofthis Reoort.
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programme and encouraging exchanges with non-member countries.In addition
I" yZ"rl, excbange ,rb"i"sind ttaining for orga.nizers, t!.e programme prouides
fo, iritiotir", *lirh require creatiuity and solidarity tuitb a uiew to promoting
'4 
sense of European citizenship among young people and makinS more
information auailable to them.
On 23 Nouember,l tbe Commission adopted a communication on education
and training in thi face of technological, industrial and social challenges, setting.
o)ut, as oiollo*-up to tbe'Whlte Paper on growth, competitiueness and
,*it"y*""t,2 the baris for an in-depth examination and details of the ways
o,rd *"on, of tackling the changes needed to enable education and training
systems to meet exPanding needs.
On 5 December, the Council adopted a resolution on the promotion of statistics
on education and training'3 Moreouer, on 3 May,a the European Parliament
)aopt"a a resolution on eiuirormental training in industry, including sMEs.
Cooperation in the field of education
2g3. The proposal for a Parliament and council Decision establishing the
Community 
".iion programme in the 
field of education (1'995-99) (Socrates)s
Gabl.I) was still being-discussed within the appropriate community bodies at
the end of the year.
294. The commission's report of 25 March on the education of migrants'
children in the European Union5 presents a general view of Community action
;;;;;;".. the educ'ation of chil&en of immigrants who are legallv established
in a Member srare, and proposes that consideration be given to cultural and
iinguistic diversity. In it, ihe^Commission gives an overview of measures taken
,o i-pl.-..rt the'Council resolution of 22 May 19897 and sets out medium and
long-term guidelines.
295. on27 April, the Economic and Social committee delivered a favourable
opinions on the \993 GreenPaper on the European dimension of education'e
I COM(94) 528; Bull. 1'1'-1'994, point 1'2'2O3'2 Point 17 of this Report.3 Bull. 12-7994.4 OI C 205,25.7.7994; Bull. 5-1994' point 1.2.139'5 Point 292 of this Report.6 COM(94) 80r Bull.3-1994' point l'2'168' 
. 
-
- Oi C 15i,21.6.1989i Tweniy-third General Report' point 435'8 oi c 195. 18.7.1994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.164.
e Tienty-seuenth General Report, point 251'
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296. On 7 September, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Parliament
and Council Decision establishing a European Year for lifelong learning in 1996
(Table I).
Higher education
297. It emerges from the 1993 reports adopted by the Commission on 6 Julyl
on the Erasmus programme and on 9 September2 on the Comett II programme
that Erasmus provided mobility facilities for 67 53L students and 8 060 teachers,
and that Comett II, in addition to setting up a network of some 200
university/enterprise assclciations for technological training, gave rise to 7 700
work placement measures for students,228 staff exchange schemes and 500 joint
training courses corresponding to 700 training sessions.
298. On 13 December,3 the Commission adopted a communication on
synergies between the recognition of diplomas for academic and vocational
purposes.
299. Information on the Jean Monnet scheme to promote teaching on European
integration is dealt with in Section 24'Information, communication, audiovisual
media and culture' of Chapter II.a
Vocational training
300. The adoption (Table II) of the Council Decision establishing a Community
action programme for the implementation of a vocational training policy
(Leonardo da Vinci),5 with a budget of ECU 620 million for the period 1,995-99,
took place on 5 December.
301. In its interim report) adopted on 14 January,5 on the implementation of
the PETRA programme,T the Commission took stock of the programme, which
is designed to promote the vocational training of young people. Financial
assistance granted by the Community under the programme amounted to ECU
143.2 million over the period 1988 to t994.During this time, more than 55 000
young people took part in stays abroad, there were more than 800 youth training
1 COM(94) 281; Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.2.158.
'z COM(94) 368; Bull. 9-1994, point 7.2.187.3 COM(94) 595; Bull. 12-1.994.a Point701 of this Reoort.
r Point 292 of this Rebort.6 COM(93) 704; Bull. 1,/2-1,994, point 1.2.185.7 Twenty-first General Report, point 422.
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1 OI C 374.3O.12.1994; Bull. 12-1994'2 OJ L 156,21.6.1990. :il r __... 
-__r^..*-,: C6--unity initiative concerning new quaLfications, new skills and-new employment opportunltles'
a Community initiative on adaptii'g ro industrial change; Point 455 of this Report.5 coM(94) 4ts; null. 1.0-1.994, point.l'2r115. 
-6 Community u.,,on progr#.'. i" ifr. fiaa of vocational training and technological change't OI C 49,Li.2.19%:'fienty-sixth General Report, poinr 421'8 Point 433 of this Report.
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partnerships, and more than 1 100 'youth initiative' proiects received funding
under the^transnational cooperation support scheme' Support also went to
28 vocational guidance resource centres and to proiects for training counsellors'
On 5 Decemler, the Council adopted a Resolutionl on the quality and
attractiveness of vocational training.
Continuing training
3A2. A network of720 transnational projects involving 5 000 partners has been
set up under the FORCE programme,2- which seeks to promote continuing
training for workers. Specific -.".rr.r focusing on complementarity between
FoRcE and the community initiatives Euroform3 and ADAPTa have been
afuop.d. An analysis of national provisions, supplemented by a Union-wide
sratistical survey, is currently in p.og."rs. The interim report on activities under
the programme was adoptei by the Commission on 13 October.5
303. In the field of training for technological change, research projects 
-
fo.rr.i.,g on skill-building organizations and the_acquisition of key skills 
- 
were
finalizei under the Eurotecner programme.5 A network of 300 projects
concerning pedagogical and methodological innovation has been set up on a
transnational basis.
304. Following the council resolution of 1.992 on the transparency. of
qualificationsrT 
'' ott"torative work between the commission, the Member
States and the social partners led ro rhe adoption of a standard vocational skills
p"r*"ri" model, *hi.lt is being tried- out in all the Member States. Following a
iall for propor"lr, the Commisslon selected 35 projects concerning the promotion
of initiatives on rle mutual recognition of vocational qualifications.
305. In the field of economic and social cohesion, a training scheme forico--trnity developers' is in progress' designed- to-provide instruction for
Structural F.,nd *"r,"gers in the iegions eligible under Objectives 1, 2 and 5(b)'8
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Foreign language teaching
306. The 1,993 report on the Lingua programme, which developed in both
quantitative and qualitative terms in 1994, was adopted by the Commission on
6 lulv.1
Open and distance learning
307. 'Work in this sector continued in accordance with the guidelines laid down
by the Council in 1992.2 A demonstration and development project was put
into effect based on combined invitations to tender covering the education,
training, educational research and telematics aspects. Four projects were selected
to a total value of ECU 3 million.
Youth
308. The proposal for a Parliament and Council Decision (Table I) on the
third phase of the Youth for Europe programme3 (1995-99) was still being
discussed within the appropriate Community bodies at the end of the year. The
countries of EFTA and the EEA are already involved in the second phase of the
programme.
309. Having regard to the fact that racism and xenophobia are transnational
phenomena which young people can help combat, the Council forwarded to the
European Council its contributiona to the interim reports on the fight against
racism and xenophobia, setting out a range of measures to foster a spirit of
tolerance and mutual understanding. The Council's view was that certain aspects
of the Youth for Europe III programme presented a real opportunity to foster
such a spirit among young people.
310. On 30 November, the Council adopted conclusions on the promotion of
voluntary service periods for young people.5
1 COM(94) 280; Bull. 7 /8-1994, point 7.2.170.2 OJ C 151,76.6.7992; OJ C 336, 1.9.1.2.1992; Twenty-sixth General Report' point 424.3 Point292 ofthis Report.
a Bull. 1l-1994,point-1.2.210.5 Bull. 1.1.-1.994, point 1.4.2; Point 1085 of this Report.5 OJ C348, 9.12.1994;Bull. 11-1994, point1..2.209.
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Gooperation with non-member countries
311. On 27 July, the council adopted Regulation (Ec) No 2063/94 (Table II)
amending Relulaiion No 1360/90f establishing the European Training Foun-
dation with a view to extending the Foundation's activities to the beneficiary
countries under the TACIS proir"*-".2 The Foundation's objective is to play
" 
p"r, in developing vocario;al"training systems in the countries of Central and
ni*..,l Europe^a.rJ i" ih. i"a.p.r,d..ri Siates of the former Soviet Union, and
to implement measures under ih. Tt-pt" programme' The Commission has
taken the necessary ,,.p, ,o make the Fo,tttd"tiott in Turin3 operational from
January 1995.
3L2. On 20 April,a the Commission adopted the report on work under the
Tempus programme in tggZtgZ, the aim tf *hith is to provide support for
.lr"ng., to thi higher education iyr,.-t in the countries of Central and Eastern
E.rroi. a.td ..rt"in States of the former Soviet Union'5
3L3. In Septembe r, the 23 ioint projects-run by the USA/F:C higher education
consortia, constituting the core element of the explorato^ry phase of cooperation
with the United Stut".r, entered their second yea.. On 21 -November,6 the
coun.il adopted negotiaring directives (Table III) concerning draft cooperation
"gr."-..r,, 6.,*".rii6" 
-o-",,'*rrrrity, tire United States and Canada on higher
education and vocational training.
3L4. The EFTA counrries which are signatories to the EEA AgreementT (which
came in[o force on il""""ryl already i'"u. u...., to the Erasmus, Comett and-
youth for Europe 1;;g;;-;.r, u.,i to Eurydice-ARION and rhe activities of
i.J.f"p. provis'ion h". b".en made for them to play a full part in all community
coop.."tion activities in the fields of education, tiaining and youth with effect
from 1995.
European Gentre for the Development of
Vocational Training (CedefoP)
315. Cedefop's programme of work has, since 1993,8 focused on two priority
;;;;r, 
""-"li qualif"ications and vocational training 
system-s. The former is
.rr.r-,ai"lly .oncerned wirh the transparency of qualifications and new occupations
I OT L 737.23'5.1990;Bull.5-1990' point 1'3'2'
z Point 809 of this RePort.J Twentv-seventh General Report, poinr 258'
, coll(9+) 142; Bull. 4-7994,point1'.2.168.i Beneficirry iounrnes 
""O.t ifrit p-gtr.....t. Albania, Bulgaria, 
Estonia. Hungary' Latvia' Lithuani:'
Pol.rnd, Slo'enia' no."nt. ih. C'.eih Rtpublit' Slovakra' Ruisia' Belarus and Ukraine '5 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.211'7 Point 778 of this Report.8 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 259'
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at European level and the impact of new forms of work organization and
qualifications on training systems. The latter is concerned, on the one hand,
with strategies for the optimum combination of types and phases of training
with a view to achieving a lifelong learning process and, on the other, with
improved teacher training.
3L5. In accordance with its Commission support remit,l Cedefop published a
large number of studies and periodicals focusing on sectoral training problems
and career guidance for young people, under the Eurotecnet, FORCE and
PETRA programmes. Under the EEA Agreement, the member countries of
EFTA2 were entitled for the first time to participate in Cedefop projects.
317. On 16 May, the Council decided, by way of Regulation (EC) No 1131/94
(Table II) amending Regulation (EEC) No 337/753 establishing Cedefop, to
transfer the Centre's headquarters from Berlin to Thessaloniki in accordance
with the Declaration adopted at the European Council in Brussels in October
1993,4 taking effect on 1 September 1994.
European University Institute, Florence
318. The Commission contributed ECU 4.33 million towards the Florence
Institute's budget,s ECU 3.43 million of which was towards scientific and
research activities, more specifically the research library and European library
(Eurolib programme), research data processing, research projects, the Robert
Schuman Centre and the Jean Monnet Chair, Jean Monnet scholarships, the
European Forum and the European Law Academy. The other ECU 900 000 were
spent on the European Union's historical archives, which are managed by the
Institute.5
319. In January, Professor P. Masterson, formerly President of University
College Dublin, succeeded Mr E. Nodl, Honorary Secretary-General of the
Commission, as President of the Institute. The Institute comprises four
departmentsT with, in the 1994/95 academic year, 43 full-time teachers and
344 researchers. 296 of whom come from the Member States and 15 from the
EFTA countries under cooperation agreements. On becoming members of the
I Council Regulatron (EEC) No 337/75, Article2-OJL39,13.2.1975.
z Point778 et seq. of this Report.3 OJ L 39,13.12.1975.a Bull. 70-1,993, point I.13.J The activities of the European University Institute, Florence, are described in a brochure available from
the Institute at Badia Fiesolana, via dei Roccettini, 9, I-50016 San Domenico di Fiesole (Firenze).6 Point709 of this Report.
' History, Economics, Law, Political and Social Sciences.
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European Union, Austria, Finland and Sweden will qualify to become signatories
to the Convention establishing the Institute. The Institute has actively cooperated
with the College of Europe and the European Institute for Public Administration
under the Tempus programme.l In the course of the 1'993/94 academic year, it
awarded 44 doctorates.
320. The Robert Schuman Centre developed its work on the major issues
facing contemporary European society, particularly the construction of Europe.
The 1994/95 session of the European Forum, which each year brings together a
group of academics and researchers from the Institute and other universities on
an interdisciplinary theme, addressed the subject of "'Gender" and the use of
time'. The European Law Academy held its fifth session in June and July.
I Point 809 of this Report.
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Section 10
Tra ns-E u ropea n networks
Priority activities and objectives
321. To enable citizens of tbe Union, economic operators and regional and
local communities to deriue full benefit from tbe internal market, the Ewropean
Union contributed to the establishment and deuelopment of trans-European
netuorks in the areas of transport, energy, telecommunications and enuironmen-
tal infrastructure. The action by the Community aimed principally at promoting
the interconnection and interoperability of the national networks as well as
Access to such networks.
At its meeting in Brussels in December 1993,1 the European Council gaue
strong political impetus to completion of the trans-European networks, as
prouided for by the neu, Title Xll of the EC Treaty and the Wbite Paper on
growth, competitiueness and employment,2 and assigned the Commission the
task of pushing forward and coordinating the work in this field, witb tbe
assistance of two high-leuel groups set up to help the Commission and the
European Council with their task. The work- of these two groups, one cbaired
by Mr Christopbersen, Commission Vice-President, and the other chaired by
Mr Bangemann, Member of the Commission, and tbe follow-up decisions taken
were the most prominent actiuities by the European Union in the field of
trans-European networks in L994.
Tbe Cbristopbersen Group made up of personal representatiues of the Heads
of State or Gouernment assisted the Commission first in its work on transport
and energy networks and then, in the second phase, on tbe enuironment. The
Bangemann Group, comprising leading figures from the telecommunications
industry, examined the specific measures to be taken into consideration by the
Community and tbe Member States in the field of information infrastructure
and the information society in general. The Corfu European Council broadly
endorsed the work of tbe two groups and encouraged tbem to continue uitb
their endeauours.
At its meeting in Essen in December, the European Council endorsed the main
recommendations made in tbe report submitted to the Commission by the
Christophersen Group on 16 Nouember and confirmed the list of priority
1 Bull. 12-1993, point I.3.2 Point 17 of this Report.
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projects 
- 
L4 for transport and L0 for eflergy' lt ca.lled upo.n Parliament and
ihr'Cornr;l to'adopt tbe gu;detines for transport and e?ergy in tbe near future.
It welcomed. th, prog:res? *o4" in'selecting transborder pr_oje.cts, particularly
*lih th, countries ofZentral and Eastern Eirope and.th.e M.editerranean basin'
It also called on the releuant authorities to ouercome the legal and administratiue
oUriori^ to completion of the proiects. Finally, the European Council approued
tbe Growp's proposals for a monitoring procedure'
As regards financing of the trans-E-urope!!1 nelw?rks' on 2 Marcb tbe^C-orn 
iissi,on'adopted'a lropotot for a Council Regulation, based on Article 129c
;i rir;; ia ireaty, Iaying down'general rules for the g-ra.nting of Communitv
/k)"rUt aid to'pro1""ti of coimon interest in tbe f;eld of trans-Europeqn
'rrtiork, (Tabte'Il).'Tbis iefined tbe types of aid, the proie.ct selection criteria
and tbe procedures for examining, assessinc an4 monitoring applic.ations for
lrna;rg.' The Community support. ca.n take the form of contributions to
'f"rrlU;i;ty studies, intrl"it roi" subsidies, loan guarontees.and' by way of
'r*)"pt;,on, co-fina'ncing of certain proiects' This proposal'.w,hich was endorsed
by the Economic and {oc|ial Committee, the Committee of the Regions a.nd.the
-iur:op"on 
Parliament,-wars still under di-scussion at the Council at the end of the
year.In tbe same context, on 15 June the Commission adopted a cotnmunication
L, llror,"lng tbe trans-European,networks'1 wbicb described tbe uarious
,orrr", of finding and concluded tbat, at the current stage of tbe process., none
of them should U" ,ui"i outt, particul'arly recourse to raising additional funds
;:"';;;;;;;;;i il,ei,'. t" ,id'itio', f"ii"g of the networks witt account for a
irr;;1;tr"r:tio,n d the actiuitiet oi th" European Inuestment Fund, whicb came
into operation on 14 June.,z Tbi Europ_ean Council in Essen welcomed the
creation of a specia,t "*lrdo* at the European lnuestment Bank- (EIB) for
financing tbe netwo-rkr-oni otppr"ued. the Cbristophersen Gro.up's 
proposa,l to-
examine the financing rrf"ir"lri"nts for e.ach proie'ct.indiuidually. Tbe t!eYds-9[
State or Gouernmenf"oti"i'd on the M.r*b", S'tates, tbe Commission and tbe EIB
to continue coordinating the funding and on the Council to release the necessary
funds.
The Commission and the other institutions toob account of protection of the
enuironment in the context of the trans-European,networks' notably in the
proposed Community guidelines on energy ne.i*orks fl :lo"tp"rt.networks'
In addition, l, co,rfri the European council extended the mandate of the
Christophers"n croiup io ln"tui, the releuant networks in the field.of tbe
enuironmertt.3 In Ess[n, tbe European Council continued on tbe same lines by
calling on the Co*ir'rio,n-, rh" iounril and the Member States to examine the
I Bull. 6-1994,point7.2.8.I Point 79 of this RePort.3 Bull. 6-1.994,poinr1.7.
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possibility of establisbing guidelines for enuironmental network infrastructure,
stressing the use of existing financial instruments to support definition of these
guidelines and of priority projects.
Energy networks
322. The Christophersen Group speeded up and facilitated the work already
under way in the European Union and the Member States so that the priorities
could be clearly defined and projects implemented. In view of the European
Investment Bank's long experience in funding major infrastructure schemes, the
Commission invited the President of the Bank to participate in the work of the
Group which, from July 1994, also included representatives of the four EFTA
applicant countries.
On the basis of the Group's interim report,l the Corfu European Council
requested the Christophersen Group to continue its work in the energy sector
and, in particular, to examine the economic viability of eight priority projects,2
ways of alleviating the administrative obstacles created by the regulatory
framework, the prospects of extending the trans-European networks to neigh-
bouring countries, in particular to Central and East European and Mediterranean
countries, and the relevant networks in the field of the environment. The Group
also helped the Commission assess appropriate forms of financial engineering
encouraging the raising of private capital whenever possible.
On the basis of the Group's interim report3 to the Corfu European Council and
of its final report to the Essen European Council, the Heads of State or
Government established a revised list of 10 priority projects: Italy-Greece:
electricity interconnection; France-Italy: electricity interconnection; France-
Spain: electricity interconnection; Spain-Portugal: electricity inrerconnecrions;
Denmark: electricity connection between the East and the West of the country;
Greece: natural gas network; Portugal: natural gas network; Spain-Port.rgal' gas
interconnectionl Algeria-Morocco-European Union: gas pipeline; Russia-
Belarus-Poland-European Union: gas pipeline.
323. On 19 January, the Commission adopted a proposal for a European
Parliament and Council Decision laying down a series of guidelines on
trans-European energy networks (Table I) and a proposal for a Council Decision
laying down a series of measures to create a more favourable context for the
development of such networks (Table II). The guidelines aim at strengrhening
t Buf f . 6-1994, pornt 1.2.7; Supplemenr 2/94 
- 
Bullz Bull. 6-1994,pointl.7; Supplement2/94-Bt:Jl.I Buff. 11-1994, point 1.2.81.
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the security of the Union's energy supplies, ensuring effective operation o.f.the
i"r.r""f en'ergymarket 
"r,d 
pro-lti.rg e.o.to-ic and social cohesion. To achieve
,i.t. .Ui..ti"u.r, th. Commission proposed a number of priorities for the
electricity and natural g"r n.,-otkt 
"p.t" the year 2000' In.the 
light of these
priorities, the CommisJon ,", out bro;d lines of action to identify projects of
io--on'i,rr"r.rt *hi.h display potential economic viability and will create a
more favour"Ut" .oni.*i fot a.u.topment of the networks with the aid of
technical, ud*irrirtr"ti\r., l.g"t and financial measures. These proposals we.re
endorsed by the E.ono,,'i. a"nd Social Committee and by the Committee of the
n.giorrr. O'n Z9Nou"-L.r, the Council confirmed the list of projects of common
irriE..r, and made progr.t. with establishment of a context more favourable to
the development of the energy networks'
Transport networks
324. The christophersen Group concentrated -particularly on the priority
i*rrp"* projects, U"."ru. these ."ised more problems andwere relatively more
advanced than the 
"r,.rgy proiects. 
On the iasis of the Group's 
-report'1 the
corfu European c"";;;r;;eei a list of 11 major priority proiectsz which met
set criteria, fo, .*"*fi. *E,. of an exceptio""i ""lt' of common interest and
..t""*1.^ily viable,'provided opportunities for private-sector investors and
could be completed l.ilJfy. Thisjist was extended to 14 projects in the report3
submitted to, and .pp."".a by, the European 
-Council in Essen: high-speed
train/combin.d tr"rrffiino.rhi*,rrh; high-speed train (Paris-Brussels-Cologne-
Amsterdam-London); high-speed train soirth; high-speed train eastl conventional
;;,1r";;/.;;bin.d tr^n-r-fr"rr'1B...r*. line); high:speed train/combined transport
France/ltaly; Greek motorways; motorway" Lisbon-Valladolid; conventional
;;tl;;; i# (trelanJ); Malpensa airport_(Milan); fixed_raillroad link between
Denmark 
"rrd 
S*.de., f.lo.ai. trianile; Ireland/united Kingdom/Benelux road
link; and the $(est co"r, *"i" line"(rail). The European council was pleased
that a start is to be made on priority transport infrastructure projects, particularly
."il p.o;..r, , in 1995 and stiessed the importance of traffic management systems'
particularly in the case of air traffic'
325. On 7 April, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Eutopean Parliament
and council Decision on guidelines for the development of the trans-European
;;;;;";, network ti"Li.jl. These guidelines aim at integration of all transport
infrastructure into an intermodal 
-network in order to ensure optimum and
Point 321 of this RePort.
Bull. 6 -199 4, Point I.7.
Bull. 11-1994, Point 1.2"81.
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environmentally-sound use of all modes of transport by 2010. The Commission
set out the objectives and the broad lines of action and identified projects of
common interest which will contribute to the development of the trans-European
transport network. The proposed network will comprise 58 000 km of roads,
70 000 km of railway lines, 12 000 km of inland waterways, corridors and
intermodal terminals, 250 airports of Community interest and traffic management
and control systems. Specific measures will also be taken to make ports more
efficient. These guidelines, which are addressed not only to the Member States
but also to the regions, third countries and other bodies concerned) set out a
precise but flexible framework for action. The Commission's proposal was
endorsed by the Committee of the Regio ns on27 September and by the Economic
and Social Committee on 23 November and was the subject of an exchange of
views at the Council.
326. On 15 April, the Commission submitted a proposal, based on Article
1,29d of the EC Treaty, on the interoperability of the European high-speed train
network (Table II). The proposal provides for establishment of a regulatory
framework to make the infrastructure, rolling-stock and equipment compatible
enough to enable every transport undertaking to operate a commercial service,
at the lowest economic cost, on any route of its choice on the European
high-speed train network. The Commission therefore proposed the establishment
of a regulatory framework comprising, in particular, mandatory technical
specifications for interoperability (TSIs) applicable to the various network
subsystems.l It also defined the procedures whereby manufacturers will receive
authorization from the supervisory authorities to bring into service components
or subsystems. This proposal was endorsed by the Committee of the Regions on
21 September and by the llconomic and Social Committee on 23 November.
Information society and telematic communications networks
327. The Bangemann Group's report to the Corfu European Council entitled
'Europe and the global information society'2 urged the Union to put its faith in
market mechanisms. This would entail action to eliminate entrenched positions
which put Europe at a competitive disadvantage, to encourage the spirit of
enterprise in order to allow new dynamic sectors of the economy to emerge and
to develop a common regulatory approach to promore a comperirive, Europe-wide
market for information services. The report contained specific recommendations
to this end, and an action plan of practical measures based on partnerships
between the private and public sectors. The Corfu European Council broadly
I Infrastructure, energy, maintenance, signalling control and command, environment and users.z Bulf . 5-1994,point 1.2.9; Supplement2/94-Bull.
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endorsed the report and requested the institutions to take various measures to
implement its recommendations.
328, As regards the regulatory framework, on 19 July the Commission
established an action pl"ln1 to iackle all the remaining measures needed at
co--,,niry level. This'was endorsed by the council on 28 septemberz and by
parliament on 30 November.3 on 17 November, acting on the commission's
Cr..., paper, the Council adopted a resolution on the timetable and general
pri".ipf.Jf.r the liberalization of telecommunications infrastructures.a
329. In Corfu the European Council also broadly endorsed the 10 areas of
application suggested in the Bangemann Group's report' In the second half of
tbg+, th.- Commission took various measures to start or speed up these
p."i..,r. In September and November, the council discussed the commission's
communication on telematics applications for transport in Europe.s
330. In Essen, the European Council examined a report on the information
society6 containing 
" 
pr.ii-irr^ry assessment of the progress made since the
;;;;p."" borrrr.ll".r,..ti.rg in Coif,.. The.Heads of State or Government wished
the wo.k in progress to 
'continue. To this end, they particularly stressed the
i-porr""." 
"f ri. basic agreement. on liberalizing 
the telecommunications
infrasrructure by 1 lanu^ryi998 and the role of the private sector in building
up and financing it. On this basis, they called on the Member States to create an
"rruiro.r-.nt cJnducive 
to such inltiatives and urged 
-closer international
cooperarion. They also welcomed the G7 Ministerial conference on the global
information society to be held in Brussels in February 1995'
331 . significant progress was made at the end of the year with regard to
data-communication i.t*o.kr. On 22 December, the Council adopted a common
f"ri,io" on the proposed guidelines .for the development of the integratedi..ui.., digital 
''r.t*irk (IS"DN) (Table I) as a trans-European network; this
represents an lmportant step towards implementing the commission's action
pf'"" 
"" 
,ft. irlfo.-atio., so.iety. On 17 November' the Council reached
"gr".-.n, (except for the budgetary-aspects) 
on the proposal concerning
,r?nr-E,r.op.^r, t.l.m"tics netJorks for the interchange of data between
administraiions (lDA) (Table I), including the question of Article 235 of the EC
i;il 
", 
the legal basis for .h. proporll. In becember, the Council reached
I Bull. 7/8-1994,point 1.2.99; point 397 of this Report'
r Bull. e-1994, poinr 1.2.125.I OJ C 362,19'.12.1991 Bull. 11-199'1, point l'2'112'
a Point 399 of this RePort.
, bol,tfiil +es; sull. tt-tq94, point 1.2.95; point 364 of this Report'6 Bull.11.-1991, point 1.2.111.
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agreement on the financial aspects, thus paving the way for adoption of the
proposal in 1995, following the opinion of the European Parliament.
332. The Council's conclusions of 30 Mayl on rhe fourth annual progress
report on ISDN stressed the importance of Euro-ISDN for businesses in the
Community and for the advanced information networks in the Union. On
20 June, the Council adopted a resolution on information exchange between
administrations in which it particularly stressed the importance of coordination
and of the introduction of operational systems answering clearly identified
needs.2 Finally, on 11 July, the Council adopted Decision 94/445/EC3 on
inter-administration telematic networks for statistics relating to the trading of
goods between Member States (Edicom).a
Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.75.
OJ C 181, 2.7.1994 Bull.5-1994, point 1.2.105.
OJ L t83, 19.7.1994;Bull.7 /8-1994,point 1.2.82.
Point 83 of this Reoort.
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Section LL
Energy
Priority activities and obiectives
333. The Commission's priority actiuities were 4s follows, work on the
,o*pt"t;on of the internai energy market; proposals concerning the trans'
nryJpro, gas' and electricity netwo,rks; research and deuelopment; the European
Energy Ciart", Treaty, or.d dit"uttions concerning tbe Green Paper on energy
policy.
'Witb regard. to the internal market, a Directiue on oil and gas prospecting an.d
ex;trlactiZn was adopted in May by the European-Parliamen.t a.nd the Council'
ln addition, the work on the liberalization of tbe gas and.electricity sectors
culminated in the adoption by the council on 29 Nouember of conclusions
"o,nr",rning 
the amended proposals for Directiues submitted in 1993 on comlnon
,)t", lor"the internal maik-"t in electrici,ty and.natural gas- Commission'il"irlttlt-*rr, 
,ub*itted concerning guidilines for trans'European gas and
\t"[tr;irnv netu.torks and a list of projeits of common interest. To furtber the
oUi"rtir,r, of the'White Paper on' growth, competitiueness and employment, the
Ciristopheisen Group ,ib*ittr\ b tbe Essen European Council a report
"t"ir';i"S a list of priority proiects.ln the researcb 
and deuelopment sphere.'
ti" liu,ttiXdrTD'fiame*orLprogrctmme is to be implemented througb specific
programmes ensuring the contiiuation of the Thermie pr3gram-tne where
demonstration actiuiies are concerned, wbile the promotion of European
;;,;tg,y technologies is tbe subiect of a proposal for l Regulation prouiding for
flnoir;al suppo;t for the period 1995-98 (Thermie lI)'
on tbe international front, the European Energy cbarter Treaty was signed on
17 December'
Community energy strategy
CommunitY energY PolicY
334. Institutional and geopolitical changes prompted the commission' together
with the Member Stat"es 
"rrd ..o.romic 
operators' to start a comprehensive
review of energy policy. This led to a preparatory document which stresses
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the need to continue the activities carried out with regard to worldwide
competitiveness, while paying particular attention to environmental objectives
and security of supply. The document serves as a basis of reference for the Green
Paper announced by the Commission. The Council discussed the important
matters to be examined in the Green Paper on 29 November.l On 14 September,
the Economic and Social Committee also put forward its ideas with regard to
the future development of energy policy.2
Promotion of energy technology (Thermie) 
- 
technical coal research
335. Under the Thermie programme,3 on 19 July the Commission decideda
to grant financial support totalling ECU 1,47.1million to 183 projects to promote
energy technologies involving the rational use of energy, renewable energy
sources, solid fuels and oil and gas. On 21, December, it adopted a Decision
granting ECU 1,.12 million to another project in the same area.S In addition,
ECU 30 million were allotted to 350 dissemination projects carried out by the
network of organizations for the promotion of energy technologies (OPETs).5
336. To ensure the continuation of this programme, which came to an end on
31 December, on 23 November the CouncilT decided to continue most of the
technical demonstration projects in the context of the fourth R&TD framework
programme (1994-98).8 The present activities under the Thermie programme
not covered by the framework programme, such as economic demonstration,
the dissemination of technologies not supported by the Union, and cooperation
with third countries, were covered by a separate proposal submitted by the
Commission on 13 April (Table II).
337. In the context of promoting the export of energy technology, some
existing activities were extended to include the EFTA countries and targeted
projects were launched in the Mediterranean, South-East Asia, Latin America
and a number of industrialized countries. 'Sfith this in mind. the Commission
extended the OPETs network to include 10 new organizations, and set up a 15th
Community energy centre,e in Elblag (Poland), to serve as a relay for the
promotion of renewable energy sources in the Baltic region.
I Bull. 1,1,-1994, point 1.2.89.2 Bull. 9-7994,point1.2.102.3 OJ L 1,85,'17 .7 .1,99O; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 608.a Bull. 718-1,994, point 1.2.83.5 Bull.12-1994.6 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 751.7 Council Decision 94/806/EC; OJ L 334, 22.72.1994; point 236 of this Report.8 Point 235 of this Reoort.
e Twenty-seventh General Report, point 279.
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33g. On 4 March, the commission publishedl medium-term guidelines for
t.Jnl."l.o"lr.search (rgg4-99)covering mining engineering and coal utilization'
It also decided on 26 July to grant aid amounting to E9U 17 million to 50
technical coal research-projects pursuant to Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty in
accordance with the g.na.h".r. on 20 January, Parlia-ment2 called for the
development of technoJogies using coal, in particular gasification.
Promotion of energy efficiency (SAVEF
and renewable energy sources (AltenerF
339. onzl.January, the commission adopted Directive 94lz/Ecs concerning
ih. .rr..gy labelli.rg oi ,.frig.r"tors and fre.iers. Furthermore, a budget-of ECU
J.S 
','itfi;r, *", illo,,.d Io 60 pilot 
projects to improve energy efficiency
infrastructures in the Member states. In addition, an information programme
in this field was launched consisting of conferences, seminars and the preparation
of promotional material.
Energy and environment
340. The integration of energy policy and environment policy continued,-in
p".rl.,rl", with"regard to pollii^.tt.em.issions (COz tax and introduction of a
'-o"ir"ting 
-..h"lnir- for^ CO2 and other greenhouse g1s.T)' AIso' on 22 Aprllparliament recommended making 
-or. .*i.tsive use of biomass in electricity
generation.6
Energy and cohesion
341". In a communication of 14 Februaty,T the commission proposed an
orrlrall approach ,o ih. integration of the coiresion obiective into energy policy,
thi, 
"ppio"ch being ,tt"r.i by the Council'8 
and the Economic and Social
Committee.e
I OI C 67,4.3.7994.2 ol c ++,1.+.z.7gg+;Bull.1'/2-1994, point 1.2.90.
, oi l:oi. 8.11.199i; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 781'
. o'i a zzs,'ts.g.tggziTwenty-seventh General Report, point292'j ol L 45. 17.2.1.994.6 oi c tis, t.sss+;Bull.4-1994' point 1.2.80.z cictvt(gz\e+5;Bull. 7/2-1994, point 1.2.89.8 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.76'e Bull. 9-1994,point1.2.103.
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Regionaland urban energy planning (PERU)
342. This programme is aimed at improving information and facilitating
decision-making at local level by promoting energy projects and disseminating
knowledge. Special importance is attached to cooperation, which is a driving
force and catalyst, and to activities aimed at disseminating experience and
results, in particular through regional (Fedarene), urban (Energy-CITES) and
insular (Islnet) networks.
Internal energy market
Natural gas and electricity
343. Work on the liberalization of the gas and electricity sectors culminated
on 29 November in the adoption by the Council of conclusionsl concerning the
amended proposals for Directives adopted on 7 December 1,993 on common
rules for the internal market in electricity and gas (Table I). The Economic and
Social Committee had endorsed the proposals on 28 April in an own-initiative
opinion.2 The Council reached agreement on four key aspects concerning
electricity: the opening-up of electricity production to competition, the
unbundling of the accounts relating to the activities of integrated undertakings,
the transparency of public service obligations, and the role of the system
operator. Agreement was also reached on the principle of opening up the markets
in areas other than production. To this end, work should continue concerning
the possibility of having, at one and the same time, a third-party access system
and a single buyer system under comparable conditions concerning access to
and opening up of the market. The Council called upon the Commission to
analyse the possible consequences of the existence of these two systems side by
side, particularly as regards potential competition and the possibilities available
to producers and consumers.
Oil and gas prospecting and extraction
344. On 30 May, Parliament and the Council adopted Directive 94/22/EC
(Table I) on the conditions for granting and using oil and gas prospecting,
exploration and extraction authorizations. The aim of the Directive is to ensure
non-discriminatory access to the activities in question and the carrying-on of
I Bull. 11,-1,994, point 1.2.91t ojC rss, ts'i.tigqtBi]i.-.'+-1994, point't.2.81
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such activities under conditions making for greater competition in this sector'
in the context of the completion of the internal market'
Standardization
345. The comprehensive approach to energy standardization defined by the
Commission ii tggZt led whe.euer possible to CEN-Cenelec being given
i"a.f."a"nt mandares nor connected with rhe implementation o.f legislative acts
and based on the obieciiues of promoting .r,.rgy efficiency and renewable and
alternative energy sources.2
lndividual sectors
Oil and oil Products
345. The system of registration of crude oil imports, which has been extended
on several o..arior,, ,7"r. tgZg,t had to be aljusted to take account of the
.n"ng., in Member States' supplies in recent years and more stringent
environmental considerations. In-this context, work was carried out this year
;; ;;;rystem which will take account of the Community's requirements and
,tr.l.q"i."-ents of the national administrations and of the International Energy
Agency (IEA).
347. Following the adoption of Directi ve 94/12/Ec on new pollutant emission
limits to be attaineJiy'l,gge,o the Commission considered the possibility of
i;;rh".;.;"ctions fo, t'h. year 2000. 'With this in mind, it asked the European
petroleum Industry Assotiation (Europia) and the European Automobile
Manufacturers'Association (ACEA) to study the interaction between fuel quality
and engine technology and for this-purpose set up the Eutopean programme on
.rrirri.-"r, f".1, 
"ndLgi". t..h""ltgies (Epefeti which 
is scheduled to run for
one year.
Natural gas
34g. The study of natural gas in connection with the report of.the christophersen
b.o,roi b"g"r, *i,r, p..p"i"ary .orrr,rlt"rions on the legislative, institutional
and economic aspecrs of setdng up a network for natural gas and how it would
I Twenty-sixth General Report, point 697'2 Point 339 of this RePort'
, bi f iio,:o.a.uzq; Thirteenth General Report, point 398'
a Point 109 of this RePort.
r Point 321 of this RePort.
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operate in practice. The Group selected five priority gas projects at the end of
its deliberations.l
Solid fuels
349. Following the adoption of Decision 3632/93IECSC establishing new
Community rules for State aid to the coal industry during the period up to
the expiry of the ECSC Treaty,z on 8 February the Commission adopted
implementing Decision No 341,/94/ECSC3 and, under the new rules, this year
authorized the grant of aid by Germany and the United Kingdom.a It also
authorized, pursuant to the old Decision 2064/86/ECSC,5 the grant of aid by
these two Member States in 1994.6 On 22 MarchT the Commission adopted a
report on the solid fuels market in the Community in 1993 and the outlook for
1994, which it revised in September.8 The ECSC Consultative Committee
expressed its views on the report in MarchT and October.e On 14 December,
the Commission adopted its report for 1994 and the outlook for L995.r0
Electricity
350. Under the PACE programme,ll the aim of which is to promote the
efficient utilization of electricity, on 7 December the Commission adopted a
proposal for a European Parliament and CouncilDirective (Table I) on household
refrigeration equipment and began studies in the fields of commercial lighting
and electric motors.
351. The Christophersen Groupl2 selected five priority electricity projects.l3
Nuclear energy
352. In accordance with Articles 47 to 43 of the Euratom Treaty, the
C.ommission defined guidelines for investment in several of the Union's nuclear
pranrs.
I Introduction of natural gas in Greece and Portugal, Maghreb-Europe project, Spain-Portugal intercon-
nection and the Russia-Belarus-Poland-European Union pipeline.
' 
OJ L 329,30.1,2.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 288.3 OJ L 49,1,9.2.1.994.t oJ L 220,25.8.1994.j OJ L 177,1.7.1,986' Twentieth General Report, point737.6 ot L 147.14.6.1994.7 B;ll. 3-1.994. ooint 1..2.82.8 Bull. 9-1994. r>ornt l-2.107.e Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.60.10 Bull. 12-1,994.11 OJ L 157,9.6.'1.989 Twenty-third General Report, point 581.12 Point 321 of this Renort.l3 France-Spain, France-ltaly, Spain-Portugal, Italy-Greece and eastern and western Denmark.
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353. On the international front, the Commission continued negotiations on
the renewal of the Nuclear Cooperation Agreement between Euratom and the
USA.1 The question of trade in nuclear materials with the Russian Federation
was included in the partnership and cooperation agreement concluded with that
country.z On 22 D..e-b.r,- the Council adopted a Decision3 authorizing
the commission to conclude two cooperation agreements with the Russian
Federation on controlled nuclear fusion and nuclear safety pursuant to
Article 101(2) of the Euratom Treaty. On 23 July, the Commission also submitted
to the coor,.il a proposal (Table III) concerning the opelils of negotiations
with Kazakhr,un, kyrgyzsran, Tadjikistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan with a view
to concluding bilateral nuclear cooperation agreements'
New and renewable energY sources
354. Under the Altener programme, on 8 June the commission decided to
lt"n, t"pp"it totalling pCU Zlf millionto 74-pilotprojects and activities aimedit th. .ro.r-technologi."l promotion of renewable energy sources (compared
with ECU 3.9 million for 40 projects in 1993)'
Retations with third countries
European EnergY Chaner
355. The negotiations on the European Energy charter,4_o_n which Parliament
and the Couicil expressed opinions on 21. Aprils and 25 May6 respectively
.o'tir,.r"d during th. fittt hali of the year and were concluded at the plenary
n.goti"ting ,.rr[n held in Brussels from 7 to 11 June.7 Outstanding matters
*.-r. ,h" ,ibj.., of bilateral contacts between the European Union' the USA and
the Russian Federation. On 29 November, after consulting the ECSC Consultative
Committee on 5 October, rhe Council authorized the signing of the Treaty by
the council Presidency and the commission on behalf of the European
communities. The Europea., Parliament adopted its opinion on 13 December.
On this basis, on 15 December the Council adopted Decisions enabling the
European communities to apply the charter Treaty provisionally once it is
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 291.2 Point 807 of this Report.3 Bull. 1,2-1994.
a Twenty-fifth General Report, point 761.5 ol c izs,g.s.Dyq;Bull.4-1994' point 1.2.83.6 B;ll. 5-7994, poinr 1..2.79.7 Bull. 6-7994, point'l '2.707 .
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signed. The Final Act of the Conference, the European Energy Charter Treaty
and the Protocol on energy efficiency and related environmental aspects were
signed by Commissioner Oreja and Mr Rexrodt, the Council President. At a
ceremony in Lisbon on 17 December, 45 of the 51 negotiating partners signed
the various acts (Table III). The European countries (with the exception of
Hungary) and the European Communities were among the signatories. The
Treaty will remain open for signature until 16 June 1995 in order to enable
States with comparatively lengthy internal decision-making procedures to sign
as soon as possible.
Cooperation with third countries
356. Cooperation with third countries continued, in particular under the
Synergy programmel which provides support upstream of the technical activities
implemented under other specific programmes such as Thermie. The chief
activities are providing assistance in the setting-up of energy institutions capable
of defining the requirements of the countries concerned and channelling
resources, advising the national authorities, supporting the design of energy
policy instruments, training, and providing information to the public authorities
and economic operators, with special attention being given to transnational
projects. The budget of ECU 8 million allotted to the programme in 1994
contributed in particular to the prefinancing of the European Energy Charter
Secretariat, to projects in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union, with ECU 4 million for energy centre projects (Slovenia, Estonia,
Romania and Hungary), to the provision of energy policy advisors for the
national authorities, and to training and information.
357. Projects in the Mediterranean also took a big step forward with the
setting-up of a Palestinian energy centre and a study on regional electricity
interconnections in the framework of support for the Middle East peace
process.2 A study on electricity interconnections in the Maghreb was also
completed and local energy and environment teams were set up. In Asia, work
focused in particular on cooperation with China and India. In Latin America it
centred on the completion of the third stage of the three-year programme begun
in 1,992 in Mexico,3 a market study on the rational utilization of energy in Chile
and a prol'ect on combined heat and power generation in Mexico, Peru and
Chile.
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 294,2 Point 850 of this Report.3 Twenty-sixth Geneial Report, point 894.
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35g. Under the TACIS programme,l Armenia, Azerbaiian, Kyrgyzstan, Mol-
dova, Russia and Ukraine identified energy as a priority sector' and a number
ofprojects involving rationalization and organization ofthe energy sector started
itt theie countries. Electricity was the subject of special attention in the context
of the non-nuclear energy section of the PHARE and TACIS programmes, in
particular as regards the interconnection of energy networks'
Dialogue between producers and consumers
35g. The first energy symposium jointly organized by the commission and the
Gulf Cooperation Council GCC) was held on 19 and 20 April in, Muscat (Oman)
under th. syrr..gy programme. This allowed a widening of the dialoguebetween
producers 
""d 
'.o"r"-ers 
which began more than 10 years ago and greater
consideration of basic matters such as the arrangements for institutional dialogue
between the European Union and the GCC member countries, their respective
energy policies, in particular as regards taxation and access to resources, and
the industrial, i.chnological and financial basis for bilateral relations in the oil
and gas sectors.
360. The commission also took part in the third International Energy
conference held in cartagena (spainf on 19 and 20 September, which brought
togerher more than 30 froducer and consumer countries and a number of
specialized international organizations.
Euratom SupplY AgencY
351 . There were no particular problems in the supply of nuclear fuels this year'
In view of the ,r".d to maintain long-term supplies at a satisfactory level, the
Ag.n.y continued to encourage the conclusion of multiannual contracts between
Eri.ope", users and 
^ 
,^ngZ of producers on terms that reasonably reflect
trrg-r"r- production .ort{ and to discourage resorting to the spot market
except to cover a small proportion of requirements'
352. .Even more so rhan in previous years2 in 1,994 supplies of nuclear fuels
and services from the former Soviet Union constituted the Union's chief external
J*r.. of supply. under rhe common supply policy provided for in Article 52 of
the EAEC Tr""iy, the Agency continuedio examine new contracts pragmatically
in order ro ensure that ih. Union is not excessively dependent on the
Point 809 of this Report.
Twenty-seventh General Report, point 300,
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fuel-producing countries of the former Soviet Union and that the price level
reflects production costs and is compatible with the normal offers of producers
in market-economy countries. A constructive dialogue was initiated between the
parties concerned and agreement was reached in most cases on the need to keep
supplies from this region within reasonable limits. In this context, the conclusion
of a partnership and cooperation agreement with Russia and other Republics of
the former Soviet Unionl should not jeopardize the continuation of this policy.
With this in mind, on 6 January the Agency was prompted to make the
conclusion of a contract subiect to the condition that the natural uranium
concerned did not come directly or indirectly from a CIS country. The
Commission, to whose attention the matter was drawn pursuant to Article 53
of the EAEC Treaty, confirmed the Agency's position in a formal decision.2
Point 807 of this Reoort.
OJ L 48, 1,9.2.1994; Ol L 122,17 .s.1994.
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Section 1.2
Tra n spo rt
Priority activities and obiectives
363. In 1.994, the European IJnion paid particular attention to strengtbening
and consolidating the internal transport market. The Commission's actiuities
were based on the'\Ybite Paper on the future deuelopment of the common
transport policy,l published in December 1992, and tbe conclusions of tbe
Committeis of Enquiry set up in L993 to look into air transport and road
transport,z in'response to which tbe Commission adopted a ciuil auiation
action programm-,e.3 Progress uas also made on tbe liberalization of the-
rail trinsport sector.4 ih" Wh;t, Paper on growth, competitiueness and
employmints and the work of the Group chaired by Mr Christophersen6 gaue
a mai,or impetus to the creation, deuelopment and interconnection of the
trans -Europ e an tr ansp ort netw or ks.6
Decisions were adopted uith a uieu to improuing safety in sbipping, tbe
carriage of dangerous goods by road and by rail' and ciuil auiation. Work
contiiued with i uiew lo making progress with the harmonization of tecbnical
and social medsures. The Joint Committees examined matters concerning
training, and working hours for all modes of transport. The IJnion also sougbt
to imploue the enuiinmental perforrnance of the uarious modes of transport.
by applying strict technical standards. On 76 December, tbe Council adopted
"orilurioni on transport and energy which 
aduocated switching particularly
polluting road and iir traffic b the railways, inland waterways and public
transport.T
On the international front, the conclusions of the second Pan-European
Transport Conferences reiterated the principles underlying the commo.n
transport policy and the need to extend it to neighbouring countries, particularly
o, ,rgordi irfrastructure. Tbe Commission presented proposals for negotiations
witb tbe Central and East European countries in the air transport sector'
I COM(92) 494; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 543.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 327.3 Point 384 of this Report.a Point 359 of this Report.
r Point 17 of this Report.6 Point 321 of this Report.7 Bull.12-1994.8 Point 396 of this Report.
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Development of the common transport policy
354. The European Parliament resolution on the future development of the
common transport policy,l endorsed the overall approach shared by the Council,
the Commission and Parliament itself, which involves going beyond the internal
market and promoting an integrated transport system which is environmentally
and socially acceptable and provides a high level of safety for users and
transport workers. Much work was done this year on transport safety and the
trans-European networks, two of the pillars of this approach.2 In a resolution
adopted on 14 October, the Council called for the development of telematics in the
transport sector.S On 4 November, the Commission adopted a communication4
setting out objectives for the plan of action to develop the information society.5
lnfrastructure
365. On the basis of Regulation (EEC) No 1738193 for an action programme
in the field of transport infrastructure with a view to the completion of an
integrated transport market,5 the Commission decided on 26 JulyT and
21 DecemberS to grant financial support totalling ECU 200 million to 68 proiects
of common interest and feasibility studies, more than half of which are rail and
combined transport proiects. Part of this financial support went to studies in
respecr of transport projects identified in the context of the growth initiative.e
In a resolution of 21 April, the European Parliament gave its view of the
effectiveness of the financial instruments of Community transport policy.10
366. On 14 June, the Commission adopted a communication on a Community
approach to satellite navigation systemsll setting out the advantages which this
new technology can bring not only to all modes of transport, but also to many
other sectors. On L9 December, the Council adopted a resolutionS welcoming
this communication.
I OJ C 44,L4.2.1994;Bull.1'/2--1994, point 1.2.91.2 Point 321 of this Report.3 OJ C 309,5.77.1,994;Bull. 10-1994, point1.2.62.4 COM(94) 459; Bull. 1.1,-1994, point 1.2.95; point 414 of this Report.i Point 397 of this Report.6 OJ L 761,21.7993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 306.7 Bull.7/8-1,994. point 1.2.8o.
s Bull. 1.2-1.994. '
e Point 50 of this Reoort.10 OJ C 728,9.5.1994;Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.87.tt COM(94) 248 final;Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.117.
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Research and technological development
367. On 15 December, the Council adopted a specific research, technological
development and demonstration programme in the field of transport (1994-98)1
under the fourth R&TD framework programme.2 With a view to promoting
the sustainable mobility of persons and goods, the programme aims to contribute
towards the development, integration and management of a transport system
which is more efficient, safer, and compatible with the environment and the
quality of life.
Multimodal transport
358. Continuing the programme started in 1,992, the Commission assigned
ECU 4.35 million to combined transport proiects in 7994. Virtually half of the
projects were direct measures.
Inland transport
Bail
359. on 21 November, the council adopted common positions on two
proposals for Directives on access to infrastructure (Table II) and railway
ii...t..t (Table II). These proposals are intended to supplement Directive
91./440/EEC on the development of the Community's railways,3 with the aim
of guaranteeing operators fair, non-discriminatory and efficient access to the
various Community rail networks, subject to optimum safety conditions, so as
to help create a genuine single market for rail transport. ln addition, on
9 December, the Commission aciopted a proposal for a Council Directive
(Table II) on the approximation of the national laws relating to the carriage of
dangerous goods by rail.
Road transport
370. On 8 April, the commission adopted Regulation (Ec) No 792/944laying
down detailed rules for the application of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3118/93
to road haulage operators on own account.)
1 OJ L 21.8,17 .9.7994; Bull. 3-1994, potnt 1.2.69.2 Point 236 of this Report.3 OJ L 237,24.8.1991; Twenty-fifth General Report, point696-4 0f L 92.9.4.1.994.5 Oj L 279,12.7"1.7993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 310.
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371. On 22 December, the council adopted Regulation (EEC) No 3315/94
(Table II) amending Regulation (EEC) No 3118/93 laying down the conditions
under which non-residenr carriers may operate national road haulage services
within a Member State, in order to allocate the Community cabotage quota
following the enlargement of the Union.
372. The Committee of Enquiry set up in 1,993 to examine the social and
economic situation of the road freight transport sector in the single European
market presented its report on 6 July. It concluded that deregulation, and in
particular the liberalization of intra-Community transport from 1' January 1'993,
had caused transitional difficulties as a result of the need to adapt to this new
environment on markets which were also affected by the economic crisis. The
Committee's recommendations had two main themes: increased harmonization
of existing Community legislation on social, technical and fiscal conditions and
access to1h. profession, and closer monitoring, using modern technology, of
the way the legislation is applied. On24 Octoberl and 28 September respectively'
the Council and the European Parliament adopted resolutions on the report, in
which they stressed the need for fair competition between the various modes of
transport, and the importance of consistent and uniform application and
enforcement of all regulations in the road haulage sector.
373. Where the carriage of dangerous goods by road is concerned, on
21 November the Council adopted framework Directive 94/55/EEC (Table II)
the aim of which is to harmonize the rules applicable to national and
intra-Community transport of dangerous goods in order to ensure an acceptable
level of safety and to create a single market for such transport services within
the Community. It is also designed to bring into Community law the rules of
the European Agreement concerning the international carriage of dangerous
goods by road (ADR). In addition, also on 21 November the Council adopted a
io*-on position (Table II) on the proposal for a Directive on uniform
procedures for checks on the transport of dangerous goods by road.
374. In accordance with Directive 93/89/EEC on the application by Member
States of taxes on certain vehicles used for the carriage of goods by road and
tolls and charges for the use of certain infrastructures,2 on 9 February five
Member States3 concluded an agreement on the collection of a charge for the
use of certain roads by heavy goods vehicles from 1 January 1995. This will help
to even out the conditions under which road haulage operators compete and to
ensure that a higher proportion of infrastructure costs are passed on to users. In
t OJ C 309,5.11'.7994; Bull. 9-1994, point 1.2.1"12 Bull. 10-1994' point 1.2'54.
z OJ L 279,12.11.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 313.3 Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
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the same vein, the Council adopted a resolution on road freight transport on
24 October.l
375. OnZi-July, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Regulation (Table
II) amending-Council Regulation (EEC) No 3821/852 and Council Directive
88/5gg/EECJ on recording equipment in road transport. It provides for the
installation in goods vehicles of a device complementing the existing tachograph
to improve the implementation of and compliance with the legislation on driving
and rest periods.
375. On 11 March, the European Parliament adopted a resolutiona welcoming
the Commission's communication on road safety of June 1'993's
377. On 19 December, the Council adopted Directive 94/72/EC (Table II)
amending Council Directive 91./439/EEC on driving licences,,5 to enable Finland
and Sweden to continue to issue licences in accordance with their existing models
until 31 December 1'997.
lnland waterways
378. Council Regulation (EC) No 844/94 (Table II) of 12 Aprll 1'994 on
structural improveme.tts in inland waterway transport extended until 28 April
1,999 the t.-po."ry measures introduced ln 1'989 to avoid the emergence- of
further overcapacity.T It also clarified the concept of 'active fleet' to ensure that
vessels which had long been out of use could not benefit from a scrapping
premium or be scrappeJunder the 'old for new'rule. The Council, in a resolution
ff Z+ O.tober,8 and the Economic and Social Committee, in an own-initiative
opinion of 14 September,e came out in favour of further structural improvements
in this sector. On 18 November, the Commission adopted Regulation (EEC)
No 2812/9410 concerning conditions applying to the bringing into service of new
inland waterway capacity 
""d amending Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 1101/89,11
and on 14 December ii adopted Regulation (EEC) No 3039/9412 concerning
' 
OI C 309,5.11.1994; Bull. l0-1994' point l'2'64.
r Oj L 370,31.12.19851 Nineteenth General Report, point 527.
, Oi t- 325,29.71,.7988; Twenty-second General Report, point729'o oj c 91,28.3.1.994; Bull.3-1994' point 1.2.85.j Twenry-seventh General Report, point 315.6 OI L ZIZ,Z+.g.1.ggt; Twenty-fifth General Reporr, poinr22'1-7 Twenty-third General Report, point 534.
s Ol C 309,5.11.1994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1.2.65.
e Bull. 9-7994,point7.2.715.10 OJ L 298,L9.1,L.1'994;Bull. 11-1'994' point 1.2.102'tl OJ L 115,28.4.1989; Twenty-third General Report, point 634'12 OJ L 322,1'5.12.'l'994iBull. 1'2-'1,994.
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certain measures implementing Council Regulation (EEC) No 1101/89. On
22 December, the Council adopted Regulation (EEC) No 331,41941 amending
Regulation (EC) No 11.01./89 to enable the Austrian fleet to take part in the
Community structural improvement measures following Austria's accession.
379. On 9 June, the Commission sent the Council a report on the situation
with regard to Community law of the 'rotation' chartering systems operated in
Belgium, France and the Netherlands.2 The report concluded that the rotation
systems organized by the inland waterways carriers' organizations were
incompatible with the competition rules and called for a progressive liberalization
of the marker, accompanied by structural measures. On 26 September' the
Council approved the Commission's approach and called on it to submit a
comprehensive proposal with particular reference to the future organization of
the market and the reduction of existing structural overcapacity.3
380. On 8 September, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council
Directive (Table II) on the harmonization of the conditions for obtaining
national boatmasters' certificates for the carriage of goods and passengers by
inland waterway in the Community.
Sea transport
381. The Commission communication presenting an action programme for a
common shipping safety policya prompted several European Parliament
resolutions5 and Council conclusions5 stressing the importance of developing
traffic surveillance measures, stepping up safety measures and action by Member
States within international organizations, and improving the application of
national rules, and the need for measures to prevent marine pollution. On
16 March, the Commission adopted a new proposal for a Council Directive
(Table II) concerning the enforcement, in respect of shipping using Community
ports and sailing in the waters under the jurisdiction of the Member States, of
international standards for ship safety, pollution prevention and shipboard
living and working conditions.T On 22 November, the Council reached
agreement on a common position on this proposal.
1 OJL 350,31.12.1994;Bull.72-1'994.2 Bull. 6-'1994. ooint 1.2.172.3 Bull. 9-1994. ootnt 1,.2.11,6.4 COM(93) 55f Twenty-seventh General Report, point 322.5 OJ C 44,14.2.1994;Bull. 1/2-1994,point1..2.94; OJ C 91, 28.3.1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.2.90; OJ C 323,
21..1"1.1994; Bull. 10-1994, points L.2.57 and 1.2.58.6 Bull. 3-1994.ooint 1.2.89.7 This p.opo.ol replaces the 1980 proposal 
- 
OJ C 192,30.7.1980.
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392. On22 November, the council adopted Directive 94/57/EC on common
rules and standards for ship inspection and survey organizations (Table II) in
order to ensure a high level of competence and independence, and Regulation
(EC) No 2978/94 on the implementation of IMO Resolution A 747(18) on the
application of tonnage measurement of ballast spaces in segregated 
-ballast
oll-t^nk.rt (Table II) in order to obtain substantial reductions in port fees for
these environmentally friendly tankers. Also on 22 December, the Council
adopted a resolution on the safety of roll-on/roll-off passenger ferries.l
383. AnZZNovember, the Council adopted a Directive on the minimum level
of training for maritime occupations (Table II).
Air transport
lmplementation of the common policY
384. On 1 June, the Commission adopted an action programme entitled'The
way forwari for civil aviation in Europe'.2 Based on a structural analysis of
the shortcomings of the European civil aviation system resulting from the
fragmentation, poor quality and inefficiency of the infrastructure, this programme
follo*s on from the report presented by the Committee of Enquiry in February,
on which the European Parliament gave its views on 9 March.3 The action
programme was approved by the Council in its resolution of 26 September,a
*tri".ir wa, for-"lly adopted on 24 Octobers and followed on from the
conclusions adopted by the Council on 18 April.6
385. Extensive informal contacts between the Commission and the competent
authorities of rhe Member States continued in order to ensure that the new
Community rules on the liberalization of air transport are properly applied. The
Commission investigated a number of complaints about infringements by certain
Member States of ihe rules contained in the third package of liberalization
measures,T which entered into force on L January 1993. On77 April, it ad-opted
two decisions ensuring non-discriminatory access to Orly airport (Paris) for all
Community carriers.8
I Bull.12-1994.
'z COM(94) 218; Bull. 6-1'994' point 1.2-708.3 OJ C 91,,28.3.1'994; Bull.3-1994, point 1'2.95'a Bull. 9-1994, pointl'.2.722.j O.l C 309,5.11.1994; Bull. 10-1994' poinr1.2.69.
o Buf f . 4-1994, point 1.2.96.7 OJ L Z4O,z4:8.1992; Twenty-sixth General Repott, point 674.8 0J L 177,19.5.7994.
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Air traffic management
386. In its action programme adopted on 1 June, the Commission recorded
its determination to mobilize the financial resources needed to support
standardization activities and the investments needed to improve European air
traffic management systems. In the same vein, it finalized, in cooperation with
the Member States, Eurocontrol and the European Space Agency, a research and
development acrion plan (Ecarda) for this sector. It also stressed the need to
update the institutional framework so as to permit the emergence of a single air
traffic management system. In parallel the Commission continued, in cooperation
with Eurocontrol, to provide support to the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe for the improvement and modernization of their air traffic management
systems. In its resolution of 27 September on air traffic control in Europe, the
European Parliament supported the harmonization of the different national
systems and the establishment of a single control system.l
357. On 13 December, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Directive
aimed at liberalizing ground handling services at Community airports while
allowing certain derogations, e.g. on grounds of security and capacity (Table II).
388. On 21 November, the Council adopted Directive 94/56/EC (Table II)
establishing the fundamental principles governing the investigation of civil
aviation accidents and incidents, based on the international standards published
by the ICAO.
389. The Commission sent three letters of formal notice to two Member States
regarding the incorrect application of Directive 91/670/EECon mutual acceptance
of personnel licences for the exercise of functions in civil aviation.2 It also
carried out a study of the social impact of the process of air transport
liberalization.
Summertime
390. On 30 May, the European Parliament and the Council adopted Directive
94/21/EC (Table III) on summer-time arrangements for the period 1'995-97. As
from1996, summer time will begin and end on the same dates in all European
Union countries.
1 OJ C 305,37.10.1994; Bull.9-1994' point 1.2.123'2 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 728.
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State aidl
391. In the rail sector, on 14 July the Commission adopted a DeCision
authorizing a State guarantee relating to the leasing of rolling-stock for the
internarional carriage of passengers intended to facilitate the acquisition of
high-speed trains by European Passenger Services Ltd., a British State-owned
company, with which to operate train services to Paris and Brussels via the
Channel tunnel.
392. In the shipping sector, on 21 June the Commission approved proposed
aid intended to encourage the modernization of the Dutch fleet, and compliance
with high safety and environmental standards by vessels flying the Dutch flag,
and to l.r.r."r. the competitiveness of the Dutch fleet. It is also designed to
prevent the transfer of flags to open registries. The Commission took the view
that these measures would not affect trade between Member States to an extent
which is contrary to the common interest, and were compatible with Community
shipping policy, the two main obiectives of which are to ensure that vessels
,.rrr"ir, ,r"d.r the flags of the Member States and that the greatest possible
number of Community seafarers are employed, given the increased competition
from third countries.z
393. In the air transport sector, on 6 July, ?J July and 7 October respectively,
the Commission adopted Decisions authorizing aid to TAP Air Portugal,3 Air
France4 and Olympic Airways,s subject to conditions designed to ensure that
the aid is used exclusively for the restructuring and recovery of the companies
and that trading conditions are not affected to an extent which is contrary to
the common interest. The Commission declared unnotified aid to Air France to
be incompatible with the common market.5 It considered the compensafion for
TAP's defi.it on routes ro the Portuguese Atlantic islands (Azores and Madeira)
to be regional aid compatible with the common market.T On29 November, the
Commiision declared aid granted to KLM in respect of the acquisition of a civil
aviation school to be compatible with the common market.
394. On 16 November, the Commission adopted a communication setting out
guidelines for assessing State aid in the air transport sector.
I This list is not exhaustive. For more details see points'l'269 et seq2 Bull. 6-1994,point1.2.7'l'8.3 OJ L 279, 28.'10.1.994; Bull 7 / 8-1,994' point 1'.2.96'4 OJ L 254,30.9.'1994;Bull7/8-1994, point 1.2'93.5 OJ L 27 3, 25.10.1,994; Bull 7 / 8-199 4, point 1.2.94.6 Bull. 7 /8-1994, point'1.2.97.7 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.2.95.
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I nternational cooperation
3g5. On 2 February, the Commission adopted an amended recommendation
for a Decision on the opening of negotiations between the Community and
Switzerland on road and air transport (Table III) designed to ensure appropriate
parallelism between the different sectors covered by the negotiations.l The
initial recommendationZ was the subject of resolutions adopted by the European
Parliament on 24 February3 and 11 March.a On 16 November, the Commission
adopted a communication on the implementation of the 'Alpine Initiative' by
Swiizerland and its consequences for the transport sector.S On the face of it'
the arrangements for the implementation of the Alpine Initiative, entailing a
switch to the railways within 10 years, seem to be compatible with the common
transport policy, in particular as regards freedom of choice and equal treatment
for op.raiors. The Commission therefore suggested that the Council should
resume work on the negotiating directives so that the negotiations concerning
inland transport and air transport can be started as soon as possible and are
conducted in parallel with Switzerland's legislative process. In this way, the
Community will be able to ensure that the solutions adopted by the Swiss
authorities are in conformity with the arrangements now proposed.
396. In a resolution adopted on 11 March, the European Parliament proposed
further steps towards a pan-European transport policy.5 The resolution
examined the progress made since the first Pan-European Transport Conference,
held in Prague,T and was presented at the second Pan-European Transport
Conference, organized by the Commission and the European Parliament and
held in Crete from 1.4 to 16 March.8 The Conference considered the definition
of concepts necessary for the framing of a coordinated pan-European transport
policy and the development of pan-European multimodal infrastructure. A
declaration covering the provision of a general regulatory framework for
transport, safety and environmental protection, and infrastructure planning and
funding was adopted. An indicative approach to the development of infrastructure
was approved, consisting in identifying nine priority transport corridors in
Central and Eastern Europe and common criteria for the selection of projects to
be carried out in the short term.
1 Points 784 et seq , of this Report.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 334.3 OJ C77,14.3.7994;Bull. 112-1994,point 1.2.98.4 OJ C 97,28.3.7994;Bull.3-7994, point 1.2.100.5 Bull.11-1,994, point 1.2.110.6 OJ C 91,,28.3.7994; Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2.98.7 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 735.8 Bull. 3-1994. ooint 1.2.97 .
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Section 13
Telecommunications, information services and
the information industry
Priority activities and objectives
397. The 'White Paper on growth, competitiueness and employmentl empha-
sized tbe information society, based on aduanced information and communi-
cations technologies and seruices, as one of the possible ways of stimulating a
new and sustainable cycle of deuelopment in Europe. One of the priorities in
1994 uas to put into effect tbe guidelines set out in the'White Paper and to
follow them up.
At tbe request of Heads of State or Gouernment of tbe Member States, a Group
of eminent persons and representatiues of the industries concerned, chaired by
Mr Bangemann, Member of tbe Commission, reported on tbe action required
to put into place a pan-European information infrastructure as a basis for the
information society of the future. One of the recommendations in tbe report,
entitled'Europe and the global information society' , is that telecommunications
regulations and legislation should be changed to encourage expansion of the
European market and to ensure interconnection of networks and interoperabi-
tity of seruices witbout aduersely affecting tbe global competitiueness of
European firms. The report also aduocates protecting intellectual property
rigbts, guaranteeing confidentiality of personal data and network security,
establishing rules on the ownership of media appropriate to tbe single market
and bringing Community competition policy into line with the new multimedia
market.
Tbe European Council, meeting in Corfu in June, approued the recommen-
dations in the Bangemtnn Report and instructed the Commission to prepare an
action plan to establish the framework for faster progress towards an infor-
mation society. Accordingly, in its communication of 19 July entitled'Europe's
way to tbe information society: an action plan', the Commission set out 4
detailed work programme which emphasizes four complementary approaches:
changing tbe regulatory framework; information networks, seruices, tppli-
cations and content (establishing a European Forum for Basic Seruices and an
Information Society Project Office); social and cuhural aspects; and promotion
of tbe information society. This action plan was approued on 28 September by
I Point 17 of this Report
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the Joint Council of lndustry and Telecommunications Ministersl whicb asked
tbe Commission to begin to put it into effect. The Essen European Council in
December emphasized tbat this Commission communication and tbe Council
conclusions had set the agenda for the deuelopment of the information society.
It also regarded the decision of principle on liberalizing the telecommunications
infrastructure by 1 January 1998 as a decisiue step, stressed the role of the
priuate sector in building up and financing information infrastructure, and
welcomed the G7 Ministerial Conference to be held in Bruss'els in February
1995 on the information society..
Information technologies
398. Information technologies activities are covered in Section 7 'Industrial
policy'in Chapter II.2
Telecommunications policy
Legislative aspects
399. Following the conclusions of the Council of 16 June 19933 and 28 Septem-
ber 1,994,1 the Commission presented a Green Paper on infrastructure liberaliza-
tion. The first part of the Green Paper,4 adopted on 25 October, establishes the
general principle of free choice of infrastructure for services already open to
competition and sets out a timetable for infrastructure liberalization, which was
agreed to by the Councils on 17 November. The second part will describe how
infrastructure liberalization can be achieved. In addition, on 21. December, the
Commission adopted a proposal for a Directive6 amending Directive 90/388/EEC
in order to abolish restrictions on the use of cable TV networks for the provision
of telecommunications services.
400. With regard to radio-based communications, on27 Apnl the Commission
adopted a Green Paper on mobile and personal communicationsT which sets
out proposals for a Community policy for the development of this sector.
1 Bull. 9-1994, point 1.2.725.2 Point 222 ofthis Report.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 341.4 COM(94) 440; Bull. 10-1,994, point 1.2.7L.5 Bull. 77-7994, point 1.2.113.6 Point 174 of this Reoort.7 COM(94) 145 BlJl.'4-1,994, point 1.2.98.
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Opinions on this Green Paper were given by the Economic and Social Committeel
".rd th. Committee of Regionsl on 1.4 and 18 September 
respectively. Th"-
results of the Green Paper ionsultations were set out in a communication2 of
23 November.
401. Turning to satellite communications, on 22 March the Commission
adopted an amended proposalfor a Directive (Table I) on the mutualrecognition
of licences for the piorritio.r of satellite services. On 4 January, it adopted_a
proposal for a Directive concerning satellite communication services (Table I).
bn^10 June it also adopted a communication on the provision of and access to
space segmenr .apacity.3 On 14 October, it adopted Directive 94/46/F'C the
^l- of *hi.h is to liberalize the market in satellite telecommunications 
equipment
and services.a On 5 May, the European Parliament adopted a general resolution
on space policy 
"nd tel.communicationss and on 
17 November, the Council
adopted a resolution on the same subiect.6
402. The need for tariffs to be brought into line with costs, while maintaining
a universal service, is a key element in preparing for liberalization. In this respect
resolutions were adopted on 7 February by the councilT and on 6 May !y
Parliaments o.r ,rniu.r-sal service principles. All the Member States have already
started to adiust their tariff structures.
403 . On 19 July (Table I), Parliament, under the co-decision procedure, rejected
the Council'J common position on the proposal for a Directive concerning the
application of ONP to uoi.. telephony. Following a request made by Parliamente
o" :O September, the Commission, in a communicationl0 of 29 November,
"rr.ro...r.J that it would be 
presenting a new proposal.
404. Progress was made with trans-European networks in the telecommuni-
cations sector.l1 On 30 May, the Council approved the fourth annual progress
report on ISDN. In the same context, on22 December it adopted a:ommo_1
position on the proposal for a series of guidelines for the development of ISDN.12
1 Bull. 9-1.994, point 1'.2.126.2 COM(94) 492;Bull 17-7994' point 1.2.115'
.3 COM(94) 210; Bull. 6-1994,point1,.2.720.4 ol L )es,ts.to.1.gg+; Bull. 1b-1994, poim1.2.72; point 174 of this Report.
't OI C 205,25.7.7994; Bull'5-1994, point 1.2.85.
,; B;ll. 1,7-1994, point 1.2.114.
z ol c 48,76.2.i994;Brrll.1./2-1.994, point 1.2.100.8 oJ c 205,25.7.7994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2'87. 
_v O I C 305, 3'1.10.7994; Bull. 9-7994, point 1.2-1'27 -10 COM(93)513;Bull' 1'1-7994, point 1.2.116.ll Point 321 of this Report.12 Point 331 of this Report.
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405. Advanced broadcasting networks and services are of key importance for
the development of an information society, which is why implementation of the
four-year action plan for the introduction of advanced television servicesl has
now started. By the end of 1994 the first results were already in evidenc e:2216:9
transmission facilities in eight Member Srates, and more than 30 000 hours of
programmes scheduled for broadcasting before the end of 1995. Agreement was
also reached on a common Council position on a proposal for a Directive on
TV standards2 on 17 November (Table I).
406. Recognizing that consumer mistrust could slow down development of an
information society, the Commission emphasized the need for a common
approach to privacy and data protection in the context of telecommunications
networks. In this connection, on 8 December the Council reached agreement3
on the proposal for a Directive submitted to it in 1992 concerning the protection
of individuals in relation to the processing of private data and the free movement
of such data. On 13 June, the Commission adopted an amended proposal for a
specific Directive on telecommunicarionsz within the context of a general
Directive on data protection.
'i-ech 
n ol og i ca I a s pects
407. The extra budgetary allocation for the RACE programmea allowed a
number of projects to be reinforced and 23 new projects, particularly in the area
of digital image communications, ro be launched. A number of preparatory and
accompanying measures were also implemented, in particular in order to
stimulate trans-border teleworking and to promote standardization and demon-
stration activities relating to digital television systems. A mid-rerm reporr on
Phase II of the RACE programm e (1990-94) was adopted by the commission on
14 July.
408. Special measures were put in place to help small businesses in less-favoured
regions participate in the fourth framework programme.5 other measures were
launched to reinforce scientific cooperation via teleworking in Central and
Eastern Europe. These measures have enabled more than2 000 scientists in these
countries to make use of international information networks.
409, On27 July,the Council adopted Decisiong4/572lEC (Table II) concerning
the specific R&TD programme for advanced communications technology and
II-13
I Twenty-sixth General Report, Point 348.2 Point774 of this Reoort.3 Point 15 of this Repbrt.a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 349.5 Point 235 of this Report.
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services (ACTS) under the fourth framework programme. A call for proposalsl
was published on 15 SePtember.
410. The Commission introduced faster and more efficient procedures for
management of and interaction between the 26 COST2 telecommunicarions
;;;i;r iifr..n feasibility studies for public and private-sector use of high-speed
irans-Eu.opean communications networks were launched and support."as given
for the organization of more than 20 conferences and exhibitions in the area of
advanced communications, information society developments and stimulation
of teleworking.
Telematics aPPlications
411. work conrinued both in the sectors covered by the 1,991-94 R&TD
progr"--. .telematic systems in-areas. of general interest'3 and in the areas ofit.lJ*"ti., for research" and 'telematics ior the integration of disabled and
elderlypeople'(TIDE).4Furtherprojectsandaccompanyingmeasureswere
1",r.,.h.i d,rrl.,g ih. year, including projects on the use of telematics for education
"nJ trul'i'g, ii urban areas andllr air trattsport, 
and proiects on telematics,
linguistic 
^,iJ i.rfor,,'"tion 
engineering. Finally, to prepare.for the new telematics
applications programme (lig+-gg),-*tti.6 ir p"tt of the fourth framework
;;;;;^r""r.,t'". !*t".rrive consultation exercise was undertaken. The Decisioni^ iii, new specific programme (Table II) was adopted on 23 November and
the first call for proposals6 was published on 15 December'
412. on 19 ocrober, the commission adopted a commurtication on the legal
aspects of electroni. i"r" interchange (EDI), together with a recommendation
foi a standard European agreement.T
Telematics for public authorities
413. Most of the work which was started ]n 1992 had already been completed
bf the end of L993.For the period 1992-94, funding of ECU 40 million was
"ilo.at.d to 14 projects, of which 
10 developed a number of pil.t demonstration
p..;..,, 
".,d fo.r, p.ouid.d 
common r,rppo.t in areas such as standardization
1 oJ c 258,15.9.1994.z Eurooean cooperailon rn the field of scientific and technical research.r Twenty-sevenih General Report. poinr 351'o Oi I lgz, M.z.tsgt; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 379'J Tiventy-seventh General Report, point 209's OI L 3'57, 1,5.12.7994;Bull' 12'1994.t s,irl. i0 i' , point i.2.73; oJ L 338, 28'72'1994; point 228 of this Report'
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and dissemination of information. In February, a manual was distributed to
European public authorities.l A conference in March presented the main results
of the projects to the public authorities and this was followed up by a number
of national conferences. Finally, seminars were organized for specific user
groups.
Te I e mati cs fo r tra n spo rt
414. Sixty-six projects and five accompanying measures with a budget of ECU
125 million were running in 1994, the aim being to improve efficiency, safety
and environmental compatibility of transport. In addition, 13 projects on
telematics for air transport, with a budget of ECU 7 million, were selected as a
first step in implementing a coherent European approach to R&TD in air traffic
management (Ecarda). The scope of the transport telematics section of the
fourth framework programme was extended to cover all the individual modes
of transport. At international level, the Commission was actively involved in the
organization of the first 'World Congress on advanced transport telematics which
was held in Paris from 30 November to 2 December. Finally, in the context of
the debate on the information society,2 two communications were adopted on
satellite navigation services3 and telematics applications for rransporr in
Europe.a
Tel e m ati cs fo r kn owl ed g e
Telematics for research
415. The European Union has focused on promoring the development of
networked services by increasing the number of users and improving the level
of service available. Eight national electronic mail projects were supported, as
well as four national directory projects, all integrated into a wider European
service. Three accompanying measures were undertaken to support SMEs in
their use of research networks and to enable the establishment of high-capacity
telematics network services. Following the successful completion of the Eureka
Cosine project, its successor Eurocairn was launched.
I Entitled STEPS (Solutions for telematics in European public services).2 Point 327 ofthis Report.I Point 356 of this Report.4 Point 354 of this Reoort.
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Telematics for education and training
415. The 30 proiects and 12 accompanying measures launched in 1992 are
n.uri.,g .o-pl.tion. i*iJ. range of dirt^,t..1"^rning services were tested' The
;;;.;ft"";r'fo.ur.d on t..h'ol*ogies that will be widely available in the verv
,r."i irr,,r.. (multimedia, ISDN, aid satellite broadcasting and narrowcasting)'
n luff for proposals launched on 15 March led to the selection of four
trans-European demonstration projects'
Telematics for libraries
417. In all, 50 research projects and 24 technical and feasibility studies
have been launched since th. progr"-me started, covering computerized
Uittiog."pt ies, the i.t.r.onr,..ti"" Jf library systems' the setting-up of new
electronic services and the establishment of teie*"tics products and services for
libraries.
TelematicsforimprovingemploYmentandthequalityoflife
Telematics for rural areas
4ls.ofthe16proiectsStartedin11992,|withfundingof.ECU12million,
.,g1, .on,inued in i9i4, 
^o"t being completed 
by the end of the year'
Telematics for health care
4lg.Atotalof42projectswererunninginlgg4'coveringthe.areas.of
telemedicin., 
-rrlti-ljiaiealth records, medical imageprocessing, rehabilitation
;;i;;;;i;r, Uiorigr,"ipt"..ssi'g, regul^tory 
"r,d 
qualitative aspects and medical
decision-support t..h.riques. These projects were complemented by nine concert-
ed activities concerned *i,h .drr.",ion, ,"rorrr.e management, primary care and
nursing, and seven accompanying-measures on patient card data, quality
"rrtr"i.. in health-care delivery and technology 
assessment'
TIDE (technology initiative for disabled and elderly people)
420. Thirty-three new projects and horizontal activities were started in 1'994,
Uringi"g ,o t7 ,hr,or"t 
""-U.r of projects and horizontal 
activities now covered
Uy fiOE.z Th. proj..t, 
"Jdr.r, the development 
and adaptation of technologies
I Twenty-sixth General Report. point 339'2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 360'
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in a number of areas: interpersonal communication, restoration and support of
remaining motor and cognitive functions, home systems,and remore monitoring
systems. They also cover orientation and navigation of the handicapped in their
environment, adaptation of the workplace to their needs, training support and
access to telecommunications.
Telematics for the environment
421. Environment telematics is a new initiative under the fourth framework
programme,l the aim being to investigare the exrenr to which telematics
solutions are appropriate for protecting and improving the environmenr.
Preparations started in 1994, with an initial reporr identifying porenrial areas of
research, a workshop and a series of consultation meetings with a view to
developing pilor applications.
Horizontal activities
Linguistics research and engineering
422. The 15 projects launched at the beginning of 1.994 continued the trend
towards more active involvement of users and industry.The26projects currently
under way have considerable outside input and feedback from interesr groups.
A further 13 shared-cost preparatory actions launched under the multilingual
action plan involved major companies in areas such as aerospace, computer
software and the automobile industry. A series of seminars and awareness
actions were organized in Central and Eastern Europe. During 1994 work
continued on the development of the Systran machine-translation system.2
I nformati o n engi nee ri ng
423. Twenty-two feasibility projects were launched in preparation for a new
activity in the new telematics applications programme (1994-98), covering
electronic newspapers and magazines, multimedia asset management networks,
multimedia catalogue production, technical services and documentation and
scientific, technical and medical publishing. In addition, seven studies were
launched to provide information on key issues such as the technologies available,
transaction techniques and non-textual retrieval methods.
I Twenty-seventhGeneral
z Twenty-seventhGeneral
Report, point 209.
Report, point 358; point'1262 of this Report.
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Telematics e n gi neeri ng
424. Following a calll in March, six exploratory projects were accepted with
a view to a horizontal activity in.luded in rhe new telematics applic-ations
f .ogr"--. (1994-98).Work i.r ihis sector will provide a focus for the collation,
;;;;;;ri"" 
".ta 
alrr.-ination of methods, techniques and practices for the
implementation of telematics applications'
Dissemination and exploitation of the results of R&TD programmes
425. The commission continued its activities in this area by implementing
Decision g\lnZ/EEC7 in p"'tit"lar by extending to the European Economic
Area the nerwork of relay centres set up under ttt" veluE Programme' ylit!
is designed ,o pro-o* Cl*-rrrrity R&TD activities and the utilization of their
results, by developingcordis (community research and development information
service), which fr", iZO OOO iottt""tt" 
'ha"d between nine databases' 
and' in
accordance with procedures defined in previ_ous_y-eg1 by supporting the
Drotection, pro-o.ion- and exploitation of 
'nt R6'TD 
results of specific
prog."*-.s and the Joint Research Centre'
426. A decision on a specific programme for the dissemination and exploitation
of the results of n&tD 
"nd l.-onstration 
programmes under the third
;;;i;y or ,n. fourth framework programme w"s adopted by the Council on
15 December.3 On Zi Norr.mb.., ,1. Council also adopted Decision 94/762/EC
on rules for the ai.r.-ir'"tlo" 
"f in. results of 
research under the specific R&TD
and demonstration Programmes'+
Promotion of innovation and technology transfer
427. The activities of the strategic programme for innovation and technology
transfer (Sprint)s came to 
"n 
t"J ti lg9+' Efforts to spread new technologies
;;;;-;;;.a rn.""g6-"o*"rf.. o[ research organizations and inter-firm
technology transfer .rEr*o'k'' In order to strengthet' Etttopt"n innovation and
technology transfer infrastructure, a number lf activities were developed in
it r.. 
"t."^, feasibility 
studies of science parks, evaluation o{ existing science
;-k , ;;Jregional ln"o"uri"" and technology transfer strategies and infrastruc-
r ol c 78,75.3.1994.
, 6'f i ti].,-zi.z.tssztTwe nty-seventh General Report' point 352
: Point 236 of this RePort'I Point 238 of this RePort.t bJL iii,;i'+.isssi r*.n,v-third General Report' point 370'
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ture (RITTS). The MIN'I initiative (managing the integration of new rech-
nology),1 launched in 1993, achieved some promising results. Finally, with a
view to improving awareness and understanding of innovation and exchanging
experiences on national and Community innovation policies, five workshops
were organized within the framework of the European innovation monitoring
system. A number of studies, including one on an integrated approach to
technology dissemination policy, were completed.
Development of an information services market
428. The EFTA and EEA States participated fully in the Impact II programme.2
On L February, the Commission approved the annual Impact II work programme,
whose theme continues to be 'info-Euro-access'. In the light of the conclusions
of the European Council in Corfu3 and the action plan, 'Europe's way ro the
information society,'4 proposals were prepared for a programme to follow on
from Impact II. On 15 September, a call for proposalss was published concerning
pilot and demonstration projects for electronic information services, focusing
on the information needs of specific industrial and business sectors, particularly
SMEs. In addition, the nerwork of national partners established in 1992 to
handle information activities under the Impact II programme5 was extended to
include new organizations from both the European Union and the EFTA States.
429. The Information Market Observatory (IMO) continued to collect and
analyse market data in order to increase market transparency. It also produced
a methodology for the analysis of the structures and performance of markets for
information services at both national and European levels. A study was launched
to assess the future interplay of media and advertising.
430. A meeting of the Legal Advisory Board (LAB) was devoted to rhe topic
of consumers and the information society. Four studies were produced on
various practical aspects of copyright. The legal issues relating to multimedia
and geographical information systems were discussed at a conference in Lisbon
attended by industrialists and lawyers.
1 Twenty-seventh General Reporr, point 365.
1 OJ I- 377 , 31,.12.1997; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 399.j Point 1 194 of rhis Reoort.a Point 327 of this Reobrt.5 oJ c 2s8,1,s.9.1994.6 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 355.
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lnternational cooperation
431. The Commission played an active role in the GATT negotiations and the
work of the OECD on liberalizing telecommunications services. It attended the
21st Universal Postal Union (UPU) Congress held in Seoul from 22 August
to 14 September, the Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) held in Kyoto from 19 September to 14 October
and the'!florld Conference on the development of telecommunications organized
by the ITU in Buenos Aires in March. The information society was the subject
of an EC-Japan ministerial meeting and a dialogue was launched on the same
topic with the USA in Washington on 28 and 29 November and with several
Latin American and Central and East European countries. In addition an
EC-Japan Forum was held in Paris on 2 and 3 June on the subject of cooperation
and competition in the field of telecommunications. A number of programmes,
research projects and visits were organized at a total cost of ECU 9.8 million to
help the developing countries with audiovisual and information technologies,
and applied networks.
432. A new call for proposalsl for scientific and technological cooperation
concerning Central and Eastern Europe and, for the first time, the countries of
the formei Soviet Union, led to the selection of 42 projects in the fields of
telecommunications, telematics and language technologies for a total amount of
ECU 10.5 million. Support acrivities were also organized to promote electronic
access to scientific information by researchers, communication between
researchers and their participation in specific programmes under the fourth
framework programme. Consultations continued under existing agreements'
including PHARE and TACIS, to help with the restructuring of telecommuni-
carions and their gradual integration into the pan-European telecommunications
system, with particular emphasis on the harmonization of legislation. On 27 July,
the Commission adopted a communication on the participation of the European
Union in the Budapest International Exposition in 1996, the theme of which will
be communication.2
oJ c 30, 1..2.19e4.
Bull. 7 / 8-1,994, point 1.2.100
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Section L4
Economic and social cohesion
Priority activities and objectives
433. The strengthening of economic and social cohesion was continued this
year, in partnership with tbe Member States and the regions, with a uiew to
reducing tbe gap between the leuels of deuelopment of tbe different regions,
belping the less-fauoured regions, including rural areas, to catch up, promotingjob creation and helping work-ers to adjust to industrial cbange. ln tbe context
of the second phase in the implementation of the reform of the Structural Funds
(1994-99), L994 saw the adoption of the Community support frameworks and
single programming documents, wbicb are produced by a simplified procedure
whereby the strategic priorities, programming procedures and aid granted are
all included in a single document. The financial allocation and geographical
couerage of the eligible areas baue been substantially increased. New Com-
munity initiatiues were also launched this year, and tbe Cohesion Fund was set
up. ln addition, on 27 July the Commission adopted a new communicationl on
spatial planning: 'Europe 2000+ 
- 
cooperation for European territorial
deuelopment', which stresses the importance of intensifying cooperation in this
area and identifies the tasks whicb can be performed better at the leuel of the
Union. lt also stepped up tbe integration of enuironmental aspects into the
regional policy, in tbe single programming documents and Community support
framework"s as well as the Commwnity initiatiues.
Cohesion Fund
Conception and approach
434. The Cohesion Fund, provided for in Article 130d of the EC Treaty, was
set up by Regulation (EC) No 1,1,64/94 (Table II) of 15 May. Its objective is to
strengthen economic and social cohesion by improving transport infrastructures
and environmental protection in Ireland, Greece, Portugal and Spain. The
beneficiary Member States must have a per capita gross national product of less
than 90oh of the Community average and have a programme leading ro the
1 COM(94) 354 and corrigendum; Bull. 7/8-1.994,poinr'1.2.702.
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fulfilment of the conditions of economic and social convergence. council
Regularion (EEC) Nolgztglt establishing a cohesion financial instrument had
previously been extend.JUf C.r"cil Regilation (EC) No 555/94 of 10 March2,
in order to ensure ."nii""iiy with the C"ohesion Fund. In addition, on 26 July,
th.co-*irsion adopted Regulation (Ec) No L831-/943 concerning irregularities
;;l;i. ;.;"very of t"-r *iongly puid in connection with the financing of the
Cohesion Fund.
Financial assistance
435. The Cohesion Fund allocation for the period covered_by the financial
p..rp..tiu", for 1993-99 amounts to ECU rS.rs bittion (1992 price.s)' The
commirment appropriations for the 1993 and1.994 financial years have been set
at ECU 1.555 billion 
""i eCu 1.853 billion respectively..7n.l993-94, 
the total
commitment appropriations for financing proiects.il lttl*{'Sreece' Portugal
and Spain amorrntei ,o gCU 1 g52 milfion, of which ECIJ 923 million were
allocated to environm..rr"l prol..ts and Ecu 929 million to projects relating to
,.urrrporr. ECU 13 million *.r..o--itted for technical assistance in1993-94'
The breakdown by country of sums committed for projects is shown in Table 2'
i;'1;;i: 
^totul oi 5i;;;i.;" were financed 
by the cohesion Fund, of which
ZO in Ci...e, 9 in Spain, 9 in Ireland and 1-3 in Portugal'
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TABLE 2
Commitment appropriations 1993-94 
- 
Cohesion Fund
Greece
Spain
Ireland
Portugal
Total
Technical assistance
Environment Transport
Total
million ECU
Breakdown
%
77.92
54.95
9.05
18.05
99.97
million
ECU
%
million
ECU
%
198.1 60
519.3 51
71.8 43
1.34.1 40
134 40
498.9 49
96 57
200 60
332.7
1 018.2
767.8
JJl,J
923.4 929 | 852.587
t-l.JJ/
I Ol L79, 1.4.1993;Twenty-seventh General Report' point 417'
, O1 tzz,16.3.1993; Bull' l-1994' point 1'2'103'I Point I 148 of this RePort'
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Structural measures, regional policy
Conception and approach
436. On 29 Julyr, the Commission adopted the Fifth Periodic Report on the
social and economic situation and development of the regions of the Community.
437. The revised Regulations governing the implementation of the Structural
Funds2 have introduced a major innovation in the quantification of objectives.
438. In two own-initiative opinions dated 27 January3 and 1,4 Septembera,
the Economic and Social Committee analysed the conditions for implementing
Article 4 of the framework Regulation (EEC) No 2081/93 and stressed the
importance of partnership with the regional authorities.
439. On 11 July, the Commission also adopted Regulation (EC) No 1681/94s
concerning irregularities and the recovery of sums wrongly paid in connection
with the financing of the structural policies.
440. It also adopted Regulations (EC) No 402/946 and No 2745/9q amending
Regulation (EEC) No 1855/908 with a view to redefining the ecu-indexing
method to be used for structural measures.
44L. Regional policy took an important place in the accession negotiations.e
One Austrian region, Burgenland, was declared eligible under Objective 1. It
was also decided to create a new objective, Objective 6, for the regions of the
Nordic countries with a very low population density because of their special
circumstances.
The ERDF, the European Social Fund and the EAGGF Guidance Section
442. On 19 December, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) 3193/94 (Table II)
amending Regulations (EEC) No 2052188 and 4253/88 on the tasks of the
Structural Funds and on coordination of their activities between themselves and
1 COM(94) 322;Bull.7 /8-'1994, point 7.2.103.2 OJ L 793,37.7.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 384r OJ C 1,2J,7.5.1,994;Bull.1/2-1,994, point 1.2.106.a Bull. 9-1994,poinr7.2.129.5 Point 1148 of this Report.6 OJ L 54,25.2.1994i8u11. 1/2-1994, point 1.2.133.7 OJ L290,1,1,.11,.1994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.119.8 OJ L 21,8,6.8.1,991..
e Point724 ofthis Report.
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with the operations of the European Investment Bank and the other existing
financial instruments. At the request of the new Member States, the programming
period for ObjectiveZmay be extended to five years and a four-month retroactive
period of eligibility is granted to those countries for applications for assistance
submitted to the Commission between 1 January and 30 April 1995.
Financial instrument for fisheries guidance (FIFG)
443. On the basis of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2080/93,1 the structural
aspects of the common fisheries policy were brought together, as of January,
into a single financial instrument, the FIFG, in order to authorize aid to structural
measures in the fisheries sector. Pursuant to Council Regulation (EC) No
3699/93,2 each Member State submitted operational programmes and, where
applicable for Objective 1 regions, the information from the corresponding
Community support frameworks and single programming documents for the
fisheries and aquaculture sector. On 6 December, the Commission also adopted
a proposal for a Council Regulation (Table II) making technical adjustments to
Regulation (EC) No 3699/93.
Financial assistance
Regions whose development is lagging behind
444. On the basis of partnership with the authorities concerned, the Commission
adopted all the Community support frameworks (CSFs) and singleprogramming
documents (SPDs) for Objective 1 in February,3 Junea and July.5
445. The Community contribution provided for under Objective 1' (1994-99)
totals ECU 93.810 billion, broken down by country and by Fund as follows (see
Table 3).
t OJ L '193,37.7.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 394.2 OJ L 346,31,.72.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 394.I Bull. 1,/2-1,994, point 1.2.107.
a Bull. 5-1994, points 1,.2.1,24 to 7.2.'137.
r Bull.7/8-1,994, points 1.2.105 to 1.2.118.
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Country ERDF ESF
EAGGF
(Guidance
Section)
FIFG Total
Belgium
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
Total
515.92
5 820
9 492.4
t5 944.2
't 1.94.6
2 550
9 660
80
I723.5
1 332
166.70
4 092
2 558.3
6 047
525.4
1 950
2739
40
3 145.5
47.01.
2 644.5
1 803.4
3 313.8
431..4
1 060
2228
21..5
1.901..2
245.9
0.37
83.5
1.25.9
995
38.5
50
233
8.5
209.7
34.9
730
1.3 640
13 980
26 300
21.90
5 620
74 860
150
13 980
2 360
56 322.5 220't't.2 1.3 696.8 1.779.3 93 810
TABI,E 3
Allocation of the Community contribution under Objective 1 for the period 1994-D
(million ECU)
445. The priorities of the CSFs and SPDs are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Community support fram€works (CSFs) and single programming documents (SPDs)
adopted in 1994 under Obiective 1
(billion F,CU)
Country/regions Tyf.
Amount
of
asststance
Prioriries
Belgium
. Hainaut
Germany
SPD
CSF
CSF
0.73
13.64
13.98
Relaunching economic activity
Enhancing the attractiveness of the area
Developing transport infrastructures
Promoting equal opportunities
Development of productive investments
Promotion of SMEs
Promotion of research
Environmental protection
Combating unemployment and promotion of human resources
Promotion of agriculture, rural development and fisheries
Reducing remoteness
Improving living conditions
Developing the economic fabnc
Development of human resources
Reduction of regional disparities and improvement of commu
cations
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Country/regrons
F rance:
. Corsica
. Guadaloupe
. French Guiana
o Martinique
o Nord-Pas-de-
Calais
o R6union
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands:
. Flevoland
Portugal
United Kingdom:
o Northem Ireland
o Highlands
and Islands
o Merseyside
TAULE 4 (Continued)
Priontres
Improving the Production sYstem
Development of human resources and the environment
Improving communications
Improving basic facilities
Improving communications by developing inf rasttuctures
Developing tourism and cultural heritage
Prorection of the environment
Search for economic and social equilibrium
Development of productive sectors
Strengthening the productive sector
Developing transport and environment infrastructures
Developing human resources
Urban and rural develoPment
lmproving communications
lndustry, crafts, services to businesses
Tourism
Diversification' development of agricultural resources' rural devel-
opment and fisheries
Infrastructures to support economlc actlvltles
Developme nt of human resources
Development of businesses
Tourism
Agriculture and rural development
Fisheries
Strengthening comPetitiveness
Prom-oting the quality of life and economic and social coheston
Development of human resources
Strengthening the regional economic base
Development of economic actlvltles
Promotion of tourism and cultura! activities
Protection of the environment
Development of human resources
(billion ECU)
0.58
0.345
0.1 55
0.329
0.440
o.660
) -hz
0.150
1.23
0.311
0.816
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Declining industrial areas
447. On 20 January,l the Commission adopted the list of areas affected by
industrial decline eligible under Objective 2 for the period 1994-96 and, on
11 February,2 it fixed the indicative allocation to the Member States of the
commitment appropriations from the Structural Funds for this Objective.
448. On the basis of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2082/933 on the
Structural Funds, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom presented their conversion plans in April.
The Spanish authorities prepared a single conversion plan for all of its Objective
2 arcas as well as the corresponding operational programmes. The single
programming documents and the Community support framework for Spain
were approved on 9 and 13 November4 and 7 December.s The obiectives are
as follows: improvement of employment at local level; innovative training,
research and environmental measures; dissemination of the results of research
and technological development; taking account of the environment in conversion
strategies; support for local development initiatives for investment aid, project
engineering and economic promotion. The total Community contribution
provided for under Objective 2 (1994-96), broken down by country and Fund,
is shown in Table 5.
TABI,E 5
Allocation of the Community contribution under Objective 2 for the peiod 7994-96
OJ L 81, 24.3.1994;BuIl. 1/2-1994, point 1.2.111.
OJ L 82, 25.3.1994;Bull.1/2-1994, point 1.2.108.
OJ L 193, 37.7.'1,993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 384.
Bulf . 1 1 -1994. ooinr 1,.2.1,20.
Bull.12-1994.
(million F.CU)
Country ERDF ESF I OtJl
Belgium
Denmark
Spain
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Ne the rlands
United Kingdom
130.1
44.2
514.5
870.1
1.452
542.3
6.'l
205.9
29.9
11.8
218.5
259.9
314
1,41.7
0.9
94.1.
1.60
56
733
1 130
1766
584
7
300
21.42
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Combating long-term unemployment and facilitating the occupational
i"i.gr",io"'of yirrrrg p.ople 
"ttd 
those threatened with exclusion from
the labour market
44g.TheCommunitysupportframeworksandsingleprogrammingdocuments
for Belgium, o.n-"'.L"ti.'-""y, 
-Spain, Franci' Italy' L-uxembourg' the
Netherlands and th. 
-Un t.d 
Kinidom were adopted in June,l Julyz- and
S;;;.il;;.; rrr. r"1o*i"f f.loriti."t have been selecled in partnership with the
national authorities: i;;;;;"g the lob prospects of the long-term unemployed'
;;;;n. frof*tri "l intlg."tion.o.f yo.t.tg people seeking 
jobs, improving
the job prospects 
"i;h;t; thrEatened by .*.Lttio.t 
fto- the labour market,
pttrn"rlig.q,r"lity of ofpo'tu"ity for t"ttt and women on the labour market'
450. The indicative allocation of the community contribution by Member
Srate under Objectiu.s*:-^"a + to",ride objective 1 iegions) was adopted by the
commission in a Decisiona of !9 lantary. The Decision,provides for an
indicative amounr ;Gen B g48 ,,'illion'in 'l'994 prices, broken down bv
Member State as in Table 6'
TABLE 5
Allocation of the Community contribution under obiectives 3 and 4 for the 
period 
',,0 |,,,on,,u,
Member Srate
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Spain
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Nethe rlands
United Kingdom
465
301
1 942
1 843
3 203
1.775
LJ
7 079
3 377
Adaptation of workers to industrial change and to changes
in production systems
45L. On 16 November, the Commission adopted a communications on the
new objective 4 in *[iJfr i, reports on the implementation of that Obiective
since the review 
"r.rti-ii.g"i"riJ"t on the 
Struciural Funds' It comments on the
1 Bull. 6-1994,Point1'.2.^132.2 Bull. 7/8-1994,points 1.2.120 to 1"2'126'3 Bull. 9-1.994,Point1'.2.130.
a Bull. 1./2-1994, Point 1.2.109'5 COM(94) 510; bull. 17-7994, poinr 1'2'722
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approaches taken in the single programming documents for Denmark, Germany,
Spain, Italy, France, Luxembourg and the Netherlands and the Community
support framework for Belgium, adopted on 9 and 16 November.l These
documents share the following priorities for assistance: anticipating trends on
the labour market and vocational qualification needs, developing training,
guidance and advice, improving existing and new training schemes so that
workers are better qualified to meet new requirements, technical assistance in
the fields of information, advisory services, services and assessment.
452. The financial allocation among the Member States is included in the
Commission decision2 of l9 Tanuary.
Adjustment of agricultural structures
453. ln 1994, the EAGGF Guidance Section committed a total of ECU
1131.6 million for horizontal measures under Objective 5(a), which applies to
the entire territory of the European Union and concerns the improvement of
production, processing and marketing conditions for agricultural and forest
products. Of that amount, ECU 426.7 million was for the Objective 5(b) regions.
The breakdown by country of these commitments is given in Table 7. From
1. January 1994, following amendments to the rules governing the Structural
Funds, expenditure on horizontal measures in Objective 1 regions is entered
under Objective 1.
TABLET
1994 Commitments 
- 
Objective 5(a)
Member State Non-Objective 1
Belgium
Denmark
Ge rmany
Spain
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
I Bull. 1,1,-1,994,point1.2.723.2 Point 450 of this Report.
39.97
265.80
84.58
439.65
753.47
9.50
25.24
88.68
(million F.CU)
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454. On 21. November, the council adopted Regulation .(Ec) No 2843194,
ii"bl. II) amending R.grl"tions (EEC) No Z:ZAlgi on production structuresr
and No g66/90 or proLrring and marketing structures2 to take account' in
p"rri.ul"r, of .,rrr.ni'J.u.iof ti.ttrs in farminglo-nditions such as environmental
i.ot..tion, hygiene on livestock holdings, gtotp farming' and part-time farming'
455. Commission Decision 94/279/EC3 of Z6 April lays down the indicative
"tlo."rion 
among th. Member States of the apnronriallg"t.f:t Objective 5(a)
dg.i;J;ur.1 forill+-19. The total amount ofECU 4 631 million (1994 prices)
is allocated as shown in Table 8. This decision was followed by 11 other
commission decisionsa of 21 December determining an additional allocation
of objective 5(a) appropriations both inside and outside objective 5(b) areas'
TABLE 8
Allocation of the cornmunrty contribution under obiective 5(a) for the period1994-99
1994-99
N{cmber Stare
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Spain
France
Italy
LuxembourpE
Netherlands
United Kingdom
170
127
1 069
JLO
1742
580
39
118
361
456. In the context of the application of measures to improve processing and
marketing conditions f"r- 
"iii."f,ural and forest 
products as provided for
by Regulation (Etsi)-No "s6ezg0,5 on,25 octobets' 23 NovemberT and
i: o..Z-U.r,4 the Commission approved the single programming documents
for Denmark, G.rmairf i;;t;; ir*.-bo,r.g, the Neiherlands and the United
r OI L 218,6.8.1991;Bull.7/8-1991, point 1'2'155'
, olL 9t,9.4.1990;u'rr.r-iigilo.iiiii.rrb!'in'sulationamendedbvRegulation(EC) No3559/93wirh
^ 
vi.w to adiusting it to ,h;;;;"sd;;;ii";;;;s.;;;ing period 09t4-ee), oJ L 338' 31.12.1ee3)'
' Ol l- lZ0, 11.5.1994; Bull' 4-1994, point l'Z'103'4 B;ll.1z-r994-s OI L 91,5.4.1'990(Regulation amended by \eg9l-a1i91 (EEC) No 3669/93 with a view to adjusting it to
ir.'. 
".* 
iir".,rr"r it ;a p..gi"-- i ti p* ta ig s + -gg)' o J L 338' 31"'l 2'19 9 3)'5 Bull. 10-"1994,points 1.2.75 andl'2'76'7 Bull. 11-1994, Point 1.2.724'
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Kingdom. Table 9 shows the allocation of Community assistance among the
Member States for the approved SPDs.
TABLE 9
Allocation of the Community contribution for the SPDs approved under Objective 5(a)
Member Srare 1994-99
II-14
Denmark
Germany
Spain
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
to./
30.1
t19
1.6
39.2
44.8
457. ln 1994, the EAGGF Guidance Section committed ECU 0.75 million for
measures to improve and modernize agricultural structures, ECU 0.2 million for
aid to young farmers and ECU 0.28 million for specific aid to farmers in
less-favoured areas, which account for 55% of the agricultural area in
the Community. In addition, more than 1 million holdings benefited from
compensatory payments for farming in mountain, hill and less-favoured areas.
Development of rural areas
458. Ob jective 5(b) aims at the development of rural areas in difficulty situated
outside Objective 1 regions. It concerns nine Member States. On 26 January,l
the Commission approved the list of eligible areas for 1.994. In all, the areas
eligible under Objective 5(b) for 1994-99 have about 28 523 000 inhabitanrs, i.e.
8.24'/o of the Community's population.2 This trend is shown in Table 10
1 Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.2.112.2 The population concerned has increased by 72% in relation to 7989-93.
(million ECU)
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TABLE 10
Obiective 5(b) areas
Population
(1 000 inhabitants)
Area
(kmr)
Member State 1989-93 t994-99 t989-93 | 1994-99
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Spain
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Nethe rlands
United Kingdom
Total
256 448
107 350
4 441 7 725
992 1,731
5 830 9759
2904 4828
330
443 800
1 627 2841
3 446 6 831
,r 762 11707
50 541 95 450
63 359 84972
185 853 280201.
34 550 75 259
t64 830
2413 5 350
60 618 68 814
16 604 28 523 402875 629 425
45g. The commission drew up the objective 5(b) sPDs in partnership with
the national aurhorities and approved them on 5 and 15 October,l 16 Novemberz
^rrd 
7 December.3 Th. derreiopment priorities are: development of the basic
infr"rtr.r.t,rres needed fo, .conimic development, adaptation of agriculture to
market trends, improvemenr of living condiiions in rural areas' development of
human resources and development of natural resources and the environment'
460. The total allocation for Objective 5(b) amounts to ECU 6 667 milllon' Of
this amoun t, 9o/o has been earmarked for Community initiatives while the
remaining ECU 6 134 million (1994 prices) was allocated- to the community
,"pp.rr-f?"-"works. On 28 February,a the Commission adopted the indicative
"lio."tion between the 
Member States of the commitment appropriations of the
Structural Funds and the FIFG for Obiective 5(b) (Table 11)'
I Bull. 10-'1994,point 1.2.77.2 Bull.'11'-7994, point 1'.2.129.I Bull. 12-'t994.t O..it-" l+ /203/EC 
- 
OJ L 97,75.4.7994;Bdl' 7/2-1994, point 1'2'110'
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T ABLE 11
Alfocation of the Community contribution under Obiective 5(b) for the period 1994-9
Nlember Stare
77
54
1.227
664
2238
907
o
150
877
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Spain
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
461. The commitments for 1994 can be seen in T able 12.
TABLE 12
1994 commitments 
- 
Objective 5(b)
6 734
(million ECU)
(miLlion ECU)
Member Srare EAGGF ERDF ESF
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
lreland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
Total
2.57
54.05
47.O3
175.70
38.91
0.35
4.92
9.29
,,,,
49.565
1.9.432
772.09
32.704
0.429
't2.081.
29.587
7.2
22.3
7.9
34.9
11.1
0.1
1..2
/-L
272.77 258.459 85.9
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Fisheries structures
462. The allocation of commitments for 1994 can be seen in Table 13'
TABLE 13
1994 Commitments 
- 
fisheries structures
Objecrive 5(a) 
- 
fishcries
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Portugal
United Kingdom
4.08
23.31
1.2.41
n.a.
79.93
31.55
n,a
22.40
0.2'1.
/./o
n.a.
74.78
463. on 2 March, the commission adopted a decisionl fixing an inidicative
allocation between Member states of the commitment appropriations from the
Structural Funds and the FIFG for Obiective 5(a) (adiustment of fisheries
,*".a"..r1. This decision was supplemented by acommunication of 9 November2
aliocating'the remaining ECU 
-s1.g 
-llliott still available among the Member
States. fafte 14 shows the indicative allocation of financial resources'
I Bull. 3-1994,point7.2.107-2 Bull. 11,-1994, point 1.2.1'27.
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0.37
n,a.
7.00
17.80
136.53
5.19
3.00
31.97
n.a.
o.60
28.08
5.46
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TABLE 14
Indicative allocation among the Member States of financial resources
under Objective 5(a) (fisheries) for 7994-99
Member State Amount of assistance
24.5
t39.9
74.5
t19.6
189.9
134.4
1.1
46.6
99.7
Belgium
Denmark
Cermany
Spain
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
879.2
454. On 30 November,l the Commission approved the single programming
documents concerning fisheries structures for Belgium, Denmark, Germany,
Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
The SPDs include the following fields of activity for joint action: adjustment of
fishing effort and reorientation of fishing activities, renewal and modernization
of the fishing fleet, development of aquaculture, protection of sensitive maritime
zones, facilities at fishing ports, processing and marketing of fisheries and
aquaculture products and product promotion.
Community initiatives
465. Following on from its communication adopted in L993,2 in a communi-
cation dated L5 March3 the Commission fixed the fields of action for the
Community initiatives untrl 1,999: cross-border cooperation, rural development,
the most remote regions, employment and human resources, industrial change,
urban policy and fisheries.
465. Next, on 15 June, after receiving opinions from the European Parliament,a
the Committee of the Regionss and the Economic and Social Committee,5 the
1 Bull. 77-7994, point 1.2.128.2 OJ L 209,3.8.7993, Twenty-seventh General Report, point 409.3 COM(94) 45; Bull. 3-1.994,point1'.2'773.4 OJ C 205,25.5.1.994; Bull.5-1994' points 1.2.93, 1..2.94 andl'.2.95.5 OJ C 1,17,6.8.1'994;Bull.5-1994, points 1.2.93, 1.2'94 andl'.2.95.6 OJ C 295,22.10.7994;Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.133.
(million ECU)
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commission issued norices to rhe Member Statesl laying down guidelines on
all 13 Community initiatives including, essentially, a very limited extension in
the geographical scope of certain initiatives outside the areas eligible under
oii.*i., L,2 and 51b;, ,o,,'. flexibility in the application of the eligibility
criteria and the addiiion of a few new measures. The Community's- total
contribution amounts to ECU 11.85 billion, with an additional reserve of ECU
1.6 billion. On 13 July, the Commission adopted the indicative allocations by
Member State for each-of the initiatives, not including Rechar' Resider, Konver
and Retex (new areas). For the latter initiatives, it was necessary first to collect
,p..ifi. r.gionul data. On the basis of these data, on 12October2 the Commission
"dopt..l ,"h. ur.", eligible 
under Rechar and Resider and on the indicative
financial allocation toi tgg+-gl by Member State for Rechar, Resider and Retex
(new areas) and, on 21 December,3 the areas eligible under Konver and the
."rr..f""aing indicative allocations by Member State. The 13 Community
initiatives adJpted and their financial allocations are as follows:
(i) Interreg II: this initiative concerns cross-border cooperation and completion
of .ner[y networks4 selected under the Regen initiatives (ECUZ.9 billion);
(ii) Leader II: this initiative aims at encouraging innovative measures in all
fields of activity in rural areas by means of a European rural development
network (ECU 1'4 billion);
(iii) REGIS II: this initiative is a continuation of REGIS I5 and aims at
integrating the community's remotest regions into the European Economic
Ar.I. It also includ.. ali the -."rnr., implemented under the other
community initiatives in the most remote regions of the communityT as
well as measures eligible for assistance from the Structural Funds under
Poseidom, Poseima and Poseican (ECU 600 million);
(iu) Employment and development of human resources: its aim is to enhance
.-ploy-..,t growth ani promote social solidarity th,roughout the Com-
-""iry. It, tir.. sections concern the promotion of. equal employment
opporiunities (the existing NOW initiative), the development of employ-
ment prosp..r, fo, the Jisabled and other disadvantaged groups (the
existing Horizon initiative) and labour market integration of young people
*iitto"", qualifications (new programme Youthstart) (ECU 1.4 billion);
(rr) ADAPT: this new initiative introduces a transnational progtamme linked
to the new obiective 4 of the Structural Fundss (ECU 1'4 billion);
1 O I C'180, 1.7.1994; Bull. 6-1.994, point 1'2'133'2 Bull. 1,0-1994, point 1.2.78'3 Bull. 1,2-1'994.a Point 322 of this Report.t bi e 1iZ,-za.ti.tgio; Twe nty-fourth General Report, point^407
' 
oi a tge', +.s.tgso; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 407'
z Point 476 of this RePort.8 Point 449 of this Report.
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(ui) Rechar II: aims, during 1,994-97, to assist the economic conversion of the
areas most affected by the decline of the coal industry and unemployment,
giving priority to the environment, new economic activities and human
resources (ECU 400 million);
(vii) Resider II: the purpose of this initiative is to facilitate the economic and
social conversion of steel areas. It provides for improving the environment,
promoting new activities and certain measures in the area of human
resources (ECU 500 million);
(viii) Konver: the purpose of this initiative is to accelerate the diversification of
economic activities in the regions heavily dependent on the defence
industry, in particular by the conversion of economic activities linked to
this sector (ECU 500 million);
(ix) RETEX: the objective is the economic diversification of areas heavily
dependent on the textile and clothing industry (ECU 500 million);
(x) Modernization of the Portuguese textile and clothing industry, with a
view to its adaptation to increasing international competition. Since the
Budgetary Authority decided that the programme for the Portuguese
textile and clothing industry would be financed under rubric 3 of the
financial perspective of the European Union, on 30 November (Table II)
the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Regulationl on a
specific programme for the modernization of the Portuguese textile and
clothing industry;
(xi) SMEs: this initiative aims to assist small and medium-sized industrial or
service enterprises to adapt to the single market and to ensure that they
become internationally competitive (ECU 1 billion);
(xii) URBAN: the aim of this initiative is to tackle the problems of urban areas
using an integrated approach, supporting business creation, improving
infrastructures and the environment and providing training opportunities
and social amenities, particularly in deprived urban areas with a serious
level of social exclusion (ECU 600 million);
(xiii) PESCA: this initiative aims at solving the problems caused by the
restructuring of the fisheries sector, particularly by helping it cope with
the social and economic consequences of the crisis and contributing to the
diversification of the areas concerned by developing job-creating activities
(ECU 250 million).
t COM(94) 552; Bull. 1,1'-1,994, point 1.2.130.
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Other financial assistance
457. The total volume of new ECSC conversion loans grante din1994 amounted
to ECU 423.8 millio"l r- a total of 29 653 jobs. In addition, ECU 53 million
*", .o*-itted from the ECSC 1,994 btdget to finance interest subsidies on
current loans. On 2,4 j.rn.,, in order to -ensure that better use is made of
Community resources, ih. Co--ission decided to suspend, as of 1 January
tiii, 
^ip,nLation 
of Aiticle 56 of the ECSC Treaty on the financing of vocatioral
*"lrirg 
"ia, 
since the Member States can apply-i-o the Et,ropean Social Fund to
finance such measures. However, on 13 April,3 the Commission decided to
."*"Jr"i the period 1.994-97 the additional aid granted.under the same Article
to workers in the co-*,rrrity's coal industry affected by restructuring and
closures. In its report- ." itt. ECSC's social assistance activities in 1993, adopted
on 1 July, the commission examined, in particular, the national situarions
;;g";did rh. i.rd,rr.ry and employment and stressed the efforts made to integrate
.eit"i., EaSC measures into the European Social Fund'
TABLE 15
ECSC conversion loans
Nlember 5rate
t975-93 t994 t975-94
(b)(aj (b)(a) (b)(aj
Belgium
Denmark
Ge rmany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portupgal
United Kingdom
Saar-Lor-Lux
cross-border
operatlon
Community
349.2 22845
11.7 854
2 395.8 171041
5.0 37 5
277.8 10 934
913.5 66747
4.4 420
926.7 63 070
25.8 2 100
37.8 2 696
48.4 3 632
2723.s 151 1.34
190.0 11,750
rle l gTnn
50.3 3 771
70.o 5 246
46.2 3 460
10.2 373
11a e 7 1n1
349.2 22845
11.7 854
2 525.1. 180 741
s.0 37 5
268.1 t4 765
983.4 71.993
4.4 420
972.9 66 530
25.8 2100
37 .8 2 696
58.6 4 005
2841.3 758 237
190.0 1,7750
7 849.5 507 058 423.8 29 653 8 273.3 536 71.7
NB: (r7 amorrnrs of rhe loans granrcd in ECU millionl
tbi numher of iobs creatcd to bc creared
See Table 15.
O I C 178, 30.6.1994 : Bull.6-199 4, point 1'2' 134'
B;ll. 4-199 4. point 1.2. 104.
COM(94) 24i ; Bull. 7 / 8'1994, point 1'2'128'
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468. As part of the measures to assist SMEs in the regions and support regional
development,l four pilot programmes made it possible to assist innovative
projects by businesses (creation in 1994 of 10 European business and innovation
centres, integrated into the EBN (European Business Network), resulting in the
creation of 2 800 businesses and 16 000 direct jobs); to finance start-up venture
capital for new businesses; to assist European inter-business cooperation for
regional development (Europartenariat);2 to provide all-round training and to
finance European-scale innovative projects (Euroleader). These measures were
supplemented by the preparation of integrated local development programmes,
exchange of experience and better targeted information campaigns.
469 . 'With regard to interregional coopera tion, 1994 saw a close monitoring of
the interregional cooperation networks launched in 1,990 and 1'99I (Recite
programme).3 The Ecos and Ouverture programmes for cooperation with the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe were further developed in \994, through
the financing under the PHARE programme of Eastern European networks
(ECU 2 million). Additional funding worth ECU 3 million made it possible to
extend these two programmes to the former Soviet Union. In addition, the pilot
measure Atlantis, launched in 1993a to promote the economic development and
environment of the Community's Atlantic regions, was continued in 1,994.
470. Under the regional technology plans under the Structural Funds, the
Commission launched four pilot projects with a view to developing regional
research and technological development strategies in four regions: 'Wales,
Limburg, Leipzig-Halle-Dessau and Lorraine.
Other measures for the regions
Greek Aegean islands programmes
471. ln 1994, the Commission continued to implement the programme set out
in its final report of December 1,992 on the Greek islands in the Aegean Sea.s
Implementation of Regulation (EEC) No2019/936 introducing specific measures
for the smaller Aegean islands concerning certain agricultural products was
commenced at the beginning of the year, after the implementing Commission
1 Point 187 of this Reoort.2 Point 195 ofthis Rebort.3 Twenty-fifth Generil Report, point 503.a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 413.i Twenty-sixth General Report, point 489; Bull.6 OJ L 1,84,27.7.1'993; Twenty-seventh General
1,2-7992, point 1.3.155.
Report, point 414.
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Regulationsl had been adopted. The supply measures were satisfactorily
"pfli.d, while the productionaid was applied only 
partially. lmplementation of
the structural asp.cts of the programme, decided on 21 December 1993,1 was
also commenced this year. ECU 14 million was committed, without waiting for
the Community support framework for 1994-99 to be implemented, for
emergency measures concerning the environment, craft activities and agriculture,
including certain energy infrastructure proiects.
472. Another importanf aspect is the programming of the Structural Funds for
these regions, all of which are eligible under Objective 1. The Greek Community
,,rppori framework for 1,994-992 provides for specific programmes for the
A"gL^" islands, worth ECU 210 million of Community assistance for the islands
of the norrhern Aegean and ECU 224 mrllion for the islands of the southern
Aegean.
I nteg rated Mediterra nea n prog ra m mes ( I M Ps)
473. The year 1.994 saw the continued implementation of the 15 Italian IMPs3
concerning 15 regions in northern and central Italy and the Mezzogiorno.
lnternational Fund for lreland
474. An Inrernarional Fund for Ireland was set up in 1986 to facilitate economic
and social progress and encourage the reconciliation of the communities of
Northern tieland. On 31 October, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No
2687 /94 (Table II) on Community financial contributions to this Fund, providing
for Community assistance worth ECU 15 million to ECU 20 million per year to
the Fund until the end of t997.The European Parliament adopted a resolution
to this effect on 27 September.a
475. Following a communication adopted by the Commission on 7 December,s
the European Cluncil, meering at Essen in December, approved in principle a
special multiannual aid programme to support peace-and reconciliation in
North"..r Ireland and the gr"nt of ECU 300 million to fund the measure. The
programme will help providi assistance for urban and rural renewal' employment'
iross-border developmenr, social integration and investment promotion.
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 414.2 Point 446 of this Report.3 OJ L '197,27.7.7985'; Nineteenth General Report, points 455 and 467 '4 0l c 305.31.10.1994;Bull.'.l0-1994, point 1.2.131.i cbla(s+) 6o71Bull. 72-7994.
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Section L5
Measures for the most remote regions
Priority activities and obiectives
475. The year L994 saw tbe continuation and consolidation of Community
measures for the Frencb ouerseas departments, tbe Canary Islands and the
Azores and Madeira under the Poseidom,l Poseican2 and Poseima3 pro-
grammes respectiuely, and Regulation (EEC) No 19L1/91 on the application of
ihe prouisions of Community law to the Canary lslands.2 These rr'teAsures'
wh;)b *"re carried out tbrougb the partnership between the Commission, the
Member States and tbe regions and under the direction of the interdepartmental
group responsible for the most remote regions, are intended to ensure that
bettir aciount is taken of the special features of these regions, and of the
constraints they face because they are distant islands.
ln L994, the Commission adopted two reports for 1.992-93 on progress made in
implementing Poseidoma and Poseima.S These reports suruey the economic
and social situation in tbe regions concerned, tak"e stock of the mezsures
adopted and indicate the adjustments and further measures required for 
.the
achieu"ment of the aims of the programmes, in particular with regard to
agriculture, fisheries and the productiue sector.
It also adopted a report, on 2'L December,6 on the situation of Community rum
producers. Tbe report tak-es stock of tbe production chain for cane, sugar and.
|um in the ouerseas departments and of tbe melsures taken so far in fauour of
producers, and considers the outlook for trade in Community rum and possible
ways of maintaining it, in tbe light of the liberalization of the rum market.
Another important aspect is tbe programming of the Structural Funds for these
regions, all of which are couered by Objectiue L (regions whose deuelopment is
lagging behind). The releuant Community support frameworks (which couer
tiiCinary lslands, the Azores and Madeira) and single programming docu-
ments (for tbe French ouerseas departments) were adopted during the year'7 ln
the forihcoming period 7994-99, the uolume of Community assistance will be
t OJ L 399,30.1.2.1989; Twenty-third General Report, point 490.2 OJ L 771,26.9.1.997; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 525.3 OJ L 171',26.9.7991'; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 528.4 COM(94) 200; Bull. 5-1,994' point 1'.2.98.5 COM(94) 479;Bull. 1'2-1,994.6 Bull.72-7994.7 Point 446 of this Report.
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twice that of tbe preuious period. Moreouer, the REGIS Il Community initiatiue;
s;pecfic to the most remo'te regions, has been renewed and strengthened,l with
the uiolume of financing for 1994-99 almost tripled'
Agriculture
477. The Commission continued to adopt the implementing and management
regulations relating to the specific measures plalned for.certain agricultural
pr"od.r.r, for whicf, provision was made in the framework regulations (EEC)
Nos3763/91(Poseidom),21600/92(Poseima)and1501192(Poseican)'3Italso
sent the Council p.opor"i, concerning adjustments to the agricultural aspecrs of
the poseido- piogi^*mea (Table II;. Th.r. new measures mean that the
Co*.n.,ni,y wiil cJntribute an extra ECU 22 million a year to measures in the
French overseas dePartments.
Fisheries
478. On 30 June, the council adopted Regulation (EC)No 1503/94 (Table II)
establishing 
" 
,yrt.In of compensation for the additional costs incurred in the
marketing Lf certain fishery products (tuna, sardines and Guiana prawns) as a
result of-the very remote'location of the producer_ regions. The Regulation
"plfi.r only until the end of 1994.The Commission 
also adopted a proposalfor
"'io.rn.il Iiegnlation 
(Table II) that would maintain these arrangements beyond
igi+, 
^nd.."i..rd them to include 
a new product (mackerel from the Canary
Islands).4
Customs, tariff and trade measures
479. On 22 December, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 3256/94s
(Table II) amending iouncil Regulation (EEC) No 1657 /93 temporarily
susperrdirrg the autonomous common customs tariff duties on certain industrial
proa".rr iitended to equip the_free zones of the Azores and Madeira'6 The new
'R.g,rl"tio..xtends the iange of equipment up91 ryhi9h ex€mption from common
..rJro*, tariff duties is available io firms established in these free zones'
I Point 455 ofthis Report.2 OI L 3Se ,Z+.tZ.tggi; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 523'
: OI t- 773',27.6.7992; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 495'4 C6M(94\ 344.5 OJ L 339,29.72.7994;Bull. 12-1994.
' 
oj I '158',30.6.1993;Twenty-seventh General Report, point422'
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480. On 22 December, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 3257/941
amending Council Regulation No 1'602/92 temporarily derogating from
implementation of Community anti-dumping measures on imports of certain
sensitive products.2
Taxation
481. 'With regard to the dock dues applied in the overseas departments under
Council Decision 89/688/EEC,3 the Commission examined the new schemes of
exemption for certain products from Guiana, of which it had been notified
pursuant to Article 2 of that Decision.
Other measures
482. On 16 December, the Commission decided to make a third Community
contribution under the Poseima programme of ECU 12 million to the Azores
and Madeira to compensate them for the extra costs involved in supplying oil
to those islands during 1,993.Parliament turned its attention to this part of the
programme in a resolution of 28 October.a
I
z
3
OJ L 339, 29.12.1994; Bull. 12-1994.
Ol L 173,27 .6.7992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 500.
OI L 399,31.12.1.989; Twenty-third Ge neral Report, points 49O and 492.
OJ C 323, 27.1,1.1,994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.82.
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Section 16
Environment
Priority activities and obiectives
4g3. The IJnion continued to implement tbe fifth action program,me on .the
enuironmentl and, in the process-, consolidated the new approach wbich it
embodies. Tbis year also'saw fuller a"rount being taken of enuironmental
considerations in the Community's other policies and the inuoluement of large
numbers of partners from business circles and society at large'
Enuironmental legislation deueloped along two main lines., with the adopti-on
ol yr:o*r*ork diictiues such o, ibor" oniit qwality and the.ecological quality
oi1'**", on tbe one hand and the consolidation or reuision of existing directiues
sucb as those on the effects of certain public and priuate proiect.s on the
enuironrnent, the preuention of maior accident bazards inuoluing dangerous
substances, the iniineration of hazardous waste, and bathing water quality on
the other.
Out of concern to base its enuironment policy on. 
.reliable scientific data, the
Commission was actiuely inuolued in the establishment of tbe European
Enuironment Agency, wh'ich was inaugurated in Copenhagen on 31 October'
ib" lorndotiois foi actiue collaboration betueen the Agency and tbe Com'
*irrion were also laid, on the basis of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1210190.2
The Community participated in nunxelous international actiuities, including the
work on tbe (Jruguay i<ourd and tbe international Conuentions ubicb it has
,rgr"d, sucb as ihoi" o, Climate Change and Biological Diuersity. It also
,ib*ittrd a report to the session of tbe United Nations Commission on
Sus tainab le D eu el oP me nt -
Fifth action programme on the environment 
-
taking the environment into account in other policies
4g4. The Commission continued to implement the strategy contained in the
fifth action programme. The first progress report on implementation of the
programme 
"aopt.a on 30 November3 
highlighted the progress made in five
1 Twenty-sixrh Gencrrl Report, point 589'2 Ol L 120,'11.5.1990; Twenty-fourth General Report' point 502'3 cbM(94) 453; Bull. 11-L994,point7.2.179.
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priority sectors of Community policy (industry, energy, transport' agriculture
and tourism), in which significant efforts have already been made to take account
of the environment. A particular effort was made in the context of the reform
of the Structural Funds, State aid, measures concerning agriculture and the
environment and the R&TD programme for 1'994 to 1.998. The Commission's
report also stressed that the efforts to adopt economic instruments taking full
account of the environment must continue, as called for by the \White Paper on
growth, competitiveness and employment.l
485. The channels of communication set up under the fifth programme
continued their work: in particular, the Consultative Forum discussed the
environmental aspects of the abovementioned White Paper, while the Policy
Review Group consisting of the heads of environment departments, including
representatives of the countries about to join the Union, continued its
consultations on the measures taken to attain the obiectives of the fifth
programme. The network on application of the Community's environmental
legislation continued its activities in the field of industrial pollution.
General
Public awareness, information and education
486. An openness policy was introduced to pave the way for greater
transparency. Against this background, talks with the Commission's non-
institutional partners (non-governmental organizations, regional and local
authorities, industry, etc.) continued, mainly in the form of regular briefing
sessions.
487. At the same time, the Commission further developed its information
activities. The most significant or innovatory initiatives taken in 1,994 include
the signature of a Sustainable Cities Charter by more than 80 local authorities
in May,2 the 'European partners for the environment' scheme which brought
together NGOs, research bodies and industrial centres to take practical measures
to promote sustainable development in Europe with the aid of information,
training and a partnership network, a project to include environmental data in
the information supplied by the Euro-Info Centres,3 a scheme developed with
hoteliers and local authorities to ensure closer integration of the environment
and tourism and a project in collaboration with trade unions in Europe on
Point 17 of this Report.
Point 531 of this Report.
I'ornt l.r/ ot thls Keport.
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environmental training. The Commission also continued to support schemes
such as the European b-.tt., environment awards for industry and the European
blue flag campaign. F.i;;li;, on24 and25 November, the commission organized
a conference on a 
".;;;;-^ch to development to 
stimulate the thinking on
;.f_t;t;;;f possible o, d'.rirabl. scenarios and on appropriate, effective means
of attaining t^he objectives of sustainable development'
4gg. on environmental education, the commission continued to implement
the 1988 Council ..r"i".i.".t In particular' it organized a summer university in
i;"1;;;" l. s.pt.-b., *rr*6 pi"..d special emphasis on teacher training. In
,il".;;;it pubiisheJ 
" 
.ull to *b-i, proposals relating to general measures to
provide information and raise awareness 
"to,t, the 
environment2 which included
a section designed to strengthen the European dimension of education at all
levels.
Economic, fiscal and legal instruments
48g.The.$0hitePaperongrowth,competitivenessandemployment3presented
thoughts on a new i;.i;'p';"_. model for the Union' together with a number
of proposals for fiscal refo'm' Setting out from the premise'that environmental
resources 
"r" orr"r,rr.d 
and laboui resources undtrustd' the Commission
proposed p.ogr.rriJv tftifi^g na11 of the tax burden from labour to energy in
the short to m.diuml:,;. i, clo.,rid.r.d that a transfer of, on average, between
1% and 2o/o ofGDP wonld be a first step towards restructuring the economy'
but that the transition to a sustainable development.model would require more
fundamental ,.ulrlo". of ttt. *".r.mgs of the national economies' It stressed that
this restrucruring would require the participation.of all. involved in the public
andprivatesectors'"rCo--'nity,nation"l"ttdlocallevel'On3November'
the Commirrio.t 
"dlp;J ; t";munication on economic 
growth and 
- 
the
environment,o in *ii.h it discussed, in particular' rhe efficiency of the.v.arious
environmentpolicyinstrumentsintermsofcost,theimporta-nceofestablishing
anappropri"....ono-icframeworkandhowgreater.useoftheeconomicand
fiscalinstrumentscombined,whereappropriate.wit}.rotherinstrumentscan
promore effective l'i.gr"tlo. of environm..tt poli.i.t-in 
-other 
policies' Similar
concerns were expresr".d l' Parliament's resolution of 9 March on the costs ot
,non-envirorr-.rrr't unj ln ttr. Council's conclusions of 9 June'5 Parliament
1 OJ C 777,6.7 
"1988;Twenty-second 
Gene ral Report' point 453'
2 0l c 68,5.3.7994.
: Point 17 of this RePort.o -COfr,fis+l 465; Buti. 71.-1994, point 1.2.180't 5i6^ii,'zs-.z.tsta;B"ll. 3-1ee4' poinr 1'2'1'45 '6 B;ll. 6-1994, point 1.2.169.
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also gave opinions in favour of the inclusion of environmental considerations in
the calculation of gross national productl and on the opportunities for growth
and employment created by new environmental technologies.2
490. On 21 December, the Commission adopted a communication on directions
for the European Union on environmental indicators and green national
accounting aimed at the integration of environmental and economic information
systems.3
49L. The Economic and Social Committee gave its opiniona on the Commission
Green Paper on remedying environmental damages on 23 February. Parliament
adopted a resolution on the same subject on 20 April.5
492. On 16 March, the Commission adopted a proposal amending Directive
85/337/EEC (Table II) on the assessment of the effects of certain public and
private projects on the environment.T
Financial instruments
493. ln 1994, the Community granted financial support to 223 demonstration
schemes and technical assistance projects in the context of the financial
instrument for the environment (LIFE)s (150 projects in the Community,
14 projects in Mediterranean and Baltic third countries and 49 nature projects).
The Cohesion Funde allocated ECU 923.4 million for funding environmental
infrastructure, mainly for water supply, sewage treatment, waste management
and erosion control projects. Finally, in 1,994, the Community support frame-
works and the operational programmesl0 financed by the Structural Funds not
only took the environment into account in their economic activities but also
attached greater importance to construction of the environmental infrastructure
needed to implement the main Directives on sewage and waste management.
494. Parliament adopted a resolution on the management of appropriations
and financial instruments on 21 April.11
1 OJ C 1,28,9.5.1994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.140.2 OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.2.120.3 COM(94) 570; Bull. 12-1'994.4 OJ C 733,15.6.1,994 Bull.7/2-1,994, point 1.2.156.5 COM(93) 47; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 466.6 OJ C'l28,9.5.7994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.141.t OJ L 17 5, 5 .7 .1985; Ninete enth General Report, point 514.8 Regulation (EEC) No 1973/92; OJ L 206,22.7 .19921. Twenty-sixth Ge ne ral Report, point 594.
e Point 435 of this Report.10 Point 433 of this Report.t1 OJ C 128, 9.5.1994; Bull. 4-1'994' point 1.2.1'42.
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I ntern ati o n al co oP e rati o n
495. The community participated in the second session of the commission on
Sustainable O.u.lop#nt, th. Unit.d Nations body responsible for following
"p ,rr. 
United Nations conference on Environment and Development (UNCED)'
t'r';;.p;t. for this ,.rrior,, the Commission wrote a report on implementation
in the Community o?,ft. u.ii"n plan adopted at the UNCED (Agenda 21)'1
parliamenr in turn 
"Jofr.a a Resolution 
o., th. implementation of Agenda 21
;;il j^;;"ry.2 The CJmmunity also took parrin other international activities
to follow up the UNa;D, not;bly in the bonf.r"r,.. on the Development of
Small Island States and in the preparatory work. on. the, Convention on
besertification, which was signed in paris on 15 October (Table III).
496. At rhe end of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade nellotiations,3 a
work programme on the links between trade and the environment was adopted'
It was also decided ro set up a committee on Trade and the Environment within
the World Trade Organization'a
497. The Commission took part in the second European Conference on
Environment una H."iirt,i ;tt; in Helsinki at the instigation of the World
Health Organization, at which an action plan was adopted'
498. 'with a view to more active cooperation on the environment with certain
Asian countries, the Commission coniinu.d its bilateral talks with China6 and
the Republi. of Ko.*/ As regards cooperation with the countries of central
and Eastern Europe and the Tor-., Soviet union, the commission worked
acrively ro ensure 
-i."pi.-.",ati_on 
of the recommendations made in the
declaration by the Pan-European conference of Environment Ministers in April
]g%.s A ministeri"i_r"".r -.eting between the European Union and the
associated .o.,rrt.i., of Central 
"rrd-E "rter,, 
Europe was held in Luxembourg on
5 October.u p"rllu-..ri 
"dopt"d several 
.esolutions on the environmental
;rp;;; of relations with third countries, particularly with the applicant
countries,l0 the VisegraJ countries,ll and the independent States of the former
Soviet Union.12
I Twentv-sixth Ceneral Report, point 595'
, oi6 i.r. i+.i.iss+; srtt.'t/2-tes4. poinr l'2'157'3 Point 985 of this RePort.
a Point 987 of this RePort.5 Point 591 of this RePort.6 Bull.7l8-1'994, Point 1'2.151'7 Bull. 7 /8-1994, Poim l'-2.152's Twentv-seventh General Report, point 469 ^ -^,e Point zp9 of this Report; Bull' 10-1994, pornt l'l'lul'
'0 olc 44, 11.2.1e94iPu|1.l/2-1994' point l'3'25'rr O"l C 44.14.2.1994; Bull. l/2-1994, pornt I'J.J)'
r: oi c 128.9.5.1994; Bull.4-1994, point l'2'144'
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Industry and environment
E nvi ro n m e nta I co ntro I of p rod u cts,
i nd ustri al i nsta I I ations a nd bi otech nology
499. On26 January, the Commission adopted a proposal (Table II) to replace
Directive 82/ 501/EEC concerning the major accident hazards of certain industrial
activities, known as the Seveso Directive. This proposal retained the basic
principles of the existing Directive but added important new requirements and
measures to achieve more consistent implementation within the Community.
The role and duties of the competent authorities were defined more clearly to
ensure more harmonized practical implementation of the Directive in all Member
States. Parliament adopted several resolutions on these issues.l
500. On 15 December, the Council adopted a Regulation amending Annex I
to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2455/92 concerning the export and import of
certain dangerous chemicals2 (Table II). On the same day it also agreed on a
common position on the proposal for a Direcive concerning the disposal of PCBs
and PCTs (Table I).
501. A number of measures were taken to adapt to technical progress Directive
90/2t9/EEC on the contained use of genetically-modified micro-organisms and
Directive 90/220/EEC on the deliberate release into the environment of
genetically-modified organisms.3
502. On 14 November, the Commission adopted, pursuant to Council
Regulation (EEC) No 880/92,a three Decisions establishing the ecological
criteria for the award of the Community eco-label to floor producrs, toilet paper
and kitchen rolls. The Council adopted conclusions on the eco-label on 4
October.5
Emissions from industrial installations and products
503. In order to prevent or reduce the sulphur emissions responsible for
acidification, in June the Commission signed, on behalf of the Community, a
second protocol to the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution
t OJ C 728,9..5.7994i Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.145; OJ C 323,21..1.1..'1994; Bull. 10-1994, points 1.2.68 and
1.2.103; OJ C 341,5.12.1994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.184.2 OJ L 251,29.8.1992; Twenty-sixth Ceneral Report, point 504.3 Commission Directive 94/15/EC, OJ L 103, 22.4.1.994; Commission Decision 94/211/EC, OJ L 105,
26.4.7994; Commission Decision 94/730/EC,OJL292, 12.11.1994; Commission Directive 94/51,/EC,Ol
L 297,18.77.'t994.4 OJ L 99,77.4.1,992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 604.5 Bull. 70-1,994. ooint 1.2.99.
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in Oslo (Table III).1 As a result, the European Community gave a commltment
," pr"..* the international efforts to combat air pollution and to reduce its
total SO2 emissions r;t]t8 000 tonnes by the end of the year 2000, almost 62o/o
below 1980 levels.
504. At the same rime, in order to limit the adverse impact of incineration of
hazardous waste on the environment, particularly in terms of pollution of the
^ir, 
,"if, surface *"r.t- 
""J g'oond**ttr,.and 
the risks to human health' on 16
December tt. Co,rn.il adoit.d a Directive (Table II) laying down operating
conditions and emission limit values for incineration plants'
505. On 15 December, the council adopted Directive 94/.66/EC (Table II)
amending Directive SSleOgq;fC2 on the limitation of emissions of certain
;;ii"r;; into the air from large combustion plants (Table II)'
Waste management
506. On27 June, the council adopted Directive 94/31/EC (Table II) amending
Directive g1,/6gg/Elcon hazardoui wasr.3 in order to postpone application of
the Directive until 2; i;"r 1995, the time limit for finalizing the list of wastes
covered. on LLD..;;[;;, it adopted a Decision (Table II) esrablishing the list
of hazardous wasre covered by Directive 91./689/EEC.24 March, the council
authorized the com-ission (Table III) to start negotiations with a view to
adoption of a decisio., by th.'parties^to_the Basel clnvention in order to ban
."pit,t 
"i ft"rr.aot, *",* to non-OECD 
countries' Also' on 24 October' it
adopted .,egotiating]iir..il".. for draft agreements and.arrange-...: l::y..-i
the community and certain non-community countries on supervtslon ot
,hip-"r,,, of *"rt. entering and leaving the Community (Table III)'
507. on 20 July, the commission adopted Decision 94/575/EC4 determining
the control pro..dur. .rnd., council Regulation (EEc).No 259l93s as regards
certain shipments of waste to certain non-OECD countries'
50g. on 20 December, Parliament and the council adopted a Directive (Table
I) on packagi"g 
"J p^.r."gi"g waste. In a resolution 
adopted on 22 April,6
1 Bull. 6-1994, Point 7.2'175't "cifLiii,z 
.l'i-.tgsst Twenty-se,cond-Ge neral.Report' point 577 '
, 6i i1;;',' tt.li.tgii ; r *,nlv-f if th General Report' po i nt 541'4 0f L 220,25.8.1,994.t 5i I io, L.z. rgg:, Twenty-seventh General R-eport' point 474'
, oi c 128,9.5.1994; Bull.4-1994. point l'z'148'
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Parliament reiterated the need to develop Community straregy on wasre
management.
Civilprotection
509. The Commission continued its activities on civil protection and accidental
pollution at sea, in close collaboration with the Permanent Network of National
Correspondents and with the Advisory Committee responsible for the control
and reduction of spills of oil and other harmful substances.
510. On 21. April, the Council and the represenratives of the Governmenrs of
the Member States held their first meeting on civil protection since 1991, at
which they adopted a resolutionl consolidating the measures already raken,
particularly on training and the operational arrangements for murual assistance
in the event of a major accident, and identifying new areas for Community
cooperation, including disaster prevention, information, educational and public
awareness activities, cooperation between civil protection training centres and
regular meetings between the heads of the civil protection departments. The
resolution also called on the Commission to contribute to closer coordination
of civil protection measures ar inrernational level, without prejudice to Member
States' responsibilities in this regard. It recalled that Article N of the Treaty on
European union requires the commission to report to the council by the end
of 1'996 at the latest on the question of adding a Title on civil prorection ro rhe
Treaty.
511. An administrative arrangement was signed between the French and
Italian administrations in Genoa on 22 June ro establish rapid, effective
procedures to ensure cooperation in the event of forest fires close to the border
between the two countries and in Corsica or Sardinia.2
512. The World Conference on the reduction of natural disasters was held in
M"y.3
513. The Commission sent experts to the scene of the serious oil spill in
northern Russia in October, on which Parliament adopted a resolution on 17
November.a
I OJ C 313, 10.11.1994; Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.150; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.107 .2 Point 505 ofthis Reoort.3 Point 981 of this Reoort.o OJ C l+t, S.tZ.tlS4;Bull.11-1994, point 1.2.185.
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Ouality of the environment and natural resources
Protection of water, cOastal areas, the environment and tourism
514. On 21 February, the council adopted Decision 9411'56lEC (Table III) on
the accession of the 'Com-rnity to the Convention on the Protection of the
Marine Environment of the Baliic Sea Area (1974 Helsinki Convention)l and
Decision 94lt57lEC (Table III) on the conclusion' on behalf of the Community,
of the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic
Sea Area (Helsinki Convention, as revised in 1992) 'z
515. The Convention on Cooperation for the Protection and Sustainable Use
of the Danube was signed on 29 June (Table II)'
516. The commission in turn took several measures on water quality. It
"i"p,.a " propor"l for a council framework 
Directive on the ecological quality
of *"t., (T"bie II) on 15 June and, on 16 February, a proposal for a Council
Directive concerning the qriality of bathing water (Table II) toreplace and adapt
to scientific and ie.hni."l progress Dlrective 76/1'60/EEC.3 In Ju,'e-' the
Co*-lrrio. published its 11t'h ,Jpo., on bathing water quality'a which found
a modest improvement in the 1993 bathing season'
517. In addition, on 6 May,5 the Council adopted a resolution on a Community
strategy for integrat ed coastal-zone management which, in essence, reiterated
the C"ouncil resllution of 25 Febru^ry 19923 Also the Council adopted a
resolution on the protection of groundwater on 4 October'7
Protection of nature, flora and fauna
51S. The commission continued its activities on conservation of Europe's
natural environmenr by granting financial support totalling Ecu 42 975 million
from the environmen. i"ra (LIF!)8 to 49 projeits designed to preserve ecological
-"Jiii""r suitable for endangered biotopes, habitats and species in the Union'
These projects were coordina"ted with the programmes relating to agricultural
1 0l L 1.94,25.5.1975.2 Tiventy-sixth General Report, point 614'
: olL 3t,5.2.1976.I Sull.6-1994, point 1.2.180.t "ol't]j;, iiis.ipi+; n"tt.3-1ee4, point 1.2.152; Bull' 5'1ee4,poinr1'2'126'6 Tiventy-sixth General Report, poinr 612'7 Bull. 10'7994, point 1.2.108.8 Point 493 of this Report.
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production methods compatible with the environment based on Regulation
(EEC) No 2078/92.1
519. To implement the Convention on Biological Diversity ratified by the
European Community on 21 December 1993,2 the Commission played an active
part in the first Conference of the Contracting Parties in Nassau (Bahamas)
from 28 November to 9 December. On 25 November, the Council agreed on a
common position on the amended proposal for a Regulation on operations to
promote tropical forests (Table II).
520. On 16 December, the Council agreed to conclude the Convention on the
Protection of the Alps, as signed by the seven Alpine countries3 and the
Community in 1,991,. Protocols to the Conventions were signed on 20 December
(Table III).
521,. As regards conservation of individual species, in June the Council adopted
Directive 94/24/EC (Table II) amending the list of species which the Member
States may allow to be hunted, as set out in the Annex to DirectiveT9/4l9/EEC
on the conservation of wild birds.a The Commission proposed another
amendment to the same Directive in March (Table II) concerning the criteria
for deciding the maximum duration of the hunting season. The Council also
adopted a statement on illegal trade in rhinoceros and tiger products.5
522. On the basis of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3254191 prohibiting the
use of leghold traps,5 on 13 July the Commission adopted a RegulationT
postponing the entry into force of the ban on the introduction of the goods
concerned into the Community for one year, ending on 31 December 1995. It
also participated in the Conference of the Contracting Parties to the Convention
on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals in Nairobi in June.8
523. Parliament adopted resolutions on the protection of the brown bear,e on
the conservation of various species of wild bird1O and on the elephant population
in South Africa.11 It also stressed the importance of the flora and fauna in the
Pollino nature reserve in Italy, which had been damaged by fire.12
t OJ L 215,30.7.1,992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 515.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 487.3 Austria, France, Germany, ltaly, Liechtenstein, Slovenia and Switzerland; Twenty-fifth General Report,
ooint 558.o OJ L 1,03,2s.4.1979.5 Bull. 6-1994,point1.2.''85.t OJ L 308,9.11,.1,991,; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 556.7 OJ L 1,84,20.7 .1,994.8 Bull. 6-1994. ooint 1..2.1.84.
e OJ C 128,9.i.1994t Bull.4-1994, point 1.2.152.
r0 OJ C 61., 28.2.1.994; Bull. 1 / 2-1994, point 1.2.17 1.11 OJ C 305, 31.70.1994; Bdl. 9-1994, point 1.2.17 4.tz OJ C 323,21.1,1.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.109.
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524. on27 May, the commission adopted its first report on-the statistics on
the number of animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes'1
E nvi ron ment a nd ag ricultu re
525. The programmes on agriculture and the environment, the regional
;;;sr-;;., 
"r,i rrr.'pr;s;;-#;;o., rh. 
development of rural areas conrinued
the efforts to take .n'iroi-".rtal concerns into 
"c.o,rnt 
when implementing the
common agricultural PolicY.2
lJrban environment, air qualitY, transport and noise
526.on4July'theCommissionadoptedaproposalforaframeworkDirective
(Table II) on ambi..rt ai, quality 
""o'-t"' ""i t"""gtment' which 
provides
i;;-; g;rr.r^t fr"-.*o.k for establishing quality sta.ndards guaranteeing
p.",*ril" 
"f health ^nd the environmena "ttd 
fo. harmonization of the rules on
monitoring ambient concentratlons'
S2T.Inaddition,onTSeptember,itadoptedaproposal{oraDecision(TableII)
establishing 
" 
...ipro.J;;i;""g; ;f i.,for^^tion and dara from networks and
individual stations -."..r.ing 
"ribi..,. air pollution 
within the Member States'
with the obiective 
";;;lt*,h. d"t" .oll..ted 
more comparable, reliable and
transparent.
528. On 8 June (Table II), the Council adopted a common positio^n on the
proposalforaDirectiveamendingCouncilDirectiveS6/66zlEEC3onthe
i*i.u,lo., of noise emitted by earth-moving machinery.
529. On 20 December, parliament and the Council adopted a Directive, referred
to as rhe ,Stage 1, Dir..tiu., on rhe, control of volatile organic_ c.o.mpound
emissions resulting f;; ,ht 
"o'"gt of petrol 
and its distribution (Table I)'
530.on23March,ParliamentandtheCounciladoptedDirectiveg4llz/Ec
(Table I) amending';;;;i;; 70/220/EEC relating ro measures to be taken
"g"inr, air pollutioi 
by emissions from motor vehicles'a
' 
coM(94) 195.2 Point 60) et scq. of this RePort 
-
, bJl-idill.1l.lvsa;Twentierh General Report' point 558o oJ vle ,6.4.7970.
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531 . The'sustainable cities'project was discussed at a conference in Aalborg
between 24 and27 May, at which 300 participants and 80 cities signed a Charter
on the subject. Since traffic and transport are two key features of the urban
environment, a car-free city club was set up in conjunction with the Eurocities
Network at a conference in Amsterdam in March.
532. On 16 December, the Council adopted conclusions on the environment
and transport.l
Global environment, climate change, geosphere and biosphere
533. The Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 3093/94 on substances that
deplete the ozone layer on 15 December (Table II). On 27 July, the Commission
adopted a Decision setting the quantities of controlled ozone-depleting substances
allowed for essential uses in medicine and industry in 1,995.2
534. On 15 December, the Council adopted conclusions3 setting out a
Community strategy to reduce CO2 emissions and improve energy efficiency, in
particular by means of fiscal measures. In connection with the mechanism
established by Decision 93/389/EEC4 for monitoring C02 and other greenhouse
gas emissions in the Union, on 10 March the Commission submitted its first
assessment of the national CO2 abatement programmes.
535. At the Commission's invitation, the first meeting of the donor countries
participating in the pilot programme for the protection of the Amazon region of
Brazil was held in Brussels on 23 March. Representatives of the World Bank and
Brazil attended. The Commission was also involved in renegotiation of the
Unctad International Agreement on Tropical Timber in Geneva.5
536. The Commission also monitored the negotiations on financial and
institutional restructuring of the Global Environment Facility, reforms in which
Parliament expressed interest in its resolution of 18 January.5 This facility, with
a budget of over USD 2 billion for the three years from 1995 ro 1.997, will help
the developing countries to respond to global environmental problems.
537. On 15 December, the Council adopted conclusions concerning the
preparation of the first Conference of the Parties to the UN framework
Convention on Climate Change to be held in March-April 1995.
I Point 363 of this Report.2 0t L 215.5.8.1994.3 B;lt. 12-7994.4 OJ L 1.67,19.7.1.993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point489.5 Point 957 of this Report.5 OJ C 44,1,4.2.1,994f8u11. 1,/2-1994, point 1.2.155.
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Section L7
Nuclear safety
Priority activities and obiectives
538. The year uas marked' by the opening for signatur.e of the International
Conuentioi on Nuclear Safetyi and by tbe actiuities of tbe European Union in
respect of the countries of Central.and Eastern Europe and the former Souiet
IJrionz aimed, in confor'mity with tbe Council conclusions of 25 May,3 at
,r.rrrirg that the ,ofrty staidards for new powgr stations and tbose kept.in
,rrri"""are ,aised ti ti" standards in force-in the European [.Jnion, and that
independent safeguards authorities are set up'
Radiation protection
53g. In the light of the opinion of the European Parliament, on 8 July the
Commission 
"d"opt.J "n 
a-e'ded proposal fo. 
" 
Coutt.il Directive laying down
the basic safety standards for the protection of the health of the general public
and workers against the dangers of ionizing radiation (Table II)'
540. Pursuant to Article 33 of the Euratom Treaty, the commission made
10 recommend^tion, on draft national regulations. In accordance with Article
37 of the Treaty, it also delivered three Jpinions on plans for the disposal of
.udio".r*. *"rr. f.o- various nuclear faciliti"s. In accordance with Article 35
;; ;h. Tr.^ry,thr.. ',ririt, were carried out this year to velify the operation and
.rfi.i.n.y of facilities for monitoring the level of radioactivity in the environment'
541. On 3 December, the commission adopted a proposal for a Regulationa
.*r.ndi.rg by five y."r, R.g,,lation (EEC) No 793,/90 on conditions governing
ir"p"rrr 
"f "iricultural 
p.od'rr.t, originating in third counfries affected by fall-out
from the accident 
"a 
ah. Chernobyl .rncleat power station.5 On the same date,
it also adopted a Regulation establishing 
" 
tt.* list of products excluded from
the scope of the Regulation'
I
2
l
4
5
Point 545 of this RePort.
Point 546 of this RePort'
Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.130.
COM(94) 5s7; Bull. 12'1994..
oi I gi, is.:.is90; Twentv-fourth General Report, point 639'
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Plant safety
542. The policy on harmonization of safety criteria, requirements and practices
in the Member States of the European Union continued to be implemented this
year. Considerable progress was made on major safety matters such as
certification of the non-destructive testing systems used to inspect the components
of nuclear power stations and the application of the single failure criterion,
diversity and reliability principles to major safety systems.
Radioactive waste
543. On 19 December, the Council adopted a resolutionl on a Community
radioactive waste strategy based on safety and environmental protection and
covering all the sectors concerned in which it included the main points set out
in the Commission communication of 2 March.2 While emphasizing that each
Member State is responsible for the management of its own radioactive waste,
it stressed the need to increase research and cooperation and pointed out that it
was still necessary to construct facilities for the treatment, processing, storage
and disposal of waste as part of the creation of a safe radioactive waste
management infrastructure.
544. Pursuant to Directive 92/3/Euratom on the supervision and control of
shipments of radioactive waste,3 a list of competent national authorities
responsible for the implementation of the Directive and their positions with
respect to the automatic approval procedure were published in a Commission
communication of 31 August.a
lnternational action
545. On 8 September, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Decision
(Table III) on the conclusion by the European Atomic Energy Community of
the International Convention on Nuclear Safety. The Convention was opened
for signature at the 38th IAEA Conference held in Vienna from 1.9 to 23
September. Its aim is to promote a high level of safety in nuclear power stations,
to prevent accidents and to reduce their consequences by defining statutory
obligations, chiefly in areas relating to nuclear safety but also as regards radiation
' 
OJ C 379,31.12.7994 Bull.12-7994.2 COM(94) 66; Bull. 3'1,994, point 7.2.757.3 OJ L 35,12.8.1.992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 731.4 0T C 224. 12.8.1994.
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protecrion and emergency planning. It also provides for reports to be submitted
on the action taken to meet these requirements'
545. The commission also continued to provide international coordination
for the assistance on nuclear safety being given to the countries of Central and
E"r*., Europe and the former soviet union in the context of the G24-1 on28
fnt"r.fr, the Clouncil, for its part, adopted a Decision concerning the conclusion
;i;;;gt..m"r,t b.t*..., ih. Community and the EBR^D-providing for the
puy-.ni by the Community of support amounting to ECU 20 million to the
n.,.1.^. ,"f.ty accounr op..r.d at th. EBRD to improve the safety of facilities in
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe (Table III)'
1 Point 788 of this RePort.
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Section 18
Euratom safeguards
547. ln 1994, the Euratom Safeguards Directorate conducted physical and
accounting checks on average stocks of 330 tonnes of plutonium, 12 tonnes of
highly-enriched uranium and242500 tonnes of low-enrichment uranium, natural
uranium, depleted uranium, thorium and heavy warer. These materials were
held in over 750 nuclear installations in the European Union and gave rise to
more than 1 million operator entries concerning physical movements and stocks.
As in the past, the checks also covered equipment subject to external commitments
under agreements concluded with non-member countries. The anomalies and
irregularities detected by the Directorate were followed up rigorously by
additional inspections.
548. The number of man-days of inspection throughout the Community in
1.994 remained at the 1993 level,l i.e. nearly 8 000. The shift that had started in
1,9922 towards new activities (more stringent checks at rhe UP3 plant at La
Hague, France, verificati<ln of the basic characteristics ar rhe THORP plant,
United Kingdom, and at the UP2-800 plant at La Hague) rogether with a decrease
in certain 'traditional' activities, chiefly in Italy and Germany, again continued.
The third report on the operarion of Euratom safeguards (1991-92), which
describes various trends for the coming years, was adopted by the Commission
on 6 July.3
549. The Euratom Safeguards Directorate continued its efforts to install and
fine-tune highly-automated safeguards systems for the major projects in progress(MELOX and UP2-800, Francel THORP, United Kingdom). In addition, work
continued on the establishment of Euratom laboratories at the Sellafield and La
Hague sites, which represents the most effective, safest and most economic
medium-term solution.
550. The year 1994 also saw the application of the principles underlying the
new partnership approach (NPA), the framework for which had been ser out by
the Commission and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1992.a
Despite the difficulties encountered, new practical inspection procedures were
established and approved for most types of nuclear installation, although the
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 493.2 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 718.I COM(94) 282; Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.2.8.1.a Twenty-sixth General Report, point 721.
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551. On several occasions again this year the Euratom Safeguards Directorate
took action in relation to ."r., of trafficking in nuclear materials from the East
and playecl a very active role in the coordination of activities and follow-up of
the varitus .^r.r. '$(lhil. the materials seized had no strategic value in I99Z and
1.993, two of the seizures this year involved much more significant quantities
u.rJ gr"a., of nuclear materi"ls. ln a communication of 7 September,l the
Comirission stressed the need for a comprehensive, coordinated response by.the
European Union to combat the illicit trafJic in radioactive substances and nuclear
-",.iiul, based on three chief principles: efforts to help improve nuclear
safeguards in the counrries corr..in.d by th. traffic by involving in particular
the F,uratom Safeguards Directorate, the TACIS programme, with the support
ot.l," Joint Reseirch Centre, and the Moscow-based Science and Technology
C..rtr.l action to halt the introduction of nuclear materials into the territory of
the European union by stopping them at the union's external frontiers;
;r.pp,"g ;p of cooperation b.t*.in all the States concerned. These concerns
*.lJ ,f-,. ,rrbj... of^^ ,.rolotion by the European,Parliament of 29 September2
in which it 
^rked the 
Commission to put forward a comprehensive strategy to
combat inrernational fraud in fissile products pursuant to Article K.3(2) of the
Treaty on European Union and called .rpo.t ih. Council, pursuant to Article
K.1(9i of the Treaty to consider such traffic to be a serious form of international
crime.
552. With a view to preventing this traffic, the Directorate carried out more
than 20 training .o.rrr.^, fo, .*pe*rt, from the Russian Federation, including the
o.g;rrir"tio., oi a semina, in S^t. Petersburg in April on the inspection- of a1!
".Eo.rntirrg 
checks on nuclear materials which was attended by more than 120
nrrr.l"., .ip.r,r. This year marked the end of the first stage of cooperation
during whiih the concepts and objectives in this area were defined, and a large
numb"., of experts, mo.tly Russian, were given basic training. More extensive
;;;;;^il., u.. pi"r,r,.d iuring the seconJ stage of cooperation, which started
;hir-;;;; 
";d shiuld conrinue in 
1995 and in particular includes four maior
f.o;..t, defined in agreement with-the Russian authorities aimed at providing
ih. tusi, fo, a mode.ri, computerized nuclear materials inspection and accounting
lack of reliability of certain new
planned. On the whole, however,
all parties concerned'
I COM(94) 383r Bull.9-1994. point l'2'105' ^ -^-
' 
OJ C 305.31.10't994: Bult.9-1994. point l'Z'106
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system. One-off programmes will continue at the same time along with intensive
training courses for experts in Luxembourg.
553. At international level, the Safeguards Directorate maintained bilateral
contacts with non-member countries, in particular Sweden, Finland and Austria,
in the context of enlargement. The bilateral negotiations with the USA on a new
agreement governing all transfers of nuclear materials, technology and equipment
also continued, with the active involvement of the Safeguards Directorate.
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Section 19
Social
1 COM(93) 551; Twenty-seventh General Report' poinr 426'z Point 582 of this RePort.3 lwenty-third Geneial Report, point 394'a Point 17 of this RePort.5 Point 562 ofthis RePort.o COM(94) 333; Bull.-7l8-1994, point t'2'ry1', .^
- ol c i+s,:o.s.tsgc;sull.3-1994'point l'z'16u't oi a 205',25.7.7994;Bull.5-1994, point 1'2'131'
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Priority activities and obiectives
554. The year L994 was mark"ed by the debate on the future,of social policy'
,ir-fr""ari;ons ;tauing been laid.in 1993 by tbe Green_Paperl and the process'"rl*;no,t*g 
in the oj.Spt;o" by the Commiission, on 27 July, of a White Paper
;;;;;;;E; w'ary fort'iard foi the. next stdse of social poli.cv .in the European(Jnion.z The Green f:o$r, and tbe nr* ,if"r"i,rce frame in.tlte White Paper
mark a d.ecisiue phor" ii, t:he deuelopment oi.Community social policy' tttith tbe
"leiri "i ,n" ,icial action 
programffie i.mplementing the Community Charter
;;;";:";"rtot sor'ilaT xifnt, 91 .W.orke.)* and th" entry into force of the
Treaty on European unioi, whi"b h.as increased the scope for action, more
irrr'|*ili6. ,uith an ""ii"rra role for the sociql partners, against the back-
L'rorni of'a changing ,o"1o."'9nom.'ic situation and high unemployment 
rates
requiring a reappraiiai 
"/ rtr" t*U.s.between economicind 
social policies. The
'WbitePaperongrowth,competitiuenessandemploymenfilluminatedthe
ceurse of the axruriionr', on' i1 the key elements being tbe need to deuelop a
;;;;;;""'ri gr:oith [""r*tt"g more.iobs without indermining the social
protection system. "On the 
"basis of an action plan put forward by tbe
'i;;;;;r;";, th, nrr", European council identified the principal areas in
,npr"t o1 w'hich measures would haue to be taken by tbe European Union to
combat unemPloYment.s
Tbe 'White Paper on European social 
-policy'6 .wbiclt is a .follow-up -to 
the.
reactions elicited Uy'rn""Cr\r" paper of'Noulmber 1993 
- 
including tbose of
the Economic and srrirt co**nrc, of 
'24 March7 and the European Parl.iament
of 3 Mays 
-;s interid-ra to 
pr'*;ae. y byis for drawing,!1.1,^""* social action
hrosramme. The Commission's'\X/hite Pape:r confirms that tbe quest for stable
i;;:';;,;;,';t-ti, irio, t number one priiority, s.tressins that social progress is
not an obstacle to economic competitir"n"r'r', but ratber a key element' and
calling for tbe i";;;;;";- "i to"tA ond irono*ic 
policies' Against tbis
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background, tbe Commission has pinpointed the following lines of action in
particular: completion of the legislatiue programme prouided for in the
Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights of 'W orkers (the Commission
has presented the 21 proposals as planned, 13 of which haue been adopted by
tbe Council); implementation of existing legislation, particularly in the field of
bealth and safety, where most of the Member States haue not yet transposed all
of the directiues; closer cooperation on social security systems; implementation
of a new action programme on equal opportunities for men and women and
melsures to combat all forms of discrimination; re-examination of the work"ings
of the internal market from tbe point of uiew of freedom of mouement for
people; enbanced interntrtional cooperation and the incorporation of social
questions into the worl< of the future -World Trade Organization.l The
Commission also points to an urgent need for massiue inuestment in training
and for a series of measures to promote the deuelopment of a truly European
Iabour market. The Wbite Paper was welcomed by the Committee of the
Regions2 and by the Economic and Social Committee2 in Nouember.
At the same time, considerable aduances haue been made in implementing the
prouisions of the Protocol on social policy annexed to the Treaty on European
Union, on the basis of which the Council adopted in particular a Directiue on
European Works Councils.3 Mark"ed improuements were made to the ETJRESa
system for the freedom of mouement of workers witbin the European area;
progress was also made in respect of liuing and working conditions, with the
adoption by the Council of the Directiue on tbe protection of young people at
work,s and in tbe field of occupational bealth and safety, with the creation of
the European Agency for Safety and Health at'Work-.6
The European Parliament moued to upgrade the social dimension of the
European Union, insisting that the body of fundamental Community-wide
social rights established by the Social Cbarter be put fully into effect and
expanded,T and aduocating presentation of A new social action programmes
and protection of the family unit following tbe end of the lnternational Year of
the Family.e Tbe Economic and Social Committee, for its part, deliuered its
opinion on the Commission's third report on implementation of the Social
Charter.to
1 Point 987 ofthis Report.2 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.195.3 Point 555 of this Report.a Point 569 of this Report.5 Point 575 of this Report.6 Point 585 of this Report.t OJ C 91,28.3.'1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.2.159.8 Point 571 of this Report.Y OJ C 18,23.1.1995;Bull. 12-1994.t0 OJ C 295,22.'10.1994;Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.189.
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lmplementation of the Protocol on social policy
555. There was a broad institutional debate on how the provisions of the
Protocol on social policy should be put into effect. In its resolutions of
24 Februaryl and 3 May,2 Parl'ament called for an interinstitutional agreement
covering implementation of the Protocol. The Economic and Social Committee,
for its p".a, d.liu.red an opinion3 on the Commission's 1993 communication
ourlining approaches to the implementation of the agreement on social policy,a
in which it^rir.rr.d the importance of consulting the social partners' Finally' in
the context of the Prorocol on social policy, the council adopted' on
6 December,s a resolution on social policy in the European Union'
555. The first Directive adopted by the Council under Article 2 of the agreement
on social policy annexed to ti're EC Treaty, which concerns only the 11 Member
States which signed the agreement and thus excludes the United Kingdom'5 has
to do with the-establish*.ttt of a European 'Works Council or a procedure in
Co--rr.rity-scale undertakings and Community-scale groups of undertakings
for the pr.por., of informing and consulting employees. The commission
decided io i.,"rr. recourse to ihir agreement following the failure to achieve
unanimous agreement within the Council, despite a broad consensus between
most of the Member States on the proposal presented in \991'.7 Directive
94/45/EC, adopted by the council on 22 September (Table II), seeks to improve
the provision of information ro, and the consultation of, employees in
'Community-scale' undertakings and groups of undertakings-on matters which
concern the undertaking or g.orp as a whole or at least two of its establishments
or group undertakings .itu"ted-in different Member States. It defines 'Com-
.rr.,iiry-r."te' undertikings or groups of undertakings as employing at least
1 000 people in all the Membe, Sr"t.r concerned and with af least two
establishments in different Member States, each employing at least 150 people'
It provides for the establishment, in such undertakings or.groups, of a European
Vtrks Council or some alrernative procedure for employee information and
consultation, under conditions laid down in an agreement between central
-"."g.*.r,i a.rd 
" 
special negotiating body_or failing that, in accordance with
subsiiiary r.quirements adopted by the Member State in which the undertaking's
central 
^"r"g.-..rt is situaied, and which must satisfy the 
provisions set out in
the Annex to the Directive.
1 O I C 77, 14.3.1994;Bull. 1 /2-1994' point 7.2.174'2 ol c 2o5,L5.7.1994;Bull.5-1994, poinr 1.2.132.3 B;ll. 11-1994,pointL.2.196.
. Ccil.lfp:f fOO; Sutt. '12-,t993, point 1.2.153; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 426.j OJ C 368,23.12.1994;Bull. 12'1991'5 The Directive do.r, ho*.u..,-apply, in the other Member States, to- es,tablishments or undertakings
i;i;;;";;", Com.uniry-r.ut. g,"up whose head office is located in the Unrted Kingdom.
- o i C 3;ti. 3l.l 2.199 l;coM(91) J+5; Twentv-fifth General Report, poinr 451'
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557. The Commission adopted, on 13 December'1 the first report on the
demographic situation in the Community in 1,994, as required under Article 7 of
the agreement on social policy.
Employment
Dialogue with management and labour
558. In the context of the social dialogue, the value of which was emphasized
by the Essen European Council,2 a conference on vocational training took place
on 8 November;3 participants included Mr Delors, President of the Commission,
Mr Flynn and Mr Ruberti, Members of the Commission, and a high-level
delegation of European employers' and trade-union representatives. Thought
was given to initiatives which could be taken in the field of vocational training,a
within the framework of the 'White Paper on growth, competitiveness and
employment.5
559. The Social Dialogue Committee, for its part, turned its attention to
implementation of the agreement on social policy signed by 11" Member States
and sought to analyse the reasons for the social partners' failure to initiate
negotiations on the European Works Council at the beginning of the year. In
the inland waterways sector, the social partners decided to initiate negotiations
on the basis of Article 4 of the agreement on social policy.
Employment and the labour market
560. The European Council, meeting in Corfu in June,5 examined the interim
report on employment,T following on from the tour of Member States' capitals
undertaken by Member of the Commission Mr Flynn between February and
June, and underlining the fact that the Member States have continued to reform
their employment systems in accordance with the recommendations set out in
the \White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment.s The European
Council encouraged these reforms, noting more marked economic growth and
an improvement in the general employment climate. It nevertheless stressed the
1 COM(94) 595; Bull. 1,2-'1994.2 Bull. 72-1,994.I Bull. 11,-1994, point 1.2.200.a Point 300 of this Report.i Point 17 ofthis Report.6 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.5.7 Bull. 6-'1994,point 1.2.5; Supplement2/94 
-Bull.
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ur€5ent need for new structural measures to create more jobs and to deal with
the possible negative effects on labour and employment of new forms of
industrial change and productivity gains.
551. As part of the preparation for the Essen European Council, the Council
adopted, on 22 September, a report on combating unemployment.l As a
coniribution to implementing the action plan to combat unemployment2
adopted by the Brusiels European Council, the Council identified four areas of
parricular importance: improving job skills; greater flexibility in working time;
combating long-term unemployment; effective use of labour-market policy
,.rorrr..r. It also underlined the important role of the social partners and the
job-creating potential of newly identified needs linked mainly to the quality of
life and protection of the environment. The European Parliament, for its part,
adopted a resolution on these issues on 1 December.3
562. The European Council, meering in Essen in December, confirmed that
the fight against unemployment remained a priority task for the European Union
and its Mimber States, and that structural problems needed to be tackled with
renewed vigour. Endorsing the action plan put forward by the Commission,a
the European Council pinpointed the five major issues to be addressed:
improvement of workers' employment prospects by promoting investment in
voiational training (especially for young people); improving the employment
intensity of growth thiough more flexible organization of the labour market
and a wages policy favouring job-creating investment and encouraging initiatives,
particula;ly at regional and local levels, paving the way for- j9b. creation in line
*ith n.* requirements, for example in the environmental field and in social
servicesl reduction of non-wage labour costs; more effective labour-market
policies with the emphasis on active rather than passive measures) avoiding
practices which cause demotivation; strengthening of measures to help those
who are parricularly vulnerable to unemployment, such as young people, women
and older workers. The Council also called on the Member States to incorporate
fhese recommendations into their national policies by drawing up multi-annual
programmes commensurate with their economic and social situation, and made
prouirion for a monitoring procedure to keep track of progress made, as
suggested by the Commission.
563. The G7 conference, devoted for the first time to employment, took place
in Detroit on 13 and 14 Marchs and took a close look at the links between
1 Bull. 9-7994,point1.2.781'.2 Bull. 12-7993, points I.3 and 1.7.3 OT C 362,19.'12.1994: Bull. 11-1994' point 1.2'198.4 cbM \94) 529',Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.197.r Bull. 3-1994,point7.2.1'62.
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employment, growth, flexibility and social protection. The Commission's
representatives, Mr Christophersen and Mr Flynn, stressed that growth and
labour market flexibility were not enough to resolve all the employment
problems and that what was needed was an integrated approach bringing in
other aspects such as the changes associated with the new technologies, training,
taxation policy and social protection. On 30 Marchl and 22 September,2 the
Standing Committee on Employment examined how the new forms of work
- 
and more particularll' part-time work 
- 
might be extended with a view to
creating jobs.
564. In its sixth annual report on employment in Europe (1'994), adopted on
14 September,3 the Commission explained the recent main trends in employment
and unemployment, emphasizing that, although immediate prospects for the
European economy appeared relatively favourable, unemployment was still at a
high level (at more than 1,1.'/" of the working-age population), while labour-force
participation was low, reflected in an employment rate (i.e. the proportion of
persons actually in employment in the population of working age) of 58%, well
below that of the United States or Japan (more thanT}oh). The Commission
went on to analyse the data for certain key areas identified in the'Sflhite Paper:
mobility, labour turnover and labour-market flexibility; changes in working
time; labour costs and the impact of social contributions and taxes; the
characteristic features of unemployment and labour-market policies; the structure
of employment; the main areas of employment growth.
555. Mindful of the serious employment situation, the European Parliament,
for its part, adopted a resolution on 10 Marcha welcoming the abandonment of
the fatalistic acceptance of a continued rise in unemployment, and urged the
Council to consider questions concerning employment on the same footing as
macroeconomic and financial questions.
566. On 8 September, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council
Directive (Table II) on the approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to the safeguarding of employees' rights in the event of transfers of
undertakings, businesses or parts of businesses which seeks to revise the
provisions of Directive 77/1.87/EECs in the light of completion of the internal
market and the changing aspects of statute and case-law.
I Bull. 3-'1994, point 1.2.163.2 Bull. 9-1994,point 1.2.183.3 COM(94) 381; Bull. 9-7994, point 1,.2.1.80.4 OJ C 9L, 28.3.1994; Bull. 3-'l'994, point'1.2.161.j oJ L 67, 5 .3 .1977 .
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557. The European Employmenf Week,1 sponsored by the Commission, took
place from 15 to 17 November. The week, the second of its kind, provided an
opportunity to tackle issues relating to employment and unemployment at both
rransnational and national levels. At the same time, the Commission gave details
of projecrs and initiatives being undertaken in these areas, for the benefit of
public- and private-sector bodies attending the event.
558. The Commission continued its activities aimed at disseminating infor-
mation on developments in labour markets and employment policies, mainly
through the observatory set up to monitor employment. As part of the follow-up
to the White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment, it published
compararive tables of the measures taken by the Member States in conjunction
with the priorities set out in the general framework for employment.
Freedom of movement for workers
569. In order to provide clear and accessible information for people wishing
to move within the Union, the Commission speeded up establishment of the
EURES (European employment service) network. This network, established by
Regulation (EEC) No 2434/92,2 came into being in 1.9933 to serve as a
Europe-wide employment agency and as a forum for the practical examination
of questions to do with employment in Europe. It became fully operational at
the end of the year with the inauguration of a computerized database of iob
vacancies. This tool, together with another database on living and working
conditions, will be expected to facilitate links between other European Union
initiatives (e.g. training schemes and ESF Community initiatives) and the world
of work and to create a transnational framework for the exchange of experience.
570. Information on freedom of movement and migration policy is contained
in Section 4 'Internal market' of Chapter II.
Combating social excl usion
571. On the basis of the'solemn declaration on social exclusion',4 the
Commission proposed in 1.993 that the Council adopt a medium-term action
programme (1994-99) to combat exclusion and protect solidarity (Table II).4 In
I Bull. 17-7994,point'1.2.199.2 OJ L 245,26.8.1.992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 383.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 434.a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 436,
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a resolution of 27 October,l Parliament called for the programme to be adopted
swiftly. Moreover, in a resoluti on of 24 February,2 Parliament had pointed out
that women were particularly vulnerable to poverty and exclusion.
Structural operations
572. European Social Fund operations are dealt with in Section 14 'Economic
and social cohesion' of Chapter II.3
Socialsecurity
Social security and social action
573. The European Parliament adopted, on 27 October,a a resolution on
employment and social rights, in which it reaffirmed that social protection
remained one of the priorities of social policy. It expressed concern at the threat
in certain Member States to the protection of workers' rights and to social
protection. Parliament also adopted, on 21' January,s a resolution on the
entitlement of divorced or separated women to share their ex-husband's pension
rights in the Member States, in which Parliament called on the Commission to
put forward a proposal to supplement the directives on equal treatment in
matters of social security with provisions on the splitting of pension rights.
574. A report on agricultural provident schemes in the European Union was
adopted by the Economic and Social Committee on 14 September.6 Parliament,
for its part, adopted, on 15 December, a resolution on the social situation of
agricultural workers.T
Social security for migrant workers
575. On 20 April, the Commission adopted a proposal for a CouncilRegulation
(Table II) amending Regulations (EEC) Nos 1408/71 and 574/72 on the
application of social security schemes to employed persons and members of their
families moving within the Community.8
t OJ C 323,2'1.11.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.111.2 OJ C77,74.3.1994;Bull. 1'/2-1'994, point 1.2'180.3 Point 4,12 of this Report.4 OJ C 323,27.7'1 .1,994i Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.110.5 OJ C 44, 74.2.1.994; Bull.'1 / 2-1,994, poim 1,.2.17 6.6 Buli.9-1994, poinr 1.2.185.7 OJ C 78,23.1.'1995;Bull.'12'1994.8 Oj L '149, 5.7 .1,971; oJ L 74, 27.3.7972 
- 
Regulations last amended by Council
1945/93: OT L 181.23.7.1993.
Regulation (EEC) No
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Living and working conditions
lndustrial relations
576. On22 June, the Council adopted Directive 94/33/EC on the protection
of young people at work (Table II), which lays down minimum requirements
and seeks to strengthen the protection of young people under the age of 18 at
work.
577. In a resolution of 11 February,l the European Parliament called on the
Member States to adopt appropriate legislation to combat sexual harassment,
in particular to provide victims with means of redress at various levels, and to
appoint an in-house counsellor responsible specifically for combating such
harassment.
Measures for workers in the ECSC industries
578. In 1.994, ECU 157 million was granted in readaptation aid, pursuant to
Article 56(1)(c) and (2)(b) of the ECSC Treaty, to76 590 ECSC industry workers.
The traditional form of aid programmes was supplemented in 1'994by aid under
the steel industry social measures totalling ECU 86 million (ECU 20.8 million of
which supplemented the L993 grant), and under the coal industry social measures
totalling ECU 40 million. The Commission adopted, on 1 July, a report2
reviewing its activities in connection with readaptation aid in 1993 and in 1992.
579. In the context of the restructuring of the coal industry, the Commission
adopted, on 7 April, an information note concerning the implementation of
social measures,3 providing some ECU 110 million over the period 1'994-97 for
workers whose jobs are affected by restructuring or rationalization measures.
A breakdown of the total sum granted for readaptation aid inl'994, by Member
State and sector, is given in Table 16.
t OJ C 6"1, 28.2.1994; Bull. 1 /2-1994' point 1.2.177.2 COM (94) 247.3 0J C 708, L6.4.1.994.
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TABLE 16
Readaptation aid 
- 
Appropriations committed (1994 programme)
Member State
Steelmaking and iron-ore mining Coalmining
Tradirional aid Social measures Traditional aid Social measures
Workers Amount(Ecu) Workers
Amount
(ECU) Workers
Amount
(ECU) Workers
Amount
(Ecu)
Reloirrm
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
Total
L 645 3 670349
15 149 38 574 659
5 t\ 470
6218 7 849 486
4 278 10 425 855
734 256957
2255 5 312340
835 2067 634
5 936 8 835 851
656 1 291746
632 1 555 484
888 3 141 347
7 672 33 464 608
5788 9 044 050
1 537 6737 527
7749 7 789 606
477 7977824
656 | 478 595
406 1 575298
400 989299
9 590 23 487 668
4 346 5 978 554
1,250 3 091 559
769 18019n
442 698323
2ZM7 40 999 838
525 1248949
4 000 9 970990
4344 4393752
261,0 5 252825
212 490842
13 809 18702632
37 746 79 852832 20113 65 196965 38 844 77 147 158 25 500 40 000 000
580. The Commission also decided, on 31 May, on the apportionment of the
sum (ECU 35 million) allocated for implementing the 12th programme of loans
for ECSC subsidized housing, for the first two years.
581. Having regard to the increasing difficulties associated with the ECSC
operating budget and in line with the approach already adopted for gradually
scaling-down ECSC activities, while at the same time extending the field covered
by the EC Treaty, the Commission decided, on24 June,1 to suspend application
of Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty as regards joint financing of vocational training
and employment aid programmes, which will henceforth be funded by the ESF.2
Health and safety
Health and safety at work
582. The Commission continued its work based on the guidelines laid down
in November 1993.3 After consulting the institutions, it announced in its 'S7hite
Paper on European social policy its intention to propose in the near future a
t OJ C 778,3O.6.1994;Bull.6-1'994, point 1.2.134.2 Point 449 of this Report.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 449.
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fourth action programme on health and safety at work. In its resolution of
6 May,1 the European Parliament backed the Commission's communication on
the new framework for action, but said that the programme should run until
the year 2000 and should comprise new legislative instruments with a view to
improving implementation of existing directives. In an opinion delivered on
28 April2 the Economic and Social Committee likewise gave its backing to the
Commission's general framework for action, stressing the role of the Advisory
Committee on Safety, Hygiene and Protection at Work.
5S3. On 14 March, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council
Directive amending Directive 89/655/EEC3 on the minimum safety and health
requirements for the use of work equipment (Table II).
584. On 9 June, the Commission adopted an amended proposal for a Council
Directive on the protection of the health and safety of workers from the risks
related to chemical agents at work (Table II) followed, on 8 July, by an amended
proposal for a Council Directive on similar risks related to physical agents
(Table II).
585. On 18 July, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2062/94 (Table II)
setting up the European Agency for Safety and Health at \fork. The Agency
will be located in Bilbao and will be mainly required to collect and disseminate
information on health and safety at work and provide back-up for exchanges of
information and experience between Member States; it will further be required
to organize conferences, supply the Commission with the requisite information
for the preparation and evaluation of legislative texts' and set up a network
linking the Member States' national networks.
585. The Advisory Committee on Safety, Hygiene and Protection at Work
held three plenary meetings, in the course of which it gave its opinion on the
provision of information for undertakings, standardization, research in these
areas and the Commission's general framework for action.
Health and safety in the ECSC industries
587. The Safety and Health Commission for the Mining and Other Extractive
Industries held three plenary meetings. The Safety and Health Commission's
Restricted Committee, which deals with adaptation to technical progress, gave
1 OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull.5-1994, pointl.2.134.2 OJ C 795,78.7.7994;Bull.4'1,994' point 1.2.159.3 OJ L 393,37.72.1989; Twenty-third General Report, point 421 .
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a favourable opinion on a draft Commission Directive adapting to technical
progress Council Directive 82/130/EEC on approximation of the legislation of
the Member States concerning electrical equipment for use in potentially
explosive atmospheres.
588. A congress entitled '40 years of Community work on safety and health in
the extractive and steel industries' provided a forum for reviewing the full range
of ECSC social research.
589. A congress on pollution in the steel industry was organized in order to
evaluare and measure the impact of the 1 L8 projects funded within the framework
of the research project concerned with technical control of nuisances and
pollution at the place of work and in the environment of iron- and steelworks
(ECU 23.4 million).
Equal opportunities
590. The importance of promoting equal opportunities for men and women,
particularly on the labour market, was emphasized by the Essen European
Council.l The Council had previously adopted two resolutions on this subject,2
on22 lune and 6 December. For its part, the Commission adopted, on 23 June,
a memorandum on equal pay for work of equal value.3 The memorandum,
provision for which was made in the third medium-term Community action
programme for equal opportunities, contains a detailed analysis of the European
Court of Justice's case-law on the subject and sets out guidelines for complemen-
tary measures. The Commission also adopted, on 16 September,a a report on
the implementation of Directive 86/61,3/EEC,s which has the aim of remedying
the situation whereby spouses working in family businesses, including the
agricultural sector, lack professional status. The Commission points out that
the effects of the Directive are still insufficient. For its part the European
Parliament has, on a number of occasions, spoken out in favour of positive
action for women in terms of achieving equal opportunities for men and women,
more particularly in agriculture,5 science,T small and medium-sized enterprises8
and in decision-making bodies.e It also adopted a resolution on 22 April
concerning discrimination in the field of employment in Northern Ireland.l0
I Bull. 1,2-1,994.2 Bull. 6-1.994, poinr 1.2.123; O J C 358, 23.72.7994; Bull. 72-1'994.3 COM(94) 6;Bull. 6-1994,point'1.2.194.4 COM (94\ 1,63.
r OJ L 359,19.72.7986; Twentieth General Report, point494.6 OJ C 44,14.2.1994;Bull.1,/2-1994, point 1.2.182.t OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.135.t OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.2.135.e OJ C 97,28.3.'1991.; Bull. 3-1994, poim 1.2.'167; OJ C 51, 28.2.'1994 Bull. 1,12-1994, point 1.2.181.t0 OJ C 128, 9.5.1,994; Bull. 4-1,994, point 1.2.'t62.
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European Foundation for the lmprovement of
Living and Working Conditions
591. The end of Pgq marked the halfway point of the Dublin-based
Foundation's four-year programme (1993-96), covering six main subiect areas:
social cohesionl access to employmentl innovation and organization of work;
human relations in businesses, social dialogue and industrial relations; health
and safety; socio-economic aspects of the environment; equal opportunities for
women and men.
592. A series of conferences, seminars and workshops, along with new
publications and information tools, helped to complement and support the
Foundation's research programme. In addition, and at the Commission's request,
the Foundation prepared a synthesis of reactions to the Green Paper on European
social policy.l
International cooperation
593. Following the Council's Decision of 6 June renewing the pragmatic
approach regarding the Commission's participation in the International Labour
Conference (ILC), the Commission took part in the ILC's 81st session with a
view to the adoption by the International Labour Organization of a convention
and a recommendation on part-time working and on health and safety in mines
(Table III). In addition, the Commission adopted, on 12 January, a proposal for
a Council Decision on the exercise of external competence at international
labour conferences in cases falling within the joint competence of the Community
and the Member States (Table II).
594. A delegation from the Commission, headed by Mr Flynn, was received in
October by the Japanese Ministers for Labour and Healthz and Social
Protection.2 Discussions focused on cooperation between Japan and the
European Union, and on their respective policies in areas such as unemployment
and social protection.
Point 554 of this Report.
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Section 20
Agricultural policyl
Priority activities a nd obiectives
595. Actiuity during L994, as in the two preuious years, related mainly to tbe
reform of the common agricultural policy (CAP).lt either inuolued a tigbtening
of the measures introduced in 1993 or the presentation by the Commission of
its ideas for the reform of tbose maior sectors not couered by the decisions
taken in 1992 and 7993. Consolidation of the reform process was achieued
despite tbe attempts to dilute its effects which delayed agreement on the annual
price proposals.2
Nesubs from tbe first of the three years planned for the reform programme
showed a highly satisfactory start, particularly in tbe arable sector, where
production fell, internal consumption rose and farm incomes improued ouer all.
ln addition, the Cowncil adopted seueral Regulations aimed at intensifying
efforts to combat fraud.3 On the international leuel, agricultural questions
formed an important part of the accession negotiations with the EFTA
countries.4 One of the key elements in tbe agreements reached is that applicant
countries will apply the CAP as from accession. On 20 July, the Commission
also proposed the negotiation of a new bilateral agricuhural agreement with
Switzerland (Table lll).s
Content of the common agricultural policy
596. Following its communication in 19936 on the wine sector, on which the
Economic and Social Committee and the European Parliament delivered opinions
on 22 FebruaryT and 9 March8 respectively, on 11 May the Commission
presented its proposals for the reform of the common organization of this
I For further details, see Tbe Agricuhural Situation in the European IJnion 
- 
1994 Report, published in
conjunction with this Report (available from the Office for Official Publications).2 Point 500 of this Report.3 Point 535 of this Report.a Point726 ofthis Rebort.
r Point 784 of this Rebort.6 COM(93) 380; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 528.t OJ C 61., 28.2.7994; Bull. 1, /2-1994, point 1.2.729.8 OJ C 97,28.3.1994; Bull.3-1994' point7.2.26.
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market.l On27 July, it also adopted a communication on the development and
future of Community policy in the fruit and vegetable sector2 and, on 24 June,
a discussion paper on beekeeping in Europe.3 Parliament also adopted a
resolution on-beekeeping, on 9 F.br,r"ry.a On 16 November, it adopted a
proposal to amend th. lommon organization of the market in sugar.s In
uddition, on 19 May, the Commission adopted its 19th annual report on the
agricultural situation in the Community (1993).6
597. In an opinion of 14 September, the Economic and Social Committee set
out its ideas on a 'contract b.t*..tt agriculture and society'.7 On 27 April, it
also turned its attention to the situation of young farmers.s
5g8. On 27 July, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 21.00/94 on
Community plant variety rights (Table II).e
lmplementation of the CAP reform
599. The bulk of the legislation for implementing CAP reform was adopted in
1gg3; but on 24 January, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 231,/9410
whic'h makes the procedures for applying the scheme for the set-aside of arable
land more flexible, without losing sight of its overriding purpose. Taking
account of the situation on the cereali market, on 5 December the Council
adopted a regulation reducing the percentage of land subject to compulsory
set-aside by ihr*. p.r..nt"g. points for the 1995/96 marketing year.1o on
23 March,il the Eionomic and Social Committee gave its opinion on the
Commission's discussion paper of May 199312 on the arable set-aside policy.
Agricultural prices for 1994/95
600. When presenting its 1994/95 price proposals, the Commission took the
view that, sinie many key institutional prices had already been decided in the
context of CAP reform, any changes to the programme of reform should be kept
I Point 515 of this Report.2 Point 516 of this Report.3 COM(94) 256; Bull. 6-1994' point 7.2.142.4 OJ C 61,28.2.1,994;Bull.1'/2''1994' point 1'2.118.j Point 514 of this Report.6 COM(94) 172; Bull. 5-1994, point 7.2.99.7 Bull. 9-7994. ooint 1.2.139.8 OJ C 795,'18.7.7994; Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.109.
e Point 120 of this Report.lo point 512 of this Report.
rr OJ C M8,30.5.1'994; Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2'118'12 COM(93) 225; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 515'
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to an essential minimum and be introduced quickly, so as to maintain stability
in the farming sector. However, a variety of extraneous demands introduced
during the negotiations delayed the process, with the result that Regulations
(EC) No 1866/94 ro 1882/94 and 1884/94 to 1,895/94 fixing the prices for this
marketing year were not adopted untll 27 July (Table II) and then only after an
overall compromise including Regulation (EC) No 1,883/94 on milk quotas
(Table II). Further related decisions were also taken in the form of Regulationsl
on reductions in the monthly increases for cereals and rice, an extension of the
areas eligible for durum wheat production aid, the maintenance of export
refunds for whisky, a reduction in the reimbursement of sugar storage costs, the
introduction of reference quantities for potato starch and a further reduction in
the butter intervention price.
Transitional arrangements applicable to Spain and Portugal
501. On 14 February, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 370/94 (Table
II) extending by one year the transitional period provided for in the Act of
Accession of Spain and Portugal.
Structures and rural development
502. On 21. November, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2843/94
amending Regulations (EEC) No 2328/912 on production srructures and No
866/903 on processing and marketing structures.4
603. The activities of the EAGGF Guidance Section are dealt with in the
'Economic and social cohesion' section in Chapter II.s
Forestry, envi ronment and ag riculture
604. Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 2080/925 instituting a Community aid
scheme for forestry measures in agriculture, 17 programmes (11 national, six
regional) and 19 subprogrammes (for Italy) were approved by the Commission.
I OJ L 197,30.7.1994;Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.2.134.2 oJ L 2',18,6.9.1,991.3 OJ L 9'r.,6.4.'1990; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 432.a Point 454 of this Reoort.5 Point 453 of this Reoort.6 OJ L 21,5,30.7 .1,992; Twe nty-sixth General Report, point 515.
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505. Regulation (EEC) No 1615/891 establishing a Furopean Forestry Infor-
marion 
",id Co--rrnication System 
(EFICS) was extended until 1'997 by Council
Regulation (EC) No 400/94,2 adopted on 21 February.
606. Several measures were also taken concerning the preservation of European
forests. Parliament echoed this concern in its resolutions of 11 February3 and
11 March.a Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 2158/925 on protection of the
Community's forests againsi fire, the Commission approved lists of high and
medium-risk ur.", 
"nd gave a favourable opinion 
on the protection plans.
Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) 3528/86,6 on the protection of the Community's
forests against atmospheric pollution, it also adopted Regulations (EC) No
836/947 and No 1'091'/94.8
507. In addition, on 20 June the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 1467 /94
on rhe conservation of genetic resources in agriculture (Table II) .
608. Lastly, on 9 December the commission proposed, under Regulation
(EEC) No'1765/92,e to count arable land withdrawn from production for
environmental or afforestation purposes towards non-rotational set-aside
(Table II).
Quality of agricultural Products
609. Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 2082/92'10 the Commission made
available to operatorc t"he Community symbol and indication which may be
applied to registered traditional specialities.ll
510. The transitional measures provided for in Regulation (EEC) No2092/9112
on the organic production of agricultural products and their presentation were
extended'until july 1995, with the adoption of Council Regulation (EC) No
1468/94 on 20 Tune.13
O I L 165, 75.6.1989; Twenty-third General Report, point 554'
Ol L 54. 25.2.1994;Bull. | /2-1994' point | .2.1 | 9.
oi c 51. 28.2.'1994;Bull.7/2-1.994, point 1.2.120.
Ol C 91. 28.3.1994;Bull.3-1994, point 1.2.120.
oi t- ztz, 31 7 .1992t Twenty-sixth Ceneral Report, point 515'
Ot l:eZ, 77.11.1986; Twentieth General Report, point 618'
oj L 97,75.4.1.994.
ol L 125.78.5.1.994.
Oi L tst. 1.7.1992; Twentv-sixth General Report, point 507'
Oi t- zos, 27.7.1.992t Twenty-sixth General Report, point 518'
ol L 275. 25.70.1994.
Oj t- tss, 22.7.7991; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 546'
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611. At the international level, the question of the quality of agricultural
products was the central theme of Parliament's resolution of 6 Mayl on trade
in agricultural products with the counrries of Central and Eastern Europe.
Management of the common agricultural policy
Adjustments to the market organizations
Crop products
612. As part of the gradual implementation of the cAP reform over rhree
marketing years, the institutional prices for cereals were reduced for the second
time. This price cut was offset by an increase in the compensatory payment
fixed per hectare, subject to the rotational set-asid e of 15oh of the area for which
compensation is applied for; producers applying for compensarory paymenrs
for an area producing less thang2tonnes of cereals are exempt from the set-aside
requirement. In order to simplify the set-aside scheme for producers, in January
the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 231/94 (Table II), amending Regulation(EEC) No 1765/922 and introducing greater flexibility for the drawing up of
regionalization plans by the Member States, the option, subjecr ro an increase
in the set-aside rate, of using other, non-rotational forms of set-aside, the transfer
of set-aside to other producers as part of a specific plan drawn up by the Member
States, and greater flexibility in some of the criteria for eligibility for compensarory
payments. on 5 December, Regulation (EEC) No 1765/92 was amended with
the adoption by the council of Regulation (EC) No2990/94 (Table II), providing,
for the 1995/96 marketing year, for a reduction in the set-aside requirement
from 15 to 12'/o.3 At the same time, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No
3316/94,4 providing, in the framework of the 1994/95 price package, for changes
to the durum wheat regime (Table II). In addition, on 24 January, the council
adoptedRegulation (EC) No232 /94 (Tablerr), makingthe necessary amendments
to the support system for oilseeds by fixing the maximum area eligible for
compensatory payments for oilseeds. Lastly, on 18 November, the Commission
adopted a proposal for a Regulation on the common organizarion of the market
in dried fodder (Table II).
613. on27 July, as part of the price proposals, the council adopted Regulation(EC) No 1875/94 (Table II) fixing the maximum guaranteed quantity for which
II-20
I OJ C 205,25.7.7994 Bull.5-1994, point 1.2.108.
1 Ol I 181, 7.7.1,992; Twe nty-sixth General Report, point 507.3 OJ L 316,9.12.1944.4 0T L 330.21.12.1994.
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production aid can be paid in the olive-oil sector for the 1994/95, 1'995/96 and
\gge tgZ marketing y.uir. In the same contexg on29 November the Commission
also adopted 
" 
prJpor^l for a Regulation laying down general rules for the grant
of production aid in this sector (Table II).
61.4. Community sugar production and the sugar marketremain subiect to a
production quota ,yJr.tt , which continues to be appli ed in 1994/95 under
'co"".il Regulation'(EC) No 1,33194 (Table II), adopted on 24 January. This
Regulation llso introduces a production scheme for inulin syrup similar to the
"..'u.g.-.nts applicabl. to irod,t.tion, 
quotas for sugar and. isoglucose. On
16 NJvemb.r, t^hl Commission adopted a p.opos"l for a R-egulation to amend
the market organization for sugar to take account of any future reductions in
the quotas n..?.d to implemeni the U-ruguay Round and the expiry, on 30 June
199i, of the existing agreements (Table II)'
615. On 2l March, the commission adopted its Report o,n the development
oi uirr.y".as in the Community.l On 11. lvlay, it also adopted a prggosll for the
reform of the common organization of the market in wine (Table II), which
aims to balance the markef by giving priority to bringing suppJl into line with
J.-"r,d and allowing th. ..gioi, 
"trd 
ih. Member States, in collaboration with
the commission, to 
-det.rmirre 
the exact procedures in the form of regional
adjustment programmes. on 15 November, the committee of the Regions issued
an own-initiative opinion on rhis proposal.2 In addition, the EEA Agreement
entered into force on 1 January.3 Th; agreement provides, in particular, for
the abolition of technic"ib".ri.i, to tradeln wines and spirits' Various bilateral
"gi..*.nr, facilitating trade in wine 
(with Australia, Bulgaria, Hungary and
R"omania) or providi"ng for the reciprocal protection of designations (with
Bulgaria, H.r.rg"ry 
".rd 
fro-uria) also ente..d ittto force or were formalized this
y."i t-e,"r,r^lii 1fabl. III)). In particular, on L4 November, as a result of the
lpfti."rio' of the agreements with Hungary and Romania, the Council adopted
R.g,rl"tion (EC) N; 2796/94 authorizing imports of wine_with a total alcoholic
;;;;r;;h by volume exceeding the-Community limit of 15o/". vol.a \il/ith similar
i.,r.rri o., i1 F.brrrary the CJuncil adopted a Decision on the conclusion of an
"gr..-.r, in th. form of an exchange of letters with the 
United Stafes on the
.ri,rt.,"l recognition of certain spirit drinks (Table III)'
616. In the fresh fruit and vegetables sector, as part of the price proposals, on
i Julv the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No $9aD4 (Table lI) reactivating
for" tig+tgS the aid ,.h.-. foi the grubbing of apple trees which had been
1 COM(94) 28; Bull' 3-1994'poim1'2'727'2 Bull. 71-1'994, point 1'2.143.3 Point 778 of this Report.4 OJ L 297,18.71.7994; Bull. 11-1994' point 1'2'145
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applied from 1990 to 1.993. For its parr, on 27 lulyl the commission adopted a
communication on the development and future of Community policy in the fruit
and vegetables sector with a view to encouraging a debate prior to the formulation
of proposals for the reform of the current market organization in this secror.
The document proposes strengthening the positive aspects of the current
arrangements (market orientation, decentralization, consolidation of supply) by
in_creasing the flexibility of their application and ironing out the flaws (operation
of certain producers' organizations, subsidized withdrawals which have become
structural, poor perception of the quality standards, gaps in the statistics). The
Economic and Social Committee gave its opinion on the communication on 21
December.z with regard to processed fruit and vegetables, on 17 June the
commission adopted a report on the implementation of the reform of the
arrangements for dried grapes.
617. The common organization of the market in bananas entered into force
on l July 1993.3 It lays down cerrain rules for bananas produced in the
Community as well as those imported from third countries. Most of the detailed
rules for its application have already been adopted. These concern the import
arrangem€nts,4 safeguard measures,s abandoning production,5 compenruiory
aid,7 producers' organizationss and quality standards.e
618. In the context of the common organization of the market in seeds, the
c_ommission adopted Regulation (EC) No 1,476/94,e fixing the reference price
of hybrid maize and hybrid sorghum intended for sowing for the r9;4/9s
marketing year, and Regulation (EC) No 1.495/94,10 fixing ih. .o,r.,t.rvailing
charges in the seeds secror. In addition, commission Regulation (EC) N;
1'475/94e amends Regulation (EEC) No 1,44s/7611 and lays down the list of
different varieties of Lolium perenne L. eligible for Community aid from 1 July
1,994.
619. Each year, the council fixes the level of aid payable for hops produced
in the European union. on 10 October, the aid for the 1993 harveit was fixed
at ECU 395/ha for the aromatic varieties, ECU 435lha for the bitter varieties
and ECU 307/ha for the other varieties and experimental strains (Table II).
1 COM(94) 350; Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.2.135.2 Bull. 12-1.994.
I 9J I 47,25.2.7993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 529.o oJ L 142,72.6.1993.5 oJ L 158,30.5.1993.
. oJ L 157,29.6.1993.7 oJ L 770,13.7.1,993.t oJ L '.106,27 .4.1994.e oJ L 159,28.5.1,994.t0 0J L 161.,29.5.'.1994.
" 
oJ L 161,23.6.1976.
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620. Implementation of the reform of the common organization of the market
in raw tob"..ol was continued. The reform introduces a system of quotas per
tut.-b., State and per group of varieties and abolishes intervention and export
refunds. The Commission ttok certain me'asures to support the reform and set
,rf .orrtrol, in the sector.2 The experience gained also led it to formulate a
f'ropor"l introducing various measures to adapt,prod'ction (Table II). \rhile
?i"l"g the agriculturll p.ices, the Council adopted Regul-ationlEC) No 1.895/94
ii;aT. tt) aid, while fixing the quotas, Regulation (EC) No 1'641'/94 (Table II).
621. On 10 November, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2760/94
"mending 
for the fourth ii-. th. aid scheme for cotton (Greece) (Table II). The
cultivatiin of fibre flax, which until now has been grown mostly in,France,
Belgium and the Netherlands, has recently become 9o1e yidegpread in the
U.riied Kingdom. Regulation (EC) No 1.469/94 of 27 June3 adjusts the
Community rules to take account of this development'
Livestock products
622. In the milk and milk products sector, the price proposals adopted by the
Council included Regulations (EC) No 1,880/94 to (EC) 1883/94 (Table II)'
*ii.tt pt.tide for thJabolition of the buying-in scheme for 'grana padano'.and
.parmiiia.ro reggiano' cheese and the grant of private storage aid for these
.h..r.i an additional 1% reduction in the price of-butter.and the corresponding
"J;,rr,-.rr, to the target price 
for milk and, lastly, an increase, definitive for
Sp"in a.,d provisionaf foi ttaly and Greece, in the guaranteed total quantity.
Ti. Corr.,.il also adopted Regulation (EC) No 230/94 (Table II), authorizing a
levy on the price paid to producers in order to finance measures to promote
.or,r,r-ptio" in ,n. community. In addition, on 19 April, the European
parliament adopteo a resolution on the milk policya and, on 21 December, the
commission 
^r,d th. council reached 
joint conclusions on the quotas.s on
l-4 November, and 5 December, respectively, the council adopted Regulations
(EC) No 2807194 concerning a single definition for butter (Table lI) and (EC)
No 2991,/94 concerning the Jefinition, categorization and naming of spreadable
fats (Table II). The clmmission also adopted Regulation (EC) No 2111946 on
the supply of certain milk products to schools. commission Regulations (EC)
Xo ZS\)g'+t and No 1,5fi/948 extend the derogation fixing at 35o/o the minimum
1 OJ L 21.5,30.7.1992;Twenty-sixth General Report, point 5092 0J L t97,307.1994.3 0f L 759.28.6.1994.4 oj c 128, 9.5.1994;BIII. 4-1'994, point 1.2.721'.s Sull. 1,0-1,994, point 1'2.88'5 oJ L 27 du 1.2.1994.7 0J L 91"8.4.1994.8 0J L 166,1.7 .1'994.
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quantity of skimmed-milk powder (sMP) to be incorporated inro compound
feedingstuffs. The guaranteed total quantities fixed in Article 3 of Council
Regulation (EEC) No 3950/921 were adjusted following the adoption of
commission Regulation (EC) No 647/94.2 on 2 March, moreover, the
commission proposed the introduction of an aid scheme for abandonment of
milk production, and compensation measures (Table II).
523. No beef and veal has been offered for nor bought into intervention since
the end of 1.993. When the estimates were adopted for 1.994,3 it was agreed to
restrict non-quota imports of calves to 1,67 500 head and open an exceptional
import quota for 11 430 tonnes of high-quality beef. In addition to the ipecial
traditional arrangements for preferential imporrs, the Community decided to
improve access to the Community market for certain quantities of beef and veal
at duties and levies reduced by 60% as from 1 July 1993 under the interim trade
agreements concluded with some of the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe;a it also undertook to open additional import quotas for high-quality
meat. In addition, on 3 November, the commission adopted a proposal for the
consolidation of the various texts concerning the common organiiation of the
market in beef and veal.5
624. In the sheepmeat sector, the introduction of the premium quota scheme
in 1'9926 stabilized the number of head ln 1994. Discussions are cuirently under
way with the community's trading parrners on the import agreemenis to be
applied in 1995, following the Council's adoption of negotiating instructions on
5 December (Table III). on 3 May, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No
1278/94, which extends untll 1997 the current definition cf the communitv
standard quality.T
625. with regard to poultrymeat, on 29 March the council adopted Regulation(EC) No 774/948 opening, inter alia, two annual quotas of tjsoo tonnes for
boned poultrymeat and2 500 tonnes for turkeymeai which may be imported at
a0'h levy from 1 July 1994.
oJ L 405, 31.72.1,992.
oJ L 80, 24.3.7994.
O J L 22, 27 .1.1994 ; BuIl. 1 / 2-1994, point 1.2. 135.
oJ L ls2, 18.6.1994.
OJ C 321, 18.17.1994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.2.150.
Twenty-sixth General Report, point 535.
OJ L 140, 3.6.1,994; Bull 5-1994, point 1.2.105.
ol L91.,8.4.1994.
1
2
3
5
5
7
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Other work
Approximation of laws
626. For the approximation of laws on animal health, public health, feeding-
stuffs, pla.tt healih products and seeds and propagating material, see Chapter
II, Section 4 ('Internal market') of this report.l
Agrimonetary measures
627. Council Regulation (EEC) No 3528/932 amended the agrimonetary
arrangement, to t"k. account of the greater variability in exchange rates
follor.iing the increase in the fluctuation margins of the EMS exchange-rate
mechanism to 15%.3 To this end, as a temporary measure for 1994, the gaps
authorized between the agricultural conversion rates and the market rates were
increased, particularly foi revaluing currencies. In addition, the conditions for
granting.o-p..rr"tion for revaluations were made more stringent in cases where
ih.y pr"...de or follow devaluations. The ecu correction factor remained
.rn.h"ng.d atits 1.993 level of I.207509' No agricultural conversion rates were
reduced, but increases in the agricultural conversion rates were made after fairly
-od.rui. devaluations in the J"se of the Greek drachma, the Spanish peseta' the
Italian lira, the Portuguese escudo and the Pound sterling. The operation of the
new agrimonetary 
^.L.g.-.rts,a which entered into force on 1. January 
1'993,s
*^, ,,fll being examined"by the Council at the end of the year' on the basis of a
report by the'-commission,5 accompanied by proposals to adjust the arrange-
ments (Table II).
Food aid for the needY
628. The European union continued its programmeT of food aid for the
needy.8 The programme's budget was increased by ECU 25 million to total
ECU 175 million. Since Germany again did not participate in the programme'
this amount was shared among the other Member States'
I Point 121 of this Report.
, Ol I 320,22.12.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 542'
r Tiventy-seventh General Report, point 33.4 oT L lisl,lt.tl.tssz; Tweniy-sixih General Report, point 541'5 T;enry-seventh General Report, point 540.6 COM(94) 498; Bull. 1'1.-7994, point 1.2'.135.
- Twenry-sevenrh Ceneral Report, point 543-8 OJ L 3'52,75.12.1987; Twenty-first General Report, point 588'
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Food aid to certain non-member countries
629. On 27 July,l the Council approved aid worth ECU 204 million for the
people of Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan and Tadjikistan. On 24
October, it also adopted Regulation (EC) No 2621,/94 on the supply of
agricultural products to Moldova.2
State aid
530. ln 1.994, the Commission examin ed 225 notifications concerning draft aid
schemes for agriculture and the food industry. It also examined 65 measures
which had not been notified in accordance with Article 93(3) of the EC Treaty.
Following interviews with representatives of the Member States and requests
for additional information, amendments were made to many of the draft aid
schemes. The Commission was thus able to accept without objections a total of
210 schemes. It proposed measures under Article 93(1) of rhe EC Treaty in
respect of three existing aid schemes. The Articl e 93(2) procedure was initiated
against several Member States with regard to 25 schemes. The Commission
decided to terminate the said procedure with a positive result for five measures.
It addressed six negative final decisions ro rhe Member States.3
Farm accountancy data network (FADN)
63L. The management commitree responsible for the network held four
meetings in 1994, one of which was spent examining a Commission working
paper on the feasibility of incorporating information on non-agricultural
activities and income into the FADN.'s7ork continued on amending the FADN
to accommodate changes resulting from the reform of the CAP and analyses of
vineyards and of holdings in less-favoured areas were published. Contacts were
also made with the counrries applying for accession, to consider how to rreat
forestry in the farm classification system.
Advisory committees and relations with trade organizations
632. During the 90 meetings of advisory commitrees and working parries
organized in 1994, the Commission informed and conferred with represenratives
of the producers, processors, traders, consumers and workers about the
t OJ L 201,4.8.1,994;Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.3.,10.2 oJ L 280, 29.10.1994.3 For detailed information, see the Twenty-fourth Report on Competition Policy, due to be published in
1995.
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application, development and future of the CAP. However' because of financial
difficulties, which had already begun to be felt in 1993,1 the frequency of the
meetings was inadequate.
T ABLE 17
The agricultural management and regulatory committees
Commitree
From 1 January to 31 December 1994
Meeringsr
Favour-
able
opinions
No
oPlnlon able
opinion
Management Committee for Cereals
Management Committee for Pigmeat
Management Committee for Poultrymeat and Eggs
Management Committee for Fruit and Vegetables
Management Committee for rWine
Management Committee {or Milk and Milk Products
Management Committee for Beef and Veal
Management Committee for Sheep and Goats
Management Committee for Oils and Fats
Management Committee for Sugar
Management Committee for Live Plants
Management Committee for Products Processed from Fruit and
Vegetables
Management Committee for Tobacco
Management Committee for HoPs
Management Committee for Flax and Hemp
Management Committee for Seeds
Management Committee for Dried Fodder
Management Committee for Agricultural lncome Aid
Implementation Committee for Spirit Drinks
Implementation Committee for Aromatized Vine-based Drinks
Management Committee for Bananas
Joint meetings of Management Committeesz
Committee for Loans to the ex-USSR and its Republics
EAGGF Committee
Standing Committee on Feedingstuffs
Standing Veterinary Committee
Standing Committee on Seeds and Propagating Material for Agriculture,
Horticulture and ForestrY
Committee on Agricultural Structures and Rural Development
Community Committee on the Farm Accountancy Data Network
Standing Committee on Agricultural Research
Standine Committee on Plant Health
49
79
15
77
22
25
27
10
22
50
2
72
t
b
b
5
2
b
2
19
30
18
'l^1
39
l-)
14
3
I
26
956
62
58
/.)
o-)
103
17
76
721
2
38
74
72
8
9
1
2
;
28
20
8
290
74
329
IJ
1.21
a
o
6
5
18
5
14
6
5
t
;
7
2
;
7
1
1
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 548.
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TABLE 17 (Continued)
Com mittee
From 1 January to 31 December 1994
Meetingsr
Favour-
able
oprnrons
No
oprnron
Infavour-
able
oPlnlon
Standing Committee on Zootechnics
Standing Forestry Comminee
Standing Committee on Organic Farming
Standing Committee on Propagating Material and Ornamenral Plants
Standing Committee on Propagating Material and Plants of Fruit Ge nera
and Species
Committee on Geographical Indications and Designations of Origin2
Committee on Certificates of Specific Character2
Committee on the Conservation, Characterization, Collection and
Utilization of Genetic Resources in Agriculture
Standing Committee on Plant Variety Rights
Ad Hoc Commirtee on rhe Supplementary Trade Mechanism
1
18
5
6
6
3
1
2
1
46
5
1
1
I
2
r Except thosc on trade mechanisms (13 meerings) and agrimonetary questions (4 meetings)z Agriculural products and foodsruffs.
Financing the common agriculturalpolicy: the EAGGF
Guarantee Section
633. The initial 1994 budget, adopted on 16 December j.993,1 provided
EAGGF Guarantee Section appropriations amounting ro ECU 36 46s million(not including rhe monerary reserve of ECU 1 billion), broken down as follows(in ECU million):
EAGGF Guarantee Section (subsection B1)
including
o Fisheries Guarantee Fund (Chapter 8L-26)
r Income aid (Chapter 81-40)
. Accompanying measures (Chapter B1-50)
Special provisions (chapter B0-40)
Guarantee Section total
36 450
37
58
545
15
36 465
t OJ L 34,7.2.1994; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 551.
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Preliminary draft supplementary and amending budget No 2/94 provided fot 11
ECU 1 678 million reduction in relation to the initial budget; total EAGGF
Guarantee Section appropriations for 1994 therefore amounted to ECU 34787
million (not including the monetary reserve), leaving a margin of ECU 1 678
million in relation to ih. agricultural guideline, fixed at ECU 36 465 million for
1994.
534. The 1995 preliminary draft budgetl initially allocated appropriations
amounting to ECU 36994 billion to the EAGGF Guarantee Section, not including
the monetary reserve, which has been reduced to ECU 500 million from the 1995
financial year. On 25 July, the Council adopted the 1,995 draft budget without
amendments and decided to increase the appropriations for milk quotas by ECU
293 million. In letter of amendment No 1, the Commission took account of this
decision and certain proposals made by Parliament in the three-way discussion'
When the budget *"i 
"Jopt.d in December, the 
appropriations allocated to the
EAGGF Guaranree Section were fixed at ECU 37 922.5 million for commitments.
In view of the new requirements for appropriations as a result of the enlargement'
the guideline was incieased by ECU 950 million to ECU 37 944 million.
635. In order to step up the fight against fraud, the Council adopted Regulation
(EC) No 3094/94 lTaLle II) amending Regulation (!EC) No 4045/892 on
ic..rtiny by Member States of transactions forming part of the system of financing
by the iluarantee Section of the European Agricultural G,uidance and Guarantee
Fund and Regulations (EC) No 163/94 (Table II) providing for customs checks
to be targeteJ on high-risk sectors and No 165/94 (Table II) extending for 1995.
the arrarigements for the part-financing of remote sensing under the integrated
administr-ation and contiol system for certain Community aid schemes. In
addition, on 8 November (Table II), the commission adopted a proposal for a
Regulation concerning the use of securities and guarantees and providing for
the repeal of Regulation (EEC) No 352178.3
536. On 31 October,4 the Commission adopted the Twenty-third Financial
Report (1993) on the activities of the EAGGF Guarantee Section (see Table 18).
O" ZO becember, it also adopted Decision 94/871./ECs on the clearance of
accounts for the lggl.financialyeat and, on 1 July, two proposals for Regulations
to rationalize the accounts clearance arrangements (Table II).
I Point lll2ofthisReport.2 0J L 388,30.12.1989.3 0l L 50,20.2.1.978.I Cbl'A(S+) 454; Bull. 70-1'994, point 1.2.90.5 0J L 352,31.12.1994.
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T ABLE 18
EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure, by sector
(ECU million)
Sector Expcnditure
1992
Expendirure
1993
Expenditure
19941
Appropriations
19952
Arable crops3
Sugar
Olive oil
Fruit and vegetables, wine, tobacco
Milk and milk products
Beef, sheepmeat, goatmeat and pigmear
Other sectors
Refunds on processed products
MCAs + ACAs
Impact of accounts clearance decisions
Others:
. lnterest
o distribution ro the needy in the Community
o fraud control
. rural development activities
o food aid
Other measures
Total Aa
Guideline (until 1992)
Fisheries
Sub-total B
Set-aside (share borne by Guidance Section)j
Income aid
Accompanying measures
Total B
Enlargement
Guideline (from 1993)
Depreciation of stocks and disposal of butter
Total C8
Margin from 1993
10 218.3
1 937.4
1 7 54.3
3 573.8
4 005.8
6 304.6
1748.9
699.6
29.1
78.9
85.0
730.2
z+-6
304.4
221.6
10 670.7
2188.6
2 468.2
4 338.6
5 21't.3
5 987.6
2077.6
743.5
143.5
- 
384.8
100.3
130.2
80.1
444.7
760.4
12 652.3
206't.s
1 819.3
3 834.3
4 248.8
51,62.8
1 847.3
631,.4
4.7
- 
61.1..9
83.4
136.4
76.4
339.8
86
47."1
t4779
1 947
892,5
4 466.6
4 059
6 678
| 706.4
534.5
p,m.
- 
550
80
200
85
47"1
740
31 118.5
35 039.0
32.1
34 300.5
32.4
32 479.6
35.5
35 512
47
31 150.6
138.0
25.9
34 332.9
35.8
227.7
32 455.'.|
JL
437.3 1
559
44.5
3726
35
31 314.5
799.5
34 590.4
36 657.0
32 924.4
36 455
36 975.5
9507
37 944
32 714.0 34 590.4
2066.6
32924.Q
3 540.6
37 925.510
18.5
N.B.r p.m. = pro-memoria.I Provisional fieures.
: 1995 budger.r Including cereals, oilseeds, peas and field beans and share of so-aside borne by the Guaranree Section.a Total financed within the suideline until 1992.
] *:j::l]1t3,,:.he financirig ofexpenditure in this chapter is borne by rhe EACGF Guarantee Section.
" ELU I Jb' mil[On In paymenl appropnJilons.
'Increaseinrhe.guideline'followingen'largemcnt:ECUg50million;thisamountisenteredascreditinChapterts0-40
I Total financed within the guideline from 1993.
.e Not including rhe appropriarions for rhe monerary reserve (ECU 1 billion).
'" hxpressed as commirment appropriations and not including thc appropriations for the monerary reserve (ECU 500 million).
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Guidance Section
637. Financing from the EAGGF Guidance Section, like that from the other
Structural Funds, is broken down by the Objectives to which it contributes,
namely the adjustment of regions whose development is lagging behind (Objective
1), the adjustment of agricultural structures (Objective 5(a)) and the development
of rural areas (Obiective 5(b)). The use to which the appropriations were put
under the 1,993 budget is shown in Table 19.
T ABI,E 19
EAGGF Guidance Section 
- 
Agriculture: summary of 1993 budget implementation
(commitment approPriations)
(milLion ECU )
Type of financing Total Objective 1 Objective 5 (a)1 Obiective 5 (b) Transirional
Direct:
r regional
o general
Indirect:
o regional
. general
Operational programmes:
. regional
o marketing/
processlng
Pilot projects, etc.:
(Article 22, Regulation (EEC)
No 797185 and Article 8,
Regulation (EEC) No 4256188)
Global grant:
o Community initiatives
I oral
45.798
46.798
335.247
721.774
213.533
613.874
719.029
494.845
30.004
64.474
64.174
I
I
1
11.207
1,1.207
606.198
94.633
51 1.555
91.8.228
645.299
272.929
63.585
6J.J EJ
707.968
707.968
221..91.6
221..9^t6
17.429
"t7.429
15.008
16.008
473.730
473.730
1..477
7.477
78.1.62
1.8.'.162
1.1..073
11.073
30.004
2.41.2
2.41.2
3 093.397 1 599.278 923.884 508.644 61,.651
I Obiectivc 5(a) measures in areas not covered by Objective 1
638. The appropriations under the 1994 budget amount to ECU 3.410 billion
for commitments, i.e. 17.4oh of the total for the Structural Funds, and to ECU
2.864 billion for payments. As a result of the adjustments decided in the transfers'
these appropriaiions were increased to ECU 3.359 billion for commitments and
ECU 2^.829 iilliott for payments. Unlike last year,l these amounts include the
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 555.
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share of the appropriations allocated for the implementation of structural
measures in the territory of the former German Democratic Republic by the
EAGGF Guidance Section under Regulation (EEC) No 3575/90.1 Conversely,
the commitment appropriations do not concern fisheries, which have been
managed separately from the EAGGF Guidance Section for agriculture since
1 January 1990. However, paymenr appropriations are still earmarked for
payments relating to a number of projects for which the funds were commirted
before that date. Lastly, the amounts intended for implementation of the
programmes for the most remore regions are again included in the budget
chapter on 'Structural Funds'.
639. Since 1994 is the first year of the new programming period (1994-99), the
budget has been rectified in line with the budget profile established for that
period and the results of the negotiations on the new Community support
frameworks (CSFs) and single programming documents (SPDs) drawn up for
1994-99. The 1995 budget will probably have ro be amended for the same
reasons.
' 
OJ L 353,17.12.'1990; Twenty-fourth General Report, poinr24.
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Priority activities and obiectives
640. Tbe most important aspect of Community actiuity in the fisheries se-ctor
was work relating to enlargement of the European [.Jnion,7 in uiew of the
socio-economic importance of the sector in some of the applicant countries'
Tbe Council also decided to adapt the arrangements for fisheries laid down in
the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal,z to introduce identical arrange-
ments for access for the uessels of all tbe Member States from 1' January 1996.
Moreouer, in adopting Regulatio,n (EC) No L626/94 on 27 June (Table ll), the
Council, harmonizing certain national rules, established common arrangements
for the conseruation ind management of fishery resources,in the MediterrQneAn'
on the basis of auailable scientific work and allowing for the socio-economic
role of fisheries in certain coastal regions. Tbe importance.a.ttached to a polic2t
for th'e conseruation and manag"*"it of resources acceptable to and applicable'by 
att the countries bordering the MediterrAnean' led the European Union to
o'rganize a conference on the rnanageft-rent of fisheries in tbe Mediterranean,
*E;"b took place in Crete in December. The Commission also presented a
communication on the use of large drift-nets in the framework of the comlnon
fisheries policy.3
The ecological impact of fishing has also been fully integrated into Community
actiuity, ii particular by' si,eeking scientific aduice when drafting decisions on the
exploiiation of rerouri"s, or for structural measures. Fisheries policy thus took-
a full part in measures in fauour of resource conseruation, the preseruation of
m,arine biodiuersity and the rational pursuit of fishing on a sustainable basis.
The Commission also adopted, on L9 July, a communication relating to.the
crisis in tbe Community fiiheries sector,4 and on 30 September 4 proposal for-
an amendment to thi Regulation gouerning the common organization of
markets in fisbery Products.s
Section 2L
Fisheries
1 Point726 of this Report.2 Point 644 of this Report.3 Point 549 of this Report.a Point 554 of this Report'5 Point 655 of this Report.
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Fisheries policy
641. On 8 December, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council
Regulation (Table II) to introduce greater flexibility in the management of TACs
and quotas by means of interannual' management.
lmplementation of the basic Regulation
642. On 27 June, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 1.627 /94 (Table II)
on special fishing permits. This Regulation, applicable to Community fishing
vessels and to vessels flying third-country flags operating in the Community
fishing area, is intended to improve the conditions for exploiting resources. This
Regulation was supplemented by the adoption, on22December, of a Regulation
applicable to Community vessels operating in the waters of a third country in
the context of a fisheries agreement (Table II). On 24 January, the Commission
had adopted Regulation (EC) No 109/94 on the Community fishing vessel
register,l setting rules on collection by Member States of the dara necessary ro
determine their vessels' fishing effort exerted on fish stocks, so as to ensure
balanced exploitation of them.
Monitoring application of the common fisheries policy
543. The Commission continued to moniror compliance with TACs and quoras
in Community waters and in cerrain international waters, which led it to the
closure of 80 fisheries during 1994. Outstanding infringemenr procedures due to
overfishing in past years were also pursued. The Commission also monitored
compliance with conservation measures, fisheries agreements with non-
Community countries and international agreements, and continued its fishery
surveillance work in the NAFO regulatory area. Council Decision 89/531/EEC2
was amended on 12 April by Council Decision 94/207/EC (Table II), which
provides that the Community shall, by way of an exceprion, meet 100% of the
expenditure incurred for certain pilot projects involving a system of satellite
monitoring.
Adjustment of Spanish and Portuguese accession arrangements
544. Following the report adopted by the Commission in December 1992,3
the Council adopted on 30 May Regulation (EC) No 1275/94 (Table II) on
adjustments to arrangements in the fisheries chapters of the Act of Accession of
t OJ L 19,22.1,.1,994;Bull.'l/2-1994, point 1.2.145.
I OJ L 364,14.12.1989; Twe nty-third General Report, poinr 598.3 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 554.
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Spain and Portugal, to achieve full integration of those arrangements into the
gineral rules for the conservation and management of resources from 1 January
1,996.Thenew arrangements, based on full respect for the acquis communautaire ,
confirm the principle of equal access to waters while maintaining the exemptions
from that principle provided for in the basic Regulation on the common policy.r
They also t^ke a..ount of the preservation of the special needs of the regions
whose socio-economic development is especially dependent on fisheries. In the
framework of the new arrangements, on22 December the Council approved the
conditions of access to the areas where limitations applied under the accession
arrangements and the control measures needed to ensure compliance with those
conditions (Table II).
645. On 19 December, the Council adopted three Regulations determining the
1995 fishing rights for vessels of the Member States authorized to fish in Spanish
and Portug-u.rl. *"t"r, and for Spanish or Portuguese vessels authorized to fish
in the *"i.r, of the other Member States.2 These are the last renewal of the
transitional measures provided for in the Act of Accession.
Internal resour6es and policy on conservation and monitoring
Community measures
546. On 20 December, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 3362/94
(Table II) fixing the TACs (annual catch levels) and quotas for 1995.3
647. Regulation (EC) No 3676/934 fixing the TACs and quotas for 1'994 was
amendedlwices during the year. The Council also allocated for 1994 certain
additional catch quoras for certain Norwegian and Icelandic fisheries, by means
of Regulation (EC) No 1092/94 (Table II) of 6 M"v.u
648. On 18 July the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 1796/94 (Table II)
amending for the 15th time Regulation (EEC) No 3094l8d so as to incorporate
certain technical measures previously covered by the annual regulation on TACs
and quotas.
t OI L 388,31.12.1992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 559'2 OJ L 347,30.72.7994; Bull. 12-1994.3 OJ L 363,37.1'2"1994;Bull.12-1994.o oj L 341,31.72.'1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 556'
s oi L 294',1,5.11.7994;Bull. 1i-1994, point 1.2.160; oJ L 321, 74.1'2.1'994;Bull.72-7994'5 oJ L 121,,1.2.5.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.2.113.? oj L 288, 1 1.10.1985; Twentieth General Report, point 662.
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549. On 8 April, the Commission adopred a communication on rhe use of
drift-nets, in which it analyses the ecological impact of the use of this type of
gear by Community vessels. At the same time, the Commission presented a
proposal for a Regularion amending for the 16th time (Table II) Regulation
(EEC) No 3094/86, with a view to adapting technical measures for conservation
and to reinforcing the controls applicable to this form of fishing, so as to take
account of its ecological impact. on 9 November, the Commission adopted a
proposal to amend the same Regulation for the 17th time (Table II), with a view
in particular to introducing technical measures applicable to fishing with passive
gear, on which it had adopted a communication on 10 June,l to examine the
impact on fish stocks of the use of this type of gear, particularly fixed gill-nets,
and to determine to what exrent current Community legislation, which has
hitherto concentrated on towed gear, should be extended to passive gear.
650, on22 December, the council adopted a Regulation (Table II) amending
Regulation (EEC) No 29301862 defining characterisrics for fishing vessels.
551. Parliament has been considering the long-term consequences of industrial
fishing for the future of marine stocks, in particular in its resolution of 22 April.3
National measures
652. The commission was notified by the Member States of 1.12 national
conservation measures, of which 84 were either the subject of comments or
approved and 28 are still under examination.
External resources
653. The agreement (Table III) signed on 24 May between the community
and Argentina is the first fisheries agreemenr with a South American counrry.
Besides opening up important opportunities for fishing by Community vesseis
in Argentinian waters, it embraces creation of joint enterprises and scientific
and technical cooperation, and tariff reductions to promore supply of the
Community market with Argentinian fishery products.
554. The council decided on implemenration of new protocols to rhe
fishery agreements with Angola, cote d'Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Mauritania,
t COM(94) 235; Bull. 6-7994, point 1.2.160
1 OJ l- 274,24.9.1986; Twentieth General Report, point 553.3 OJ C 128,9.5.7994;Bull.4-7994, point 1.2.i31. -
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Mauritius, Cape Verde and the Comoros (Table III). The Commission also
proposed to the Council the conclusion of a draft agreement with Greenland
and Denmark (Table III), amending the existing tripartite agreement, to
encourage the setting up of associations between Greenland and Community
shipowners, and a draft third protocol laying down conditions for fishing from
1 January 1.995 to 31 December 2000 (Table III). Negotiations have also been
concluded for the renewal of the protocol to the existing agreement with Senegal
Table III. The Council authorized Spain and Portugal to extend until 7 March
1995 their agreements on mutual fishery relations with the Republic of South
Africa.l On23 November (Table III), the Council adopted negotiation guidelines
for a new fisheries agreement with Morocco. The Commission submitted to the
Council a recommendation for a decision authorizing it to negotiate a fisheries
agreemenr with South Africa (Table III) and a recommendation for a decision
supplementing the negotiation guidelines for a fisheries agreement with Namibia,
with a view to authorizing the creation of joint enterprises.
555. On 19 and 20 December, the Council adopted the Regulations on the
allocation for 1995 of the catch quotas in the fishing zones and the technical
measures for the conservation and management of resources in the Faeroes, the
Baltic States, Norway and the zone around Jan Mayen,2 Poland and Russia.3
New catch quotas were also fixed for Iceland and Greenland foi 1'995.3
656. On 12 April, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 858/94 (Table II)
introducing a system for the statistical monitoring of trade in bluefin tuna, in
line with the resolution adopted under the International Convention for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT). On 5 April, the Council adopted
Regulation (EC) No 1,043/944 amending Regulation (EC) No 3680/93s so as to
incorporate the latest recommendations of the NAFO (Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries Organization) from the ninth meeting which the Commission attended
in November.
657. On 10 November the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2762/94
(Table II) extending unril 3L December the pilot observer scheme introduced by
Council Regulation 3928/92 for vessels operating in the NAFO regulatory area.
On 15 December the Commission proposed to extend it until 31 December
1995.6In addition, on 20 December the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No
3366/94laying down, for 1,995, measures for the conservation and management
of fishery resources in the NAFO regulatory area.3
1 Bull 6-1994,point7.2.1672 Until 31 March 1995 for Norway and Jan Mayen.3 OJ L 363,31.72.7994;Bull.72-7994.4 OJ L 774, 5.5.1994;Bull. 4'7994, point 1.2.737.5 OJ L 347,37.72.1.993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 572.6 COM(94) 530; Bull. 12-7994.
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658. On 16 September, the Commission presented to the Council a proposal
for a Decision (Table II) on the accession of the Community to the agreement
creating the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission and, on22 July, a proposal for a
Decision (Table III) on the accession of the Community to the agreement to
promote compliance with international conservation and management measures,
an agreement reached in the framework of the FAO in 1.9931.
659. The Community participated in the work of several international fishing
organizations, including the 13th meeting of the Commission for the Conservation
of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) and the fourth United Nations
International Conference on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Species,
at which the Commission spoke in favour of an approach in the spirit of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982,2 and in the
framework of international cooperation, to ensure rational, responsible and
sustainable exploitation of living marine resources. The Community also
participated in the annual meetings of the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation
Organization (NASCO), the NAFO, the International Baltic Sea Fishery
Commission (IBSFC) and the NortheastAtlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC).
In addition, in November, the Commission organized aninternational conference
of fisheries in the Baltic Sea,3 bringing together the nine Baltic coastal States for
the first time.
Market organization
560. On 15 December, the Council adopted Regulations (EC) Nos 3136/94 to
31,38/94 fixing guide prices for fishery products in 1.995.a
561. On 5 May, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 1,093/94 (Table II)
setting the terms under which fishing vessels of a third country may land directly
and market their catches at Community ports. This Regulation allows direct
landing of catches, subject, when the products are not intended for processing,
to special conditions concerning health checks, declaration and prices.
662. Owing to major upheavals in the Community marker, the Commission
adopted Regulations (EC) No 274/94 and No 275/94s and Regulations (EC)
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 813.2 Point 1056 of thls Report.3 Bull. 11-'1994,point7.2.773.4 OJ L 332, 22.12.1,994; Bull. 1,2-1,994.5 OJ L 32,5.2.1994;Bull. 1./2-1991, point 1.2.151.
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No 585/94 and No 586/941making imports of certain fishery products2 subject
to reference prices and minimum prices until 17 May.
663. Parliament adopted two resolutions on the crisis in the fishing industry,
on 10 February3 and 11 March.a
664. As the situation continued to give cause for concern, the Commission
adopted on 19 July a communication in which it analyses the causes of the crisis
that has affected the fishing industry since early 1993, and which was once more
mainly apparent in 1.994 in the significant and widespread decline in prices for
the major species of fish. The Commission notes that, in view of operating
constraints, many firms in the sector are facing a shortage of financial resources
due to the decline in prices; this crisis situation is tending to become entrenched
because of the growing share of imports, upon which at this stage the Community
market is dependent for over 50% of its supply. The purpose of the Commission
communication is to launch wide-ranging debate on the situation and outlook
for Community fisheries. On this basis, the Council adopted conclusions on
28 September.5
665. On 22 December, the council decided ro amend (Table II) Regulation
(EEC) No 3759/925 on the common organization of the market in fishery and
aquaculture products. The amendments fall into three groups: adjustments to
take account of enlargement) the simplification of the machinery for the
compensatory allowance for tuna, in accordance with the conclusions in the
report presented by the Commission on 28 June,7 and adfustments to respond
to certain problems resulting from the crisis in the industry, in particular through
the reinforcement of the role of producer organizations and through the
introduction of measures to protect producers' incomes. On 25 November, the
Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2892/94 on quotas and the suspension of
autonomous tariff duties for certain fisheries products in 1995.8
666. On 6 May, Parliament called on the Member States to improve their
cooperation on fisheries research.e On 23 June, the Commission adopted a
t.port on aquaculture research,l0 which complements the 1993 report on fisheries
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
OI L 74, 17.3.1994 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2'143.
Ailantic salmon, cod, coalfish, haddock, hake, monkfish and Alaska pollack.
OJ C 51, 28.2.1994;BuJl.1,/2-1994, point 1.2.152'
OJ C 91, 28.3.L994; Bull. 3-1994, point 7.2.1'42.
Bull. 9-1994, point 1.2.150.
OJ L 3S8, 37.12.1.992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point -581.
COM(94) 255; Bull. 6-1994, point 1.2.1'68.
ot L 305. 30.1.1..1.994.
Oj c zos, 25.7.1994;8ull. 5-1994, point 1.2.111.
COM(94) 258; Bull. 6'1994, point 1.2.156.
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research.l The Commission sets out the objectives, operating conditions and
current problems facing European aquaculture research and looks at the
prerequisites for Community action in this field. On 6 May, Parliament also
adopted a resolution2 supporting the conclusions in the Commission's 1992
communication3 on a quality policy for fishery products.
Structural action
557. This is now covered in the 'Economic and social cohesion' section. section
14 of Chapter II.a
State aid
668. Under Articles 92 and 93 of. the Treaty, Member States notified 17
proposed aid schemes for fisheries and aquaculture. The Commission also
examined one that had not been notified. The Commission raised no objection
to implementation of 6 proposed aid schemes. It decided to terminate the Article
93(2) procedure in respect of one proposed scheme. On27 July, it adopted the
guidelines for examining national aid in the fisheries secror.S
il-27
I
2
3
4
5
COM(93) 95; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 551.
OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.2.119.
Twenty-sixth General Report, point 557.
Point 462 of this Reoort.
O I C 260, 17 .9.1,994; BuJl. 7 / 8-1,994, point 1.2.155.
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Section 22
Consumer policy
Priority activities and objectives
669. Within the context of the second three-year action plan in fauour of
European consumers (1993-95),1 the Commission bas adopted a number of
melsures designed to enhance consumer protection, including the publication
in L993 of two Green Papers, one on guarantees for consumer goods and
after-sales seruices and the other on consumer access to justice, malzing
coflsumers more aware of their rigbts through the appropriate prouision of
information. Tbe Commission bas also continued its efforts to integrate
consumer policy into other Community policies, more especially on the question
of cros s-b order p ayments.2
Gonsumer participation
570. On 8 February, the Commission adopted Decision 94/146/F.C3 amending
the rules of procedure of the Consumers' Consultative Council (CCC) and
adjusting the representation of the various consumers' organizations in their
dealings with the Commission. Representatives of various consumers' organiza-
tions, producers and a large number of experts took part in the first European
consumer forum, which was held in Brussels on 4 October.a
Consumer information and education
671. The Commission gave a significant boost to the dissemination of consumer
law by inauguratin g, on 19 May, the Coline European network, which creates a
computerized link between five national consumer information centres;s the
possibility of extending the network to the European Union as a whole is now
being looked into. In addition, and as provided for in the second three-year
action plan (1993-95) in favour of European consumers,5 a European consumer
t COM(93) 378; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 372.2 COM(94) 436; point 134 of this Report.3 oJ L 64, 8.3.1.994 ; Bull.'1 / 2-7994, potnr 1'.2.794.a Bull. 1,0-1994, point 1'.2.124.5 Germany, Spain, France, Portugal and Luxembourg.6 COM(93) 378; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 372.
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guide to the single market was published. This guide is to be circulated widely
to specific target groups.
672. The final of the first European competition for young consumers, the aim
of which was to encourage young people to question their own behaviour and
motivate them to become aware of consumer issues, was held in Brussels on 24
May. The first prize went to an Irish group. The theme of the competition 'How
to choose a product' gave an opportunity to more than 300 groups of
schoolchildren of 10 to 14 years of age, from the 12 Member Stares, to tackle
the question of consumer behaviour by reference to various aspects such as
price, quality, information, safety and durability.
673. In a resolution of 22 April,l the European Parliament welcomed the
interpretative Commission communication concerning the use of languages for
informing consumers in the communityz. rvith regard to the indication of
prices of products, the Commission adopted, on 5 December, a proposal for a
Parliament and Council Directive (Table I) amending Council Directive
79 / 581/EEC on consumer protection in the indication of the prices of foodstuffs,
as amended by Directive 88/315/EEC,3 and DirectiveSS/314/EEC3 on consumer
protection in the indication of the prices of non-food products. The proposal
aims to extend the current system for four years to give time for new, simplified
arrangements to be devised and implemented.
Protection of consumer health and safety
674. Parliament and Council Decision 3092/94/EC establishing a Community
system of information on home and leisure accidents (Ehlass) was adopted on
7 December (Table I), making it possible, for a period of four years, to collect
information in hospitals and households on this particular type of accident, with
a view to taking preventive measures.
675. After consulting professional interests, the Commission adopted, on
29 June,a the 17th Directive adapting ro technical progress Directive
76/768/EEC5 relating to cosmetic products, with a view ro amending the lists
of substances which are banned, subject to restrictions or authorized. It also
adopted, on 15 December,5 its first annual report on progress made with the
t OJ C 1,28,9.5.1,994;Bull.4-"1994, point 1.2.173.
'z COM(93) 456; Twenty-seventh Gineral Report, point 71.I OJ L 142,9.5.1988; Twenty-second General Report, point 515.4 oJ L 181, 75.7 .1994.j O-t t- 262,27.9.1976; Tenth General Report, point 124.6 COM(94) 506.
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development, validation and legal acceptance of possible alternative methods to
animal experiments for testing ingredients of cosmetic products.
Protection of consumers'economic and legal interests
576. On26 Ocober, the Council and Parliament adopted Directive 94/47/EC
(Table I) concerning protection for purchasers in respect of certain aspects of
contracts relating to the purchase of the right to use immovable properties on a
timeshare basis, which lays down provisions on the prior information which
purchasers must receive on the constituent parts of a contract, the procedures
for cancellation and withdrawal, and the ban on advance payments.
677. On23 June, the Commission adopted a communication on new directions
on the liability of suppliers of services,l which effectively means withdrawing
the 1990 proposal.2 The Commission intends to pursue its work along three
main linei: improved information for consumers, the preparation of specific
texts concerning sectors for which particular needs are established, and support
for initiatives in respect of access to justice.
678. Subsequent to the consultations on the Green Papers on guarantees for
consumer gotdt and after-sales services3 and on consumer access to justice,4
which received a favourable response from the other institutions,s the Com-
mission gave notice of Community action at the Council meeting on 8 December.5
679. On the subject of comparative advertising, the Commission adopted, on
21 April, an amended proposal for a Parliament and Council Directive (Table I)
"-..tding Council Diiective 84/450/EEC concerning misleading advertising.TThe amendments proposed by the Commission are designed to reflect the
opinions delivered by Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee on
the one hand and, on the other, the undertaking the Commission entered into
at the Edinburgh European CounciIin1,992 to take a fresh look at its proposal
in the light of the principle of subsidiarity.
I
z
3
4
COM(94) 250; Bull. 6'7994, point 1.2.207'
OJ C 12, 78.1..1997; COM(90)-482; Twenty-fourth Gene-r1l Report, point 551.
COM(93) 509; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 382'
COM(93) 575; T'wenty-seventh General Report, point-382.
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- 
Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.152; Economic and Social Committee 
- 
OJ I
5-1994, poinrs 1.2.208 and- 1.2.209; European Parliament- OJ C 128,9.5.1994; Bull
OJ C 205, 25.7 .1994;Bull. 5-1994, poini 1.2.150; Committee of the Regions 
- 
Bull.
Bull. 12-1994.
OJ L 250, 19.9.1,984; Eighteenth General Report, point 399.
295, 22.7O.1994; Bull.
4-7994, point 7 .2.17 5;
5-1994, point 1.2.151.
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Section 23
Public health and solidarity
Priority activities and objectives
680. The European union's powers in the area of public bealth haue a specific
legal basis since the entry into force of the Treaty on European IJnion: Article
129 of tbe EC Treaty sets out a framework for action and defines the respectiue
roles of the Member States and the (Jnion. The [Jnion's task is to belp to ensure
a higb leuel of health protection by encouraging cooperation between tbe
Member States and, if necessary, supporting the action they take. The union's
action in this area is mainly concerned witlt preuenting illnesses and major
healtb scourges, by promoting research into tbeir causes and transmission and
prouiding information and education. This year the commission proposed four
community action programmes on health promotion, combating cancer,
combating AIDS and other transmissible diseases, and the preuention of drug
addiction, in tbe context of the communication on the framework for
Community action in the field of public bealtb adopted in Nouember 1993.
Since the entry into force of tbe Treaty on European (Jnion, health protection
has become an element of other cornmunity policies. The white paper on
European social policyl emphasizes the relationsbip between public health
policy and social, enuironmental and economic policy. Tbis relationsbip
encompasses the harmful effects of pouerty, unemployment and social exclusion;
tlte increasing pressure of demographic trends and an ageing population on
health and tuelfare seruices; tbe role of the preuention and rehabilitation
programme in social integration; tbe repercussions of enuironmental conditions
on public safety and the specific health needs created by increasing mobility
witbin tbe Union and immigration from non-member countries.
Public health
68L. On 2 June, the Council adopted a resolution2 on the Commission
communication of November 1993 setting up a framework for Community
action in the field of public health;3 the Economic and Social Committee qave
I Point 554 of this Reporr.2 OJ C 165,77.6.1994;Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.200.3 COM(93) 559; Twenty-sevenrh General Report, point 593
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a favourable opinion on 6 July.l The Council Resolution stresses the need, in
the interests of continuity and consistency in Community policy, for multiannual
programming of existing and future initiatives and the identification of priority
areas for action such as cancer, drug dependence, AIDS and other transmissible
diseases, health promotion, education and training, disease surveillance and the
collection of reliable health data. The same day, the Council adopted a Resolution
on cardiovascular diseases,2 which are among the main causes of premature
death. On 11 March, Parliament passed a resolution on upgrading the status of
nursing staff and ensuring intra-Community mobility.3 It also passed a resolution
on the cases of cholera in southern ltaly.a
682. On L June, the Commission adopted a communication accompanied by
a proposal for a Parliament and Council Decision adopting a programme of
Community action (1995-99) on health promotion) information, education and
training (Table I).5 This programme defines an information and education
strategy based on both general and specific measures and identifying priority
areas for action designed to influence behaviour in the field of health, particularly
in schools and workplaces.
683. On 21 December, the Commission adopted a communication on blood
safety and self-sufficiency in the European Union.5
Fight against cancer
684. On 29 March, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Parliament and
Council Decision adopting an action plan 1,995-99 to combat cancer (Table I),
accompanied by a communication assessing the situation in the Member States
and describing the proposed approach to combat the disease.T This third action
plan will ensure the continuity of the 'Europe against cancer' programme
launched in 1987.8 On 5 December, a Commission report was published on the
execution of the 'Europe against cancer' programme in L993.e
I Bull. 718-1,994. ooint 1,.2.174.2 oJ c 1.65, 17.6 :1994t Bull. 6-1,994, poinr 1.2.204.3 OJ C 91,,28.3.7994; Bull.3-1994, point1.2.172.
* OJ C 341,,5.72.7994; Bull. 11-1994, poinr 1.2.217.5 COM(94) 202; Bull. 6-1994, poinr 7.2.201,.6 COM(94) 552; Bull. 1'2'7994.7 OJ C 1.39,2'1.5.1994, COM(94) 83; Bull. 3-1994,point1.2.'17'l8 Twenty-first General Report, point 440.
e COM(94) 550; Bull. 12'1994.
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Fight against AIDS
685. On 22 December, the Council decided to extend the 'Europe against
AIDS' programmel until 31 December 1.995, so as to avoid interruption of
current activities (Table I). On 25 November, the Commission adopted a report
on the implementation of the 'Europe against AIDS' action plan in 1'993.2
686. On 9 November, the Commission proposed a Community action
programme on the prevention of AIDS and certain transmissible diseases
(Table I) as part of the action on public health. This five-year programme
(1995-99) is designed to continue and develop Community action against AIDS
and help prevent certain transmissible diseases such as sexually-transmissible
diseases, tuberculosis and hepatitis.
Fight against drugs
687. Further to its communication of 23 June on an action plan to combat
drugs for 1995-99,3 the Commission proposed a Community action programme
on the prevention of drug dependence (Table I).a This programme, which is a
public health measure aimed at reducing demand for drugs, is primarily
concerned with preventing the use of narcotics and psychotropic substances and
the abuse of alcohol and pharmaceutical products, and meeting the health and
social needs of drug addicts.
688. On 22 December, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 3294/94
(Table II) amending the budget and financial provisions for the European
Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addictions created in February 1'993,s
which actively pursued the installation process in Lisbon throughout the year.
On 6 May, Parliament passed a resolution on sport and doping.5
689. The second European Drug Prevention 'Week was organized from 15 to
22 October.It was coordinated and supported by the Commission and involved
sustainable prevention measures targeted mainly at young people.
1 Twenty-fifth General Report, point223.2 COM(94) 525; Bull. 77'1'994' point 1.2.215.3 COM(94) 234, Bull. 6-1994, poinr 1.4.6; Point 1081 of this Report'4 COM(94) 223; Bull 6-1994, poinr 1.2.206.i Twenty-seventh General Report, point 598,6 OJ C 205,25.7.1'994; Bull.5-1994' point7.2.144.
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I nte rn ati o n a I coo pe rati o n
690. Given the impact of certain environmental nuisances on human health,
and with an eye to the European conference of the World Health Organization
on this theme which took place in June,1 Parliament adopted a resolution on 6
May in which it called for more detailed and coordinated epidemiological research
and for application of the principle of proportionality in the implementation of
environmental and health policy objectives.2
691 . The second European Conference on Environment and Health took place
in Helsinki from 20 to 22 June under the aegis of the WHO; it was attended by
Mr Paleokrassas, Member of the Commission.3 The debates covered such
matters as health and the environment in towns and cities and the role of
international cooperation. The Conference adopted an action plan for the
environment and health in Europe. The Commission will play an active role in
implementing this plan.
Solidarity
Measures to help the disabled
692. On 6 December, the Council adopted Decision 94/782/EC (Table II)
concerning the continued development until 31 December 1996 of the Handynet
system within the framework of Decision 93/I36/EEC establishing a third
Community action programme to assist disabled people (Helios ll) (1993-96).4
The purpose is to extend and develop the Handynet multilingual computerized
information system for disabled people.
Measures to help older people.
693. In a resolution adopted on 24 February, Parliament welcomed the results
of the multiannual action programme and of the European Year of Older People
and Solidarity between Generations (1993).5 It recommended a number of
measures relating to a minimum income, self-reliance, adequate health monitor-
ing and better integration into economic, social, cultural and political life.
I Point 497 of this Report.
z OJ C 205,25.7.7994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.145.3 Bull. 6-1994,point7.2.170.4 OJ L 56,9.3.1,993;Twenty-seventh General Report,point602.5 OJ C77 ,14.3.1994;Br:ll. 1,/2-1'994' point 1.2.190.
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Measures to help disaster victims in the Union
694. The purpose of emergency Community aid within the Union is to relieve
the suffering of people affected by sudden disasters as quickly as possible. The
provision of emergency relief is intended as a symbol of solidarity between
citizens. It cannot be considered in any way as compensation for damage suffered
by victims of disasters or to economic infrastructure. This year, the Commission
granted emergency aid to victims of disasters in 11. cases, totalling ECU 10.2
million.l
695. Parliament also asked the Commission on several occasions to grant aid
to victims of specific disasters, particularly fires, floods, storms and bad
weather.2
Bull. 7/2-7994, point 1.2.191; Bull. 5-1994, point 'l'.2.146; Bull. 7/8-7994, point 1.2.176; Bull. 10-1994,
points 1.2.118, 1..2."120 and'l.2.722;Bull. 1.1.-1994, poinr 1.2.220;Br:ll. 1'2-1,994.
b; C ++, 74.2.7994; B'rll. 1,/2-7994, points 1.2.192 and 7.2.793; OJ C 128, 9.5.1994; Bull. 4-7994,
points 1.2.170, 1.2.177 and1..2.172; Ol C 305,31.10.1994;Bull.9-1994, points 1.2.190, 7.2.797 and 1.2.192;
OJ C323,21,.11..1994; Bull. 10-1994, points 1..2.1.1.9,1.2.127 and1.2.723; OJ C 341' 5.12.1994; Bull. 77-7994'
points 1.2.2.19 and 1.2.221;Bull. 1,2-1994.
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Section 24
I nformation, com mu nication,
audiovisual media and culture
Priority activities and objectives
595. At a time of declining support for the European Union,l the institutions
haue been purswing policies aimed at bringing the European Union closer to the
people, in keeping with the Declaration on tbe right of access to information2
and in accordance with the principles of transparency, responsiueness to
derrtand, consistency and user-friendliness which underlie the Commission's
new approach to information and communication.3 In this context' the
Commission bas deueloped decentralized and carefully targeted measures to
supply information tbat people are interested in. lt has set up a number of
internal systems designed to ensure that the Community's actiuities are better
coordinated and complement each other and, lastly, it has tak-en certain
measures to implement the code of conduct on access to documents beld by the
institutions.a ln line witb the IJnion's increasing international role, tbe
Commission bas extended its information actiuities in non-member countries.5
Witb regard to audiouisual matters, priority has been giuen to consulting tbe
professionals on the information society, using as a basis the GreenPaper on
strategy options to strengthen the European programme industry,s with a uiew
to the reuision of the teleuision without frontiers Directiue and the new plan for
aid to the programme industry (MEDIA ll). Meanwbile, the action plan for tbe
introduction of aduanced teleuision seruices in EuropeT has proued increasingly
successful. The new Article L28 of tbe EC Treaty, ubich formed the basis for a
Commission paper and two proposals for Decisions on books and reading and
on artistic and cultural actiuities, adopted on 27 July,8 sets the tone for the(Jnion's cultural actiuities. Subsidiarity and respect for national and regional
diuersity are the guiding principles. The Union sbould also higblight Europe's
common cultural heritage and take account of cultural aspects in its other
policies.
I Eurobarometer No 41 
- 
Bull. 6-7994, point 1'.2.276.2 The Declaration is annexed to the Treaty on European Union (Declaration No 17).3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 509.4 Twenty-seventh Ceneral Report, point 611.
s Point722 of this Report.6 PointTl}ofthisRebort.7 Decision 93/424/EEC-OJL196,5.8.1993;Twenty-seventh General Report,point525.8 COM(94) 355; Bull. 7 /8-1994' poinr 1'.2.178.
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lnformation and communication policy
697. In keeping with the guidelines set out in its 1993 communication,l the
Commission has stepped up its activities for the general public and more specific
target groups, acting through its offices in the Member States and national relays
and nerworks. It has also continued refining its opinion-canvassing techniques2
and its analyses of trends in public opinion.
698. In addition to its traditional publications for the general public, the
Commission brought out a series of 128 brochures to publicize the practical
help the Union gives to the regions,3 set up a department responsible for the
citizens' advice desks and welcomed some 25 000 visitors, giving priority to
those from the countries which are applicants for membership. The 'Sources
d'Europe'information centre in Paris was officially opened, and work is currently
in progress on another such centre in Lisbon (Jacques Delors Centre).4
699. A special effort was made to improve communications with the outside
world and to make better use of audiovisual media. For example, the launching
of 'Europe by satellite', linking the Commission's headquarters with its offices
in the Member States means that press briefings can be organized from
headquarters. It has also led to the development of a network of audiovisual
correspondents in the offices, facilitated communication with the national and
regional media and helped the Commission to target its information more
effectively. In addition, television stations and producers were provided with
over 50% more production and back-up services than in 1993.The Community
continued to support training for journalists.
700. Efforts to inform and communicate with specific target groups were
intensified through relays such as the European documentation centres in
universities and rural carrefours. Various activities were organized for specific
groups. For example, a special information campaign aimed at young people
was launched, a campaign to inform people about the White Paper on growth,
competitiveness and employment was planned,s the Niki Prize was awarded to
television programmes best illustrating the role of women in modern society6
and the Stendhal Prize was given to newspapers, television stations and journalists
making the biggest contribution to understanding of the process of European
integration.T Contacts and cooperation with the sporting community were also
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 509.2 Eurobarometers 
- 
Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.2.201; Bull.5-1,994, point"l.2.21'6.I Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.155.
a Bull. 11,-1,994, poinr 1.2.226.5 Point 17 of this Report.6 Bull. 3-1994, point 7.2.774.7 Bull.70-7994, point 1.2.132.
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kept up. Examples include the European Sports Forum,l 
_ 
the Eurathlon
progr"*-., launched this year,2 and the creation of a 'Sport info Europe' desk.
The Commission also awarded the 'gold stars of town-twinning' to 36 towns
for their exemplary commitment to European integration and closer links
between the people of Europe.3
701,. In academic circles, the Commission continued to encourage European
integration studies. As part of the Jean Monnet Project for L994, the Commission
g^u."i,, support to the creation of 53 new Jean Monnet chairs, bringing the total
Io 190.a In addition, 93 permanent courses, 85 European modules and five
research grants linked to the chairs were supported by the Commission. Since it
was started in 1,990,s the Jean Monnet Project has supported 886 initiatives in
total. The Commission has also encouraged the development of transnational
research and cooperation through associations of academics specializing in
European integration.6
702. The new internal coordination mechanisms have now been set up. The
Users'Advisory Council met for the first time on 11 October.T The Council is
responsible foi ."n',rassing opinion on the Commission's information and
.orirmu.ri."tion policy 
"*o.tg-p.ople with specialist knowledge 
in the field of
information. The aim is to tailor the policy to the public's requirements.8
I nfo rmatio n a nd tra nsqa re ncY
703. On 8 February, the Commission adopted a decision on implement-ation
of the code of conduct on access to Council and Commission documents.e The
guide to public access to documents, mentioned in the 1993 Commission
fo,,'rn,r.ti."tion,10 was duly published in October'e Quite apart from the code
of conduct, it is part of the Commission's information and communications
policy to make information available to the public' wherever appropriate.
Relations with interest groups were stepped tp.tt
I Bull. 71-7994, point 1.2.227.2 oJ c 297,25.i0.1991; Bull.10-1994, point 1.2.133.3 Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.130.a Bull. 4-1994,point1.2.778.t Twenty-fourih General Report, point 963. 
-r i.;.,'i'CiA Europ. 
"nd 
EC'SA V"rld, which organized a conference this year on federalism, subsidiarity
and democracy.7 Bull.70-'1,994, point 1.2.131.8 Twenty-sevenih General Report, point 509.
e Point 10 of this Report.10 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 612'11 Point 12 of this Report.
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Press, radio and television
704. As in previous years, the number of journalists accredited to the
Commission in Brussels remained high at over 750, from 56 countries, of whom
645 were from the press and 105 from radio and television. This total includes
representatives of 75 national and international press agencies.
705. The Spokesman's Service held 235 meetings with the press on Commission
decisions, proposals and reactions and 43 press conferences following Com-
mission meetings. The President and Members of the Commission gave 79 press
conferences on key issues, several of which were given jointly with visitors to
the Commission. The Spokesman's Service also conveyed to the press the
Commission position on the occasion of Council and European Council meetings
and part-sessions of Parliament. Special arrangements were made to cover
international events involving the Community such as the G7 Summit in
Naples.l
705. More than 2 800 information memos and papers were released to the
accredited press, while the offices in the Member States and the delegations in
non-member countries received over 800 telexed memos and commentaries
drafted specially to enable them to brief local press contacts on a daily basis.
Office for Official Publications
707. The Office celebrated its 25th anniversary this year. At Parliament's
request, it produced a detailed report on its operations and its dealings withthe
insiitutioni in January. The Office took measures to put into practice the policy
on transparency and access to information held by the Community' making an
.uen gr.at.. effort to ensLrre selective and speedy distribution of documents. The
computerized system for the consolidation of Community legislation was used
to consolidate 36 more sets of instruments. An interinstitutional agreement on
consolidation was signed at a conference on 20 December' As part of its work
on tools to improve the flow of information between the institutions' the Office
helped pto-oi. a harmonized layout for texts, which will also make publication
.uri.r. With enlargement in mind, the Office recruited new language teams in_
the last three months of the year to enable it to publish the entire body of
Community legislationz and other publications from the beginning of 1995 in
the languag.t of rh. acceding countries. Printers have also been chosen which
can handle all 12 languages.
I Point 818 of this Report.2 50 000 to 50 000 pages per language
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705, In view of the public's increasing appetite for electronic products, the
Office has introduced a new strategy to facilitate access to databases: it has
decentralized distribution, bringing the product closer to the customers, and
introduced a uniform pricing system. Significant changes have been made to
CELEX,l the computeized interinstitutional administrative directory (IDEA)
is now complete and on the market, a publications catalogue has been produced
on CD-ROM (Eurocat) and the market research is being carried out prior to
production of a prototype CD-ROM version of the Official Journal. The Office
brought out the first issues of the Bulletin of tbe European (Jnion using desktop
publishing technology. It is hoped that this will reduce costs and speed up
production. Desktop publishing has become more common since the entry into
force of the new contracts for the production of the Official Journal. The Office
also changed the presentation of the 'S' series of the Official Journal to enable
it to cope with the volume of public procurement contracts which have to be
published.
Historical archives
709. The Commission released for consultation2 the historical archives of the
ECSC High Authority, the EEC Commission and the Euratom Commission for
1963,3 thus adding over 2 500 files to the 22 500, dating from 1"952 for the ECSC
and 1958 for the EEC and Euratom, which have been made accessible to the
public under the 3O-year rule.a
710. The report on'Archives in the European Union',5 produced by a group
of national experts chaired by the Commission, in association with the other
institutions of ihe Union, was endorsed by the Council on 17 June.5 The Council
asked the Commission to take certain measures in this area in cooperation with
the Member States. For example, the Commission was asked to organize a
multidisciplinary forum on problems with the management, storage' preservation
and recovery of machine-readable data.
711. The Commission continued to help with work on the archives from the
former Yugoslavia.T At the special seminar on microfilm copying and restoration
held at the Commission's initiative in Vienna in 1993,7 an action plan was
I Point 1289 of this Renort
' 
il;;";,h. Et;;;;;;u;;".tsity Institute in Florence 
- 
point 318 of this Report.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 621.4 OI L 43, 15.2.1983; Seventeenth General Report, point 54'j Oifice for Official Publications of the European-Communities, Luxembourg 1994; available in English,
French and German. Vork is already under way on the other language versions.6 Bull. 6-1994,point1,.L211.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 523.
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devised for saving archives which were in danger of being destroyed and ensuring
freer access to archives necessary for succession purposes.
Audiovisual policy
71-2. In line with the plans it announced in the White Paper on growth,
competitiveness and employment,l the Commission adopted on 6 April a Green
Paper on strategy options to strengthen the European programme industries in
the context of the audiovisual policy of the European Union.2 The Green Paper
is based on a report from a think tank made up of representatives of the
audiovisual industry and contributions from the Member States and professional
organizations. It identifies current problems, occurring against a background of
a changing world market and the emergence of the information society. Analysis
of the issues and audiovisual policy instruments at both national and Community
level is followed by a number of suggestions covering three main areas: the rules
of the game, financial stimulation at EU level and convergence of national
support systems. Very extensive consultations were held on the Green Paper
with people working in the industry (the Commission organized a European
audiovisual conference,3 which took place in Brussels from 30 June to 2 July),
and the follow-up measures have been fully integrated into the action plan
'Europe's way to the information society'.a The Green Paper was endorsed by
the Committee of the Regionss and the Economic and Social Committee.s
713. The Commission continued with implementation of the MEDIA pro-
gramme (1991-95).6In line with the guidelines adopted in1993,7 the 19 projects
developed under the programme are closely coordinated. Activities are split into
three main areas: training, development of production projects and distribution
of European works.
714. On 3 March, the Commission adopted a communications reviewing
implementation of the measures provided for in Directive 89/552/EECe
(television without frontiers) to promote the production and distribution of
European and independent television programmes. Parliament delivered an
opinion on the communication on 6 Mayr0 and another on the Community's
I Bull. 12-1,993. ooint 1.2.44.
'z COM(94) 96; Bull. 4-7994,point1'.2.179.3 Bull.7l8-1994, point 1.2.181.a Point 397 of this Reoort.5 Bull. 9-1994, poift 1.2.196.6 OJ L 380,31.1.2.1.990 Twenty-fourth General Report, point179.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 524.8 COM(94) 57; Bull. 3-1994,poim1.2.178.e OJ L 298,17.'10.1989, Twenty-third General Report, poinr227.
ro Bull. 5-1994, poinr 1-2.156.
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straregy for introducing high definition television (HDTV) on 20 April.l On
19 April, Parliament endorsed2 the communication presented by the Commission
int993 on the framework for a Community policy on digital video broadcasting'3
with the Council following suit on 27 June.a On22 December, the Council also
adopted a common position on the amended proposal for a Parliament and
Council Directive on the use of standards for the broadcasting of television
signals (Table I), repealing Council Directive 92/38/EEC.s
7L5. The Commission continued to support film festivals and audiovisual
events intended to promote European works and raise awareness of Europe's
audiovisual heritage.5
Culture
715. Following the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union and
taking account of the new Article 128 of the EC Treaty, stressing the importan_ce
of cultural diversity and the subsidiarity principle, the Commission presented a
communication on the European Union's action in support of culture on
27 July.7 This builds on the foundations laid in the communication adopted in
1.9i28 andwas favourably received by the Council on 10 November.e Parliament
passed a resolution on these matfers on 20 January.l0
71,7. At the same time, the Commission held consultations in the Member
States with a view to producing a communication on cultural heritage and an
acrion programme. On 17 June, the Council adopted conclusions stating its
intention to f,tt. the various strands of cultural heritage policy into a single
project.ll The Commission and Parliament held a conference on 'The citizen
and cultural heritage' on 4 and 5 October.l2
718. Pending adoption of the new programmes developed on the basis of
Article 128, work continued on existing pilot projects. As part of the campaign
to preserve Europe's architectural heritage, ECU 3.74 million was allocated to
t O I C 1.28, 9.5.1994; B:uJ,l. 4-L994, point 1.2.182.
, oJ c 178,9.5.7994;Bull.4-7994, point 1.2.181.3 COM(93) 557; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 525'o OJ C 181,2.7 .7994; Bull. 6-1994, point 1.2.217 .
s Oi L 137 ,2O.5 .199i; Twenty-sixih General Report, point 1 82; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 525.6 B;ll. 3-1,994, point 1..2.'176.7 COM(94) 355; Bull. 718-1991, point 1.2.178.I Twenty-sixth Ceneral Report, point 183.
r O I C 348, 9.1,2.1994; Bull. 1 1-1994, point 7.2.223.t0 oj c 44, 74.2.1991; Bull. 1 / 2-1994, potnt 1.2.197.
11 Bull. 6-1994, point L.2.21'0.
12 Bull. 10-1994, point 1.2.128.
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53 pilot projects concerned with this year's theme 
- 
buildings and sites related
to the performing artsl -- and a travelling exhibition on the protection of
Europe's architectural heritage opened on 30 April.2 The Commission took
part in other projects intended to raise awareness of heritage, some of which
were organized by the Member States and others by international organizations
such as the Council of Europe, which was behind the European open monument
days.3 With regard to books and reading, the proposal for a Decision on a
multiannual Ariane programme (Table I), aimed at promoting knowledge and
distribution of European literary works (through translation, for example),
widens the scope of the Union's activities. ln 1.994, the Union allocated ECU
282 395 for the translation of 80 works by European authors. Priority was given
to the less-widely-spoken languages.a The European literature prize and the
European translation prize (Aristeion Prizes) were awarded in Lisbon on
2 December.a The 'Reading for Pleasure' European awareness campaign,
launched in 1.993,s was officially brought to a close on 8 October. This provided
an opportunity to review the meetings of experts, organized in the Member
States with Commission support, which pointed the way to areas that might be
exflored further at Community level. In the field of education, the Council
adopted conclusions on children and culture in June.5
7L9. Through its annual Kaleidoscope programme,T the Commission encour-
agdd cultural exchanges in every artistic discipline and allocated ECU 3.35 million
in Community aid to 1,27 projects, which it selected. On 27 July, a proposal was
put forward for a Parliament and Council Decision setting up a multiannual
Kaleidoscop e 2000 programme (Table I).
720. Once again the Commission supported a number of high-profile projects
such as the European Community Youth Orchestra and Baroque Orchestra, the
European City of Culture (Lisbon),8 European Cultural Month (Budapest in
1994, Nicosia in 1995, St Petersburg in 1996 and Ljubljana in 1,997).e As an
expression of its solidarity in the face of disasters affecting Europe's cultural
heritage, it also decided to help fund the rebuilding of the Gran Teatro del Liceo
in Barcelona, which Parliament had called for on 10 February,lo and the
I Bull. 6-1994,point1.2.212.2 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.1'53.I Buf f . 9-1994, point | .2.195.a Bull. 12-1,994.i Twenty-seventh General Report, point 5296 Bull. 5-1994, points 1.2.214 and 1.2.215.7 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 237.8 Bull. 1./2-1.994, point 1.2.196.
e Bull. 5-'1994,point 1.2.213.
r0 Bull. 1./2-'1994, point 1.2.155.
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restoration of Brittany's old parliament building in Rennes, both of which had
been damaged by fires.l
721 . By way of cultural cooperation extending beyond the Community's
frontieri, the Commission spent ECU 980 000 on 37 proiects in non-member
countries, particularly the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and certain
Latin American countries, with which the Community has agreements containing
special clauses on culture.2
Bull.1/2-1994, points i.2.199 and 1
Bv,ll.7 /8-1994, point 1.2.179.
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Chapter lll
Role of the European Union in the world
Section 1
Priority activities and objectives
722. Enlargement became a reality in 1994 when agreement was reached on
ti, 
""rrttio| of Austria, Finland ind Sweden, wbile the IJnion continued todeuelop its uarious external relations policies. At the European Council meeting
held in Essen in December, tbe Heads of State or Gouernment stressed tbe
imjortance of securing long'-term peace and stability in Europe and neighbour--
ing regions b'y pauing"th" iroy f9i ttrg ac.cession of the associated countries of
Central and EasternTrrop, ind by deueloping the I.Jnion's special relationship);tl, ottrq neighbours, particularly in the Mediterranean.'With the entry into
force of the Lliion frrity inNoulmber 1993, this was the first year in which
'the common foreign andiecurity policy (CFSP) was operational, and the Union
made euery effort"to ensure thai the obiectiues and actiuities of that policy u'ere-
consistent witb those pttrsued in the more traditional areas of its external
relations. The Union al'so increased its influence in international bodies such as
the Ilnited Nations and its agencies'
The European [Jnion carried out a number of ioint a.c!!on: under the CFSP'
notably in respect of the former Yugos,lauia, the Middle East peace process'
N.urrii, South Afric'a, the pact on stability in Central and Eastern Europe,
;;ri;r; non-proililrrition 'and exports of dual-use 
.(ciuilian and militarv)
i"rt'i"ut.itt[ mit"*"ntation of th"r, actions engendered a.preuentiue diplo'
'm)r.v iritiatiue in the form of a conferenc.e lawncbing the Stability Pact in May'
followect by a series o,f regional round tables. Other deuelopments included the
'i;rpotri oi nU obr"rr"rlto monitor elections, notably tbose in Sowth Africa',
and the administration of the city of Mostar in Bosnia- The Council also adopted
a number of comrnon positions imposing economic and^arms embargoes on,.
amongst others, Serbia and Montenegro ind the Bosnian Serbs, and estoblished
the miin points of its policy towards certain countries'
A major hightight of the year was the conclusion of the acce.ssion negotiations.
with Austria, finland, Sieden andNorway, and tbe referendums that followed
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the signing of tbe respectiue accession treaties. The Awstrians, the Finns and tbe
Swedes all uoted in fauour, wbile tbe Norwegians rejected accession, with the
result that the European Union will comprise L5 members as of 1 J anuary 1995.
Tbe Union will now haue to establish a new equilibrium, redefining its priorities
in the light of all its members' interests; tbis process should enable it to step up
its actiuities in the social and enuironmental fields, drawing on the experience
of its new members in these areas.
Economic and political ties with the EFTA countries were progressiuely
strengtbened througbout tbe year following the entry into force of the European
Economic Area Agreement in January. The Commission also started talks witb
Switzerland with a uiew to deueloping Euro-Swiss relations in areas of mutual
interest.
Witb tbe Union about to be enlarged to 15 Member States, the Essen European
Council confirmed tbat the next pbase of enlargement would inuolue Cyprus
and Malta, and Poland and Hungary haue already submitted formal accession
applications; but througbout the year the IJnion uas at pains to demonstrate its
desire for balanced relations with all its neighbours, witb the Central and East
European countries an obuious priority. ln response to a request issued by the
Corfu European Council, the Commission drew up a strategy pauing the way
for the accession of the associated Central European countries. lt submitted two
communications concerning the strengtbening of the (Jnion's ties with tbe
associated countries through the conclusion of Europe Agreements, and major
steps were taken to formalize relations between the parties. Tbe Essen European
Council constituted a watershed in the bistory of the European IJnion's relations
witb the associated Central European countries, giuing new weight and
momentum to a process designed to bring them closer to the tJnion and to
prepare the ground for their euentual accession. A general strategy was adopted
along the lines suggested by tbe Commission, reflecting the needs of tbe
countries concerned. lt inuolues introducing structured political relations
betueen the associated countries and tbe EIJ institutions witb a uiew to
promoting mutual trust and laying the foundations for their integration into the
single market on tbe basis of a'v(hite Paper to be drawn up by the commission.
The Union was also keen to strengthen its ties with the Baltic States, and the
Essen European Council expressed the hope that the Europe Agreements then
under negotiation, incorporating tbe free trade agreements signed in the course
of the year, would be quickly concluded so that the countries concerned could
be included in the strategy of rapprocbement adopted for tbe Central European
countries. Howeuer, the accession negotiations should not start before the
institutional arrangements required to enable tbe IJnion to function efficiently
haue been established at the lntergouernmental Conference of 1996.
Another area of great strategic importance to tbe IJnion is tbe Mediterranean.
Here too the Commission set out q new approach designed to build on the
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existing social, political and economic ties. lts uiews were endorsed by the Essen
European Council, wbich called for a Euro-Mediterranean partnersbip couering
a number of spheres of political and economic cooperation, euentttally leading
to the creation of a free trade area that will secure political stability, peace and
prosperity tbroughout the Mediterranean. Tbe policy should be backed by
substantial financial assistance, and would specifically inuolue tbe Euro-
Mediterranean partnership agreements, completion of a customs union witb
Turkey and a Euro-Mediterranean ministerial conference to be held in 1,995.
The European[Jnion continued to support tbe Middle East peace process. As
the biggest donor to the Palestinian Territories, the Union added its weight to
the endeauours of the protagonists, using resources auailable under the new
Mediterranean policy measures and adopting a ioint action in support of tbe
peace proce.ss. /r is also likely that the (Jnion's role in tbe region will be
enhanced as its new strategy for the Mediterranean deuelops.
Tbe continued figbting in tbe former Yugoslauia remained a constant sowrce of
concern to the (Jnion.In addition to its political and humanitarian actiuities in
support of Bosnia-Herzegouina, the (Jnion sought to step up its relations with
Yugoslauia's successor Republics. Both the former Yugoslau Republic of
Micedonia and Slouenia receiued financial and tecbnical assistance under the
PHARE programme, and the Commission proposed that Croatia too sbowld
benefit from such assistance.
Tbe European IJnion supported the reforms undertaken by tbe lndependent,
States 
"f ihe former Souiet IJnion and laid tbe foundations for full and fruitfulcooperation cuith seueral of them by negotiating a new generation of partnership
ani cooperation agreements. The Corfu European Council welcomed the
signing of partnership agreements with Russia and Uk-raine' though uoicing its
,inrri, witb regard to the issue of nuclear safety in Ukraine. The Essen
European Council therefore expressed particular satisfaction at the adoption of,
a common position setting out the (Jnion's objectiues and priorities with regard
to IJk-raine, and confirmed the support it bad expressed throughout the year for
the reforms under way in that country.lt also applauded the ratification of the
Non-proliferation Treaty by IJkraine and Moldoua, and expressed the hope
tbat ihe agreement signed with Russia would be speedily ratified, enabling the
(Jnion to launcb a constructiue dialogue for partnership with that country.
The Final Act of the Urugway Round multilateral trade talbs was signed in
Marrakesh on L5 April, opening the way for tbe further liberalization of world
trade. The [.Jruguay Round, which was launched in Punta del Este in L985, thus
achieued unprecedented results, including a substantial reduction of customs
tariffs, greater market access, the liberalization of trade in new economic sectors
such ai seruices, inuestment and intellectwal property, and the creation of the
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'World Trade Organization (WTO), whicb will replace GATT in L995, with
greater powers to monitor and manage the world trading system. ln December,
with Parliament's Assent, tbe Council adopted a Decision approuing the
conclusion of the GATT negotiations. Elsewbere in the field of trade policy, tbe
Council also adopted a number of Regulations rationalizing the Community's
trade p olicy instruments.
More generally, tbe Commission and tbe Council continued to assess the
possibilities for coordinating deuelopment policy in a number of key Areas, such
as pouerty, education and food security, and the European Union wAs a
participant in tbe conference on population and deuelopment held in Cairo in
September. The Commission presented a communication setting out guidelines
for a reuised and modernized generalized system of preferences (GSP) scheme
for 1995-2004. The proposed changes are designed to improue tbe efficiency of
the system as a deuelopment policy instrument targeting tbe least deueloped
countries, and added incentiues aimed at promoting workers' rights in
deueloping countries, enuironmental protection and sustainable deuelopment
policies are offered to countries choosing that option.
The European (Jnion adopted a pro-actiue, global approacb in assessing the
requirements and strategic priorities of its relations with two of the world's
major groutb Areas, namely Asia and Latin America.
The Commission attaches great importance to political and economic dialogue
with the Latin American countries and tbe regional integration process under
way tbere, and actiuely pursued its cooperation with the Rio and San Josb
groups. Following a strategic assessment of tbe options for strengthening EU
policy towards Mercosur, the Commission proposed the creation of a new,
broader partnership between the two regions, initially in the form of a trade
and economic cooperation agreement wbiclt could be superseded euentually by
an inter-regional association between Mercosur and tbe Union. ln welcoming
this innouatiue proposal, the Essen European Council sent an important political
signal to the countries concerned, at the same time callingfor closer ties between
the Union, Chile and Mexico.
The European Union also took steps to improue its relations witb tbe Asian
countries.In response to the increasing economic and political significance of
the Asia-Pacific countries the Commission set out a number of strategic
guidelines f<>r a more uigorous policy towards the region, an approach that was
endorsed by tbe Essen European Council. The guidelines redefined existing
policies while broaching new areas of cooperation and stepping up tbe dialogue
with the countries concerned, particularly througb tbe medium of ASEAN. At
political leuel, tbe annual EU-ASEAN ministerial meeting looked ahead to more
extensiue cooperation and a closer relationsbip, while the Union's inuoluement
III-I
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with tbe ASEAN regional forum also increased its contribution to the debate
on political cooperation and security issues. As regards bilateral relations with
the Asian countries, the political dialogue with China was stepped up, while
new agreements were concluded witb Sri Lanka and India and a cooperation
and partnership agreement negotiated with Nepal.
The future of the European[Jnion's relations with tbe ACP countries was the
subject of negotiations aimed at a mid-term reuiew of tbe fourth Lome,
Conuention. The three main areas of reform tabled were: the promotion of
human rights, democratic ualues, the rule of law and good gouernance;
improued dialogue and cooperation strategy tuithin the Community; and greater
consistency and efficiency in the application of the instruments and procedures
of ACP-EC cooperation. The tJnion also moued fast to send humanitarian aid
to Rwanda, expediting the disbursement of funds auailable under the different
EDFs and working through tbe European Community Humanitarian Office
(ECHO) to bring exceptionally rapid aid to tbe uictims of tbe figbting.
Tbe European (Jnion strongly signalled its support for the historic decision of
tbe peopli and Gouernment of South Africa to embrace multiracial democracy,
offiring a package of measures aimed at meeting the country's immediate needs '
Designid to fosier economic deuelopment, trade and political dialogue, they
;nclide tbe extension to South Africa of the Community's GSP scbeme and the
stepping-up of financial and tecbnical assistance. The conclusion of a simplified
cooperition agreement in December prouided a legal framework for building
up EIJ-South Afr;ca cooperation, and constituted a first step towards closer ties
between the two Parties.
The crucial issues affecting the European [Jnion's relations with the otber
industrialized countries were the upgrading of the multilateral trading system
and the problems of growth and employment. These issues were debated in
September at a meeting between the EIJ, tlte US, Canada and Japan in Los
Angeles and at the G7 summit held in Naples in July, which endorsed the
griwtb strategy adopted in Tokyo in L993 but also aduocated measures to
iespond to the challenges of job creation and tbe increasing internationalization
of markets and economies. The G7 also discussed ways of improuing inter-
national cooperation on the enuironment, organiZed crime and money laun-,
dering, and reiterated their commitment to helping countries in the throes of
deuelopment and transition. At the Naples summit the Russian president, Mr
Boris Yeltsin, was fully inuolued with the policy discussions for the first
time. Tbe Essen European Council wholebeartedly endorsed the desire for a
qualitatiue change in the EU's relations with the United States, Japan and
Canado under the ioint declarations signed with those countries in L990. The
political and economic dialogue with tbe IJnited States was stepped up at all
leuels and a number of working parties were set up to foster closer cooperation
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in areas of mutual interest and improue the mutual understanding and
coordination of the parties' positions. The dialogue between the EU and Canada
was relaunched along tbe same lines, witb both parties confirming their
commitment to closer bilateral economic ties and euincing greater conuergence
in their uieus on numerous international issues.'While the Union continued to
call for a reduction of Japan's trade surplus, tbe dialogue-based approach
adopted in 1993 produced significant progress, particularly as regards market
access.
The number of diplomatic missions accredited to the European Communities
rose to 163 in 1994, while the Commission itself opened new delegations in
Tbilisi (Georgia) and Alma-Ata (Kazakhstan), taking tbe total number of
diplomatic missions to 121. The Commission also stepped up its information
actiuities in third countries, particularly as regards the EFTA accession
candidates, the Central and East European countries and the lndependent States
of tbe former Souiet Union.
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Section 2
Enlargement of the European Union
EFTA countries
723. On 1 January 1.995, Austria, Finland and Sweden will accede to the
European Union, thus creating a new landmark in the history of European
integration.
724. After the considerable progress achieved at the ministerial meetings in
Brussels in December L993,1 the beginning of the year saw fresh developments
in the accession negotiations with the four applicant countries, Austria, Sweden,
Finland and Norway.2 The accession conference, which was held in Brussels
between 25 February and 1 March,3 marked a turning point. The negotiations
were concluded at political level on 1 March with Austria, Sweden and Finland,
and on 16 March with Norway, which had required further talks on several
specific issues, notably fisheries. Following these political agreements, the Union
was able to settle the last outstanding question, on institutions, on 27 March.a
All the negotiating chapters were finally approved on 30 March and the political
agreements then had to be given legal form for the drawing-up of the instruments
of accession (treaty and act of accession consisting of annexes, protocols and
declarations). The texts were approved at the final session of the conference on
12 April. On 19 April the Commission adopted a favourable opinion on the four
countries' membership applications in accordance with Article O of the Treaty
on European Union.5 On 4 May Parliament held a debate on enlargement which
ended with assent by a very large maiority to the accession of the four applicant
countries.6 However, in its four resolutions on 5 May,7 Parliament expressed
its concern at shortcomings in the institutional development of the Union and
asked the European Council in Corfu to give a formal undertaking on
Parliament's full participation in the review process planned for L996.8 The
Treaties of Accession and related Final Acts were signed on 24 June by the
representatives of the 12 Member States and the four applicants at the European
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 634 et seq.2 Bull. 1./2-1,994, points 1.3.21 to 7.3.24.
r Buff. 3-l994,point 1.3.26.
a Points 726 and'1170 of this Report.5 COM(94) 148; Bull. 4-1994, point 1.3.1'6.6 OJ C 205,25.7.1,994;Bull.5-1994, points 1.3.20 and1.6.4.7 OJ C 205,25.7.'1994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.21.8 Point 1176 of this Report
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Council meeting in Corfu.l This marked the beginning of the interim period
during which representatives of the acceding countries could attend meetings of
the Council and several other bodies of the Union as observers.
725. In the meantime referendums were organized in the four applicant
countries. On 12 June, the people of Austria endorsed their country's accession
to the Union by a majority of 66.6o/o.2 On "J.6 October, Finland voted in favour
of membership by a majority of 56.9oh.3 On 13 November, Sweden voted for
accession by a majority of 52.3%.a The people of Norway, however, voted
against membership of the Union by a majority of 52.8o/o on 28 November.s
Ratification procedures in the three applicant countries and the 12 Member
States were completed by the end of the year.
726. The underlying principle of the negotiations was that the applicants
should accept the Treaties and their objectives and the secondary legislation
known asthe acquis communautaire withno question of permanent derogations.
As regards the single market, the applicant countries accepted the whole body
of legislation on the four freedoms. In cases where the applicants had higher
health, safety or environmental standards than the Union, constituting barriers
to the free movement of goods, there will be a four-year transitional period
during which they can maintain their legislation but are required to abolish
border controls. During the transitional period the enlarged Union will
re-examine its legislation, with the new Member States participating fully in the
decision-making process. The common foreign and security policy (CFSP) was
accepted both by Norway and by the three neutral countries, Austria, Finland
and Sweden, which endorsed in full Title V of the Treaty on European Union.
In its resolutions of 9 February5 and 24 March,T Parliament underlined the
importance of this aspect of the negotiations with reference in particular to the
role of the '$Testern European Union (\7EU). Agriculture and regional policy
proved key issues in the negotiations from the outset, for three reasons: these
subjects are not covered by the European Economic Area Agreementl8 the four
applicant countries, for strategic, environmental, social and cultural reasons, all
use agricultural policy as an instrument of regional policy; and lastly, because
agricultural and regional policies are of such budgetary and political significance
to the European Union. It was agreed that the four applicants would adopt the
basic machinery of the common agricultural policy (CAP) and would align their
I Bull. 6-1994,point1.3.75.2 Bull. 6-1994, point 1.3.76.3 Bull. 10-1,994, point 1.3.15.
a Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.18.5 Bull. 1,1,-1994, point 1.3.19.6 OJ C 61.,28.2.1994;Bull. 1./2-1.994, point 1.3.25.7 OJ C 11,4,25.4.1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.30.8 Point 778 of this Report.
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farm prices from the start on those in the rest of the Union. Acceptance of the
immediate alignment of farm prices was linked to financial assistance from the
Community in the form of an agro-budgetary package agreed between the
applicants and the European Union. Provision was also made for several
transitional measures relating to market organization and veterinary and plant
health legislation. Sweden will be integrated fully into the CAP from the first
day of accession, while Austria, which is keen on preserving its traditional alpine
farming, and Finland, whose agriculture is also highly protected, have been
authorized to make special income support payments to farmers for a maximum
period of five years. The two Nordic countries are also allowed, subject to
certain conditions, to grant State aids to farmers in certain regions to compensate
for the handicaps peculiar to farming in an arctic or sub-arctic environment.
The solution to the regional policy issue, which was the subject of a resolution
adopted by Parliament on22 April,l combines these agricultural measures with
more traditional instruments of regional policy. The Burgenland region of
Austria was declared eligible for assistance under Objective 1 of the Structural
Funds,z while for certain Nordic regions, which differ from the rest of the
Union in that they are thinly populated and have a harsh climate and
widely-dispersed infrastructure, a new objective, Objective 6, was included
specifically for the purpose of promoting the development and structural
"dlrrrrrn..r, of regions with extremely 
low population density. A number of
specific points alio had to be settled, including the problem of the transit of
he"uy goods vehicles through the Alps, which had been one of Austria's concerns
from th. outset of the negotiations. Agreement was reached on a three-stage
transitional period lasting until 2003 and an accompanying policy review.3 A
major concern for Norway was the common fisheries policy.3 The negotiations
in this area demonstrated the European Union's readiness to develop its
legislation in tune with Norway's policies on fisheries and fish stock management.
Following Norway's decision not to ratify the Accession Treaty, future relations
on fisheries matters will be conducted in the legal framework appropriate to
relations with a non-member country. Institutional issues did not pose any
particular problems during the negotiations but gave rise to debates in
ita.liamenti and the Council, which opted for an arithmetic extrapolation of
the existing arrangements for the Union of Twelve. On the specific point of
qualified majority voring, the informal Council meeting of foreign ministers at
Itannina in Greece on 27 Marchs produced a solution that allowed a
comprehensive agreement to be reached with the applicant countries on
1 OJ C'128,9.5.1994;Bull. 4-7994' point7.2.7U.2 Point444 ofthis Report.
r Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.26.
a Point 1 184 of this Report.5 Bull. 3-1994,point'1.3.27;point 1170 of this Report.
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30 March.l The Commission issued a statement on this compromise on
30 March.2 The prospect of the accession of the three applicant countries on
1 January 1995 meant that appropriate amendments had to be introduced in the
preparation of the 1995 budget.3
727. Following Norway's decision not to join the European Union, the Council
reached agreement on 20 Decembera on the Commission's proposals adapting
the instruments relating to the accession of new Member States, establishing the
order of presidency of the Council and amending the Council Decision of
29 March concerning qualified majority decision-taking by the Council.s
Cyprus and Malta
728. The Corfu European Council5 welcomed the considerable progress
achieved with regard to the applications by Cyprus and Malta for membership
of the European Union, which were the subject of a Commission opinion
delivered in 1993.7 The Council stressed that any solution to the Cyprus problem
should respect the country"s sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and
unity. The European Council meeting in Essen4 confirmed that the next sta€ie
in the enlargement of the Union would involve Cyprus and Malta.
Hungary and Poland
729. Hungary and Poland lodged formal applications for membership of the
European Union on 31 March and 5 April respectively.s The Council decided
on 18 April to set in train the procedure for accession laid down in Article O of
the Treaty on European Union.s The Commission is therefore required to
prepare opinions. The Corfu European Council welcomed the applications for
membership by the two countries.5 The European Council in Essene confirmed
the conclusions of the Copenhagen and Corfu Council meetings stating that the
associated States of Central and Eastern Europe can become members of the
European Union if they so desire as soon as they are able to fulfil the relevant
preconditions. The institutional arrangements for ensuring the proper functioning
of the Union will be established at the 1996 lntereovernmental Conference
before accession negotiations begin.
I Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.28; point 1170 of this Report.2 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.29; point 1170 of this Report.I Point I I l2 of this Reoort.a Bull. 1,2-1,994.
' l'ornt I I /U ot tlils KeDort.6 Bull. 6-1994. ooim 1.3.14.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, points 643 and 644.8 Bull. 4-1994. ooints 1.3.18 and 1.3.19.e Point 1 I 95 of rhis Report.
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Section 3
Common foreign and security policy
General
730. Implementation of the common foreign and security policy (CFSP) got
under way in 1,994 following the entry into force of the Treaty on European
Union in November 1993 and the guidelines issued by the European Council in
Brussels in October and December the same year.l The Council made the first
key contribution to the gradual and pragmatic development of the CFSP by
adopting joint actions in the former Yugoslavia, Russia, South Africa and the
Middle East. It also launched joint actions on the creation of a pact on stability
and on the export of dual-use goods. In the field of common security policy, the
guidelines for a first joint action, on nuclear non-proliferation, were adopted by
the European Council at Corfu in June.2 The need for a common policy in this
area was confirmed by Parliament in a resolution adopted on 24 March.3
731". Cooperation with international bodies involved in European security was
stepped up, with the Western European Union (WEU) participating in the
administration of the city of Mostar and closer relations being forged with
NATO. These issues were the subject of Parliament resolutions on 20 Januarya
and 24 February.5
732. Article C of the Treaty on European Union establishes the principle of a
single institutional framework designed to ensure the consistency and continuity
of the activities carried out, while respecting the acquis communautaire and the
Union's external relations, security, economic and development policies. The
Council and the Commission have ensured such consistency.
Financing of the common foreign and security policy
733. In line with the provisions on the financing of the CFSP set out in Article
J.11 of the Union Treaty, administrative expenditure is charged to the budget of
the European Communities, while operational expenditure is charged either to
the Community budget, or to the Member States, as the Council decides.
I Twenty-seventh Ceneral Report, point 921.2 Point 744 ofthis Reoort.3 OJ C 774,25.4.7994;Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.1.o OJ C 44,74.2.1994;Bull.1/2-1,994, point 1.3.1.5 OJ C 77 , 1.4.3.7994;Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.2.
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734. On 13 June, the Council agreed the procedures for financing the CFSP,1
defining the categories of expendiiure regarded as administrative, to be financed
from the 'Council' section of the general budget, and clarifying the options set
out by the Treaty for operational expenditure. To date, most actions have been
financed from the 'Commission' section of the budget' Parliament gave its
opinion on this matter on 26 October.2
Role of the Commission
735. Article J.9 of the Union Treaty states that the Commission 'shall be fully
associated with the work carried out in the common foreign and security policy
field'. To ensure the consistency of the Union's external activities and to
implement its right of initiative, the Commission has developed a policy of
presenting 'mixed communications' to the Council, which combine proposals
coming ,r.,d.r the EC Treaty with others coming under the CFSP. Examples
include the communications on Ukraine3, the Central and East European
countries,4 the Asian countries,S Mercosur,5 the Mediterranean countriesT
and the Baltic States,8 and on drugs.e The Commission's participation as a
permanent member of the EU troika has improved the consistency of the
L,rtop."n Union's external representation and the continuity of its activities in
this area. Under Article J.6 of the Union Treaty, Commission delegations to
non-member countries and international conferences cooperate in ensuring thatjoint actions and common positions adopted by the Council are applied
consistently.
Joint actions
736. Joint actions are a key instrument in the pursuit of a more active EU
policy on the international stage. In line with Article J.3 of the Union Treaty,
ihe iouncil decides which areas should be the subject of joint action' and also
the objectives of such actions and their implementing procedures, scope and
duration, on the basis of guidelines from the European Council. Article J.5
makes practical implementation of these actions the responsibility of the
I Bull. 6-1994. ooint 7.3.2.2 OJ C 323,21.11.'!994; Bull. 10-94, point 1.3.1.3 Point 815 of this Report.a Point 785 of this Report.5 Point 875 of this Report.6 Point 896 of this Report.7 Point 845 of this Report.8 Point 787 of this Rebort.
e Point 1081 of this Riport.
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presidency, assisted if need be by representatives of the previous and next
Member States to hold the presidency (the troika), in association with the
Commission.
737. The European Council meeting of October L9931 provided the first
guidelines for five joint actions. Two of them, humanitarian aid to Bosnia-
Herzegovina2 and the dispatch of a team of observers for the Russian
parliamentary elections,3 were immediately put into practice after approval by
the Council. Two further joint actions were adopted by the Council in'1.993,
support for the transition to democracy in South Africa,a and the pact on
stability.s The fifth joint action, in support of the Middle East peace process,5
followed on 19 April, while the first joint action 
- 
concerning the 1995
Conference on the Non-proliferation TreatyT 
- 
to be undertaken under the
security component of the CFSP, the guidelines for which were adopted by the
European Council at Corfu in June, was approved on 25 July. A further joint
action relating to the export of dual-use goods was adopted on 19 December.s
Former Yugoslavia
738. The extraordinary European Council of. 29 October '1,993e adopted a
declaration on the situation in the former Yugoslavia and the convoying of
humanitarian aid in Bosnia-Herzegovina. This was followed on 8 November
1.993 by Council Decision 93/603/CFSP establishing a joint action to provide
logistical support for humanitarian aid,e and on 20 December the same year by
Council conclusions increasing the Union's contribution and designating priority
routes for rehabilitation, in support of aid deliveries.e Decision 93/603/CFSP
was extended by Decision 94/1,58/CFSP of 7 March 1994,10 and the joint action
was redefined on 15 May in the light of the'lWashington Agreements of 18 March
creating a Croat-Moslem Federation, to incorporate the administration of the
city of Mostar, a task assigned to the European Union.11 The joint action was
once again extended by Decision 94/789/CFSP of 12 December.l2 Decision
94/510/CFSP of 27 
.|uly established the procedure for disbursing ECU 7.15
r Twenty-seventh General Report, point 921.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 922; point 738 of this Report.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 922;poim739 of this Report.4 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 922;point740 of this Report.i Twenty-seventh General Report, point 924;point742 ofthis Report.6 Point743 of this Reoort,7 Point 744 of this Reoort.8 Bufl. 12-'1994.e Twenty-seventh General Report, point 922.
ro OJ L 70,72.3.7994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.7.lt OJ L 734,30.5.7994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.3.12 OJ No L 326,17 .12.1.994;Bull. 12-1994.
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million, part of the contribution approved in November 1993.1On 31 October
the Council approved the granting 
"f 
pCU 80 million for the administration of
Mostar in 1,9t5.2 On 12 December it adopted Decision 94/790/CFSP continuing
support for the town's administration and granting, at that stage' a further ECU
20 million.3 The EU's presence in the city, scheduled to last two years, is an
important element in ihe implementation of the peace plan for the former
Yugoslavia. The main aim is to help the parties find a lasting overall solution
for th. administration of the city. Pending such a solution, the EU administration
will comprise a civilian and a police component, the latter being provided by
the \ilEU. A memorandum of understanding was signed on 5 Julya setting
out the practical details of setting up the administration, which proceeded
satisfactorily. Mr Koschnick began work as city administrator on 23 July.5 The
EU troika visited Mostar on the same day.s It had also participated in an
international ministerial meeting on Bosnia-Herzegovina held in Geneva on 13
M^y.6 On 17 November Parliament adopted, pursuant to Article J.7 of the
Treaty on European Union, a recommendation to the Council on the situation
in Bosnia-Herzegovina.T
EIJ observers monitor Russian elections
739. The Brussels European Council meeting of October 1993 had agreed to
buttress the electoral process in Russia by responding to the Russian authorities'
invitation to send EU observers to monitor the parliamentary elections on 12
December of the same year. This ioint action was approved by the Council on 8
and 9 November, permitting the setting-up of an EU observers centre in
Moscows to coordinate the work of 66 teams made up of 11,6 MEPs and 91
experts. The operation's success lent credibility to Russia's electoral process
*hil. d.-onstrating the European Union's capacity to provide effective support
for the democratic process.
Support for the transition to multiracial democracY in South Africa
740. On 29 October 1,993 the European Council had issued guidelines for a
joint action ro support the transition to multi-ethnic democracy in South Africa,
and the implementation decision was approved on 6 December 1993.8 The
1 OJ L 205,8.8.1994;Bdl.7/8-1994, point 1.3.1.2 Bull. 1,0-1,994, point 1.3.2.3 OJ L 326,17.1'2.1'994;Bull. 12-7994.a Bull.7/8-1994, pornt L3.2.5 Bull. 7 /8-1994, point 1.3.3.6 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.4.7 oJ c 347,5.12.7994i Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.2.8 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 922,
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action consisted of a number of complementary initiatives, comprising a
coordinated programme of assistance in organizing and monitoring the elections
of 28 April and the creation of an appropriate cooperation framework to
consolidate the economic and social foundations of the transition, in accordance
with UN Security Council resolution 883 (1993). In this way the Union sent a
clear political signal to the government and people of South Africa, demonstrating
the EU's determination to contribute to the country's political and economic
development.
741. The first phase of the joint action was a success, with the European
electoral unit coordinating the logistical back-up and monitoring of the elections.
South Africa's first free elections took place without incident, and the European
Union applauded the election of the new government.l The second phase, which
focused on establishing new, closer ties between the Union and South Africa,
involved a two-stage approach. The first step consisted of a package of immediate
measures approved by the Council on 18 and 19 April2 with a view to laying
the foundations for a long-term relationship, while the second took the form of
a cooperation agreement concluded in December.2 In line with the objectives
laid down, the Union will seek to foster political stability and economic
development in southern Africa as a whole. In this context, a ministerial
conference was held in Berlin on 5 and 5 September, bringing together the
European Union and member countries of the Southern African Development
Community (SADC), including the newly admitted South Africa.3
Pact on stability in Europe
742. The European Council of 29 Octob er 1993 decided that a Stability Pact
'would be a staple component of a joint action to promote stability and peace
in Europe', tackling the problem of minorities and strengthening the inviolability
of frontiers by reinforcing the democratic process and regional cooperation in
Central and Eastern Europe.a The European Council meeting of 10 and
11 Decembe r 1,993 decided to launch the diplomatic process that would eventually
result in the conclusion of a pact on stability in Europe. On 20 December 1993
the Council approved, on the basis of the European Council's guidelines, a joint
action focusing on the organization and preparation of a conference to launch
the pact. On 22 April 1,994, in line with Article J.7 of the Union Treaty,
Parliament presented a recommendation to the Council in which it asked to be
I Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.52.2 Point 843 of this Report.3 Point 934 of this Reoort.4 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 924.
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fully associated with the conference,l which was held in Paris on 26 and
27 May,2 with the participation of the six associated Central and East European
countries and the three Baltic States. The concluding document stated that
the objectives of stability would be achieved through the promotion of
good-neighbourly relations and the organization of regional round tables. A
second document covered the organization of two such round tables, one for
the Baltic region and the other for the Central and East European countries, the
financing of which the Council approved in its conclusions of 17 May.3 The
first stage having thus been completed, the Council adopted, on 14 June,
Decision 941367 /CFSP, extending the joint action to cover the follow-up process
leading to the conclusion of the pact itself, in accordance with the final documents
issued by the conference.4
Middle East
743. On 19 April, in line with the guidelines laid down by the Brussels European
Council of December 1.993,s the Council adopted Decision 94/276/CFSP
launching a joint action in support of the Middle East peace process with a view
to securing a general peace settlement, redefining the relations between the
countries of the region, monitoring Israeli settlements in the Occupied Territories
and lifting the Arab boycott of Israel.5 The joint action also provides for support
for the organization of an international economic conference on infrastructure
projects in the region and for the conclusion of a new agreement with Israel.T
The current priorities under the joint action are EU participation in the temporary
international presence in the Occupied Territories, help in organizing and
monitoring elections in Gaza and the 'Sfest Bank, and support for the new
Palestinian police force.8
Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
744. At Corfu on24 and 25 Junee the European Council established guidelines
for a joint action on the preparation of the 1995 Conference on the Treaty on
the Non-proliferation of Nuclear 'Weapons (NPT), Parliament having already
1 OJ C 1,28,9.5.1994;Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.3.2 Bull. 5-7994, poinr 1.3.2.3 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.1.4 OJ L 1,65,1.7.1994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.4.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 925.6 OJL119,7.5.1994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.2.7 Point 857 of this Reoort.8 Point 852 of this Reoort.
e Point 1194 of this Riport.
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expressed its views on this question on 24 Marchl and 21. Aprrl.z This, the first
joint action in the field of security, was approved by the Council on 25 July with
the adoption of Decision 94/509/CFSP,3 the aim being to strengthen the
international non-proliferation system by promoting the Treaty's general
objectives and by extending it indefinitely and unconditionally in order to
encourage all States to accede. A number of initiatives, including meetings
between the EU troika and non-EtJ countries, were launched with a view to
broadening the consensus on the approach to non-proliferation adopted by the
Union in the run-up to the 1995 conference.
Export controls on dual-use goods
745. In accordance with the guidelines laid down by the Lisbon European
Council of June 1.992,4 the Council adopted, on 19 December, a Regulations
and Decision 94/942/CFSP5 concerning a joint action to control exports of
dual-use goods. Both instruments will enter into force on 1 March 1995. Dual-use
goods can be used for civil and military purposes. The provisions adopted
introduce a system of Community controls on the export to non-member
counrries of the dual-use goods listed in the Annex to the joint action Decision.
Under these provisions, intra-Community trade in the goods concerned will
remain subiect to certain controls during a transitional period. Such controls
will not, however, be applied at the Community's internal frontiers.
Common positions
746. The systematic cooperation on policy provided for in Article J.2(1) of the
Treaty on European Union, which was already the main instrument of European
political cooperation, is based on a regular exchange of information and
consultation between Member States on all foreign and security policy issues of
general interest, the aim being to ensure that their combined influence is exerted
as effectively as possible. This process can, if the Member States so wish, lead
to the Council adopting a common position. In line with Article J.2(2) and (3)
of the Union Treaty, the Member States undertake to ensure that their
national policies conform to such common positions, notably in international
organizations and conferences, where compliance with this undertaking is of
t OJ C'114,25.4.1,994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.2.
' 
OJ C 128,9.5.L994: Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.1.3 OJ L 205,8.8.1994;Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.3.4.a Twenty-sixth General Report, point 1100.i Point 1004 of this Report.6 OJ L 367, 31.12.1994;Bull. 1.2-1994.
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particular importance in terms of effectiveness and credibility. This process,
which need not take place in the public domain, can however lead to the issuing
of a statement where issues of special political significance are involved.
747. Article C of the Union Treaty contains an obligation to ensure the
consistency of the Union's activities. Therefore, a common position adopted on
the basis of Article J.2, while respecting the division of responsibilities set out in
the Treaty, has to be compatible with the guidelines governing the EU's economic
relations with a third country or group of countries and with the objectives and
priorities of its external policies, although it is the European Community that is
responsible for adopting practical measures.
748. The Union has adopted a number of common positions under Article J.2
of the Union Treaty, some of which are discussed in this Report.
749. On 13 June the Council adopted Decision 94/366/CFSP1 on the common
position prohibiting satisfaction of the claims referred to in paragraph 9 of UN
Security Council resolution 757 (1992); this refers to the prohibition on the
Federal Republicof Yugoslavia (Serbia andMontenegro)obtainingcompensation
for the negative repercussions of the embargo. On L0 October, in the light of
developments in the former Yugoslavia and of Security Council resolutions 942
(1994) and 943 (1994), the Council adopted Decisions 94/672/CFSP and
94/673/CFSP reinforcing the embargo on the Bosnian Serbs and lifting certain
restrictions affecting Serbia and Montenegro.2
750. Following adoption by the Security Council of resolution 944 (1994)
ending the embargo on Haiti, the Council approved, on 14 October, Decision
94/681,/CFSP lifting the restrictive measures applied to that country.3
751. The Council's objectives and priorities for action with regard to Rwanda
were set out in Decision 94/697/CFSP of 24 October.a
752. On 28 November the Council set out the EU's objectives and priorities
with regard to Ukraine in Decision 94/779/CFSP.s
753. An embargo on the sale of arms and military equipment to Sudan
was imposed on 15 March with the adoption by the Council of Decision
94/1.65/CFSP.6
t OJ L 765, 7.7 .7994; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.5; point 850 of this Report.2 OJ L 266,1,5.70.1994; Bull.10-1994, point 1.3.5; point 850ofthis Report.3 OJL211,27.70.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.3.o OJ L 283,29.10.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.4.5 OJ L 313,6.1.2.1994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.1.6 OJL75, 17.3.1,994;Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.8.
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EU statements and presidency press statements
754. The following is a summary of the positions adopted in the European
Union's statements and in press statements issued by the presidency on behalf
of the Union in the field of international policy. They refer to events in the
Independent States of the former Soviet Union, the former Yugoslavia, the
Mediterranean, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Asia.
Former Soviet Union
755. The European Union welcomed the agreement eliminating all nuclear
weapons in Ukraine and the country's accession to the Non-proliferation
Treaty.l The Union noted the successful completion of Ukraine's parliamentary
elections2 and reiterated its endorsement of the country's territorial integrity.3
It also applauded the signing of the Non-proliferation Treaty by Kazakhstan,a
Georgia,5 Kyrgyzstan5 and Moldova.T
756. tVith the renewal of hostilities in Nagorno-Karabakh,8 rhe European
Union confirmed its endorsement of the territorial integrity of Azerbaijan,
calling for the resumption of negotiations under the aegis of the Minsk Group
of the CSCE,e and for the application of UN Security Council resolutions.lo It
applauded the decision of the leaders of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Nagorno-
Karabakh to observe the ceasefire pending the conclusion of an a$reement.11
757. The Union welcomed the decision by the Council of Europe to examine
the Russian Federation's membership application.l2 The first multi-party
elections to be held in Moldova were closely monitored by the EU, which
exhorted the authorities to continue with their reforms.13 \(/hile welcoming the
extension of the mandate of the UN's special emissary and the opening of a
permanent CSCE office in Tadjikistan,l4 the Union called on that country's
authorities to cooperate with the UN and the CSCE in repatriating refugees, and
I Bull. 7/2-7994, points 1.3.17 and 1.3.18; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.15; Bull.72-1994.2 Bull.4-1994, point I.3.15.3 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.9.a Bull. 3-1,994,point7.3.77.5 Bull. 4-1994, point 1..3.9.e Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.14.7 Bull. 11-7994, point 1.3.17.8 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 928.e Point 1068 of this Report.
ro Bull. 1/2-7994,pointi.3.7.
r1 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.5; Bril.9-7994, point 1.3.5.12 Bull. l/2-1994, point 1.3.10.tr Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.19.14 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 929.
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to reach a political arrangement that might form the basis for national
reconciliation.l It also expressed its concern regarding military transit to and
from Kaliningrad, emphasizing the need for Lithuania and Russia to reach early
agreement on this matter.2
Former Yugoslavia
758. The European Union continued throughout the year3 to be closely
involved in the search for a peaceful solution acceptable to all parties to the
conflict in the former Yugoslavia,a while also seeking to secure free access for
humanitarian aid to all parts of the region.5 The Union expressed its outrage at
the shelling of Sarajevo and expressed its backing for the use of all means
necessary to ensure that the siege was lifted.5 The Bosnian Serbs' attack on
Gorazde was roundly condemned, and the Union called for an unconditional
ceasefire to enable Unprofor troops to be deployed in the town. It further called
on the international community to step up diplomatic efforts.T The Union
called on the parties concerned to approve the memorandum of understanding
on the EU administration of Mostar,s and on 18 July it enjoined all concerned
to grasp the opportunity for peace by accepting the plan submitted to them as
the only viable basis for a peaceful solution to the conflict.e The Essen European
Council condemned the Bosnian Serbs' violation of the Bihac safe area. It
censured the use of humanitarian aid as an instrument of war, stressing that
peace would come about only if there were a negotiated settlement and that the
closing of the border between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina would help achieve that end.z
Baltic Sfates
759. 'S(ith regard to the withdrawal of Russian troops from the territory of the
Baltic States,lo the European Union welcomed the signing of the agreements
securing their withdrawal from Latvia and Estonia.ll In the context of the
campaign to secure stability in Europe,12 the Union welcomed the friendship
1 Bull. 5-1994,point 1.3.18; Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.19.2 Bull. 1,2-1994.I Twenty-seventh General Report, points 931 to933.a Bulf. l/2-1994,point 1.J.5.5 Bull. 4-'1994, point 1.3.7.5 Bulf . 't /2-'1994, point 1.3.6.7 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.8.8 Bull. 6-7994,point1.3.9; point 850of this Report.
e Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.9.l0 Twenty-seventh General Report. point 927.
r1 Bull. 3-1994,point 1.3.14; Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.14; Bull.7/8-1994, points 1.3.7 and 1.3.81z Poinr742 of this Report.
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and cooperation treaty concluded between Latvia and Polandl but expressed
grave concern at certain aspects of the law on foreigners adopted in Estonia2
and the law on citizenship adopted by Latvia.3
Mediterranean
760. The European Union was alarmed by the deterioration in the human
rights situation in Turkey and the political problems in the south-east of the
country.+ It said that measures against terrorism should be conducted in
compliance with the rule of law and human rights, and called on the Turkish
Government to honour its undertakings to introduce constitutional changes in
this field.5
761. Condemning all forms of violence, the Union reiterated its support for
efforts in Algeria aimed at fostering democracy, rebuilding the economy and
conducting political dialogue.5
Support for the peace process
762. As part of its support for the Middle East peace process,T the EU
reaffirmed its commitment to the continuation of the negotiations.8 Outraged
by the acts of violence and terrorism in Hebron,e Afulal0 and Tel Aviv,ll it
backed the UN Security Council's decision to set up an international presence
in the Occupied Territoriesl2 and expressed its satisfaction at the signing of the
agreement between Israel and the PLO on Gaza and Jericho.l3 The Union also
welcomed the inauguration of the Palestinian authority in Jericho and Mr
Arafat's first visit to Jericho and Gaza.la It welcomed the meeting in July
between Prime Minister Rabin and King Hussein of Jordanls and the signing, in
September, of the peace treaty between Israel and Jordan.16 The Union continued
1 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.76.2 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.10.3 Bull. 6-1,994. ooinr "1.3.'12.
a Bull.12-1994.i Bull. 3-1,994,point 1.3.25; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 934.5 Bull. 9-1991,point 1.3.3; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 935.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 936.E Bull. 4-7994,point 1.3.2, Bult.5-1994, points 1.3.13 and 1.3.46; Bull. 1,0-1994, point 1.3.11.
e Bull. 'l/2-1,994, point 1.3.15.
rn Bull.4-1994. point 1.3.10.
rr Bull. 1,0-1,994, point 1.3.11.
12 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.20; point 863 of this Report.
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to encourage all the parties to persevere in their search for solutions to unresolved
issues in an effort to bring the peace process to a successful conclusion and
underscored the importance of economic and financial aid for the Palestinians.l
Middle East
763. Alarmed by the troop movements in Iraq, the European Union fully
endorsed the declaration by the UN Security Council reiterating that body's
commitment to Kuwait's sovereignty and territorial integrity.2
764. Anxious to see long-term stability come to Yemen,3 the Union welcomed
the signing of an agreement by the various political parties and the government's
undertakings to uphold democracy.a It called on the authorities to start a
political dialogue with all the parties concerned, while reiterating its commitment
to providing the Yemeni people with humanitarian aid.
Africa
755. Concerned by the climate of political violence prevailing in the run-up to
South Africa's first democratic elections,s the European Union welcomed the
initiatives taken to preserve democracy,6 particularly the agreement between
Mr F.'W. De Klerk, president of the National Party, Mr Nelson Mandela,
president of the African National Congress, and Mr Mangosuthu Buthelezi,
president of the Inkatha Freedom Party.T The Union responded to the holding
of the May elections and their outcome by lifting all remaining restrictions on
South Africa,s and undertook to act immediately to step up dialogue and
cooperation with South Africa with a view to meeting the needs and aspirations
of its people.e
766. Having condemned the fighting and expressed its concern at the political
crisis in Lesotho,lo the Union supported the mediation efforts by South Africa,
Botswana and Zimbabwe in the search for a peaceful settlement and welcomed
1 Bull. 11,-1,994, point 1.3.15.2 Bull. 1,0-1994, point 1.3.10.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 939.
a Bull. 7/8-1994,point7.3.22.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 940.6 Bull.3-1994, point l.3.ll.7 Bull. 4-1994,points 1.3.5 and 1.3.5.8 Point 843 of this Report.
e Bull.5-1994, points 1.3.7 and 1.3.8.
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the commitments entered into in the memorandum of understanding signed by
the democratic authorities on their restoration to power.l
767. It also expressed its satisfaction at the reintegration of Walvis Bay into
Namibia, a move which secured the peaceful restoration of that country's
territorial integrity.2 The Union welcomed the successful holding of the first
general and presidential elections there on 7 and 8 December.3
758. In response to the spread of atrocities in Rwanda, the Union repeatedly
called on those responsible to respect the Arusha agreements4 and comply with
UN Security Council resolution 912 (1993).s The EU also encouraged all
initiatives designed to promote national reconciliation, welcomed the decision
of the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights to send a mission to monitor
the human rights situation in Rwanda and Burundi, and dispatched an EU troika
mission to assess the humanitarian situation created by the influx of refugees
into neighbouring countries.6 At the same time, the Union helped organize
humanitarian aid to the regionT and praised the work carried out on the
ground by the United Nations, non-governmental organizations and France. In
November,s however, the Union expressed its concern at the deteriorating
situation in the refugee camps on Rwanda's borders and called for the overall
approach advocated by the Council in October to be implemented as swiftly as
possible.e Shocked by the deaths of the Heads of State of Rwanda and Burundi,
the Union called for an international committee of inquiry to be set up.10 It
called on the new government in Kigali to take steps to restore law and order
and reassure the people, and offered to help the government rebuild the country.
It insisted, however, that those responsible for crimes against humanity be
brought to trial. The Union expressed its concern at the deterioration in the
situation in Burundi.ll However, on 5 October, it applauded the steps taken
towards reconciliation and the investiture of President Ntibantunganya and
offered to help Burundi achieve its goals of development and stability.l2
759. In response to the increasingly frequent violent clashes in Congo, the EU
issued a statement underlining its commitment to the process set up by the
Bull. 9-1994, point 1.3.5.
Bull. 3-1994. ooint 1.3.21.
Bull.1.2-'1994.
Twenty-seventh General Report, point 949.
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Libreville agreement.l While continuing to give humanitarian aid to theZairean
people suffering under the crisis, on27 July the Union expressed the hope that
the inauguration of a transitional government in Zaire would lead to genuine
democratization.2 Alarmed at the resurgence of banditry and violence in
Somalia, the Union endorsed UN Security Council resolution 897 (1994) and
supported the steps taken to encourage reconciliation and reconstruction in the
country, in particular through the organization of consultations between the
various clans and factions, and the efforts of countries and organizations in the
region to get the dialogue moving with the aim of reaching a political settlement.3
The Union condemned the upsurge in fighting in Angola, which resulted in the
suspension of humanitarian flights and undermined the progress made in the
Lusaka negotiations. It called on the parties concerned to persevere with the
talks and welcomed the government's decision to accept offers of mediation
aimed at national reconciliation.a The EU welcomed the initialling and
subsequent signing of the peace accord between the Angolan Government and
UNITA.5
770. The Union expressed satisfaction at the successful holding of elections in
Guinea-Bissau,6 Togo,7 Uganda,s Slo Tom6 and Principe,e Mozambique,lo
and Malawi, where the entry into force of a new constitution enshrined the
prorection of human rights.11 In response to the election of a constituent assembly
in Ethiopia, the Union noted that the country was making progress towards
democracy but regretted that the main opposition parties had not taken part in
the elections.12 It welcomed the establishment of the Council of State in Liberia
and expressed the hope that this would be consolidated by disarmament and
elections.l3 It expressed satisfaction at the signing, in October, of the peace
agreement between the Government of Niger and the Tuareg armed resistance
coordination.la
770. Having demanded the immediate withdrawal of the troops massing on
the border between Nigerials and Cameroon,l5 the Union called on the Nigerian
I Bull. 1./2-1994, point 1.3.9; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 943.2 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.23; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 945.3 Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.23; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 950.
a Bull. 6-1994,point 1.3.10; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 948.5 Bull.77-1994, points 1.3.4and 1.3.5.6 Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.3.12.7 Bull. 7/2-1994, point 1.3.15; Bull. 3-1994, poim'1..3.24; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 941.8 Bufl. 4-7994, point1.3.7l..
e Bull. 77-7994, point 1.3.13.
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Government to respect human rightsl and repeatedly condemned the practice
of arbitrary arrest; and the suspension of the democratic process in the two
countries.2 It also expressed its concern at the deteriorating situation in Sudan
and the attirude of the government,3 called for a ceasefire and a solution to the
conflicr and offered to talk to the authorities about the political and humanitarian
issues that were causing the international community concern.4 Shocked by the
attempt to overthro* ih. democratically elected government of Gambia,s the
Union noted with concern the worsening human rights situation and decided to
suspend cooperation with that country, with the exception of proiects targeting
the most needy.5 It reiterated its concerns in November and expressed its grave
reservations 
"to,rt the timetable for elections 
announced by the Provisional
Council of the armed forces' government.T
Latin America and the Caribbean
772. The EU considered the investiture of Mr Emile Jonassaint as President of
Haiti unconstitutional and backed the efforts of the United Nations, the
Organization of American States (OAS) and the United States to promote the
resloration of democracy, the return of the legitimately elected president,
Mr Jean-Bertrand Aristide, and respect for human rights.8 It therefore welcomed
the "constitutional government's return to power' expressing the hope that the
UN would be abli to implement its support programme without delay and
confirming its willingness t; help the government promote national reconciliation
and to play a part in rebuilding the country.e
773. In view of the fresh prospecrs for peace opened up by the Mexico and
Oslo agreements between the Govertt-.tt1 of Guatemala and the Guatemalan
Nation*al Revolutionary Unity (URNG), the European Union welcomed the
President's desire to fosie, peace, human rights and democratic reforms, roundly
condemned the resurgence of violence and reiterated its support for the process
under way.1o
774. The Union welcomed the peaceful settlement of the border dispute
between Argentina and Chile over the Laguna del Desierto as the agreement
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between the two countries opened the way for wider cooperation between
them.1
Asia
775, The European Union endorsed the UN Security Council's statement of 24
January calling for the cessation of hostilities in Afghanistan and the launching
of a political process aimed at installing a broad-based government acceptable
to the people. It supported the UN's humanitarian efforts.2
776. Convinced that nuclear proliferation constitutes a major threat to
international peace and security, the Union called on North Korea to honour
the commitments it had entered into when it signed the Non-proliferation
Treaty, to allow the IAEA to complete its inspections as agreed and to start
talks with South Korea with a view to implementing the Joint Declaration on
the denuclearization of the peninsula.3
777. The Union expressed its concern at the heightened tension in East Timor
and reiterated the need to uphold human rights, particularly freedom of religion
and free access to the territory for international organizations, if there was to
be an internationally acceptable solution.a The EU expressed its disapproval of
the attitude of the Indonesian authorities towards workers' organizations.5 The
European Union welcomed the successful holding of presidential elections in Sri
Lanka and expressed the wish that this would contribute towards a peaceful
solution to the problems facing the north and east of the country.5 It also
welcomed the holding of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meeting in
Bogor at which the participants decided to boost the economic integration of
the Asia-Pacific region.T
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Section 4
European Economic Area, EFTA countries
European Economic Area
778. The Agreement creating the European Economic Area (EEA) entered into
force on 1 January.l with over 370 million inhabitants, the EEA is the world's
largest integrated trading area. It extends to Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway
"ni S*.d..r the four freJoms of the EU single 
market (free movement of goods,
services, people and capital) and opens up Sreat possibilities for cooperation in
many sectors.
779. Responsibility for implementing the agreement lies with the EEA Joint
Committee of representatives from the contracting parties, which held its
inaugural meeting in January. By mid-March, the Committee had adopted a
,,.r-L., of decisions amending and updating Protocols \,21, 30 and 37 to the
Agreement. The EEA rules of origin were also revised so that producers could
i.r".l,rd. materials originating in Switzerland in their products. On21' March, the
Committee adopted a de.isiott amending Protocol 47 and a number of annexes
with a view to incorporating in the agreement the additions to the acquis
communautaire adopied between 1 August 1991 and 1 January 1994'2 This
wide-ranging decision entered into force on 1 July after the assent of Parliament
on 5 Ma|,3latification by the parliaments of the EFTA States concerned and
formal 
"Joption by the Council on 
13 June.a Over 400 acts of Community
legislation were thereby incorporated in the agreement. Over the year, the Joint
Clmmittee adopted more decisions to include the most recent Community
legislation on the single market. Those parts of the agreement governing
cJoperation outside the four freedoms were updated in June to enable the
coni.acti.rg parties to take part in a number of Community programmes.S
Agreem..rf was reached in August on the participation of EEA countries in the
folurth RECD framework programme5 and in the work of the European
Environment Agency.T A further 31 decisions on incorporation of Community
legislation *.r. t"k..r by the Committee in the last quarter of the year.
I Bull. 1/2-1'994, point1.3.?1.2 Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.31.3 OI C 205,25J.L994;Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.23.o ol L 160,28.6.1994: Bull.6-1994, point 1.3.17-t p;;;l;;t-1. ,h. l.f"i-",ion tiihnology, education, small and medium-sized enterprises, audiovisual,
tourism and trade development fields.5 Point 235 of this Report.7 Point 483 of this Report.
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780. The EEA Council, made up of members of the Council of the European
Union and the Commission plus one member from each signatory EFTA
government, is responsible for giving the political impetus needed to implement
the agreement and for setting out general guidelines for the work of the EEA
Joint Committee. At its first meeting on17 May, the EEA Council responded
favourably to Liechtenstein's wish to join the EEA.1 \X/ork has already begun
on examining the changes the country intends to make to its regional union with
Switzerland, particularly as regards its customs legislation, and on 7 December
the Commission presented a communication proposing amendments to the EEA
Agreement to enable Liechtenstein to participate.z At its second meeting on
20 December, the EEA Council reached agreement on the substance of the
amendments to the protocols and annexes to the agreement needed for
Liechtenstein. A formal decision on the matter will be taken in early 1995. The
Council also reaffirmed its commitment to the EEA Agreement and its
institutional set-up as a framework for future relations between the partners.
781. The EEA Joint Parliamentary Committee, which held its inaugural
meeting on24 and25 Janlary,3 subsequently met on three occasions, furthering
dialogue between members of the European Parliament and members of
parliament in EFTA countries belonging to the EEA. The EEA Consultative
Committee, set up to act as a forum for contacts between employer and union
representatives, met on 8 Februarya and 21 June. \With the participation of
Mr Christophersen, it focused its discussions on the main areas of economic
policy (growth, competitiveness and employment).
Relations with the EFTA countries
782. Bilateral relations with Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden focused on
enlargements and on implementation of the EEA Agreement.5 These were the
main areas dealt with in visits to Finland by Mr Delors from 21 to 23 JulyT and
Mr Christophersen on 21 June,s and in visits to the Commission by Mr Esko
Aho, the Finnish Prime Minister, on 24 Januarye and 7 June,10 and his Foreign
I Bull. 5-1994,point'1.3.22.2 Bull.12-7994.3 Bull. 7/2-1994, point 1.3.29.a Bull. 7/2-7994, point 1.3.28.s Porm723 of this Report.6 Point778 of this Report.7 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.24.8 Bull. 6-1.994, point 1.3.19.e Bull. 1,/2-1,994, point 1.3.32.
ro Bulf . 6-1994, point 1.3.18.
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Minister, Mr Pertti salolainen, on 10 January.l They were 
-also top of the
agenda for the visit by Mr Christophersen to Sweden on 17 and 18 February'2
784. Relations with Switzerland, following its reiection of EEA membership
in its referendum,4 were conducted on the basis of the conclusions adopted by
the council in Novemb er 1993s relating to the opening of bilateral sectoral
negotiations based on an overall balancetf mutual concessions. However' after
thJreferendum of20 February, approving a ban on the transit of all road haulage
trafficthrough the Swiss Alps from 2004,theCouncil instructed the Commission
"" 
Zl Febniary to look 
"i the situation and the likely consequences 
for the
-o-,,'rr'iry.5 b.t the basis of a communication from the Commission'7 the
Council adopted conclusions on17 May reiterating the need for balanced mutual
concessions within each sectoral agreement and expressing its desire to strike a
balance, where necessary, betweerithe various sectoral agreements concerned'8
It felt internal work tno.tld continue on the prepararion and swift adoption of
negotiating directives so that sectoral negotiations with Switzerland could begin
at an appropriate time.
On 31 October the Commission adopted directives for the negotiation of
"graa-.n,, on the free movement 
of persons, on research,,on farming, on mutual
,J.ognitio., of product evaluation and standards, and on. access to public
procuremenr conrr.crs (Table III). The council said it would use its findings
'""a 
,n. reports to be drawn up periodically by the Commission detailing the-
,t"t. of play of the various negotiations to assess progress-in each of the sets of
sectoral ,"ikr. A final overall evaluation would also be made before the
negotiations were concluded. ln the light of the Council conclusions of
g frovembe r 1,993, 17 May 1,994 and 31 october 1994, initial talks with
Switzerland were held on 1j D.cember in Brussels on the following issues: free
783. Visits to the Commission in July by
Mr David Oddsson' and the Foreign Minister,
focused more on the future of bilateral relations
members of the EEA to the European Union.3
1 Bull. 1./2-1994, point 1.3.31.2 Bull. 7/2-'1994, point 1.3.33.3 Bull. 7/8-7994' point 1.3.25.
a Twenty-sixth General Report, point 789.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 692'6 Bull. 1,/2-1.994'point 1.2.97.
- Bull. 5-1994, poinc 1.3.24.I Bull. 5-1994, poinr 1.3'25.
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movement of persons, research, farming, mutual recognition of product
evaluation and standards, and access to public procurement contracts.
On 21 November, the Council took cognizance of a communication from the
Commission on the implementation of the Alps Initiative and its implications
for the transport sector.l It noted that the conditions had been met for a
resumption of discussions on the proposal for negotiating directives in the field
of air and road transport with the aim of adopting them by March 1995.
I Point 395 ofthis Report.
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Section 5
central and Eastern Europe and Independent states
of the former Soviet Union
Gentral and Eastern EuroPe
Overview
7g5. As a follow-up to the conclusions of the copenhagenl and corfuz
European Council meetingr, the Commission adopted communications on 13
^nd, 
iZ July,3 subseq.r"ntly endorsed by Parliament on 30 November,4 on
pr.p"rini ,'h. .o,r.,rri., of C.ntral and Eastern Europe for accession. The
^Commission 
is proposing to use the Europe Agreements as a basis for providing
a more elaboraie ,ir,r.t,i.. for relationt t.t*...t the associated countriess and
the European Union institutions and to prpmote convergence, integration and
regional cooperation in fields in which the Community is involved' The
E,i."p.^" Council meeting in Essen in December5 confirmed the conclusions of
cop.rrh"gen and corfu and decided to build on the Europe Agreements to
".*.u. 
.jor., relations with the associated countries.T The strategy will be
i-fl.*..rt.d by creating 'structuted political relations' between the associated
coint.ies and ihe instiiutions of the Union and by preparing the former for
integration into the internal market. Provision has been made for cooperation
in tfre areas of rhe common foreign and security policy and iustice and home
affairs. By letters dated 31 March and 5 April respectively_, th_e__Hungarian Prime
Minister, Mr Peter Boross, and the Polish Prime Minitt.., Mr'Waldemar Pawlak,
transmitied to Mr Theodoros Pangalos, President of the Council, their countries'
formal applications for membership of the Union'8
Europe Agreements and other agreements
7g5. After complerion of the ratification procedures and_formal adoption by
the Council,g the Europe Agreements with Hungary and Poland entered into
force on 1 February.ro The igr..-.nt' are designed to establish close political
t Bull.6-1993, point I.26; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 552'2 Bull. 6-1994,pointl'13; point 1194 of this Report'3 aoM(94) 320;C)MQ4) 351; Bull.7/8-7994, points 1.3.26 and1,.3.27.4 0l c J63,19.12.1994: Bull. I l-1994, point 1.3.20.t n,itg"ii", Czech Republic, Hungary, Foland, Romania, Slovak Republic'6 Bull. 1,2-7994.7 Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, the Cz-ech Republic and Romania'8 Buli 4-1994. p;inis 1.3.18 and 1.3.19; point729 of this Report.o Twenty-seventh General Report, point 647.
10 Bull. 12-1993,pornt 1.3.20; Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.42.
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and economic ties with the countries concerned and thus help them prepare for
membership. On 19 December the Council adopted Decisions concerning the
conclusion of Europe Agreements establishing an association with the Czech
Republic (Table III), the Slovak Republic (Table III), Bulgaria (Table III) and
Romania (Table III) which will enter into force on 1 February 1995. On
23 November the Commission proposed opening negotiations with the six
associated countries on modifications to the agricultural sections in the Europe
Agreements and Interim Agreements so as to take account of the results of the
Uruguay Round and the accession of Sweden, Finland and Austria. On
13 Decemberl it also adopted proposals for Regulations concerning arrange-
ments for implementing the Europe Agreements with Bulgaria and Romania.
787. On 19 December the Council adopted Decisions concerning the conclusion
of free trade areements between the Communities and Estonia (Table III), Latvia
(Table III) and Lithuania (Table III). They will enter into force on 1 January
1995 and will replace the trade components of the existing trade and economic
cooperation areements concluded in 1992.2 On 13 December the Commission
adopted proposals for Regulations concerning arrangements for implementing
the free trade areements.3 In accordance with the declaration adopted by the
Council and Commission on 7 February,a negotiations were opened for the
conclusion of Europe Agreements with each of the Baltic States on the basis of
negotiating directives approved by the Council on 28 November (Table III). The
Essen European Council in Decembers called for the early conclusion of these
agreements to allow the Baltic States to be included in the strategy it had outlined
for preparing the associated countries of Central Europe for accession.5 In a
communication on guidelines for a Union approach towards the Baltic Sea
region adopted on 25 October,T the Commission advocated a comprehensive
approach to relations with all countries with a Baltic seaboard, in particular the
Baltic States, Poland, Russia and the Scandinavian counrries. The proposal is
aimed at developing the regional context of cooperation with these countries
and stepping up multilateral cooperation in a number of areas.
G24 coordination
788. The Commission continued to coordinate assistance from the Group of
24 and international institutions to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
At the G24 meeting in Brussels on 28 March chaired by Mr Christophersen,s
I COM(94) 557; Bull. 12-1994.2 OJ L 403, 31.12.7992i Twenty-sixth General Report, poinr747.3 COM(94) 558; Bull. 12-1.994.a Bull. 1/2-1,994. ooint 1.3.40.5 Bull. 12-1.994. '6 See point 785 of this Report.
- Bull. l0-l994,point 1.3.21.8 Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.34.
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2
3
4
5
6
discussions focused mainly on macro-financial assistance for Albania, Romania
and Bulgaria,l economic reform and the policies being implemented on reform.
In acco."dance with the approach adopted in 1'993,2 the practice of considering
countries individually *"t p.,tt,t.d further and led to high-level G24 meetings
being held for Romania and Bulgaria in May an-d for the Slovak Republic in
Septlmber. Progress was also -"d. on individual sectors' notably in the form
of'^..rirrg, iniolving several countries aimed at developing transport and
customs .,Jt*o.kr. Inloniunction with public and private-sector banks, the G24
pr.p"..d the ground for ihe introduction of transport corridors in Central and
'E"rr.rn Euroie. The CSCE Conference on priorities for infrastructure in the
Balkans *", 
"llro 
closely followed. On a general level, the Commission continued
to provide on-the-spot, project-oriented coordination through its delegations'
PHARE
78g, In accordance with the conclusions of the June 1'993 European Council,3
the community continued to provide assistance through the PHARE programme
to major infrastructur. pro1..tr, border and customs facilities, telephone
switching equipment and wasre-warer treatment plants. 
'!7hile the proportion
of PHA{E f,rrriing allocated exclusively to technical assistance fell in 1994, this
*^, .o-p.rrr"t.d"by a corresponding increase in infrastructure funding' The
commission proposed the inclusion of croatia in PHARE on 23 November.a
7g0. The commission encouraged cooperation between border regions in the
Member States and adjacent coultries in the PHARE partner countries through
a cross-border cooperation programme adopted on 4 July-designed to promote
strucrural initiativis 
^nd ..ono-ic, social and technical 
measures to foster
the developmenr of cross-border regions.s Twelve cross-border cooperation
progr"--.s involving land borders,and sea crossings and totalling ECU 150
n'itiio" were subseq,i..rtly approved. A regional and municipal cooperation
programme in whicir all the EU and PHARE countries could participate was
atsJ funded from this budget. The programme hinges on the co-financing
concepr: funds commitred under it are matched on the Eu side by funds coming
from the Interreg II Programme.5
Point 55 of this Report.
Twenty-seventh General Report, point 654.
Bull. 5-1993, point L26.
COM(94) 526; Bull. 1'1'-L994, point 1.3.41.
O 1 t tZ t, 6.7 .19 9 4 i Bull. 7 / 8 -799 4' po i nt 1.3.28'
Point 455 of this RePort.
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791. The multiannual planning process introduced under the PHARE 1993-97
general guidelinesl enabled multiannual indicative programmes to be signed
with all PHARE countries.
792. The 125 programmes listed in Table 20 and totalling BCU 963.2
million were approved in 1,994.The list includes the cross-border cooperation
programmes, the democracy programme2 and funding for the European
Training Foundation in Turin.3 The programmes are indicative of PHARE's
priorities and the proportion of funds going to private-sector development,
infrastructure, institution building and support for the non-government sector
is higher than in previous years.
793. Improvements in the implementation of programmes, a consequence of
better understanding between the Commission and the partner countries and
the reforms undertaken by the latter, were reflected in a distinct improvemenr
in the percentage of funds committed compared with previous years. The
implementation of most programmes is now entirely decentralized and public
awareness of PHARE has been improved thanks to the Commission's commit-
ment to openness and information.
794. A number of resolutions concerning PHARE were adopted by Parliament
during the year. On 18 January it criticized the reduction in the share of the
programme devoted to the environment.4 On 11 February Parliament welcomed
the conclusion of association agreements with the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, but emphasized the need to continue Community assistance ro
them within the PHARE framework.s
795. The Commission adopted its annual report on the implementation of the
PHARE programme in 1992 on 12 December.5
Other forms of cooperation
796. As a follow-up to its communication of 11 MayT and the negotiaring
directives adopted by the Council in July,8 the Commission proposed in
December the conclusion of additional protocols to the Europe Agreements on
I Twenty-seventh General report, point 656.2 Bull. 6-1994. ooint 1.3.22.3 Point 311 ofthis Reoort.4 oJ c ++, t+.z.tll+luull. 1/2-7994, point 1.3.35.5 OJ C 61,28.2.1994i8u11. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.35.6 COM(94) 577; Bull. 1,2-1994.7 Bull. 5-1994,point1.3.28.8 Bull. 7/8-1.994. point 1.3.31.
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opening Community programmes for participation by the associated countries
of Central and Eastern Europe (Table III).
7g7. A number of countries were granted macro-financial support loans.l An
ECSC loan of USD 50 million was approved on 14 February for restructuring
and modernizing the Huta Katowice steelworks in Poland,2 and in March the
Council decided ro extend Euratom loans to various Central and East European
counrries to help improve the safety of their nuclear power plants.3 The scientific
cooperation programmes were continued.4
Political dialogue
798. In line with the conclusions of the June 1'993 European Council,s
considerable progress was achieved towards the goal of structuring the
relationship b.t*een the associated countries and the institutions of theEuropean
Union, a d.uelop-ent welcomed by the European Council in Essen in December'
799. The Copenhagen European Council had provided for regular meetings
between the presidenls of the 
-European Council and the Commission and their
counterparts from the associated countries, for joint meetings of all the Heads
of State or Government and for increased political dialogue on foreign and
security policy matters. A number of meetings bringing together foreign
ministers,5 other ministersT and political directors were held'
Bilateral relations
Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia
800. Following the entry into force of the Europe Agreements with Hungary
and Poland, the Associaiio., Councils had their first meetings in Brussels on
7 March.s Two meetings of the Association Committee for Hungary took place,
one in Budapest on 19 and 20 April and one in Brussels on 25 November. The
Association Committee for Poland met twice, on 23 and 24 June in Warsaw and
on 1 and 2 December in Brussels. The EC-Poland Joint Committee met in
'sfarsaw on 24 and 25 JanuarY'
III.5 CENTRAL AND EASTERN EL'ROPE AND INDEPENDENT STATES OF THE FORMER SOVIET T]NION N9
I Point 55 of this Report.2 Council Decision 1/941ECSC.3 Point 1152 of this Reporta Point 281 of this Report.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, points 646 and 662'6 Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.19.
r B;ii. l-tls+,'polnr 1.4.1; Bull. lo-7994,point 1.3.20 to discuss the internal market, cooperation on lustice
and home affiirs issues and the environment'
s Bull. 3-1994, points 1.3.39 and 1.3.42.
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gal. Mr Delors visited Hungary from 3 to 5 March,l where he met the Prime
Minister, Mr Peter Boross, 
"nd also Poland 
from 19 to 21 May,z where he had
talks wiih President Lech Walesa, the Prime Minister, Mr Waldemar Pawlak'
and other members of the government. These visits provided the opportunity to
review the working of the Europe Agreements. Sir Leon Brittan3 and Mr van
den Broeka visited Foland and the Czech Republic respectively. Mr Pawlak and
Mr Vaclav Klaus, Prime Minister of the Czech Republic' visited the Commission
on 3 Februarys and 10 March5 respectively for talks with Mr Delors and other
members of the Commission. Mt Ger^ Jeszenszky, Hungary's Minister of
Foreign Affairs, and his successor, Mr Llszlo Kov6cs, visited the Commission
on 7'March and 19 October respectively. Mr Andrzej Olechowski, the Polish
Foreign Minister, visited the Commission on 7 March'
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
802. Sir Leon Brittan took part in the ministerial meeting of the Council of the
Baltic Sea States in Tallinn, Estonia, on 24 and 25 May. He visited Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia from 15 to 20 September, where he held talks with leading
representatives of each country. Prisident Algirdas Brazauskas of Lithuania
visited the commission on 27'Januarf and met Mr Delors and Mr van den
Broek. Mr Valdis Birkavs, Prime Minister of Latvia, Mr Juri Luik, the Estonian
Foreign Minister, and Mr Povilas Gylys, Foreign Minister for Lithuania, also
visited Brussels.
803. The withdrawal of Russian troops from the Baltic States was the subject
of a resolution by Parliament on 21. Aprils and several statements by the
European Union.e
Albania, Bulgaria and Romania
g04. The first meeting of the EC-Albania Joint committee was held in Tirana
on 10 and 11 March. Two subcommiftees were set up, the first to discuss
harmonization of legislation and the second to further cooperation in customs.
The Ec-Bulgaria Joint committee met on 24 and 25 March in Sofia and on
I Bull. 3-1994, point 1'.3.4O'2 Bull. 5-1.994'point1.3.32.3 Bull. 7/2-1'994, point 1.3'44.
a Bull. 4-1991,point1.3.24.j Bull. 1/2-1994' point 1.3.45'
' Bull. 3- 1994, point I '3.43.7 Bull. 1/2-1994. Point 1.3.41'I OI C 125,9.5:1994iBull.4-1994, point 1.3.23.e Point759 of this RePort.
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14 September in Brussels. The EC-Romania Joint Committee met in Brussels on
20 and 21 October.
805. Mr Sali Berisha, President of Albania, met Mr Delors in Brussels on
24 February.l Relations between the European Community and Albania were
also the subject of a resolution by Parliament on 9 February.2
Independent States of the former Soviet Union
Overview
806. In the course of the year, political dialogue between the European Union
and the New Independent States (NIS) was stepped up. Far-reaching partnership
and cooperation agreements signed with several of these countries underline the
importance of the political and economic relationship which the European
Union seeks to develop with them. The Essen European Council3 welcomed the
signing of the partnership agreemenr with Ukraine, the reforms already
introduced and the adoption of a common position setting out European Union
objectives and priorities regarding Ukraine.a It also called for the early
ratification of the agreement with Russia in order to establish a sustained
constructive dialogue with that country. Pending the setting-up of the formal
framework for dialogue which is part of the above agreemenrs, a series of
meetings was held with representatives of the newly Independent States at
various levels. Bilateral dialogue continued in high-level meetings between
representatives of NIS governments and the Commission,s which continued irs
efforts to support reform in these countries, basically through technical assistance
and humanitarian aid. The Commission also played a significant role in
coordinating assistance ro them, although the evenrual aim is that aid should be
replaced by trade. Further market-opening measures were therefore introduced
to facilitate market access for products from the partner counrries.
Partnership and other agreements
807. Negotiations for a new generation of partnership and cooperation
agreements (PCAs) were either concluded or opened with a number of the newly
Independent States. These agreements will have a wide scope covering political,
I Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.38.t oJ c 61,25.2:1.994;Bull.7/2-1994, poinr 1.3.37.3 Bull. 12-'1994.a Bull. 11,-1994, point 1.3.1.; poinr752 ofthis Report5 Georgia, Armenia, Moldova, Russia and Ukraine.
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commercial, economic and cultural cooperation.'When in force they will replace
the agreement on trade and commercial and economic cooperation with the
former Soviet Union signed on 18 December 1989.1 At the initial stage at least'
they will remain non-preferential agreements, but the PCAs with Russia, Ukraine
and Moldova refer to possible future free trade arrangements. The PCA with
Russia was signed on 24 June (Table III) at the European Council in Corfu2
and the PCA with Ukraine was signed on 14 June (Table III).3 The Council
adopted guidelines on 7 March for a case-by-case approach to the establishment
of future contractual relations with the countries of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) apart from the Russian Federation and Ukraine.a The
PCA wich Moldova was signed on 28 November (Table III). The PCAs with
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan were initialled in May (Table III). Lastly, on
14 November, the Council adopted amended negotiating directives for a
partnership and cooperation agreements and an interim agreement on trade
and trade-related measures with Belarus (Table III).
808. In order to allow trade and trade-related provisions in the PCAs not
requiring ratification by national parliaments to enter into force in 1995' the
Commission negotiated interim agreements with Ukraine (Table III) and Russia
(Table III). Similar agreements will be negotiated with all the countries that
have concluded PCAs. The Council has already authorized negotiations with
Moldova (Table III), Kazakhstan (Table III) and Kyrgyzstan (Table III).
Assistance for the Independent States of the former Soviet Union
80g. The TACIS programme5 continued to provide substantial aid to the
newly Independent States to assist in the process of transition to a market
economy. Early in !994, the TACIS 1993 action Programmes were launched,
along with the preparation and approval procedure for the 'l'994 action
p.og."--.s. The Ctmmission adopted the 1,993-94 action programmes for
Azeibaijan (ECU 8 million), Georgia (ECU 8 million), Turkmenistan (ECU
8 million) and Uzbekistan (ECU 15 million)7 and the 1994 action programmes
for Belarus (ECU 7 million),8 Russia (ECU 150 million), Kazakhstan (ECU
14 million), Mongolia (ECU 8 million), Tadjikistan (ECU 4 million) and Ukraine
(ECU 43 million).e It also adopted three nuclear safety action programmes
t OJ L 68, 15.3.1,990; Twenty-third General Report, point 797.2 Bull.6-1994, point 1.3.30.3 Bull.6-1994, point 1.3.34.
a Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.49.5 Bull. 10-7994, point 1.3.31.6 OJ L 1,87 ,29.7 .1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 675.7 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.45.8 Bull. 6-1994,point 1.3.29.
e Bull. 10-1,994,point'1.3.27.
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(ECU 67.5 million) for Russia, Ukraine and the other CIS countries.l The 1'994
TACIS multi-country action programme (ECU 47 million) was approved in
October.2 Two further multidisciplinary, technical assistance action pro-
grammes (ECU 15 million)3 and a programme to promote democracy (ECU
5 million)a were adopted by the Commission. The committing of funds was
speeded up considerably in 1994 following the introduction of multiannual
programming in 1.993s and the resulting establishment of the 1'993-95 TACIS
indicative programmes. In this connection, the 1.994-95 technical assistance
indicative programmes for Mongolia5 and TadjikistanT were approved in July
and the 1993-95 indicative programmes for Belarus and Ukraine8 were amended
at their request. Nearly all the appropriations available under the 1'994
programme were committed in the first half of the year, enabling some contracts
to be signed in the same budget year. Meanwhile, the contracting performance
under the TACIS programmes of previous years also improved significantly. By
the end of the year, contracts had been signed for 85% of the total 1992 funding
allocation (ECU 418.8 million) and about 50% of the total 1993 budget (ECU
472 million). The Commission also took some important steps with a view to
decentralizing further the TACIS programme.
810. Starting in early 1.994, the monitoring of TACIS was ensured through the
work of teams of monitors who assessed the design and results of about half of
the completed or ongoing projects. In May the Commission presented to the
TACIS Committee a progress report covering the period August to December
1993. ln addition, reports reviewing the performance of TACIS were presented
to Parliament in March and in September.
811. TACIS significantly increased its commitment to information and com-
munication in 1.994. Programmes were launched to improve understanding and
the public image of TACIS in the New Independent States, and to build better
relationships with its key audiences.e A series of new publications was produced
for wide distribution, including contract information documents.
812. Parliament commented on these issues in a resolution adopted on22 Aprll
on evaluation of Western aid to the CIS.10
I Bull. 9-1,994, point 1.3.8.2 Bull. 70-7994. ooint L.3.29.3 Bull.3-1994. otints 1.3.44 and 1.3.45.a Bull. 6-1994. ioint L3.285 OJ L 187 ,29i .1.993; Twenty-seventh General Report , point 67 5.6 Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.37.7 Bull.7/8-1,994. ooint 1.3.38.8 Bull. 9-1.994,point'1.3.9.
e Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.3.39.t0 OJ C 1'28, 9.5.1'994; Bull. 4-1991, point 1.3.26.
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813. The Commission played an important role in the coordination of
assistance to the New Independent States, because of its experience in the
provision of technical assistance to the former Soviet Union and the scale of the
p.ogr"--.s being implemented. It participated in the 1994 World Bank country
.o.riultati.oe groups for Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia and Armenia and the
World Bank informal meetings for Georgia and Ukraine. Cooperation continued
at operational level to ensure the exchange and analysis of information on the
.orrt.rrt of donor programmes to avoid duplication and take advantage of
potential complemintarity between donor programmes and activities in the
framework of TACIS. An effort was also made to implement joint operations
based on the combining and cofinancing of activities. ln this field the Commission
developed particularly close links with the Vorld Bank, the EBRD, the OECD
and the Ui. e specific partnership and cooperation programme was launched
to co-financ. p.oj..tu with Member States. Projects are submitted by business
interests in Member Srates in partnership with beneficiary institutions in the
NIS. Projects are preselected at national level, thus allowing Member States to
ensure that they are coordinated with and are complementary to their own
activities. The Commission is responsible for the final selection and management
of projects and contributes 50% of the costs.
g14. As regards food aid and medical assistance, the Commission continued
implementation of the ECU 1.25 billion loan granted to the former Soviet Union
l.r iggtr which was converted into individual loans to the newly Independent
States after the break-up of the USSR. Consignments of food and medical
supplies to the Republics ihat signed loan agreements in 1'992 and 1993 amounted
to-"}^ort ECU 950 million and thus enabled them to cover a large part of their
1993 shortfall. In response ro urgenr appeals for additional loans by Kazakhstan
and Moldova, the Commission decided to grant a further ECU 30 million to the
former and ECU 10 million2 to the latter for imports of medical supplies' Loan
agreements were also signed with Uzbekistan and Azerbaijan, which had been
dlclared eligible under a council decision of 15 November L993,3 for ECU 59
milliol andECU 58 million respecively. Following urgent requests for food aid
from Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Tadjikistan and Kyrgyzstan, the Council
decided on"27 July to grant food aid worth ECU 165 million to cover expected
food shortag.r d,rting the winter of 1.994-95.a On 24 October the Council
decided by Regulation (EC) No 2621./945 to include Moldova under the
Regulation adopted in July on the free supply of agricultural products to the
p.ople of Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaiian, Kyrgyzstan and Tadjikistan'
1 0J L 362, 3'.1 .12.1991; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 844; point 1156 0f this Report.2 Bull. 5-1994. ooint 7.3.33.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 680'a Council Regulation (EC) N6 7999/941OJ L 201, 4.8.1994;Bull.7/8-1994' point 1.3.'10.j coM(94) 415; oJ L 280,29.1'0.1'994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1.3.30'
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Bilateral relations
815. A special meeting of G7 finance ministers was held in Kromberg on
26 Februaryl to discuss the situation in the Russian Federation. Sir Leon Brittan
visited Moscow on 1. and 2 Mayz for talks with Mr Alexander Shokhin, the
Deputy Prime Minister, on the partnership and cooperation agreement, which
was subsequently signed in Corfu in June.3 President Yeltsin met the Heads of
State or Government of the European Union, together with Mr Delors, in Corfu
and also took part later in the political discussions at the'Western Economic
Summit meeting held in Naples.a Parliament adopted a resolution on 9 February
supporting Russian moves to revitalize the economy of Kaliningrad.5 Finally,
in accordance with the agreement signed in 1989 with the former Soviet Union,6
the EC-Russian Federation Joint Committee met in Moscow on 1 and 2
December.
816. Mr Anatoly Zlenko, Ukraine's Foreign Minister, met Sir Leon Brittan on
8 February.T The Community troika and Mr van den Broek visited Kiev on
10 March,s where they met President Leonid Kravchuk and Mr Zlenko for
talks on numerous political, economic and security issues. They also discussed
the partnership and cooperation agreement. \X/hen the PCA was signed in
Luxembourg on 14 June,e Mr Kravchuk had talks with the Union's foreign
ministers attending the Council meeting there. The Commission also adopted a
communication on 27 Aprllto on the options for stepping up cooperation with
and assistance to Ukraine, a proposal that had been examined in detail when Sir
Leon Brittan met Mr Kravchuk during his visit to Kiev from 4 to 5 May.ll
Parliament adopted a resolution on 2t April concerning the conduct of the
elections and the situation in Ukraine.l2 The Ukrainian Foreign Minister, Mr
Hennadiy Udovenko, visited Brussels on 1 December.l3 On 22 December the
Council granted Ukraine a macro-financial support loan.la
817. Mr Mircea Snegur, President of Moldova, visited the Commission on
16 Marchls for talks with Sir Leon Brittan on the situation in his countrv and
I Bull. 7/2-7994, point 1.3.50.2 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.38.3 Point 1194 of this Report.a Point 818 of this Reo-ort.5 OJ C 61,28.2.1994;Bull.7/2-1994, point 1.3.51.6 OJ L 68,15.3.7990; Twenty-third General Report, point 6857 Bull. 1/2-1994,point 1.3.53.8 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.52.e Point 807 ofthis Report.
ro Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.28.
rr Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.39t2 OJ C 1,28,9.5.1994;Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.29.13 Bull.12-1994.la Point 67 ofthis Report.
rs Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.50.
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the state of bilateral relations. Mr Snegur visited the Commission again on
28 November and met Mr Christophersen and Mr Van den Broek for the signing
of the partnership Agreement. Moldova was granted macro-financial assistance
during the year.l On 31 May the President of Kyrgyzstan, Mr Askar Akayev,
visited the Commission where he held talks with Sir Leon Brittan on TACIS and
the partnership and cooperation Agreement initialled the same day. Parliament
adopted a resolution on 9 February on the hostilities between Armenia and
Azerbarjan.2
I Point 57 ofthis Report.2 OJ C 61,,28.2.1.994;Bull.7/2-1994' point 1.3.49.
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Section 6
Relations with the United States,
Japan and other industrialized countries
Western Economic Summitl
818. On the political front, the G7 Summit held in Naples in July brought a
significant development in the form of the participation in political discussions
of Mr Boris Yeltsin, President of the Russian Federation. The representatives of
the participating nations and Mr Delors gave their unreserved backing to the
Geneva peace plan proposing a viable territorial arrangement to the parties to
the Bosnian conflict,2 welcomed the end of apartheid in South Africa3 and
expressed their support for the Middle East peace process4 and reconstruction
in Lebanon. They voiced their concern at the civil war in Yemen,s terrorist
activities, the crisis in Algeria5 and the situations in RwandaT and AngolaT
and called for compliance with UN Security Council resolutions on Iraq, Libya
and Haiti, emphasizing the role of the United Nations and regional organizations
in working for world peace, security and cooperation. The participants reaffirmed
their commitment to nuclear non-proliferation and human rights.
819. On the economic front,8 the main issues tackled by the seven Heads
of State or Government and Mr Delors were employment' growth and
competitiveness. Reaffirming the growth strategy adopted at the Tokyo
Summit,e the participants expressed their support for faster reform to improve
the ability of the G7 nations' economies to generate employment and proposed
a number of strucrural measures for implementation. They discussed maintaining
the momentum of liberalization of international trade and international
cooperation on environmental matters and combating transnational organized
crime and money-laundering, and undertook to continue assistance to developing
countries, Central and Eastern Europe, Russia and Ukraine. They put to Ukraine
I Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.52. The Summit produced a communiqu€ and a Chairman's statement. Both
appear in full in Bull.7/8-7994, point 2.3.1.2 Point 850 of this Report.3 Point 843 of this Re-port.
a Point 851 of this Report.5 Point 874 of this Report.
o Polnt EJ6 ot thrs Keoort.7 Point 973 of this Reoort.
s Point 59 of this Repbrt.9 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 593.
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a plan of action for nuclear safety and energy supply reform which provides
among other things for the closure of the Chernobyl power station.
United States
820. Two EU-US summits were held in the context of the 1990 Transatlantic
Declaration,l one on 11 January2 and the other on 12 July.3 The July summit
consolidated the results of the January summit and brought agreement on closer
consultation and making the summits themselves more effective. To those ends,
three ad-hoc high-level groups of experts were established (one to promote
cooperation with and between the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, one
to develop joint efforts to combat international crime and drug trafficking and
one ro improve EU-US transatlantic dialogue, particularly on foreign policy). A
Parliament resolution of 24 March stressed the importance of relations between
the European Union and the United States.a
821.. On the political front, dialogue was stepped up at all levels,,promoting
better understanding and coordination of positions. After the first of the
summirs,s Mr van den Broek and Mr Papoulias (Greece's Foreign Minister and
President of the Council) met Mr 'Warren Christopher, the US Secretary of State
in Washington on 31 January.5 The subjects discussed included Central and
Eastern Euiope, the former Soviet Union, Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Middle
East. Mr Strobe Talbott (US Deputy Secretary of State) had talks in Brussels
with Mr van den Broek on 13 April to review the main political issues of
common interest. The 20th troika meeting at political director level took place
in \Washington on 18 May. It covered subjects including the former socialist
counrries, ih. lrtlddl. East, the Maghreb and South Africa, and served as a
forum to coordinate preparation of the Berlin Summit in July.7 On 13 May the
foreign ministers of the troika and those of France, the United Kingdom, Russia
and the United States, together with Mr van den Broek, agreed in Geneva on a
joint strategy aimed at bringing an end to the war in the former YLgoslavia.8 A
peace plan-io be submitted to the warring parties was approved at another
ministirial meeting held on 5 July.e The EU foreign ministers, ioined for the
first time by their Austrian, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish counterparts and
I Twenty-fourth General Report, point 593.2 Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.55.3 Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.54.4 OJ C 114,25.4.7994; Bull. 3-1994' point 1.3.65'j Point 820 of this Report.5 Bull. 1/2-1994. point 1.3.55.7 Point 820 r:f thii Report.8 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.4; point 850 of this Report.
e Point 850 of this Report.
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accompanied by Mr van den Broek, met the US Secretary of State in New York
on 29 September, at the opening of the UN General Assembly session, to discuss
international political issues and implementation of the decisions taken at the
Berlin Summit.
822. On the economic front the US Trade Representative, Mr Mickey Kantor,
came to the Commission on 10 Januaryl for talks with Sir Leon Brittan on
matters connected with the completion of the Uruguay Round of trade
negotiations.2 He also met Mr Bangemann and Mr Vanni d'Archirafi. Sir Leon
was in Washington from24 to 26 April.3 His engagements included talks with
Mr Kantor on the implementation of the agreement resulting from the completion
of the Uruguay Round, Japan, Central and Eastern Europe, and Russia and
China's accession to GATT. The summit held on 11 January had focused on
economic matters) competitiveness and employment.a The European Union
and the United States also cooperated closely in the preparation of the G7
Conference on employment held in March.s It was agreed at the subsequent G7
Summit in Naples5 that a conference on the 'information society' should be
arranged. Two meetings at director-general level were held (one in February in
Brussels, the other in September in Washington) notably to discuss new trade
issues and the follow-up to the Uruguay Round,T relations between the European
Union, the United States and Japan, the outlook for the world economy, the
reshaping of existing multilateral economic institutions, investment policy and
the state of bilateral relations in general.
During his visit to the Commission, on 15 December,8 Mr Ronald Brown, the
Secretary of Commerce, met Sir Leon Brittan, Mr Bangemann and Mr Millan.
Discussion centred on political and economic aspects of transatlantic relations,
the liberalization of trade in the wake of the Uruguay Round, and relations with
third countries, in particular the countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
Russia, China and Japan. Competitiveness) commercial policy and the infor-
mation society also featured on the agenda.
823. Bilateral negotiations for a new agreement on public procurement were
concluded on 13 April,e marking an important step in liberalizing such trade.
It proved impossible, however, to reach agreement on telecommunications, an
area in which US sanctions and the retaliatory measures introduced by the
1 Bull. 1/2-7994, point 1.3.67.2 Point 985 of this Report.3 Bull. 4-1994,poinri.3.39.a Point 820 of this Report.5 Point 563 of this Report.6 Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.52.7 Point 985 of this Report.
s Bull. 1.2-7994.
e Point 158 of this Report.
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European Union through Council Regulation (EEC) No 1.461'/93 remain.l
Exploratory talks and negotiations took place for agreements in other areas
including air cargo, customs cooperation and cooperation on nuclear power.
Negotiaiions got under way in around 10 industries for a mutual recognition
"gr"..-.rr, regarding the assessment of conformity 
of certificates and marks.2
Cinsultationt took place within the framework of the existing bilateral
agreement on trade in civil aircraft3 and bilateral talks started on US legislation
governing conditional national treatment and computer reservation systems.
Seueral roundt of negotiations were held in connection with the veterinary
agreement between th; EU and the United States, in accordance with Council
D-ecision 93/1,58/EEC;a talks over the European Union's request to the United
States to scale down the retaliatory measures connected with the hormones
dispute continued, but without success.5 In February the Council approved the
EU-US agreemenr on spirirs which provides for mutual recognition of certain
American and European names.5
824. The report of the GATT panel examining a complaint by theEU regarding
restrictions o" US imports of runa (in connection with fishing methods which
kill dolphins) concluded that the US had violated Articles III and XI of the
GATT.5 The panel examining US tobacco legislation, which affects European
exports, also iound the US to be in the wrong.s Following a request from the
Ui and in accordance with Article XXIII of the GATT, consultafions on imports
from Europe of canned sardines and tuna took place in May'
825. In May the Commission published its annual report on United States
barriers to trade and investment.T The European Union and the US were once
again each orher's main trade and investment partners in 1994. Bilateral trade
tJtalled USD 200 billion in 1993 and the aggregate amount of direct investment
in both directions was USD 460 billion (at historic prices).
826. The decision taken by President Clinton on 3 March to revive 'Super 301'
provoked concern on the part of the European Union because the provision
"llo*, the US administration to act unilaterally to press US 
interests under
international trade agreements. In addition, the iudgment delivered in August8
by the Court of Justice on the agreement between the US Government and the
I OI L 746,17.6.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 695'2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 697.-3 oJ L 3b1,,17.10.1992i Tweniy-sixih General Report,point699'
't ol L 68,19.3.1993; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 99.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, pornr 699.6 Point 615 of this Report.7 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.50.t juJlr.nt oi b Augur, 1994 in Case C-321/91, OJ C 27 5,1.10.1994; Bull. 70-7994' point 1.7.15.
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Commission regarding the application of their competition lawsl declared void
the act by which the Commission sought to conclude that agreement. On
19 December the Council authorized the Commission to negotiate an exchange
of letters interpreting the agreement regarding the application of competition
laws (Table III).
827. At the Quad meeting held in Los Angeles in September,2 Mr Mickey
Kantor (US Trade Representative), Mr Ryutaro Hashimoto (Japanese Minister
of International Trade and Industry), Mr Roy Maclaren (Canadian Minister of
International Trade) and Sir Leon Brittan discussed the issues of strengthening
the multilateral trading system and implementing the agreement resulting from
the Uruguay Round negotiations.
Japan
828. The approach set out in 1993 continued to be followed despite the
government changes in Japan, and dialogue (particularly between experts) was
stepped up. Political upheaval caused the yearly high-level EU-Japan meetings
to take place later than planned, however.
829. The sixth ministerial meeting between the Commission and the Japanese
Government took place in Tokyo on 19 November.3 The Commission was
represented by Sir Leon Brittan, Mrs Scrivener and Mr Steichen, and Japan by
the Foreign Minister, Mr Yohei Kono, the Minister for International Trade and
Industry, Mr Ryutaro Hashimoto, the Finance Minister, Mr Masayoshi
Takemura, the Agriculture Minister, Mr Taichiro Okawara, and the Director-
General of the Economic Planning Agency, Mr Masahiko Komura. The meeting
produced tangible results: Japan agreed to the establishment of an EU-Japan
equal-treatment arrangement (comparable to that which now exists between the
US and Japan to ensure that US goods receive the same treatment as Japanese
goods) and undertook to invite European industry representatives to Japanese
Government discussions on public procurement. The elimination of certain
specific obstacles which prevented European goods from penetrating the Japane se
market was also achieved. The Commission pressed the Japanese Government
to take appropriate steps (particularly in connection with deregulation and
stimulating recovery) to reduce the country's current account surplus to 2o/o of
GDP by 1996.
I Point 185 of this Report.2 Bull.9-1994, point 1.3.14.3 Bull. 11.-'1994, point 1.3.53.
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530. On the political front, the EU foreign ministers (troika) and Mr van den
Broek saw thelapanese Foreign Minisrer, Mr Yohei Kono, on 26 September for
their annual meeiing during the UN General Assembly. The two sides stressed
their desire for closer political dialogue.
831. The EU political directors (troika) and a representative of the Commission
had two meetings with their Japanese opposite numbers, one in Tokyo on
18 April, the other in Bonn on 23 November. Their discussions focused on
EU-Japan relations and the prospects for greater political dialogue' but also
cov..ed regional matters (north-east Asia, the Asia-Pacific region and Eastern
Europe), EU-US-Japan relations and reform within the United Nations.
832. The Japanese Prime Minister, Mr Tsutomu Hata, had talks on 6 May
wirh Mr Delors on Japan's political and economic situation and its desire to
raise its international profile.l Mr Hata and Mr Delors agreed to call meetings
of experts to discuss deregulation. On 11 April Mr Bangemann had met
Mr Hiroshi Kumagai, Japanese Minister for International Trade and Industry'z
to discuss the promotion and development of bilateral cooperation concerning
the'information society'.3
833. The annual high-level consultations between the EU and Japan were held
in Brussels on 27 u"d ZS July. They dealt with bilateral economic relations,
chiefly the various fields in which cooperation had been established and the
main disputes connected with access to the Japanese market. Operation of the
TAM (trade assessment mechanism) was extended.a The Japanese Government's
deregulation programme was also discussed, and the technical talks on various
urp.it, of regulaiion, which had begun in June, continued in October'
834. The first meeting of the trade cooperafion committee (intended to establish
a close link between EU export promotion programmes an! Japan's import
promotion pro€iramme) was held on 27 October. Sir Leon Brittan presided over
ihe official European launch of the 'Gateway to Japan' export promotion
programme in Brussels on 17 February. At the end of October, the businesses
i..t-nlt.d by the Commission attended the Logis-tech (handling) and Jimtof
(machine tools) fairs in Japan.
835. Bilateral cooperation meetings continued at a greater pace. The first
Europe-Japan forum on science and technology took place in Tokyo on 8 June
t Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.512 Bull. 4-1994,point1.3.4O.3 Point 327 of this Report.4 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 703.
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and was attended by Mr Ruberti.l 'S7ith regard to social matters, the most
recent ministerial-level meeting occurred in Tokyo on L4 October and was held
in tandem with a bilateral seminar on employment aftended by Mr Flynn. With
regard to industrial cooperation, it was decided at the second meeting on the
subject, held in Tokyo on 14 June, to extend the existing programme to computer
components, car components and office automation equipment. As part of the
regular director-general level dialogue, talks were held in Tokyo on 22 July to
discuss macroeconomic issues. Talks on protection of the environment held on
1.2 and 13 October centred on the problems of CO2 emissions and the handling
of waste.
Other industrialized countries
Canada
836. In the wake of the change of government at the end of '1993, the high-level
meetings held this year confirmed the two parties' commitment to strengthening
bilateral relations in the areas of international political cooperation and economic
matters.
837. Canada's Prime Minister, Mr Jean Chr6tien, and several members of the
government had talks in Brussels with Mr Delors on 11 January.2 The
Commission President made a return visit to Ottawa on 16 April. The annual
ministerial meeting provided for by the 1976 Framework Agreement between
the European Communities and Canada3 was held in Brussels on 5 June.a It
was atrended by Mr Maclaren (Minister for International Trade) and several
members of the Commission. In the context of the 1990 EEC-Canada Transatlan-
tic Declaration,s a summit attended by Mr Delors, Chancellor Kohl and Mr
Chr6tien was held in Bonn on 5 July.5 The subjects of discussion included the
employment situation, sectoral matters, Ukraine and Bosnia-Herzegovina.
838. Political dialogue between the European Union and Canada, which
resumed during the course of the year, revealed a coincidence of positions on a
number of international issues. The two sides consequently upheld the efforts
to bring peace to the former Yugoslavia and played an important role in acting
as election observers and backing reform in Russia and South Africa. Canada
I Point 282 of this Report.2 Bull. ll2-1,994, point 1.3.59.3 OJ L 260,24.9.1,976; Tenth General Report, point 541.
a Bull.6-1994, point 1.3.50.i Twenty-fourth General Report, point 712.6 Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.53.
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was involved in the inaugural conference for the Stability Pact and the round
table conference on the Baltic States.l The impetus provided by the July
summit2 resulted in the first meeting between Canadian and EU political
directors (troika), held in Bonn on 22 November. During in-depth discussion of
a wide range of matters of common interest the participants found much to
agree upon. This made a considerable contribution to closer transatlantic
political relations.
839. Discussions on trade issues with the Canadian Government were begun.
These dealt with matters including exports from Europe of beef and veal and
wheat-based products, and the anti-dumping proceedings affecting EU steel
exports. The EU called on Canada to ratify the bilateral fisheries agreement,
while protesting ar the fact that Canadian legislation allowed action to be taken
against foreign vessels outside the country's 200-mile fishing limit.3 Negotiations
for 
"tt agreement on 
science and technology were completed in June.a Substantial
progress was also made towards an agreement on customs matters and a mutual
iecognition agreement regarding the assessment of conformity of certificates
and marks for industrial goods.
Australia
840. In political matrers the dialogue established in 1990 confinued, with Mr
Gareth Evans, Foreign Minister, meeting successive Council presidents Mr
Theodoros Pangalos (in January) and Mr Klaus Kinkel (in July). During both
meetings, discussions focused on the progress of European integration and
developments in the Asia-Pacific region. Within the context of ministerial
consuliations, Sir Leon Brittan visited Australia on 23 and 24 February for
bilateral talks with Prime Minister Mr Paul Keating and several other members
of the government.5 Discussion centred on the prospects for cooperation, with
stress on the two parties' desire for closer bilateral relations. Mr Keating had
met Mr Delors, Sir Leon Brittan and Mr van den Broek in June for talks which
covered the economic problems of the industrialized world and the follow-up to
the Uruguay Round Final Act.5
84L. 'With regard to economic matters, the European Union is currently
Australia's largest trading partner in terms of goods, services and investment.
I
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An agreement on trade in wine has been signed by the Community and Australial
"t has an agreement on cooperation 
in science and technology,z the first of its
kind with an industrialized nation outside Europe. Substantial progress was also
made towards the conclusion of a mutual recognition agreement regarding the
assessment of conformity of certificates and marks for industrial goods.
New Zealand
842. Sir Leon Brittan visited New Zealand on 25 February and had talks with
Prime Minister Mr Jim Bolger and members of the government.3 The two sides
agreed to pursue closer bilateral relations, chiefly in connection with the
conclusion of the Uruguay Round negotiations. Dialogue on political matters
also continued, notably in the form of a meeting of senior officials which took
place in Athens in May and dealt with developments in the European Union,
ihe situation in the Asia-Pacific region (particularly within the context of APEC,
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum) and bilateral EU-New Zealand
relations. On 15 December Mr Don McKinnon, Minister for External Relations'
Trade and Foreign Affairs, met Mr Klaus Kinkel, President of the Council, for
talks which covered political and economic matters such as developments in the
European Union, the'World Trade Organization,4 the former Yugoslavia and
the state of the economy and security in Asia and the Pacific (APEC). Substantial
progress was also made towards the conclusion of a mutual recognition
"g.".-..tt regarding the assessment of conformity of certificates and marks forindustrial goods.
South Africa
843. As part of the joint action approved by the European Council in October
1993,s the Commission coordinated a Community programme to help with the
elections in South Africa. This included awareness campaigns, the establishment
of a European elections unit on the spot and training for 3l2European observers.
Parliament adopted a resolution on the South African elections on 5 May5 and
the CommissionT and the presidency8 issued statements on the same subject
on 6 May. On 27 May the EU lifted the remaining sanctions on South Africa.e
1 Point 515 of this Report.2 Point 282 of this Report.3 Bull. 1./2-7994. poini 1.3.70.
a Point 987 ofthii Report.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 725.5 OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1'3.53.
' Bull.5-1994. point 1.1.52.8 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.7.
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'With 
regard to the second componenr of the joint action, the establishment of
an appropriate framework for cooperation, the Commission tabled proposals
for a series of immediate measures. These were approved by the Council on 18
Aprill and announced to the South African Government when it took office on
10 May. The measures included a recommendation to negoriate a slimmed-down
agreement with the aim of providing a response to South Africa's immediate
needs and creating alegal basis for developing cooperation between the parries.
It would provide for better market access by making South Africa eligible for
generalized preferences (the GSP), for promotion of EU investment in small and
medium-sized firms in South Africa (chiefly through the ECIP2 and BC-Net3
facilities), for cooperation in fields such as industry, trade, telecommunicarions,
science and technology and education and training, for the commitment of
substantial resources to continue with the special programme for South Africa
and for the establishment of political dialogue between the European Union and
the new South African Government.a In this connection. the Commission senr
a team to South Africa in June to discuss the implemenration of the package.
c)ne of the programme's main componenrs, making sourh Africa eligible for
certain GSP benefits, was approved on 19 August.s The draft framework
cooperation agreement between the European Community and South Africa,
which was signed in Preroria on 10 octob.i 1T"bl. III) during a visit by Sir Leon
Brittan, lays the foundations for future relations between the parties.5 other
agreements will add to this in the coming years. The framework cooperation
agreement was approved by Parliament on 30 November (Table III). On 19
December the council adopted a decision concerning the conclusion of the
agreement (Table III). South Africa was also admitted as an observer to the 20th
meeting of the ACP-EU Council of Ministers.T
t COM(94) 123; Bull. 4-1994,point1.3.38.2 Point 958 of this Report.3 Point 194 ofthis Report.a Point740 ofthis Report.5 Point 947 of this Report.6 Bull. 1,0-1,994, points 1.3.44 and 1.3.45.7 Point 935 of this Report.
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Section 7
Relations with Mediterranean
and Middle East countries
Mediterranean countries
844. The year saw intense activity in all areas, from exploratory talks and
negotiations on new contractual links with a number of countries to the
implementation of economic and financial cooperation.
845. Acting on the conclusions of the Corfu European Council,l the Com-
mission adopted, on 19 October, a strategic communication on strengthening
the Mediterranean policy of the European Union and establishing a Euro-
Mediterranean partnership to gear European Union policy more towards
peace, stability, security and socio-economic development in the region.2 The
Euro-Mediterranean partnership proposed in the communication is intended
chiefly for the Maghreb and Mashreq countries and Israel. It would begin with
a gradual liberalization of trade, supported by a substantial financial aid
p".k"g., before moving on to closer political and economic cooperation and
linally to close association. The Commission also suggests launching a general
'MED' aid programme of ECU 5.5 billion for the period 1995-99.In future, the
EU's Mediterranean policy should become multi-faceted, encompassing all those
areas where interdependence exists such as economic development and trade,
social stability, immigration, the environment and security. Eventually, the aim
is to create a Euro-Mediterranean area of 500 to 800 million inhabitants across
30 to 40 countries. The Essen European Council confirmed that the Mediterranean
represented a priority area of strategic importance for the European Union,
which should support efforts to transform the region into a zone of peace,
stability, prosperity and cooperation.3 In May, Parliament came out in favour
of a new Mediterranean assemblya and in September approved an overall policy
towards the Mediterranean countries.5
846. On 28 November the Commission adopted a recommendation for a
Council Decision adjusting the agreements concluded with its Mediterranean
partners to take account of the European Union's enlargement.5
I Bull. 5-1994, point I.10; point 1194 of this Report.2 COM(94)427;Bull. 1,0-7994' point 1.3.35.3 Bull. 1,2-1994.
o OJ C 205,25.7.1.994; Bull. 5-1994' point 1.3.40.5 OJ C a05, 31.10.7994;Bull.9-7994, point 1.3.10.5 Bull. 11,-1994, point 1.3.38.
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Northern Mediterranean countries (Cyprus, Malta, Turkey' former
Yugoslavia, Andorra and San Marino)
g47. The corfu and Essen European councils reviewed the applications of
cfprtrr"r,d Malta to join the Union and indicated that both countries would be
included in the .,."t ,ound of enlargement.l On 13 June the Council adopted
Directives for the negotiation of thelourth financial protocols with Malta and
Cyprus (Table lll). T1e 15th meeting of the EC-Cyprus Association Council on
d eprlf i. 1,,*.-torrrg dealt mainly *ith th. prospects-for Cyprus's membership,
the political s.ttle-.rrf of the Cypriot questi-n and bilateral relations under the
Association Agreement.2 The EC-cyprus Joint Parliamentary committee met
ln M"y a.,d Nl.,rember. Mr uan den-Broek visited Cyprus on24 and 25 March'
where he met the President, Mr Glavkos clerides, and the Foreign Minister,
Mr Alekos Michaelides, 
".,j dir.,rrsed the UN-led negotiations on confidence-building measures o.r ,h" island.3 On 29 March Mr van den Broek went to
Malta, irh.r" he was told of the government's desire to see accession negotiations
begin before the election s in 1997.4
g4g. As regards Turkey, in July the commission adopted guidelines on the
."-pf.r-" "of the cusroms union provided for in the 1'964 EEC-Turkey
Association Agreement. Ms Tansu Qiiler, the Turkish Prime Minister, and Mr
Hikmet eetinJhe Foreign Minister, visited the Commission on 1L Januaty,s ":
did Mr Aykon Dogan, tf,. E.o.o-ic Affairs Minister, on 13 and 14 June,5 and
the Depuiy Prime i4inir,.., Mr Murat Karayalgin, on 28 June' There were visits
to Turley'by Sir Leon Britian from 9 to 13 Febru aryT and by Mr van den Broek
from 15 to 17 June.8 The talks at these various meetings' and at that of the
EC-Turkey Asstciation Council on 19 December,e centred on economic issues,
p*ti.,rl".iy the conclusion of the customs union and economic and financial
ioop"r"tio' between the EU and Turkey. Relations in. general were also
discussed, as were issues such as democracy, terrorism and human rights'
g4g. The EC-San Marino cooperation committee met on 28 June in san
Marino and adopted Decision Nt flg+ on the Community veterinary rules to
be introduced in the RePublic.
I Point 728 ofthis Report.2 Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.32-j Bull.3-1994, point 1.J.54.
a Bull.3-1994. point 1.3.57.j Bull. 1/2-'1994, point 1'3'55.6 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.41.7 Bull. 1'/2-1'994, point 1.3.57.8 Bull. 6-1994, point 1.3.42.e Bull. 1,2-1.994.
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850. In the former Yugoslavia, the EU continued to lend support to victims of
the fighting in Bosnia-Herzegovina, mainly through joint measures to channel
humanitarian aid.1 It also became involved in administering the town of
Mostar.2 In October, the Commission granted ECU 1.27 mrlllon to station
20 EU observers on the border of Serbia and Bosnia.3 Also in October, following
the common positions reached on the basis of Article J.2 of the Treaty on
European Uniona in the wake of UN Security Council resolutions 942 (1994) et
943 (1994), the Council adopted two Regulations. The first, Regulation (EC)
No 2471/94, banned economic activities and the supply of services in those areas
of Bosnia-Herzegovina under the control of Bosnian Serb forces. The second,
Regulation (EC) No 2472/94,s suspended certain elements of the embargo on
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro);5 the Commission
proposed its repeal on 8 December.T For its part, Parliament spoke out on the
situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina on a number of occasions.8
851. On23 November the Commission proposed that Croatia be made eligible
for the PHARE programme (Table II); Croatia's Prime Minister, Mr Mate
Granic, visited the Commission on 1.0 November.e
852. Relations between the EU and Slovenia received a boost from the
cooperation agreement which came into force in September 1,993,10 particularly
as regards financial cooperation; all the loans provided for under the financial
Protocol were allocated to three road and rail infrastructure projects. Slovenia
also received technical assistance under the PHARE programme.ll Mr Janez
Drnovsek, the Slovenian Prime Minister and Mr Lojze Peterle, the Foreign
Minister, visited the Commission on 29 March,l2 as did the junior Foreign
Minister, Mr Golob, on 20 June.13 Slovenia was in turn host to Sir Leon Brittan,
who visited the country from 29 September to 2 October.la The meetings
reviewed the state of relations between Slovenia and the EU ahead of negotiations
on an association agreement. In an extra own-initiative opinion of 28 April, the
Economic and Social Committee said that in view of the economic situation in
I Pornt972 ofthis Report.2 Point 758 of this Report.3 Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.37.a Point749 of this Report.5 OJ L 266,75.L0.7994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.35.6 OJ L 182,15.7.1,994;Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.48.7 COM(94) 589; Bull. 12-1.994.8 OJ C 44, '14.2.1994;BuJl. 7/2-7994, point 1.3.54; OJ C 61, 28.2J394;Bull. 7/2-1994,point 1.3.55; OJ C 91,
28.3.7994;Bdl.3-1994, point 1.3.53; OJ C 128, 9.5.7994;BuJl.4-1994, point 1.3.31; OJ C 305, 31..1.0.1.994;
Bull.9-1,994, point 1.3.11; OJ C 341, 5.12.1.994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.210.e Bull. 71,-1,994. ooint 1.3.42.
ru Twenty-seventh General Report, point 731.rr Bull. 7 /8-1,994, point 1..3.29.
12 Bull. 3-7994, point 7.3.59.13 Bull. 6-7994, point 1.3.40.
ra Buff. l0-1994, point 1.3.35.
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Slovenia and the efforts under way there, consideration should be given to talks
on a Europe Agreement as a precursor to negotiations for slovenian accession
to the EU.1
g53. Proceedings were insrigated before the court of Justice following a
Commission .h"'il.r,g. to a Gieek decision to impose- 1t1{e-embargo on the
former yugoslav Reiublic of Macedonia (FYROM).2 FYROM received ECU
23 millionirom the PHARE programme3 to tackle humanitarian and social
needs.a
g54. OnZZDecember the Council decided to maintain for 1995 the preferential
tmport arrangements applied by the. community to products originating in-
Bosnia-Her zegovina, Croatia, Siovenia or the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia (Table II).s
Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia and LibYa)
g55. Financial cooperation under the fourth financial protocols with Algeria'
Morocco and Tunisia continued to run smoothly. Financing decisions worth
ECU g21 million *.r. 
"pproved 
by the commission and EIB from an overall
p".k"g. of ECU t.ZZ biliion. Following an agreement between Algeria and the
IMF under a programme of economic reforms, Algeria received the second
instalment of the ECU 150 million balance of payments loan granted br t!:
community in 1991,.6 on 22 December the council agreed to grant ECU 200
million of additional macro-financial aid in the form of a loan to Algeria
repayable within seven Years.6
g55. At the fourth meeting of the EC-Algeria cooperation council in Brussels
orr-Z f.br,.r^ ry,7 the AlgeriJn authorities Jtr.rr"d the importance they attached
io.oop.r"rion with tnJEu and said they would like to see it boosted through a
Euro-Maghreb partnership. Mr Marin and Mr Theodoros Pangalos, Greek
Minister Io, E,riop.an Afiairs and President of the Council, said they were in
favour of closer ties with Algeria but reiterated the value they placed on respect
for human ,ight, anJ called"for political dialogue in the country. The Algerian
Head of Gou..n-.nt, M, Mok'dad Sifi, visited the commission on 22 Junes
1 Bull. 4-1994, Point 1.3.34.2 Point | 284 of this RePort.3 Point 789 of this RePort.
a Bull. tl'1994, Point 1.3.49.s -COUtg+l 45TiTwenty-seventh General Report, point 738'6 Point 58 of this RePort'
- Bull. l/2'1994,Point 1.3.5.
s Bull. 6-1994,point 1.3.44'
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following the visit by the Finance Minister, Mr Ahmed Benbitour, on 10 and 11
M"y.t A troika led by Mr Papandreou, the Greek junior Foreign Minister, went
to Algeria on 30 M^y.2 At each of these meetings, discussion centred on the
agreement concluded between Algeria and the IMF in April and the loan granted
to the count ry in 1991.3
857' Mr Marin and Mr Bangemann went to Tunisia from 12 to !4 Januarya
to discuss the opening of negotiations on a new agreement with the EU (Table IIi) .
This was also the purpose of visits ro Morocco (Table III) by Mr van den Broek
on 6 and 7 June5 and Mr Delors in october. Pilot schemes were launched in
Morocco under the cooperation programme to combat drugs and promote
alternative development in the counrry's northern provinces,d which was the
subject of a communication from the commission in 1993.7 coming on top of
Member State activities, these schemes received financing of over ECU 100
million. The troika discussed the issue with Morocco's Minister of the Interior,
Mr Driss Basri, in a meeting on L December.8
8j8t 
_ 
on 7 July the commission adopted a proposal for a council Regulation(Table II) to help create jobs and support sME in Maghreb countries.e The
commission attended the Economic Summit on the Middle East and North
Africa in Casablanca from 30 October to 1 November. In meetings parallel to
the summit, Mr Delors had talks with King Hassan of Moroico and the
Moroccan Prime Minister, Mr Abdellatif Filali. The summit declaration stressed
partnership in the region as a way of strengthening peace.1O
859. on 25 March the commission adopted a proposal for a council Regulation
to tighten the embargo on Libya (Table IIt).tt
Mashreq (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria), Israel and the Occupied
Territories and support for the peace process
860. The European union continued and developed its support for the Middle
East peace process. Mr van den Broek and Mr Karolos papoulias, the Greek
Foreign Minister and President of the council, paid visits to Israel, Egypt and
Syria between 3 and 5 March to discuss EU support for the p.".. pro..rr.t,
t Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.41.2 Bull. 5-7994,point'..3.42.3 Point 68 of this Report.a Bull. 1/2-'1,994, point 1.3.59.5 Bull. 6-7994,point1.3.45.6 Bull. tl-ISSC, point 1.3.43.
1 S"!!.9-1993, point 1.3.27; Bull. 9-1993, point 1.J.35.8 Bull. '12-1.994.
e Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.49.
ro Bull. l1-1994, pbint 1.3.5(.11 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 744.12 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.63.
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g61. On 19 April the council adopted a joint action to help the peace process'
*irh ,.rpport fo, th. establishmenr;f a Palestinian police force, backing for the
elections in the Occupied Territories and an EU agreement _to form part of a
temporary international presence in the territories if needed.l The same day, it
adopted conclusions 
".,no,rn.ing 
the_EU',s intention toprovide ECU 500 million
in 
"id ou., 
the five years 1.994-98 for the development of the Occupied Territories
and highlighting the significance of the aid give-n to Mediterranean countries.2
The first ECU iO milli'on of this package was the subject of talks between Mr
Marin and Mr Yasser Arafat,Chairman-of the Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO), in Tunis on 13 JanuarY.s
s52. on 4 May the agreement between Israel and the PLo onGaza and Jericho
was signed in bairo "by Mr Yitzhak Rabin, the Israeli Prime Minister, PLO
Chairrian Mr Arafar, lvi, Sg"rr.n Christopher, US Secretary_of State, Mr Andrei
Kozyrev, the Russian Foreign Minister, and Mr Hosni Moubarak, the Egyptian
President.a Mr Marin used tI-,. occasion to inform Mr Arafat of the Commission's
intention to give ECu 10 million in financing for the.?alestinian police force's
On 13 May f,e signed rwo memoranda of understanding in-Tunis,5 one on the
fi.,"r,.irg p^.k"gJfo, the police force and the other on a further ECU 1.8 million
i- ,.rppJ.i,h. .i..to*l p-..rr. On 26 October a troika led by Mr Klaus Kinkel,
the German Foreign Mi.,ist.r and President of the council, attended the signing
of ,n. peace treaiy between Israel and Jordan' Mr van den Broek represented
ih. co*-irsion.7'on 28 November the troika met Mr Arafat and Mr Shimon
Peres, Israel's Foreign Minister, in Brussels'
853. On 11 July the Council adopted two Regulations o-n the rules and
pro."a"r., forid.ninirtering aid to the Occupied Territories (Table II)'
g64. Parliament too commented on the peace process on a number of occasions'
It welcomed .".h n.* political development in the region, reiterated both the
value it placed o.r d.-o.r"cy and its iejection of terrorism, and stressed the
importance of the EU's economic and political role'8
g65. Alongside these developments, the EU',s bilateral relations with countries
in the r.gio",r continued. The fourth financial protocol with Syria, adopted by
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I Bull. 4-1994, point 1'.3.2; point743 of this Report'2 Bull. 4-1994,point1.3.37'3 Bull. 1/2-"1994, point 1.3'62.
a Bull. 5-1994,point1'3'46.5 Bull. 5-1994,point1'.3.47.6 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.48.7 Bull. 70-1'994, point 1'3.42.8 Of C 97.28.3.1994ttitt11.3-1994,point 1.3.54; OJ C 205, 25'7'7994; Bull 5-1994' point 1'3'49; OJ C 323'
zi.ll.tg:9+; Bull. 10-1994' point 1.3.43'
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the council on 29 January, makes provision for financial aid worth ECU 15g
million (Table III).1 on 28 November, the first meeting of the EC-syria
Cooperation Council since rhe cooperation agreement was signed in 1977 was
held in Brussels. on the occasion of this meeting, which *"J th. subject of a
Parliament resolution on 17 November,2 Mr Farouk Alshara'a. the Svrian
Foreign Minisrer, paid a visit to the commission, where he met M; D.i";;. M;
Marin and Mr van den Broek.
856. The meeting of the EC-Egypt cooperation council on 1.6 May provided
a. forum to discuss progress in the Middle East peace process.3 On 19 December
the Council adopted negotiating directives (Table III) for a new agreemenr withggypt grounded on the-principles of democracy and respect for hum"n rights.
Under the agreemenr, a free trade area would gradually be established, econJmic
and financial cooperation would be boosted and regional cooperation developed.
867. During Mr Marin's visit to Israel from 16 to 18 February,a negotiations
on a new agreement were announced (Table III). Bilateral relations were also
on the agenda at the meeting of the EC-Israel cooperation council on 13 June.5The Essen European Council expressed the view that Israel should be acJorded
special status.5
868. on 24 November the heir to the Jordanian throne, prince El Hassan BinTalal, and members of the country's government came to the Commission for
talks with Mr van den Broek on the Middle East peace process and closer
bilateral relations.T
8.69. Financial cooperation with all counrries in the region made headway over
the year. As at 31 December, only ECU 621 million f.om th. third financial
protocols remained uncommitted and ECU 496 million from the fourth.
Middle East countries
870. At the fifth meeting of the Joint Council of the Gulf Cooperation Council
and the European u-nion in Riyadh on 7 May, a variery of regional and
international issues of mutual interest were discussed and the state oI trade and
t Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.51.
I 91..C:+t, S.tZ.tll+; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.45.I Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.43.a Bull. ttZ-tgg4, point 1.3.60.i Bull. 6-1994, point 1.3.46.6 Bull.12-1994.7 Bull. 11-7994, point 1..3.47.
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economic cooperation between the two sides reviewed.l A report by a ioint ad
hoc grotp olr the linkages between the environment and energy sectors was
.*"rriin.J. Ministers ,.It.r"t.d their determination to conclude the current
n.gotlutlo.rs on rrade liberalization2 and approved proposals for cooperation
under the 1,989 cooperation agreement.J
871. The Union and its Member States maintained the embargo on Iraq
porr,r"r,, to the uN security council resolutions. During the first half of the
;.;;;-,h. EU provided the country with Ecu 8.5 million of humanitarian aid,
m,r.i, of whi& went to Kurdish areas in the north and people in the south. On
27 October, Parliament adopted a resolution condemning lraq's stance on
Kuwait, in which it requested rhat economic sanctions be continued.a
g72. The ,critical dialogue' between Iran and rhe EU, sought by the Edinburgh
boun.il in I992,s was cJntinued at three meetings between the EU troika and
the Deputy Foreign Minister of lran, Mr Mahmoud vaezi. In September'. the
ministers 
"lro -it the Iranian Foreign Minister, 
Dr Ali Akbar Velayati, to
ii;;rr marrers of concern to the EU, including lran's attitude towards the
Middle East peace process, international terrorism, arms and human rights.
g73. on 5 and 6 July delegations from the commission and the Arab League
met in a bid to glrr. fr.rt impetus to EU-Arab relations through regular
cooperation on matters ,u.h 
"t the environment, banking 
and finance,
,t".rd"rdr, civil aviation, telecommunications and education. At the meeting,
the Commission gave details of an EU-Arab proiect to train business leaders
;h;";gh a cent.al"-"nagemenr 6aining institute to be set up in Granada, Spain,
whicfwould be integra"ted inro a similar network of Arab bodies. The proiect
was approved by the Commission on 21 October'6
874. In Yemen, civil strife, which came to a halt on 7 July after two months,
led to the suspension of community projects and of the procedure for concluding
an agreemenr amending the coopei"tion agreement between the Community
o"Jir,. er"b Republicif Yemen (Table IIIj. Delivery of food aid allocated in
1993 also ceased. Duringthe fighting, the EU channelled humanitarian aid worth
eCU t.Z million throug"h nor,-gou".nmental otganizations to those affected'
1 Bull. 5-"1994, ooint 1.3.44; i;;"i"'.;;''$;he;;;;i R.port, point 750.I Twenty-third General Report, point 81!. , ^ .^1 oT C izz,zt.l,l,.tg9+; Bull' 10-1994' point 1.3.40'
-; 1i,,'sn1y-sixth General Report, point 858'6 Bull. 10-1994'point 1.3'41.
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Section 8
Relations with the countries of Asia
875. In the light of Asia's growing economic and political importance in the
world, the Commission outlined 
- 
in its communication of 13 July entitled
'Towards a new strategy for Asia'1 
- 
a strategy for a proactive EU policy
towards the region. In particular, it proposed recasting existing policies and
broaching new fields of cooperation. This new overall approach is inspired by
a spirit of partnership and is based on the following priorities: strengthening
bilateral and regional relations; involving Asian countries more actively in
international affairs, especially within multilateral organizations; backing
cooperation schemes aimed at safeguarding peace and security; improving
Europe's image in Asia and creating a climate conducive to the development of
trade and investment; improving coordination in the management of development
aid so that the region's less prosperous countries experience economic growth
and poverty is reduced. The Essen European Council endorsed this approach
and called for cooperation and dialogue with the countries and regional
organizations of Asia to be stepped up.
South Asia
876. The cooperation agreement on partnership and development between the
European Community and Sri Lanka was signed on 18 July (Table III). Founded
on the observance of human rights and on democracy, it takes the form of a
non-preferential agreement and does not include a financial protocol. Its aim is
to foster forms of economic cooperation such as trade, invesrment, protection
of the environment and better standards of living. A joint declaration on
establishing political dialogue was also adopted when the agreement was signed.
877. The new cooperation agreement on partnership and development
(Table III) between the European Community and India, which entered into
force on 1 August, is also founded on the observance of human rights and
democratic principles. It includes provisions aimed at diversifying trade,
improving market access and developing cooperation in a number of fields. The
European Community is India's main economic partner and development
cooperation, which started in 1976, has expanded rapidly, as has economic
cooperation; the Community has already committed around ECU 1.7 billion in
t COM(94) 314; Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.55.
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the form of grants for India.l on22 April Parliament adopted a resolution on
economic 
"rid tr^d. relations between 
th. E.trop.an Community and India in
which it called on India ro continue its economic reforms and strengthen its
commitment to observing ILO conventions.z The eighth meeting of the Joint
Committee was held o.t IO and 11 October. The two sides stressed that there
was considerable scope for strengthening their ties and laid down principles for
a cooperarion srrategy that was forward-looking, flexible and dynamic.
878. The Community's economic and trade relations with Pakistan were the
subject of a parliameni resolution on 22 Aprll which welcomed the holding of
elections in Pakistan and hoped thar the new government would be able to
grr^r"n,". political stability.3 Anxious about Pakistan's dependence on textiles,
il".li"rrr",ri wished to see a review of bilateral trade arrangements in that sector
o., th. basis of negoriated tariff reductions under the GATT and called on the
commission to supporr the restructuring of the country's textile industry. The
,f,irJ 
-".ri"g o' poiiri.al dialogue *as h.ld in Bonn on 7 November; the talks
revolved 
-"inly around the situ*ation in South Asia, Afghanistan and the former
Yugoslavia.
879. on 24 october rhe council adopted Directives authorizing the commission
to l'r.goti"t. a framework trade and cotperation agreement with Nepal (Table III)'
South-East Asia
8S0. Mr Somsavat Lengsavat, Foreign Minister of Laos' met Mr Marin on
1 M"r.ha and reported on the major strides made by his country's economy
and its readiness to take parr in r.gion"l integration and forge closer links with
the European Union'
881. On a visit to Viet Nam from 21 to 23 July,s Mr van den Broek met
,.u.r"t 
-.-bers of the governmenr to discuss relations between the EU and vietN"- 
^na 
the implemeit"tion of a technical assistance agreement to help .the
country move rowards a market economy. These issues. had earlier been taken
,rp ir, 
" 
parliament resolution of ZZ 1,prtl1 On 24 Octobe/ Mr Nguyen Manh
Cam, the Vietnamese Foreign Ministei, saw Mr van den Broek and Mr Marin
r* ,utt , on the political diaiogue and bilateral cooperation' negotiations for the
1 95'k for development aid,2o/o for economic cooperation and 3% for humanitarian aid
z OI C 128,9.5.1994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.42.3 ol c 128,9.5.'1994 BUJI.4'1'994, point 1.3.43.I Bull.3-1994, Point 1.3.59.5 Bull.7l8-1994, point 1.3.58.6 OI C 128,9.5.1994t8u11.4-1'994, point 1'3'45'7 B;ll. 10-1,994, point 1.3'49'
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conclusion of a framework cooperation agreement and the Commission's
communication on a new strategy for Asia.1 Mr Do Quoc Sam, Minister of the
State Commission for Planning, visited the Commission on 18 November.z
882. Prince Norodom Sirivudh, Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
of Cambodia, met Mr Delors and Mr van den Broek on 26 and 27 May. He
reported on his country's political and economic situation and the round table
organized in May by King Sihanouk in Pyongyang (North Korea) and attended
by the government and the Khmer Rouge. He welcomed Community aid for the
reconstruction of Cambodia and the plan to set up a technical coordination
office in Phnom Penh.
883. On 8 September the Deputy Prime Minister of Thailand, Mr Supachai
Panitchpakdi, visited Mr van den Broek. Discussions centred on Thailand's
domestic political and economic situation, the future extension of ASEAN,
Thailand's relations with its neighbours Cambodia and Myanmar and the
reform of the GSP.3 Mr Steichen visited Thailand from 20 to 22 November.a
884. President Ramos of the Philippines visited the Commission on 15 Septem-
ber. He met Mr Delors, Mr Marin and Mr van den Broek. The President
reported on the promising economic situation of his country and the headway
made in the peace process.5
885. At the 49th UN General Assembly in September5 the troika met Mr Ohn
Gyaw, Foreign Minister of Myanmar. He was told of the troika's concern about
the situation in that country and of the reforms the European Union expected
to see before its policy towards Myanmar could be relaxed.
Other Asian countries (Mac6o, Hong Kong and Mongolia)
886. The EC-Macio Joint Committee held its second meeting in November in
Brussels. It examined the general economic situation in the European Union and
Mac5o, with which a cooperation agreement was concluded in 1,992.7 Other
aspects of cooperation were also discussed. Sir Leon Brittan went to Hong Kong
from 8 to 10 November8 where he met Mr Patten. the Governor. with whom
I Point 875 of this Reoort.2 Bull. 11,-'l,994,point-1.3.57.3 Point 948 of this Renort.a Bull. 17-7994.ooint^l.3.55.5 Buf l. 9-'1994, point 1.3.17 .5 Point 1052 of this Reoort./ Twenty-sixth General Report, point 877.8 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.55.
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he discussed a variety of bilateral issues of common concern and the forthcoming
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Summit. Economic and cooperation
ties between the Community and Mongolia were discussed at the second meeting
of the EC-Mongolia Joinr Committee held in Brussels on 21 October' In a
resolution of 11lebruary,l Parliament gave its backing for the reforms under
way and welcomed the expansion of rhe TACIS programme in 1993 to bring in
Mongolia.2
Ghina
gg7. At the political level the European union and china agreed to step up
their dialogo.. A., institutional framework was put in place 
-involving 
meetings
at ministeiial, senior official and expert level which the Commission would
attend. On26 September the EU's foreig.t minister troika and Mr van den Broek
met Qian Qichen, the Chinese Foreign Affairs Minister, at the United Nations
General Assembly.
g88. The Joint committee, co-chaired by wu Yi, Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperatio-n Minisrer, and Sir Leon Briitan met in Beijing on 28 February.3
The two sides welcomed the steady growth in their trade relations and the
frog..r. in bilateral cooperarion under the trade and economic cooperation
'"gr;.-.n, concluded in igss.+ They d-iscussed trade and the negotiations for
chinese accession to GATT and decided to set up groups of experts and working
;;;;i"r in various fields. Sir Leon Brittan had talks with n{ru Yi' Li Lanqing,
b.p.r,y prime Minister, and Jiang Enzhu, Deputy Foreign Affairs Minister, with
*fr"-'tt. raised the human .ightJirrrr., economic reforms in China and bilateral
trade relations.5 These mattJrs were also raised in a Parliament resolution of
g February.5 Sir Leon went to china on 6 and 7 November to discuss the
problem of China's accession to GATT with \Wu Yi.7 He also attended the
;;;;ir;..temony for a chinese-European international management school in
Shanghai.
Republic of Korea
889. On24October the Commission adopted a recommendation for a decision
aimed at negotiating a framework trade 
"nd 
.oop.t"tion agreement with south
Korea (Table ttI). Aithe 1gth annual ministerial meering in Brussels on 27 October
I O I C 67.28.2.7994;Bdl' 1'/2-1994' point 1'3'73'2 Tienty-seventh General Report, point 675'3 Bull. 1/2-1994' point 1.3.71.
a Nineteenth General Report, point 884.5 Bull. 3-'1994,point1.3.68.6 of C 61,28.2.1994:Bull. l/2-1994. point l'3'72'
- Bull. l1-1994,point 1.3.54.
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the two delegations discussed their economic ties, regional cooperation, relations
with the United States and Japan and the implementation of the agreement
which resulted from the Uruguay Round negotiations.l
Relations with regional groupings
890. The ASEAN regional forum, which was held in Bangkok on 25 Jtly,Z
turned its attention to security and political cooperation matters. The meeting
was attended by ASEAN foreign ministers,3 the organization's dialogue
partners,4 two consultative partners,s and observers.5 The European Union
was represented by Mr Klaus Kinkel, President of the Council' and Mr van den
Broek. Discussions centred on nuclear non-proliferation, especially in North
Korea, and on initiatives to foster security in the region. The parties decided to
set up a dialogue in the framework of preventive diplomacy and to hold an annual
forum on security. The regional forum was followed by the post-ministerial
conference. This takes place every year and brings together ASEAN countries
and their dialogue partners, among them the European Union.
891. The 11th EU-ASEAN ministerial meeting took place in Karlsruhe
(Germany) on 22 and 23 September.T Mr Marin and Mr van den Broek took
part in the discussions, which covered the international political scene and the
strengthening of regional cooperation, particularly on security. They also Iaid
down an outline for future cooperation between them and decided to set up an
informal eminent persons group to help forge closer relations between the two
sides.
892. The EU troika also met the presidency of the SAARC,8 the South Asia
Association for Regional Cooperation, set up on 6 and 8 December 1985, to
discuss political dialogue and regional issues affecting South Asia.
I Bull. 1,0-1994, point 1.3.47.2 Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.3.59.3 ASEAN comprises Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.a Australia, Canada, European Union, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea, Llnited States.5 China and Russia.6 Laos, Viet Nam and Papua New Guinea.7 Bull. 9-1994, point 1.3.18. The text of the declaration adopted at the close of the meeting can be found in
Bril. 9-1,994, pornt 2.2.1.8 Bhutan, Nepal, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the Maldives.
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Cooperation
893. Financial and technical cooperation with Asian countries amounted this
year to ECU 180 million and economic cooperation to ECU 59. The Commission
adopted its 15th report on implementation of financial and technical assistance
ao ah. developing countries of Asia.1 Operations focused on a variety of sectors
- 
rural d.u.ioprn..rt and food security, the protection of the environment and
natural ,.rorr..r, measures to combat drug abuse' and regional cooperation.
t COM(94) 541; Bull. 72-7994.
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Section 9
Latin America
Relations with regional bodies
894. The 10th San Jos6 Ministerial conference between the European Union
and Central Americal 
- 
part of the dialogue launched in San Jos6 in 19842 
-
was held in Athens on 28 and 29 March.3 Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela
also took part as cooperating countries, and the Commission was represented
by Mr Marin. The conference closed with the adoption of a political and
economic communiqu6 setting out the achievements over 10 years of cooperation
and dialogue between the two regions. Talks in Athens centred on democratiza-
tion and human rights, regional integration, economic and commercial cooper-
ation and the campaign against poverty. Guidelines were also laid down for
future cooperation between the European Union and Central America, on the
basis of the new framework cooperation agreement signed in 1993 with the five
countries of Central America and Panama.a
895. As part of the political and economic dialogue institutionalized by the
declaration adopted in Rome in December 1990,s another ministerial conference
berween the European Union and the Rio Group was held in Sao Paulo,6 on 22
and 23 April; it was attended by Mr Marin and also by observers from
Guatemala, and Trinidad and Tobago.T The conference declaration reflected
marked progress in relation to the communiqu6s issued at the previous three
ministerial meetings. As regards the political aspects, both sides reiterated their
commitment to representative democracy and the rule of law, and their
determination to ensure that human rights and basic freedoms were fully
respected. They also stressed the close links between democracy, the fight against
pou..ty and environmentally friendly economic growth in achieving sustainable
and more balanced economic and social development. It was agreed that special
emphasis should be placed on joint activities and initiatives, notably within the
UN. As regards economic matters, the ministers drew up a series of joint
economic, trade, industrial, scientific and technical activities. In addition, the
1 Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama.2 Eighteenth General Report, point707.3 Bull. 3-1,994, point 1..3.72.4 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 770.5 Twenty-fourth General Report, point 750.6 The Rio Group comprises i1 p.i-"n.nt member countries: Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.7 Bull. 4-7994, poinr 1.3.53.
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new openings provided by the Uruguay Round Agreements and the developments
in the varioui integration pro..ri., in Latin America were seen as two vital
avenues for intensifying cooperation between the two sides'
8g5, In the wake of the conclusions of the Corfu European Council'1 on
19 October the Commission adopted a communication on the strengthening of
the European Union's policy2 towards Mercosur,3 which has as its short-term
objective the conclusion of a framework commercial and economic cooperation
"gr".-.r1, with Mercosur and the establishment, 
in the longer term, of an
iriter-regional association between the European Union 
.and Mercosur' The
Europ.in Council meeting in Essen confirmed the EU's desire to establish a new
"nd *ide, partnership beiween the two 
regions and to see negotiations on the
fr"m.*ork^"gr..-.r,i get under way soon.4 \yr'ith this in view, a formal joint
declaration iu, 
"dopi. 
d on 22 December between the Council and the
Commission on the &e hand and the Mercosur countries on the other's On
25 April, the fourth meeting of the European Union-Mercosur Joint Advisory
Co^-itt"" was held in Buenos Aires. Mr Steichen met representatives from the
authorities of Mercosur countries between 10 and 15 October,5 and the
Mercosur foreign ministers met Mr Delors, Mr Marin and Mr van den Broek at
the Commission on 24 November.T Talks focused on integration within
Mercosur and closer relations between it and the EU'
8g7. On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Andean Pact,8 the
commission and rhe Junta of the cartagena Agreement (JUNAC) arranged a
programme of meetinls in Lima on26 May. The European Union-Andean Pactjoint Committee met in Quito in September.
898. In an own-initiative opinion of 26 lanuary,e which followed its infor-
marion report of January 1gt3,10 the Economic and Social Committee stressed
the role of the Europea., Union in Latin America' particularly its political
dialogue with the ..gio.r, and also analysed the prospects for- the development
of coJperation b.t*.1.r, the two sides. On 22 April Parliament adopted resolutions
on relations between Latin America and the European Union in economicll and
1 Bull. 6-1994,point1.20.
'z COM(94) 428; Bull 70-7994' point 1.3'51.3 Southe rn'Con. Co.ron Maiket creat.d in 1991 with the signing of the Treaty of Asunci6n by Argentina'
5
7
8
9
10
1l
Brazil, Paraguay and UruguaY.
Blull.1,2-1.994.
Ol C 377, 37.72.1994; Bdl. 1'2-1'994.
Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.52.
Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.50.
Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.
OI C1n,7.5.1994; Bull. 1/2-1994' point 1.3.75'
Tiventy-seventh General Report, point777.
OJ C 128, 9.5.7994;BuJl.4-1'994, point 1.3.49'
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cultural matters.l On the same day it also adopted a resolution on the economic
and commercial implications for the European Union of the situation in Central
America.2
Bilateral relations
899. Mr Marin went to Argentina on 25 and 26 April3 for talks with the
President, Mr Carlos Menem, and the Foreign Minister, Mr Guido di Tella, on
the follow-up to be given to the conclusions of the Rio Group ministerial meeting
in Slo Paulo.a
900. Mr Jos6 Guillermo Justiniano, the Minister for Development and
Environment, and Mr Antonio Aranibar Quiroga, Bolivia's Foreign Minister'
visited the Commission in February and April respectively.
901. Mr Delors went to Chiles and Uruguay5 from 24 to 29 September in
order to meet the presidents of those two countries, Mr Eduardo Frei and Mr
Luis Alberto Lacalle. Their talks focused mainly on regional cooperation in
Latin America and the prospects for cooperation.
902. Mr Marin visited Colombia from 1.4 to 17 June,7 where he met Mr C6sar
Gaviria, the President, Mrs Noemi Sanin, Foreign Minister, and Mr Juan Manuel
Santos, Minister for Foreign Trade. The discussions focused mainly on
cooperation between the European Union and the Andean Pact. On 1'9 and
20 September Mr Humberto de la Calle, Colombia's Vice-President, visited the
Commission and saw Mr Marin and Mr van den Broek.s
903. Mr Marin also went to Cuba from 27 to 29 Aprll where he opened a
coordination unit for the Community's humanitarian aid department (ECHO).
He met Mr Fidel Castro, the President, and a number of members of the
government, with whom he discussed the humanitarian situation in Cuba and
the country's economic and political prospects. Parliament adopted a resolution
on these matters on 29 September.9
1 OJ C 728,9.5.1.991; Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.50.2 OJ C 128,9.5.7994;Bull.4-1,994, point 1.3.'18.3 Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.51.
a Point 895 of this Report.j Bull. 9-1.994, point 1,.3.20.6 Bull. 9-L994, point 1..3.23.7 Bull. 5-7994,point 1.3.53.8 Bull. 9-1994, poinr 1,.3.27.
e OJ C 305, 37.1,0.1,994; Bull. 9 -1994, point 1,.3.22.
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904. On 6 July Mr Diego Paredes, Ecuador's Foreign Minister, met Mr Marin
in Brussels, to discuss cooperation between the European Union and Ecuador.l
On 10 February the Foreign Ministers of Ecuador and Guatemala, accompanied
by a delegation from Latin American countries,2 met Mr Steichen, with whom
they discussed imports of bananas into the Community.3
905. Mr Marin went to Honduras on 21' June'4 where he held talks with
Mr Roberto Reina, the President, and Mr Ernesto Paz Aguilar, Foreign Minister,
concerning international aid, bilateral cooperation and in particular the
Community's contribution towards solving the country's problems.
905. The Corfu European Councils expressed its willingness to strengthen the
Union's political and economic relations with Mexico and welcomed Mexico's
accession to the OECD.5
907. 'When he visited Nicaragua on 20 June, Mr Marin met Mrs Violeta
Chamorro, the President, and Mr Ernesto Leal, Foreign Minister. Their talks
covered bilateral cooperation and the Union's contribution to the consolidation
of the rule of law in Nicaragua and the resettlement of refugees.T
908. On 7 April, Mr Juan Carlos 'Wasmosy, the President of Paraguay, paid a
visit to Mr Delors and Mr Marin, with whom he discussed his country's
situation, cooperation under Mercosur and bilateral relations with the European
Union.8
909. Mr Bangemann went to Argentin a,Brazil, Chile and Mexico from 20 July
to 2 August. He met those countries' presidents and members of their
governments, with whom he discussed mainly regional and industrial cooperation
in the context of the information society.e
910. Exchanges of views and detailed analyses of cooperation between the
European Union and Brazil, Mexico, Paraguay and Uruguay were conducted at
the Joint Committee meetings between the EU and those countries'
1 Bull. 7 /8-1,994, point 1.3.65.2 Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and Panama.3 Twenty-sixth General Report, points 525 and 892; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 777; point 974
of this Report.
a Bull. 6-1994, point 1.3.54.j Bull. 6-7994, point 1.2O.6 Point 1065 oithis Report.7 Bull.6-1994, point 1.3.55.8 Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.52.
e Point 327 of this Report.
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Cooperation activities
911. Financial and technical cooperation with the countries of Latin America,
which is the main instrument of aid to the region, amounted in 1994 to ECU
203 million and economic cooperation amounted to ECU 46.6 million. The
15th Commission report on the implementation of financial and technical
assistance to these countries was adopted on 2 December.l The other
cooperation schemes implemented at a cost of around ECU 220 million concern
non-governmental organizations, democratization, drug abuse control and the
campaign against AIDS, rehabilitation and aid for refugees and displaced
persons, energy, research, and science and technology. The total aid granted to
Latin Americain1.994 rose to ECU 470 million (compared with ECU 404 million
in 1.993).
III-9
t COM(94) 541; Bull. 1'2-1,994.
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Section 10
Relations with the African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries and the overseas countries and territories
Fourth Lom6 Gonvention
lmplementation
912. The programming of Community aid under the first financial protocol to
the fourth Lom6 Convention was virtually completed. A further three national
indicative programmes were signed, that of Suriname in April, that of Eritrea in
May and that of Haiti in November,l bringing the total number concluded
under the seventh EDF to 66.The political situation in the remaining four ACP
States2 was such that dialogue was impossible. Somalia has not even ratified
the fourth Convention. The consultations with the recipient countries undertaken
as part of the programming exercise identified sectoral objectives and the
accompanying measures to be adopted by the government itself. Rural develop-
ment, social and economic infrastructure and the development of human
resources remain the focus of Community aid but new Lom6 IV priorities such
as the environment, the role of women, decentralized cooperation and promotion
of the private sector were also included. The link between human rights and
development cooperation was strengthened still further.
91"3. The Commission boosted its humanitarian aid in response to the crisis
situations in a number of ACP countries through ECHO,3 and increased
aid for reconstruction and rehabilitation operations.4 New rehabilitation
programmes were approved for Liberia, Zaire and Madagascar in addition to
those already running in the Horn of Africa and southern Africa. Through a
combination of EDF and budgetary resources the Community found in 1994
some ECU 520 million in rehabilitation aid for the ACP countries alone. A
further ECU 150 million was mobilized in July by drawing on the unexpended
balances of previous EDFs in order to boost emergency aid funds and meet the
urgent needs of the victims of fighting in Rwanda.
I Bull. 77-7994, point 1.3.58.2 Libetia, Somalia, Sudan and Zaire.3 Point 977 et seq . of this Report.
a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 783.
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914. On 31 October, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2686/94
establishing a special system of assistance for traditional ACP banana suppliers
designed to help them adapt to the new market conditions created by the
setting-up of a common market organization for bananas (Table II).1 The first
financing decision under this Regulation (ECU 150 000 for St Lucia, St Vincent,
Dominica and Grenada) was taken by the Commission on 16 November,z
followed by a second for Suriname (ECU 200 000) on 20 December.3
91.5. A report on the state of the rum market was adopted by the Commission
on 21 December.3 The report looks at the situation of ACP and Community
producers and likely market trends, proposing an end to tariff quotas for light
rum imports after 1 January 1995 and the retention of quotas for traditional
rum until 1. January 2002.
9L6. In its communication of 7 October, the Commission proposed amendments
to the Lom6 Convention that would be needed to take account of the enlargement
of the European Union on L January 1'995 (Table III).a On 9 December'
the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Regulation establishing
transitional measures for trade between Austria, Finland and Sweden on the one
hand and the ACP States on the other,s a proposal for an ECSC Decision on
trade in ECSC products between these countries,6 and a draft ACP-EU Council
of Ministers Decision adopting transitional arrangements for the application of
the fourth Lom6 Convention to the three acceding countries.3 These three acts,
which provide for transitional measures to take account of the Union's
enlargement pending the conclusion of the negotiations on the review of Lom6
IV, were adopted by the Council on 22 December. In another communication
dated 5 October,T the Commission argued in favour of requesting a derogation
from GATT rules for the Lom6 Convention.
Mid-term review
917. The proposals drawn up by the Commission in September 1.9938 for the
mid-term review of the fourth Lom6 Convention, which was concluded for a
period of 10 years starting on 1 March 1990, were for the most part accepted by
the Council, which issued negotiating directives on 7 February (Table III). The
1 Point 517 of this Report.2 Bull. 11-L994, point 1.3.64.3 Bull.12-1994.4 COM(94) 415; Bull. 70-7994, point 1.3.58.i COM(94) 545; Bull. '1.2-1994.6 COM(94) 547; Bull. 1,2-1994.7 Bull. 70-1,994. ooint 1.3.57.8 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 782.
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directives hinged on three points: the promotion of human rights, democracy
and the rule of law, establishment of a political dialogue with the ACP States,
and improved programming and more effective cooperation instruments and
procedures. The ACP States were notified of the proposed amendments on
28 February and in turn sent their partners a memorandum setting out their own
desiderata for the review. This memorandum was studied by the Commission,
which sent a communication to the Council on 15 April outlining basic issues
for discussion with the Member States, pending more details on certain proposals
from the ACP States and the possible adoption of additional negotiating
directives by the Council.
9L8. The negotiations opened officially on the occasion of the 19th meeting of
the ACP-EU Council of Ministers on 20 May.1 A central negotiating group was
set up at ministerial level to oversee the review, which should be concluded in
February 1995. Another central negotiating groupr at ambassador level, in turn
set up three groups responsible for the specific areas of trade, financial and
technical cooperation and, on an ad-hoc basis, issues relating to Stabex and
shipping.
Trade cooperation
919. The most significant event of the year was the approval on 25 May by the
EDF Committee of a project to develop trade between the Community and the
ACP States. This pilot project, which is aimed at increasing the ACP States'
competitiveness and halting the decline in their market share, will run for a
two-year trial period and cover a group of 20 countries which will receive targeted
aid for formulating trade policy, identifying product/market combinations, and
gathering trade information. At the same time programmes for Botswana and
Namibia were launched under national trade development programmes.
920. A number of tourism projets, both national and regional in scope, were
mounted in Africa, showing that awareness is growing that there is a potential
for tourism comparable to that of the Caribbean, the Indian Ocean and the
Pacific.2
921. In the framework of the 1994 integrated regional programme for the
development of trade and services, the Community, in addition to financing
ACP participation in trade events, devoted particular attention to the o rganization
of additional activities designed to attract European business people to the
I Point 935 ofthis Report.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 785.
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stands of ACP countries. 'With the same aim, support for the Aproma and
Coleacp trade organizations was stepped up.1
g22. The Council adopted Regulations (EC) Nos 234/94 and 235/94 on
24 January2 and Regulaiion (EC) No 2484/94 on 10 October.3 They amend
certain technical provisions of Regulation (EEC) No 715190 on the arrangements
applicable to agricultural products and certain goods resulting from the
piocesting of agricultural products originating in the ACP States.a
Stabex
g23. No Community consensus emerged in favour of supplementing the
resources ordinarily available (ECU 330 million) to cover the shortfall in
resources for the 1992 application year. The situation was reported to the ACP
side at the ACP-EU Committee of Ambassadors' meetin g on7 July,s whereupon
the ACP Group suspended negotiations. In view of the failure to agree on
additional ..ro.rr..r, the Committee of Ambassadors decided on 16 February to
use rhe ECU 330 million ordinarily available to cover transfers, giving a coverage
of 43.2"/". On 14 October, the Commission produced a report on the working
of Stabex in 1.992.6
924. According to the Commission's report of 5 July,7 36 ACP States were
eligible for 57 transfers in all for the 1,993 application year. The normal resources
"u"ilubl. under the system totalled 
ECU 285 million, resulting in a shortfall of
ECU 188 million. In accordance with Article 1.94(4) of the Convention' the
Commission reported the matter to the ACP-EU Council of Ministers, which
delegated its powers to the Committee of Ambassadors. On 19 July, the
Committee decided to set the amount available to cover transfers for the 1'993
application year atECU 285 million. In turn the Commission adopted a proposal
for a decision specifying the Stabex transfers for 1993 on the basis of this ECU
285 million total.s The funds thus mobilizedgave a coverage rate of 60.2"/o, a
17o/o improvement on the previous year, as explained in the Commission's report
to the ACP-EU Committee of Ambassadors on the situation regarding Stabex
rransfers for the 1,993 application year, which was adopted on 3 November.e
I Twenty-fifth General Report, point 965'2 OJ L 30,3.2.'1994 Bull. 1'/2-7994, point 1.3.81.3 0J L 265,ls.1,0.1.994.4 OJ L 84,30.3.1990; Twenty-fourth General Report, point766.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 788.6 Bull. 1,0-1,994, point 1.3.59.7 Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.3.70.8 Bull.7l8-1,994, point 1.3.71.
e Bull. 77-7994. point 1.3.53.
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Sysmin
925. In 1,994, Gabon and Niger were judged eligible for assistance under the
seventh EDF; financing of ECU 14 million was approved for a mining
development and diversification programme in Gabon,l while a road and
telecommunications infrastructure project in Niger received ECU 31 million.
Applications for Sysmin aid from Botswana, Guinea, Mauritania et Suriname
are currently under consideration.2 Papua New Guinea, which is already in
receipt of Sysmin aid under the sixth EDF, was accorded ECU 12 million for
improvements to the main Ramu road.
Sugar Protocol
925. The agreements between the Community, the ACP States signatory to the
protocol and India on guaranteed prices for the 1993/94 delivery period were
concluded in November (Table III). The prices agreed are equivalent to those
accorded to Community producers. On 14 November, the Council also adopted
directives for the negotiation of similar agreements for the period 1994-95
(Table III).
Industrial cooperation
927. A good number of programmes and projects to further the development
of the private sector have been approved, or are already under way in Barbados,
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Comoros, Congo, C6te d'Ivoire, Dominican
Republic, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Guyana, Mauritius, Namibia,
Niger, the Seychelles, Senegal , Tanzania, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago and
Zimbabwe.
928. The second meeting of the Advisory Council to the Committee on
Industrial Cooperation was held on 20 and 2L June at the initiative of the
Commission and the ACP-EU Joint Secretariat.3 The Council's 24 members
from ACP countries and Member States of the European Union are industrial
cooperation experts or business people. The Council discussed progress in
industrial cooperation and investment flows between the Community and the
ACP countries. From 7 to 9 December, a Commission-sponsored SADC-EU
mining forum took place in Lusaka (Zambia), providing a valuable framework
: l"ll.4-19e4, point 1.3.502 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 789.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 792.
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for inter-African and Euro-African cooperation on industrial promotion in the
mining sector.
Financial and technical cooperation
92g. The year saw a high level of fresh commitments and a speeding-up in the
disbursement of EDF programmable resources (national and regional indicative
programmes and structural adjustment aid). Almost all the financing decisions
"nJ-or, payments related to seventh EDF projects and 
programmes approved
under the indicative programmes concluded since 1991 with each of the countries
and regions concerned.l
g30. As in previous years, the rate at which national indicative programmes
are being implemented was very uneven: a dozen countries have already
committed almost all their allotted seventh EDF resources, while others are
lagging far behind. In 10 countries the EU suspended cooperation wholly or
pJ.ll"Iy, or postponed any new financing decisions, because of insecurity or the
deteriorating political situation.
g31. Utilization of the srructural adjustment funds provided for in the first
Financial Protocol was boosted last year by the balance of payments support
accorded to countries of the franc area following the devaluation of the CFA
franc in January. The development of a specific approach since 19892 has given
the Commission influence over certain aspects of the adjustment process in these
counrries (reconciliation of long- and short-term considerations' social issues
and the regional dimension to adjustment). Aware of the importance of stepping
up coordination with other donors, particularly the Member States and the IMF
"nd th. World Bank, it continued to support 
the special programme for highly
indebted low-income countries of sub-Saharan Africa.3 Since October 1'991,
56 decisions have been taken granting some ECU 1.158 billion in structural
adjustment aid. Of this total, ECU 907.5 million came from the structural
adjustment facility (SAF) and the rest from sums left over from national
indicative programmes.
932. The Commission continued its efforts to improve the quality of aid and
monitor more closely the impact of projects on the lives of the local population.
The new 'project cycle management' method introduced in 1'993 to ensure more
rigorous monitoring of projects and ease the task of those responsible for project
I Twenty-seventh Ceneral Report, point 794.2 Twenty-third General Reporr, point 857.3 OJ C 348, 23.12.1987; Twenty-first General Report, point 857'
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implementation is now being used for all EDF operations.l A new method of
harmonizing approaches to the economic and financial analysis of projects is
also being developed. The evaluations running in the rural development and
infrastructure sectors had started up in 19931 and new evaluation operations
were initiated in sectors of growing importance for Community aid, such as
small and medium-sized enterprises and human rights.
933. In a communication of 27 October concerning Community aid for
structural adiustment in ACP countries, the Commission reviewed its adjustment
operations and proposed that Community aid be focused on consolidating,
developing and enlarging them.2
Regional cooperation
934. Under the regional indicative programmes, the EU continued to provide
technical and financial aid for schemes such as the transnational southern/eastern
Africa and Indian Ocean initiative to reduce barriers to trade, investment and
intra-regional payments, the'West African Monetary Union (UMOA), and the
implementation of tax and customs reforms and improved transit in the
framework of the customs union of the Central African (UDEAC) countries.s
The Commission took advantage of its representation in regional bodies such
as the World Coalition for Africa and Unctad to promote discussion of regional
integration. A ministerial conference on the European Union and southern
Africa was held in Berlin in September.a The conference issued a joint
declaration setting out the basis for political and economic cooperation, in
which South Africas will have a crucial role.
1 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 795.2 COM(94) 447;BuIl.10-1994, point 1.3.56.I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 797.
a Bull. 9-7994, point "1.3.26.j Point 843 of this Report.
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(miLlior ECU)
Secror
Amount of financing
t990 1991 1992 r993 19941
Trade promotion
Cultural and social development
. education and training
. water engineering, urban infrastructure,
housing
r health
Economic infrastructure
. transport and communications
Development of production
. rural production
r industrialization
. campaigns on specific themesz
Exceptional aid, Stabex
o rehabilitation
o disasters
. AIDS
. refugees and returnees
o Stabex
Other3
Total
37.489
) /.JJ 6
37.664
't8.217
5.914
1.45.997
145.997
274.622
/1.loJ
77.359
123.700
267.096
(0.7971
39.109
1.2.694
21.6.090
8.477
1.8.270
29.693
2.589
27.1.90
5.91.4
254.747
254.747
273.433
95.L54
55.835
51.444
570.153
(1.s15)
43.495
4.000
7.905
515.819
1,48.064
40.833
209.535
73.548
54.351
81..636
310.105
310.105
811.551
209.941.
749.871
451.839
497.328
9.828
58.858
0.320
31.295
397.027
187.088
85.054
340.897
94.241
140.353
38.526
187.774
1.81.774
876.226
227.925
790.609
457.692
140.584
(o.072)
770.094
1..700
25.640
3.222
55.575
36.O91.
I 12.030
76.71.8
33.855
1.457
207.669
201.669
435.254
1.1.6.602
277.369
101.283
955.305
1"t5.1.96
202.646
3.752
1.9.267
674.445
247.495
797.033 1,234.354 2 056.540 | 680.1,44 1 981.845
TABLE 21
Breakdown of financing decisions for ACP countries by year
I nstitutional relations
935. The 19th meeting of the ACP-EU Council of Ministers, held in Mbabane
(Swaziland) from 18 to 20 May,1 marked the opening of the negotiations on the
mid-term review of the fourth Lom6 Convention. Ministers discussed the
I Provisional figurcs.
2 Including desertification and drought, natural disasters, major endemic and epidemic diseases, hygicnc and basic health, endemic
cattle diseascs, energy saving research, secroral import programmes and long_term operations.
r lncluding informati6r ard documenrariorr, seminars, progrcmmes and general technical cooperation, general studies, mulrisectoral
p.ogrammes, delegations, administrative and financial costs, improvements to public buildings, projectlinked multisectoral technical
coopcration (all projects).
Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.58.
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implementation of the Convention in a number of areas, including trade
cooperation (focusing on bananas, rum and the impact of the Uruguay Round),
Stabex and financial and technical cooperation. Its 20th meeting was held in
Brussels on 30 November and 1 December.l This too was devoted to the
mid-term review of Lom6 IV and ministers approved the progress achieved in
certain areas by experts reporting to the ambassadors and clarified the respective
positions on points still under discussion. The areas of agreement included
institutional and political matters and regional and cultural cooperation. The
adjustment of some financial cooperation procedures, access of ACP products
to rhe Community market and changes to the rules of origin were sensitive issues
that remained still unresolved. Lastly, there was a joint ACP-EU decision to
accord South Africa,2 at its request, observer status at the ministerial conference.
936. The ACP-EU Joint Assembly held its 18th session in Strasbourg from 14
to 18 February, when it discussed the current state position and the outlook for
cooperation in the light of the upcoming Lom6 IV mid-term review.3 The
Assembly also met in Libreville (Gabon) from 3 to 6 October for its 19th
session.4 Debates focused on the Lom6 IV mid-term review, with participants
underlining the importance of partnership and calling for stronger links, and the
situation in Rwanda. During these two sessions the Assembly adopted resolutions
on South Africa and the southern Africa region in general and on Somalia,
Angola, Sudan (taking a firm stand on the human rights situation in that
country), Haiti and Burundi. Other resolutions concerned the devaluation of the
CFA franc, the debt burden and commodities.s A new working party was set
up to look into the problem of refugees in the ACP countries in relation to
humanitarian aid policy. Parliament, in a resolution of 9 February, called for
increased powers for the Joint Assembly.5
Bilateral relations
937. In its bilateral relations with the ACP States, the European Union continued
to support and promote democratically-based development in accordance with
the principles underpinning its cooperation activities. It was decided to resume
normal cooperation with Malawi following the June referendum on a multi-party
system. On 19 October, in accordance with UN Security Council resolution
944/94, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2543/947 and Decision
I Bull. 1,2-1.994.2 Point 843 of this Report.3 Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.83.a Bull.'10-1,994, point 1.3.51.
s oJ c 167,20.6.1994.6 OJ C 61,28.2.7994;Bull.7/2-1,994' point 1.3.84.7 OJ L 271,2'1.1.0.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.63.
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94l680:ECSC1 discontinuing the suspension of certain economic and financial
relations with Haiti.z The European Union, the ACP-EU Joint Assembly and
Parliament3 all expressed great concern about the situation in Angola.
938. The troika visited Rwanda from 28 August to 3 September to ascertain
the main reasons for the Rwandan crisis and assess humanitarian aid require-
ments.4 The Council recommended on 25 November the implementation of an
immediate action programme to rehabilitate social and productive infrastructure
with financing of ECU 57 million from the EDF.s The programme was discussed
by Mr Marin and Rwanda's Prime Minister, Mr Faustin Twagiramungu,- in
Brussels on 10 October.5 The situation in Rwanda was also raised on a number
of occasions by Parliament.T
g39. Visits to the Commission included those of Mr Francisque Ravony, Prime
Minister of Madagascar, on 2 February,s Mr Frederick chiluba, President of
Zambia, on 3 February,e Mr Keerlee Coomar Ruhee, the Mauritian Agriculture
Minister, on 12 April,10 M, Sam Nujoma, President of Namibia, on 18 M"y,tt
Mr Cheddi Jagan, President of Guyana, on 14 September,l2 Mr Faustin
Twagiramungu, Prime Minister of Rwanda, on 10 October,ls Mr Kengo 'Wa
Dondo. Prime Minister of Zaire, on 14 October,l4 Mr Sylvestre Ntibantunganya,
President of Burundi, on 11 November, and Mr Daniel Arap Moi, President of
Kenya, on 14 November.ls On22 May, Mr Marin visited Eritrea where he had
talks with the President, Mr Issaias Afewerkil6 and Ethiopia where he met
President Meles Zenawi. Parliament adopted a number of resolutions on
Somalia.lT Haiti's national indicative programme was signed on 30 November
by Mr Marin and Mr Jean-Marie Ch6restal, the Minister for Planning.l8
I
z
3
4j
7
Ol L 27 l, 21.10.1994;Bull. l0-1994' point 1.3'54.
ol L 139,2.6.1994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.60.
OJ C 341, 5.12.1.994; Bull. 11-1994, pojn_t 1.3.57.
Br;ll. 9-1994, point 1.3.30; point 751 of this Report.
Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.70.
Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.55.
OJ C 323, 27.1.1..1994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1.3.66; OJ
Bull 1,2-1994.8 Bull. 1/2-'1994, point 1.3.85.e Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.3.88.
ro Bull. 4-1994, point 1.3.58.11 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.61.
12 Bull. 9-1994, point 1'.3.28
13 Bull. 70-7994, point 1.3.55.
ra Bull. 70-1994, point 1.3.67.Lt Bull. 1,1,-1,994, point 1.3.69.
16 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.59.t7 OJ C 44, 74.2.1.994;Bu]I. 1'/2-1,994, point 1 .3.87
r8 Bulf. 77-7994, point 1.3.58.
C 275, 3.10.1.994; Bull. 9-7994' point 1.3.31;
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Overseas countries and territories
940. Implementation of projects under the seventh EDF started during the year
after the local indicative programmes negotiated in the tripartite Com-
mission/Member State/country or territory programming exercise carried out
in 1992r and \9932 were signed.
941. In accordance with Article 240(3\ of Council Decision 91,/482/EEC on the
association of the OCTs,3 the mid-term review was firmly launched and the
revised text should be ready by 28 February 1995. The three Member States
concerned (France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) sent memoranda
to the Commission setting out their proposals for amendments. These proposals
were the basis of discussions at high-level meetings organized by the Commission
in the Commission/Member State/country or territory partnership framework.
This preparatory work formed the basis for a Commission communication to
the Council of 21 Decembera on the mid-term review of the association Decision,
which proposed guidelines for EDF management that drew on the Council's
negotiating directives for the Lom6 IV mid-term review. In the context of the
OCT review, Mr Marin had a meeting on 25 May with a delegation of French
OCT representatives led by Mr Dominique Perben, the French minister in charge
of the overseas departments and territories.5
942. On 25 April, the Council decided to reduce the amount of transfers
payable to the OCTs for 1,992 under the system for stabilizing export earnings
set up under the 1991 Decision on association of the OCTs5 in order to avoid
an overspend.T A proposal for a Decision on 1993 was adopted by the
Commission on 28 November.8 On 31 October, the Commission adoptpd a
proposal for a Council Regulation on the definition of originating pro{ucts
applicable to certain products for the purposes of the preferential t[riff
arrangements granted to the OCTs (Table II). The Commission also
to end the tariff quota for OCT rum from 1 January 1.996.e
943. On 9 December, the Commission adopted a proposal for a
Decision establishing transitional measures for trade between Austria,
and Sweden on the one hand and the OCTs on the other.lO
I Twenty-sixth General Report, point 921.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 8053 OJ L 263,1.9.9.7991,: Twenty-fifth General4 COM(94) 538; Bull. 72-1994.t Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.62.6 OJ L 253,1.9.9.1,991; Twenry-fifth General^ Bull.4-1994. point 1.3.59.8 Bull. 1,1,-1,994, point 1.3.71.
e Bull.12-7994.
ro COM(94) 545; Bull. 1.2-1'994.
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Section 11
Development policy
Overview
944. The Treaty on European Union broke new ground by introducing
provisions on development policy. One of the Commission's priorities for 1,994
was implementing the new Title XVII of the EC Treaty, which sets out the
obiectives of development cooperation 
- 
sustainable economic and social
development of the developing countries, their smooth and gradual integration
into thi world economy and the campaign against poverty 
- 
and establishes
general principles, namely that Member States' development policies should
complement one another and be coordinated with that of the Union, and that
Community policies likely to affect developing countries should be compatible
with its development policy objectives.'With regard to compatibility, Commission
officials produced a working paper setting out institutional guidelines for
ensuring that the impact of EU policies on developing countries is taken into
consideration, and the Council decided in November to study the matter further.
The Council also began a thoroughgoing debate on the complementarity of the
Member States' and the Community's development cooperation policies. On
the subject of coordination, following Council conclusions of December 1,9931
(based on principles jointly agreed by the Commission and the Member States),
the Commission committed itself without delay to coordinating policies and
operations, both in international forums and in individual countries, in the
following areas: family planning, food security, health, combating AIDS,
education, aid instruments and the campaign against poverty. It also pressed
ahead with coordination activities in other fields such as structural adjustment,
democracy and human rights, women in development, the environment and
tropical forests. To this end, it adopted communications on the campaign against
AIDS2 (7 January), on health cooperation3 (24 March), on coordination of
food security policies and practicesa (4 May), and on coordination of education
projectss (25 September). On 6 May, the Council in turn adopted conclusions
on coordination in international forums5 and a decision on the list of countries
1 Bull. 72-7993, point 1.3.59; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 807.
'z COM(93) 479;Bull. 1/2-7994, point 1.3.142; point 954 of this Report.3 COM(94) 77;Bull.3-'1994, point 1.3.1,06.4 COM(94) 165; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.97.5 COM(94) 399; Bull.9-1994, point 1.3.58.6 Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.87.
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in which the Community could step up coordination.l It followed this up with
two resolutions adopted on 25 November in connection with policy on
development cooperation in the run-up to 2000, one on cooperation in education
and trainingz and the other on food security.3
945. With regard to project evaluation, the new method of project cycle
management for the ACP countries (the 'integrated approach') was consoli-
dated,a and work was also started on sectoral evaluations for some non-ACP
countries.
946. The European Union was involved in preparations for the World
Conference on Population and Developments held in Cairo in September, and
took part in the debates. In its communication of 4 May,6 the Commission set
out the key themes of its position at the conference (social policy, information
and empowerment); Mr Marin also discussed the issue with Dr Nafis Sadik,
Director of the UN Population and Development Fund, on 9 June.7 Parliament
adopted resolutions on the subject on l,L March8 and 29 September.e In
addition, in a resolution of 20 January, it set out the broad thrust of a policy to
promote fairness in North-South trade.l0The Union also took partin preparations
for the world summit on social development to be held in Copenhagen in 1,995,
which was the subiect of a Commission communication on 21 December,ll and
was involved in the preparatory meeting of the United Nations' Fourth World
Conference on'Women to be held in Beijing in September 1,995.
Generalized system of preferences
947. On 19 August, the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 2129/94,12
extending the coverage of the Community's GSP scheme, introduced in 1971, to
give developing countries preferential tariff treatment for their exports to the
Community, to South Africa. The Council also renewed the supplementary
generalized tariff preferences granted for the Berlin Fair by adopting Regulation
(EC) No 1290/94 on 30 May.l3 On the same date it adopted Regulation (EC)
I Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.88.2 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.99.3 Bull. 11.-1994, point 1.3.98.a Point 932 of this Report.s Bull. 9-1994, point 1.3.56.6 COM(94) 100; Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.91.
- Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.90.8 OJ C 91,28.3.1994; Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.105.e OJ C 305,37.70.7994;BuJl.9-1994, point 1.3.57.t0 OJ C 44,"14.2.1994;Bnll.7/2-7994, point 1.3.141.tt COM(94) 569; Bull. 12-1994.12 OJ L 225,37.8.7991;Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.112.
rr OJ L 141,,4.6.L994; Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.94.
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No 1291.1941, suspending the generalized tariff preferences for certain textile
products originating in Korea.
948. The Commission unveiled its new GSP strategy for 1,995-2004 in a
communication on 1 June.2 This proposed that, in addition to the standard
scheme, there should be special incentive arrangements granting additional
tariff reductions if more enlightened social and environmental practices were
introduced. Under the standard scheme preferential duties would be modulated
according to the sensitivity of the relevant sectors or products on the Community
market, and sectors and/or countries which had achieved a certain level of
development would be gradually excluded from entitlement to preferential
treatment. The Commission further proposed that henceforth the schemes be
triennial rather than annual. On 19 December the Council consequently adopted
Regulation (EC) No 3281./94 applying the multiannual scheme of generalized
preferences for the period 1.995-97 (Table II) to industrial products; for
agricultural products, it adopted two Regulations extending Regulations (EEC)
No 3833/90 and 3835/903 to cover 1.995.Parliament welcomed the Commission
communication on 18 November.a
Cooperation through the United Nations
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
949. Unctad's Trade and Development Board held its two annual meetings in
April and September, and discussed the impact of the Uruguay Round results
on developing countries, the advancement of the least-developed countries,
trade, the environment and how to draw on successful adjustment and growth
policies. The Commission took part in Unctad's work on improving trade
efficiency by making better use of modern methods of management, information
processing and communication.
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
950. Following the new cooperation agreement between the Community and
UNIDO,5 a number of topics for cooperation were identified, including the
transfer of clean technology to developing countries and countries in transition,
and ad-hoc cooperation in certain countries or in regional and national industries.
t OJ L 1,41,4.6.1,994;Bull.5-1994, point 1.3.93.
z COM(941 212;Bull.6-1994' point 1,.3.91,.3 OJ L 370,31..12.1990; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 795.4 OJ C 342,5.1,2.1994;Bull.'l'1,-'1,994, point 1.3.102.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 811.
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World Food Programme
g51. The value of the European Union's allocations of food products to the
\fFP for the year was put at ECU 140.38 million, including transport costs.
Some of the aid *".r, ,o*"rds various 'WFP development projects supported by
the Commission, some went to help refugees under the Protected Refugees
Operation (PRO) and some was used to assist Africans suffering food shortages
via the International Emergency Food Reserve (IEFR) .
IJnited Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
952. The Community continued to take an active part in the FAO' particularly
with regard to fisheries, having become a full memb et in L991"1The FAO's new
Directo-i-General, Mr Jacquesbiouf, met Mr Delors, Mr Marin and Mr Steichen
in February for talks on food security and FAO-EU cooperation'
Cooperation through non-governmental organizations
g53. Cooperation with non-governmental organizations (NGOs), which held
their 20th 
".,nrr"l general assembly 
in April,2 showed encouraging progress.3
The resour.., ,n"J. available by the EU for NGO operations of all kinds
increased sharply once again. The amount allocated for development cooperation
in conjunction with European development NGOs rose to ECU 145 million in
1994. This enabled the Union to cofinance 469 development projects in 104
countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America at a cost of some ECU 108'4 million'
The projects were extremely varied, but as ever the main focus was on rural
d.rr.l,op-.nt, education and health. Many operations formed part of an
integrated, multi-sectoral approach, aimed at meeting the multiple needs of the
communities concerned. In addition, NGOs continued to benefit from a number
of budget headings open to them for structural development operations- in
specifiiou,-,tri.s J. r.gio.,r (Viet Nam, Cambodia, southern Africa and Chile),
and for specific issues (human rights, the environment, drugs and rehabilitation).
A number of exploratory projects were launched to support local organizations
and develop partnership schemes under a special ECU 5 million budget, as part
of the 'decintralized approach' introduced under the fourth Lom6 Convention.
The community speni-a further Ecu 14.5 million on cofinancing 1,69 public
awareness campaigns in EuroPe'
I Twenty-fifth General Report, poinr 994.2 Bull. 4-1994, point 1.3'88.3 COM(94) 458; Bull. 11-1,994' point 1.3.103.
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Commodities and world agreements
954. On22 July, the Council adopted Decision 94/570/EC on the signing and
conclusion of a new International Coffee Agreement (Table III), as finalized at
the International Coffee Council's meeting in March.l The Agreement is
unprecedented in that it makes no provision for market regulation. It is aimed
at boosting international cooperation in the coffee sector by collecting, analysing
and distributing statistics, publishing indicators and market prices and promoting
research. The International Coffee Council also met in September, mainly to
discuss the implementation of the new Agreement.2
955. The new International Cocoa Agreement (Table III), involving 13 producer
countries and 15 consumer countries, came into effect provisionally from 23
February.3 The International Cocoa Council, which met in Februarya and
September,s mainly discussed production, consumption and distribution
arrangements.
956. On 24 March the Council adopted negotiating directives for a third
International Natural Rubber Agreement (Table III), intended to reaffirm the
fundamental objectives c,f the existing Agreement.5
957. Unctad-sponsored negotiations aimed at concluding a second International
Tropical Timber Agreement were rounded off on 26 January. Despite the
negotiators' efforts, the European Union could not support the draft text and
entered a scrutiny reservation to enable it to study the new Agreement in detail
and assess whether it was compatible with the position adopted by the Council
in 1,993.7
EC lnvestment Partners
958. European Communities Investment Partners (ECIP)8 
- 
set up by the
Commission in 1988e under its policy of economic cooperation with developing
countries in Asia. Latin America and the Mediterranean and extended bv
t Bull. 3-'1994, point 1.3.107.2 Bull.9-1994. point 1.3.61.3 Bull. 112-1994,points 1.3.143 end 1.3.144.a Bull. 1/2-1994. point 1.3.144.I Bull. 9-1994, point 1.3.60.5 OJ L 21,9,4.8.1,992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 939.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 820.8 Brochures explaining ECIP's financing facilrties and how it works are available from Directorate-General
I-K. 200 rue de la Loi. 8-1049 Brussels.
e Twenty-second General Report, points 999 and 1000.
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Regulation (EEC) No 31,9/921- had a budget of ECU 39 million in commitment
apiropriations for l-994 plus ECU 1 million in additional appropriations from
b"ig.? heading P;7-5070 iintended for cofinancing projects in South Africa), all
of which was allocated in the course of the year.
959. On27 July,the Commission proposed that the Council renew and enhance
the facility (Table II), which is geared mainly to promoting joint initiativ-es
offering m.,irr"l b..r"fitt for Community operators.and local industry in the
.o,rn,ri"., concerned, and expand it to include South Africa. It also proposed
broadening ECIP's scope r; cover privatizations and the development of
p.iuat.-reJor infrastruciure projects, and put forward practical suggestions to
i*prorr. its management. This proposal was approved-by Parliament on
28 October. Pendi*ng its adoption by the Council, the Council decided on
22 December that R&ulation (EEC) No 319192 should be extended.z
Protecting the environment
960. A number of initiatives were taken to follow up the recommendations of
the UN Conference on the Environment and Development (the'Earth Summit')
held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992,3 mostly in the form of studies to determine goals
"r,J ,ir"*gl.r,""nd the kinds of 
proiects which should be undertaken in the light
of ,t. pl.ig., made by the Community at the Earth Summit. The Commission
*^t 
^fJ. ,.[..r.nt.d ai the Conference for the Sustainable Development of smallisland Stat.s in Barbados, the Manchester rworld conference and the second
meeting of the Sustainable Development Commission'a
961 . The community allocated ECU 20 million to environmental protection
in developi.rg count.i"s and ECU 50 million for tropical ,forests, to finance
operations concerned with the protection of biodiversity, the urban and rural
.iuiro.r*.nt, coastal resource management' and forest conservation' notably in
Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. The Commission also launched
.rruiron-.rrtal impact studies in connection with development and structural
adiustment programmes' and conducted in-service training'
Drug abuse control
962. The European Union continued to participate_ in international action to
combat drrrg abrrre, both in multilateral forums, formal and informal' and
bilaterally, .*.lyittg inter alia on clauses in a growing number of agreements
1 OI L 35,12.2.1'992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 941'
: 1i,'sn1y-sixth General Report, poinr 941.
' f *.rii'-.i*rh G.n.t"l Repon, point 596 et seq", poin-t 495 of this Reportt i*.nii-t."enrh General il.poit, point 823; point 495 of rhis Report'
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concluded with non-member countries (for example those with Central and East
European countries, which also include a section on customs cooperation and
action to combat money laundering), and on the 1993 cooperation agreement
between the Community and the United Nations International Drug Control
Programme (UNIDCP),1 and drawing on increased budget resources (PHARE,
North-South cooperation). In addition, the entry into force of the Treaty on
European Union opened the way to political dialogue between the Union and
its international partners. The Corfu European Council2 clearly restated the
Union's commitment to combating drug abuse, and pinpointed priority areas
for action, for example in the Mediterranean. In June, the Commission adopted
a communication on a 1995-99 action plan for combating drug abuse, which
included a substantial external component.3
963. Although drug abuse is an increasingly pressing problem for many ACP
States, they have yet to take full advantage of the facilities for financing the
campaign against drug abuse available under the fourth Lom6 Convention. To
boost awareness, regional studies were conducted in two ACP regions especially
at risk, the Caribbean ancl 'West Africa. In addition, a strategy of dialogue with
the most seriously affected countries was developed, to pave the way for the
inclusion of anti-drug projects in the forthcoming Lom6 IV programming
round.4 The first fruits of this approach were encouraging: around 10 countries
indicated a willingness to include an anti-drugs campaign in their indicative
programmes.
AIDS
964. The growing importance attached to social and health issues under the
fourth Lom6 Convention enabled the European Union to expand its activities to
promote health and combat the spread of AIDS. Compared with Lom6 III, the
financial support available for the health sector (including anti-AIDS campaigns)
under the seventh EDF doubled to some ECU 500 million. Anti-AIDS assistance
focused on regional and national prevention strategies, including better treatment
for sexually-transmitted diseases, information and awareness campaigns targeted
on high-risk groups, and safer blood transfusion services, with projects started
in more than 80 ACP countries and in the Mediterranean region, Latin America
and Asia. Africa 
- 
the worst-affected continent with more than seven million
people HlV-positive 
- 
remained the main beneficiary of Community funds,
accounting for 66"/o of the allocations for the campaign against AIDS.
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 828.2 Point I 194 of this Report.3 Point l08l o{ this Report.
a Point 912 of this Report.
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965. At the same time the Commission committed itself, notably in its
communication of 7 January,l to increasing Community/Member State coordi-
narion, particularly ui" ."p.rtr' meetings. This led the Council to adopt two
resolutions on 6 May, one setting out a general framework for cooperation on
health matters for the European Union and its Member States,2 and the other
establishing the guiding principles and strategic priorities of the campaign
against AIDS.3
Food aida
966. Budget allocations for food aid to developing countries rose to Ecu
5g9.1 millilon, of which ECU 3Tl million was spent on food.and ECU 218.1
on iogirti.r. A further ECU 5 million went to cofinance small-scale food aid
of.r"iion, pur forward by NGos and international organizations. The year's
main prioriiies were the Rwandan crisis and the threat of famine in the Horn
of Africa.
967. Table 22 gives a breakdown of direct and indirect food aid for the year'
968. The commission's relief and food aid operations did not prevent it
from continuing to shift the focus of its activities towards food security, as
outlined in its communication of 4 May,s with a view to providing a lasting
,ol.rrion to the problem of recurrent famines. Alongside standard food aid
programmes, therefore, operations aimed at rehabilitating or boosting storage
?"cliiti.. in the recipient countries accounted for ECU 1.7 million. A further
Ecu 9.1 million was allocated to projects to supply essential inputs for food
crops and for marketing or processing agricultural products in China,
Hondu.a, and Senegal. The council adopted a resolution on food security
on 25 November.5
1 COM(93) 479;Bull.1/2-1994,point'1.3'142'2 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.89.
r Bull.5-1994, poinr 1.3.90.
. ;;;;;";;;'i.IJ 
"lil. a."r, with in Chapter III, Sectionl2,'Humanitarian 
aid''
5 COM-(94)'155;Bull.5-1994. point l'3'97'5 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3'98.
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TABLE 22
Allocation of food aid, 1994
Rcgion or organizarion Cereals(ronnesl
Milk
powder
(tonnesJ
Butteroil
{tonncsl
Vegetable
oil
(tonnes)
Sugar
\ronnes,
Other
products
(million
F,CU)
Direct aid
Africa
Indian Ocean and Pacific
Mediterranean
Latin America
Asia
Total direct aid
lndirect aid
UNHCR
NGOs
ICRC
WFP
IFRC
UNR\TA
Total indirect aid
Grand total
358 480
10 000
100 000
38 350
120 000
370
3 000
1,"t70
9 058
2 880
250
450
12.150
2.980
626 830 5 080 1.1.965 700 15.130
7 900
-355 000
82 000
350 000
12 000
1.27 50
2 390
1.4 200
9 000
1,968
452.5
1 000
2.5
26 000
4 000
18 000
2 042
187
4 500
7 000
2 498
2.900
15.955
4.700
14.500
3.700
819 550 27 588 1.452.5 50 044.5 t4 185 42.7 SS
| 446 480 32 638 7 452.5 52 009.5 14 885 57.885
Refugee assistance
969. Ten operations to assist refugees, returnees and displaced persons in nine
different ACP countriesl were approved under Article 255 of the fourth Lom6
Convention, at a total cost of ECU 25 million. Most of the decisions involved
substantial additions (totalling ECU 18.4 million) to rehabilitation programmes,2
mostly in the health sector, which is often given priority because of the range of
benefits it brings for vulnerable groups, especially in tandem with water supply
projects. There were also substantial socio-economic operations (providing
loans and training, reviving agriculrure), notably in Ethiopia and Eritrea.
1 Belize, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Liberia, Malawi , Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe2 Point 973 of this Report.
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Parliament also put forward a long-term strategy for refugee assistance in Africa
in a resolution of 11 March.l
Support for democratization and human rights
g70. For the third year running following the resolutigl 
"f 28 Novembertsit,, and in 
"..ord"n.. with the new Article 1.30(2) 
of the EC Treaty, the
Co--irrion provided supporr for projects aimed at helping to develop and
consolidate democracy arrcf the rule of law and promote obse-rvance of human
rights in developing countries. A report on these activities will be presented to
the Council iniggS; the report for 1.993 was adopted by the Commission on
23 February 1994.3|n total, f,CU Zt million was allocated to a range of activities,
including projects to support elections and the rule of law in cambodia'
tutor"-U'ique and the Occupied Territories, projects to help create and maintain
free and independent media in Egypt, Morocco and sudan, projects to support
vulnerable g-.rpr, and a variety of training projects and awareness campaigns-
on h,r-"., Iightt. The issue was 
"lso raised 
ty Parliament in its resolutions of
9 February, "on the protection of indigenous peoples,a and of 6 May' on
democratization in Africa.5
I OI C 91.,28.3.1994;Bull.3-1994, point 1'3.112'
z Twenty-fifth General Report, point 1023.I COM{94) 42;Bull. lt7-1994, point 1.3.150.4 OI C 61.28.2.1994;Bull. lr2-1994, point 1.3'l5l'
'5 OJ C 205,25.7.1994; Bull. 5-1994' point 1'3'99'
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Section 1.2
Humanitarian aid
Humanitarian aid operationsl
971. Through the European Community Humanitarian Office (ECHO), which
was set up in 1992,2 the Commission continued to assist victims of conflicts
and natural disasters worldwide. Ln1994, 
^year in which the Rwandan tragedyfigured most prominentll', it financed humanitarian aid operations totalling
BCU 764 million. If the aid provided by individual Member States is also taken
into account, the European Union's overall contribution puts it once more
among the world's leading humanitarian aid donors.
972. There was a slowdown in Community humanitarian aid to the former
Yugoslavia in1994 owing to delivery problems during the winter months, which
had the effect of seriously curtailing operarions, and to the resumption of
commercial and agricultural activities in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The aid supplied
was nevertheless sufficient to cover essential needs. In all, the Commission
provided ECU 269.4 million to finance 349 humanirarian programmes in the
former Yugoslavia, of which 50J% were implemented by non-governmental
and international organizations and32.7"/o by United Nations agencies.
973. Africa experienced a number of grave crises, notably in Burundi and
Rwanda, but fighting also continued in Sudan, Angola, Liberia and Somalia.
Community aid rose subsrantially, climbing to ECU 324.1 million. In response
to the massive humanitarian disaster in Rwanda, the Commission financed
operations totalling B.CU 214.6 million, which was approximately 66"/o of the
1994humanitarian aid allocation to ACP countries. In the inreresrs of efficiency
the Commission entrusted the UNHCR with the assessment of needs and with
implementation of relief operations by non-governmenral organizations (NGOs)
to help Rwandan refugees and returnees in Tanzania, Burundi, Zafte and
Uganda. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and various
NGOs were ECHO's principal partners in Rwanda. Faced with huge humani-
tarian aid needs in certain counrries, the Commission broke new ground in
adopting eight comprehensive assistance plans to cover periods of several months
and to be implemented by various parrners. ECU 18 million was made available
I Deteiled figures relaring to humanitarian aid for 1,993-94 can be found in tables published in the Bulletin
- 
of the Europ,esn Union and in the 1993 Report on humanitarian aid, point 977 of this Report.z Twenty-sixth General Report. ooint 952.
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for Angola; ECU 8 million for refugees and displaced persons in Rwanda; ECU
r:.s niillion for Burundian refugees in Rwanda, Tanzania and Zaire; ECU
14 million for displaced persons and returnees in Burundi; ECU 17 million for
Sudan; ECU 6 million foi displaced persons inzaire; ECU 12 million for Haiti;
ECU 45 million for the Rwandan and Burundian people in Rwanda's neigbouring
countrles.
g74. Community humanitarian aid for the former Soviet Union topped ECU
gL million, the main beneficiaries being the victims of fighting, especially in the
southern Caucasus and in Tadiikistan, and traditionally vulnerable groups such
as the elderly, children and young mothers. A special food programme was set
up to assist tir. th.." southern republics of the Caucasus (where refugees and
displaced persons account for 106/o of the population)-lLd il Kyrgyzstan and
f"illkirt^tt. Medical aid was sent to Russia, Belarus and Ukraine for Chernobyl
uicim, and logistical aid went to Moldova following flooding there. In Eastern
Europe, Albania and Bulgaria also received basic medical aid'
975. In Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, war and its aftermath
necessitated fuither grants of humanitarian aidto Afghanistan (ECU 12.3 million),
Iraq (ECU ZZ.S million), Sri Lanka (ECU 0.62 million) and Yemen (ECU
1.2'million), while Algeria, Bangladesh and the Philippines received Ecu
2.9 million, ECU 0.5 million and ECU 0.6 million respectively to help the victims
of natural disasters. Aid totalling ECU 2.2 million was also provided to fund a
mine clearance progra..t-. 
"td assistance for mine victims in Cambodia'Medical and fooi aid totalling ECU 4.7 million was provided for Palestinians'
while ECU 1.5 million *".rt ti victims of the war in Laos, ECU 1.1 million to
Sahrawi refugees and ECU 1.8 million to Tuaregs in Algeria'
975. In Latin America, Cuba was the prime recipient of Community humani-
tarian aid, which came chiefly in the form of medicines and food worth Ecu
14.1 million. Intended for thoie whose living conditions had deteriorated most,
the aid was distributed by NGOs independent of the Cuban authorities'
Countries hit by natural disasters received the following amou,nts: Bolivia (ECU
1.1 million), Brlazil (ECU 0.d million), Colombia (ECU 0.7 million), Guatemala
(ECU 0.8 
-illiony and Peru (ECU 2.3 million). The people of Chiapas, Mexico,
received humanitarian aid totalling ECU 1.1 million'
Other activities
g77. on 16 February, the commission adopted the 1993 Annual Report on
humanitarian aid administered by EcHo.l The report highlights the variety
and complexity of operations carried out in more than 50 countries during
1 COM(94) '10; Bull. 1/2-'1994, point 1'3'154'
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ECHO's first full year. The ECU 600 million granted in 1993 puts the European
Union among the world's leading donors.
978. Humanitarian aid was closely coordinated with Member States, in line
with the Council resolutionl of May 1993: quarterly meetings were held with
the heads of the national departments responsible for humanitarian aid and
there were three meetings and two ad-boc sessions on the former Yugoslavia
and Rwanda.
979. ECHO stepped up its cooperation with United Nations agencies, which
implemented32.TYo of its operations (ECU 198.7 million). Chief among those
agencies were the UNHCR (ECU 141 million) and the \fFP (ECU 43.2 million).
The Commission also cooperated closely with the \fHO, Unicef and UNRWA
on humanitarian matters and with the Department of Humanitarian Affairs
(DHA) on such across-the-board aspects as information exchange, disaster
prevention and the use of military and civilian equipment for humanitarian
purposes.
980. The Commission consolidated its partnership ties with NGOs and
international organizations. By the end of the year the framework partnership
contract approved by the Commission 1n 1993 to speed up and streamline
decision-making2 had been signed by more than a hundred NGOs and
international organizations.
981. In the field of disaster prevention beyond the Community's borders, the
Commission put ECHO in charge of coordinating the work of its departments
and set up an interdepartmental group with ECHO in the chair. In May, the
Commission unveiled its action plan, which it put before the Yokohama
conference on disaster prevention.3 The plan focuses on developing human
resources, strengthening management capacity and fostering low-cost appropri-
ate technology.
982. In September, with a view to boosting the professionalism of aid workers,
a humanitarian aid diploma was introduced under the Erasmus programme4
into the curriculum of five EU universities.'5
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 807.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 841.3 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.101; point 512 of this Report.a Point 297 of this Report.5 The'Network on Humanitarian Assistance' (NOHA) diploma was created in 1993 on ECHO's initiative
in conjunction with the 'Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth' task force. It is a
multidisciplinary diploma covering major aspects of humanitarian relief work (international law,
management, geopolitics, anthropology and medicine).
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g83. In the interests of greater'visibility' and openness, the-European Union's
role in humanitarian aiJwas highlighted in a variety of publications, such as
the 1993 Annual Report,l the quarterly ECH) News and the occasional
,.glorul ECHO Filis.2 Audioviiual co-productions 
.were. developed with
television stations and joint publications produced in conjunction with organiza-
tions such as the ICRC, Red Barnet or Handicap. Public presentations in
European capitals were also organized fointly with NGos from the countries
concerned.
g84. To make the best use of humanitarian aid funds, ECHO put increased
emphasis on the evaluation of its operations'
Poinr 977 of this RePort.
ff,.r.-oudi.",i"ns ire available from ECHO 
- 
1/3 rue de Gendve, 8-1049 Brussels.
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Section L3
Multilateral trade negotiations (Uruguay Round)
985. The meeting of the Trade Negotiations Committee on 15 December
1.9931 marked the end of the substantive stage in the eighth round of GATT
negotiations-the Uruguay Round-launched at Punta del Este on 20 September
1,986.2 Intensive technical discussions were needed until the end of March,
however, in order to complete the full text of the 'Final Act embodying the
results of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations'. This document,
which is almost 26 000 pages long, is made up of 23 international agreements, a
number of declarations and decisions, and schedules of tariff concessions and
commitments on liberalizing trade in services by 125 countries.
986. The Final Act was formally signed at a ministerial conference in Marrakesh
on L5 April3 which, in addition to the end of the Uruguay Round, marked the
creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) to take the place of GATT
on 1 January 1995 and play a greater role in the monitoring and management of
international trade. The Uruguay Round opened up the way to further
liberalization of trade, with a significant reduction in customs tariffs, more open
markets and the integration into the world trading system of new economic
sectors, such as services, investment and intellectual property.
987. From 1 January 1995, the \World Trade Organization will be required to
administer not only international trade in goods governed by the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) but also trade in services and trade in
products covered by intellectual property rights. The\7TO, as a single structure,
will also handle all the work on certain matters which are described as 'new'
areas affecting trade, including at this stage environmental protection and
monetary issues. Some of these matters have formed the subject of Parliament
resolutions4 and an opinion by the Economic and Social Committee,s in
particular as regards environmental protection. There is no consensus yet among
\7TO members on the introduction of a 'social clause'.
988. On 15 April, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Decision (Table III)
on the conclusion of the results of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade
negotiations (1.986-94) accompanied by a report on the conclusion of the
I Bull. 72-7993, point 1.3.99; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 844.2 Twentieth General Report, point 974.3 COM (94 M3;Bull.4-'1994, point 1.3.61.a Bull. 1,/2-1,994, point 1.3.93; OJ C 44, 14.2.1994; Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.78; OJ C 91, 28.3.1994.5 Bull. 9-1994,point 7.3.34.
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agreements and the arrangements for participation. This proposal for a Decision
.Ju.r, three series of initruments (negotiated between the Community and
various partners in GATT): multilateral acts contained in the Final Act;l
plurilateial trade agreements (participation in which is restricted to GATT
iontracting parties engaged in the relevant type of tlade);2 the bilateral
"r.".,g.-.lnts and "gr..rn.tttt negotiated 
in parallel with the Uruguay Round'3
gS9. On 7 April, in order to clarify the dispute between the Community and
Member Statei regarding iurisdiction for concluding the Uruguay Round, the
Commission requested 
"n 
Opi.rion from the Court of Justice under Article 228(6)
of the EC Treaiy. The Court gave its Opinion on L5 November'4 ruling that
the Community had exclusive po*.tt in relation to trade in goods and in the
cross-border supply of services. The Court also confirmed its iudgment-in AETR
by ruling that the'Community has exclusive powers in the areas of trade in
se.*ri... and goods covered by intellectual property rights where Community
legislation 
"Ji.t., complete harmonization in the field 
or where it includes
"r.pli"i, provisions ..luii.rg to the 
treatment of nationals of non-member
co.rr-rtries-. However, with r-spect to the other issues relating to the agreements
on services and intellectrr"l p.op.rty, the Court ruled that powers are shared
between the Community and Member States'
gg0. Differences of opinion over jurisdiction did not prevent the Community
from taking active ,a.p, to implement the commitments it had made during the
Uruguay Round. Neg-tiations on services continued following an arrangement
,."Jh.d between the"Commission and the Member States on 6 May' Under the
arrangement, which was agreed for an unlimited period, the Commission
,.-"i., the sole negotiator for all questions related to services' It was also
agreed that Member States' represenrarives should attend all meetings.
g91. On 5 October,s with a view to the establishment of the WTO' the
Commission adopted a proposal relating to all legislation for implementing the
results of the Ui"gu"y Round ar Community level and proposed _a series
of adjustme.ra, 
".rJ amendments to Community 
legislation, particularly on
^gri.;lt,rr., textiles, intellectual 
property' anti-dumping, safeguard clauses and
subsidies (Tables I and II).
f,
3
4
5
The asreement setting up the vTo and the multilateral agreements annexed thereto relating in particular
,.'i*?"*, arir.r, tn""r[!,'"....t, 
"gii.ultrr.. textiles. subiidies, safeguards, 
services, intellectual property
rights, dispute settlement, minisrerial declarations and decisions, and the understandtng on commrtments
ln ilnancral seTvlces.
li;;;;;;;;;Jrr."ng.-.r,, on trade in civil aircraft, government procurement' the dairv sector and
bovlne meat.
f, o"iii."f"i tf,. agreement between the European Community and Australia on coal and the agreement
b.iween the European Community and Uruguay on bovlne meat'
Point 1285 of this Report.
Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.70.
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992. Parliament was involved closely in the progress of the Uruguay Round
negotiations and issued a series of resolutions on the subject.l A Parliament
delegation took part in all the ministerial meetings, including the conference in
Marrakesh in April. On 14 December, Parliament gave its assent to the conclusion
of the agreements by a large majority. Following the same debate, it also
endorsed the implementing proposals in their entirety (Table II).
993. The Council adopted the decision on conclusion of the agreements on
22 December (Table III). At the same time it adopted the Regulations
implementing the agreements (Table II) which made up the legislative package
presented by the Commission.
994. On the multilateral front, the implementing conference held in Geneva
on 8 December at the 43rd session of the GATT contracting parties declared its
support for the establishment of the 'World Trade Organization and the entry
into force of the Uruguay Round agreements on l January 1'995.
1 OJ C 44, 1,4.2.1994;BuIl. 1./2-1,994, point 1.3.92; OJ C 61, 28.2.1994;Bull. 1,/2-'1994, point 1.3.93; OJ C
1.44,25.4.1994; Bull. 3-1994, points 1.3.7 and 1.3.78.
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Section 1.4
Commercial policY
General matters
Operation of the customs union and customs cooperation
gg5. '$gith a view to updating council Regulation (EEc) No 9L8/831 and
adapting it to the ne* co--unity customs code, the commission adopted on
g June i p.opo*"I for a Council Regulation (Table II) specifying the cases in
*hi.h relief from customs duties is granted.2
996. On 24 March,3 8 Septembe{ and 19 December,s the Commission
adopted three Regulations amending Regulation lePcl No 2454/936
impiementing Cou.t.il Regulation (EEC) No2913 /g}establishing the Community
cusroms code.2 On21. Juie the Council adopted Regulation (EC) No 1"500/94,7
also amending the pro"rririo.t, for the implementation of Regulation (EEC) No
291,3/93 to brittg them into line with the latest developments'
gg7. The commission continued its work on the combined Nomenclature
(CN) and the Common Customs Tariff (CCT) arising from the tariff provisions
of the Uruguay Round Agreement.8 It adooted several Regulationse classifying
a number o? piod,r.t, .orr.-..tly and uniformly in the CN and also the full version
of the explanatory notes to the CN.
gg8, The multilingual TARIC (integrated Community tariff) database,lo
covering Communiti measures relatingio import and ex.port, was updated and
..pt"..i by a new base, TARIC 2, in order to improve the flow of information
to .r"tior."f administration, by means of daily electronic transmissions. The 1994
TARIC was published on 19 M^Y.tt
I OI L 105.23.4.i983; Seventeenth General Report, point 217'
z oi L loz, tg.lo.tggz; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 88'3 0J L 82,25.3.1994.1 0l L 235,9.9.1994.j ol L 346,37.72.1994.6 Oi a 2fi',17.10.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point847'7 ol L 162,30.6.1994.R T;entv-seventh General Reporr, point 850.
' See, fo, 
"*ample, 
Regulation (ECt No 3176/94 in OJ L JJ5' 23'lz'1994'l0 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 851.
rr OI C 141,24.5.1994; Bull.5-1994. point 1'3'71'
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999. In the interests of providing the same degree of protection for firms and
citizens throughout the European Union the Commission and the Member States
continued to organize training schemes and to coordinate and analyse the results
of customs operations on the external borders, with the aim of ensuring
widespread use of better wr:rking methods and striking the right balance between
controlling and facilitating trade. Implementation of Council Regulation (EEC)
No 3904/921 on measures to adapt the profession of customs agent to the
internal market continued, placement and retraining services were offered in the
most affected areas and various schemes were undertaken to restructure firms
or diversify their activities, the aim being to cofinance measures to complement
those taken under the European Social Fund and the Interreg programme.
1000. The legislation on preferential tariff measures resulting from agreements
concluded between the European Community and States or groups of States
with which contractual trade relations are maintained was put together into
several main multiannual Regulations.z 'Sfith a view to enlargement, the
acceding countries were aLrthorized to present applications for quotas and tariff
suspensions applicable from 1 January 1995. Finland and Austria made use of
this opportunity and tariff suspensions were granted for a further hundred or so
products. The transitional arrangements designed to take account of traditional
trade flows between the former German Democratic Republic and Central and
Eastern Europe were also extended for 1994 by Council Regulation (EC) No
665/943 and Decision 1478/94/ECSC,4 then for 1,995 by Regulation (EC) No
3258 / 94 and Decisio n 3248 / 9 4 /ECSC.5
1001. Regulation (EC) No 2193/94 provides for simplifications in the field of
customs procedures with economic impact, giving Community operators from
different sectors easier access at lower administrative cost to the advantages
offered by Communiry legislation and hence enabling them to compete with
non-Commurrity firms on the international market. On 8 December the Council
also adopted Decision 94/789/EC accepting Annexes E7 and F4 to the Kyoto
Convention on the simplification and harmonization of customs procedures.5
1002. In response to a request by the Copenhagen European Council, on 30
November the Commission adopted a communication on the cumulation of
origin rules in trade relations between the Community, the Central and East
European countries and the EFTA countries.T
1 OJ L 394,31.12.1992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 90.2 Regulation (EC) No 1798/94, OJ L 189,23.7.1994; Regulation (EC) No 1,981/94,OJL199,2.8.''994I OJ L 83,26.3.1991; Bull.3-1994, point.l.3.84.1 OJ L 1,59,28.6.1994; Bull.5-1994, point'1'.3.72.j OJ L 339,29.12.1,991;Bull. 1,2-1,991.6 OJ L 331, 21.12.1994;Bull. 12-1994.7 COI4(94) 452; Bull. 1,1,-1,994, point 1.3.90.
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1003. The Commission stepped up discussions with Canada, South Korea and
the United States with a view io signing customs cooperation agreements on the
basis of negoriating Directives adopted by the Council on 5 April 1993'
1004. on 22 December the council adopted a Regulation laying down measures
to prevenr imporrs of counterfeit and pirated goods^ (Table II) and on
1g December, Regulation (EC) No 3381/94 introducing a community system to
-o1ito, exports"of dual-use military/civilian goods (Table II)' The latter
Regulation i, ,,rppl.m.nted by a joint action adopted as part of the common
foreign and security policY.l
Co m m erci a I Po I i cY i nstr u m ents
1005. on 15 March, lurisdiction in anti-dumping and anti-subsidy cases was
transferred to the Court of First Instance.2
1005. Council Regulation (EC) No 5ZI/94 of 10 March (Table II) amended
Regulation (EEC) t io Z+Z:ZSS,3 with a view to speeding up investigations and
-"ilrrg rhem more open once the Commission has the necessary additional
..rorrl.r. Furthermoie' pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 572/94 (Table II)
Council Decisions 
".. 
h"nceforth to be taken by simple rather than qualified
majority.
1007. The council, by Regulation (EC) No 522/94, also amended Regulation
(EEC) No 2461./84+ o.t illi.ll commercial practices by non-member countries in
order'to align it more closely on international dispute settlement procedures,
p"rri."f 
".fy"thore 
of the futuie World Trade Orga.ization (\7TO).5
rcag. on 5 October rhe commission put before the council a proposal for
amendments ro rhe anti-dumping a.rd anti-subsidy legislation and the Regulation
on the new commercial poliiy iistrument with a view to implementation of the
U."g"-V n 
"rrd .or,.lrrrionr.i As regards anti-dumping 
legislation, the propos.al
ir.oipor"t.s the provisions of thJ n.* GATT Agreement in respect of the
,rrtrt".rriu. rules, the duration of provisional measures, the transparency -of
pr"...Jlrgr a.rd prot..tion of the rights of all interested parties' It also includes
sp.cial prJvisioni on the identificatiln of the Community interest. The proposal
1 Point 745 of this RePott.2 OI L 66, 10.3.1994: Bull. 3-1994, point 1.7.21
, Oi 4 20i,2.8.1988i Twenty-second General Report, point 844'
. Oi l- 252',2o.9.1984; Eightienth General Report' Point 520'
s Point 987 of this RePort.6 COM(94) 414; Bull. 10'1'994' point 1'3'70'
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on rhe anti-subsidy legislation contains a substantial amendment to the definition
of a subsidy, which would be deemed to exist if there is a financial contribution
by the State and a benefit is thereby conferred. The amount of the subsidy would
then be assessed on the basis of the advantage gained by the beneficiary rather
than the cost to the public authorities. A list of subsidies no longer subiect to
countervailing duties is also included. The aim of the Commission's proposed
Regulation on illicit commercial practices by non-member countries is to add a
third means of redress to those provided for by Regulation (EEC) No
264'J,/84,1 in order to enable Community firms whose exports are hampered by
non-Community countries' commercial practices to initiate Community action
under the \0TO's dispute settlement procedures.
L009. Following the entry into force of the Interim and/or Europe Agree-
ments,2, the Central and East European countries are henceforth considered
market economy countries for the purposes of all anti-dumping proceedings
initiated after the entry into force of the agreements.
Anti-dumping
1010. In the course of the year the Commission initiated 18 anti-dumping
investigations and nine reviews, imposed provisional anti-dumping duties in
11 cases, accepted undertakings in two cases and terminated five investigations.
The Council imposed definitive anti-dumping duties in 14 cases. The most
significant anti-dumping cases3 concerned the following imports: ethanolamine
originating in the United States;a ammonium nitrate originating in Russia and
Lithuania;s television camera systems originating in Japan;5 large aluminium
electrolytic capacitors originating in South Korea and Taiwan;7 colour televisions
originating in Malaysia, South Korea, the People's Republic of China, Singapore
and Thailands and mixtures of urea and ammonium nitrate in solution
originating in Bulgaria and Poland.e
1011. Two panels were set up by the GATT Anti-dumping Committee to
examine the compatibility with the anti-dumping code of two Community
measures, concerning imports of Japanese audio cassettes and imports of
1 OJ L 252,2O.9.1984; Eighteenth General Report, point 520.2 Point786 of this Report.3 For other cases, see, also, the Bulletin of the European Union.4 OJ L 28,2.2.1994;Bull. 1/2-7994, point 1.3.113.5 OJ L 1,29,21,.5.1,994'Bull.4-1,994, point 1.3.82.6 OJ L 171,30.4.7994;Bull. 4-1994, point 1..3.77 .7 OJ L 48,79.2.1994,BI:JL 6-1,994, point 1.3.75.8 OJ L 255,1.10.1994;Bull.9-7994, point 1.3.51; Bull.'12-1994.e OJ L 350,3'1,.1,2.1,994;Bull. 1'2'1'994.
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Brazilian co6on fibres. Following consultations with the Community in April'
Brazrl repealed anti-dumping duties on imports of tinned peaches from Greece.
Anti-subsidy policy
1012. Council Regulation (EC) No ZZ7tl94 reduced the countervailing duty
on indirect importsLf ball-bearings originating in Thailand from 6.7o/o ro 5 '3o/o,
to take ,..otl.tt of the reduction in the subsidy'1
1013. At the Community's request the GATT Committee set up a second panel
to consider uS measures'affecting cOmmunity steel exports.2 The community
*"nr.i the panel to look in pariicular at measures which related to subsidies
gr"nt.d to L.rd..t^kings beftre privatization and benefits awarded only to
former steel workers.
1014. Mexico initiated an anti-subsidy investigation concerning imports of
p"rf. fr"- Denmark. It also imposed 
"-ioor,t.tu"iling duty on 
imports of b.eef
i.om th. Community and Venezuela adopted a similar measure with regard to
imports of cheese. Peru terminated its anti-subsidy inve stigations on milk powder
*iiho.rt introducing measures while Jamaica initiated investigations on the same
product. with regard to the countervailing duties imposed by Brazil on imPorts
if *iU. powder Fro- rh. Community, 
" 
-GATT panel decid-ed that Brazil had
l.rf.i.rg.d the subsidy code and the disputed measure was withdrawn in August'
Illicit practices
1015. Two proceedings are currently under way under Regulation (EEC) No
264I/S1o,concerning pi"ti.,g of Community sound recordings in Thailand and
EU .*prt,t of polyJri., fibr"es to Turkey on which an import levy and higher
customs duties had been imPosed.
lmport arrangements, including safeguards
1016. On 7 March the council adopted Regulations (EC) Nos 51'8/94a and
5t9/94s with a view to speeding up the investigation of *afeguard measures and
-"f.i"g the procedure more transparent. In addition, all national quantitative
I OJ L 247,22.9.1994; Bull.9-1994' point l'3'54 
^."2 Fiist oanel. Twentv-seventh General Report, point 869'I Ol L'252. i:O.s.tsg+; Eighteenth General Report, point 620'1 oi L 6t,10.3.1994; Bull. 3-1994' point 1.3.88.j oj L 67',70.3.r994;Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.89'
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restrictions maintained by Member States were abolished and at the same time
a small number of Community quotas were introduced on seven categories of
products, all originating in the People's Republic of China.
1017. Regulation (EC) No 520/94, also adopted on 7 March, established a
Community procedure for the administration of quantitative quotas, which is
now within the Commission's field of competence.l Community importers can
now use a uniform import licence, valid throughout the Community.
10L8. By way of implementation of the Uruguay Round conclusions, the
Commission put a proposal to the Council to amend Regulation (EC) 51'8/94.2
All 'grey area' measures such as voluntary restraint and orderly marketing
agreements will also be eliminated.
1019. No safeguard measure nor any measure based on Article 115 of the EC
Treaty was adopted in the course of the year.
Export arrangements and other measures affecting exports
to non-member countries
1020. Information on embargoes is given in the relevant geographical sections.
Treaties, trade agreements and mutual recognition agreements
1021. On 6 December pursuant to Decision 69/494/EEC,3 the Council
authorized the automatic renewal or maintenance in force of certain friendship,
trade and navigation treaties and similar agreements between Member States
and third countries, with the exception of agreements between the Member
States, the former Yugoslavia and Libya.
t OJ L 66,1,0.3.1,994;Bull.3-1994, point 1.3.87.2 COM(94) 414; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.3.70.3 0J L 326,29j,2J969.
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Export credits
Agreement on guidelines for officially supported export credits
1022. The 1977 OECD agreements in this field have been revised several times.
The latest amendments were given effect by Council Decision 93/1'1'2/EEC.1
Export credit insurance
L023. On 13 July the Commission adopted a proposal for a Directive on export
credit insura.,ce for transactions with medium- and long-term cover (Table II),
with the aim of reducing distortion of competition between Community
undertakings caused by disparities between national systems, establishing
common piinciples 
"ppii."bl. ro guarantees and premiums 
and introducing a
degree of transparency in the policy on cover.
Export promatian
L024. This year's programme followed the general guidelines confirmed last
year and *ur d.rig.r.d to concentrate on the Asian and Gulf countries, give
priority to capital loodr, strike a balance between exhibitions and other trade
'fo.r-r, 
arrd coordittate with Community economic cooperation or development
programmes.
1025. Special emphasis was given to China because of the great interest aroused
by its sustained ..o.ro-i. gio*th. Four Community events were organized
there, giving over 300 Conimunity firms a taste of the Chinese market and
raising"the irofile of European industry in key sectors such as construction' the
.", in"d,rrtry, manufacruring and energy. other community trade events were
organized in South Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and the United Arab Emirates'
1025. Average attendance by Community undertakings at th-ese events increased
by over 25% . 6lose..oop.r"iion with industry, in the form of direct involvement
by t.ade federations, ulrt 
-.a.tt that participants were more repres-entative and
*or..orr,*ercially oriented. The muliidimensional aspect of trade forums make
them a first-rate promotion"l tool, on which participants can put their personal
stamp. The presence of delegations of European industrialists also encourages
paralel negotiations with local authorities and industry'
I OJ L 44,22.2.1993; Twenty-sixth Gene ral Report, point 985'
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lndividual sectors
Steel
Multilateral steel agreement
1027. Following the failure to conclude a multilateral steel arrangement in,the
context of the Uruguay Round in December 1,993, the participants agreed to
resume negotiations this year in order to capitalize on the momentum generated
by the successful outcome of the round in other sectors. Two rounds
oi multilateral consultations were accordingly held, in April and in June.
Unfortunately the delegations failed to settle their differences. The Community
is determined to ,.. practical expression given to the principles underlying,the
negotiations, ,t"mely the establishment of strict rules for granting subsidies,
elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade and prevention of the misuse
of legitimate commercial instrurnents for protectionist purposes, with the aim
of creating a climate conducive to free and fair international trade in steel
products.
Autonomous ECSC arrangenents
1028. As a result of the entry into force in May of the Europe Agreement with
Bulgaria, the last autonomous quotas applicable to the Central and East
European counrries were abolished. Statistical surveillance continued for imports
from all sources under automatic licensing arrangements.l
Relations with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
the former Soviet Union and Turkey
1029. On 25 and 28 March2 the EC-Czech Republic and Slovak Republic
Joint Committees decided to increase the tonnage of certain steel products
allowed into the Community free of the additional rates of duty laid down in
the 1993 arrangements.3 At the same time certain products previously considered
non-processed or non-exported were expressly included in the system. The
cusroms arrangements were put into effect in the Community by Decision
2244194/ECSC and Council Regulation (EC) No 2245/94'2
t oJ L 17,20.1..1.994.2 0J L 241,76.9.1.994.I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 879.
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1030. The 1,993 Community quota arrangements for long products and
flat-rolled products covered by the ECSC Treaty were renewed in two tranches,
with a slight volume increase (225 565 tonnes for flat-rolled products and 105
406 tonnei for long products).1 The system was applied to the former USSR as
a back-up to the reitiucturing of the Community steel industry and was intended
to be replaced by voluntary restraint arrangements with the three main producer
republiis (Russia, ukraine and Kazakhstan). The council duly gave th€
Commission negotiating Directives to this end, and the negotiations which
began in the autumn with Russia and Ukraine are in their final phase.
1.031. After lengthy discussions with Turkey, the Commission opened- nego-
tiations in October with a view to an agreement establishing a free trade area
for the ECSC sector to complement the customs union. The agreement provides
for unrestricted duty-free trade and the introduction of competition rules
modelled on the system agreed with the Central and East European countries'
Shipbuilding
1032. Negotiations in the OECD for an international agreement enforcing
normal 
".rJ f"i, conditions of competition in the commercial 
shipbuilding and
repair industry were concluded on 17 July on the basis of a text adopted subject
to confirmation.2 The agreement was signed on 21 December in Paris, following
its adoption by the Council on 19 December.2
Textiles
Consequences of the single market
L033. The internal market for textiles was completed in 1993 and a system of
centralized quota administration came on stream. Continuing exceptions to this
single mark.a *... a maior source of concern to the Commission during the
year.
1034. On 8 December the council adopted Regulation (EC) No 3036/94
establishing economic outward processing arrangements applicable to certain
textile and'clothing products reimported into the Community after working or
processing in certain third countries.3 The purpose of the Regulation is to adapt
coMMERctAL Pollcv 353
1 OJ L 32,5.2.1994;Bull.7/2-7994, point 1.3.138; OJ L 155, 22.6.',1994;Bull.6-7994, point 1.3.87.2 Point 215 of this Report.3 OJ L 322, 15.1'2.1994;Bull. 72-1994.
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processing in certain third countries.l The purpose of the Regulation is to adapt
ih.r. 
^rr"rrgements 
to the internal market and to give effect promptly to the
tariff concessions for the Central and East European countries agreed by the
Copenhagen European Council. It will enter into force on 1 January 1995,
although the provisions applicable to the Central and East European countries
have in fact been applied since 1 January 1'994.
1035. Council Regulation (EC) No 517/942 on common rules for imports of
textile products from certain third countries not covered by specific arrangements
opens Community quotas for certain textile products imported from China,
North Korea or the former Yugoslavia, which replace the national quotas
previously in force. It effectively liberalized trade in a number of products but
ih. uolum. of quotas granted to China gave rise to difficulties because of the
scale of importers' applications.
1035. For the purposes of administering Community quotas following the
abolition of national quotas,3 a system of common import licences was agreed
between the Member States. In future licences will be accepted at any entry
point into the Community, regardless of the destination stated in the export
licence and the Member State of issue.
Relations with non-member countries
(bilateral agreements, preferential arrangements)
1037. On 16 May the Council adopted the protocol extending the Multifibre
Arrangement (MFA) until 31 December (Table III), in line with the Uruguay
Round conclusions. After this date the Community's bilateral agreements are to
be replaced by the provisions of the Uruguay Round Agreement on textiles and
clothing, which in future will govern trade in textile products between the
contracting parties to the agreement.
1,038. On I October the Commission, on behalf of the European Union and
the applicant countries (subject to completion of the accession procedure by 1.
January 1995), notified the GATT Secretariat of the first tranche of textile
products to be reintegrated under WTO rules. This represents 1.6o/r of the 1990
trade volume and is to come into force on 1 January 1995.
1039. One problem not settled in the Uruguay Round was the inadequate
market access offered by India. The Commission is continuing negotiations on
this matter.
t OJ L 322,1.5.12.1994;Bt:ll. 1'2'1994.2 OJ L 67,10.3.7994; Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.104'3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 884.
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1040. On 31 October (Table III) the Council adopted negotiating Directives
for the renegotiarion of each of the 50 existing bilateral textile agreements and
arrangements, th. aim being to alter the quotas to take account of enlargement.
The negotiations with the exporting countries are being conducted by the
Commission.
1041 . In recent years China has become the European Union's main supplier
of textile products and clothing and the Commission considered it desirable to
renegotiate some of the provisions of the current bilateral textile agreement. On
the basis of Council negotiating Directives it conducted negotiations with China
for a bilateral agreement (Table III) on trade in textile products not covered by
the existing trrtFA-based agreement, silk, linen and ramie in particular, which
currently ctme und.r Regulation (EC) No 517/g4.l Consultations with China
or ."r", of fraud concerning the quantitative limits for certain categories of
textiles continued. Negotiations were also held concerning the amendment of
some of the economic aspects of the current textiles agreement with a view to
China's membership of GATT/WTO.
L042. On 7 September Turkey and the European Union initialled a new textile
agreemenr with a view to the establishment of a customs union. It raises the
quantitative limits applicable to certain categories of textile products subiect to
restrictions 
"r,d.o..rpi.tely liberalizes 
other categories. In November the Council
adopted negotiating Directives (Table III) for the renewal of the agreement on
clothing, which expires on 31 December.
1043. A textiles protocol was negotiated with Estonia as part of a new free
trade agreement.2 This protocol eliminates customs duties from 1 January 1'995
and plaies no quantitative restrictions on Estonia's textile products, maintaining
the status quo in that resPect.
1044. The Council also adopted negotiatin€i Directives for a bilateral textile
agreement with the United Arab Emirates (Table III) . A first round of negotiations
was held in November.
1045. On the administrative side a number of quantitative limits were imposed
on products not previously subject to restrictions' following a sudden and
damaging import ,r.g. (the 'basket extractor' mechanism). The products in
questLn originated in China,r India,a Indonesias and Pakistan.5 Consultations
*.r. ul.o h.id with China concerning a further three categories of products.
I Point l0J7 of this Report.2 Point 787 of this Report.3 OJ L'183, 1'9.7.1'994; Bull. 7 / 8-7994' point 1.3'1 1 1.4 0l L 297,18.11.1994.
s Ol L 171,,6.7.1.994;Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.3.109.6 OJ f 1.89,23.7.1'994;BIII.7/8-7994' point 1.3.110.
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104G. The Commission continued activities under the textiles anti-fraud
initiative (TAFI), which is cofinanced by the Commission and European industry
with the aim of developing new methods of detecting fraud'
1047. In conjunction with European industrial federations, the Commission
cofinanced several studies on new market prospects for textile products, clothing,
shoes and leather. It also backed trade fairs in markets already identified as
promising for Community exporters, such as Russia, Japan, the United States,
Mexico and Hungary.
Motor industry
L048. In a communication dated23 February on the automobile industry,l the
Commission pointed out that comparable and effective access to non-Community
country 
-"rt.t, for vehicles "td tp".. parts produced _in the EU is vitallyimporiant. The industry and the Commission have worked together to improve
".i.rt to a number of markets, particularly Japan and Korea'
1049. The aim of the arrangement concluded with Japan in July 19912 is to
open the EU market p.op;r.rrirr.ly to Japanese exports of cars-and light goods
,r.hi.l.t during a tiansitional period ending in 1999 without disrupting
the market. During the transitional period, European producers may take
restructuring measures in order to attain adequate levels of international
competitiveiess. Following consultations between the Commission and the
Japa.,.re Ministry of Trade and Industry, the two sides agreed in March on the
iigr.. of 1.1.974 million vehicles as an estimate of EU demand fot 1994 and set
exports at 984 000 units.
Other products
1050. At a time of worldwide shortage of raw materials, the European leather
industry has been hard hit by the export restrictions imposed on raw hides by
Poland. After fruitless consultations with the Polish authorities, the Commission
decided to invoke the arbitration procedure provided for in Article 105 of the
EU-Poland Europe Agreement.
1051.. Following multilateralconsultations in 1993, the Commission took part
in a series of infoimal multilateral conferences on the world aluminium market'
t COM(94) 49; point 213 of this Report.2 Twentv-fifth General Report, point 1050.
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attended by representatives from Australia, Canada, Norway, the Russian
Federation andihe United States. In Ottawa in March the participants carried
out a study of the world aluminium market, endorsed in a 'Memorandum of
agreement on the world aluminium market'. On the basis of this study, producers
wluld be able to take appropriate commercial decisions on a voluntary,
individual and independent basis. Russia also agreed to lower its production in
line with the study indications, while the industrial cooperation aspect was
approached via the possibility of increased technical assistance for the Russian
i.riurtry. The Commission accordingly set in motion the TACIS programme for
..structuring the Russian aluminium industry. Ensuring transparency of the
world aluminium market will be the task of a working party of official experts
from the six signatories to the memorandum, who will be responsible for
gathering and exchanging information. In addition, transparency of the Russian
t^rk.t will be ensuredlhiough Russian industry participation in the International
Primary Aluminium Institute. It was decided at the end of a conference held in
Brussels in January that the measures adopted previously to limit imports of
unwrought 
- luminium from the former Soviet Union and the Baltic States
(Regulation (EC) No 3257 /93) would not be renewed.l
I OJ L 293,27.11.7993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 894'
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Section 15
lnternational organizations and conferences
United Nations and UN specialized agencies
GeneralAssembly
1.052. The 49th session of the United Nations General Assembly opened in
New York on 20 September. Mr van den Broek attended the second week's
proceedings conducted at ministerial level and used the occasion to take part in
a series of meetings between the European Union and a number of States and
regional groupings and in several rounds of bilateral discussions. Mr Klaus
Kinkel, Piesidint of the Council, addressed the General Assembly on behalf of
the European Union.l The key topics of discussion, which gave rise to a number
of draft iesolutions, were as follows: the situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina and
in Rwanda; the Middle East peace process; the Secretary-General's 'Agenda for
development' report; the debt problem; international trade, with partic-ular
,.fere.rc. to the conclusion of the Uruguay Round and the establishment of the
World Trade Organization; the right to development; the Convention on the
Law of the Sea; reform of the United Nations system; the 50th anniversary of
the signing of the United Nations Charter; the follow-up to the conference in
Cairo on population and development; and preparation of the 1995 conference
for parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
1053. In a resolution adopted on 8 February, Parliament commented on the
European Union's role in the United Nations and on UN reform.2 On
17 November it urged the General Assembly to work towards the elimination
of weapons of mass destruction and the negotiation of a worldwide nuclear test
ban.3
Economic and Social Council/
Commission on Sustai nable Development
1054. At the second session of the Commission on Sustainable Development'4
which saw decisions adopted on topics such as the link between trade and the
environment and changes to production and consumer patterns to take account
I Bull.9-1994, point 1.3.33.
z OJ C 67,28.2.1994;Bull.1/2-7994, point 1.3.91.3 OJ C 347,5.1'2.1'994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.73.a Point 495 of this Report.
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of the principle of sustainable development, the Community presented a report
on the impleLentation in 1993 of the conclusions adopted at the Rio Summit.l
ECIJ 770 million was committed for cooperation in various areas covered by
Agenda 21..The Community also undertook specific initiatives concerning the
trinsf., of clean technologies and various other activities in relation to public
health, forests, drinking-water resources, toxic chemicals, hazardous waste and
consumer behaviour.
1055. The 49th annual session of the United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe was held in Geneva from 18 to 26 Lpttl. The emphasis was again on
the need to concentrate efforts and available resources on the priority areas of
ECE activity (transport, environment, trade, statistics and economic analysis),
along with tire ECE's role in supporting' with a view to expanding its membership'
the transition to a market economy of the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe and the newly Independent States of the former Soviet Union. The
meeting also saw the adoption of 10 decisions concerning, inter alia, assistance
to Stat*es undergoing economic transition, the ECE's role, transport and the
environment.
Convention on the Law of the Sea
1.056. Twelve years after it was originally adopted,2 the Convention on the
Law of the Sea entered into force on 15 November and this event was marked
by an inaugural conference attended by the UN Secretary-General in Kingston
from 16 to 18 November. Prior to the convention's entry into force, the informal
talks conducted by the UN Secretary-General with a view to ensuring its
universal acceptance had culminated, after four years'.work,3 in agreement on
the wording of a UN General Assembly resolution and on the provisions of an
agreement Implementing Part XI of the Convention on exploitation of the
sJa-bed. Following the adoption by the Council of Decision 94/262/EC on
25 July,a the Community, in accordance with the provisions of the Convention,
tig""j the implementing agreement on 29 July and gave notification of its
piovisional applic"tion 
"" 
ie November once the signatures of a majority of
M.mb., States had been obtained. The parties to the convention' currently
numbering 68, held their first meeting in New York on 2l and 22 November.s
1 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 525.2 Sixteenth General Report, point786'3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point900.- 
- 
-- 
-o OJ L 2:15,2O.8.1.994t COM(94) 305; Bull.7/8-7994, point 1'3'73'5 Bull. 1'1-1.994, point 1.3.75.
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lnternational Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (IBRD)
1057. The International Monetary Fund and the \X/orld Bank held a number
of meetings in conjunction with their annual meetings, which took place in
Madrid from2 to 6 October.l The Community was represented by Mr Theo
'Waigel, President of the Council, and by Mr Christophersen. Commission
representatives also took part in the discussions of the Group of Ten, the Interim
Committee and the Development Committee.
World lntellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
1058. The World IntellectualProperty Organization's main activity in the field
of industrial property was the preparation of an implementing regulation
common to the Madrid Agreement and Protocol.2 The Community was involved
in the diplomatic conference for the conclusion of the Treaty on trade-mark law
adopted in Geneva on 27 Ocrober. In the area of copyright and neighbouring
rights, talks were held on a protocol to the Berne Convention and an agreement
on the protection of the rights of phonogram producers and performing artists.3
Discussions also took place on draft treaties on dispute settlement and relations
with the World Trade Organization.a
GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
1059. The 49th session of the GATT Contracting Parties was held on 25 and
26 January and focused mainly on the importance of early implementation of
the results of the Uruguay Round and the need to maintain a climate conducive
ro the successful conclusion of the ratification procedures. At the 50th session,
held on 8 and 9 December,s the key topic of discussion was the launch of the
rWorld Trade Organization (WTO) on 1 January 1995.4 The Contracting Parties
also adopted the derogation requested by the Community and the ACP States
regarding preferential trade treatment under the Lom6 Convention.
L060. Amongst the issues examined by the GATT Council during the year
were contracting parties' trade disputes and trade policies, regional agreements
and new accessions.
1 Point 57 of this Reoort.2 Point 152 ofthis Ripon.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 120.a Point 987 ofthis Report.5 Bull.72-7994.
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106L. At the start of the year the Committee on Trade and Development
devoted its attention to informal talks concerning its future role in the WTO'
At its 77th session in November, fhe main issues discussed were developing
country participation in world trade, technical assistance to developing countries
in the Ui"g""y Round conrext and the activities of the subcommittee on least
developed countries' trade.
1052. The working party set up to consider the application for accession to
GATT by 'Chinese-Taipei' as a separate customs territory held a number of
meetingsJ as did the group set up to examine the status of the People's Republic
of China.2
1063. The committees on the codes on non-tariff measures held regular
meetings on administration of the agreements.3 The Preparatory Committee
likewise held several meetings on implementation of the Uruguay Round.a
10G4. In this contexr, rhe Final Act of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade
negotiations was signed in Marrakesh in April.a
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
1065. In May, more than 20 years after the last accession, the OECD admitted
a new member to its ranks 
- 
Mexico. tWhile further accession negotiations
were opened with four Central and East European countries's the dialogue with
non-me-b"r States proceeded and the OECD continued to provide help to
countries undergoing transition to a market economy' including the Russian
Federation, with which the OECD signed a declaration of cooperation in June'
1,056. At the annual ministerial meeting held in Paris on 7 and 8 June,6
ministers welcomed the report on jobs and unemployment and the three-year
study of progress in structural reform, to both of which the Commission
conr;iburA, a'nd called on the OECD to enlarge the scope to include national
and sectorial studies. The OECD was also mandated by the G7 ministers at their
Detroit meetingT to analyse further the consequences for employment of the
development of technology and productivity.
Twenty-sixth General Report, point 10t7.
Twenty-firsr General Report, point 892.
s;;;i;i.;;';;ilire, i..["i.ii itand"rds, government procurement, trade in civil aircraft and import
licensins.
Point 985 of this Report.
Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and Poland.
Bull. 6-1.994, point 1.3.52.
Point 818 of this Report.
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1057. Work continued on analysis of the new dimensions of trade policy and
the OECD renewed its commitment to cooperation with the other international
organizations concerned, including GATT1 and the WTO.2
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)
1068. The main focus of CSCE activities was the review conference held in
Budapest from 10 October to 2 December,3 which was concluded by the
Budapest Summit of 5 and 5 December.a The final communiqu6 adopted at the
summit, entitled 'Towards a new partnership for a new era', confirms the
participants' commitment to the founding principles of the CSCE with a view
to a new security partnership and more effective use of instruments such as
preventive diplomacy, conflict prevention and crisis management. The statement
endorses the Conference's change of name to the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) as from 1 January 1995 and allows for
the possibility of incorporating the results of the continuing Stability Pact
negotiations. On outstanding regional issues, the Conference agreed in principle
to the sending of a CSCE peacekeeping force to Nagorno-Karabakh, subject to
prior adoption of a resolution by the UN Security Council. It was also agreed to
step up preventive diplomacy in Georgia, Moldova and the Baltic States.
Although no immediate agreement was reached on CSCE participation in
existing peacekeeping operations elsewhere, there was agreement on setting up
a work programme in the fields of security and non-proliferation and on a
political and military code of conduct for the use and democratic control of
armed forces. Agreement was also reached on increasing the synergy between
the CSCE's security arm and the human and economic dimensions, in particular
through the Economic Forum, and on closer ties with non-member Mediterranean
States. On a proposal from Russia, the CSCE will start a wide-ranging debate
on a common security model for the 21st century with the aim of arriving at
some practical decisions for the next summit, to be held in Lisbon in 1,996.ln
the meantime, outstanding issues will be discussed at the ministerial conference
planned for Budapest at the end of 1995.
L069. As part of its preventive diplomacy and peacekeeping activities, the
CSCE continued to monitor developments in current crises and their impact on
regional stability, especially in the former Yugoslavia, through its missions in
the territories of Kosovo, Sandjak, Vojvodina, Skopje and Sarajevo, and also in
Georgia, Moldova and Tadjikistan. Through the Minsk Group, the CSCE also
I Pornt 1059 of this Reoort2 Point 987 of this Reobrt.3 Bull. 70-7994, point 1.3.71; Bull.12-7994.a Bull.12-1994.
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followed closely the process of negotiations on Nagorno-Karabakh, for which
it set up a monitoring mission. Other missions were undertaken to the Baltic
States and Albania in the context of protection for national minorities. In a
resolution adopted on 24 March, Parliament commented on the overall role of
the CSCE and its future relations with the European Union,l which played a
leading part in the presentation of the pact for stability in Europe.2 The CSCE
was given responsibility for administering the pact.
L070. The Committee of Senior Officials (CSO) met on four occasions and
discussed the various crisis situations in Europe and peacekeeping operations.
The Permanent Committee, which was set up in 1993, held its inaugural meeting
in Vienna and met thereafter on a weekly basis, thus keeping the CSCE
continually abreast of developments. On the economic front, the second meeting
of the CSCE Economic Forum took place in Prague in March.3 In addition
to 12 international organizations, representatives of five non-member Mediter-
ranean States took pu.t for the firsf time at this meeting.4 The main focus of
discussion was the iro..r, of transition to a market economy' with particular
emphasis on rhe key factors for bringing about a favourable business climate
".ri p.ornoring trade and mutual investment, 
and the role of infrastructure and
,.i.r-rtific and t-echnological cooperation in industrial development and enhancing
industry's internationJl .ornp"liriu.ness. The CSCE's \farsaw-based Office for
Demociatic Institutions and Hu-a.t Rights organized several seminars with the
active involvement of the Commission.s
Council of Europe
1071. The council of Europe, now 33 strong, devoted itself to stepping up
cooperation with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. New programmes
of .oop.rution and assistance to applicant countries and new members were
adopted, notably in respect of the Baltic States.
1072. The Community continued to extend cooperation with the Council of
Europe,5 in particular in areas which lent themselves to complementary action'
Meeiings took place between the Commission and the Council of Europe
specifiJally devoied to rhe themes of culture, social matters, training, herirage,
ytrrth, ..jion^l policy and legal matters, and also in the context of activities
t Ol C 1,1,4,25.4.7994; Bull.3-1994' point 1.3.80.2 PointT42of this Report.I Twenty-seventh General Report, polnt 913.
a Alge ria, Eqypt, Israel' Morocco and Tunisia
, ?;';;;'.;""'J;:l';;;l;j.J;"tiy *".'i'g and preventive diplomacv mechanisms, misrant workers and
nomad communities, and'local democracy.6 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 917.
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related to the aftermath of Chernobyl. Representatives of the Commission and
the Council of Europe took part on a reciprocal basis in bodies conducting
parallel initiatives to combat racism and xenophobia. In September the
Community acceded ro the Council of Europe Convention on the elaboration
of a European pharmacopoeia.l The Council of Europe was also involved in
the European Union's work on the implementation of the pact for stability in
Europe.2 Under the institutional arrangements agreed on 16 June 1987,3 the
Commission continued to be involved in the major political events which
punctuated the activities of the Council of Europe throughout the year. These
included the 94tha and 95th5 meetings of the Committee of Ministers on
11 May and 10 November, the informal conference of local authority ministers
in 'Warsaw on 18 October and the fourth ministerial conference on mass
communications policy, held in Prague on 7 and 8 December. The annual
quadripartite meeting did not go ahead owing to scheduling problems, but the
Secretary-General of the Commission took part in the annual talks with the
ministers' deputies on 15 November. Mr van den Broek had discussed the state
of mutual cooperation between the European Union and the Council of Europe
with them on 20 April.
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
1073. Details of the activities of the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development are contained in Chapter II, Section 2, 'Economic and monetary
policy'.5
I
2
3
4
Point 108 of this Report.
Point742 of this Report.
O J L 27 3, 26.9.1,987 ; Twenty-first General Report, point 902.
Bull. 5-1994, point 1.3.55.
Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.74.
Point 54 of this Report.
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Cooperation in the
and home affairs
fields of justice
Section'L
Priority activities and obiectives
1074. The first year of application of tbe prou,isions of Title vl of tb.e Treaty
on European t1nion *as giuen ouer mainly to the implementation of the acti.on
plon ori priority prog'ro'**, adopted by the Council on 29 and 30 Nouember
iigS ,"a'approued bl the Europe)n Council on 10 and 11 December 79931 and
of new *;i;ng stru/ture, in line witb the prouisions of tb.e IJnion Treaty.'With
tbe encouragement of the European,council,2 work continued steadily but not
without encountering a nu*bi of difficulties connected both uith the sensitiue
nat;ure of the mattei discussed and with the interpretation-of uarious ^spects
of tbe new institutional fram-ework' At tbe close of the first annual debate
pirouided for in Article K'.6 of the Treaty, Parliament was im-pelled to express
itrrlf in r'ather critical terms concerning the. progress. !"o!? ,by the Council in
implementing prouisions relating to the fields couered by Title Vl'3
ln its steadfast d'etermination to make full use of the opportunities opened';p'-;y-';i:;;' 
,r* dii"nsion of tbe [Jnion, tbe Commission. presented tryo'rL**rnirotions 
of maior importance, one on immigration a-nd asylurn and the
*i* on the figbt oioinrt'drugs, thus contributing to t-he d.efinition of a
,o*pni""riue' ind cJnsistent a{proach to these matters of general concern.lt
also'sought to consolidate the piitection-of the Communities' financial interests'ii 
ir)ri;"' a draft Conurniion on the approximation of Member States'
criminal laws in this area.
cooperation in the fields of iustice and home affairs has also become 4 more
,r"giit; orpetct of relations with non-member countries, especially those of
I Twenty-seventh General Reporr, point 968't n"ii.'ilris+, point 1.4.1; Buit. tr-isr+, point 1'4'.1; Bull' 12-1994'3 OJ C B,Zl.i.tggs;Bull.12-1994.
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Central and Eastern Europe.l The Council adopted conclusions in this
connection inNouember,2 Cooperation has progressed to include a number of
particularly important matters such as tbe treatment of refugees and the
combating of racism and xenophobia. This deuelopment serues to confirm the
importance of its contribution to the achieuement of the European Union's
aims, whicb will now haue to be consolidated by the adoption of practical
measures.
Point 1088 of this report.
Bull. 11-1994, point 1.4.4
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Section 2
Asylum, external frontiers and immigration
1075. On 23 February, the Commission adopted a communication on immi-
gration and asylum policies,l which expands on the ideas outlined in its 1991
communications,2 taking into account, in particular, the new possibilities
created by the Treaty on European Union. The Commission advocates a
comprehensive and multidisciplinary approach embracing action to reduce
migration pressure, immigration control and more forceful policies on the
integration of legal immigrants. Welcoming the communication on 20 June,3
the Council expressed the hope that consideration would be given to the case
for including the topics raised by the Commission which come under Title VI of
the Union Treaty in a new work programme in this area. The Economic and
Social Committee also issued a favourable opinion on 14 September.4
L076. On 20 June, the Council adopted a resolution on limitations on the
admission of third-country nationals to the Member States for employment.s
Resolutions on the admission of third-country nationals for the purpose of
study6 and of pursuing activities as self-employed personsT were adopted at
the Council meeting on 30 November and 1 December. On 30 November, the
Council adopted, by Decision 94/795/JFJ.A,8 the first joint action under Article
K.3 of the Union Treaty on travel facilities for school pupils from third countries
resident in a Member State. At the same meeting it approved a recommendation
on a standard bilateral readmission agreement,e to be used as a basis for
negotiation with non-member countries from 1 January 1995, and conclusions
on the organization and development of the Centre for information, discussion
and exchange on the crossing of frontiers and immigration (Cirefi),10 set up by
a decision of immigration ministers at their six-monthly meeting in London on
30 November and 1 December 7992.11
I COM(94) 23; Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.4.3.2 Twenty-fifth General Report, points 205 and 218I Bull. 6-1994,point1.4.3.a Bull. 9-1,994, point 1.4.2.j Bull. 5-1994,point1.4.5.6 Bulf. l1-1994, point 1.4.6.
- Bull. lI-l994,point 1.4.7.8 OJ L 327,1,9.12.1994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.4.5.e Bufl. lI-1994, point 1.4.8.
ro Bull. ll-1994, point 1.4.9.ll Twenty-sixth General Report, point 1070.
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1077. In conclusions adopted on 20 Junel the Council endorsed the Com-
mission's view2 that the time was not yet ripe for applying Article K.9 of the
Union Treaty to asylum policy, but declared its intention of reconsidering the
question in the light of experience at a later date 
- 
by the end of 1.995 at the
latest.
1078. Taking up a point discussed by immigration ministers meeting in
Copenhagen in June 1993,3 the European Council in Essen called on the Council
to examine the problems raised by the flood of refugees with a view to finding
an effective arrangement for sharing the burden in future'a
1079. Parliament adopted a resolution on 21 April,s after being consulted by
the Council Presidency under Article K.5 of the Union Treaty, on the proposal
for a decision establishing a Convention on controls on persons crossing external
frontiers of the Member States.6 Parliament endorsed the Commission's proposal
subject to a number of amendments, notably the transfer of certain provisions
from the Convention to the proposal for a Regulation determining the third
countries whose nationals must be in possession of a visa when crossing the
external borders of the Member States, which was presented simultaneously and
supplemented by a proposal for a Regulation on measures relating to the
introduction of a uniform format for visas.T
1080. Parliament also passed resolutions on the general principles of a European
refugee policy8 and the Schengen Agreements.e
I Bull. 6-7994, point 1,.4.4.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 970.3 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 969.a Bull. 1,2-1,994.5 OJ C 128,9.5.'1994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.4.1.5 OJ C 11,15.1.1994; Twenty-seventh General Report, poinr971.7 Point 2 of this Report.8 OJ C 44, 14.2.1,994;Bull. 7/2-1,994, point 7.4.2.
e OJ C 61.,28.2.1994;Bull. 1/2-'1994, point 1.4'4.
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Section 3
The fight against drugs
1081. In the communication adopted on 23 June, the Commission, in
accordance with the wishes expressed by the Brussels European Council in
December L993,1 proposed a European Union action plan to combat drugs
(1g95-99),which defines a comprehensive strategy under theUnion's new powers
i.r th. 
-"tt.r of public health and the common foreign and security policy and
in the fields of justice and home affairs.2 This plan addresses three major aspects
of a general response to the drugs phenomenon' namely: demand reduction,
combating illiciitrafficking and action at international level. The Commission
^lro ,tr.rJ., how important it is to coordinate 
action taken at the level of the
Member States and the Union with regard to the role of the European Monitoring
Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction3 and the multidisciplinary aspects of the
drug problem zuch as information, research or training. This communication
was*supplemented by another communication relating to Community action in
the fieid of drug dependence rogerher with a proposal for a programme on
prevenrion.4 ThJ Essen European Council requested that.work relating to this
pl"r, b. carried out efficiently so that conclusions could be presented to the
European Council in June 1'995's
I
2
3
4
Twenty-seventh General Report. point 972.
COM(94) 234; Bull. 6-1994,point l-4-6.
Point 688 of this Report.
Point 587 of this Report.
Bull.12-7994.
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Section 4
Judicial, customs and police cooperation
1082. On 15 June, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Act
establishing a Convention for the protection of the Communities' financial
interests.l This Convention supplements a proposal for a Regulation on
administrative penalties2 and introduces into the criminal legislation of all
Member States the specific offence of 'fraud against the Communities' financial
interests', thus assuring convergence of the systems of penalties' and rules on
conflicts of jurisdiction which might emerge. In response to the concern expressed
by the European Council in Corfu,3 the Council reached agreement on
1 December on a resolution reaffirming the need to protect the Communities'
financial interests by means of criminal sanctions and setting out the guiding
principles of a legal instrument to be drawn up on the basis of the Commission
proposal and a move by the United Kingdom for joint action in this sector.4 At
its meeting in Essen, the European Council took note of this resolution and
asked the Council to pursue its deliberations actively.s
1083. In the field of judicial cooperation, activities continued in respect of both
civil and criminal matters. The Council continued its examination of the
extension of the 1968 Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement
of Judgments to certain areas of family law. Agreement was also reached on the
final text of a convention on simplified extradition procedures with the consent
of the person concerned, while examination of other aspects of extradition
continued. The Council agreed to look for practical improvements to certain
aspects of cooperation to combat international organized crime.
1084. Work continued on a convention on the use of computers in the customs
sector, which would set up a customs information system,5 and a start was
made on the report of the Naples Convention of 1 January 1,967 for mutual
assistance between the customs administrations of the Member States.
1085. Despite the requests reiterated by the European Council at its two
meetings in Brussels in 1.993,7 the Convention establishing a European Police
1 COM(94) 214; Bull. 6-1,994,point1,.4.8.2 Point 1146 of this Reoort.3 Bull. 6-1994,point1.14.4 OJ C 355,14.12.1.994 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.4.11; Bull.1.2-1.994.5 Bull. 1,2-1,994.6 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 975.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 975.
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Office (Europol) could not be finalized by the end of the year. At its meeting in
Essenl the European Council therefore instructed the Council, following on
from the results already obtained on the basis of an existing draft, to find a
balanced solution for the main outstanding problems so that the Convention
could be concluded in the first half of 1995.It was also decided to extend the
mandate of the Europol Drugs Unit (EDU),2 which moved into its new premises
in The Hague in February, to the fight against some other forms of crime.
1086. At its meeting in Corfu3 the European Council, replying to a Franco-
German initiative, set a timetable and work plan with a view to the adoption by
the end of June 1995 of an overall strategy of the Union against racism and
xenophobia.4 As requested, the Council presented its first progress reports on
activities in the fields of justice and home affairs. In Essen, the European Council
considered this report to be a good basis and called on the Council to continue
along these lines.l
1087. 'Work also continued under the 1994 priority programme,5 leading in
particular to the adoption of recommendations on rhe trade in human beings
for the purpose of prostitutionT and a move to introduce electronic immobilizers
in all new motor vehicles, which the Essen European Council welcomed.l
1088. At multilateral level there were two importanr events in the course of
the year. At the request of the Corfu European Council,s a Ministerial
Conference with the associated countries of Central and Eastern Europe on
cooperation in the fight against drug-related and organized crime was held in
Berlin on 8 September.e The first ministerial conference on international
organized crime was held in Naples from 21 to 23 November under the aegis of
the United Nations.lo
L0S9. Parliament adopted resolutions on its participation in international
agreements concluded by the Member States and the Union in the fields of
justice and home affairs,ll criminal activities in Europel2 and terrorism and its
effects on security in Europe.13
I Bull.12-7994.2 Twenty-sixth General Report, points 1068 and 1071.j Bull. 6-1994, poinr 123.a Poirrt 1092 of this Report.I Buff. ll-1994, point 1.4.2.6 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 977.7 Bull. 6-'1994,pointL.4.2.8 Bull. 6-1994,point1.24.
s Bull. 9-7994, point 7.4.1.
ro Bull. 77-7994, point 1.4.10.
rl OJ c 44,1.4.2.1994;Bull. 1,/2-7994, point 1.4.1.t2 OJ C 61,28.2.1,994;Bull.1'/2-1994, poinr 1.4.5.
rt OJ C 97,10.3.1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.4.L.
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Chapter V
Human rights and fundamental freedoms
1090. Upholding and protecting buman rights is one of the European Union's
major concerns, as reflected in tbe many initiatiues aimed at its own citizens, in
the political dialogue witb non-member countries and the agreements concluded
with them and in its contribution to implementing the action plan adopted by
the'World Conference on Human Rights in June 1993.1
Section 1
Inside the Union
109L. In accordance with the Treaty on European Union, European citizens
residing in a Member State of which they are not nationals were able for the
first time to vote or stand as candidates in the June elections for the European
Parliament.z From 1996, they will also be able to participate in local elections.3
On 9 March, Parliament adopted regulations and general conditions governing
the performance of the Ombudsman's duties.a
1092. At its meeting in Corfu in June, the European Council again condemned
the continuing manifestations of intolerance, racism and xenophobia and
affirmed its determination to step up the fight against them, approving a
programme of work designed to lead to the adoption of an overall strategy to
help the Union combat these problems.s Interim progress reports,5 7 one
dealing specifically with youth, were presented to the European Council in
Essen.8 Underlining the importance of tackling racism and xenophobia at Union
I Twenty-seventh General Repott, point 992,2 Point 5 of this Report.3 Point 4 of this Report.a Point 6 of this Report.5 Bull. 6-7994,poinr1.23.5 Buf f . 11-1991, point 7.2.21,0.7 Bull. 1.1.-7994, point 1.4.2; point 1086 ofthis Report.8 Bull. '12-1,991.
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level, the council welcomed the progress made and called upon the institutions
to .o'tin.r. their efforts ,o .n"bl. ih. E.rrop."n Council to- adopt an overall
srrategy in June 1995. O' 27 October, Pailiament adopted a resolution on
,".ir.i, xenlphobia and anti-Semitism, calling fo-r $e implementation of a
."-pr.tt."tive non-discrimination policy as a useful adjunct to national policies
and the adoption of 
"ppropriate and 
clearly differentiated solutions for
immigration policy and asylum policy.l
1093. In a resolution adopted on 18 January, Parliament reiterated its support
for the Community', 
"...riion to the European 
Convention on Human Rights'
ih. Corrn.il agreed on 19 April to obtain the opinion of the Court of Justice on
whether 
"...rrion would be compatible 
with the EC Treaty (Table III).
1094. Mindful of the fundamental rights of EU citizens, Parliament also
adopted resolutions on the freedom and fundamental rights of women,2
ting',rir.l. and cultural minorities, equal rights for h9-9tt-*,"?ls and lesbians'3
coiscientious obiectiona and the situation of gypsies in the Union.5
1095. On 20 June, the council formally approved five recommendations
addressed to th. Member States calling for itrottger measures to curb the
fro.,rri.,g of prostitutes and for the dismantling of prostitution networks.5
OI C 323, 21.1'1,.7994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1.4'1'
oi C 205, 25.7.1994: Bull.5-1994, point l.l'3.
oi C 51 , 28.2.1994; Bull. l /2- 1994. point 1 . 1 .9.
oj c 44. 14.2.1,99L8Ul1.7/2'1994, point 1'1.8.
ol C 128,9.5.1,994;Bull.4-7994' point 1.1.5.
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Section 2
Outside the Union
1096. In line with the EC Treaty's development cooperation objectives and the
Treaty on European Union's provisions on the common foreign and security
policy, the European Union worked steadily through the year to promote the
consolidation of democracy, the rule of law and universal respect for human
rights.
1097. In a resolution adopted on 21 April,l Parliament reaffirmed the principle
that any agreement between the Community and non-Community countries
should include a clause on respect for human rights and social rights, and
provide for its automatic suspension in the event of violations of those rights.2
It also called on the Council and the Commission to ensure greater transparency
with regard to budget funds to be used to implement a coherent policy in the
field of human rights and to ensure better coordination of Member States'
action.
1098. A new chapter heading, 'European initiative for democracy and the
protection of human rights', was inserted in the budget'3 highlighting the new
human rights dimension given to Community policies by the entry into force of
the Union Treaty. This enabled the Commission to use the available financial
insrruments to help promote the rule of law and the development of democratic
government and civil society in developing countries, in Central and Eastern
Europe, in the Independent States of the former Soviet Union and in the former
Yugoslavia.
1099. The corollary of an active human rights policy is the ability to take
appropriate action to deal with anti-democratic practices and human rights
abuses when they occur. The persistence of flagrant violations of human rights
in many countries led the EU and its Member States to make some 70
behind-the-scenes representations, to issue some 90 statements and, in certain
cases, to modify the content of cooperation programmes, withhold the signatures
necessary for their implementation or even suspend cooperation, while taking
care to avoid penalizing the people of the country concerned, especially the
poorest sections of society.
t OJ C 128,9.5.1994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.94.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 988.I General budget for the European Union for the financial year 1994, Chapter B7-52, OJ L 34,7.2.1994.
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1100. Parliament condemned human rights abuses in a number of countries
and passed resolutions on such important issues as the right to humanitarian
intervention,l the setting-up of an international war crimes tribunal'2 the
establishment of an international criminal court,3 'ethnic cleansing'4 and the
economic exploitation of prisoners and children worldwide.s
1.L01. The importance attached by the Union and its Member States to
democratic government and respect for human rights was also reflected in their
contributions to the work of international organizations and institutions, notably
the United Nations General Assembly and the UN Commission on Human
Rights, the conference on the human dimension of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) and the Council of Europe.5 The Union
also contributed to implementing the recommendations in the action plan
adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights held in June 1993,7 which
included the creation of the post of High Commissioner for Human Rights, to
which Mr Jos6 Ayala Lasso was appointed.
1102. On 13 December, Mr Klaus Hansch, President of the European
Parliament, presented the Sakharo v Prize for freedom of thought to Ms Taslima
Nasreen.8
1 OJ C '128,9.5.7994,Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.103.2 OJ C 128,9.5.1'994;Bull.4-1994, point 1.3.104.I OJ C 341,5.72.7994; Bull. 11-1994, point 1.3.112.o OJ C L28,9.5.1,994;Bull.4'7994, point 1.3..105.j OJ C 61.,28.2.1.994;Bull. 112-1994, point 1.3.157.6 Point 1072 of this Report.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 992.8 Bull.12-7994.
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Chapter Vl
Fina ncing Com m u n ity activities
Section 1
Priority activities and objectives
1103. lmplementation of the interinstitutional agreement signed on 29 October
19931 began in 1994. At institutional leuel, this inuolues the application of new
procedures for the improuement of the budgetary procedure and sound financial
management and, in particular, a procedure for interinstitutional collaboration
comprising a trialogue meeting to discuss possible priorities for the budget of
the comingyear abead of the Corumission's decision on the preliminary draft
budget, and ad-hoc conciliation meetings on the amount of compulsory
expenditure, held at the time of the Council's first reading. Tbis procedure was
applied for the preparation of the L995 budget.'Witb the same objectiue of
improuing the budgetary procedure, and in accordance with the repeated
undertaking of the instittttions, the Commission proposed, in a communication
dated 5 July,2 the introduction of practical arrangemeflts to ensure compliance
with the principles laid down in tbe 1982 declaration,3 wbich requires tbat a
proper legal basis must exist before appropriations entered in tbe budget can be
used and seeks to auoid the indication of maximum amounts in legal
instruments. The budget adopted on tbe basis of the interinstitutional agreement
fits into tbe framework of the financial perspectiue, as adjusted to take account
of enlargement, and respects the own resources ceiling of 1.20% of the GNP of
the l|-nation Community, pending ratification of the new own resources
decision raising tbis ceiling to L.21"/o. The negotiation of the neu ceilings with
an eye to enlargement was a further factor complicating the preparation of the
1995 bwdget. Howeuer, the rapid conclusion of these negotiations immediately
after the Norwegian referendum and the Commission's letter of amendment to
take account of the financial impact of tbe accession of three new Member
t OJ C 331,7.'12.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1078.2 Bull.7l8-1,994, point 1.4.1.
: Joint Declaration by the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on various measures to
improve the budgetary procedure 
- 
OJ C 1.94,28.7.1982; Sixteenth General Report, point 91.
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States allowed tbe budgetary procedure to end relatiuely smoothly with the
adoption of a budget clontaining an enlargement-related reserue for the main
"oiigorl"r'of "*p"id;ture whict 
will be i;rl.drd up by a supplementary and
o*i',d;rg budgit in early L995. The budget was adop.ted euen tbougb Parliament.
and the"Coui;t had si;tt failed to ogi"" on the classification of agricultural
expenditure.
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Section 2
Budgets
General budget
Financial perspective
1104. The 1995 budget procedure was the first to be governed in full by the
rules of the interinstitutional agreement on budgetary discipline and improvement
of the budgetary procedure, signed on 29 October.l It can thus serve to gauge
the way in which it is implemented. A meeting of the interinstitutional trialogue
(Parliament, Council and Commission) was held in Brussels on 7 April to discuss
priorities for the 1995 budget2 and there were two ad-hoc conciliation meetings
tn .ompulsory expenditure on 7 and25 July. The institutions felt that this first
application was useful.
1105. The forthcoming enlargement of the European Union loomed over the
1995 budgetary procedure. On 4 October3 the Commission, as provided in
the interinstitutional agreement and as requested by Parliament in two
resolutions dated 24 March,a proposed that the 1995-99 financial perspective
be adjusted in line with the requirements and new resources of an enlarged
Union. The Commission took the view that the additional own resources
resulting from enlargement should be assigned to three types of objective.
First, the expenditure ceilings should be raised over the entire period to cover
the new requirements resulting from enlargement; some of this expenditure is
the direct consequence of the Acts of Accession (allocations for the Structural
Funds and the temporary agri-budgetary compensation for the acceding
countries). In particular, the Commission proposed that the agricultural
guideline be raised by 74% of the increase in Community GNP resulting from
lrrla.gem.nt. For the other categories of expenditure (internal policies, external
action, administrative expenditure), the proposals were based on a case-by-case
assessment of requirements. Second, the Commission proposed boosting
various operationJ for which requiremenfs had been updated. This covered
both internal policies (in particular, the financing of the framework programme
1 OJ C 331',7.1?-|l'993;^fwenty-seventh General Report, point 1078.2 Bull. 4-7994,ooint1.5.4.3 COM(94) 398; Bull. 10'1994, point 1.5.1 .4 OJ C 714,25.4.7994; Bull. l-1994, points 1.5.5 and 1.5.6.
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for research) and external action (common foreign and security policy,
cooperation with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the
M.dit.rr".r.an). Third, the margin between the expenditure ceiling and the
own resources ceiling should be restored and enlarged to cope with cyclical
variations in resources or, through revision of the financial framework, with
unforeseen expenditure which arises during the period.
11.06. The Commission had
on 10 March its conclusions
following examination of the
budget.l
previously sent to
on the adjustment
conditions for the
the Council and Parliament
of the financial perspective
implementation of the 1993
1,107. The budgetary procedure was also compromised by delays in the
adoption and ratifi.ation of the new own resources decision2 by the Member
Statls. S7ithout this, the own resources ceiling would have remained limited
to L.20o/o of GNP in 1,995 instead of the 1.21,% agreed at the Edinburgh
European Council.3 The Council finally adopted the decision on 31. October'
Howiver, temporary cuts were made to expenditure pending the entry into
force of the decision after ratification by the national parliaments.
1108. At a trialogue meeting on 29 November the three institutions agreed on-
the financial perspective for ihe enlarged 1S-member Union. The conclusion of
these negoti"iio.ri prevented a budget crisis by preserving the interinstitutional
"gr..-..rt concludid in 1993 and paved the way for the rapid adoption 
of a
b"udg.t for the enlarged Union. The financial perspective was approved by the
Council on 5 December and voted by Parliament on 13 December and signed
the same day.
1109. The ceilings for the following headings of the financial perspective were
raised for the whole of the period 1995-99 to cover the requirements resulting
from enlargement of the Union.
(i) Common agricultural policy: the agricultural guidelines was increased by
74% of the relative GNP of the acceding countries.
(ii) Structural operarions: the Structural Fund allocations were increased for
the acceding countries. At the same time, the three acceding countries'
contributions to the EEA financial mechanism will be paid from the
budget.
I Bull.3-1994, point 1.5.3.2 Point 1119 of this Report.3 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 18.
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(iii) Internal policies: the ceiling for this heading was raised by 7% in line with
the relative size of the acceding countries' GNP.
(iv) External action: the ceiling for this heading was raised by 6.3% to allow
external action to increase in proportion to the Union's additional financial
capacity.
(u) Administrative expenditure: the ceiling rises by an average 4.660/o ovet-
the period 1,995-99. However, in a joint statement, the institutions stated
thai expenditure under this heading will be reviewed in 1'996 to take
"..o.r.ri of the financing requirements 
for the buildings of the European
institutions and the staff requirements for the new Member States.
(vi) A new headingT was also added to cover the compensation which the new
Member States will receive over the period 1'995-98-
1110. The institutions also took advantage of this adjustment of the financial
perspective and the new funds available to the Union to adapt the ceiling-s
?or ^headings 2 (Structural operations) and 3 (Internal policies) in line with
specific ,"q*ri..-..tts which have recently emerged. Heading 2 was increased
Uy ECU 20b million (at 1995 prices) in three equal instalments between 1995
and 1,997. This lump-sum inciease for Community initiatives will be used to
finance the Northern Ireland peace programme in accordance with the
conditions laid down by the Essen European Council. Heading 3 was increased
by ECU 400 million (1994 prices), spread evenly over the next five years' to
finance the programme foi the modernization of the textile and clothing
industry in Portugal, the principle of which was approved at the end of the
Uruguay Round.
1111. Table 23 shows that the margin for revision between the ceiling for
appropriations for payments and the own resources ceiling in the new financial
p.irp..tiu. for the enlarged Union is far greater than provided for at the
h,ai"b"tgrt European council and now comes to 0.03% of GNP at the end of
the periJd. This new table, expressed in l99Zprices, will in future replace the
table agreed at Edinburgh in L992-
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(million ECU 
- 
1992 prices)
19951 1,996 t997 1998 1999
1, Common agricultural policy
z.
3.
Structural operations
Structural Fundsz
Cohesion Fund
EEA financial mechanism3'4
Internal policies
External action
Administrative expenditure
Reserves
Monetary reserve3
Guarantee reserve
Emergency aid reserve
Compensation
8. Total appropriations for commitments
9. Total appropriations for payments
Appropriations for payments as % of GNP
Margin as % of GNP
Own resources ceiling as % of GNP
35 354
24 477
22369
2 000
108
4702
4 549
3 738
1 100
500
300
300
1 547
75 467
72020
1,.27
0.00
1..27
L4t
26 025
23 668
2250
108
4 974
4 847
3 859
1 100
500
300
300
701.
78 692
74 605
't.27
0.01
7.22
37 922
2t 588
24 980
2 500
108
5 1.17
5 134
3 974
1 100
500
300
300
2"12
8',t 047
77 372
1..22
0.02
1..24
38 61.6
29 268
26 6^10
2 550
108
5 331
5 507
4 033
1 100
500
300
300
qq
83 954
80 037
"1.23
0.03
1.26
39 327
30 945
28 345
2 600
5 534
5 953
4 093
1 100
500
300
300
85 952
82778
24
0.03
7.27
TABLE 23
Financial persp€ctive for the enlarged Union 
- 
appropriations for commitments
Thc cumulative deflaror applicable to the 1995 budget is 7.6%.
Between 1996 and 1999 the annual technical adjustment for the amounts intended for the neu'Member Starcs, which are fixed at
1995 prices in the Act of Accession, will bc based on 1995 prices.
Current prices.
The ceiling for this subheading could be changed, if necessary, under the technical adjustment procedure providcd for in paragraph 9
of the inrerinstirutional agreement in line with the actual payments in the course of cach financial year.
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Budget procedure for 1995
1995 budget
1112. The preliminary draft budget adopted by the Commission on 19 April
for a 1.2-member European Unionl fits into the financial framework as adiusted
in line with movements in GNP and prices. It totalled ECU 76 327 million in
commitment appropriations and ECU 72 349 million in payment appropriations.
These figures, up by 3.9o/o and 3.3% respectively on 1,994, must be compared
with European inflation (3.1'/.) and the average increase in public spending in
the Member States (4.5%), as the Commission stressed in its communication of
10 March.2 The receipts needed to finance this preliminary draft were compatible
with an own resources ceiling of 1..21"h of GNP. While complying with the
budgetary constraints, the Commission still proposed a substantial increase in
the appropriations allocated to various priority measures such as economic
and social cohesion, structural policies, trans-European networks, research,
education, vocational training and youth, as well as external action in favour of
the countries of the Mediterranean and Central and Eastern Europe. Agricultural
expenditure came to ECU 35 994 million, the level of the agricultural guideline,
although this amount appeared insufficient to cover all requirements when the
preliminary draft was being drawn up. The forecast of requiremenrs was,
however, reduced when the Commission adopted letter of amendment No 1/95
on 21 September.3 Estimated requirements, which exceeded the agricultural
guideline by ECU 1 314 million, were reduced by ECU 395 million,leaving ECU
919 million connected with monetary realignments still nor covered by the
budget. The appropriations for srrucrural operations were raised by 9o/o from
ECU 23.2 billion to ECU 25.3 billion, as decided at the Edinburgh European
Council. The Structural Funds were increased by 8.4o/o toECU 23.1I2 billion,
while the Cohesion Fund was allocated ECIJ 2.1.52 billion, an increase of 16.1%.
The resources allocated to internal policies went up by 59% to ECU 4.6 billion.
Most of this increase was for trans-European networks (+23%), research(+7-5"/.), and education, vocarional training and youth (+12Y.). The external
policy appropriations were raised by 5.s% to ECU 4.55 billion, mainly for the
Mediterranean counrries (+9.4o/o) and the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe and the Independent states of the former soviet union (+9.2"/.). There
was a significant increase in humanitarian aid, with the reserve for humanitarian
operations rising from ECU 212 million to ECU 323 million. A further ECU 50
million was provided for the common foreign and security policy. Finally, the
t Bull.4-1994, point 1.5.5.
: Bull. 3-1994,point1.5.2.i Bull. 9-'1994,poitr1.5.4.
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appropriarions for the administrative expenditure of the institutions were
increased by 4%.
1LL3. At its first reading on 25 July,1 the Council cut back the draft budget to
ECU 75 745 million in commitment appropriations and ECU 71955 million in
paymenr appropriations, 3.13% and 3.42o/o higher respectively than in 1'994;
ioLp"..d *ittr i6. Commission's preliminary draft, the volume of commitment
appropriations was cut by ECU 64L million and payment appropriations by
pCU iSZ million. The Council accepted the Commission proposals as regards
agricultural expenditure and structural policies, but substantially cut the amounts
fJ. irrterrr^l poii.i., (trans-European networks, information policy, other social
measures, audiovisual policy 
".ri .orrr.r..rer policy) . Drastic cuts 
were also made
i.r e*t.r.r"l action (in particular 'other cooperation measures', which includes
cooperation with devel,oping countries in the environmental sector). The increase
in administrative expen^diture in relation to 1994 was reduced from 5 '640/o to
2%. with the commission bearing the brunt of this austerity measure.
11.14. The draft budget amended by Parliament on first reading on 27 octo-ber
dilpl^y.d all the hallirarks of a 'conditional budget'.2 Parliament decided to
i-por. two restrictions on its draft: certain amounts were frozen pending
ratification of the own resources decision3 by the Member States and the
amounts it felt at this stage would be necessary to take account of the financial
i-pli."rion, of enlargemJ.r, *.r. entered in a reserve. Overall, Parliament voted
ffiropri"tions for cJmmit-ents of ECU 75 775 million and appropriati.ons forp"y*."rr of ECU 71.31.8 million. These totals include the ECU 777 mlllion in
'"pprop.i"tions for commitments and ECU 1200 million in appropriations for
f"y-."6 which were frozen and the ECU 5 525 million in appropriations for
co-mitments and ECU 4 491 million in appropriations for payments which
Parliament considered necessary to cover the requirements resulting from
enlargement.
1L15. At its second reading on 16 November the Council rejected most of
Parliament's proposed modifications and amendments' in particular those
relating to the classification of agricultural expenditure and to the financing of
the corimon foreign and security policy.a After the inclusion of the amendments
proposed in letter"of amendment No 1, the statement of expenditure adopted by
ihe'Council came ro ECU 75 934.9 million in appropriations for commitments
and ECU 72005.1' million in appropriations for payments'
1 Bull. 7/8-1994,point 1.4'2.2 OJ C 323,21.71'.1'994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1'5'3
r Point lll9of thisReport.
a Bull. ll-1994, point 1.5.2'
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1L15. On 29 November, immediately after the Norwegian referendum, the
Commission took the precautionary measure of presenting a letter of amendment
No 2 to its preliminary draft budget to take account of the financial implications
of the accession of three new Member Srates to the Union.l The financial
perspective was adjusted on the same day. Parliament made allowance for these
changes when it conducted its second reading in December.2
1117. Parliament decided against the strategy, employed at its first reading, of
freezing some of the appropriations pending ratification of the own resources
decision adopted on 31 October, but it did uphold its position on agricultural
spending and amended the Council's draft as regards the EAGGF Guaranree
Section appropriations.
Totalling ECU 80 892 million, the budget adopted on 15 December after
Parliament's second reading will cover all the requirements of the enlarged
Community. The paymenr appropriations needed come ro ECU 76 527 million;
the own resources required thus total 1.1847o of the GNP of the 15-nation
Community. Agricultural spending totals ECU 37 925.5 million. The ECU
26 329 million entered under heading 2 (Structural operations) will finance
the Structural Funds, as provided at the Edinburgh European Council in
December 1992, as well as operations under the new Objective 6, the extension
of operations under the other objectives to the new Member States and the
creation of a new Community initiative for peace and reconciliation in
Northern Ireland with an allocation of ECU 55 million in 1,995. Internal
policies are allocated a total ECU 5 505 million (ECU 4.3 million beneath the
ceiling for heading 3 of the financial perspective as adjusted for enlargement).
There has been an increase of 1,3.2"h for research and 31% for the
trans-European networks, the operation to assist the Portuguese textile
industry has been allocated ECU 80 million and there is a rise in expenditure
on the International Fund for lreland, Socrates (ECU 175.9 million, up by
37%) and Leonardo (ECU 137.3 million, 24oh higher). An enlargement reserve
has been established for the other internal policies. The ECU 4 881 million
entered for external action is ECU 13.6 million below the ceiling for heading
4 of the adjusted financial perspective. Cooperation with the Mediterranean
countries (including the new MEDA operation) is allocated ECU 487.4 million,
21.9% more than in 1994, and ECU 110 million is proposed for operations
under the common foreign and security policy, including ECU 60 million for
the joint action relating to the administration of Mostar. \When accounr is
taken of the requirements resulting from enlargement, in particular in relation
to the language service, administrative expenditure will increase overall by
1 Bull. 11-1994, point 1.5.2.2 Bull.12-1994.
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10.3o/o 
- 
6.77o for the Commission and 17.5o/o for the other institutions.
This leaves a margin of ECU 13.7 million beneath the ceiling for heading 5.
The monetary reserve is reduced by half (ECU 500 million) as promised at
the Edinburgh European Council. Finally, the budget contains ECU 1' 547
million in budgetary compensation for the new Member States. A supplementary
and amending budget will be presented early in 1995 so that appropriations
from the ,.i.ru. can be allocated to specific budget headings. The
supplementary and amending budget will also contain a breakdown of
^d--inirt."tive expenditure and 
the establishment plan for each of the
institutions.
L118. The budget was declared adopted by the President of the Parliament on
15 December.l
Table 24 shows the amounts entered under each heading of the financial
perspective at the various stages of the budgetary procedure.
Own resources
1119. On 31 October, as decided ar the Edinburgh European council,2 the
Council adopted a new decision (Decision 94/728/EC) on the system of own
resources (fable II) to replace Council Decision 88/376/EEC, Euratom.3 This
decision fixes the level of own resources available over the period 1'995-99 and
the structure of the Community's system of financing and, in particular' raises
the budget ceiling on own resources from 1.20o/o of gross national product to
1.21,% in 1.995, gradually rising to 1.27% in 1'999.
1.120. Earlier, on 21 April, Parliament called for greater transparency in the
new system and the creation of a new source of revenue in the form of a fixed
percentage of VAT.a On 4 January rhe Commission had adopted two reports
on the functioning of the inspection arrangements for traditional own resourcess
and on the separate accounts.6
L121. Foreseeable revenue for 1995 is shown inTable2T.
I Bull. "12-7994.2 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 18.I OJ L 185, 15.7.1988; Twenty-second General Report, point 102.
o OJ C 1'28,9.5.1994;Bull.4-1994' point 1.5.15.5 COM(93) 591; Bull. 1/2-1,994, point 1.5.7-6 COM(93) 674;Bull. 1'/2-1'994, point 1.5.8.
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(miLlior F.CU )
1994
(out-turn)
1995
(estimares)
Agricultural levies
Sugar and isoglucose levies
Customs duties
Own resources collection costs
VAT own resources
GNP-based own resources
Balance of VAT and GNP-based own resources
from previous years
Refunds to Member States
Budget balance from previous years
Correction
Other revenue
Total
Maximum own resources which may be assigned to the budget
Own resources actually assigned to the budget
922.5
1.382.'l
72 419.9
- 
1. 172.4
35 313.5
18 455.3
- 
3 875.7
- 
25.2
971.1
69.4
598.0
946.2
1 235.8
14 380.1
- 
1 656.2
39 422.9
27 581..0
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
517.3
65 7 59.5 76 527.1.
% GNP
1.20
7.779
1..20
7.776
NB: p.m. = pro-mcmoria
TABLE 27
Budget revenue
lmplementation of the 1994 budget
1122, During the 1,993 Notenboom procedure, Parliament called for a new
procedure to give it more effective control over implementatio-n of the current
t.rdg.t and arraid to decision-making in drawing up the budget for the following
year. It was therefore decided that a revised procedure, starting with a
Commission report on the implementation of the budget, would already be
introduced in tgg+. After this report, dated 3 August,l Parliament wound up its
examination on 27 September2 with a resolution in which it made a number
of comments on Member States' forecasts of agricultural expenditure' the
management of the Structural Funds, the financing of the common foreign and
security policy, the failure of the Member States to use the budget headings
provided for in the fight against fraud, and the cost of the establishment and
1 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.4.3.2 OJ C 305,31.10.1994; Bull.9-1994' point 1.5.3.
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operation of the satellite agencies following the decision of the Brussels European
Council in 1993 on where they are to be located.l
1L23. Tables 24 and 25 show the 1994 rates of utilization of available
appropriations-92.5o/o in commitments and 84.8% in payments. For headings
2,3 and 4 of the financial perspective the out-turn was 92.6o/o in commitments
and76.1% in payments, well down on rhe 1993 figures of 99.3% and 94.7o/"
respectively. This is largely accounted for by the situation concerning structural
operations, where the start of a new programming period (1994-99) for the
Structural Funds required the adoption of a number of decisions in 1.994 before
commitments could be made against new appropriations. Under heading 5
virtually all the appropriations for administrative expenditure were used.
1124. ln 1994 budget resources totalled ECU 65 151.5 million, i.e. 1..19"/o of
Community GNP.
ECU 598 million has been added to 'other revenue' for 1994 in Table 27. which
shows the revenue for the year.
Supplementary and amending budgets in 1994
1125. The 1994 budget adopted in December 1,9932 was changed by two
supplementary and amending budgets. Supplement ary and amending budget No
L was adopted by the Council on 25 April3 following Parliament's opinion of
20 April;a it introduced a separate section of the budget for the Economic and
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Supplementary and
amending budget No 2, presented by the Commission on 19 September,s
supplemented by a letter of amendment on 5 October,5 adopted by the Council
on 7 November and by Parliament on L5 November,T increased the administrative
appropriations of the Council and the Court of Justice and adjusted appropri-
ations within the new section for the Economic and Social Committee and the
Committee of the Regions. It also incorporated into the budget the agricultural
savings made in 1,994, the balance from \993 and the foreseeable surplus from
1,994 to allow early financing of all the VAT and GNP balances due in respect
of 1993, an increase for the common foreign and security policy to cover joint
action in former Yugoslavia (Mostar) and, on Parliament's initiative, the creation
1 OJ C 323,30.11,.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 10192 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1089.I Bull.4-1994. point 1.5.3.4 OJ C 1,28,9.5.1,994; Bull. 4-199,1, poinr 1.5.3.j Bull. 9-1994.ooint1.5.2.5 Bull. 10-1994. point 1.5.2.7 Bull. 11.-1994,point 1.5.1.
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of a heading for the textile industry in Portugal and the boosting of the growth
initiative for small business.
Discharge procedure
L126. In its resolution of 21 April on the budgetary implementation of the
European Year of Tourism,l Parliament made a number of suggestions on the
future financial management of this type of operation.
1991 financial year
1127. On 21 April Parliament adopted a resolution on action taken by the
Commission in response to its observations on the discharge for 1991,.2
1992 financial year
1128. Parliament postponed the discharge to be given to the Commission until
such time as it revised certain decisions relating to milk quotas. Parliament did,
however, adopt a series of decisions to accompany the resolutions giving
discharge in respect of the management of the ECSC, the EDF, the Centre for
the Development of Vocational Training, the Dublin Foundation and its own
budget.3 It also expressed a number of observations on the ECSC balance sheet
for 1992.4
1993 financial year
1129. The Court of Auditors'draft annual report for 1993s sent to the
Commission on 15 July at the same time as the report on the ECSC,s together
with the Commission's replies of 7 October, were presented to Parliament on 1.5
November.6
ECSC budget
1130. After taking note of the ECSC Consultative Committee's opinion of 6
OctoberT and Parliament's opinion of 26 October,8 the Commission adopted
the ECSC operating budget for 1995 on 20 Decembere and reduced the ECSC
t OJ C 128,9.5.1,994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.5.2.2 OJ C 128,9.5.1.994; Bull.4-1994, point 1.5.6.3 Bull.4-1994, points 1.5.8 to 1.5.12.o OJ C 128,9.5.1994;Bull.4-7994, point 1.5.12.i Point lZl4 of rhis Report.6 Bull. ll-1994, point 1.5.3.t OJ C 308,4.1.7.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.5.4.8 OJ C 323,21,.1,1,.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.5.4.e Ol L 335,23J.2.1.994;Bull. 12-1994.
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levy rate for 1,995 from 0.23"/o to 0.21o/o in anticipation of the expiry of the
ECSC Treaty in 2002.1 The resources (levy, ner balance, miscellaneous items,
cancellations, budgetary resources not used the previous year and the special
reserve) estimated at ECU 291 million should cover the ECSC's requiremenrs,
which break down as follows (ECU million):
Administrative expenditure
Redeployment aid
Aid for research
Interest subsidies on conversion loans
Social measures (steel) 60
Social measures (coal) 30
1'1-31. On2l June the Commission also adopted the ECSC financial srarements
for 1993, which include the execution of the operating budget for 1993.2
1-132. On 16 December the ECSC Consultative Committee adopted a resolution
on the granting of sufficient budget appropriations for social support and labour
market policy measures.3
Financial Regulation
1133. The council adopted Regulation (EC) No r9z3/94 (Table II) on 25 July
and Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2730/94 (Table II) on 31 october. Both these
Regulations amend the 1977 Financial Regulation:a the first contains provisions
relating to the Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of the Regions
and the Ombudsman and the second covers the Guarantee Fund for external
operations, which was also created on 31 october by Regulation (EC, Euratom)
No 2728/94 (Table II), and two reserves 
- 
one for emergency aid ro non-member
countries and the other for Community loans and loan guarantees for
non-member countries.
1-134. ln 1994 the commission presented two further proposals for the
amendment of the Financial Regulation, the first on 1 Julys to amend the
provisions relating to the clearance of the accounrs followine amendment of
I Point 1150 of this Report.2 Bull. 6-1994,poinr1.5.2.3 Bull.12-1994.
i OJ L 356,31.12.7977; Eleventh General Report, points 52and635 Point 535 of this Report.
5
11,4
52
30
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Regulation (EEC) No 729/70 on the financing of the CAPI and the second on
Z1july (Table II) to take account of the new activities of the Joint Research
Centre following adoption of the fourth framework programme.
1135. On 31 October the Council adopted all the instruments giving legal form
to the conclusions of the Edinburgh European Council.z In addition to the
amended decision on the own resources system,3 these instruments include the
Regulation establishing a Guarantee Fund for external actiona and the
am-endment of the Financial Regulation,a Decision 94/729/EC on budgetary
discipline (Table II), and Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2729/94 (Table II)
^-.ndittg Regulation 
(EEC) No 1552/89s in order to incorporate the provisions
needed for the payment of own resources to finance the reserves for external
action.
1136. On 3 June the Commission also adopted a report on the po_ssibilities for
budgetizing the European Development Fund,5 as promised in the interinsti-
tutional agreement of October 1993.
r ol L 94,28.4.7970.2 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 1155.3 Point 1 1 19 of this Report.a Point I 133 of this Report.5 OJ L '155,7.6.1989; Twenty-third General Report' point 91'5 Bull.6-1994, point 1.5.1.
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Section 3
Financial control
1137. 'With a view to greater decentralization of the management and control
of Community funds in the Member States, the Financial Controller held a
further meeting in March with the supreme authorities responsible for controls
at national level.l As a result, protocols were signed with Spain, Italy,
Luxembourg and France concerning cooperation on on-the-spot inspections of
operations financed by the Structural Funds. Financial Control also completed
its audit of national management and control systems for the Structural Funds,2
and training seminars for national officials were organized in several Member
States.3
1L38. As part of increased Community aid to the countries of Central and
Eastern Europea under the PHARE programme,s a training seminar for Polish
officials was held in\Varsaw in March. On-the-spot inspections were conducted
in Romania (PHARE) and Ukraine (TACIS).5
1139. In order to monitor Community expenditure in international organiza-
tions the Financial Controller, acting on the basis of the Commission communi-
cation of November 'J.993,7 obtained the consent of several international
organizations for the application of control clauses and continued negotiations
on the wider introduction of such clauses.
L140. Financial Control continued to play an active role in discussions between
the Court of Auditors and the Commission on the rules for implementing Article
188c of the EC Treaty concerning the Court's statement of assurance as to the
reliability of the accounts of the Community institutions.s
1.1,41. The Financial Controller, acting in accordance with the Commission
Decision of 7 June 1.990,e conducted a financial audit of four Directorates-
General or departments and investigated what action had been taken on his
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1095.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1095.3 Including Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal and Luxembourg.a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1097.5 Point 789 of this Report.6 Point 809 of this Report.7 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1098.8 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1099.
e Twenty-fourth General Report, point 1007.
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recommendations in four Directorates-General and departments audited at an
earlier date. On 27 July the Commission approved a report on the audits
conducted so far.
1142. With a view to improving financial management within the Commission,
Financial Control t"n , trial tn new ex ante conttol methods from 1 to
31 March. A communication on the improvement of the Commission's financial
managemenr, presented ro rhe commission in July, was partly based on the
main results of this trial.
1143. Financial Control also lent its support to operations to increase awareness
of the need to protect the Union's financial interests'1
1144. For the first time the commission adopted a report2 on separate
accounts for own resources.3 In its annual report on entitlements which have
not been established or recovered, Financial Control examined for the first time
,lo 
"rr".rg.-ents for the 
recovery of indirect' entitlements, the management of
which is primarily a matter for the Member States, and turned its attention to
Commu.tity claims arising from cases of fraud or irregularity'
1 Points 1'146and1082of thisReport.2 COM(93) 674;Bull. l/2'1994, point 1.5.8.
, i;;;';;J;" ;;;;.;r k6; by ttl.*b.. States for own resources which have been established but not vet
collected.
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Section 4
Action to combat fraud
LL45. The protection of the Community's financial interests, the importance
of which was again emphasized at the Essen European Council,l is a complex
issue (in some cases extending over several sectors or countries) which calls for
a common response and a strengthening of the partnership with the Member
States. Fraud prevention, which is essential to the credibility and effectiveness
of policies, has been given a new impetus and a new institutional framework by
the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union. For one thing, Article 209a
of the EC Treaty specifies the obligations of the Member States in matters of
fraud prevention and institutionalizes cooperation between the competent
national bodies, with the help of the Commission. For another, Title VI of the
Treaty on European Union broadens the legal framework by providing for
various forms of cooperation in the fields of justice and home affairs, affording
optimum protection for the Community's financial interests. Responding to a
request made by the Copenh agen European Council in June 1993 ,2 a Commission
communication dated 23 March3 sets out its anti-fraud strategy and work
programme for 1994, the four main points of which are a stronger operational
presence on the ground, a closer partnership with the Member States,
improvements to the Community legislative framework and greater compatibility
of national legislation. The resources available to the Commission's Unit for the
Coordination of Fraud Prevention (UCLAF) have been increased.4 On 11 July
the Council approved the Commission's anti-fraud strategy, its work programme
and the 1993 report on the fight against fraud.s
1146. On 15 June the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Regulation(EC, Euratom) and a proposal for an ECSC Decision on the protection of the
Community's financial interests (Table II).6 It advocates a common legal
framework for measures to combat fraud and suggests that the system of
administrative penalties be extended to all budget sectors. Depending on the
seriousness of the case, financial penalties could be imposed or eligibility for
Community funding could be withdrawn. At the same time the Commission
adopted a proposal for an international convention on the protection of the
BUll. L2-'1994.
Bull. 5-1993, point I.23.
COM(94) 92; Bull. 3-1,994, poinr 1,.5.22.
In 1994 the budgetary authority made an additional 50 posts available. General Budget of the European
Union for the financial year 1994 
- 
Chapter A-11: OJ L 34,7 .2.1994.
O J C 292, 20.70.1,9 9 4 ; Brll. 7 / 8 -1,9 9 4, poi nt 1.4. 1 8.
O J C 21,6, 6.8.1,99 4: COM(94) 214; Bull. 6-199 4, point 1..5.1.'1.
I
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Community's financial interests,l which would be based on Title VI of the
Treaty on European Union and would go beyond the legislative measures
pla.t.tld at Community level, the aim being to harmonize the criminal law of
lhe Member States. On L1. March Parliament adopted a resolution on the
independent power of investigation and inquiry which the Union may exercise
for th. pu.poses of legal protection of its financial interestsZ and, on 1-5 December,
a resolurion on the ptopot"l for a Regulation and the draft convention for the
protection of the Communities' financial interests,3 with particular reference to
the legal base.
LL47. The fifth annual report on the fight against fraud,a adopted by the
Commission on 23 March, reviews the measures taken and Community initiatives
launched in1993.ln that year rhe cases of fraud and irregularities reported by
the Member States involved a total of ECU 248.6 million in the EAGGF
Guarantee Section and ECU 169.5 million in own resources. Details of the cases
reported by national authorities in any budgetary area are stored in the
Community's IRENE database, which has been operational since January L993.
Inquiries conducted in the course of the year revealed complex international
frrud on a large scale and the existence of organized smuggling networks. The
products involved included refined sugar' milk powder and beef. Preventive^-"".,rr., included the further simplification of the agricultural rules, the training
of national officials, the tightening of controlss and the development of
cooperation, particularly with non-member countries.
LL48. On23 February, with a view to a closer partnership with the national
authorities, the Commission adopted Decision 94lMA/EC setting up an Advisory
Committee for the coordination of fraud prevention.5 This Committee, which
was set up in line with the principle of subsidiarity, provides- a forum in which
the most important cases of fraud may be studied and wide-ranging matters
relating to pievention, prosecution and the legal protection of the Community's
financLl interests may be discussed. At the Committee's inaugural meeting on
1 July, the Commission presented to the national delegations Regulatio" (PC)
No tkStZg+ concerning iiregularities and the recovery of sums wrongly paid in-
connection with the financing of the structural policies and the organization of
an informarion system in thii fieldT (on which Parliament passed a resolution
on 11 March)8 and Regulation (EC) No 1831/94, which introduces similar
I Point 1082 of this Report.2 OI C 91,28.3.1994;Bull.3-1994' point 1.5.24.
r oJ c 18,23.1.1995; Bull. 12-1994.4 COM(94) 94; Bull.3-1994, point 1.5.23.t it,. 
-."iur.. t^k.n to tighi* iontrols include risk analysis, targeted inspections, remote sensing and the
establishment of supervisory agencies in the olive oil sector'6 Ol L 61,4.3.1994;Bull.'l/2-'1994'point 1.5.15.? o I L fib, 12.7.1994; Bull. 7 /8-1.994,point 1.4.19; point 439 of this Report'8 oj c 91,28.3.1994; Bull.3-1994, point 1.5.5'
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arrangements for the Cohesion Fund.1 On 5 December the Council expressed
its agreement on a proposal for the amendment of Regulation (EEC) No 1468/81
on administrative cooperation on customs or agriculrural matters (Table I).2
1149. As part of its work programme on fraud prevention and with a view to
closer cooperation between its departments and the national authorities, the
Commission developed new sources of information on fraud, including the
experimental introduction of a freephone number, and studied the possibility of
offering rewards for crucial information, as is the practice in some Member
States.
OJ L 191, 2J.2.1.994;Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.4.20; point 434 of this Report.
OJL144,2.5.1.981.; Fifteenth General Report, point 203.
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Section 5
Borrowing and lending operations
1150. Borrowing operations during the year totalled ECU_1 164 million, of
which ECU 77 
-ittion was to refinince earlier operations. The loans granted
from 1,992 to 1994 are shown in Table 28'
TABLE 28
Loans granted
(million ECU)
lnstrument 1992 t993 1994
terrltorles
New Community lnstrumentl
EC balance-of-payments loansl
EC medium-term financial assistance
to countries of Central EuroPe and
other non-member counrriesl
EC food aid
ECSC
Euratomr
EIB (from the Bank's own resources)
of which:
. loans to countries of the Union2
e loans to ACP countries and overseas
. loans to Mediterranean countries2
. loans to Eastern EuroPel
r loans to Latin America and Asia
Total
855.0
93.6
7 486.2
16 904.3
16140.0
130.5
313.8
320.0
400;
270.o
709.7
91,8.3
19 531,8
17 7)A 't
147.4
679.0
tt:
245.0
156.8
673.7
21 038.5
1.9 660.4
222.5
579.0
357.0
220.0
79 349.1 z5 434.4 L21r4.O
I with partial guarantee from the general budget
r Wirh no guarantee from rhe general budget.
1,151. The
Community
rate for the
adopted on
commission,s reporr on rhe borrowing and lending activities of the
in !993 was adopted on 18 July'l The reports-on-the utilization
NCI in the second half of 1993 and the first half of 7994 were
18 July2 and 17 November3 respectively'
1 Bull.718-1.994' point 1.4'10.2 COM(94) 317; Bull.7/8-1994' point 1'4'10'3 COM(94) 494; Bull. 11-1994, point 1'5'11'
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Operations concerning the New Community Instrument
1152. ECU 70 million was raised, in association with a medium-term financial
assistance operation, to increase NCI funds administered by the EIB.1
Macro-financial assistance
Balance-of-payments support for the Member Stafes
1153. Under Regulation (EEC) No 1969188 providing medium-term financial
assistance for Member States' balances of payments,2 and Decision 93/67/EEC
granting Italy a loan of ECU 8 billion to be paid in four equal tranches,3 the
third tranche became available on 1 February but Italy did not draw it down.
This year againa Greece did not make use of the second tranche of the ECU
2.2 billion loan granted in 1991.s
M acro-fi n a nci a I assi sta nce fo r n o n-m e m be r co u ntri es
1L54. In August the Commission paid the second tranche (ECU 150 million)
of the ECU 400 million loan granted to Algeria6 in 1991.
1155. Following Council Decision 92/51,1/EEC7 and its proposal for a decision
of 21 April (Table II) to grant an additional medium-term loan to Bulgaria, the
Commission borrowed and disbursed ECU 70 million at a variable interest rate,
obtained by means of a swap operation, for the first tranche of this loan. It also
contracted a borrowing of ECU 25 million (then used for a swap operation) for
the first tranche of the loan of ECU 45 million granted to Moldova in accordance
with Council Decision 94/346/EC of 13 June (Table II).
L156. The remaining ECU 157 million of the medium-term loan of ECU
1.25 billion granted to the Republics of the former Soviet Union in L991 to
finance imports of foodstuffs and medicines8 and divided by the Commission
in 1.993 between the 10 Independent States which had signed the loan contracte
1 Bull. 7/8-1994,point 7.4.17.2 OJ L 178,8.7 .1988; Twenty-second Gene ral Report, point 256.3 OJ L 22,30.1.1993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1110.a Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1111.5 OJ L 66,13.3.1990; Twenty-fifth General Report, poinr 1,271.6 OJ L 272,28.9.7997; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 1272i point 68 of this Report.7 OJ L 317,31.70.7992; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 48.8 OJ L 362,31.1.2.1.991; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 78.9 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1113.
VI-5
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was divided up as follows: ECU 40 million for Georgia, ECU 68 million for
Azerbaijan and ECU 59 million for Uzbekistan. To finance these loans, the
Commission contracted two borrowings 
- 
ECU 40 million in February and
ECU 127 million in November 
- 
to supplement the borrowing operations
concluded previously. All these borrowing and lending operations are subject fo
a variable interest rate and may be drawn down for new loans until 1995. During
!994,the Independent States used ECU 156.8 million.
Financing ECSC activities
1157. ECSC loans paid out in 1.994 totalled ECU 673.7 mrllion, compared with
ECU 918.3 million in 1993. New industrial loans to support restructuring and
modernization of iron and steel undertakings (first paragraph of Article 54 of
the ECSC Treaty) totalled ECU 83.5 million. The Commission continued to pay
out loans for the privatization and restructuring of the coal industry amounting
to ECU 25.4 million. To promote steel consumption in connection with major
infrastructure projects ofEuropean inferest, the Commission paid out 17 loans
totalling ECU 347 .9 million. Loans totalling ECU 208.8 million for the conversion
of coaf and steel areas were paid out, mainly to small and medium-sized
undertakings via financial intermediaries.
LL58. The ECSC continued to look fo the capital market for funds, raising a
total of ECU 643.9 million.
1159. On 27 July the Commission adopted the ECSC financial report for
1,993.1
1150. On 22 June the Commission adopted a decision on the adjustment of
borrowing anJ lending policy to ensure a smooth transition ro the period
following expiry of the ECSC Treaty (23 July 20OZ1.z Under this decision the
ECSC's fi.r^n.l"l activities will gradually be scaled down. The Council3 and the
European Parliamenta also adopted decisions on this matter' and on 24 March
the E^CSC Consultative Committee adopted a memorandum on the future of
ECSC financial activities.s With a view to the gradual reduction of the ECSC
levy, leading to its total elimination when the ECSC Treaty expires, the
Commission adopted on 7 December6 Decisions No 2983/94/ECSC and
1 Bull.7/8-1994, point 1.4.11.2 0J C 175,28.5:1994i COM(94) 259; Bull. 5-1994, point 1.5.5.I Bull. 4-1994,point1.5.16.1 OI C 128, 9.5.1994; Bull. 4-1994, point 1.5.17.5 oj c 176,27.4.1994;BulI.3-7994, point 1.5.13.6 OJ L 31'5,8.12.7994; Bull. 12-1994.
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No 2gg4/94lECSC amending Decisions No 2/52,1 No 3/522 and No 2854/723
in order to reduce the frequency of declarations and payments of the ECSC levy,
raise the threshold for payment of this levy and adjust the implementing rules
accordingly.
Financing Euratom activities
L161.. In view of the continuing unfavourable situation in the industry, there
were again no loan operations this year. The grand total of loans since such
operations began in 1977 is ECU 2.876 brllion (at the exchange rates obtaining
when contracts were signed). I{owever, an operation equivalent to ECU
48 million, representing the refinancing of a loan in Belgian francs, was carried
out in January.
1162. Decision 94/I79/Euratom, adopted by the Council on 2L March (Table
II), authorizes the Commission to contract Euratom borrowings, originally
intended for investment in the nuclear energy sector within the European
Union,a in order to contribure ro the financing required for improving the
degree of safety and efficiency of nuclear facilities in certain Central and East
European counrries and in certain Independent States of the former Soviet
Union.5 A cooperation agreement was concluded between the Commission and
the EIB, giving the EIB responsibility for the examination and administration of
loans.
European Investment Bank
11.63. Information relating to the activities of the European Investment Bank
appears in 'Economic and monetary policy' in Chapter II.5
t OJ ECSC No1,30.12.1952; Decision last amended by Commission Decision No 3555/83/ECSC: OJ L 355,
77.1,2.1983.2 OJ ECSC No1, 30.12.1952; Decision last amended by Commission Decision No 3516/93/ECSC: OJ L 328'
29.72.1993.
. oJ L 299,31.1,2.1972.
a Decision 77 /27o/Euratom, OJ L 88, 6.4.1977 .j Eligible countries are Bulgaria, Hungary, Lithuania, Romania, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, the Slovak
Republic, the Russian Fedetation, Armenia and Ukraine.6 Point 70 et sea . of this Report.
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Section 6
General budget guarantee for borrowing
and lending operations
1-L64. The guarantee by the Community budget covers lenders when the
Community ilo"r, 
"r, 
issue under one of its financial instruments: balance of
payments iacility,l Euratom loans,2 New Community Instrument,3 medium-
ierm financial assistance for Hungary, the former Czech and Slovak Federal
Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Algeria, Israel, the Baltic States and the former
Soviet Union.a The budget guarantee is also given to the European Investment
Bank for loans it grants from its own resources to the Mediterranean countries
(75o/o guarantee),"the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and Asian and
Latin American countries which have signed cooperation agreements with the
Community.
LL65. At end-1994the ceiling for authorized borrowing and lending operations
guaranteed by the general budget was ECU 42.95 billion. At 31 December, the
f.r"r"r,r.. was in operation for ECU 10.841 billion of Community borrowing,
io, 1o"., of ECU Z.Zg billlon granted by the EIB out of its own resources and
for loans of ECU 133 million granted to Russia by a syndicate of banks (98%
guarantee) to finance imports of agricultural products and foodstuffs from the
-ommunity and the countries of Central and Eastern Europe'
1166. The guarantee was activated after various States of the former Soviet
Union, which have received a loan of ECU 1 250 million,s defaulted on their
p"y-.rrrr. The Republics for which the Community activated the guarantee-by
-"t i"g provisionai drawings on its cash resources in 1994 and which had failed
,o p"y-by 31 December were as follows: Ukraine (ECU 31.9 million), Tadjikistan
tebu s.b million), Georgia (ECU 5.4 million) and Kyrgyzstan (ECU 0.7 million).
1 Point 1153 of this Report.2 Point 1161 of this Report.3 Point 1152 of this Repott.
a Point 56 of this Report.J Point 57 of this Report.
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1167. Ln1994, the budget guarantee was again activatedl for loans granted by
the EIB to certain Republics of former Yugoslavia. When they failed to make
repayments, the Community had to pay the EIB a total of ECU 19.7 million:
ECU 5 million in May, ECU 8.4 million in September and ECU 5'3 million in
December. At 31 December none of these three amounts had been repaid. At 31
December, the total amount of guarantees activated sincelgg}after the Republics
of former Yugoslavia defaulted on their payments came to ECU 48.3 million.
I Twenty-second General Report, point 134; Twenty-third General
Report, point 1283; Twenty-sixth General Report, point 1211;
11.22.
Report, point 120; Twenty-fifth General
Twenty-seventh General Report, point
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Chapter VII
Institutions
Section 1
Institutional matters
Changes to legal bases and/or procedures for adoption
of pending proposals
1L68. The Commission paper of November 1993 on changes to legal bases and
adoption procedures for proposals pending in the Council on 31 October 1993
following entry into force of the Treaty on European Unionl received the
general approval of the institutions as a basis for streamlining the adiustment
process. A Parliament resolution of 20 January approves the majority of the
changes called for by the Commission.2
Voting in the Council
1169. \7ith the entry into force of the Union Treaty on 1 November 1,993, the
range of decisions that can be taken by qualified majority now embraces a
substantial proportion of the Community's new powers and many environmental
decisions as well. In practice the Council took 48 decisions by qualified majority
in 1.994,3 confirming the pattern that emerged after the Single Act came into
force.
1170. On 29 March, following the agreement reached at the informal meeting
of Foreign Ministers at Ioannina in Greece,4 the Council adopted a decision on
I COM (93) 570; Twenty-seventh Ceneral Report, poinr 14.2 OJ C 44,'14,2.7994;Bull.7/2-1994, point 1.7.5.3 Internal legislative instruments only.4 Bull. 3-1994, points 1.3.2i and 1..3.28.
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qualified-majority voting after accession of Austria, Finland, Norway and
Sweden.l This decision was incorporated in a declaration adopted by the
Member States on 30 Marchz and approved the same day by the EFTA countries
applying for membership.2 The Commission, also on the same day, issued a
statement on this subject.3 On 20 December, the Council agreed to a Commission
proposal amending the Decision of 29 March after Norway decided not to join.a
1171. To meet the cornmitments entered into uis-d-ur,s Parliament in the
October 1,993 joint declaration on subsidiarity, democracy and transparency,s
the Council, acting in accordance with its Rules of Procedure as amended in
December 1.993,6 approved the following publicity arrangements regarding the
outcome of voting and statements of explanation of votes: results of voting on
legislation to be announced as a matter of routine, unless a simple majority
decides otherwise; results of voting on other matters to be announced if a
Member State so requests and a simple majority so decides (except where the
Council acts under Title V or VI of the Union Treaty and a unanimous decision
is required); routine publicity for statements of explanation of votes when the
results of voting are announced, subject to the Council's Rules of Procedure,
considerations of certainty as to the law and the Council's general interests).
LL72. Chapter I Section 3 ('Democracy, transparency and subsidiarity') reports
on the Commission and Council Code of Conduct on access to documents.T
Involvement of Parliament in decision-making
LL73. Since the entry into force of the Treaty on European Union, Parliament's
involvement in the decision-making process has resulted in particular in the
adoption, together with the Council, of a number of instruments covered by the
co-decision procedure, in some cases after the conciliation period provided for
by Article 189b of the EC Treaty. In one case (ONP for voice telephony)8 the
proposal was deemed not to have been adopted since Parliament voted to reject
it.
t OJ C 1,05,1,3.4.1,994; Bull. 3-1994, point 1.3.21.2 Bull.3-1994. point 1.3.28.3 Bull. 3-1994, point 7.3.29.a Bull.72-7994.5 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 12; Bull. 1.0-1.993, point 1.6.8.6 OJ L 304,10.12.1,993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 999.7 PointT of this Reoort.8 Point 403 ofthis Report.
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lmplementing powers conferred on the Commission
1L74. The Council gave further evidence of its tendency to confine the
implementing powers conferred on the Commission within tight limits.l
Although the Intergovernmental Conference that prepared the Single European
Act specifically asked the Council to give pride of place to the advisory committee
procedure in the exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Commission
by instruments implementing Article 100a of the EEC Treaty,2 the Council
adopted this procedure only 2 times whereas the Commission had proposed it
6 times.
1175. Following Parliament's resolution of December 19931and the difficulties
which had arisen in Parliament's relations with the Council over the interpretation
of Article 145 of the EC Treaty within the framework of the co-decision
procedure, on 19 April the Commission presented the draft of an interinstitutional
agreement between Parliament, the Council and the Commission on the exercise
of implementing powers in respect of instruments adopted jointly by Parliament
and the Council by the procedure of Article 189b of the EC Treaty.3
In view of the reservations expressed by a number of delegations, the German
Presidency proposed a modus uiuendi, to apply until the revision of the Treaties
scheduled for the lgg6lntergovernmental Conference in order to reduce the risk
of permanent conflict between the institutions.
On 20 December, an interinstitutional conference4 confirmed the agreement on
a modus uiuendi between Parliament. the Council and the Commission on the
implementing measures for instruments adopted under the procedure referred
to in Article 189b of the EC Treaty.a'Sfithout prejudging the three institutions'
declarations of principle, this agreement contains a number of guidelines
designed to overcome the difficulties which have arisen in connection with the
adoption of instruments under the procedure referred to in Article 189b of the
EC Treaty for reasons of committee procedure.
Preparations for the 1996 lntergovernmental Gonference
1175. At its Corfu meeting on 24 and 25 June, the European Council
decided to set up a 'Reflectioir Group' to prepare the ground for the 1996
Intergovernmental Conference.5 The Group, which will start to operate in June
I Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1003.2 Twentieth General Report, point 4.
: Bull. 4-1.994, point 1.7.7.q Bull. 1,2-'t994.5 Bull. 6-1994, points 1.7.1 andl.25.
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1995, will consist of representatives of the Foreign Ministers of the Member
States and of the Commission President; its Chair will be designated by the
Spanish Government. Two representatives of the European Parliament, Mr Brok
(EPP-Germany) and Mrs Guigou (PES-France) will also take part, and the other
institutions will be asked for their views. All the institutions have been asked to
prepare reports on the operation of the Union Treaty before the Group starts
work. It is to consider not only those Treaty afticles that are potentially
reviewable but also 'other possible improvements in a spirit of democracy and
openness, on the basis of the evaluation of the functioning of the Treaty as set
out in the reports. It will also elaborate options in the perspective of the future
enlargement of the Union on ... institutional questions'. Ir is to report in time
for the European Council at the end of 1,995.
1177. Looking ahead to the L996 Conference, Parliament passed a resolution
on 10 February on the need for the European Union to have a democratic
constitution;1 this was followed by a resolution of 28 September calling on the
Member States to commit themselves to a stronger> more democratic institutional
set-up in the European Union and speaking out against any kind of d la carte
Europe.2
Simplification of legislation and administration
1178. The Commission has begun looking into the impact of existing
Community and national legislation on employment and competitiveness. The
Corfu European Council welcomed both this move and the establishment of a
group of independent personalities to help the Commission in its task.3 The
group was set up in July and had its first meeting on 26 September;a its task is
to review the state of Community and national legislation in the light of
economic and social considerations to identify possible barriers to job creation
and competitiveness, especially those affecting small business, and investigate
possibilities for relieving the situation and simplifying matters.
1L79. An interim report was presented to December's European Council
meeting in Essen, describing the progress made and outlining future priorities.5
It listed the areas chosen for priority treatment or considered particularly
representative: food hygiene, standards for machinery, the environment, social
legislation and company law, with close attention being paid to the specific
problems of small business. The European Council welcomed the progress made
and called on the group to continue along these lines.
t OJ C 61,28.2.7994;Bull.1/2-1.994, point 1.7.1.
'z OJ C 305,31.1,0.1,994:BuIl.9-1,994, point 1.7.1.3 Bull. 6-1.994,point1.5.a Bull. 9-1994, point 1..7 .2.5 Bull. 12-1.994.
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Section 2
Composition and functioning
Parliament
L180. The fourth direct elections to Parliament were held on 9 and 12 June.l
Following a decision by the Edinburgh European Council,2 the number of seats
was increased from 518 to 567. These seats are distributed among Member
States as follows: Belgium 25, Denmark 15, Germany 99, Greece 25, Spain 64,
France 87, Ireland 15, Italy 87, Luxembourg 6, Netherlands 31., Portugal 25 and
the United Kingdom 87. A total of 269 million electors went to the polls 
- 
the
lowest turnout since 1979, with a sharp drop in the Netherlands, Portugal,
Ireland and Greece, for a variety of reasons not necessarily connected with
European issues. Although for the first time Union citizens residing in a Member
State of which they were not nationals had the right ro vote,3 very few of them
exercised it, except in Ireland. An analysis of the results of the elections reveals
contradictory trends, largely because they were dominated by domestic issues.
In some Member States (United Kingdom and Spain) they served as an
opportunity to censure the government of the day, while in others (Italy, in
particular), the results were a measure of its popularity. In yet others, such as
Belgium and France, the votes lost by the governing parties did not automatically
benefit the main opposition parties because of the proliferation of minor lists. A
further feature of these elections, particularly in Denmark and France, was the
advance made by 'anti-Maastricht parties', although they still obtained fewer
votes than the lists which were generally in favour of the Union Treaty.
L181 . At 31 December, the distribution of seats among the political groups in
the new Parliament was as follows:
Party of European Socialists
European People's Party
European Liberal, Democratic and Reformist Party
Confederal Group of the European United Left
Forza Europa
1,98
1,57
+-t
28
27
Bull. 5-1994. ooints 1.7.3 ro 1.7 .6.
Twenty-sixthGeneral Report, point 1094.
Point 5 of this Reoort.
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European Democratic Alliance
Greens
European Radical Alliance 19
Europe of the Nations 1.9
Non-affiliated 27
1L82. At its first part-session from 19 to 22 July, Parliament elected Mr Klaus
Hensch (Party of European Socialists, Germany) President for a term of two
and a half years.l It also elected fourteen Vice-Presidents2 and five Quaestors.3
On the internal organization front, Parliament formed 20 committees, three
subcommittees and a temporary committee on employment. In September it
adopted its timetable of part-sessions for 1995, which consists of 12 meetings in
Strasbourg and four additional sittings in Brussels.a
1183. Addressing the House at the July part-session, Mr Hiinsch highlighted
the challenges facing Europe and the new Parliament, in particular the 1'996
Intergovernmental Conference, employment, democracy and the environment.5
He emphasized Parliament's determination to make full use of its new powers,
in particular under the co-decision procedure, and its desire to play a stronger
role in the areas of common foreign and security policy and cooperation in the
fields of justice and home affairs. Mr Hinsch also opened the additional
part-session of 14 and 15 September with a statement welcoming the start of the
peace process in Northern Ireland.5
L184. Throughout the year, the main subjects of debate in the House were
the implementation of the 'White Paper on growth, competitiveness and
employmentT and negotiations on the accession of Austria, Finland, Sweden
and Norway, notably the Ioannina compromise on the new blocking minority
in the Council after enlargement.8 After a long debate at the part-session from
2 to 6 May,e Parliament voted by a comfortable majority to give its assent to
the accession of the four applicant countries.l0 Parliament also examined the
I Bull. 7/8-1994, point 1.5.3; OJ Annex aa5; OJ C 267,19.9.1994.2 Ms Fontaine, Mr Martin, Ms Pery, Mr Anastassopoulos, Mr Avgerinos, Mr Schltiter, Ms Schleicher, Mr
Capucho, Mr Gil-Robles Gil-Delgado, Sir Jack Stewart-Clark, Mr Verde i Aldea, Mr Imbeni, Mr Guti6rrez
Diaz.,Mr Fontana and Mr lmbeni.3 Mr Soares, Mr Raffarin, Mr Bardong, Mr Balfe and Mr Ribeiro.a Bull. 9-1.994, poinr 1..7.4; OJ Annex 445; OJ C 276, 3.70.1,994.5 Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.5.3; OJ Annex 445; OJ C 261,19.9.7994.5 Bull. 9-1994, point 1.7 .3; OJ Annex 445; OJ C 276, 3.1,0.'1,994.7 Point 17 of this Reoort.8 Point 1170 of this Reoort.
e Bull 5-1994, point 1,.6.4; OJ Annex 445; OJ C 205, 25.7 .7994.10 Point724 of this Reoort.
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results of the Corfu and Essen European Councilsl and, at its supplementary
part-session on 30 November and 1 December, delivered a strong message to
the Essen European Council by devoting most of its debates to employment, the
information society and the strengthening of relations with the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe.2 At the debate in Strasbourg on 14 December,
several Members expressed their disappointment at the outcome of the Essen
Council.3
1185. Discussion often focused on the constitutional and political importance
of the confirmation of the Commission.a After a long debate at the July
part-session,s Parliament voted in favour of the appointment of Mr Jacques
Santer as President of the European Commission from 7 January 1995. Addressing
the House, Mr Santer outlined the three main areas on which action would
concentrate: winning back public support, generating new growth and reviving
the integration process. In conclusion, he confirmed that it was his intention to
promote the interests of all the citizens of the Union, to respect the balance of
power between the institutions and to pursue the political objectives of the
Union, while respecting the national identity of the Member States.
L186. On the institutional front, apart from the appointment of the next
Commission, Parliament also adopted resolutions on a draft European Consti-
tution5 and the question of a multi-speed Europe.T In March, Parliament
adopted the decision establishing the post of Ombudsman but no appointment
to the post was made in the course of the year.8 As regards relations with the
other institutions, Parliament held debates on the Commission's legislative
programme for 1994,e the work programmes of the Greek and German
Presidencies,l0 the Statute of the Court of Justicell and the appointment of
Members of the Court of Justicelz and the Court of Auditors.l3 The annual
report by the Court of Auditors was also presented to it.1a
1187. On the external relations front, Parliament expressed concern at the
situation in Rwanda and in former Yugoslavia on several occasions and
I Bull.7/8-1.994, point 1.5.3; OJ Annex 4451OJ C261,19.9.1994i8u11.72-1994
: Bull. 1,7-7994,point 7.7.2;OJ Annex 450; OJ C 363, 79.72.1994.
r OJ C 18, 23.1'.1'995;Bull. 1,2'1'994.a Point l20l of this Report.i Buff. 7/8-1994, point 1.6.3; point l20l ofthis Report.
o Buff. l/2-1994, point 1.7. l0; poinr 1177 of this Report.7 Bull. 9-7994,poinr 1.7.1; point 1177 of this Report.8 Point 5 of this Reoort.
r Bull. L/2-'1994, poim 1.7.9; point 9 of this Report.
ro Bnll. 7/2-1994, point 1.7.9.1r Bull. 10-1,994, point 7.7.2; OJ Annex 448; OJ C 323,27.1'1'.1994.
12 Bull. l/2-1994, point 1.7.10; point 1207 of this Report.13 Bull. 7/2-1994,poinr1.7.9; point 1213 of this Report.
ra Bull. '11-1,994, poinr 1.7.2; OJ Annex a50; OJ C 347,75.1'2.^1994.
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denounced the violation of human rights in many different countries.l One of
the high points of the part-session fromT to 11 March was the speech given by
Mr Havel, President of the Czech Republic.2 The President of Madagascar,
Mr Zafy, addressed the House in May.3
LL88. On economic policy, several debates were held on the agreements arising
from the Uruguay Round trade negotiationsa and Parliament gave its assent at
the December part-session. The crisis in the steel industry was the focus of
discussion at the additional part-session on 23 and24Februarys and Parliament
also dealt with this issue at its October part-session.5
1189. In the social field, Parliament welcomed the White Paper on European
social policy.5
1190. After Parliament's two readings of the 1995 budget,T Mr Hensch signed
it at the December part-session. At the same part-session Parliament also
approved the revision of the financial perspective.s Parliament also called for
the whole question of the revision of the Union's financese to be placed on the
agenda of the 1996 Intergovernmental Conference.l0
119L. An interinstitutional decision was taken on 20 December concernine the
arrangements for the exercise of Parliament's right of inquiry.
1192. A breakdown of Parliament's work in 1994 is shown in Table 29.
Parliament addressed 3 885 questions to the Commission or the Council 
-2 906written questions (2 505 to the Commission and 401 ro the Council), L66 oral
questions (100 to the Commission and 66 to the Council) and 813 during question
time (555 to the Commission and 248 ro the Council).
At 31 December, the establishment plan of Parliament's Secretariat comprised
3 249 permanent posts and 541 temporary posts.
I Chapter V of this Report.2 Bull. 3-1994, poinr 1..7.5; OJ Annex 442; OJ C 91, 28.3.1,994.3 Bull. 5-7994, potnt 7.6.4; OJ Annex 445; OJ C 20J, 25.7 .1.994.a Point 985 of this Report.5 Bull. 1/2-7994,poini 1.7.11; OJ Annex 441;OJ C77,'14.3.1.994.5 Bull. 10-1994,pointL.7.2; OJ Annex 448;Ol C323,21..11.1994.7 Bull. "10,-"1994,point1..7.2; OJ Annex 448; OJ C 323,21.71,.1994; OJ C 18, 23.1.1995;Bull. 12-1994; point
1118 ofthis Reoort.8 Bull.12-1.994; point 1104 of this Report.e Bull. 1/2-'1994, point 1.7.10; OJ Annex 440; OJ C 61,28.8.7994.10 Point I lZ of this Reoort.
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Council
1193. Greece was in the chair for the first half of the year and Germany for
the second half. The European Council met three times during the year 
- 
in
Corfu in June, in Brussels in July and in Essen in December.
LL94. The Corfu European Council on 24 and 25 Junel focused mainly on
various aspects of the'White Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment.2
Particular emphasis was placed on six points which should provide a new
impetus to the debate: the encouragement of reforms in the Member States to
make employment systems more efficient; full use of the employment potential
of small businesses; closer coordination in research policy; rapid implementation
of high-priority trans-European projects in the transport and energy fields; full
use of the possibilities opened up by the information society; and encouragement
of the new model of sustainable development, including the environmental
dimension. As regards trans-European networks, the European Council adopted
a list of high-priority transport projects and a list of priority projects being
studied in the energy field.3 The development of the information society was
given a further boost, notably by the decision to set up a permanent coordination
instrument.a The European Council also endorsed the economic policy guidelines
presented by the Council.s On the external relations front, it confirmed its
commitment to the development of relations with the Mediterranean countries
and its support for the peace process in the Middle East and stressed the
importance of the Europe Agreements with the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe. Turning to cooperation in justice and home affairs, it welcomed the
Franco-German initiative against racism and xenophobia and the Commission's
initiatives on immigration, asylum policy and drugs.5 On the institutional front,
it decided to set up a Reflection Group to prepare for the 1996lntergovernmental
Conference.T The European Council was also the occasion for the signing of
the Acts of Accession of Austria, Sweden, Finland and Norway8 and for the
signing of the partnership and cooperation agreement with Russia.e
1195. At the extraordinary meeting in Brussels on 15 July, the represenrarives
of the Governments of the Member States formally nominated Mr Jacques
I Bull. 6-1994,pointsl.1 tol.29.2 Point 17 of this Report.3 Point 321 of this Report.a Point 327 ofthis Report.5 Point 34 of this Report.5 Points 1081 and 1086 of this Report.7 Point I 175 of this Report.8 Point72l of this Report.e Point 807 of this Report.
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Sanrer, Prime Minister of Luxembourg, as the person- they intended to appoint
"r 
p..tia"". of the Commission ftomT January 1995'1
1196. At its meeting in Essen on 9 and 10.December, with the full participation
of the Heads of S,"i. ol Gou".n-.nt of the three countries acceding to the
European Union (eurt.ia, Finland and Sweden), the European Council laid
;;;; g,ria.tlr,., fo, .ontir,,ring and.strengthening the strategy of the 
'white
p;p.; J' gro*th, competitiverJr, 
".rd 
.-ployt t"ttt.,lt corrfumed the priority it
",i.rr.J io th. iitrr,- i*"i"rt unemployme't "nd 
identified five key areas for
acrion: improvingi-pliy-.nt opportunities for the labour force by promoting
investment in vocation"f trai.,i,,g, increasing the employm€nt-intensiveness of
growth, reducing non-wage lJott' to"'] improving- the effectiveness of
i"iou, *"rt 
", 
plli.y and improving measures to help groups which are
p-,l."i"tfv n".a hi, dy rrrr.*ploymen; in particularthe young' It also confirmed
the launch of 14 prioriiy proiects in .onn..tion with the trans-European networks
"J" r.uir.d lisi of 1g'e.r.tgy network projects 
and asked the Council to top up
ifr. f""a, currently availablJ for this purpose. The Heads of State or Government
also adoptea 
^ 
."*pt.i"".iu. ,,r"r.gy for bringing the associated countries of
Central and Eastern E.rrop. closer to ih. E,ttopean Union by gradually preparing
them for inclusion ;rh;il"i";'s internal -"ik.t. The presence of the Heads of
state or Government of the six associated countries at part of the proceedings
bore witness to this. The European Council also confirmed its desire to develop
ih. ,p..i^l relations b.twee.r the Europ.ean- Union and_the Mediterranean
countries, in particular through the establishment of a Euro-Mediterranean
;;;;;;;;hip. Ii also adopted ""rt"r.*..,t on former Yugoslavia. 
The Heads of
State or Governmen, 
"iro decided to conclude 
the Convention establishing
EuropolduringtheforthcomingFrenchPresidencyinordertoboostthe
European Union,s activities in relation to internal security. They also approved
,f* p.i".ipfe of a multiannual support programme for the peace process in
Northern Ireland.
1197. continuing the practice introduced in 1981, Mr Pangalos, accompanied
by Mr Delors, ..port.dio Parliatnent on the conclusions of the Corfu European
council.2 Mr Kohl 
"nd 
tnl, Kinkel, accompanied by Mr Delors and Mr van den
g-.k, reported on the Essen European Council'3
1198' At its 95 meetings in \994, the Council adopted 46 directives, 274
regulations and 148 decisions'
t Point 1201 of this RePort.2 Buff.7/8-1994, point 1.6.3-3 Bull.12'1994.
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1199. There were 2 289 permanent posts on the Council's establishment plan
at the end of the year.
Commission
1200. On 27 April, the representatives of the Governments of the Member
States adopted a decision appointing Mr Oreja Aguirre Member of the
Commission until 6 January 1995 to replace Mr Matutes, who had resigned.l
1201. On 26 July,z following the extraordinary European Council in Brussels
on 15 July3 and Parliament's vote of approval at the July part-session,4Mr Jacques Santer, Prime Minister of Luxembourg, was nominated by the
representatives of the Governments of the Member States, by common accord,
as the person they intended to appoint President of the Commission for a
five-year term of office commencing in January 1,995. Mr Santer and the other
Members of the Commission nominated on 31. October by the representatives
of the Governments of the Member States, in consultation with the nominee for
Presidents will be subject as a body to a vote of approval by Parliament in
January 1995. This will be the first time that the appointment of the Commission
has been confirmed by Parliament under Article 158 of the EC Treaty. Parliament
emphasized the importance of this procedure in a resolution adopted on
21 April.6 In January 1995, the representatives of the Governments of the
Member States will adopt two decisions, by common accord, appointing the
Members of the Commission and appointing Mr Santer as President.
1202. The Commission held 46 meetings in the course of the year. It
adopted 7 034 instruments (3 064 regulations, 3 635 decisions, 33 directives,
26 recommendations and 263 opinions) and sent the Council 558 proposals,
recommendations or draft instruments (52 proposals for directives, 305 proposals
for regulations and 201 proposals for decisions) and 272 communications,
memoranda and reports.
1203. The Commission's establishment plan for 1994 comprised 1,4 070
permanent posts (including 1 61.4 LA posts for the Language Service) and 848
temporary posts (including 30 LA) paid out of administrative appropriations;
3 316 permanent posts and 181 temporary posts paid out of research appropri-
VII-2
I Bull. 4-1994. ooinr 1.7.12
' oJi zoi,' e,.ls'.ii;iiBuil z n-Ds+,point 1.6.e.r Buff.7/8-1994, point I.1; point 1195 of this Report.a Bull. 7 /8-1994. ooinr'1.6.2.i Bulf. l0-1994,point 1.7.9.
u OJ C 128,9.5.1994;Bull.4-1,994,point1..7.2; point 1185 of this Report.
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arions; 465 permanent posts in the Publications Office; 76 permanent posts at
the European Centre fo, the Development of Vocational Training and 71 at the
E,rrop."n Foundation for the Improvement of Living and working conditions.
1,204. Under the secondment and exchange arrangements between the Com-
mission and Member States'government departments, 46 Commission officials
were seconded to national civil services and international organizations, and the
number of national experts coming to work for the Commission departments
was equivalent to 583 man/years, paid from the administrative budget.
Court of Justice and Court of First Instance
L205. On 7 March, the council adopted Decision 94/L49/ECSC, EC (Table II)
amending Decision 93/350/Ev"to.n, ECSC, EEC,1 which had amended Decision
88/591/E-CSC, EEC, Euratom2 establishing the Court of First Instance of the
European communities. The new Decision set 15 March 1'994 as the date for
the transfer of iurisdiction in respect of trade protection measures from the
Court of Justice to the Court of First Instance'3
L205. The court proposed an amendment to its statute in order to lay down
;il;ro*J"r. 
"ppll."ble 
in cases referred to it under the EEA Agreementa and
it. ,igf,,, of th. Ep1e States and the lawyers from these countries.S
1.207. On 9 February,6 Parliament adopted a resolution on the appointment
of members of the court of Justice and on 26 J:UJy a number of appointments
were made to the court b"y Decision 94/504/ECSC, EC, Euratom of the
,.pr.r.nr"rives of the Governments of the Member states.T Mr Edward,
Mr Hirsch, Mr Kapteyn, Mr La Pergola, Mr Mancini, Mr Moitinho De Almeida
and Mr puissochei were appoint.d ;ndg.r for the period fro-m7 October 1994
to 6 October 2000, while Mi Gulmann was appointed Judge for the period from
7 October 1994 to 6 October 1.997. Mr cosmas, Mr L6ger and Mr Tesauro were
"pp"i",.a Adrro."t.r-General 
for the period from 7 october 1'994 to 6 October
zbbO 
"r,d Mr Elmer was appointed Advocate-General 
for the period from
7 October 1'994 to 6 Ocrober 1.997.
OT L 144. '16.6.1'993; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1029'
Tiryenty-second General Repott, point 28-
O I L 6'6, 10.3. 1 994; Bull' 3 -199 4, point 1.7 .21"
Point 778 of this RePort.
OI C 323. 27.11.1,994; Bull. 10-1994' point 1'7'14'
oi C 6 1. 28.2.79 9 4 ; Bull. 7 / 2'199 4' p ornt'1.7 .20.
oj L 203, 6.8.1994;Bull.7/8-1,994, point 1.6.14.
I
2
3
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1208. on 20 December, the council expressed its agreemenr on the changes in
the composition of the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance ro rake
account of the fact that Norway is not acceding to the European Union.l
Following enlargemenr,the court will therefore be made up of 15 Judges assistedby eight Advocates-General. A ninth Advocate-General will be apfointed for
the period from 1 January 1,995 to 5 October 2000.
1209. On 10 October the composition of the Chambers of the Court of Justice
was determined as follows for a period of one year from 10 october:2
First chamber: President: Mr Joliet; Judges: Mr Edward and Mr La pergola;
second chamber: President: Mr schockweiler; Judges: Mr Mancini andMr Hirsch;
Third chamber: President: Mr Gulmann; Judges: Mr Moitinho De Almeida andMr Puissochet;
Fourth chamber: Presidenr: Mr Kapteyn; Judges: Mr Kakouris and Mr Murray;
Fifth chamber: President: Mr Joliet; Judges: Mr Gulmann, Mr Moitinho De
Almeida, Mr Edward, Mr La Pergola and Mr puissochet;
sixth chamber: President: Mr schockweiler; Judges: Mr Kapteyn, Mr Mancini,Mr Kakouris, Mr Murray and Mr Hirsch.
!1r- Jacobs was appointed First Advocate-General for the same period. The
Judges of the Court elected Mr Rodriguez Iglesias President for the period from
7 October 1994 to 6 October 1,997.3
1210. on 2 June, the composition of the chambers of the court of First
Instance was determined as follows for the period 1 Septemb er L994to 31 August
1.994a
First chamber: President: Mr cruz Vilaga; Judges: Mr Kirschner and Mr Kaloger-
opoulos;
second chamber: President: Mr Vesterdorf; Judges: Mr Barrington andMr Saggio;
Third chamber: President: Mr Biancarelli; Judges: Mr Bri€t and Mr Bellamy;
Fourth chamber: President: Mr Lenaerts; Judges: Mr schintgen and Mr
Garcia-Valdecasas:
t Bull. 12-1,994.2 oJ c 304,29.',10.1994.
1 O-l C 304,29.10.1994; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.7.13.4 oJ c 233,20.8.1994.
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Firsr chamber (extended composition): President: Mr cruz vilaga; Judges:
Mr Barrington, Mr Saggio, Mr kirschner and Mr Kalogeropoulos;
Second chamber (extended composition): President: Mr Vesterdorf; Judges:
Mr Barrington' Mr Saggio, Mr Kirschner and Mr Kalogeropoulos;
Third chamber (extended composition): President: Mr Biancarelli; Judges:
MrSchintgen, Mr Briet, Mr Garcia-Valdecasas and Mr Bellamy;
Fourth chamber (extended composition): President: Mr Lenaerts; Judges:
Mr Schintgen, Mr Bri€t, Mr Gatcia-Valdecasas and Mr Bellamy'
L2L1. ln1994,347 cases were brought (206 references for preliminary rulings'
i:lpp."f, (inciuding 5 staff cases) and 128 others). Of the 215 judgments. given
;; ;f,J C"";t of Justilce, 135 were preliminary rulings, 2O were_appeals (including
12 staffcases) and 50-*.r. other cases.l The Couit of First Instance dealt with
450 cases and delivered 150 iudgments'
1212. There were 750 permanent posts and 87 temporary posts on the
.r,"utirt 
-.nr plan of the court of Justice and the court of First Instance 
at
31 December.
Court of Auditors
1213. On 7 February, the Council, after consulting Parliament,2 appointed
Mr Everard, tut, W"r6..g, M, Clemente, Mr de Sousa Ribeiro' Mr Desmond
and Mr Castells Memblrs of the Court of Auditors for the period from
10 February 1994 to 9 February 2000'3
1214.TheAnnualReportforlgg3wasadoptedon2Toctoberaandsentto
the authoritle, ,.rpo.riile for discharge and ttre other institutions in accordance
*iii elrt.f. ss oi th;-Fin"".i"l Regilation. The report was published in the
Ofll.i"f Journals ,og.rtt.i with reples from the institutions. On 27 October,
,tr. Corr., also adopied its annual report for 1993 on the ECSC in accordance
with Article 45c(5) of the ECSC Treaty'6
l2ls.ThisyeartheCourtproducedsixspecific.reportsrelatingto1993
.o...rrri.rg th! financial .t"t.-..rt, of the ECSCT and the Joint European Torus
lTheCourt'siudgmentsarediscussedinChapterVlll:Communitylaw'
z ol C 20,24.1.tre4, oJ c 44, 14.2."t994.I Sull. l/2-1994, Poinr 1.7.23.a Bull. IO-1994, Point 1.7.22.5 0f c 327,24.7'l'.1'994.6 Bull. 10-7994, Point 1-7.23.7 Bull. 6-1'994,point 1'7.42.
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(JET)I and the accounts of the Euratom Supply Agency,2 the European
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 'Working Conditions,3 the
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Traininga and the European
Schools.5
1215. On 27 January and 10 March, the Court adopted Special Reports Nos
1/94 and 2/94 
- 
the first followed on from Special Report No 2/926 and
continued the Court's audit of export refunds paid to large firms in the dairy
sector,T while the second dealt with the import programmes carried out under
the sixth EDF.8 On 6 October, the Court adopted Special Report No 3/94 on
the implementation of intervention measures under the common organization
of the market in beef,e and on 8 December Special Report No 4/94 on the urban
environment.lo
1217. The Court also delivered opinions on proposals for Council Regulations
- 
the first amending Regulation (EEC, Euratom) No 1552/89 implementing
Decision 88/376/EEC on the system of the Communities' own resources and the
second amending the Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 applicable to
the general budget of the European Communities.ll
12L8. There were 350 permanent posts and 67 temporary posts on the Courr's
establishment plan at 31 December.
Economic and Social Committee
1219. The Committee held 10 plenary sessions and adopted 121, opinions
and additional opinions on Commission proposals or communications, 23
own-initiative (additional) opinions and two information reporrs. The Com-
mittee's opinion was requested on 59 occasions where this was compulsory
under the EC Treaty; on the other occasions consultation was optional.
1220. The most significant of the opinions on matters referred to the Committee
were on the following topics: the Annual Economic Report,12 the Structural
I Bull.7/8-1,994. poinr 1.5.18.2 Bull. 5-'1994,ooint1..6.1.6.3 Bull. 11-1.994: point 1,.7.27; point 591 of this Report.a Bull. 77-7994, point 1.7.20; point 315 of this Report.j Bull. 1.0-7994.ooinr1.7.24.
1 OJ C '107,22.4.1992;Bull.3-7992, point 1..5.27.7 Bull. 'l/2-7994. ooint 1.7.22.s OJ C 97, 6.4.1;94;Bull. 3-'1994,point 1.7.33.e Bull. l0-1994.r:oint 1.7.25.10 Bull. 12-1,994'.'
ll Ol _C 11,5,26.4.1,994; Bull 3-1994, points 1.7.34 and 7.7 .35;Bull. 12-1,994; point 1119 of this Report.12 Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.8; point 43 of this Report.
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Funds,l Community initiatives,2 the Cohesion Fund,3 the Green Paper and
White Paper on European social policy,a the Social Charter,s consultation of
employees,5 the general framework for Commission action on health and safety
at work,7 public health,s Europe against AIDS,e Community measures
in education, vocational training and youth policy,1o the Green Paper on
environmental damage and integrated pollution prevention and control,ll
ecological water quality,l2 the packaging of dangerous substances,l3 the transport
of dangerous goods,14 access to the occupation of transport operator,ls
trans-European networks,l5 the internal market in gas and electricity,lT the
specific research programmes in non-nuclear energy, communications technol-
ogies and industrial technologies,ls the textile industry,le the legal protection of
designs,20 the audiovisual industry (Media),21 the automobile industry,22 the
23rd Competition Report,23 the simplification of VAT and excise duties on
mineral oils,2a the finances and tax position of small businesses and the integrated
programme to assist them,25 agricultural prices,25 the common organization of
the market in wine,27 the conservation of and access to certain fishery resources,28
the set-aside of arable landzg and the Green Papers on consumers' access to
justice, guarantees for consumer goods3o and the revision of the GSP.31
1"221. Among the own-initiative opinions, the Committee delivered three
opinions on the 'sfhite Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment,
1 Bull. 4-lj94,point 1.2.105; point 433 of this Report.2 Bull. 6-7994,point 1.2.133; point 465 ofthis Report.3 Bull. 7/2-1994, point 1.2.103; point 434 of this Report.a Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2.160; point 554 of this Report.5 Bull. 6-7994,point 1.2.189; point 555 ofthis Report.6 Bull. 6-7994,point 1.2.190; point 556 ofthis Report.7 Bull. 4-7994,point 1.2.159; point 582 ofthis Report.8 Bull. 7 /8-'1994, point 1.2.174; point 581 of this Report.e Bull. 7/2-7994, point 1.2.188; point 685 of this Report.10 Point2g2ofthisReport.11 Bulf . 4-7994, point 7.2.746; point 491 of this Report.12 Bull. 1.2-1994; point 515 of this Report.
rr Bull. l/2-'1,994, point 1.2.152; point 508 of this Report.la Bull. 4-1994, points 1.2.89 anA 1.2.90; point 369 oI this Report.
rr Bull. 6-7994,point 1.2.111; point 371 ofthis Report.16 Bull. 4-1994, boints 1.2.73 ind 1..2.74; BlJl. 71-7994, points 1.2.83 and "1.2.84; point 321 of this Report.t7 Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.81; point 343 of this Report'18 Bull. 6-'1994,point 7.2.87 to 1.2.89; point 237 of this Report.le Bull. 6-7994, point 7.2.77; point 217 of this Report.20 Bull. 7/8-1,994, point 1.2.18; point 155 of this Report.2r Bull. 3-1994, point 7.2.779;point773 of this Report.22 Bull. 9-'1994, point "!.2.68; point 213 of this Report.23 Bull. 72-1994 point 150 of this Report.2a Bull. 4-1994,poim 1.2.41; point 146 of this Report; Bull. 10-1.994'point7.2-77-
x Bull. 7 /S-1994, point 7.2.7 5; Bull. 9-1994, point 7.2.72; point 187 of this Report'26 Bull. 3-7994,point7.2.722;point 500 ofthis Report.27 Bull. 1, /2-1994, point "1.2.129 ; point 615 of this Report.28 Bull. 7/2-1994,point1.2.144; point 640 of rhis Report; Bull. 11'-7994, point 1'2.153.2e Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2.118; point 599 of this Report.30 Bull.6-1994, point 1.2.208; point 669 of this Report.3r Bull. 1 0-1994, point 1..3.97 ; point 9 47 of this Report.
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dealing in turn with industrial, economic and social aspects.l Other opinions
of note concerned young farmers,2 tourism,3 energy policy,a involvement of
the social partners in Community policy,s the role of the EIB in regional
development,5 the use of the ecu,7 Stage II of Economic and Monetary Union,s
cross-border payments,e savings,l0 relations with Latin Americall and Slovenia,l2
the effects of the Uruguay Round agreements and the regional structure of world
trade.13
1.222. Most of the Committee's opinions were in support of the Commission's
objectives, although approval in principle was often accompanied by suggestions
or reservations, even criticism of the means deployed. Some opinions were more
critical of Commission proposals, especially those concerning agricultural prices
and the set-aside of arable land,la fishery management strategies,15 the revamped
control of the common fisheries policy,16 integrated pollution prevention and
control,lT the automobile industry,l8 and the description of spirit drinks and
aromatized drinks following the Uruguay Round negotiations.le
L223. Information reports were drawn up on relations with the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe and on social welfare in rural areas of the European
Union.20 In August, the Committee held a conference in coniunction with the
Centre for Political Education in Sachsen-Anhalt and the Euro-Info Centre in
Magdeburg on the theme 'A People's Europe'.
1224. In October, the Committee held its opening session and elected a new
President, Mr Ferrer, at an inaugural sitting attended by Mr Delors, Commission
President, Ms Pery, Parliament Vice-President, and Mr Von Kyaw, Chairman
of the Permanent Representatives Committee (for the Council).
VII-2
1 Bull. 6-1994, points 1.2.2to 1..2.4; point 19 of this Report.2 Bull. 4-1994,poim1.2.109; point59Tof this Report.3 Bull. 9-L994,poim 1.2.75; point 201 ofthis Report.
a Bull. 9-1.994,point 1.2.102; point 334 of this Report.i Bull. 7/2-7994, point 1.2.105; point 558 of this Report.6 Bull. 7/2-1994, point'1.7 .24.7 Bull. 1/2-1994, point 1.2.5; point 52 of this Report.8 Bull. 9-1.994, poinr 1.2.10; point 44 of this Report.
e Bull.7/8-7994, point 1.2.15; point 134 ofthis Report.
10 Bull. 9-1994, poim 7.2.9; point 44 of this Report.11 Bull. 1/2-1.994, point 1.3.75; point 898 of this Report.
12 Bull. 4-1.994,point 1.3.34; point 852 ofthis Report.13 Bull. 9-1.994,point 1.3.34; point 987 ofthis Report.la Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2.118; point 599 of this Report.
rr Bull. 9-1994,point 1.2.151; point 540 ofthis Report.16 Bull. 11-'1994, point 7.2.763; point 565 of this Report.
17 Bull. 4-1994, point 1.2.746; point 483 of this Report.
18 Bull. 9-1.994,point 1.2.58; point 213 ofthis Report.
re Bull. 11-7994, point'1.2.1,44; point 515 of this Report.20 Bull. 9-1994, poinr1.2.185; point 574 of this Report.
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1225. On several occasions Members of the Commission spoke at plenary
sessions (Mr Flynn, Mr Steichen and Mr Schmidhuber) or section meetings
(Ms Scrivener, Mr Millan, Mr Pinheiro and Mr Ruberti), and Mr Christophersen
attended the second joint meeting with the EEA Consultative Committee in
Helsinki. Mr Baltas, Greek State Secretary f.or Trade and Mr Rexrodt, Federal
German Minister for Economic Affairs, presented the Council's priorities at the
beginning of the Greek and German Presidencies. Mr Lammert, State Secretary
at the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs, presented the German Presidency's
conclusions at the final session of the year.
Other prominent speakers at plenary sessions included Mr Blanc' Chairman of
the Committee of the Regions and Mr Kefi, President of the Tunisian Economic
and Social Committee.
1225. There were 510 permanent posts on the Committee's establishment plan
at 31 December.
Committee of the Regions
1227. The Committee of the Regions is a new advisory body set up under the
Treaty on European Union which consists of 189 full members and an equal
number of alternate members, representing regional and local authorities. The
number of members from each Member State is the same as for the Economic
and Social Committee.
1228. The new Committee must be consulted on matters relating to education,
culture, public health, trans-European networks and economic and social
cohesion. It is also informed of all requests for an opinion addressed to the
Economic and Social Committee and may issue opinions on its own initiative.
1229. The members and alternate members were appointed by the Council for
a period of four yearsl and the Committee held its inaugural session on 9 and
10 March. After electing Mr Blanc, President of the Languedoc-Roussillon
Regional council, chairman and Mr Maragall, Mayor of Barcelona, first
Vice-Chairman for the first two-year term, the Committee set up a Bureau,
consisting of 30 members, and a working party responsible for drawing up its
Rules of Procedure. The Rules of Procedure were then adopted at the second
plenary session2 and approved by the Council on 25 May.3 At the third session
1 Council Decision 94/65/EC, OJ L 31, 4.2.1994;Bull' 1/2-7994' point1.7.46'2 Bull. 4-1994, point 1.7.44'3 OJ L 732,27.5j1994: Bull.5-1994' point 1.6.32.
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on !7 and 18 May, the Committee formed eight commissionsl and four
sub-commissions.2 At its fourth meeting on27 and28 September, the Committee
set up a commission on institutional affairs to draw up proposals for the study
group responsible for making preparations for the 1996 lntergovernmental
Conference.3
L230. The Committee delivered its first opinion 
- 
on the Council Regulation
establishing a Cohesion Fund 
- 
at its second session on 5 April.a At the next
three sessions, it adopted 27 opinions, including three own-initiative opinions.
Among the opinions on matters referred to the Committee, special attention
should be called to those on Community initiativess and on the right of Union
citizens residing in a Member State of which they are not nationals to vote and
stand in municipal elections.5 The Committee also gave several opinions on
trans-European networksT and public health.8 In all these opinions the
Committee endorsed the Commission's proposals, while paying particular
attention to the application of the principle of subsidiarity of which it considers
itself the guardian. On 15 November, it adopted a resolution on subsidiarity.e
123L. The Committee is keen to emphasize the vital role of economic growth
and competitiveness in strengthening cohesion and delivered an own-initiative
opinion on the \X/hite Paper on growth, competitiveness and employment.lo
After a heated debate, it also gave an opinion in which it criticized the reform
of the common organization of the market in wine.11
1232. At the May session, attended by Mr Delors, the Committee held a
general debate on the priority objectives of European integration.l2 In addressing
the Committee on the state of the European Union, Mr Delors developed two
basic ideas: first, that the Union was suffering from growing pains and not from
decline; and second, that the challenges it would face in future would be imposed
by history and not by the European process itself, whose foundations were
sound. In various speeches from the floor, members stressed the importance of
the Committee as a forum for the aspirations of Europe's citizens. At the
Regional development; agriculture; transport and communications; urban policies; land-use planning;
education and training; Citizen's Europe, research and culture; cohesion, social policy and public healrh.
Local and regional finances; tourism; telecommunications; youth and sport.
Point 7776 of this Reoort.
Point 434 of this Reobrt.
Point 465 of this Re-oort.
Point 4 of this Reooit.
Point 321 of this Report.
Point 681 of this Report.
Bull. 11,-1.994, point-1. 1.2.
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September session Mr Millan presented the broad outlines of 'Europe 2000+',1
taking the opportunity to stress once again the importance which the Commission
attaches to the principle of subsidiarity.
ECSC Consultative Com mittee
1233. In all, the Committee held seven meetings in 1994 (two extraordinary
meetings, four ordinary meetings and one opening meeting). Mr Detaille was
elected President and Mr GonzSlez and Mr Cimenti Vice-Presidents of the
Committee for 1994-95.2
1,234. The Committee was formally consulted by the Commission on draft
decisions concerning tariff quotas for the import of certain ECSC products
originating in the Czech Republic and Slovakia3 and the restructuring of
EKO-Stahl GmbH.a It also delivered opinions on technical research programmes
in the steels and coal5 industries and on the six-monthly forward programmes
for steel.T The Committee was consulted on a report on the market for solid
fuels in 1993 and 19948 and on the forecasts for 1995,e on theEuropean Energy
Charter,l0 on free-trade agreements with the Baltic States,11 on the implementing
rules adopted by the EC-Poland Association Council in respect of competition,l2
on the agreements with Ukraine,e Moldova,9 Bulgaria and Romania,e and
Hungary9 and on seven instruments implementing the free trade agreements
with the Czech and Slovak Republics.It adopted a resolution on the L99-5 ECSC
budgetl3 on 5 October and two resolutions on 16 December 
- 
one on the
monitoring of the steel marketla and the other on social support and labour
market policy measures.l5
1235. The Committee adopted a memorandum on the future of ECSC financial
activities.l5 It also held an exchange of views with the Commission on the
I Point 433 ofthis Report.2 Bull. 6-1,994,point7.7.623 Bull. e-los+',point1.7.63;Bull.11-1994,point1.7.45;point2l0ofthisReport.a Bull. 77-1994, point 1.2.50.5 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2.72; point 210 of this Report.5 Bull. 5-1994, point 1.2.99; point 338 of this Report.7 Bull. 6-1994, point 1..2.7 6; Bull. 12-1994; point 210 of this Report.8 Bull. 3-1994, point 1.2.82; Bull. '10-1994, point 1.2.60; point 349 of this Report.
e Bull. 1,2-1,994.10 Bull. 1,0-1994, point 1.2.51; point 355 of this Report.11 Bull. 1,0-1,994, points 1.3.23 to 1.3.25; point787 of this Report.12 Bull.17-7994, point 1.7.45.
13 Bull. 70-1994, point 1.5.4; point 1130 of this Report.la Bull. 1.2-1994- point 210 of this Report.
r5 Bull. 72-1994; point 1132 of this Report.16 OJ C'1'16,27.4.1994 Bull.3-1994, point 1.5.13.
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transfer of certain ECSC activities to the ESF,1 on social measures to accompany
the restructuring of the Community coal industry,2 on the restructuring of the
Community ,t.il ittd.tttry,3 on the medium-term guidelines for technical coal
research (1gg4-99),4 on the future of ECSC financial activities,a on the state of
the scrap markets and on the Commission report on the control of aid to the
steel industry.s
European Monetary Institute
1236. Pursuant to Article 1.09f of the EC Treaty, as amended by the Treaty on
European Union, the European Monetary Institute (EMI) was established on 1
January 1,994 to coincide with the start of Stage II of Economic and Monetary
Union.5 The main tasks of the EMI are as follows: to create the necessary
conditions for the transition to Stage III of Economic and Monetary Union,T in
particular by strengthening cooperation between the central banks of the
i4ember States and the coordination of monetary policies with the aim of
ensuring price stability; to oversee the functioning of the European Monetary
System 
"na 
tn. development of the ecu; to make the necessary preparations for-
the introduction of a European System of Central Banks, the implementation of
a single monetary policy and the establishment of a single currency. The Council
of the EMI held its first meeting in Frankfurt on 15 November.s
1237. The EMI is consulted by the Council on any proposal for a Community
instrument in the fields falling under its jurisdiction. It may also formulate
opinions or recommendations on the general direction of monetary policy at
European and national level and on policies which might affect the internal or
external monetary situation in the Community. The EMI has legal personality
and is directed and managed by a Council consisting of a President, Mr
Lamfalussy, and the governors of the national central banks.
1 Bull.3-1994, point 1.7.55.2 Bull. 3-1994,point 1.7.55; Bull 10-1994,poinr1.7.46'3 Bull. 6-7994, point 1.7.53; Bull. 10-1994, point'l'7.46' Bull 72-1994.
a Bull. 6-1994,point7.7.63.j Bull.12-1994.6 Point 34 of this Report.7 Point 38 of this Report.8 Bull. 1,1,-1994. point 1.7.48.
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Section 3
Administration and management
I Twenty-fifth General Report, point 1191.2 Point 723 ofthis Report.
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Staff policy and Staff Regulations
Staff Regulations
Changes in the Staff Regulations
1238. The improvemenr in the budgetary situation enabled the Commission to
reactivate the st"ff management policy established in 1'991.1 Revision of the
financial perspective and entry by the budgetary authority of the necessary
appropriations in the 1994 btdget to cover remunerations for all the authorized
ptitt 
"ttd pensions meant that 
the Commission was in a position to resume
recr.ritmeni to the posts which had been kept vacant in 1993 (around 1 000)
because of rhe cash problems resulting from the depreciation of the ecu against
the Belgian franc. In February the Commission also took a decision on the
inte..,af allocation of the additional posts authorized in the !994 budget
(380 conversions of appropriations to posts, 330 of which are to replace outside
staff by regular staffj. More than 500 staff have already been recruited in an
attempt to fill as many of the vacant posts as possible'
1239. The Commission produ ced a draft amendment to the Rules determining
the list of organizations devoted to furthering the Community's interests (referred
to in Article 37 of the Staff Regulations) so that officials can be seconded to the
new bodies of the European 0nion. The Regulations setting up most of these
bodies make provision ior their staff to be governed by the Staff Regulations
and Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of the European Communities.
1,240. Although the staff requirements (language service excluded) for the new
tasks stemming from enlargement have been estimated at more than a thousand,
including 
"ro,ind 600 in ."t.go.y A, the Commission has 
decided to limit its
,.qrr.rrrlo, new posts to a maiimum of between 500 and 550. The overall target
foi the representation of the new Member States, now only three,z has been set
at between 1 050 and L 350 staff paid from the administrative budget, 40"/o in
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category A. So that work can start in the languages of the new Member States
froti t' January 1995, competitions for translators and secretaries for the
l"ngn"ge s.rvices have already been launched on an interinstitutional basis.
Equal opportunities
124L. The Commission continued implementation of its second positive action
programme for female staff on a threefold basis: involving the Directorates-
-G.n.tul 
through individual action plans, defining overall targets for women in
each category/ 
".td increasing staff and management 
awareness of its equal
opportunities policy.
Staff training
1242. Introduced in \992, the new training policy is now a key element of staff
policy as a whole.2 The main outcome in practical terms has been the
.rt"biirh-.nt of 16 training plans, the majority of which are managed on a
decentralized basis by the Directorates-General concerned; the idea is to extend
them to all Directorates-General and other departments, thereby improving the
match between resources and institutional and individual requirements.
Staff remuneration
L243. In accordance with the salary adjustment method adopted by the Council
in December 1,991,3 which is based on the principle of parallel development
designed to ensure that the purchasing power of salaries in the Community civil
,.rui.. moves in line with that of salaries in the national civil services' salaries
were increased by a moderate 0.9'/r in December 1993.'S7hen the Regulation
making this adjuitment was adopted, the Council and the Commission agreed
to analyse the statistical methodology for the calculation of purchasing power
parities. The analysis, carried out in 1994, shows that the statistical methodology
is not flawed and that the results can be considered correct. The Council also
asked the Commission to examine whether the economic and social situation
was such as to allow application of the exception clause provided for in the
salary adjustment method. The Commission report concludes that the conditions
for application of this clause are not met as the deterioration in the economic
I In 1994 the Commission achieved the 10% target for women in managerial posts; it is now aiming at 127o
The trend in the recruitment of women to all categories is equally positive.2 Twenty-sixth General Report, point 1132.3 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 1198.
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situation has already had an impact on national salaries and, consequently' on
the salaries of Community officials.
Joint Sickness lnsurance Scheme
L244. Introduction of the new computerized system Assmal in the claims
offices is under way, as are preparationi for opening a claims office in the United
Kingdom.
1245. A pilot agreement on hospital cosrs was signed with one of the hospitals
-or, .o--only used by scheme members in Brussels and preparatory work is
going ahead o.t oth., 
"gr..*.r,,, in an attempt to contain medical expenses-E.".i"ify. Finally, reuision of the Rules relating to Article 73 of the Staff
il..g.rl"tion, (insurance against accident and occupational disease) continued on
an interinstitutional basis.
Pensions
124G. The Council examined the Commission report on invalidity pension,
which concludes that the scheme is being rigorously and properly managed by
the institutions. Special social assistance has been giver to- 43 recipients of a
community pension under the new budget article introduced for the purpose.
L247. Rapid progress is being made on the 5 000 or so applications for the
transfer of p..,rio. rights betlieen rhe Belgian and Community schemes'.and
".s.ri",i"rt with Spiin, Greece and Portugal 
continue. Staff were officially
.,oiifi.d of the .on.l'.rrio., of agreements wiih France, Germany and Denmark
in the autumn. Initial discussio*ns were held with the acceding countries with a
view to the conclusion of agreements after their accession to the Union.
Statute of the EuroPean Schools
124g. A new convention defining the statute of the European schools was
signed by the contracting partiesl in Luxembourg on 21 June'
Buildings
1249. In Brussels, negotiations continued with the Belgian authorities on the
future of the Berlay*oir, in the course of which the commission confirmed that
it is interested in 
-ouirg back into the building once it has been renovated
1 The Member States of the European Union and the European Communities
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provided that it is given every guaranree concerning safety and health, that the
capacity and infrastructure meet its requirements, and that the financial terms
for renting the building are approved by the budgetary authority. At the same
time, within the framework of the budget allocation for 1.993-99,the Commission
continued with the restructuring of its building stock with a view to ensuring that
quality standards are maintained and that changing requirements, particul"ily irt
the run-up to enlargement, are met.
1250. In Luxembourg, the preliminary study on the situation of the JeanMonnet building was completed, and the terms and conditions for the sale of
the building to the Commission by the Luxembourg authorities are in rhe process
of being finalized. The building currently being put up near the Foire de
Luxembourg has been earmarked for the Statistical Office, which will move in
late in 1996 or early 1997. As the Early Childhood Centre is now far too small
to meet the demand for places, work has started on an extension project.
Negotiations on the renting and fitting out of a building to replace the former
Foyer are in the process of being finalized. Finally, the Luxembourg state has
given the Commission a plot of land for a sports complex.
I nteri n stituti o n a I coo pe rati on
1251. The Commission has instructed its departments, in conjunction with the
other institutions, to carry out a detailed analysis of the way in which the areas
of administration affected by interinstitutional cooperation are run. The terms
of reference of the study are to determine the .orrc of th. activities involved. the
benefits to the institutions under the present system and the potential advanrages
of extending ad hoc interinstitutional cooperation o, ,.gro.rping existlng
activities, and possibly creating new interinstitutional administrarive strucrures-.
Data processing
1?52- Data processing in the commission conrinued to develop rapidly under
the responsibility of the individual Directorates-General. At the same time the
Informatics Directorate continued its rationali zationefforts by adopting policies
on replacing equipment and on contracring out, standardizing ihe iange of
product options' upgrading equipment in line with major technological advalnces,
coordinating administrative systems and developing common systems.
1253. By the end of the year, 75% of staff had been issued with a modern
personal compurer and the changeover of word-processing systems decided on
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in 19921was two-thirds complete. Electronic mail, now used extensively within
the institution, moved rapiily towards international standards; this should
promote its use between tire institutions and with government departments in
the Member States.
L254. The Computer Centre in Luxembourg was equipped wjth new computers
to cope with the aivances in a wide range of applications' includingadministrative
-un"g.-.nt and the disseminatio., of Cotrr-unity information, legislation and
statist]cs. The traffic capacity of the new data-transmission network set up in
iii+ hnt i"g the different Commission sites and buildings is far higher than that
of the pr.uLu, system,2 the service provided is better and the cost is lower'
1255. Numerous information systems use this infrastructure to provide users
with a variety of services. \Work has started on upgrading the administrative
management systems (property, budgets, personnel and 
.procedures)' New
inforriation systems, ,o-. tf them trans-European, are in.the process of being
t.i 
"p i" ,ft. fi.lds of statistics 
(world trade), social affairs (job applications, social
s...rrity;, fisheries, customs and public procurement (tendering procedures).
Language services
L256. ln 1994, the Joint Interpreting and conference service (JICS) provided
in*rpr.r.r, fo. 
-or! than 10 000 meetings, representing a total of more than
120 b00 interpreter/days, organized by the Commission, the Council, the
Economic and Social committ-e, the European Investment Bank, the committee
of the Regions and other new European Union agencies yhi.l are now starting
up. A fuith., 83 Commission conferences were organized by the JICS or in
collaboration with it.
1257. The JICS undertook a number of activities with a view to enlargement,
in particulai recruitment campaigns to cover the new language requirements,
"cc.l.rat.d training courses 
f"t th. new languages-and the establishment of a
new computer instiument for the allocation of conference interpreters to cover
all language needs.
1258 . On account of the shortage of conference interpreters' the JICS continued
i,r-frorp..,ing and training .ffo*rtr, maintaining the same-quality standard for
all languages. It i'tervi.*!d ,o-. 270 interpreters and 250 young graduates
for irrtensiue postgraduate conference interpreting courses. The Portuguese
I Twenry-seventh General Report, pornt 1065.2 Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1057'
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authorities have been provided with educational and financial assisrance to ser
up a postgraduate interpreting course at the University of Minho.
1259. Cooperation with non-member countries in the field of interpreter
training continued, notably with china, viet Nam and Slovenia. under the
Tempus programme,l the JICS participated in training schemes for teachers of
conference interpreting in university institutes in the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Poland. It also initiated the procedure for the selecti,on of freelanc!
interpreters in the Baltic states, Albania, Romania and slovenia on whom it
could call in the context of the PHARE programme.2
L260. rn 1994, the Translation Service translated 1 024 000 pages, including
4 000 from and into non-community languages, especially the-lang,t"g.r of
Central and Eastern Europe and the four applicant countries, which represented
an 8% increase in workload compared with the previous year. Freelance
translation now accounts for 18% of ourput, making it possible to handle this
increasing and fluctuating workload. In this connection, the Translation Service,
in conjunction with Parliament, issued an invitation to tender with a view to
compiling a register of freelance translators for use by both the Commission and
Parliament. This has made it possible to create a genuine production network
able to deal on a more regular basis with certain categories of document which
lend themselves more readily to outside translation.
1251 . In the course of the year the Translation service embarked on a
modernization programme involving on the technical side the introduction of
new computer tools and streamlined working methods. It also pursued its efforts
to standardize documents such as reports and repetitive decisions, applications
fo-r financing and exemption, invitations to tendel early warning r.porir, norices
of competition and the like. The conversion of the servicJ', .o-p.rt.,
environment continued in conjunction with the requesting departments and
should be completed in 1995.
1252. The service continued assisting with the development of the machine
translation fYstem Systran (150 000 pages translated) anJ feeding material into
the terminological database Eurodicautom, which is becoming more and more
popular with outside users. It also initiated interinstiturionai cooperarion on
terminology. The Service has also set up a compurer managemeni system fo,
translation requests, which should gradually be made available to all requesting
departments through the Poetry interface.
I Poinr 809 ofthis Report.z Point 789 ofthis Report.
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L253. In preparation for the forthcoming new accessions, the Service vetted
the translation of existing Community legislation in the Nordic capitals, using
the teams of revisers established in 1,993.It also stepped up training in thesl
Ianguages for its staff and organized a number of competitions.
1264. On 28 November, in accordance with the European Council declaration
of 29 actober 1.993 and with the joint staremenr made by the Council and the
Commission in December 1993 agreeing to the Translation Cenrre becoming
operational rapidly in Luxembourg, the council adopted Regulation (EC) No
2965/94 setting up a Translation Centre for the bodiesl of the European Union(Table II).
The European Environment Agency, the European Training Foundation, the European Monitoring Centre
for Drugs and Drug Addiction, the European Agency for thl Evaluation of Medicinal Producrs, the-Asency
for.Health. and_ Safety at Vork, the Offiie for Harmonization in the Internal Market (trade marks, dJsigns
and models), the European Police Office (Europol) and the Europol Drugs Unit.
GEN. REP. EU 1994
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Chapter Vlll
Community lawl
Section L
General matters
General principles of Community law
1255. Directive 85/s77/EEC on conrracts negotiated away from business
premisesz requires the Member States to enact rules governing the relationships
between suppliers and consumers. In case c-914 /923 the court of Justiie
acknowledged that the provisions of the Directive applying to the consumer's
right to withdraw from a contract were unconditional and sufficiently precise
for individuals to rely on them in the national courts. The fundamental question
remained whether these provisions could be relied on in actions between
individuals (the instant case was between a supplier and a consumer). The Court
had already helda that in the absence of measures transposing a directive within
the prescribed period the directive cannor on its own impose duties on an
individual and cannot therefore be relied on in proceedings against him (absence
of horizontal direct effect). It now confirmed this, declaring Marshall to be
inspired by the fact that under Article 189 directives are binding solely on the
Member States to which they are addressed- Extending the rule to relations
between individuals when its function is really to prevent Member States from
taking advantage of their own breach of Community law would have the effect
of empowering the Community to legislate for obligations directly incumbent
on individuals, whereas that power is available only in areas where regulations
may be made. But the Court recalled the rule in Marleasings to the effect that
the courts of the Member States, in the exercise of their duty to cooperate with
I 
!e5 _also_tfr5 quarterly review of iudgments in the Bulletin of the European lJnion: Bull. 3-'1994, point
, 1,.7.L); Bull. 6-1994, point 1.7.21; Bull. 10-1994, point 1.7.15; Bull. 12-1994.2 0t L 372.31.12.1985.3. llcciryi Dori v Recreb,: judgment given on 14 July, not yet reported.a Case 1,52/84 Marshall119861VCk723.5 Case C-706/89 t19901 ECR I-4135; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 1038.
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the Community institutions by virtue of Article 5 of the Treaty, musr, when
interpreting a provision of national law, 'do so, as far as possible, in the light of
the wording and the purpose of the directive in order to achieve the result
pursued by [it] and thereby comply with the third paragraph of Article 1.89 of
the Treaty'. Where the result prescribed by the directive cannot be achieved
through an interpretation technique, the Court held in Francouichl that in
certain circumstances Community law requires the Member States to compensate
for damage sustained by individuals by reason of their failure ro rranspose a
directive where its purpose is to confer rights on them. Such was the case of
Directive 85/577/EEC in the Court's view.
Judicial review and fulfilment by the Member States
of their obligations
1256. In the exercise of its duty to monitor the application of community law,
the commission commenced 974 infringement proceedin gs in 1994, as against
1,206 in 1993, and issued 545 reasoned opinions (352 in 1,993). The commission
referred 89 cases to the Court of Justice (44 in 1993).2 The breakdown by
country of cases referred ]n 1,994 is as follows: Belgium 10, Denmark [i,
Germany 5, Greece 12, Spain 9, France 17,keland 0, Italy 1, Luxembourg4,
Netherlands 1.2, Portugal5, United Kingdom 5.
1267. The Court of Justice gave judgment in 30 cases brought under Article 159
of the FC Treaty, giving judgment against Member States for failure to comply
with their obligations under Community law on 29 occasions. In the course of
the year 55 cases were removed from the Court's register where the Member
state came into line with community law while litigation was in progress.
1268. Fuller information on commission monitoring of the application of
community law will be given in the 12th annual report on the subject, to be
published early in 1995. The Llth report was adopted by the commission on 30
March and was published in the official Journal of the European Communities
in June.3
Joined Cases C-6/90 and C-9/90 11991,1 I-5357; Twenty-fifth General Report, point 1286.
The figures relate to infringements in the form of failure to notify national measures implementing
olrecuves.
COM(94) 500; OJ C 1 5 4, 6.6.199 4; Bull. 6-799 4, point 7.7 .22.
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Section 2
lnterpretation and application of substantive rules
of Community law
Free movement of goods and customs union
1269. In Case C-41,/931 the Court of Justice annulled the Commission Decision
based on Article 100a(4) of the EC Treaty, confirming German rules banning
pentachlorophenol in derogation from Council Directive 91/173/EEC.2 It held
that the Commission 'confined itself to describing in general terms the content
and aim of the German rules and to stating that those rules were compatible
with Article 100a(4), without explaining the reasons of fact and law on account
of which the Commission considered that all the conditions contained in Article
100a(4) were to be regarded as fulfilled in the case in point'. The Commission
decision was accordingly annulled for infringement of essential procedural
requirements, as it did not 'satisfy the obligation to state reasons laid down in
Article 190 of the Treaty'. The Court did not answer the question whether the
substantive conditions for application of Article 100a(4) were met, recalling
simply that the facility it gives the Member Stares allows exceptions from
common measures for the attainment of a fundamental Treaty objective 
- 
the
removal of all barriers to the free movement of goods between Member States.
It is accordingly for the Commission, subject to review by the Courr, 'to satisfy
itself that all the conditions for a Member State to be able to rely on the
exception ... are fulfilled' and in particular ro establish wherher the relevant
national provisions are justified. The Court makes clear that Member States
wishing to act under the Article cannot apply their provisions after entry into
force of a Community harmonization measure without obtaining confirmation
from the Commission; if they do so, they infringe the Treaty.
1.270. In Joined Cases C-303 /93 and C-407 /93 to 411/933 the Court of Justice
held that the dock dues charged when goods enter the French overseas
departments from other regions of France, in other words when they cross a
regional boundary, constitute a tax equivalent to a customs duty, prohibited by
the Treaty. Such taxes undermine the unity of the Community cusroms territory
and free movement of goods within it; intranational borders cannot be esrablished
within a Member State to take over from interstate borders as barriers to free
I Francev Commission [1994] ECR I-1829 (judgmentgiven on 17 May).2 OJ L 85,9.4.1,991,; Twenty-first General Report, point 138.3 Lancry v Direction Ginirale des Douanes: judgment given on 9 August, not yet reported
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movement of goods. The Court annulled Council Decision 89/688/EFC1
authorizing France to maintain the dues until3l December 1.992.It. excluded all
possibilities of exceptions from the rules governing free movement of goods
from and to the overseas departments (Article 227(Z) of the EC Treaty).
Competition 
- 
State aids
1271 . Case C-364/922 concerned the recovery of route charges that SAT, an
airline, refused to pay Eurocontrol on grounds that Eurocontrol was acting
contrary to Articles 86 and 90 of the EC Treaty. SAT's main argument was that
Eurocontrol's practice of fixing charges at different rates for equivalent services
depending on the Member State and the year constituted abuse of a dominant
position. The Court of Justice accepted the argument put forward by the
Commission and several Member States that, 'taken as a whole, Eurocontrol's
activities, by their nature, their aim and the rules to which they were subject,
were connected with the exercise of powers relating to the control and supervision
of air space which were typically those of a public authority. They were not of
an economic nature justifying the application of the Treaty rules of competition.'
An international organization such as Eurocontrol accordingly does not
constitute an undertaking within the meaning of Articles 86 and 90 of the
EC Treaty.
L272. The judgment in Case T-3/933 is interesting in two respects. The Court
of First Instance acknowledged, in admissibility proceedings that a statement to
the press by the spokesman for the Member of the Commission responsible for
competition policy announcing a Commission decision declining jurisdiction
over a merger for the purposes of the merger control Regulation (Council
Regulation (EEC) No 4064/894) could be attacked in annulment proceedings.
On substantive matters, it asserted that the true value of a merger such as that
in issue (takeover of part of Dan Air by British Airways) is to be assessed solely
by reference to the business activities actually concerned by the takeover.
1273. The judgment in Case C-1,88/92s settles an important issue concerning
State aid, regarding the relationship between annulment proceedings and
references for preliminary rulings raising the question of validity. The Court
held that where a firm in receipt of State aid has not brought direct annulment
proceedings under the second paragraph of Article 173 of the EC Treaty against
t OJ L 399,30.1,2.1,989; Twenty-third General Report, point 492.2 SAT Fluggesellschaft v Eurocontrol [ 1994] ECR I-43 (judgment given on 19 January) .3 Air Frunce v Commission [1994] ECR II-121 (judgment given on 24 March).4 OJ L 395, 3.12.7989 Twenty-third General Report, point 375.s Textiluerke Deggendorf v Germany [1994] ECR I-833 (iudgment given on 9 March).
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a Commission decision declaring the aid to be unlawful (even though it was
fully informed of the decision) within the periods prescribed, that firm cannot
plead that the Commission decision is unlawful in the course of proceedings in
the national courts regarding national implementing measures.
1.274. Case C-393/921 nicely illustrates the way the competition rules apply in
the electricity industry. The action was between a regional electricity distributor
and several local distributors and related to the equalization supplement charged
by the regional to the local distributors to offset the extra costs incurred in
bringing power supplies to rural areas. The questions for a preliminary ruling
concerned the compatibility with Community law of exclusive purchasing and
sales clauses in contracts between the two classes of distributor. The Court held
in relation to Article 85 that the long-term exclusive purchasing obligation had
a restrictive effect on competition (isolating the national market) and had a
substantial adverse effect on trade between Member States under the combined
impact of a whole series of such arrangements covering the entire country.
Moreover, the imposition of exclusive purchasing and sales clauses would be
caught by Article 86 if the effect was that firms in the group concerned were
linked to each other in such a way that they fully aligned their market strategies
and as a result enjoyed joint dominance. This was a point for review by the
national courts. But the main interest of this case relates to the application of
Article 90(2) of the Treaty and the possibility of exemption from some of the
competition rules. In Corbeau,2 the Court had held in relation to postal services
that public enterprises responsible for providing services in the general public
interest can escape the Treaty rules on competition if restrictions of competition
or the complete exclusion of competition from other firms are necessary for the
performance of their specific tasks; it now held that the public interests test was
passed by electricity distribution companies, even if they operated regionally
and had no exclusive rights, whose task was to 'ensure that throughout the
territory in respect of which the concession is granted, all consumers, whether
local distributors or end-users, receive uninterrupted supplies of electricity in
sufficient quantities to meet demand at any given time, at uniform tariff rates
and on terms which may not vary save in accordance with objective criteria
applicable to all customers'. Account had to be taken for this purpose of 'the
economic conditions in which the undertaking operates, in particular the costs
which it has to bear and the legislation, particularly concerning the environment,
to which it is subject', these being matters for the national courts.
1275. Pursuant to Article 90 of the EC Treaty, public undertakings and
undertakings which have been granted special or exclusive rights must abide by
I Almelo v Energiebedrijf I Jsseltnij [1994] ECR 1477 (judgment given on 27 April).2 Case C-320/91 [1993] ECR I-2533; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1135.
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Community competition rules. Article 90(3) confers on rhe Commission the task
of ensuring the application of these provisions and the power to address
directives or decisions to Member Statei where necessary. In'Case T-32/93r the
court of First Instance held that this power of su.veillance enjoyed by the
Commission uis-d-uis the Member States necessarily entails the application of
broad discretion, all the more so as, in exercising its powers, the commission is
bound by the Treaty to take into account the demanis inherent in the particular
tasks assigned to the undertakings concerned. Furthermore, it is up to the
Commission to decide whether to take action by way of individual declsions or
by directives consisting of general rules applicabie to all Member States, bearing
in mind the various forms of public underiakings in the Member States and the
diversity and complexity of their relations with ih. gou..n-ent authorities. The
Commission is therefore under no obligation to 
".i, and a private undertakingwhich files a complaint concerning anti-competitive conduir may not bring ai
action against the Commission for failure to 
".t when the latter refrairn fiomtaking action under Article 90(3)of the EC Treaty.
Free movement of workers and social provisions
1276' Cases C-382/92 and C-383/922 both concerned worker represenration
in relation to the two Directives on workers' rights to be informed and consultedin the event of transfer of undertakings3 and collective dismissals.a In theUnited Kingdom, worker represenration traditionally depends on the employer's
recognition of unions, so that an employer who recognizes no unions .", .rt"p.his information and consultation duiies. The co"urt of Justice upheld t^heCommission's view' a-sserting that a worker representation ,.1i.-. not iependent
on the employer's will.is necessary for compliance with the Directives; otherwise,
the Directives would be nugatory. uK legislation was found to be defective in
that employers were not required to .ot r,.rlt worker representatives with a view
to reaching an agreement, as the Directives require. And there were no effective
penalties in the event of failure to consult *o.i..r' representatives.
Freedom of establishment and freedom to provide services
1277. After recalling that the Member srates were free to allow access to theprofession of dentist on the basis of qualifications obtained in non-member
countries, the court held in cases c-319 /92 and c-1s4/93s that recognition of
I Ladbrohe Racing l..td,v.-Com,mission fiudgment given on 27 October).
; ts?K,: : ;i,i,iiift,3rl'ul' j :1f#1.' gi ven on 8 J u ne, no t vet repo rted'a Direcrive 75/129/EEC: Oj t- +S, ZZ.2.lg7S.s Hqi-mv KassenzahniirztliThe VireinigungNordrhein Il994l ECR 1425 and Tauil-Albertiniv Ministre desAffaires Sociales [1994] ECR l-+St 1ludg"m.nts given on S f.b-nry).
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a foreign qualification by one Member State did not commir the other Member
States to recognizing it.
1278. On 24 March the Court of Justice gave judgment in Case C275/92,1
holding that in view of their specific cultural and social features the individual
Member States retained discretionary powers to take measures determining the
organization of lotteries, the volume of the stakes and the allocation of their
proceeds. 'SThile such measures might constitute restraints on interstate freedom
of movement of services by imposing restraints on the activities of service
providers in other Member States, it is for the Member States to decide whether
the activities of a lottery should be restrained or even prohibited, provided only
that they are not discriminatory.
1279. A demolition firm established in Belgium, which for several years had
regularly employed Moroccan nationals who were lawfully resident in Belgium
and held Belgian work permits, was prosecuted in France for putting some of its
employees on a site in Reims without applying for French work permits for
them. The Court of Justice held2 that the freedom to provide services secured
by Treaty Articles 59 and 60 precluded Member States from requiring firms
based in another Member State and performing services in their territory, and
lawfully and habitually employing non-member country nationals for the
purpose, to obtain work permits from immigration authorities and pay the
attendant costs.
1280. In Case C-23/933 the Court confirmed previous judgments with respect
to Community provisions on the freedom to provide services. ln uan Binsbergena
it had held that a Member State cannot be denied the right to take measures to
prevent the exercise by a person providing services whose activity is entirely or
principally directed towards its territory of the freedoms guaranteed by the
Treaty for the purpose of avoiding rules which would be applicable to him if he
were established within that Member State. It followed that, in the field of
television broadcasting, a Member State could regard as a domestic broadcaster
a broadcasting body which established itself in another Member State in order
to provide services there which were intended for the territory of the first
Member State, since the aim of such a measure was to prevent organizations
which established themselves in another Member State from being able, by
exercising the freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty, wrongfully to avoid obligations
under national law.
I Her Maiesty's Customs and Excise v Schindler t19941 ECR 11039.2 Case C-43/93 Vander EIst v OMI (ludgment given on 9 August).3 TV 10 v Commissariaat uoor de Media: judgment given on 5 October, not yet reported.4 Case 33/74 uan Binsberyen [1974] ECR 1299 (judgment given on 13 December 1974).
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Equaltreatment for men and women
128L. Article 119 of the EC Treaty imposes the principle of equal pay for men
and women .ln Barberl the Court of Justice held that pensions paid by private
occupational schemes were within the definition of remunerarion for the
purposes of the Article; but it also decided that for the sake of certainty as to
the law (risk of seriously disrupting the financial balance of occupational
schemes) there should be limits on the periods to which the rule applied, and
Article 119 could not be relied on for that purpose in respect of pensions relating
to service prior to the judgment unless proceedings were already in hand by
then. This case raised a whole series of questions. rn Ten oeuei and Moroni3
the court answered some of them, notably as regards the effects in time of the
Barber 
''udgment. 
on 28 september it gave judgment in a further six cases
confirming and clarifying its earlier rulings and settling the issues that were still
outstanding.a Where entitlement to benefits is accumulated gradually throughout
working life, as is the case with pensions, equal treatment applies solely in
respect of benefits due by reason of employment after 17 May 1990 (the date of
the Barber judgment). But where benefits are not related to the duration of
employment, as is the case with lump-sum death benefits, what matters is the
date of the event giving rise to the entitlement; if it is after 17 May 1,990, the
equal treatment principle applies without any distinction being made for periods
of employment before and after the Barber judgment. occupationai social
security schemes that applied discriminatory treatment musr adjust their rules
in line with the equal treatment principle. For all periods between Barber and
the entry into operation of the new rules, persons in the category less well
catered for must be given the benefits payable to the better-off category. After
the new rules putting an end to the discrimination come into operarion, it is
legitimate under Article 119 for the measures establishing equal treatmenr to do
so by levelling down rather than up.
Common agricultural policy
1282. on 5 october the court dismissed an application by Germanys for the
annulment of the import arrangements laid down in council Regulation (EEC)
No 404193 of 13 Febru ary 1.993 on the common organization of the market in
bananas,5 under which 30oh of atarrff quota was allocated to traders who had
r Case C-262/88 [1990] ECR I-1889; Twenty-fourth General Report, point 1055.2 Case 9-!09/91 [1993] ECR I-4879; Twenty-seventh General Ripori, point 1145.3 Case C-1'10/97 [1993] ECR 5591.a Case C-2ffi/97 Coloroll Pension Trustees v Russell and Cases C-408/92, C-7/93, C-28/93. C-57/93 and
C-128/93, not yet reDorred.5 Case C-280/93'Germany v Council, not yet reported,u OJ L 47,25.2.1993i Twenty-seventh General Report, point929.
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previously marketed Community and/or traditional ACP bananas and 70% to
other traders. The Court held that this difference in treatment between importers
did not constitute discrimination, bearing in mind the differing situations of the
various categories of traders before the common organization of the market was
introduced, which entailed the striking of a balance between the two categories.
The Court also found that the Regulation did not affect the right to property,
since no trader could claim a right to property in the market share which he
happened to hold; nor did the Regulation infringe the freedom to pursue an
occupation, since the restrictions it introduced did not impair the very substance
of this right and corresponded to objectives of general Community interest
(integration of national markets and observance of the Lom6 Convention). As
regards the proportionality of the measures in question, the Court pointed out
that, in matters relating to the common agricultural policy, the Community
legislature had broad discretionary powers and that the legality of a measure
could be affected only if it were manifestly inappropriate for achieving the
objective pursued. In the case in point, the Council had to reconcile the
conflicting interests of Member States which produced bananas and others
which did not and the Court could not substitute its assessment for that of the
Council on the choice of measures, if those measures had not been proved to be
manifestly inappropriate. The Court also held that it could not take into
consideration provisions of GATT in assessing the lawfulness of a regulation in
an action brought by a Member State, unless the Community intended to
implement a particular obligation entered into within the framework of GATT
or the Community act expressly referred to specific provisions of GATT.
Environment and consumers
1283. In Case C-435/921 the Court held that Council Directive 79/409/EEC
of 2 April 1.979 on the conservation of wild birds2 imposes an obligation as to
the result to be achieved, namely full protection of species in decisions as to
open and closed seasons; any decision which has the effect that a certain
percentage of birds does not enjoy the benefit of that protection is incompatible
with the Directive.
Common commercial policy and external relations
1284. The Commission applied to the Court of Justice for interim measures
ordering Greece ro suspend its trade embargo on the former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia. On 29 June the Court declined to order such measures,3 chiefly
1 APAS v Prifets de Maine-et-Loire et de Ia Loire-Atlantique 119941 ECR l-67 (judgment given on 19
January).2 OJ L 103,25.4.1979 last amendment in OJ L 154, 30.6.1994; Bull. EC 6-1994,poinr1..2.183.3 Case C-720/94k Commission v Greece, not yet reported.
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on the ground that the assessment of the facts required for the order would be
of such a nature as to prejudge the main action. But the Court did state that the
Commission's legal arguments were prima facie relevant and serious enough in
the main action.
1285. On 15 April the agreement resulting from the Uruguay Round and
establishing the World Trade Organization was signed in Marrakesh, together
with its annexes, which include the Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods,
the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and the Agreement on
Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs), including trade
in counterfeit goods.l The Commission had previously submitted to the Court
a request for an Opinion under Article 228(6) of the EC Treaty, which centred
mainly on the question whether the Community had exclusive powers to
conclude these agreements. In its Opinion of 15 November2 the Court shed
considerable light on this question, in particular as regards the interpretation of
the concept of the common commercial policy (which falls within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Community).
The Court concluded that, under Article 113 of the EC Treaty (provisions on
the common commercial policy), the Community had exclusive powers to
conclude the Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods. These powers covered
the Agreement on Technical Barriers and also extended to agricultural products,
tariff aspects of Euratom products and ECSC products. The Court held that
Member States had the power to conclude international agreements on these
products only in so far as such agreements related specifically to ECSC products.
The Court then found that the power to conclude the GATS was shared between
the Community and its Member States. It confirmed that the concept of
the common commercial policy must be given a broad and non-restrictive
interpretation and explicitly concluded that services may fall within the scope
of Article 113. However, the Court pointed out that, of the four modes of
supplying services defined in the GATS,3 only cross-border supplies were 'not
unlike trade in goods, which is unquestionably covered by the common
commercial policy within the meaning of the Treaty'. There was therefore no
particular reason why such a supply of services should not fall within the concept
of the common commercial policy. The other three modes of service are excluded
from the scope of Article 113 as they involve the movement of legal and natural
I Point 989 of this Reoort.
z Opinion 1/g4oftheCourtofJusticeofl5November 1994on thecompetenceoftheEuropean Community
to conclude the agreements resulting from the Uruguay Round.I The four modes are: cross-border supplies, which do not involve any movement of persons; consumption
abroad, which entails movement of the consumer to the VTO member country where the service supplier
is established; supply through commercial presence, i.e. the presence of a branch or subsidiary in the
member country where the service is provided; and, lastly, the presence of natural persons from one
member country in the territory of any other member country.
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persons and are covered by a Treaty objective distinct from that of establishing
a common commercial policy.
'With 
respect to the other modes of supplying services defined in the GATS, the
Court confirmed its AETR judgment to the effect that Member States lose their
powers to the benefit of the Community as and when common rules come
into being which could be affected by international obligations. The Court
acknowledged that the Community may use the powers conferred on it under
provisions on the right of establishment and the freedom to provide services in
order to lay down internal rules on the treatment of nationals of non-member
countries. It therefore concluded that the Community acquired exclusive external
powers whenever it had included in internal legislative acts provisions relating
to the treatment of nationals of non-member countries or expressly conferred
on its institutions powers to negotiate with non-member countries, or again
where the Community had achieved complete harmonization of the rules
governing access to a self-employed activity. As harmonization was not yet
complete in all these fields, the Court concluded that the power to conclude the
GATS was shared between the Community and its Member States.
As regards the TRIPs, the Court followed the same reasoning 
- 
and arrived at
the conclusion that powers are shared between the Community and its Member
States as rhe harmonization of different intellectual property rights is still only
partial or, in some fields, completely non-existent. The Court had previously
held that intellectual property rights did not fall within the scope of Article 113
of the EC Treaty, except as regards Community measures prohibiting the release
for free circulation of counterfeit goods. In other areas of intellectual property,
the Communiry's external powers therefore depend on the extenr of internal
harmonization, although the Court also pointed out that the Community does
have internal powers to harmonize national rules which may have a direct effect
on the establishment and functioning of the common market; there is no domain
reserved for the Member States in this respect.
Finally, the Court acknowledged as entirely legitimate the Commission's concern
that if powers were shared between the Community and the Member States, it
would undermine the Community's unity of action uis-d-uis the outside world
and weaken its negotiating position in the'WTO. The Court referred back to its
Opinion in the lLO case (Opinion No Z/91), which required the Member States
and the Community to cooperate closely and to present a united front in the
international representation of the Community. The Court stressed that the
obligation to cooperate was all the more imperative in the case of the \(TO
as the allreements were inextricably interlinked, as demonstrated by the
'cross-retaliation' mechanism.
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Institutional and budgetary matters
1285. By decision of 21 December 19881 the Commission fined a number of
PVC firms for violations of Article 85. The decision was contesred in the Court
of First Instance, which, on27 January 1.99},declared it non-existent on grounds
of its procedural defects. The Commission appealed to rhe court of Justice,
which on 15 June gave judgment2 partly upholding its claim: it declared that
the irregularities in the adoption procedure were not so serious as to warrant a
finding that the decision never existed and set aside the judgment of the Courr
of First Instance on that point. But it wenr on to annul the decision thus
resurrected on grounds of serious formal defects, notably for failure to comply
with Article 12 of the Commission's Rules of Procedure that were in force at the
time (procedure for authenticating decisions). The problem was that the
commission had authenticated only the minutes of the meeting at which the
decision was adopted. The court reviewed the use made by the Commission of
the delegation of powers procedure and confirmed that it may be used exclusively
for routine managemenr measures, which do not include decisions finding
infringements of Article 85. It thus underlined the fundamental imporrar.. of
the principle of collective responsibility in the exercise of the Commission's
functions.
1287. The European Parliament disputed the Council's use of Article 130s of
the Treaty as the legal basis for Regulation (EEC) No 259/93 on the supervision
and control of shipments of waste within, into and out of the European
community.3 Given the impact on comperition within the common market and
on trading conditions, it felt the Regulation ought to have been based on Articles
100a and 113. On 28 June the Court of Justice declared the actiona inadmissible
as regards Article 113, which makes no provision for involvemenr of Parliament
in the legislative procedure. It was admissible as regards Article 100a, on the
other hand, but there the Court dismissed the application on the substance as
the disputed Regulation was an insrrument of the community's environmenr
policy and could not be regarded as designed to secure the free movemenr of
waste in the Community. Article 100a is nor to be used as a legal basis where
harmonization of market conditions within the community is a purely secondary
obiective; Article 130s was the proper basis for the Regulation. The Court thus
confirms the principle established by a line of cases beginning with Case C-rss/91
Commissionv Council.s
t OJ L 74,77.3.1989; Twenry-second General Report, point 426.2 Case c-737 /92P commission v BASF and others, noi yer reported; point 155 of this Report.
1 Ol l- 30,6.2.7993; Twenry-seventh General Report, point 4)4.4 Case C-187 /93 Parliament v Council, not yet r.po.tei.5 119931 ECR I-939; Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1150.
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1288 . On 9 August the Court of Justice annulledl as ultra uires the Commission
Decision concluding the agreement with the United States for the application of
competition law, which entered into force on 23 September 199L.2 The Court
referred to Article 228 of the EC Treaty as an autonomous, general provision of
constitutional status designed to preserve equilibrium as between the institutions.
The Article confers on the Council the power to conclude international
agreements. A specific treaty-making power vested in the Commission cannot
be deduced from existing practice or from the Commission's executive powers
in competition policy, for they are of a purely internal nature and are not such
as to modify the distribution of powers between the Community institutions as
regards the conclusion of international agreements determined by Article 228.
I Case C-3n /9't France v Commission.2 Twenty-fifth General Report, point 246 point 185 of this Report.
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Section 3
Computerization of Community law
1289. The Office for Official Publications of the European Communities has
continued to implement the 1.992-94 work programme adopted by the control
structure of the interinstitutional computerized documentation system on
Community law (CELEX).1 The aims of this work programme were to speed
up the input of outstanding texts (mainly in Greek, Portuguese and Spanish) and
to improve existing computer techniques. The improvement in the input of
outstanding documents witnessed in 1993 has continued; the number of
documents accessible is now approximately 160 000, and the coverage of texts
in Portuguese, Spanish and Greek is7 5o/o ,82o/o and76o/" respectively. As regards
data processing, the automated retrieval of texts from the Official Journal of
the European Communitiesbegan this year in the wake of studies in 1993. A
user-friendly interface for interrogating CELEX was tested and installed for a
pilot group of users at the end of the year. In addition, to provide a better service
to users, the internal documentation has been updated and adapted and
documentation produced for outside users.
1290. There were approximately 3 300 active CELEX users, including 1250
external subscribers and 37 commercial hosrs.
r Twenty-seventh General Report, point 1154
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1994
European nutrition year
January
1. January
Stage II of economic and monetary union begins and Point 34
Europ.an Monetary Institute (EMI) is established. of this Report
Agreement establishing the European Economic Area (EEA) Point778
an1.r, into force. ofthisRePort
L9 January
Commission adopts communication and two proposals for Point 323
Decisions on Community guidelines on trans-European ofthisReport
energy networks.
February
3 February
Commission adopts proposal for Decision establishing the Point2e2
'socrates' edt'r."ti,on irogr^-r.r. (1995-gg). - of this Report
7 February
Council adopts negotiating directives for mid-term review Point 917
of the fourth Lom6 Convention. of this Report
1 This chronological summary does not claim to be exhaustive. For further details, see the passages of this
Report cited in the margin.
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1.6 February
Commission adopts communication on future of Community point 466
initiatives under the Structural Funds, identifying nine of thisReport
priority fields of action for 1994-99.
23 February
Commission adopts communication on immigration and point 1075
asylum policies. of this RePort
Commission adopts communication on the future of the point 213
European automobile industry. of this Report
March
7 March
Council adopts a set of regulations designed to rationalize point 1005
the Community's commercial policy instruments f this Report
9 March
Parliament adopts Decision on the regulations and general point 6
conditions governing performance of Ombudsman's duties. of this Report
9 and 10 March
Following appointment of members by Council on 26 point722e
January, Committee of the Regions holds inaugural session. of this Report
Mr Jacques Blanc, President of the Regional Council of
Languedoc-Roussillon, elected Chairman.
14 March
Commission adopts first annual report on the operation of point 98
the internal market (1993). of this Report
23 March
Parliament and Council adopt Directive on air pollution by point 530
emissions from motor vehicles. of this Report
Commission adopts communication on measures to combat point 1145
fraud. of this Report
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Commission adopts annual economic report [.or 1.994. 
3i1fi,0i.."..,
29 Marcb
Informal meeting of Foreign Ministers in Ioannina adopts Point1170
compromise dJ.irion o,i ,,r1., for qualified-majority of this Report
decision-making in preparation for enlargement.
30 Marcb
Accession negotiations with Austria, Sweden, Finland and Point724
Norway concluded in Brussels. of this Report
3L March
Hungary applies for membership of European Union. 
:iii:Ji?"..,
April
5 April
Poland applies for membership of European Union. lil;Ji?".,,
6 April
Commission adopts Green Paper on the Union's audiovisual Point712
r . of this Renortpoilcy.
7 April
Commission adopts proposal for Decision on Community Point325
guidelines for deuelopment of trans-European transport of this Report
network.
15 April
Final Act of Uruguay Round is signed in Marrakesh. 3il1,rir.o.,.
Commission adopts proposal for Directive on the inter- Point 325
operability of Euiopean high-speed train network. of this Report
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19 April
Council decides on joint action under common foreign and poinr 743
security policy in support of Middle East peace process. of this Report
26 April
ParliamentandCouncil adoptfourthframeworkprogramme poim236
on research, development and demonstration (1994-98); of thisReport
Council adopts framework programme for research and
training for European Atomic Energy Community (1.994-98).
Muy
6 May
Council adopts a number of resolutions and conclusions on point 944
coordination of development policies. of this Report
LL May
Commission adopts proposal for a Regulation on reform of point 595
common organization of the wine market. of this Report
L5 May
Following Parliament's assent, Council adopts Regulation point 434
establishing Cohesion Fund. of this Report
25 May
Commission adopts integrated programme of measures to point 188
support small businesses and recommendation on method of thisReport
of taxing them.
Board of Governors of European Investment Bank establishes pointTg
European Investment Fund. of this Report
26 and 27 May
Inaugural conference for a stability pact in Europe held in poim742
paris. ' of this Report
30 May
Council adopts Regulation for earlier integration of Spain point 640
and Portugal into general scheme of common fisheries policy. of this Report
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Parliamenr and council adopt Directive on deposit- Poinr1.29
guarantee schemes. of this Report
June
1 June
commission adopts communication on way forward for Point 353
civil aviation in Europe of this Report
9 and 12 June
Fourth direct elections to European Parliament. lililJlXt",,
10 June
commission publishes response to Germany's recommen- Point 13
dations on implementation of subsidiarity principle' of this Report
12 June
Referendum in Austria: majority in favour of accession to Point 725
the European Union. of this RePort
14 June
Partnership and cooperation agreement between European Point 807
bo--nniii.s, M.m6e, States and Ukraine signed in Luiem- of this Report
bourg by Mr Kravchuk, Mr Pangalos and Mr Delors'
15 June
commission adopts proposal for Directive on ecological Point516
quality of *"tar. 
^ ' ' of this RePort
22 June
Council adopts Directive on the protection of young people Point 575
at work. ' of this RePort
23 June
commission adopts communication presenting main points Point 1081
of the European Union's action pl"n io comba"t dtttgt' of this Report
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24 and 25 June
European Council meets in Corfu, chaired by Mr Papan- point 1194
dreou. Main item is follow-up to \White Paper on growth, of thisReport
competitiveness and employment.
Acts of Accession of Austria, Sweden, Finland and Norway Points 724 and8o7
and a new partnership and cooperation agreement between of this Report
European Communities, Member States and Russia signed.
Julv
4 July
Commission adopts proposal for framework Directive on point 525
air quality. of this RePort
8 to 1.0 July
Twentieth'Western Economic Summit held in Naples. 
lil[:,t11"",,
LL July
Council adopts recommendation on broad guidelines for point 34
economic poii.i., of Member States and Comlunity. of this Report
13 July
Commission adopts proposal for Directive on export credit point 1023
insurance. of this Report
Commission adopts communications on new strategy for point 875
Asia. of this Report
L5 July
Extraordinary meeting of European Council in Brussels: point 1195
Mr Jacques Santer, Prime Minister of Grand Duchy of of this Report
Luxembourg, chosen to succeed Mr Delors as President of
Commission.
18 July
Free-trade agreements signed with Estonia, Latvia and poinr787
Lithuania in Brussels. of this Report
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19 July
Commission adopts communication on action plan relating
to information society.
Commission adopts communication on crisis in fishing
industry.
19 to 25 July
New European Parliament holds first part-session in Stras-
bourg. Mr Klaus Hiinsch elected President.
Parliament endorses Mr Santer's appointment as President
of European Commission from January 1995; Mr Santer
formally appointed as next President.
26 July
Judges and Advocates-General of Court of Justice appointed.
27 July
Commission adopts \fhite Paper on European social policy.
Council sets agricultural prices for 1,994/95.
Commission adopts communication on future of Community
policy for fruit and vegetables.
Commission adopts communication on cultural policy,
accompanied by two proposals for Decisions in support of
cultural activities (Kaleidoscope2000) and books and reading
(Ariane).
August
19 August
Council extends generalized
South Africa.
system of preferences (GSP) to Point 843
of this Reoort
Poinr 327
of this Report
Point 664
of this Report
Point 1182
of this Report
Point 1185
of this Report
Point 1.2O7
of this Report
Point 554
of this Report
Point 600
of this Report
Point 595
of this Report
Point 595
of this Report
September
7 September
Commission adopts communication on trade in radioactive Point 543
of this Reportand nuclear materials.
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L4 September
Commission adopts communication on
European industry.
competltlveness Ot Point 203
of this Report
and South point 843
of this Report
20 September
Commission adopts communication on amendment of finan- point 1105
cial perspective to take account of enlargement. of this Report
22 September
Council adopts Directive on establishment of European point 556
'Works Council or procedure in Community-scale undertak- of this Report
ings and Community-scale groups of undertakings for the
purposes of informing and consulting employees. This is
first instrument adopted by 11 Member States under Social
Policy Protocol.
October
5 October
commission adopts communication on implementation of point 991
Uruguay Round, together with list of legislative proposals. of this Report
L0 October
Cooperation agreement between Community
Africa is signed.
CSCE review conference opens in Budapest. Point 1058
of this Report
76 October
Finnish referendum approves accession to European Union. poinr725
of this Report
78-20 October
Following appointment of members by council on 26 point 1224
September, new Economic and Social Committee holds of thisReport
inaugural meeting. Mr Ferrer elected Chairman.
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19 October
Commission adopts communication on reinforcing the Point 845
European Union's Mediterranean policy to establish Etto- of thisReport
Mediterranean partnership.
25 October
Commission adopts first part of Green Paper on liberalization Point 3e9
of telecommunications infr"rtruct,tre and cable television of this Report
networks.
Commission reviews restructuring in steel industry. lili:il?r.,,
31 October
Representatives of Member States' Governments designate Point 1201
future Commission Members. of this Report
Foreign Ministers of Member States' four prospective new Point789
-.-5.r, and Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hun- of thisReportgary, Romania and Bulgaria, meeting in Luxembourg,
outline main themes in Union straregy for opening up to
Central and Eastern Europe.
Council adopts Decision on Community own resources and Point 1107
other instru-.rrt, giving legal force to financial conclusions of this Report
of Edinburgh European Council.
November
3 Nouember
Commission adopts communication on economic growth n?ii:,0f,?0".,
and the environment.
/ Nouember
Council adopts recommendations to end excessive public Point 36
deficits in Member States. - of this Report
13 Nouember
Swedish referendum approves accession to European Union. nililJit"..
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L5 Nouember
European Monetary Institute Council meets for first time in Point 1236
Frankfurt. of this RePort
76 Nouember
International Convention on the Law of the Sea enters into Point 1055
t 
- 
of this Reportrorce.
Commission adopts proposals to amend agri-monetary Points596 and627
arrangements andcommon organization of sugar market. of this Report
L7 Nouember
Council approves resolution on liberalization of telecom- Point 399
municationi infrastrucrure. of this Report
2L Nouember
Council adopts resolution on competitiveness of industry. lili:,tg.0".,
23 Nouember
Commission adopts communication on education and train- Point 301
ing in the face of technological, industrial and social of thisReport
challenges.
28 Nouember
Norwegian referendum reiects accession to European Union. Point725
of this Reoort
29 Nouember
Parliament, Council and Commission adopt financial per- Point 1108
spective 1995-99 adjusted to take account of enlarge-ent. of this Report
30 Nouember
Council adopts first joint action under Article K.3 of Treaty Point 1076
on Europea.r U.rio.t in the area of cooperation in the fields of this Report
of justice and home affairs.
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December
6 December
Council adopts 'Leonardo da Vinci' Community action
programme on vocational training and resolution on the
prospects for social policy (first resolution adopted by
11 Member States under Social Policv Protocol).
9 and 10 December
Essen European Council lays down lines of action for
continuing and strengthening strategy of White Paper on
growth, competitiveness and employment, with special
reference to measures to combat unemployment and to bring
the trans-European networks into operation. It also agrees
on an overall strategy to bring the associated countries of
Central and Eastern Europe closer to the Community and
reiterates its determination to establish a Euro-
Mediterranean partnership. It approves principle of a multi-
annual aid programme for Northern Ireland..
13 December
Commission adopts annual economic report fot 1995.
L4 December
Parliament gives assent to Final Act of Uruguay Round.
Points 300 and 555
of this Report
Point 1196
of this Report
Point 43
of this Report
Point 992
of this Report
1.5 December
Council adopts specific programmes of the fourth framework Point 236
" of this Report
research programme.
15 and 1.5 December
Council adopts conclusions on Community strategy for Points 504 and 533
reducing CO2 emissions and on environment and tt".rtpott. of this Report
It also adopts Regulation on substances which deplete the
ozone layer and a Directive on the incineration of hazardous
waste.
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L7 December
Treaty on European Energy Charter signed in Lisbon. lili:,rir."",,
L9 and 20 December
Council adopts Directive on right of Union citizens to vote Points 4,737,786,7s7
and to stand as candidate in municipal elections in whichever 3i?n?1i..0",,
Member State they are resident. It also adopts Decisions
concluding association agreements with Romania, Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic and Slovakia, free-trade agreements
with the three Baltic States and the generalized system
of preferences 1995-96 for industrial products. It adopts
Regulation and joint action concerning the control of exports
of dual-use goods.
20 December
Parliament and Council adopt Directive on packaging and point508
packaging waste. of this RePort
21 December
Commission adopts proposal for Directive on practice of points 12i and 490
the profession of lawyer. It also adopts communication on of this Report
environmental indicators and green accounting.
22 December
Council adopts Decision on conclusion of results of Uruguay points 645,993 and 1004
Round. It also adopts Regulation introducing rules for access of this Report
to certain fishing areas and resources in connection with the
integration of Spain and Portugal into the common fisheries
policy and Regulation on counterfeir and pirated goods.
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Table l: Legislation under the co-decision procedure
EP first rerding !il'second 
rcading
r, b, c, d, c, fl
pcrsonrl
contexl (
Citizens'rights
Protection of citizens
The single market and the Community economic and socialarea
Internal market
Free mouement of goods
o Opinion of thc Conmincc oI Rcgions.
on r common draft.
105
lrop. for r Dir.: protection ol
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Bull. 7/ll-90/1.1.313
24rh GR/186
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coM(e0)314
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24rh CR/186
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Bull.4-91l1.2.140
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oJ c 159t17.6.91
Bull. 4-91l1.2.140
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ol c.94113.4.92
Buil. l-92l1.2.215
oJ c94/13.4.92
Rull.3-92/1.2.214
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coM(94) 128
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vchicles
Prrp. for a Dir.: burning behav-
itlu o[ matcrials used in the
intcriu construction o[ motor
vehiclcs
Prop. for a Dir.: charrcteristicsof
two or three-whel motrt vehicles
Prop. for a Dir.: resistance of
vchiclo m sidc impacts
Prop. for a Dir.: resistance of
vehicles to headln collisions
Prop. for a Dir.: air pollrtion by
morrr yehicle emissions
Prrp. for a Dir.: air pollrtrrn by
dioel engine emissrrns
Dir. 94l25/F-C-; recrcational craft
Prop. for a Dir.: cable<rperatcd
installatrrns for thc carriage of
la$engers
Prop. for a Dir.: textile nanes
Prop. for r Dir.: quantitative
analysis methods for hinary tex-
tilc fibrc mixrures
Prop. for a Dcc.: informtion
prucedure concerning national
arrangements which dcrogate
from the principle of free movc-
mcnt ofgoods
oJc 134/L5.5.92
coM(92) lo8
Bull. 3-9211.2,18
26rh GR/113
oJ c93/13.4.92
coM(91)497
Bull.1/2-9211.3.30
utrh GR/113
oJ c 154,19.6.9t
coM(92) 20r
Bull.5-92./1.1.15
26rh CR/111
coM(91)449
Bull. ll-93/1.2.2
coM(94)519
Bull.12-X
coM(e4) 520
Bull. 12-94
coM(94)i58
Bull. 12-94
coMi94)559
Bull. 12-94
oJ c 12v15..r.92
coM(92) 141
Bull.4-9211.3.15
26ih CR/l16
olc70/8.3.94
coM{e3) 546
Btll. l/2-94/1.2.10
oJ c96/6.4.94
coM(e3)712
Btll. l12-9411.2.13
ol c9616.4.94
coM(e3)713
Brll. Ll2-94/1.2.'12
ol c t8t2t.1.94
coM(93)670
Bull.12-93i1.2.5
oJ c 313/30.11.92
Bull. 9-9211.2. lll
oJ c 313/30.11.92
Bdl.9-92/1.2.17
oJ c 30J/16.12.92
B\11.10-9Un.n
oJ c 195/1ri.7.94
Bull. 4-94l1.2.14
oJ c 313/30.11.92
Bnll.9-92/1.2.N
Btll.7l8-%/1.2.4
olct95/18.7.94
Bull. 4-94l1.2.1lt
oJ c 195/11r.7.94
Bull. 4-9411 .2. 19
oJ c 195/18.7.94
Bull. 4-94l I .2. 13
oJ c 30J/r].11.92
Bull. 10-92/1.3.24
ol c72/rs.3.93
!lil.1t2-93t1.2.2
oJ c 305/23.11.92
Btrll. 10-92/1.3.27
ol c i37 /21.12.92
Bull. ll-92l1.3.30
oJ c t28l9.5.94
Bull. 4'94l1.2.13
olc 59/2.3.r3
coM{93)r
Rtrll. l12-9111.2.6
Bull. 9-93l1.2.3
Btrll.6-93/1.2.7
Bull. l2-94
oJ c 137 /19 .5 .94
Bull. 12-91/1.2.9
oJC9U28.i.94
8ull.3-9al1.2.11 (b)
oJ c 3lJ/22.1 1.93
Bull. 10-93/1.2.5 (c)
olc6t/u.2.94
Bull. l/2-94l1.2.9 (c)
olcm5tLi.7.94
Bull. 5-9al1.2.10 (f)
oJ c 9v28.3.94
Bull.3-9al1.2.13 (b)
Free mouement of persons
o Opinrrn of thc Committee of Regions.
on a comnon drlft.
.TABLEI 471
Commission
oprn()n
(Afi. 18eb(2)(d))
Concilirtion
C-ommittec
s,hr
(Art. 189b(4))
Confirmed
common pos!lon
(,-ouncil
(Ail.1lieb(6))
EP rcjection
ofconfirned
common position
EP adoftrcn
ofcommon drrft
{Aft. l89b(i))
Adoption
by Council
F.P signarure
Crxrncil
(Afl. l9l)
t-ommcn$
coM(94) 130
Bull. 4-9411.2. l5
coM(94)r2l
Bull. 7/ll-94/1.2.3
I
coM(e4) 119
Bnll.4-94/1.2.17
llull.4'94l1.2.15
Brll. 3'94/1.2.10 (h)
llull. 1(194/1.2.7 {h)
Bull.12-94
Rdl.4-\An.2.17
olcns/L\.7.94
Bull. 5-94l1.2.11
oJCns/Lt.7.94
Btll. 5-9411.2.12
Bull.5-9411.2.11
Blll.6-94/1.2.20
olLl95/29.7.94
Bull. J-94l1.2.11
olL164/30.6.94
Bill. 6-9411.2.!0
109
109
109
l0
109
lw
109
ll0
lll
112
ll2
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Commission
proposrl
ESC opinion/
0OR opinion' EP first rerding
Anended
Commission
proposal
Lomnon
losrt()n
Counril
EP sccond reading
a, b, c, d, e, fl
Prop. for r Dir.: frce movenent
ofdoctxs
coM(94)626
Bull. 12-94
129
Freedom to prouide seruices
Intellectual and industrial property
' Opinion of the Committec of Regions.
on a common drait-
135
Dir.94l19lEC: dcposilguarantec
schemcs
Prop. forr Dir.: reinforceoentoI
pmdential supcrvision (financial
scrviccs)
Prop. for a Dir. : undcrtrkings for
collective invstmcnt in trans[cr'
able secrrrnies {tlClTS)
Prop. forr l)ir.: invcsltrcompen-
srtion
lnrp. for r Dir. amcndrng Dir.
89/(t47IEEC,: fror(tion of ini'
mals during transport
Prop. for r Dir.: crrss-bordcr
noney trrnsfem
Dir. 94l1ll/EC: lirtial or total
cxemption from thc obligrt()n to
publish listing prnicuhn
OJ C 163/30.(,.92
coM(92) 188
Bull.5-9211.1.11
26rh CR/128
oJC229tLs.8.93
coM(93)363
Bull. 7/ll-93/1.2.19
27th GR/I06
oJ c 59/2.1.91
coM{93)37
Rtil.l12-9311.2.33
27rh GR/107
ol c.32't/27.1r.93
coM(93)381
Brll.9-9311.2.I/
27rh GR/I07
oJ c 142/15.5.94
olc231/20.8.94
coM(94) m5
Bull. 4'94l1.2.311
ol c 36[J/t7.12.94
coM(94)436
Bull. ll-94l1.2.21
oJ c 23127.1.93
coM(92)J65
Bull.12-9211.3.46
26rh CR/135
ol c332n6.12.e2
Bull.10-92/1.3.41
ol c s2n9.2.94
Bull. l2-93l1.2.16
oJ c249113.9.91
Bull.6-93l1.2.29
ol c.127/9.s_94
Bnll.1l2-94/1.2.17
Ilull. 9-94l1.2.211
oJ c 16l^4.6.93
Btll.4-9311.2.2r
oJ c 115116.4.93
Bull.3-93/1.2.16
oJ c 91l28.J.94
Bril.3-9411.2.29
oJ c 315/22.11.93
Bull. 10-93/1.2.24
oJ c r2lrl9.5.94
Bull. 4-94l1.2.36
(\l clr/24.1.94
Bull. l2-93l1.2.3J
oj c 178/30.6.93
coM{93)2t3
Bull. 6-93l1.2.28
coM(94) 170
Bull. 5-9411.2.111
oJ c242/30.8.94
coM(94)329
Bnll.7l8-9411.2.16
coM(94)slrJ
llull. '12'94
oJ c rilr/zt.3.94
coM(e4)33
Rril. ll2-941]L.2.29
Bull. 9-9311.2.16
Bull.10'93/1.2.11
oJ c 213/3.1t.94
Bull. 6'94l 1 .2.36
oJ c 137n9.J.94
Bull.3-94l1.2.211
oJ c 9ll21t.3.94
Bull, 3'9411.2.27 (h)
olc93/21.|.94
Bull. 10-9a/1.2.12 (b)
ol c 128/9.5.94
Bull.4-9411.2.37 (a)
Prop. for a Dir.: legrl protectmn
of bioechnologicrl invcntrcns
Prop. fur a Reg.: additrrnal pro-
tectio n rcgr rding pla nt p rotection
prrducts
I'rop. for a Reg.: Connunity
d6rgns
oJ c l0/13.1.89
coM(88)496
Bull.10-llll/2.1.17
22nd Gkl266
coM(94)579
oJ c 342/L1.D.93
coM(93)342
Brll.12-93/1.2.i9
oJ c t59t/6.6.89
Bull. 4-89/2.1.44
Bull. 7/8-9411.2.111
oJ c 3oJ/11.11.92
Bull. l0-92l1.3.44
ol c.441t6.2.93
(1)M(e2)589
Bull.12-9211.3.50
Bnll. 12-93/1.2.40
27rh CR/l17
ol c 10l/e.4.94
Btrll. ll2-9411.2.i6
ol c205/L5.7.94
Bull.5-94/1.2.20 lb)
-tARLEr 473
Crrmmission
opinion
(An.18eh(2)(d))
Concilirtion
(i)mmlitec
g' n'
(Art. lll9b(4))
Qrnfirmei
common postrx)n
0uncil
(Ail. l89b(6))
F-P rt'lcttion
ofconfirmcd
common poslt()n
El adoPtx)n
ofcommon drrft
(Art.1lt9b(5))
Adoption
by Council
t-P signrtrrt
Council
(An. 191)
Comments
coM(94)9e
Brll.3'9411.2.27
coM(94)J49
llull.4-94l1.2.35 oJ c205tL\.7.94
Bull. 5-9al1 .2. 16
Bull. J-94/1.2.16
Bull. i-94l1.2.17
oJ L 135/31.5.94
Bull. J'94l1.2.16
oJ L 135/31.5.94
Bull. J'94l1.2.17
l<rp. suhject
to the
co-dgca()n
pt({edulesrncc
1.11.93
Prop. subjcct() rnc
co-decisx)n
procedurc sincr
l.1l,9J
474 nNNr,xas
lrop. for a Reg.: Strntes for the
Enrolcan association
Prop. for a Dir.: Stantes for the
Eunrpern associatir:n (involvc-
mcnt ofemployees)
lrop. for a Rc1.: Strnte for the
Eurrpcan cooperative society
Prop. for r Dir.: Statues for
the tunrpean cooperativesociety
(involvcment of empkryees)
Prop. for a Reg-: Statrtes for the
liuopean muntrl society
Prop. for a Dir.: Stantes for the
Eurrpean mutrlxl society
(involvement of cmployees)
ol c99/21.4 92
coM(91) 27i
Rtll. 12-91/1.2.73
Itrh GR/301
ol c99t21.492
coM(91)27i
Bull.12-91/1.2.73
25rh GR/301
oJ c99/21.4.92
coM(91)273
Bull. l2-9111.2.73
25th GR/301
ol c99/21.4.92
coM(90 273
Bull.12-9111.2.73
ztrh GR/301
ol c99/21.4.92
coM(91)273
Btrll. 12-9111.2.73
ztth CR/301
ol c99/21.4.92
coM(91)273
Bttll.12-9111.2.73
2trh GR/301
oJ c223t31.8.e2
Bull. J-92l1.1.59
oJ c 28131.8.92
Bull. 5'9211.1.59
oJ c223t3t.8.92
Bull.5-9211.1.59
olcrx/31.8.92
Bull. J-92l1.1.59
oJc22i/3r.8.92
Bull. 5-9211.1.59
olcn3/31.8.92
Bull. J-92l1.1.59
oJ c 42l15.2.93
Bull. 1/2-9311.2.119
oJ c 42l15.2.93
Brll.'l/2-91/1.2.89
olc42/15.2.93
Bull. l/2-9311.2.119
ol c 42t15.2.93
Bnll.ll2-93/\.2.119
ol c 42n5.2.93
Bull.1/2-93l1.2.119
ol c 42t15.2.93
Bull. l/2-9311.2.89
oJ c 235131.8.91
coM(9J)2r2
Bull. 7i 8-93 /1 .2.112
oJ c 116131,1t.93
coM(93)152
Bull.7/ll-93/1.2.112
oJ c 1641.ri.93
coM(93)152
Bnll.7 18,-93I1.2.8,2
ol c.236/3r.8.93
coM(93)r52
Bnll.7 l8-9i11.2.82
oJ c 216131.1r.93
coM(e3)252
Bul l. 7/lt-93/ I .2.82
oJ c x6l31.8.93
coM(93)n2
Btll.7 l8-9311.2.82
Enterprise and services policy
Cooperatiues, mutual societies, associations and foundations
Industrial policy
lndustri al comq e titiu ene s s
Research and technology
Community R&TD policy
" Opinion of thc Conmittcc oI Regions.
on a comnon urtfi.
94l10/EC: second rmcnd.
m Dir. Il3/1139/EF.C (infor-
rn on strndrrds)
ol c i40/23.12.92
coM(92) 491
Bull.11-92/1.3.27
oJ c. 201t26.7 .93
Bull. 5-91/1.2.2
olc 176/28.6.9i
Bull.5-93/1.2.2
ol c2n/27.10.93
COM(93)444
Bull. 10-93/1.2.2
Bull.11-93/1.2.1 o1c61t2u.2.94
Bull. 1/2-9411.2.1i (b)
Dcc. 94l1110/EC: firurth frame-
work pnlgranmc fu reserrch,
technokryical devebpment and
dcmon*ration (1994-9ll)
oJ c 110/26.8.93
coM(93)276
Bull. 6'9Jl1.2.116
ol c 34/2.2.94
Bull.11-93/1.2.7J
ol c329/6.12.93
Bull.11-93/1.2.7i
Bull.12-93/1.2.103
oJ c 10v9.4.94
Brll. ll2-9411.2.79
ol c6t/28.2.94
Bdl. y2-ea^.2.79 \b)
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(irnmission
opln()n
(An. lseb(2)(d))
Concilirtion
Committee
g'hl
(Ail. ltl9b(a))
Grnfirmed
comnon poslt0n
Conncil
{Ait. 1{t9h(6))
EP rejcctrrn
ofconfirmed
common posltmn
EP adoPtitrn
ofcommon draft
(Art.189b15))
Adoptrrn
by L-ouncil
EP signrntre
(,ouncil
(Art. l9l)
Comnents
coM(94) ll5
Bull.3-9411.2.9
Bull. l'94l1.2.9 oj L 100/19.4.94
Bull.3-94l1.2.9
Prof. sublect
n) thc
co-decision
rocedure sincc
1.11.93
Brll. 4-9411.2.69 oJ L 126111r.J.94
llull. 4-94l1.2.69
oJ c l2lr/9.5.94
Bull. 4-94/1.2.69
coM(94) 52
Ilull. 1/2'9411.2.79
Ilull. 3-94l1.2.6lJ
476 eNNExrs
[,P second reading
a,b,c,d,e,fl
296
Education, vocational training and youth
Cooperation in the field of education
Youtb
308
Trans-European networks
Energy network-s
Prop. for r Dec.: guidclines for
the trans-Eurrpern energy
network
Transport networks
" Opinion of thc Committer of Regions.
on r common draft
lrop. for r Dcr
pft{lrlmme
lrop- for r Dec.: F,uropean Ycrr
of Continuing Education
oJ c 6613.1.94
coM(93)7011
Bnll. II2-94I1.2.1114
ol c287 t15.10.94
coM\94) 264
Bull.9-94ll.2.l116
ol c195118.7.94
Bull. 4-9al1.2.165
ol c 217/6.8.94
Itull. 5-94l1 .2. I 37'
Btll. 11-9411.2.202
Bnll. 11-94/1.2.2n2"
oJ c 128/9.5.94
Bull.4-9411.2.16J
o1c164t16.6.94
coM(94) 180
Bull. J-94l1.2.137
oJ c 244/3t.8.94
Brll.7 l8-9411.2.167
oJ c 3L1t21.tl.94
Bull. l{194/1.2.11J (b)
Prop. for r Dcc.: Youth for
Europe progrrmne lll
olcl$t11.6.94
coM(93)5rl
Bull. l1-93/1.2.111
oJ c 148/30.5.94
Bull.3-94l1.2.170
oJ c217 /6_8.94
Bull.5-94l1.2.141"
ol c 128t9.5.94
Btil.4-9411.2.167
oJCt7ot13.6.94
coM(94) 1116
Bull. 5-94l1.2.141
oJc2],2tn.8.94
Bull.7 l8-9411.2.171
oJ c3Litzl.t1.94
Bull. 10-94/l.rll6 (h)
oJ c72t10.3.94
coM(93)685
Bull.1i2'94l1.2.118
oJ L- 195/18.7.94
Brll. 4-9411.2.74
oJ c217 t6.8.94
Bull.5-94l1.2.70"
Prop. for a Dec.: guidelines for
thc dcvellpment of the trans-
Eunrpcan transport network
oj c 22(y8.ri.94
coM(94) m6
Brll.4-9411.2.76
Brll.9'94l1.2.101"
TABtrr 477
Commission
opinion
(Ail. lseb(2)(d))
Conciliation
Committec
s,hr
(4il.18eb(a))
Con[irmed
common postx)n
Council
(Art.189b(6))
El rclection
oIconfirmcd
common Posltt)n
El adoption
ofcommon draft
(Art. 1{l9b(5))
Adoption
by Council
F,l signatrut
Council
(Art.191)
C-omments
c-oM(94) Jo2
tlull.1l-9411.2.204
Irrliticrl DJ
Agrttmcnton r
common
posrt()n:
Itdl.6-94n.2.197
Politicrl 308
Agreemcnton a
(ommon
pos[rcn:
Butt.6-944.2.199
478 eNNrxes
!.P second reading
r, b, c, d, e, fr
I'rop. for r Dec.: guidelines con-
ccrning the dcvrkrpmcnt oflSDN
ls a trans-Europcan nctwork
ol c Ls9/23.9.e3
coM(91)347
Bull. 9-93l1.2.66
27rh GR/346
ol c. s249.2.94
Ilull. l2-93ll.2.1lll
ol c217/6.8.94
Bull. 5-94l1.2.74"
oJ c 128/9.5.94
Brll. 4-9411.2.77
oJ c 353/13.12.94
coM(94)483
Bull.1l-94/1.2.117
Bull. l2-94
Information s o ciety and telemati c communicati ons netw or ks
Energy
Internal energy market
l'nrp. fua Dir.:common rules for
thc intcrnrl narkct in clcctricny
lntl nrnrrl grs
Dt. 941221F.C,: conditrrns for
grrntingand usingauthorizrtions
for thc prrspection, expkrration
and cxtractrrn of hydrocrrbons
oJ c 65/14.3.92
coM(91) 54r
Rtll. l12-9211.3.117
26rh CR/694
oJ c t39/2.(t.92
coM(94) lr0
tsull. 5-92ll.l.ll4
26rh (;R/696
oJ c 73l15..r.93
Bdl. y2-93^.2.98
oJ c 19/25.1.93
Bull. l1'92l1.3.113
ol c329/6.12.93
Bull.11-9J/1.2.1J2
ol c j17/21,.12.e2
Bull. ll-9211.3.111
oJ c 12y4.5.94
coM(93) 643
Bull.12-93/1.2.121
ol c23t27.t.93
coM(92) 587
Bull.12-9211.3.140
350
Indiuidual sectors
krp. for r Dir.:energy elficiency
of rcfiigerrtors and clecrical
household equipment
Transport
Summer time
]90 Dir. 94121lf.C: qrmmcr timt ol c278/16.10.93
coM(93)439
Brll.9-9311.2.72
olc34t2.2.94
liull. ll-93/l.2.ll1l
ol c20/24.'t.94
Bull.12'91/1.2.121i
oJ c lilr/zs.3.94
coM(94)J4
Brll. 1/2-9411.2.92
1,r,,,,r,',,.*
I 
llull. s'rl1.2.u
o Opinion of the (irmmittcc of Rcgrrns.
on a common oratr,
ol c 101/9.4.94
l\ull. 12-93/1.2.122
ol c91/28.3.94
Ilull. l-9al1.2.131 (b)
oj c 128/9.5.94
Bull.4-9411.2.116 (r)
T At\r.E | 479
{.irmmissrrn
olrnx)n
(Art.18eb12)(d))
(i)ncilial()n
Commiitee
g,hl
(4rt.189b{4))
Confirmcd
common poslt()n
Council
(Ail. lli9b(6))
!.1 rtpttrrn
ofconfirmcd
common posrnon
EP rdoptutn
ofcommon drrft
(Art.1lteb(5))
Adopron
hy Council
!.1'srgnrtrlit
(irrncil
(4il. l9l)
(]rmmcnts
lrop. suhject
i) thc
co-dccision
procedurcsrncc
l.IL9J;
(irrncil
Agrccmcnt:
llull.
1t.94t]'.2.87
oJ L 164/30.6.94
Rnll. 5-94/1.2.77
Ilull. 5-94/1.2.2(l)l\{(94) 132
Bull. 4-91l1.2.82
480 eNNp.xr-s
EP second reading
a, b, c, d, e, fl
405
Telecommunications, information services and the information industrv
T el e communic ations p oli cy
Environment
General
Prop. for a Dir. amcnding Dir.
IIJ/137/EEC: evaluation of the
cnvironmcntal effects of certain
produts
Industry and enuironment
" Opinion of the Committee of Rcgions.
on i conmon urttr,
Prop. for a Dir.: murual recog-
nition of licences m operate rcle-
comnuntctnons servlc$
Prop. for a Dir.: mutual recog-
nition of licences m operate satcl-
lite communications services
lrop. for r Dir.: rpplicatrrn of
open network pnrvision (ONl)
n voice telephony
Prop. for r Dir.: telerison stan-
dards
oJ c248/25.9.92
coM(92)254
Btrll.T /8-9211.3.87
26th CR/343
olc36t4.z.94
coM(el)652
Bull. ll2-9411.2.99
ol c 263^2.10.92
coM\92) 247
Brll.7/8-9211.3.86
26rh GR/343
ol c 341/1r1.2.93
coM(el)5i6
Bull. l1-93/1.2.2fi)
oJ c42/15.2.93
Brll. l/2-9311.2.114
ol c295122.10.94
Bull.6-9411.2.121
oJ c 19/1r.1.93
Bull.11'92/1.3.92
oJ c 148/30.5.94
Bull. 3-94l1.2.11t1)
ol c 12.8/9.5.94
B]|lll.4.94/1.2.99
ol c lts/26.4.93
Bdl.3-9it't.2.75
oJ c 12r{/9.5.94
Bull.4-9411.2.180
oJC t08/16.4.94
coM(94)41
Bull.3'94l1.2.101
oJ c 147|n.5.93
coM(e3) ur2
Btll. 5-9i11.2.77
ol c321/18.11.94
coM(94)455
Bull.10'94/1.2.114
Bnll. 5-93/1.2.77
Bull. 6-9311.2.124
Bull.12-94
ol c.44^4.2.94
Bull. l/2-9411.2.102 (b)
lrop. for a Dir
lCBs and PCTs
climination of
Dir.: packaging and packagiqi
wtste
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Institutions and other bodies
European Parliament
Secretariat
Centre europ6en, Plateau du Kirchberg
L-2929 Luxembourg
Tel.:43 001
Council of the European Union
General Secretariat
Rue de laLoi 170
B-1048 Brussels
Tel.:234 61.1.1.
European Commission
Rue de la Loi 200
8'-1,049 Brussels
Tel.:299 7111,
Court of Justice of the European Communities
Boulevard Konrad Adenauer
L-2925 Luxembourg
Tel.:43 031
Court of Auditors of the European Communities
12 rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-1,61,5 Luxembourg
Tel.: 43 981
Economic and Social Committee
Rue Ravenstein 2
B-1000 Brussels
Tel.: 519 90 11
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Committee of the Regions
Rue Ravenstein 2
B-1000 Brussels
Tel.: 546 22 11
ECSC Consultative Commimee
Bdtiment Jean Monnet
Rue Alcide De Gasperi
L-2920 Luxembourg
Tel.:430 11
European Inyestment Bank
100 boulevard Konrad Adenauer
L-2950 Luxembourg
Tel.: 43 791
European Monetary [nstitute
Postfach 10 20 31
D-60020 Frankfurt am Main
Tel.:24 00 06 91
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List of abbreviations
ABC Clearing Bank Association
ACE Community action programme for the environment
ACNAT Action by the Community relating to nature conservation
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific countries party to the
Lom€ Convention
ACTS Communications technology and services programme
ADAPT community initiative for the adaptation of the workforce
to industrial change
Al-Invest Framework industrial cooperation and investment pro-
motion programme for the countries of Latin America
Altener Specific actions for greater penetration for renewable
energy sources
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum
Aproma Association of Market Production, European
Community / Africa-Caribbean-Pacific
ASEAN Association of South-East Asian Nations
ATA Temporary admission 
-'admission temporaire'
Atlantis Pilot measure to promote economic development and the
environment in the Community's Atlantic regions
BC-Net Business Cooperation Network
BCC Business CooPeration Centre
Bridge Biotechnology research for innovation, development and
growth in Europe
BRITE/EURAM European research on advanced materials (specific
research and technological development programme in
the fields of industrial manufacturing technologies and
advanced materials applications)
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CAP
CARE
CCAMLR
CCC
Cedefop
CELEX
CERN
CFSP
CIS
Coleacp
Comett
Common agricultural policy
Community database on road accidents
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources
Consumers Consultative Council
European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training
Interinstitutional system of computerized documentation
on Community law
European Centre for Nuclear Research
Common foreign and security policy
Commonwealth of Independenr States
Europe-ACP Liaison Committee for the Promotion of
Tropical Fruit, Out-of-Season Vegetables, Flowers, Pot
Plants and Spices
Community action programme in education and training
for technology (programme on cooperation between
universities and enterprises regarding training in the field
of technology)
Community research and development information
service
European cooperation on scientific and technical research
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
Community support framework
Committee of Senior Officials (CSCE)
Conformance testing services
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
European business and innovation centre network
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Economic Commission for Europe (UN)
European Community Humanitarian Office
Cordis
COST
CSCE
CSF
CSO
CTS
EAGGF
EBN
EBRD
ECE
ECHO
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ECIP EC International Investment Partners
ECOS European city cooperation system
EDA Engineering design activities
EDF European Development Fund
EDI Electronic data interchange
Edicom Commerce electronic data interchange
Edifact Electronic data interchange for administration, commerce
and transport
EEA European Economic Area
EFICS European forestry information and communication
system
EFTA European Free Trade Association
Ehlass Community system of information on home and leisure
accidents
EIB European Investment Bank
EIC Euro-Info Centre
EIF European Investment Fund
EMI European Monetary Institute
EMS European Monetary System
EMU Economic and monetary union
EOTC European Organization for Testing and Certification
Erasmus European Community action scheme for the mobility of
university students
ERDF European Regional Development Fund
ESA European system of integrated economic accounts
ESA European Space Agency
ESF European Social Fund
ESSI European software and systems initiative
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Eurocontrol European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation
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Eurolib European library project
Eurostat Statistical Office of the European Communities
Eurotecnet Community action pro€lramme in the field of vocational
training and technological change
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization (UN)
FIFG Financial instrument for fisheries guidance
FORCE Community action programme for the development of
continuing vocational training
GATT General Agreemenr on Tariffs and Trade (UN)
GCC Gulf Cooperarion Council
GNP Gross national product
GSP Generalized sysrem of preferences
Helios Community action programme for disabled people (handi-
cappedpeople in the European Community living indepen-
dently in an open society)
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency (UN)
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(ITorld Bank) (UN)
ICRC Inrernational Committee of the Red Cross
IDA Interchange of data between administrations
IEFR International Emergency Food Reserve
IMF International Monetary Fund (UN)
IMP Integrated Mediterranean programme
Impact Information marker policy actions (plan of action for
setting up an information services market)
Interreg Community initiative concerning border areas
Intrastat Statistical collection system
ISDN Integrated services digital nerwork
ITU International Telecommunication Union
I\7C InternarionalWhaline Commission
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JET
JICS
Konver
LIFE
Lingua
MED-Campus
MED-Media
Joint European Torus
Joint Interpreting and Conference Service
Programme to assist areas affected by the rundown
of production for military purposes and of military
installations
Financial instrument for the environment
Programme to promote foreign language competence in
the European Community
Programme to support development cooperation schemes
between the universities and higher educational establish-
ments of Europe and the Mediterranean non-member
countries (MNCs)
Programme to support cooperation between media insti-
tutions, organizations and companies in the Community
and in the Mediterranean non-member countries (MNCs)
Programme to support cooperation between local authori-
ties in the Community and those in Mediterranean
non-member countries (MNCs)
Action programme to promote the development of the
European audiovisual industry
Strategy and plan of action for the protection of the
environment in the Mediterranean
Multifibre Arrangement (arrangement regarding inter-
national trade in textiles)
Multilateral Steel Agreement
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
New Community Instrument
Next European Torus
Non-governmental organization
National indicative programme
New Independent States
MED-Urbs
MEDIA
Medspa
MFA
MSA
NAFO
NATO
NCI
NET
NGO
NIP
NIS
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Norspa
NPA
NPT
OAS
OCTs
ODIHR
OECD
OICVP
ONP
OPET
Ouverture
PACE
PEDIP
PETRA
PHARE
PINC
Poseican
Poseidom
Poseima
PRO
R&TD
RACE
Action to protect the environment in the coastal areas
and coastal waters of the Irish Sea, North Sea, Baltic Sea
and North-East Atlantic Ocean
New partnership approach
Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons
Organization of American States
Overseas countries and territories
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development
Veterinary and Phytosanitary Inspections Office
Open network provision
Organization for the promorion of energy technologies
Cooperation network with East European regions
Community action programme for improving the
efficiency of electricity use
Financial assistance for Portugal for a specific industrial
development programme
Action programme for the vocational training of young
people and their preparation for adult and working life
Poland and Hungary 
- 
Aid for economic restructuring
Community illustrative nuclear programme
Programme of options specific to rhe remore and insular
nature of the Canary Islands
Programme of options specific ro the remote and insular
nature of the overseas departments
Programme of options specific ro the remote and insular
nature of Madeira and the Azores
Protracted refugee operation (UN)
Research and technological development
Research and developrrent in advanced communicarions
technologies in Europe
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Rechar Comrnunity initiative concerning the economic conversion
of coalmining areas
Recite Regions and cities for Europe
REGIS Community initiative concerning the most remote regions
RETEX Community initiative for regions heavily dependent on
the textiles and clothing sector
RITTS Regional innovation and technology transfer strategies
and infrastructure
SAARC South Asia Association for Regional Cooperation
SADC Southern African Development Community
SAF Structural adjustment facility
SAVE Specific actions for vigorous energy efficiency
SCAN Subcontracting assistance network
SDC Sustainable Development Commission (UN)
SDRs Special drawing rights (IMF)
SOLAS Safety of Life at Sea (Convention)
SPA Special programme of assistance for sub-saharan Africa
SPDs Single programming documents
Sprint Strategic programme for innovation and technology
transfer
Stabex System for the stabilization of ACP and OCT export
earnlngs
Sysmin System for the stabilization of export earnings from
mining products
Systran Computer translation system (system translation)
TAC Total allowable catch
TACIS Programme for technical assistance to the Commonwealth
of Independent States
TAM Trade assessment mechanism
TARIC Integrated Community tariff
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TEDIS Communications network 
- 
Community programme on
trade electronic data interchange systems
Tempus Trans-European mobility scheme for university studies
TENs Trans-European networks
Thermie Projects for the promotion of energy technology
TIDE Technology for the socioeconomic integration of the
disabled and elderly people
TNA Telematics networks between administrations
TSIs Technical specifications for interoperability
UCLAF Unit for the coordination of fraud prevention
UDEAC Central African Customs and Economic Union
UMOA lfest African Monerary Union
UN United Nations
UNCED United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development
Unctad United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
UNIDCP United Nations International Drug Control Programme
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization
UNR\7A United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East
UPU Universal Postal Union
URBAN Initiative for urban areas
VALUE Specific programme for the dissemination and utilization
of research results (valorization and utilization for Europe)
WEU \trestern European Union
\fFP 'S(orld Food Programme (UN)
\7HO \World Health Organization (UN)
lfIPO rWorld IntellectualProperty Organization (UN)
lfTO \forld Trade Organization
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Publications cited in this Report
General Report on the Activities of the European Union
(abbr.: General Report), published annually by the Commission
Works published in conjunction with the General Report:
. The Agricultural Situation in the European Union
(abbr.: Agricultural Report), published annually
t Report on Competition Policy
{abbr.: Competition Report), published annually
. Report on the application of Community law
published annually
Bulletin of the European Union
(abbr.: Bull.), published monthly by the Commission
Supplement to the Bulletin of the European Communities
(abbr.: Supplement ... 
- 
Bull.), published at irregular intervals by the Commission
U93 Address by Jacques Delors, President of the Commission, to the European
Parliament on the occasion of the investiture debate of the new Commission
The Commission's work programme for 1993-94
The Commission's legislative programme for 1993
Joint declaration on the 1993 legislative programme
3/93 The future development of the common transport policy
4/93 The challenge of enlargement 
- 
Commission opinion on Malta's appli-
cation for membership
5i93 The challenge of enlargement 
- 
Commission opinion on the application
by the Republic of Cyprus for membership
6/93 Growth, competitiveness, employment-The challenges and ways forward
into the 21st century 
- 
White Paper
1194 The Commission's legislative programme for 1994
Resolution of the European Parliament on the 1994 legislative programme
Council declaration on the 1994 legislative programme
Joint declaration of the European Parliament and the Commission on the
1 994 legislative programme
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2/94 Report on Europe and the global information society
Interim report on trans-European networks
Progress report on employment
E)(racts of the conclusions of Presidency of the Corfu European Council
3194 An industrial competitiveness policy for the European Union
Official Journal of the European Communities
Legislation series (abbr.: OJ L)
Information and notices series (abbr.: OJ C)
Supplement on public works and supply contracts (abbr.: OJ S)
Reports of Cases before the Court(abbr.: ECR), published by the Court of Justice in annual series, parts appearing
at irregular intervals throughout the year
All the above publications are printed and distributed through
the Office for Official Publications of the European Communities,
L-2985 Luxembourg
Annual Report of the European lnvestment Bank
published and distributed by the ElB,
100 boulevard Konrad Adenauer
L-2950 Luxembourg
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European Commission
r General Report on the Activities of the European Union 
- 
1gg4
Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities
1995 
- 
XXX, 560 pp.- 16.2x22S cm
lsBN 92-826-9440-2
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg: ECU 27
The General Report on the Activities of the European Union is published annually
by the Commission as required by Article 156 of the EC Treaty, Article 17 of the
ECSC Treaty and Article 125 of the EAEC Treaty.
The Report is presented to the European Parliament and provides a general
picture of Community activities over the past year.
